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COMPUTERS AND EDUCATION

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHT,
Washington, D.C. r

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:13 a.m., in room
2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Albert Gore, Jr. (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. GORE. The subcommittee will come to order.
I would like to welcome all of our witnesses and guests. I have,a

short opening statement, and then I will irecognize my colleagues.
Then we will go forward with the first witness.

Over the past few years our Nation has developed a love affair
with the computer. Thanks to the development of the microcom-
puter, an increasing number of Americans each year are becoming
acquainted with computer technology. Personal computers are now
appearing in homes and businesses all over the country, and new
applications for the technology are being discovered every day.'

As our country has gradually become more familiar with the use
of computers in general, attention has now been focused on the
role that computer technology can play in educating our children.
In increasing numbers, elementary and secondary schools, colleges
and universities are making an effort to integrate computers into
their educational programs.

Computers are important in the educational process for two rea-
sons. First, the nature of our future economy dictates that our citi-
zenry be familiar with computer technology. In the years ahead,
the number 'of jobs for computer programers and technicians is
going to grow exponentially, and the demand for people to fill
these jobs will naturally be great Additionally, computer technol-
ogy will influence and affect almost every aspect of our economy.
Our individual economic survival will depend on how well we un-
derstand that technology and its potential.

Second, computers have the potential to tremendously enhance
the quality of education in this country. Not only can computers be
used to teach basics in math and science; they can be used for
other subjects as well and can enable students to learn more rapid-
ly.

To realize the benefits of the technology, however, our education-
al institutions must be equipped to utilize it properly. Teachers
must be trained to teach with, computers. Curriculums Must be de-
signed to take advantage of the technology's capabilities. Adequate

(1)



cour8owtiro nmat bo tivnilitle. And all students must have fair
access to tiro technology.

Unfortunately, although educator8 are rapidly acquiring comput-
er equipment for their classrooms, few schools are really prepared
to use it. As recent studies by the National Science Board, the Car-
negie Foundation for the Advancement of 'reaching, the Congres-
sional Office of Technology Assessment, and others have shown,
our schools are being swept up in this tidal wave of technology
without any idea of how to make wise use of it. Many teachers are
not trained either to use computers or to teach with them, and
many courses that use computers use them in unproductive, some-
times even counterproductive ways. The author of the Carnegie
report declared, in fact, that our schools have taken a buy now, pay
later approach to computers.

Moreover, serious disparities are beginning to appear in access to
computers between economically advantaged and disadvantaged
students. A National Science Foundation study recently found that
wealthy schools are four times as likely to have computers than
poor schools. These findings are, of course, disturbing.

Can computers really enhance the quality of education in this
country, and can we take advantage of their educational potential?
Of course, most of us believe the answer to these questions is yes.
The issue is how do we insure that the desired result is achieved.

That's really the purpose of this hearing. Over the next 2 days
we will examine the questions that have arisen as our educational
institutions have sought to bring computers into ,the classroom. We
will consider both the impact that the technold'iST has already had
on our schools and the ways in which the technology will affect
them in the future. And we will explore solutions to the problems
that exist.

Today the subcommittee will focus on the major policy questions
that face educators and decisionmakers in addressing the role of
computer technology in education. We will also review the efforts
of several universities to integrate computers into their programs.
Tomorrow, the subconybittee will review the experiences of States
and.local school districts in developing and implementing comput-
er-based instructional programs. We will. also hear testimony from
several national organizations concerned with American education.

Now, before proceeding, I would like to recognize our ranking mi-
nority member, Joe Skeen.

Mr. SKEEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think before we begin that it might be useful if we go back a

step first and look at some of the issues that were raised when the
earliest electronic calculators appeared in the sixties. If you recall,
teachers and educationalists argued ferociously at that time
against handing such gadgetry over to school pupils- on the grounds
that they would destroy numeracy and make youngsters into illit-
erates unable to manipulate figures' or develop the basic skills of
mathematics. Against this viewpoint, other voices pleaded that sili-
con-chip calculators would actually encourage student. to under-
stand numbers, quantities, and mathematical functions.

A decade later, I believe it is quite clear that the enthusiasts
were correct. The use of calculatorsassuming it is intelligent
rather than blind use does help children to familiarize themselves
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with the ntiture of nrithmtitical and algebraic processes, The very
simplicity of a pocket, keyboard and the speed with which it; can be
employed to repeat, chock, and cross-check ciiiculations makes it a
powerful for the promotion of basic mathematics

Mr. Chairnin, we lace a similar situation in the 1980's. While
many teachers and educationalists believe the rapid introduction of
computers and other information technologies promise to promote
and improve the quality of education in Arpc,ica, many others
have anxieties about what this may mean i Jr such basic skills as
writing and mastery of the English language, And still others are
justifiably concerned about the equality of access to computers by
different socio-economic groups in this country.

The point is, Mr. Chairman, in every case we can discern two
sides of the balance sheet when discussing the roles of computer
technology in our Nation's schools. I feel strongly that most of
these concerns are manageable given their proper understanding
and with the right direction. A decade from now, I am hopeful we
can look back and find that today's enthusiasts were correct in
their assumctiOns about the proper role for computers in educa-
tion. In that regard, I want to commend you for calling these hear-
ings, and I look forward to a lively discussion of these issues, on a
very topical issue of today.

Mr. GORE. Thank you very much.
I believe Congressman Reid has_an opening statement.
Mr. REID. I wish to thank you; Mr. Chairman, for calling these

hearings on computers and education.
I believe that all of us recognin the tremendous impact comput-

er technology has made hi all of our lives. Perhaps the most impor-
tant characteristic of this computer revolution is the speed in
which it has permented our society. Ticvever, the very speed of this-
transfer of technology, especially within our Nation s schools, has
asked a serious question: Is man -in charge of this revolution and in
control of its direction and purpose,. or are we simply following a
tide of change within our society over which we have little control?

I look forward in the next 2 dayq tp the testimony being a critical
analysis of equity of access, fineTHLg, tern training, curriculum
development, and classroom , Hon of computer technology. My
congressional distrk4- encomu3F,L.:; the 20th largest sell( of district
in the Nation. 1.Jc,ing Federak .9lock grant moneys, this district has
developed computer classes in ovi Ty junior high school and in the
ninth grade in every school. Currently, the Clark County School
District is evaluating student, teacher, and '.quipment needs and
developing a kindergarten-through-12 curriculum for the entire'
school district.

I wish to thank these distinguished witnesses for agreeing to
appear before this committee. I hope that they can provide insight
on the 'impact computer technology has on our Nation's schools,
the ?roblems inherent in properly utilizing this new technology,
and provide recommendations that will enhance the quality of edu-
cati3n in America for all of our students. I look forward to k-.42.light-
vned dialog or these important issues.

Mr. GokE. Thank you.
Congresswoman Claudine Schneider.
Mrs. SCHNEIDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

t
r:
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I would Hite to t !intik you (in' holding these 110111'lligki today, ar100
agoin, it shows your enlightened lendershlp In nddressing seine Of

the different issues that UN coining before us In a very rapid rash.
ion.

The panelists who have agreed to testify this morning will no
doubt represent twiny of the major institutions that, are partcipat-
ing in this entire notional debate over computer utilization, We
have the Federal aovernment; we have the States and
universities, and primary anti Hoconditty schools, Their various rec.
ommendations will be extremely helpful In assisting US to deter-
mine what typo of policy we need to develop in order to facilitate
the best and the most equitable use of computers in the Nation's
SC116016,

I think it is interesting, just in my little State of Rhode Island,
the seven largest school systems within my district have made
major purchases of computer hardware over the last 3 years. For
example, in the town of Narragansett, it is now required that all
eighth graders have computer literacy. In the town of Coventry,
computer instruction is also available for children of kindergarten
age. In Providence, an entire high school auditorium has been con-
verted into a computer demonstration and simulation center. I
think that the Rhode Island experience pretty clearly mirrors what
is happening across the country, which is an explosion in the use of
computers at the elementary, secondary, and university levels.

There are right now 500,000. microcomputers in U.S. public
schools, and this number, it has been predicted, will surge to 2 mil-
lion by the year 1988. Some of the panelists that we will be hearing
from today I understand will be decrying this explosion as a threat
to our schools and a threat to education. I share. the opinion, how-.
ever, of many educators that this boom in computer use, if well
managed, can represent. an opportunity to substantially improve
both the quality and the levels of education in this country.

Like all societal developments, there, is potential for great abuse
and waste, but also, if the use of computers is developed properly,
then we can certainly expect great benefits.

Educators have already succeeded in identifyng several potential
trouble spots. First, there now exists a severe shortage of qualified
computer instructors. In these hearings, we will also be talking
about how many of the schools are discovering "that computers do
not necessarily fit in with their traditional academic curriculum.
Adjustments in curriculum no doubt will have to be made to insure
that students don't merely learn how to use computers, but that
the computers themselves are being utilized for teaching basic

It skills, such as reading or arithmetic.
Another concern which needs to be addressed is the whole issue

of computer equity. The existing research has well documented the
growing gap in computer instruction and availability between the
rlchantl- the-poor Earlier this year, the National Science Founda-
tion put forward a rather startlingsome rather startling figures
saying that youngsters in the 12,000 most affluent schools are 4
times more likely to have access to computers than students in the
12,000 least affluent, schools. Futurist Alvin Toffler has warned
that "kids who know how to use computers will have an edge over
those who don't, and this means that, unless conscious steps are



11110,11, W1111 11 111111111(1 I'llItiti 0111(111111 will 1-111111, once more, with tut
edge that the loss affluent leek," So Insuring equity in computer
accessibility certainly needs to be It high priority, And how we ac-
complish that, 1101101111y we Will have H(1111(1 11118W(11.8 1.1'0111 the 111111^
('lists today, Illit some suggestions 11111R3 114111 11111(1(1 1,11111, 1101.1111118 WO
801110 111111 P1'0110111 through creative taxes or perhaps through
direct Federal subsidies, But mull of these problems we have 110 no.
HWOrM 101' 110W, We are looking for those answers,

Just 118 11111101'11111i, I think we have to evaluate 1110 (111(.1141011 or
W11111 exactly to extiect from computers in educating our children
and how computers van best, help all of us to adapt to our changing
world economy, There is no question but that computers have
Changed the traditional definition of literacy, Although few of our
children may bifinedity work as computer programers, all of our
children, and many of us as adults, will interact every day with
computers of 5011113 type, Educators et all levels deserve much ap-
plause for the work that has already been done in integrating corn-

'41101vrs into 1)111' (AlWilt1011111 systems, and Congress now must take
that opportunity. to examine the potential for computers in educa-
tion, the weaknesses that now exist, and the role which the Federal
Government can play in correcting these weaknesses. This task is
esential if we are to prevent a waste of human, monetary, and
technological resources.

I once again commend my chairman for assisting us in pulling
together the valuable human resources that we have gathered for
these hearings, and I am hopeful that we will come to some solu-
tions very soon. .

Thank you.
Mr. Corm Thank you very much.
Congressman Volkmer does not have a statement. Congressman

Nelson, who wanted to be here and may be able to attend later,
has a statement, and, without objection, we will include that for
the record.

The opening statement of Hon. Bill Nelson follows:] .

.9
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IA I 11 N'I-SCN (n,14.) (141411*1 5TATIMN 11) 11 V, 512114411 NT)
ITITIVACCY 51,11(TWITTM ON UAW ICATIChli N4) OVIN5 ri 51:11111/0111 le, 19111

Thank you, NV, Chainton, for the opportunity to join you and the

Sohcominittott for this very hportagt hearing.

1 contend you for focusing congressional attention on a nutter which has

been the subject of ny extended personal efforts the cmputer.

1Xiderstanding your hearings are to review the status of the computer In

our educational system, lot me share with you my owo exporionce with the

nochinft.

I an getting an education 'trysail In the use of a corputer. Choy desk Is

a cathode ray tube, CRT for short, which 1$ connected to a powerful

minicorputer in our office. Wb have 354 K of core momnry and 60 megabytes of

disk nrimory, a tape drive for backups, and an arergency per supply. Fran

the receptionist to the administrative assistant, the computer Is a daily

working tool in my Washington office. We have also connected our district

offices with our In-house computer, so the Florida staff members are able to

handle correspondence and casework through the computer. They direct the

comp.er to produce letters, either Iran standards letters or Iran the

keyboard, and these care out in Washington in the daily stream of the letters

that nukes up a substantial part of a congressional office's daily work. The

computer system also handles messages and memoranda back-and-forth, and allows

us to create and modify docuTents in Washington or Florida.

This experience has provided me with a great appreciation for the

usefulness of this electronic tool and a better understanding of the potential

for more efficient and effective use of time with the assistance of a

carputer's speed.



an trying to omphosize that (miliiirity with computers is lomming the Maim

experience of tens of millions of wnrisin$ Americans, And %hero people work

daily wish a powerful tool such as a computer, thei:e will bo those who go far

beyond nonnol May-to-04y use to overstep the boundaries between *Monte and

criminal of these powerful devices,

It is estinuted that there are mare than 2 million CcoptIter operators,

programers, and technicians in the country, And 1 think this figure Is far

too low. It calculates primarily those who have 4 good deal of training in

computer programing and operation, rather than the general use that is now

beaming the noon for business and goverment offices,

The federal goverment uses mare than 15,000 cmputers, Some 56,000

large general purpose computers and 213,000 mintier business comuters are

utilized in the private sector. Approximately 570,000 minicomputers and 2,4

desktop cmputeare also In use throughout our society.

These computers will Increasingly be interfacing with the data-banks of

oolor institutions -- banks, to direct the transfer of funds among customer

accounts; department stores, to order merchandise; TV polling operations, to

get instant public reaction to public events; and oony, runny oore.

We need a national statute to defend computers frau unauthorized entry,

to protect the developing electronic funds transfer system, to preserve the

integrity of the Federal Reserve and to safeguard business carputers in a

world where a carputer terminal may be on every desk in every home.

Therefore, I have introduced The Federal Carputer Systems Protection Act

of 1983 to nuke crime by 'computer a specific federal offense. H.R. 1092 would

woke it illegal to tamper with computers of the federal government, the

computers of financial institutions-guaranteed by the federal government and

computers operating in interstate commerce or 'using a facility thereof.

Prosecutors are currently unable to stoke effective cases against computer

criminals because the 40 or so federal laws that could be applied were

designed originally to control other kinds of criminal activity.



H

M' hill provides statutory penalties against ",,,whoever uses, or

41141104 to 4441 4 colputer with intent to execute 4 WIMP Pr4ftItICO to
.1)

defraud, or to obtain property by false or fraudulent pretenses,

representations, or pronises, or to eitiesele, 41041, or knowingly convert to

his use or the use of another,,," It provides fines wonting to twice the

value of the gain Iron the offense, 00,000, whichever Is higher, or

imprisoment up to five years, or both. Also contained IS a measure to

protect designated co-Isamu. system Iron damage and terrolen Iron unauthorised

users,

40 currently have 103 cosponsors on 1141, 1092, and Chainmon Don Edwards,

of the Judiciary Skihcounittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights, has

expressed he is "fInnly cannitter' to holding hearings on the legislation this

fail.

As well as receiving this generous support Irony colleagues, H.R. 1092

has been endorsed by oony of the rm)or trade Industry associations. The

Computer Business Equipment SeIhnufacturers AsioclatIon, AmericaorBankers

Association, Data Processing Management Association, EDP Auditor's, and the

American,Society for industrial Society, are just a few of these organizations

supporting the bill.

Mr. Chairman, 1 applaud your bringing to the forefront this nation's

increased reliance on computers -- In education, as well as In government and

business. '

extendoly appreciation to Dr. Bell for his time In joining us today,

and personally welcome my forcer colleague In the State Legislature, Senator

Jack Gordon, to Washington.

look forward tb what 1 an sure will be excellent testimony today and

tomorrow iron our distinguished guests.

12,1
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Mr. GORE. I am really pleased at the lineup of witnesses that we
have for these 2 days' worth of hearings. We have the leading ex-
perts in the entire country on this subject. There could be no better
witness to lead off than our country's Secretary of Education, Dr.
T. H. Bell.

We are honored to have you, Dr. Bell. We appreciate your pa-
tience and your participation here today, and we look forward to
hearing you. Without objection, your prepared statement will be
put into the record. You are invited to go ahead with the presenta-
tion of it. If you care to summarize any of it, use your own discre-
tion.

STATEMENT OF HON, T. H. BELL, SECRETARY OF EDUCATION

Secretary BELL.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to be
here.

I have a 6-page statement and I would prefer to summarize it,
just highlight it, and then we can maximize our time, I think, for
questions and answers.

It sounds a bit overdone, Mr. Chairman, since others have al-
ready commended you for holding hearings on this subject, but as
far as American education is concerned, it's a very timely subject.
How to best utilize computers is a big problem, and I would hope,
just speaking ad lib, Mr. Chairman, that the committee would
know that I would welcome yourat the conclusion of thise hear-
ings and after you have deliberatedI would welcome your recom-
mendations to the Secretary of Education on what you think from
these hearings we ought to be doing administratively, so that we
could translate into action administrative matters as well as you
looking at the implications for legislation.

I believe strongly that computers do have an important role to
play in qur schools. There are very few classroom presentations, in
my opinion, made by teachers in our schools, even in secondary
school subject areas like history and mathematics and science, that
we couldn't improve on them by having preprogramed computer
preSentation. There is little learning that takes place by students
in these subjects that couldn't be assisted by some computer prac-
tice of some kind. It may be that computers can also be used to
reduce what we have referred to as the labor intensiveness of edu-
cation that contributes to the continually rising cost and increased
expenditures for students with each passing year.

I just might digress from my prepared statement to say that,
unlike other industriesif I can call education an industrywe
haven't been able to use machines to do our work, and therefore
increase the productivity of the workers. I view the computer as
having great potential for doing that. I think it does hold potential
for providing relief, for exaMple, from the heavy paperwork load
that teachers have. The computer may provide assistance in reliev;
ing the burdens of countless hours spent by teachers in such things
as test scoring, correcting 'student papers, keeping attendance
records, and other routine tasks.

As I talk to teachersand we have had our major report, the
National Commission on Excellence report, which has been on the
front page of the newspapers all over the countryand as I talk to
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teachers of English, for example, they talk about the workload that
they have, and we complain here that students don't write well. An
English teacher tells you what a burden that he or she has when
you assign an essay. If you meet 150 students in a secondary school
in a day, what an enormous burden that is to score and correct and
to blue pencil those essays and send them back.

We know from experimental evidence that there is great poten-
tial forwith the word processing capability of even inexpensive
microcomputersfor much of that to be done, and that burden can
be taken off of teachers. So I emphasize that I think that there is a
lot of potential in this area. We need to use our resources to help
in the development of software that will help make computers
what I wrould call an effective slave mechanism, and by doing that,
to free t:441hers in this regard.

I would like to skip over in my statement and just say a few
things about software and the software problems that we have and
the compatibility problems, and would like to have that sort of be
the highlight of what I might be able to contribute to your hear-
ings, Mr. Chairman.

There is a large number of individual, commercially available
software programs available right now: about 500 in reading and
writing, 1,650 in mathematics and science education, and from our
studies, over 500 titles in 14. major languages for foreign language
instruction. I would like to leave with the, committee some studies
that we have done here, and in these publications that you may
want to have your staff review a bit.

But in these subject areas, there are nonetheless many important
educational gaps. For example, there is very little software availa-
ble for elementary school science, as important as that is, and of all
things, there isn't what there ought to be in secondary school
mathematics, particularly algebra, and critical subjects where we
have a real shortage, in the foreign language areas, especially in
areas like Russian and Japanese, Chinese and Arabic, where we
really ought to be doing much more because of the needs of our in-
ternational commerce and trade and our diplomatic circumstance.
We're finding the computer has great potential in language in-
struction.

Well, of the software that is found, in addition to that, Mr. Chair-
man, most of the software is low-level, drill-and-practice programs.
They are simple textbook, tutorial-type programs: With the excep-
tion of basic arithmetic and reading programs, most of the remain-
der of the software represents isolated instructional units rather
than a total course or a comprehensive approach to the teaching.
That makes it difficult for the teacher to integrate the whole pro-
gram into the course sequence that is being taught, and to do that
in a timely and appropriate way. The combined judgment of the di-
rectors of the three different contract studies that we have made
and those are the publications that I refer to herehave provided
us data on the status of the computer an..', the available software
and some of the problems that are there.

The biggest problem that needs to be solved, my opinion, if
computers are to fully meet the needs of education, is this matter
of software compatibility. Our situation. Mr. Chairman, isn't unlike
the earliest years of the history of the railroad industry in this
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country, when various gages of railroad tracks made millions of
dollars of equipment useless on hundreds of miles of expensive
track. I have been expressing my concern about this and I would
just urge the committee toif there is any way you can help us
to persuade executives in the industry to do more to solve this
problem. You would make a great contribution to American educa-
tion and I think to everyone that is spending their money on com-
puters these days.

We are currently making grants to educational institutions,
trying to assist them in the development of the best software that
can be written by the most bright and able and talented people
that we can find to write the software. But the benefit of this cre-
ative work is often limited to only a few thousand children whose
schools happen to have the brand of hardware that the software
will work on. So, as I emphasize this and express this concern and
criticism, I would also want to emphasize that it isn't a simple
problem that can be solved by just a few agreements among com-
puter manufacturers. I know there are some technical difficulties
there. But the problem is greatly exaggerated by the competition
and the understandable desire on the part of corporate executives
and others, after they spend money on software, to sort of see that
it is exclusively available for their brand of computer. I think that
if we could bring this to the attention of high-level corporate execu-
tivesand I don't think it has been brought to their attention like
it ought tothat maybe we would have a possibility for solving this
problem. So I think others that will be appearing will be highlight-
ing this problem. Some of them I knowand I commend you for
your witness listwill be technical experts that will be able to give
you a lot more enlightenment than I will on this subject.

But at a time when there is nationwide concern about student
achievementand we're reading about it all overwe need at the
earliest possible time to develop much more effective software that
will utilize the full potential of the computer's artificial intelli-
gence to interact with the minds of learners.

Now, too much computer software is simply electronic page turn-
ing, and it has little advantage over a well-illustrated book. I might
just digress to say that I have a 12-year-old son and a microcom-
puter in 'my home, and being in education, I have been intensely
interested in this. I have been disappointed about the availability
of software that is available and the fact that it is electronic page
turning, and much of it you might as well go to, as I said, a well-
illustrated book.

I have tried to outline here what I think ought to be the criteria
for good software. What we need is a major effort to develop some
super software packages that will do these six things. And if you
think through these with me, you can see how they would really
help learners to learn.

First of all, they ought to motivate the students through reach-
ing their interests and concerns and approaching through the mind
of the learner a good study of the age and interest of the learner
and then develop it around that.

Second, these computer programs ought to have a capability to
branch out and present the subject matter again and again to the
learners who didn't grasp it the first time that it was presented, so
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that they will have an opportunity to go over it in a way that will
help them get it. Some bright and quick learning students can go
right through; others need the branch-out capability. The computer
can detect that the student isn't catching the full significance of
the subject matter that is being presented and branch them over
and take them through a series so they will get it in a mathemat-
icssay, in an, algebra course; then it will be as effective as it
ought to be. I find that is very, very deficient right now in many of
these software packages.

It also needs to have the capability, as I make here in point three
of my testimony, to move ahead rapidly with the gifted and talent-
ed learners, so we don't waste their time.

It ought, to present the subject matter with the utmost that cre-
ative people can presentattractive sound and color and anima-
tion that will really turn the students on and hold their attention.
We all know that motivation is a. big problem in loi:rning, and I
think there is much to be desired in much of the software at the
present time in that regard.

Then it ought to reinforce the students' desire to learn more by
offering prompts, cues and encouragement as the student struggles
through some of the more difficult and crucial phases o1 the lesson.

Then, lastlyand a very important thing and a service .to the
teacherthe computer software, if it is developed like it ought to,
it ought to keep a careful tabulation of the student's progress and
correct erroneous responses and print out where responses were er-
roneous, so that the teacher would have that and the teacher could
follow up and utilize it.

I realize it is easy to sit here and outline the criteria for a good,
software package, but I make that point to emphasize that it takes
a big investment and a major effort to develop a good computer
software package that will meet all of these requirements. And if
we get them so that we would meet those requirements, I think we
would begin to meet some of the criticism that we're hearing about
computers. So I would emphasize, in concluding, that we have ,k
long way to go in the computer software problem. I would say the
the software and the compatibility problem are the two big items
that need a lot of attention.

I would just like to touch on a little frustration that we have
with respect to this, down adlibbing at the bottom of page 4 of my
testimony. We know there is enormous potential to be realized
from the computer if we could bring together a coordinated effort,
rather than the way it is splintered now. We need to work at this
problem in a bigger way, in a more massive way. I have said here
that education needs the equivalent of the R&D effort of the
famous Manhattan project in World War II,.or NASA's space shut-
tle project of today. This requires leaderShip and coordination, and
in my opinion there is no good reason for the States and local edu-
cation agencies to be working independently from each other and
duplicating their work and doing things in isolation. So if we could
help in that regard, we could make a great contribution.

So I would just emphasize, Mr. Chairman, in concluding, that we
ought to beware of waste, overlap, and duplication. We need to con-
centrate on the great potential of the computer. We need to beware
of gadgetry and gimmickry. We need to make sure that we concen-

C
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trate on basic subject matterEnglish and math and science and
social studies, foreign languagessome of the basics, and make
sure that through the advent of the computer we don't indulge in
fads and in gadgetry in our instruction. So there is enormous po-
tential in our opinion, and it's a big challenge to realize that poten-
tial,

As I said at the beginning, Mr. Chairman, we would welcome
your recommedations and your critique of how we could provide a
better effort and a better leadership response to this challenge.

Thank you very much. I would be pleased to respond to ques-
tions.

[The prepared statement of Secretary Bell follows:]

.17
28-378 O -83- -2
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STATEMENT OF HON. T. H. BELL, SECRETARY OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to be here today to testify on this important topic of computers in

education. I have expressed my views publicly on this subject many times before.

I believe strongly that computers have an important role to play iq the schooq.

There are very few classroom presentations by the teacher in such secondary

school subjects as history, mathematics and science education that could not be

improved with the help of a peeprogrammed computer presentation, and there is

little learning by the student in these subjects that could not be assisted by

computer practice of some kind. It may be that computers can also be used to

reduce the labor-intensiveness of education that contributes to the continually

rising cost and increased expenditure per student with each passing year. The

computer holds great potential for providing relief from the paper work load of

teachers. The computer may provide assistance in relieving the burden of countless

hours spent by teachers in test scoring, correcting student papers, keeping attendance

records, and many other routine tasks. We want to use our resources to help in

the development of software that will make the computer an effective slave mechanism

that will free teachers to teach.

The schools themselves are demonstrating very strong interest in this subject measured

by their acquisition of the personal microcomputer; that became available at the

beginning of this decade. National Center for Education Statistics data-collection

activities report a growth from about 31,000 microcomputers in the schools in Fall.

1980 to about 96,090 in Spring 1982. Estimates from various sources range upwards

of 300,000 by the end of this calendar year. Funds available to the States through

Chapter II of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act have contributed to

this growth:



Our data on teacher training do not adequately reveal its extent and nature,

which are much harder to quantify than installed equipment. Even defining what

knowledge skills and understanding are required of teachers in this rapidly

changing field is a continuing process. I can say there is much independent

activity by teachers to getup -to - 'speed, as well as sponsored activities by State

and local education agencies, and by firms in the private sector.

Business and industry are an important player in this area. Announced programs

include donations of equipment to the schools by firms such as International

Business Machines and Digital Equipment Corp. and programs of teacher training

by firms such as TANDY - Radio Shack. Another very important way that private

firms have an effect io this area is by their level of investment in the-develop-

ment and marketinJ of educational computer software.

Overall, there appear to be a surprisingly large number of individual commercially

available software programs: about 500 in reading and writing, 1650 in mathematics

and science education, and over 500 titles in 14 languages for foreign language

instruction. In these subject areas, there are nonetheless many important educa-

tional gaps. For example, there is very little software for elementary science,

for secondary mathematics courses such as algebra, and for such critical foreign

languages as Russian, Japanese, Chinese and Arabic.

Of the software found, most are low-level, drill-and-practice programs or simple .

textbook-like tutorials. With the exception of basic arithmetic and reading

programs, most of the remainder of the software represents isolated instructional

units, which makes it difficult for the teacher to integrate their use into the

19
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course sequence in a timely and appropriate way. The combined judgement of the

directors of the three contract studies that provided these data is that of.the

total amount of presently available software materials, the fraction that uses

the unique capabilities of microcomputers presently in the schools to improve

teaching and learning in the subject areas examined is very, very small -- less

than 5 percent.

The biggest problem that must be solved if computers are to fully meet the needs

of education is the matter of software compatibility with the machines. Our

circumstance today is not unlike the earliest years in the history of railroads

when various gauges of railroad tracks made millions of dollars of equipment

useless Gil hundreds of miles of expensive track. I have been expressing my concern

about this, ah,1 I would urge this Committee to help us to persuade executives in the

industry to do more to solve this problem.

We are currently making grants to educational institutions to assist them in the

development of the best software that can be written by the many bright and

talented people who work at this very significant task. But the benefit of this

creative work is often limited to a few thousand children whose schools own the

hardware for which the software was written. This is not a simple problem that

can be solved by a few agreements-among computer manufacturers. But the problem

is not attracting the attention of corporate-executives, and it is on this level

that we must strive for a solution. I hope this Committee will highlight this

problem for us in your hearings.
-

At a time when there is nationwide concern about student achievement, we need

,{...ic

at the earliest possible tinoA
much more.effective software that utilized the
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Pull potential of the computer's artificial
intellIgence to Interact with the

minds of learners. Too much computer software is simply electronic page turning,

and it has little advantage over a well-illustrated
book. -What we need is a major

effort to develop some super software packages that will:

(l) Motivate the students through reaching into the interests and
concerns of the minds of the learners;

(2) Branch out and present the subject matter again and again to the
learner who did not grasp the concept the first time it was presented;

(3) Move ahead rapidly with the gifted and talented learners;

(4) Present the subject matter with the utmost in attractive sound,
color, and animation;

(5) Reinforce the students' desire to learn more by offering
prompts, cues, and encouragement in working through some of
the most crucial phases of some lessons; and

(6) Keep careful tabulation of each student's progress, correct any
erroneous responses, and print the same out for use of the teacher.

We have a long way to go to reach a level where
our compdter software meets the

criteria I cited above. But the potential is so promising that we Ought to be

aggressively pushing an educational software development effort on a much more

massive scale.

Let me take a moment to tell you of my frustration in trying to bring the efforts

of the Department of Education up to a point wherewe can begin to realize some

of the potential of the computer to he;p us solve the problems that we face

nationwide in our schools. We should work at this problem in a well-coordinated

manner so that we are not duplicating, overlapping, and spending
unnecessarily

and excessively. Education needs the equivalent of the R and D effort of the

famous Manhattan Project in World War II or NASA's space shuttle project

of today. This requires our leadership on coordination. There is no good reason

for each State to work independently on this, duplicating and working in isolation.



Illithin,the Department, I have established a coordinating capacity under the

leadership of the Assistant Secretary for Educational Research and Improvement,

and have approved four program strategies. These strategies are data-gathering

for Federal, state and local policy development; dissemination of information

on school practice; school-based demonstrations of advanced practice; and applied

research. In fiscal year 1983, I anticipate that in excess of $5 million will

have been obligated in the implementation of these strategies.

Data-gathering activities in fiscal year 1983 focused on school utilization of

computers, and will provide information from teachers, principals and superin-

tendents on instructional uses of computers for the school year 1982-83, and on

problems and barriers inhibiting success. Studies planned for fiscal year1984

include a higher education utilization study of computers, with emphasis on

colleges of education; and a home utilization study of the use of computers for

credentialled and non - credentialled learning at home.

Information on exemplary school practice using computers is disseminated by

print material's, teleconferences, and by individual visits of educational practi-

tioners to school sites. Federal funds are used to meet the cost of preparation and

distribution of print materials describing and explaining these activities, tele-

conferences, and for whatever special arrangements guiy be required at a selected

school site to enable the school to host visitors without disturbing regular

instructional activities: This year five school site lighthouse technblogY

projects were continued for a second year; and five new projects have been

approved for-first-year funding. A teleconference on September 7 drew an aueience

of educational practitioners in excess of 5,000. bsing 80 downlink-reception sites

in 22 states. This program of dissemination activities will be continued in

fiscal year 1984.
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In an important and rapidly developing area such as this, some schools and

school systems must inevitably get out in front cf others in their objectives and

in their knowledge of what is possible using computers. In a program of school-

based demOnstrations we selected twelve in fiscal year 1983 for grant awards

through a competitive process.
These Federal funds will be used by recipients

to explore more advanced educational applications
of computers than are presently

found in schools. Two-year funding is planned for this program. Successful

applications will be disseminated to interested
school districts around the

nation.

Many-critics of education and educators look with fully-justified skepticism

at the entry of the computer on the education scene. We have had too many "new

fangled" ideas and innovations in education. So, critics look at the computer

as just another innovative effort at, a time when we need solid reform in teaching

the basics of English, math, science, and social
studies to develop a highly literate

and basically well-educated student body. The computer; however, has great

potential for accomplishing the best in well-disciplined, rigorous mastery of

learning. It can free both teacher and learner to reach new heights of academic

attainment. As this'is said, a warning must be voiced that the computer also has

great potential for harmful waste, for tinkering, and for losing and eroding real

disciplined learning in the basics. We must concentrate the great potential of

the artificial intelligence of the computer on the priorities that have been

identified by the reports and nationwide studies such as our National Commission

on Excellence and several other very outstanding
studies completed by the

Education Commission of the States,.the
National Science Foundation, the Carnegie

Foundation foe the Advancement of Teaching, and others. We must not let our

determination and our priorities be aborted by chasing another fad in the education

scene. To the end that the computer can assist us in the central purposes we

should exploit the potential. 'We
must guard against the danger of it doing

otherwise.
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Mr. GORE. Well, thank you very much:
I appreciate your statement that you would welcome recommen-

dations from this subcoinmittee. We will have some recommenda-
tions for you at the conclusion of these hearings. We hope to learn
a great deal over the next 2 days and we will look forward to work-
ing closely with you to try to help move the country in the right
direction and to make it possible for us to take advantage of this
enormous potential which is not being utilized today. So I appreci-
ate your approach to it very much.

Secretary BELL. The reason I emphasize that, Mr. Chairman, if I
can just break in for a moment- -

Mr. GORE. Sure.
Secretary BELL [continuing]. Is that I - know there are many

things that we can do administratively, that don't need legislation.
I would like to express a willingness to harmonize that with the
committee and your findings and efforts that you may find from
the hearings that you want to enact into legislation.

Mr. GORE. Well, it wouldn't be fair to describe you as a hostile
witness, then. ti

Secretary BELL. I am very humble about this subject. That's why
I am less hostile than usual.

I have said that I'm humble, and I've had some friendly critics
say, "Well, you ought to be humble, Ted Bell; you have a lot to be
humblt. about." I. recognize that.

Mr. GORE. Well, as are we on this subjeCtand some others.
You mentioned the key role of software development and soft-

ware compatibility. That has long been recognized as one of the
bottlenecks in our movement toward a greater use of computers in
education, and we're going to be hearing a great deal about soft-
ware development and compatibility during these 2 days of hear-
ings.

But I was interested in your statement that you are now subsi-
dizing the development of better educational software; is that cor
rect?

Secretary BELL. Yes. We have three major contracts. I have the
titles of them here and I can submit them qo you, including the
dollar amounts. But even these, I think, Mr. Chairman, won't meet
the criteria that I tried to outline, in being as comprehensive and
as. effective in teaching. I think those contracts will yield a level of
software higher than where we are now. But after that, the prob-
lem still remains and lingers on the compatibility of software. It's
the railroad analogy that I gave.

Mr. GORE. Right. Well, there may be some solutions to that
which we will be exploring during these hearings.

What is the total of the three projects that you've mentioned,
just a ballpark estimate?

Secretary BELL. Let's see, Mr. Chairmanand I'll submit these
for the record. One of them is for $95,000; another one is for
$101,000; and another is for $106,000. The principal investigators,
one is a university and the others arehere's a teacher education
research center. We'll submit that to you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. GORE. OK, that's fine.
So it is $300,000 total.
Secretary BELL. That's approximately, yes.
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Mr. GORE. Well, I could see where we might not know, and if this
is the key to the problem, that's not a Manhattan project- -

Secretary BELL [continuing]. By any means.
Mr. GORE [continuing]. Style commitment, is it?
Secretary BELL. It really isn't. That doesn't approach it.
Mr. GORE. Yeah. Well, I can see where if we find out more about

which direction to push in and how to go about it, perhaps one of
the recommendations we could discuss with you is a heftier com-
mitment to developing this kind of software.
°About 3 years ago an organization that Cohgresswoman Schnei-

der and I are active in, the Congressional Clearinghouse on the
Future, convened a symposium on this subject, and at that time,
years ago, software availability for education was identified as the
key to the problem. A lot has been done since then by people all
over the country. Everybody that has looked at this came to the
conclusion some time ago, and we'll be hearing from some of the
people who developed software.

One thng that you didn't mention in your testimony that hascome up in many of these reportsthese national reports thathave come outis the problem of teacher training. A concern has
been expressed that many teachers are not trained to utilize com-
puters in the classroom, to make use of them in schools. Do you
believe that this is a serious part of the problem as well?

Secretary BELL. Yes, I do. I think as far as the use of the comput-
er, it can be taught quite easily. Based upon my own experience,
you can show your wife or your child in just a few hours and a few
practice sessions how to load the computer, the disc, and how to
use the certain basic commands in the program, to utilize :it. So in
my opinion, we may havealthough I don't want to denigrate it
undulywe may be overblowing this phrase of computer literacy,
if that means having a way to operate it, like we learn how to oper-,
ate a car or some other machine.

Now, it's a bit complex, but it is getting easier all the time as we
get more sophisticated machines and easier to operate units.-

Mr. GORE. Should there be a Federal role in addressing the
teacher training part of the problem?

Secretary BELL. I think so. And we have the math-science legisla-
tion that was recommended, and the bill that we recommended is
not going to be the one passed, but that isn:t as impoitant as the
fact that we're going to get 'a math and science bill. I think in
there, if the legislation comes out the way we're looking at it, we
would also be able to use it for technology. ThaLwould be very
helpful for us. ,

I am pleased that the Director of the National Science Founda-
tion is going to be here, because he is scheduled to receive part of
that appropriation and that program responsibility, Mr. Chairman.
So we have a responsibility to work closely together and I think
also to coordinate with you as well as our Education Committee.

Mr. GORE. Very good. Of course, this committee, under the lead-
ership of Don. Fuqua, the full committee chairman, has tried to
take a leadership role on that math and science bill, and we're
very optimistic about it.

Well, I have a number of other questions, but I have exceededmy time.
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Did you want me to yield?
Mrs. SCHNEIDER. I was hoping thyou would yield on that point,

because it was our committee, as you mentioned, Mr. Chairman,
that passed the science and math education billand it was with
great frustration that we saw the Senate did not\ take any action
on it.

I wondered, Dr. Bell, if you are personally lobbying the Senate so
that we could move ahead with this legislation, because many of us
who are supportive of it, are frustrated that it hasn't moved.

Secretary BELL.I think they're working on their own math and
science bill--

similarMrs. SCHNEIDER. And it is somewhat similar to ours.
Secretary BELL. Yes. But then I believeand I am sort of specu-

lating about the strategy on the Senate sideI think, after they
act on theirs, then they would like to come to you in a conference
committee mode to get more of the features of what they wants
versus the features that you want. But I think there are" many
similarities in both pieces of legislation.

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. Certainly we can reach some compromise. But it
was frustrating to see, also, that there was no attachment inone of -
your priorities which you had mentioned, and also one of mine per-
sonally, and that is of the critical languages, Chinese, .Japanese,
and 'Russian, being added on as an amendment to that bill. I think
it would help all of our purposes if perhaps you could play sortie
role as part of the administration to lobby for its movement in the
Senate.

Secretary BELO will see what I can do with that.
Mrs..ScHNEmEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GORE. Congressman Reid.
Mr. REID. Mr. Chairman, just followmg.,up a little bit on, some of

your u ions. Dr. Bell, Chairman Gore indicated that what we're
cling to this point certainly isn't comparable to the Manhattan

project, and I think that's an understatement.
Your being from the West, and my being from the West, you

know out there people talk about schools are supposed to do things
on their own and riot get help from the Federal Government, that
type of thing.,

SecretaryBELL. Right.
Mr. REID. Now, it seems to me in your statement that you gave

to usand I have read it closely that this appears to be one of the
areas where you feel the Federal Government should assist local
school districts; is that right?

Secretary BELL. I think, in research and development, I don't see
any good reason fpr the States to independently develop computer
software of the complexity and the expense of developing it, the
time .required to develop it, that would meet the criteria that. I
mentioned. So I think in that type of an area that possibly we
could play a role. I put it ahead of many other areas where I think
that maybe I wouldn't identify that as significant 'a role as this. 'I
think we need to be 'very careful, Mr. Reid, that. we not determine
or in any may dictate the content of the curriculum. I just feel that
our coordinating effort and our working with, say, a consortium of
State education agencies, and university people, and our funding a
major effort to develop software would be helpful.
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Just as an example, based on my own experienceand this is a
lengthy response, but I think it's significant. In my years in educa-
tion, I found that more students stumble and fall and become dis-
couraged on algebra than on any other subject. Maybe some of the
committee members can get a little tug when they hear that word
"algebra." We have students that decide they don't want anything
more to do with math and they want nothing more to do with
physics' and chemistry because it involves math and the use of alge-
bra, because of the bad experience that they have there. I am con-
vinced that we could develop, for the benefit of millions of young.
_people that hit that hurdle and stumble, if we could develop a
super software package just for algebra that would meet the crite-
ria that I outlined here. Maybe there are better criteria than that;
but I do feel that those principles ought to be incorporated.

Now, that's a very complex job, to do that for a full year pro-
gram in algebra. I think we would salvage many youngsters, who
are very bright and very able, but have felt well, they just don't
have mathematic aptitude, when they probably didn't have an in-
structor with the patience, and the very brightest ones went on,
and someone who maybe was a B or a B-plus or a B-minus student,
stumbled on algebra and got turned off by it.

I think that's the great potential of this machine. It can repeat
endlessly. It can't lose its patience at my slowness in learning. It'll
come back and, go over it again and again. We get this branching
capability here. If I need much, much more detailed explanation,
Mr. Reid, and you were quick and bright and went right through
it, it would take care of our needs accordingly. Now, that problem,
and the teaching of algebra, as basic as algebra is, I think we could
do it with one good, well-funded, major super software development
project, and we would save the taxpayers a lot of money.

That's a long-winded answer to explain why I think that in this
software development that we can play a significant role. But even
there, all the time I would be wary about how the Feds start mus-
cling into the content of curriculum.

Mr. REID. Do you think the Federal Government should be in-
volved in assisting school districts in purchasing, through block
grants or otherwise, equipment, computer equipment, both hard-
ware and software?-

Secretary BELL. I believe that we had ought to make it possible,
make it optional, for schools to utilize our Federal resources for
that purposeif they want to do it. Now, some school districts have
a lot more money because of the 'nature of the school finance for-
mula on the State level. Some of them have more money for pur-
chase of equipment-than they do for other items, like teachers' sal-
aries and other areas. So I would not want a rigid role so that if in
Nevada, for example, the school districts there had ample capital
expenditure money and equipment money, that they were hurting
in another area, that they wouldn't have the flexibility. That's why
I like the block grant.

We know-that much of the char, ar 2 block grant, the Elemen-
tary Secondary Education Act, is going in to equipment purchase. I
appreciated what Representative Schneider had to say aboutand
also Mr. Skeenabout the wealthy school district and the avail-
ability of computers in this regard. Maybe our Federal funds can
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help a little bit in equalizing that, But I wouldn't want to see a cat-
egorical program that would compel you to spend your money on
your Federal moneyon computers if you had another priority. I
would rather that be decided on the local level.

Mr. REID. But don't we always'have a problem there, especially
legislatures having the trouble they do negotiating contracts with
the teachers? The reason categorical grants have been given in the
past is so that the school districts don't have the pressure applied
to them to give the money to salaries as compared to programs for
computers or other such things.

Secretary BELL. Yes.. To be very plain about it, if the money is on
the bargaining table, it is harder to get it for this purpose. I'm
aware of that. I have felt that the broad purposes for which you
can use chapter 2 are still not so broad that it puts it on the bar-
gaining table. So I think it's an area where we can help on it.

I do-know of some State legislatures that are making appropri-
ations now to provide computer hardware. I think we're going to be
hardware wealthy and software poor. I think we're there now. We
really need to develop this software, and we need to solve this prob-
lem, if this committee can help us to figure out how to do it, so
that when we develop a piece of software, a great program that
will really teach youngsters, that we can use it on the IBM and the
Apple and the TRS -80 and Texas Instruments and the Atari and
all the rest of them.

That's the problem now. They're all buying different computers
and we can't utilize them. Imagine. the chaos we would haveI
know it's a little bit of a yukkie analogyif you bad to find a fill-
ing station for Fords if you were driving a Ford. YOu would have to
zip around and find one for a Plymouth if you happened to be driv-
ing' a Plymouth. I know that's a simplistic statement and it's an
unfair comparison in some ways, but in other ways it isn't. We
need more compatibility. We can never solve it totally, but there is
not enough going on there in my opinion among the computer
manufacturers. How we get them together and help it is the big
question.

Mr. REID. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. VOLKMER [presiding]. The Chair now recognizes the gentle-

man from New Mexico for 5 minutes.

Secretary Bell, I think_that_your-statement _was a very prudent
one and it brings to my mindand I like your terminology,
"yukkie analogy.'

You know, we hype ourselves on programs in education because
we're probably the most interested nation in the world in the qual-
ity and type of education, but we also love to hype ourselves.

Secretary BELL. Right.
Mr. SKERII. If it gets a lot of publicity, if it gets a lot of recogni-

tion, why we go like a herd of turtles off in every direction with
the programs.

The yukkie analogy I was talking about is that some years ago
we had a great program back in the late fifties, early sixties, that
we were going to change the whole educational process with visual
aids. We did very well with it, and we spent an awful lot of money
on visual aids. We've got warehouses full of visual aid equipment

28
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in and around schools, for the same reasons that you talked about,
a lack of prudence on where we're going and compatibility and so
on. But we put an awful lot of money in those programs, and Ihope that we don't go the same route.

I think that your approach indicates that we are trying to be
prudent, that we have learned a lesson. We're not only good about
providing for educational systems in most cases, but we also learn
from some of the mistakes we made in the past.

You mentioned chapter 2, the Education, Consolidation Improve-
ment Act, and I wonder if you mightand that some of these funds
have been used at present at the discretion of the school districts.
Is there specific language in there that has to do with reference to
purchases of microcomputer equipment, or could you expand on
the use of these funds?

Secretary BELL. Yes. The language is broad enough so the school
districts can use it for that purpose. Indeed, I think that we're get-tingthere probably more money spent, being spent, on the com-
puter area than any other. As Representative Schneider indicated,
there is 'a great deal of momentum in Rhode Island in this direc-
tion. So they can use it for that purpose if they want to.

But it is such a broad statutory authority that you could also, ifyou had a large number of handicapped children that weren't
being served, you could take some or all of your chapter 2 money
and use it there. It's very broad and flexible. I think that's why the
school districts like it.

A lot of Federal money, you have difficulty using it because of
the restrictions on it. This particular statute gives a lot of discre-
tion to the school board. Many express concern about that because
they feel that the authority is too broad. But I haven't felt that. I
think the best wisdom rests on that level.

Mr. SKEEN. What you're saying is, leave the flexibility and the
options"' and the decisionmaking to the local level again, but stillhave a broad enough umbrella for some kinds of aid programs,
such as chapter 2, to allow them that discretion, but also to allow
them to expand their program and progress with their program ifthey want to use it that way. I couldn't agree more with that ap-
proach.

I think, as you say, a lot of our Federal programs have so many
specific_strings to it,-and-the-question-is, how specific is the lan-
guage. So many times around this body, we become so enamored
with our own authorship of these things that we write provisions
in that are a hindrance rather than a help.

Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. I have enjoyed the conver-
sation with you.

Mr. VOLKMER. The Chair now recognizes the gentlelady from
Rhode Island.

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. I, too, was very interested in your testimony,Dr. Bell, and delighted to hear that you have been very seriously
trying to cope with some of the more difficult challenges in devel-
oping an appropriate program.

The Carnegie report recently came outand I don't know ifyou're familiar with it
Secretary BELL. Yes. I have read that.



Mrs. SCHNEIDER. But it suggested that Federal funds be used to
establish a Technology Resource Center, centers, rather, all around
the country, and the purpose would be to demonstrate sihe of the
new technology that is available. I just wondered what you, thought
of that specific proposal.

Secretary BELL. Yes. That proposalmaybe the author wasn't
aware that Congress mandated, under the National Institute of
Educationwhich incidentally, Mr. Skeen, is headed by one of
your colleagues, Manual Justiz, a very able NIE directorbut we
are directed there, Representative Schneider, to fund a Center for
Instructional Technology. And since there hasn't been a center in
that area, we are also instructed to locate it in the New England
part of the country. But it is supposed to be a national center.

.Mrs. SCHNEIDER. But there will only be one center?
Secretary BELL. Yes.
Mrs. SCHNEIDER. I see.
Secretary BELL. We have some national centers in our network of

laboratories and centers. We have regional laboratories, and then
we have centers. This Center on Instructional Technology will be
we're in the process of awarding that contract at the present time.
I think that will make a fine contribution, if we can fund it and
coordinate its activities, so it will meet the needs that we're so in-
terested in.

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. The arriegie report also suggested the estab-
lishment of a National. Commission on Computer Instruction to
evaluate some of the software that is being done. This would be
something separate -and, from the technology resource cen-
ters.

Have you thought about establishing such a commission within
the Department of Education, rather than leaving that job ..to the
legislative branch?

Secretary BELL. I have contemplated that. Of course, as you
know, I appointed a National Commission on Excellence in Educa-
tion. We are in the process now of disseminating those results
around the country. We are holding 12 regional forums and have
we have held 9 of them and have 3 more to go.

Following that, we're going to have a national conference, and we
will be -examining this-problem-along with others at that national
conference that we plan to hold in early December. At that time
we hope to learn from Governors and State legislators and chief
State school officers and local school boards and others what
they're planning to do and what initiatives they plan to take, and
at that time, we re going to do our best to get some central coordi-
nation.

It may be that we will want to establish some entity, like this
one suggested. We'll be looking at that further and listening to
their recommendations in December. Hopefully by then your hear-
ings will be over and we'll have the benefit of what this committee
thinks also, which I will welcome very much.

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. I also share your feeling that legislation is not
necessarily the best route to solving our problems, and certainly
not the speediest, whereas through the administrative angle you
could certainly, I would think, pull together some of.those solu-
tions. So we'll be happy to be working with you on that.
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Secretary BELL. I would emphasize that hearings like that, that
highlight the problems, even if you don't mark up and write a bill
afterward, you do a great deal of good for the rest of us. That's why
I commend the subcommittee for their foresight and leadership onthis area.

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. Excuse me. Let me ask one final quebtiun.
You did mention that you felt the Federal Government did havea role in funding the R&D insofar as computers were concerned.
Secretary BELL. Yes.
Mrs. SCHNEIDER. The Office of Technology Assessment had made

some recommendations recently and they suggested that the Feder-
al funds should be used for the direct acquisition of computers byschools, and also to subsidize some of the software development. I
just wondered what your opinion was in those recommendations.

Secretary BELL. If you had flexibility in the legislationWhat
concerns me is, when we pass legislation on education, that weneed to be aware that every yearand you all know this; I just sayit for emphasisevery year the legislature meets, they receive a
message from the Governor, they receive a proposed budget, and
bills are introduced, and each of the 50 States have their own
framework of school finance. And many of them will have a lot of
emphasis on computers, and others will have no emphasis. So if wehave it flexible enough, so that ifand most legislation that is
written lets each State have their pro rata share of the funds. Andif a State already has, because of State legislation, a very rich and
adequate program in the area of acquisition of computer hardware,
that then they would have flexibility to use this on inservice train-
ing of teachers and acquisition of software. It is that sort of flexibil-ity that I would plead for.

It is hard to fashion 1 Federal shoe to fit 50 different State feet,if I can use that analogy, and all the States are so_ different and
every year they're-adding to- the-klionl-financefOrmulas-We needto, I believe, respect the autonomy and the major responsibility ofthe States to meet their needs, at the same time that Fre try to sup-
plement and encourage and provide leadership and direction on the
Federal level.

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. Well, I can certainly relate to that response, be-
cause I, too, share the value and importance of local governments
making such decisions. But think we get back to the equity issue,and I think that if there is concern on the national level, and if
this administration is dedicated to changing the way things are,then it seems to me that some of those guidelines may have to be
mandatory and there may have to be some strings attached in
order to provide that kind of equity, almost the same kind of situa-tion that we find with providing equal access to education for the
handicapped or something of that sort.

I'm not sure that's the solution, but I think, you know, perhaps
there really must be some kind of national role in that decision.

Secretary BELL. I would acknowledge that an equity problem is
emerging, and it is going to relate to the have and have-not homeswith computers. Some youngsters right now have access to comput-
ers at home and some can use them in their studies, and others
can't. It is going to continue to aggravate our equality and our
equity problems. The low-income neighborhood schools and the low-
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income children are going to be disadvantaged in this area. You're
touching on a significant point there.

Now, how to formulate legislation in a way so you don't oversup-
ply or almost overkill the problemin some States where the State
legislatures are addressing it, and they, too, are concerned about
equity within their Stateshow you do that on the Federal_ level
takes a lot of careful thought.

Programs with some flexibility, that still can carry out the pur-
pose that Congress intended when you enacted it, .that's the real
key. I think that that's attainable. But I think you really need to
enact your legislation with the maximum amount of awareness of
the States' capability in that area.

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no further
questions.

Mr. GORE [presiding]. Congressman Volkmer.
Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Bell, as you know, many people in the country, and I think

many parents, are concerned today about the still basic skills in
our schools, the three R's.

Secretary BELL. Right.
Mr. VOLKMER. I would like to know how you view the impact of

the use of computers in educational systems, impacting on those
basic skills.

Secretary BELL. I believe that anything that we do, whether it is
the use of computers or anything else, that disdades and swerves
us away from meeting the enormous need that we have to teach
English, a good command of the English language, so we have
highly literate and articulate citizens, and social studies, so there is
a good grasp of economics, and history, and how our Government
functions, and mathematics and science, good, fundamental, basic

----- math -and science, _the mastery of those basic subjects must be our
first priority. Only to the extent that the computer can-help in
teaching those basics do I think that it also ought to be a top prior-
ity.

I don't want to denigrate the arts and the humanities. I know
that that's important. But we have slipped so far in our levels of
literacy zina-Our-inastery of the basics, as evidenced by the decline
in the collele entrance examination scoresand our National Com-
mission on 'Excellence study recommends that every student, before
they graduate from high school, be required to study mathematics
for 3 years, science for 3 years, English for 4 years, and social stud-
ies for 3 years, and a foreign language for at least 2 yearsand,
incidentally, they recommend in their study at least a course, a se-
mester course, in computer and computer literacy and an aware-
ness.

I would just emphasize, in response to your point, that I think
that we need to focus on the computer's potential for helping the
teacher and strengthening the teacher's role in teaching these
basic subjects. We ought to beware of side trips out into esoteric
areas when we're hurting so bad for this.

It's like spending your money on dessert when you need the
good, basic nutrition in your diet. That's what we need educational-
ly. We need to be aware of any deviation in that regard.

it
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Mr. Vot.kmeit. In other words, we should make sure that what-
ever we do in this field in the use of computers in education does
not reduce the requirements on those basic skills?

Secretary BELL. My worry is that there is all kinds of software
being developed in many areas that isn't fundamental to what you
have emphasized and what I believe is so critical to us. Not that we
ought to deny that or try to prohibit or discourage it if computer
manufacturers and programers want to do it. But I think our ef-
forts and our focus and our goal ought to be on the basics, because
we need it so badly to regain our position where we were.

Mr. VOLKMER. The next thing I would like to follow up on is the
gentlelady from Rhode Island's one question, I don't believe we got
aat least I listened and I didn't hear the full answeras to the
passibility of the Federal Government, either through the technol-
ogy resource centers or through a task foice, a funded task force,
develop software.

Secretary BELL. I think that research and development is a role
that the Federal Government can play. I don't think there's any
reason to duplicate that in the 50 States and in all the universities
around. But we ought to, in doing that, we ought to harness that
talent and those capabilities and coordinate it. So I believe that
R&D in education is very important.

Right now I think top priority ought to be to develop the best
software we can develop for the computers. The computer is here
to stay and it's going to play anincreasing part in our lives. That's
why we critically need software that just does the job. So much of
it isn't doing the job. As I said earlier, it's electronic page turning.
You ask what could you get here that you can't get from a book,
and the answer, with much of the software; is very little. Although
there are exceptions to that, and I want to emphasize that. There is
some good software that does a great job and meets the criteria
thatsome of the criteria that I was talking about in my testimo-
ny.

Mr. VOLKMER. Do you see within the Department of Education,
within this coming year, a development of aI don't careany
kind of body, to oversee or try to coordinate the development of
software?

Secretary BELL. Yes, I do. I think we have a firm responsibility
in that regard. And. if the committee feels that way, I'd be interest-
ed in your views and your recommendations.

I think what we do ought not to beought not to ignore other
efforts. I think it needs to be some coordination. I know the Nation-
al Science Foundation has a great deal of expertise and interest,
concern and commitment in this area. We need to work together to
get the maximum out of every dollar--

Mr. VOLKMER. Not only development of software, but would all
those entail also the possible assistance in developing appropriate
courses for a computer-based course?

Secretary BELL. Right. I agree with that. We have the big prob-
lem, as I said earlier, of trying to get more compatibility with
equipment, so when you get some good software, you can use it on
more than one name brand.

Mr. VOLKMER. In closing, I would like to ask you to comment on
whether or not you view the present utilization of computers in our
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educational system as one where it is mostly just familiarization
with the computerin other words, not really a learning process of
educational, except to the extent of what a computer is and how it
operates, as againstin other words, learning with the computer
or through the computer.

Secretory BEIA,. I think that much of it is getting .familiar with
it. There is a groat deal of learning how to program the computer.
I think computer programing may be important to those that want
to do that, but I don't need to know how to program a computer to
use it any more than I need to know how to overhaul my auto-
mobile to use it. And so I feel that we ought to be spending our
resources to the maximum extent we can on developing the soft-
ware and the equipment compatibility so we have outstanding pro-
gramers that will really motivate and turn students on and meet
their individual needs.

Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GORE. Congressman Durbin.
Mr. DURBIN. Dr. Bell, I apologize for being a little late. I read

your statement and would like to ask a question that goes back to
what Mr. Reid was sneaking to you about.

I sense in the last few monthsI think we all do-7there has been
a heightened interest in this country in education, our deficiencies.
The very reason we're having this hearing today, I think, is prob-
ably grounded in some of the reports that have been released
across the country, and I sense what is going on here is the general
agreement in reference to the problem and some genuine disagree-
ment as to how we solve it, even though we sound to be a very
unanimous group here today.

I, for oneI read with great interest, and I think with great ap-
proval, the statement that you made, about undertaking an effort
similar to the Manhattan project, or NASA's space shuttle project,
when it conies to developing R&D as to computer. And I think it's
needed, because I think it's far beyond the proficiency of individual
school districts to come up with answers to, some of these large
questions.

But what I also hear in your testimony is a, continued-reference,
whether it's to funding or to stating objectives, of deferring again
to the local unit and not stating national objectives and national
goals, not putting our money where our interests are. How long
can we afford to sit back and talk about these problems nationally
without making a commitment here at the. Federal level? If we had
left the space program to 50 individual States, I don't know if we
would have had our first orbit of the Earth, let alone our space
shuttle going on today. When are we going to set these objectives
and put our resources at the Federal level, as limited as they are,
into some national goals that we need?

Secretary BELL. I think your point is well taken. I think as far as
developing software in the R&D effort that we really need to take
the lead there. I wonder to what extent we ought to prescribe and
mandate by laws passed by the Congress that every student in the
United States must study English for 4 years, math for 3, science
for 3 and so on. That's-

Mr. DURBIN. Doctor, excuse me for interrupting, but is it not true
that when we don't pursue such a mandate and don't make sure



it's done at the local level, that we in Washington bear the burden
of illiteracy in the moneys we have to appropriate year after year
for various pr.,grams to help people who are unable to be trained
or skilled and be productive in our society?

Secretary But, Yes, I agree with that. But the fundamental
question is do we want to reverse our time honored position--and
nuiybe you'd say yes, indeed, it's urgent enough that we need to do
that. I just raise the question, do we want to reverse our time hon-
ored position that education is primarily a' State responsibility?
You know, you can say there are 50 States out here going in 50
different directions. I'm aware of that problem. But education is
primarily a State responsibility. And I have been meeting with
Governors and State legislators and I have been reporting on this
report and since then others that we've talked about and I've been
saying to the States: "Look, education is to State government what
national defense is to the Federal Government. It's your first re-
sponsibility," And when this country was established, the Founding
Fathers, representing-the States, the colonies that came to do it,
they reserved for themselves the responsibility for education. So it
is the big argument we always have, what's the Federal role, how
much Federal direction should we give, and how much should we
defer to the States.

I think we have a leadership responsibility, and I feel that I do,
as the Secretary of Education. I don't feel that I have a mandate to
direct and to set standards and to lay them. on from Washington.

I recognize that it's an increasingly frustrating answer to give
because of our concern, and I'd say, frankly, because of the failure
of some of the States to meet their needs. At the present' time I
have been compiling an assessment of the 50 States and how
they're performing in education. I can tell youand I know you
wouldn't be surprisedthat the results are enormously varied. I'm
trying to do everything I can.

I met with the Governors in' their annual meeting up in Port-
land,- Maine, -and I am in_correspondence_with them_and. I'm on the_
telephone with them. There are going to be a large number of rec-
ommendations pioposed to legislatures in January when the legis-
latures convene again. I think we're going to see an acceptance of
the recommendations of our National Commission on upgrading
standards.

But the States have insistedthey are very jealous of their pre-
rogatives in the area of education. They feel that it's their arena
and that we ought to help them and supplement them and
strengthen them, but we hadn't ought to supplant what they're
doing.

Mr. DURBIN. Thank you.
Mr. GORE. Thank you very much.
Let me just close with a couple of brief questions to try to clarify

the policy questions that we have been discussing with you.
First, there is general agreement that the use of computers in

education, to improve the educational process, represents a vast,
unexploited opportunity; that's a given.
- Secretary BELL. I should say, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. GORE. Second, perhaps the key part of the problem which
must be solved before that potential is realized involves the devel-
opment of good educational software.

Secretary Bth.L. Right.
.Mr. Gm. Now, we may come to different conclusions as these 2

days of hearings proceed, but that appears to be the case at this
point in the hearing.

Perhaps the best opportunity with educational software will in-
volve interactive educational software. OK, so far so good?

Secretary BELL. Yes.
Mr. GORE. Third, you agreeI mean, the talk about Federal role

and State role in prescribing standards is one thingbut you
agree, if I'm not mistaken, that there should be a large Federal
role in solving this bottleneck, in helping us get past this bottle-
neck of the lack of good educational software; is that right?

Secretary BELL. Yes; if we don't do it, it's not going to be done.
So I agree with that.

Mr. GORE. OK.
Fourth, the Federal role in solving that part of the problem

should be a massive role. Is that where the Manhattan project ref-
erence is --

Secretary BELL. Yes; if we don't develop software that meets the
criteria that I outlined hereand others who are wiser than I that
will come before you and maybe add or correct or modify what I
have tossed out hereif we don't do that, and if we don't do it by
bringing together the best resources we have, we're going to contin-
ue to have fragmented effort and we're not going to realize the
great potential of this artificial intelligence called a computer.

Mr. GORE. OK. Well, we've made a lot of progress, then.
Now, of course, with the fiscal problems that we have in this

country, all such conclusions are subject to revision, both on Cap-
itol Hill and in the executive branch, I know. But at least we're in
agreement that that's really what ought to be done. '

One of our later witnesses, Dr. Joe Wyatt of Vanderbilt Universi-
ty, will testify and makes an intriguing suggestion about the possi-
bility of a Comsat model for helping private enterprise in conjunc-
tion with the Federal coordination to hurdle the high-risk barriers
on the front end and set up a massive effort to solve this education-
al software problem.

If we happen to come back after these hearings and after our de-
liberations with such a recommendation, that is something you
have an open mind about, is it?

Secretary BELL. I do. I would emphasize to you that we have a
research arm now, called the National, Institute of Education. It's
an embattled agency in our Department. Part of the problem is the
resources that NIE gets, the funding is already categorized. We
have a large number of laboratories and centers that are out there.
that are autonomous bodies, and we have to fund them first. When
we get through, we have precious little left. So I'm not saving that
we needif we could use the money that we have, we'd laFJ., a lota
long ways toward it.

Mr. GORE. Maybe we went two steps forward and then one
back--



Seeretary like,. Really, we had to use and we had Might. to
have the authority to use t he rosoureus that we have more effec-
tively.

Mr: (101tE. Well, I don't want to got into the current controversy
alum! t he I support. the NM, I don't want, to got into the con
troversy about that. I think this is really a different subject.

Secretary BELL Well, you see, Mr. Chairman, whatevoi it Is, and
whatever entity it isand if It isn't NIN, it ought to be something
elsebut we ought to have research in education and about teach-
ing and learning. I have had this argument inside and outside the
administration, and I've had a lot of it. We ought to have research
about. teaching and learning just as we have research in the health
area for the National Institutes of Health and like we have NASA
and their massive R&D efforts.

We can just do a lot more than we're doing to make our teaching
and learning more effective and we spend $230 billion out there
on education. That's the price tag for this year. Three out of every
10 people in the United States are involved in education as their
full-time endeavor, either as students or employees. You take kin-
dergarten through graduate school, public and private institutions,
30 percent of the people in this country are involved in that enter-
prise. It's a $230 billion enterprise. I have been pleading as fervent-
ly as I can for some good R&D effort, and the computer has just
highlighted that necessity.

Mr. GORE. One final question from me.
Some of us have supported legislation to allow the computer

hardware manufacturers to donate computers to schools around
the country in an effort to increase the pace with which school sys-
tems acquire computers. Do you suppOrt that' bill?

Secretary BELL. Yes; I don t have any objection to it.
Mr. GORE. OK, fine. Our fight really with the Secretary of

Treasury on that one, then.
Secretary BELL. Well, I think Don Regan is concerned about all

of
Mr. GORE. We'll let him speak for himself.
Secretary BELL. Right.
Mr. GORE. I don't want to clutter the record, you -know,

I'm just kidding. You can complete your statement if you want.
'Secretary BELL. I've had other debates. I've wanted an equivalent

of the Individual Retirement Act for funding access to higher edu-
cation. I've had debates with Don on that. He says we have all
kinds of schemes to invade IRS and then we wonder where the rev-
enue is.

Mr. GORE. Yeah.
Secretary BELL. So I have a little sympathy with his point of

view there.
Mr. GORE. Just not on this particular bill.
Secretary BELL. Well, I guess I'm like everyone else. My pet

project, you know.
Mr. GORE. Right.
I went out of turn inadvertently and didn't notice Congressman

McCandless was here. He is recognized at this time.
Mr. McCAgoLEss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize to you

and Dr. Bell. California's Outer Continental Shelf well drilling
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took, unfortunately, priority this morning, and i don't wantto he
competitive,

The concern I hove hero --I have read your statement and you
talk about the Manhattan project, and then the conversation that I
was able to listen to talked about the space program and so forth, I
have a little difficulty here in drawing analogies and comparisons
to what it is I understand we're talking about as to the intensity or
the need to proceed in that direction,

Could you just briefly elaborate on why you feel the intensity of
such a program is necessary?

Secretary Bttm.. Well, I think to develop the kind of software,
teach the basics that we talked about, the math, the science, the
English and so on, it takes a big effort, not the many efforts that
have been going on to develop little software units that might be
the equivalent of a chapter or half a chapter in a course, but a big
effort to develop a good software package.

Now, the Manhattan project analogy that I used here, I wouldn't
want to have that interpreted as a plea that we need to come up
with a vast sum of money. My plea is that we have some freedom
to use the resources that we do have. And our hands are tied by
the way our funds are appropriated to us, or we could come to
grips with that.

Now, the NIE budget varies from $48 to $53 million. Well, that's
enough for a big effort if we had some capability and some authori-
ty to coordinate what we have. So I wouldn't want my testimony to
be interpreted as just coming up here and asking for a massive, big
additional funding proposal. My plea is that.

Now, we have a fund called the Secretary's discretionary fund,
and the only thing about the Secretary's discretionary fund is
there is no discretion in it. So that's the point I'm making. I could
come to grips with some of these problems. I think the committee
is saying to me, "why can't you do more than you're doing," or
you're implying that, and saying the resources are there, but
our inclinationand I sympathize with it; I know what you have to
do in the House and the Senate in that regard..By the time you
take care of the special interest groups that wants a piece divvied
off from this and that, and they all get their hunk of it, there is
little left for a large effort. That's where the Manhattan project
analogy came from.

I wouldn't want you to interpret from me, Congressman, that I
think we need a huge, massive new spending program. I would say,
like we're trying to say to the schools now, let's do what we can do
with the resources that we. have. This is a high enough priority
that it ought to come ahead of some of the other kind of trivial
effort that's going on out in many of these areas now that we're
mandated to fund.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. You and I visited a high school in Whittier not
too long ago, when we found something rather astounding about
the improvement in the lyzsic skills of those students and how that
high school was able to arrive at that point in its history. I noted,
the absence of a lot of computers around and computers were not
talked about as a part of the result.
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mu wondering here if we're----ogain, I am probably repetitive
if we're saying that maybe computors are the answer to the prob-
lem ol' our cltvation& system,

Secretary I think we Might to be careful about that, We
havemid the reason we honored Pioneer High School in Whittier
is because it's an institution that is 72 percent minority, it huge
amount of poverty, and it has gone against the trend find is such a
distinguished high school,

Incidentally. Congressman, those schools, 152 of thorn, of which
Pioneer High is one, are in town today, and they are all going to
receive awards and ore going to be honored at the White House
today, You` might be Interested in that. I know your colleagues
From Pioneer High School in Whittier are going to be here,

Itut I recognize, and we ought to be careful as we emphnsize the
potential of the computer, that we're not saying that that's going
to be the solution to all of our problems. I think it's still going totaken good solid teacher rind a heavy commitment, like was at Pio-
neer High School, the great leadership of that principal, and many
of the traditional approaches are still going to be necessary.

I guess the point in this testimony is that the computer is here,
and it's going to invade our lives whether we want it to or not, and
we'd ought to be bending it to our advantage and utilizing it and
exploiting it to the maximum potential. But we hadn't ought to
imply, and I hope my testimony hasn't implied, that we can't learn
and we can't do better than we are doing with good, solid, funda-
mental teaching in the traditional way, because I believe that wecan and I believe that
other high schools in th

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Th
Thank you, Mr. Chai
Mr. GORE. Mr. Secre

to a good start in thes
cate with you as time
tions on this subject,
ment that you will we

Secretary BELL,Lau

ioneer High demonstrated that to many
country.

nk you, Doctor.
man.
ary, thank you very much for getting us off
2 days of hearings. And we will communi-

goes on. We're going to have recommenda-
nd we are most appreciative of your state-

come such recommendations--

Mr. GORE. And we ill consult with you in the future as to what
we find out in our ex oration here.

Secretary BELL. I'll follow this hearing with great interest, more
than normal, and will be interested in the recommendations of the
committee,

Thank you for the pportunity to testify.
Mr. GORE. Thank y u, Mr. Secretary.
Our next witness i Dr. Edward Knapp, Director of the National

Science Foundation. Dr. Knapp, we are honored to have you with
us today as well. We look forward to your statement. As I told Sec-
retary Bell, the' entire text will be put into the record, without ob-
jection, and if you care to summarize any portion of it, please feel
free to do so. If you care to present it all, you're welcome to do so.

We are honored to have you, and please proceed.
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STATMMUNT (Ho DR, la/WARD A, KNAPP, DIRVICTOK, NATIONAL
FOUNDATION

Dr, KNAPP, you, Mr, Chairman, I will present a short
summary of the testimony which is entered for the record,

I am really very pleased to he here to discuss with
'I

a topic
that has received much publicity lately, and it is also i! think, ex-
tremely important for OW' futurethat is, computers education,

I Will (10 He l' 110 to you some current NSE0 activities rotated to the
use Of computers in education, and will then present what I see as
the major Issues before us in the growing Use of computers at all
levels 011 education, from elementary schools through graduate
school,

NSF's broad mission, as you know, was to monitor and improve
the health of American science and engineering. Today, this una-
voidably includes the use of computers in science and engineering
and in science and mathematics education,

Bectiuse computer technologg and the uses of computers have
grown so rapidlyIn the past 30 years, we are able to contemplate
possibilities for using computers in education that only the most
imaginative educator or computer scientist dreamed of 30 years
ago. But dreaming and doing are not the same thing. We must re-
alistically appraise these possibilities to determine which ones are
worth pursuing and then take what steps we can to incorporate the
best of these uses of the computer in. the classroom.

How has NSF fostered and supported the use of computers for
education? NSF does not mandate the specific uses of computers in
education and, in fact, NSF is not the chief source of funding for
educational institutions in this or any other area. However, NSF
has traditionally leveraged its expertise and money so that it has a
significant impact on the way computers are used in education. To
do this, NSF has supported innovations in computing equipment
and materials. Some of the landmark results of this support have
been the computer languages BASIC and LOGO, CONDUIT as a
clearinghouse for computer software, PLATO and the software and
authoring system, the Huntington II.

NSF continues to provide leadership-in-this-area.--Currently,_NSF
sponsors two programs concerned with computers and precollege
education. One, materials development for precollege science and
mathematics, is designed to enlist the best scientists and science
educators in developing new or improved science and mathematics

, instruction materials. These new or improved materials might
focus on advanced technologies such as computers and telecommu-
nicationsqind computer programs, software and systenis, and tele-
vision-based materials to improve the teaching of science and
mathematics.

Much interest has been shown for another program, honors
workghops for precollege teachers of science and mathematics,
which is aimed.2at recognizing and honoring excellent precollege
mathematics and science teachers and providing renewal and up-
dating for these teachers. It is done by, first, identifying and select-
ing science and mathematics teachers of proven quality perform-
ance and, second, establishing workshops designed to. update these
teachers in important areas of science, mathematics, and technol-

-,
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ogy. Some of these workshops will cover new uses of computers in
the classroom.

We will make sure at NSF that these workshops are designed so
that participants will be equipped with the materials and skills
necessary to teach what they have learned to fellow teachers. 'Be-
cause relatively few teachers can attend these workshops, we must
build such a multiplier effect into the workshops we fund. Only in
that way can the workshops have a noticeable impact on the qual-
ity of science and mathematics instruction in our schools.

In these two areas of precollege education, as in all areas, we call
on the community of educators, scientists and engineers, to write,
proposals to develop materials or to organize workshops that will
help improve the way science and mathematics is taught in our
country's elementary and_secondary schools. Our great strength at
NSF is not our ability to come up with great ideasalthough we do
come up with some. Our strength lies in tapping the talents' of
people all over the country, recognizing their ideas, and then sup-
porting those ideas with funds.

The skillful and intelligent use of computers at colleges and uni-
versities is important in educating prospective scientists and engi-
neers. We support a number of programs that address this need.
They, along with a brief summary of seven studies that have affect-
ed, the way NSF' is approaching its leadership in the area of tornputers

in education, are included in the testimony submitted for
the record.

I would liketo describe to you one especially interesting example
of interagency cooperation which serves undergraduate and gradu-
ate students in remarkable ways. A joint cooperative agreement
has been established between the National Science Foundation and
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency [DARPA], that
will allow qualifying universities to use the DARPA fast turn-
around very large scale integration [VLSI] implementation facility
at no cost as part of a university-based research and education pro-
gram. This enables selected students to design semiconductor chips.
submit them in digital form over a network at the implementation

,EY facility, have them fabricated by DARPA, receive the chip in the
mail in 4 to 6 weeks; and test its capabilities. This provides a spe-
cial opportunity for college and graduate level Students to have
hands-on learning experiences in these very sophisticated technol-
ogies.

Now I would like to present some of my reflections on where we
are today regarding computers and education. The use of comput-
ers in education is still in its infancy. In looking at the educational
uses of computers, we must understand that the computer is only a
toollike the telephone or the typewriterthat does, not replace
basic thinking or work in the classroom. The computer will never
take the place of teachers, whose knowledge of children and how
each child learns is essential for successful education.

Evei: so, all 'Americans should have an acquaintance with the
computer and how it can work for them. This in true of those
people who will never write a piogram, as much_as.it is true lot
those Who will help design computer architecture for the next gen-
eration of supercomputers. Computers are becoming a part of our
lives, like: the telephone, and those Americans who are not ac-
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quainted with them will be as helpless as those who don't know
how to dial a telephone.

While the Nation's schools are putting computers in every class-
room, several areas need continual investigation. We must better
understand instructional computing. We will continue to support
scientists, mathematicians, engineers, and educators to develop
ways to use computers as a tool in the classroomdeveloping pro-
grams that will actively involve students in building intuition, un-
derstanding complex ideas, and improving problem-solving abili-
ties.

We must also continue our research on the effectiveness of com-
puters in education at all levels. NSF supported a study which ex-
amined over 400 prototype projects investigating the use of comput-
ers in higher education. The study found that using computers to,
instruct in higher education improves the student performance
slightly but significantly, fosters positive attitudes toward the sub-
ject being studied, and allows the student to complete specific edu-
cational tasks in two-thirds the time required for conventional
teaching of the same task. The results are basically the same for
instructional computing in secondary schools.

The use of computers in elementary education also promises to
improve the performance of students. The degree of improvement,
of course, depends upon many factors, including expertise of the
teacher using the computer, whether the student is actively or pas-
sively involved with the computer, and VI e appropriateness of the
task being performed on the computer in relation to the subject
being taught. Today's hardware, including such things as intelli-
gent video discs, uses both the student's and the teacher's time
more efficiently, but we need to improve dramatically suitable ap-
plications for such hardware and teacher training.

Lack of a critical mass of quality software for computers is a seri-
ous issue that must be discussed among educators and scientists
and engineers concerned about the use of computers in instruction.
To encourage the development of quality software, NSF is present-
ly reexamining its copyright and royalty policies for curriculum de-
velopment to insure that what we do develop is placed into the
system and can be used by schools throughout the country.

The lack of quality software is compounded by a lack of science
and mathematics teachers qualified to use computers. Teacher
training and retraining is vital to the effective use of this new tech-
nology in teaching. How can this best be accomplished? Meeting
this challenge must necessarily involve all sectors of government.
However, we believe that. NSF can make a significant contribution
in this area. We can encourage each State and local school district
to continuously train and retrain teachers in the use of computers.
We also believe the development of new course materials can be
combined with teacher training to the benefit of both.

The new development of artificial intelligence techniques in com-
puting may open the door to an entirely new level of computer use
in instruction. Computers that can carry on dialog with the student
and lead the students to the correct concept could revolutionize in-
struction in some school subjects. Unfortunately, major changes in
hardware design concepts may be required to allow these artificial
intelligence concepts to be applied within the classroom.
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Another very important and often overlooked use of computers
in schools is helping relieve teachers of much of their administra-
tive burden. The use of computers in the classroom should also in-
clude teacher use of the computer for such mundane tasks as rec-
ordkeeping, word processing, and internal school mail. This will
allow teachers to spend more time teaching which will not only im-
prove the quality of science and mathematics instruction, but in-
struction in all the disciplines.

Of special concern is equity in the use of computers by all seg-
ments of society. We must use our influence at NSF to help make
computers available for education to all Americans. As a society,
we must take steps to insure that all students have the opportunity
to learn about and use computers. Price, and the availability of
small computers, are such that students should be provided com-
puters are readily as they are provided hand calculators or text-
books in the next few years.

NSF has prime responsibility for supporting basic research in,
for example, the cognitive sciences, which will aid the development
of more effective materials. And again, NSF has an important role
in developing exemplary programs, and in encouraging partner-
ships among the scientific community, government, industry, and
the universities.

I am very encouraged by the grass roots concern for the condi-
tion of our system of education in the United States. And I believe
NSF can further the enthusiastic and resourceful efforts of teach-
ers, pupils, school administrtors, and parents.,

The age of computers is herein our homes, in our business, in
our schools, in our government. To derive the greatest benefit from.
computers and other new information technologies in education,'
we must continue to ask questions about their usefullness and ana-
lyze the ways they can best be used in the education of all of our
citizens.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Knapp follows:]

43x,
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHT

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SEPTEMBER 28, 1983

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I welcome the opportunity to appear before you to discuss the

general topic of computers and education. Today I will give you a

report on current NSF activities related to this area. I will also

describe what I see as the wajor issues before us in the .use of

computers at all levels of education -- from elementary schools

through graduate school.

When the National Science Foundation was formed in 1950 by an Act

of Congress, it was charged with improving the health of U.S. science

and engineering. Within this mission, NSF is responsible for

fostering and supporting "the development and, use of the computer and

other scientific methods and technologies,. primarily for research and

education in the sciences." This broad mandate has been focused and

shaped since that time, in response to the evolving needs of research

Aui education in this country. Tt is esp:scially true In thu use of

computers in education because computer technology and the uses of

computers have grown rapidly, allowing for poSsibilities that only the

most imaginative educator or computer scientist dreamed of in 1950.

44
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How has NSF fostered and supported the use of computers for
education? NSF does not mandate the specific uses of computers in

education and NSF is not the chief source of funding for educational
institutions in this or any other area. However, NSF is able to

leverage its expertise and money in such a w.a.5, that it will have an

Impact on the way computers are used in education. NSF has done this

in the past by supporting educational innovations in computing

equipment and materials. Among the educational developments resulting

from NSF support are: the computer languages BASIC and LOGO; CONDUIT

as a clearinghouse for computer software; the PLATO hardware and

software and authoring system; the Huntington II software to

supplement existing high school courses; the prototype demonstration
of intelligent video discs; and a range of software and courseware

options in science and mathematics ranging from the pre-school to

college levels.

I would also like to note that many of the following witnesses

today have received support from NSF when they first proposed their

ideas back in the late 1960's.

NSF continues to provide leadership in this area. Currently, NSF

sponsors two programs concerned with computers and precollege

education. One, Materials Development for. Precollege Science and

Mathematics, is designed to enlist the best scientists and science

educators in developing new or improved science and mathematics

instruction materials, These new or . improved materials might focus on

advanCed technologies such as computers and telecommunications as well

as computer programs, software and systems, and television-based

materials to improve the teaching of science and mathematics.

'!uc'a latereit has boon s!lown for anoeler pro3r1m, !lor..(3!,ops

for precollege Teachers of Science and Mathematics, which is aimed at

recognizing and honoring excellent precollege mathematics and science

teachers and providing renewal and updating for these teachers. This

is done by, first, identifying and selecting science and.mathematics
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teachers of proven quality performance and, second, establishing

workshops designed to update these teachers in important areas of

science, mathematics, and technology. Some of these Workshops will

cover new uses of computers in the classroom.

We will make sure, at NSF, that these workshops are designed so

that participants will be equipped with the materials and skills

necessary to teach what they have learned to fellow teachers. Because

relatively few teachers will be attending these workshops, we must

build such a multiplier effect into the workshops we fund. Only in

that way can the workshops have a noticeable impact on the quality of

-science and mathematics instruction in our schools.

In these two areas of,precollege education, as in all areas, we

call on the community of educators and scientists and engineers to

write proposals to develop materials or to organize workshops that

will help improve the way science and mathematics is taught in our

country's elementary and secondary schools. Our great strength 'at NSF

is not our ability to come up with great ideas -- although we do come

up with many such ideas. Our strength lies in tapping the talents of °

people all over the country, recognizing their excellent ideas, and
0

then supporting those ideas.

Key Studies

Currently we are evaluating several key studies, some sponsored by

the NSF, which have recently described the use of computing in

education and research, and prescribed ways of using them better at

all levels. These reports are affecting the way NSF is approaching

its leadership responsibilities in this area. Let me describe them

briefly for you.
0

Large Scale Computing in Science and' Engineering, Pater D. Lax,

,Chairman. Prepared for the Department of Defense and NSF, this renort

calls for a longterm nationally coordinated program for the

development of large scale computing. It also calls for increased

46
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access to such computers by the scientific and engineering research

community; increased research in the computational mathematics,,

software, and algorithms necessary for the effective and efficient use

of supercomputer systems; training of personnel in scientific and

engineering computing; and government-sponsored research and

development necessary to design and .build supercomputer systems larger

and faster than those likely to arise from commercial sources.

A National Computing Environment for Academic Research, Kent K.

Curtis, Chairman, and Marcel Bardon. This NSF report addresses the

computational needs of science and engineering research at

universities and colleges. Although still in draft stage, the report

suggests a role for NSF that includes: increased NSF support for

local computing facilities; NSF support for supercomputer services and

access of these services for academic scientific and engineering

research and education; NSF assistance in the formation and use of

appropriate computer communications networks; and NSF support of

academic research in advanced computer systems design and the

Computational mathematics necessary to improve our ability to solve

problems beyond the reach of today's supercomputers.

Educating Americans for the 21st Century,, The National Science

Board Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science and

Technology. This report recommends that NSF should lead in evaluating

the progress of new technology applications, and also support

.prototype demonstrations, disseminate information, and support

research on integration of educational technologies with curricula.

It also recommends that the state establish regional computer centers

for teacher education and encourage the use of computers in the

classroom for both teaching and administration. It calls on top

executives in the computer, communication, and informationretrieval

and transfer industries to devalop 3ood, r!conomical Ind quie'. ways f',r

school systems to use the technology.

A Nation At Risk, The Department of Education. this report

concludes that high school graduates should understand the computer as

47
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an information, computation, and communication device; use the

computer to study basic school basics and for other work-related

purposed; and understand the world of comuPters, electronics, and

related-technologies.

InfoTmational'Technology and Its Impact on American Education,

Office of Technology Assessment. This report defines information

technologies to include cable, satellite communication, digital

telephone networks, broadcast technologies, computers, storage

technology, video technology, video disks, ancrinformation services.

It also described- the impacts these technologies have had on

institutions effected by them. To better use information

technologies, the report suggests that new educational technology be

designed for easy integration into schools, that teachers be trained

to use such technologies, that quality educational software be

developed, that the long-term effects of informational technologies on

learning be studied and understood, and that the cost of such

technologies be analyzed. Several options for Federal action in these.

areas were discussed, including tax incentives for donations of

computers and other information technologies to schools; subsidizing

software development; directly funding technology acquisition by the

schools; leadership in areas of teacher-training programs, information'

centers and demonstration projects; and increases in Federal support

of research and development in educational technOlogy.

22gairgGemutildHiher Education: An Accidental Revolution, Robert

C. Gillespie and Deborah A. Dicaro. Funded by NSF, this report

discusses the need for national goals in developing new information

technologies and the importance of incorporating information

technologies to our instruction in higher education. To reach these

goals, the report describes actions that can be taken by industry,

Fe.cNral and state government, institutions OF hiaher education,

associations, and societies. The ational Science nor,

plan, would be charged with focusing these activities such as

informing the public about issues, stimulating curriculum development,

.training people, expanding research programs, and, coordinating the

48



development of standards'for computing in higher education.

High School: A Report on Secondary Education in America, Ernest
Ir. Royer. This report, for the Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching, outlines steps that should be taken to link

computers to school objectives. These steps include asking key

questions before buying computers; for example: Is available software
as good as the equipment? What educatiunar objectives will be served?

It advises buying hardware with an eye on the quality of compatible

instructional material available; setting up a Special Instructional

Materials Fund, using funds from the computer industry to develop

high-quality, school-related software; training teachers to use the

equipment effectively; naming a National Commission on Computer

Instruction, under the auspices of the Secretary of Education, to

evaluate available software; and establishing ten Technology Resource

Centers on university cataouses with Federal funds to demonstrate the
latest technology available.

Current NSF Activities in Higher Education

The skillful and intelligent use of computers at colleges and

universities_ils important in educating prospective scientists and

engineers. 'NSF provides leadership in this area in a number of ways.

One, the NSF-Industry/Cooperative Program for Science and Engineering

Education Using Computers, is a unique cooperative effort:an:Ong the

Federal government, universities and five of the leading. computer

companies in this country. It involves 57 research teams conducting

experimental programs aimed at improving science and engineering

education at ['he 10th, 11th, and 12th grade, and at early college

levels. These research teams, eInanced by NSF, will nse over

$1 million in computer equipment, donated by these computer companies,

to explonl ways that conNtars and ,:%thr. !F)1:T.atl,1 t"nlluzl.:s 11.1

help students learn science and engineering. Grantee institutions !tad

to provide at least a quarter of the project costs to receive the

award. And in many cases local businesses concerned about the future

of education donated additional money.

28-378 0-83----4



It is also important to note thateach company which contributed

equipment has also provided technical information about the equipment

and expert assistance so that the computers can be used to best

advantage in the projects.

NSF has supported the development of consortia to share ii, the

high cost of developing and using innovative technologies. One

example is the Computer-Aided Design and Manufacturing (CAD/CAM)

Consortium for Engineering Education. This consortium develops

instructional materials, case studies, and the computer programming

necessary to introduce CAD/CAM into undergraduate and graduate

curricula where appropriate in all major engineering disciplines and

into continuing education for engineers and applied scientists. This

consortium also is exploring a system for evaluating, training, and

rewarding faculty for the production of educational materials in the

same way faculty is now rewarded for contributions to research. NSF

will then phase out its support as the consortium becomes

self-sustaining.

We have another example of interagency cooperation which serves

undergraduate and graduate students in remarkable ways. .A joint

cooperative agreement has been'established'between NSF and Defense

Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) that will allow qualifying

universities to use the DARPA Fast Turnaround Very Large Scale

Integration (VLSI) Implementation Facility at no cost, as part of

university-based research and education programs. This enables

selected students to design a VLSI chip, submit it in digital form

over a network at the implementation facility, have it fabricated by

DARPA, receive the chip in the mail in four to six weeks, and test its

capabilities. This provides a special opportunity for college and

graduate level students to have "hands on" learning experiences in

the sophigticated technnlonies,

It also should be remembered that NSF research grants have an

educational impact on the quality of college education through
C00

involvement of graduate and undergraduate students. Because of the'
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strong link between education and research at U.S. colleges and

universities, NSF research directorates
will continue to greatly

influence the level of computer literacy of undergraduate and graduate
students. NSF-funded research provides many opportunitie's for

\..students to learn first-hand about computers and how to use them
fectively-.

r instance, the Chemistry Division's
Instrumentation Program

funds cqmputers used by many students and faculty to carry out

theoretial calculations, control experiments, and to analyze complex
experimental data. Research experiences of this type develop an
understanding of the strengths and limitations of computers.

The Computer Science Section has two especially excellent

activities underway.\ One is aimed at significantly increasing the
number of colleges an4,,\ universities that are capable of high-quality

research and education i. p computer science. This program has already

dramatically improved the\computer science activities at over a dozen
schools. The other activity

\
\wasthe establishment of the Computer

Science Network (CSNET). CSNET has opened up many new opportunities
far communication. among compute

\
scientists.

These programs are important an \exciting. We need to ensure that
U.S. scientists and engineers are proliided with as much access to the
most advanced computers as their counterparts in Europe and Japan.

Several recent studies and workshops have focused on the'need to
provide faculty and students with enhanced access to supercomputers.

For this reason, I have established a special task force to define the
role of NSF in improving access to advanced scientific computing

resources, especially for institutions of higher learning.

Critical IAsuas

Now let me present some of my reflections on where we,are today

regaeding computers and education.



The use of computers in education is still in its infancy. In

looking at the educational uses of computers, we must understand that

the computr Is only a tool -- like the telephone and the typewriter

-- that ',oes not replace basic thinking or work in the classroom. The

computer will never take the place of teachers, whose knowledge of

children and how each child learns is essential for successful

education.

Even so, all Americans should have an acquaintance with the

computer and how it can work for them. This is true of those people

who will never write a program as much as it is true for those who

will help design computer architecture for the next generation of

supercomputers. Computers are becoming a part of our lives:like the

telephone, and those Americans who are not acquainted with them will

be as helpless as those who don't knbw how to dial a telephone.

While the Nation's schools are putting computers in every

classroom, several areas need continual investigation. We must better

understand instructional computing.

We will coucinue to support scientists, mathematicians, engineers,

and educators to develop ways to use computers as a tool in the

classroom -- developing programs that will actively involve students

in building intuition, understanding complex ideas, and improving

problem solving abilities.

r-e must also.continue our research on the effectiveness of

computers in education at all levels. NSF supported a study which''

examined over 400 projects investigating the use of computers in

higher education. This study found that using computers to instrust

in higher education improves the student performance slightly but

significantly, fosters positive attitudes toward the subject being

studied, and allows the student to complete specific educational tas'ta

in twothirds the time required for conventional teaching of the same

task. The results are basically the same for instructional computing

in secondary schools.
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The use of computers in elementary education promises to improve

the performance of students also. The degree of improvement, of

course, depends on many factors, including expertise of the teacher

using the computer, whether the student is actively or passively

involved with the computer, and the appropriateness of the task being

performed on the computer in relation to the subject being taught.

Today's hardware, including such things as intelligent video discs,

uses both the student's and the teacher's time more efftciently, but

we need to improve dramatically suitable applications for such

hardware and teacher training.

Lack of a critical mass of quality software for computers is a

serious issue that must be discussed among educators and scientists
O

and engineers concerned about the use of computers in science and

mathematics instruction. To encourage the development of quality

software, NSF is presently reexamining its copyright and royalty

policies for curriculum development.

The lack of quality software is compounded by a lack of science

and mathematics teachers qualified to use computers. Teacher training

and retraining is vital to the effective use of this new technology in

teaching. How can this best be accomplished? Meeting this challenge

must necessarily involve all sectors of government. However, we

believe that NSF can make significant contributions in this area. We

can encourage each state and local school district to continously

train and retrain teachers in the use of computers.: We also believe

the development of new course materials can be combined with teacher

training, to the benefit of both.

Another very important, and often overlooked, use of computers in

schools is helping relieve teachers of much of their administrative

burden. The use of computers in the classroom should also include

teacher use of the computer for such mundane tasks as record keeping,
. word processing, and internal school mail. This will allow teachers
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to spend more time teaching -- which will not only improve the quality

of science and mathematics instruction, but instruction in all

disciplines.

Of special concern is equity in the use of computers by all

sgements of society. We must use our influence at NSF to help make

computers available for education to' all Americans. As a society we

must take steps to ensure that all students have the-opportunity tp

learn about and use compdters. The prices and availability of small

computers are such that students should be provided computers as

readily as they are provided hand calculators or testbooks.

NSF has prime responsibility for supporting basic research in, for

example, the cognitive sciences, which will aid the developMent of

more effective materials. And again, NSF has an important role in

developing exemplary programs, and in encouraging partnerships among

the scientific community, government, industry and universities.

I am very encouraged by the grass roots concern for the condition

of our system of education in the United States. And I believe NSF

can further the enthusiastic and resourceful efforts of teachers',

pupils, school administrators, and parents.

The age of computers is here -- in our homes, in our business, in

our schools, in our government., To derive the greatest benefit from

Computers and other new information technologies in education, we Must

continue to ask questions about their usefullness and analyze the ways

they cari beit be used in the education of all of our citizens.
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Mr. GORE. Thank you very much.
I will recognize first Congressman Volkmer.
Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Knapp, it appears to me that NSF is already on its way of at

least developing some software, is that correct?
Dr. KNAPP. Yes; we have the program on the development of ma-

terials. We have asked for proposals from universities. We are nowreceiving them for software development. And, of course, our
. system at the National Science Foundation is to solicit proposals in
very broad areas, judge these in a peer review system, choose whatwe and the peers in that particular field feel are the best proposals,and fund those for the development of the program as outlined in
the proposed that we received.

Mr. VOLKMER. So you'll do it basically by contract, not in-house,then?
Dr. KNAPP. No; we do no in-house development. It's all by grantor contract.
Mr. VOLKMER. Has there been any attempt to work with the De-

partment of Education in development of tl us software?
Dr. KNAPP. We, consult with the Department of Education but wehave no joint programs that I'm aware of.
Mr. VOLKMER. I heard Dr. Bell mention that one of the areas, of

course, in mathit seems to be a stumbling block for many of ourstudents, and I can look back on my own history in math educa-
tion, and algebra was a little bit of a problemin development, he

, said, of a computer software course in algebra. Are you all looking
at that in any extent?

.Dr. KNAPP. It's sort of amazing. The tests show that 30 percent of
the students who have graduated out of 2 years of algebra still
cannot solve, the simplest algebraic equation in a test. How thatcan be, I really do not understand that. Ithink the computer canbe of great help in teaching of mathematics, algebra, and even
more complex mathematics. I believe that there are some very in-
novative software programs being developed by some of our grant-
ees and also by some people in the Department of Education to try
to help this particular area of mathematics.

Mr. VOLKMER. You're looking not only in higher education levelsto help with the teaching part, but also into secondary, highschool?
Dr. KNAPP. And in elementary school, too.
Mr. VoLimER. And elementary.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GORE. Congressman McCandless.
Mr. McCANDLEss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no questions_at Ibis -time.
Mr. GORE. Dr. Knapp, the National Science Foundation recentlyreleased a study which found a disturbing gap in access to comput-

ers in schools which is beginning to appear between economically
advantaged and disadvantaged students. You also mentioned thisissue in your testimony.

How do we get a handle on this problem? First of all, how seri-
ous do you believe it is?

Dr. KNAPP. There certainly is a gap. Secretary Bell mentioned
the gap in the access to computers in the home, between the afflu-
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ent and the less affluent secti"ns of our society. I don't see how we
directly approach that particul,..r problem, but as far as the schools
are concerned, I feel that the ca4t of computers and computing
equipment is coming down. rapidly enough that even relatively
poor school districts will be able to afford good computing equip-
ment within the next few years.

I think, as Secretary Bell said, I think the problem in the next
few years will not be access. The problembecause the costs for
computer equipment has been dropping at an absolutely incredible
rate for the last 30 years, and it has shown no sign of changing
that dropthe problem will be in having developed the proper soft-
ware programs for the computer and having access for all people to
the software to use on the equipment which will be available.

I think both the Department of Education and the National Sci-
ence Foundation have a very strong role to play in developing soft-
ware and getting it disseminated throughout our school systems
and to the general public in such a way that it is inexpensive and
is available to all people.

Mr. GORE. Do you support the legislation to modify the tax credit
given to computer manufacturers in order to speed up the introduc-
tion of these computers in the schools? Have you had a chance to
look at that?

Dr. KNAPP. 1 do not have a position on that. I take more or less
the position of Secretary Bell. I really am not a fiscal expert and I
think the arguments about that are really that of problems of tax-
ation.

I do support the encouragement of- the donation of equipment to
schools.

Mr. GORE. Now, you heard my summary at the conclusion of Sec-
retary Bell's testimony. Did you disagree with that, No. 1, that the
opporttu ;ty to be realized here is just enormous

Dr. KNAPP. I agree with that.
Mr. GORE. No_ 2, that the most serious bottleneck involves the

availability of excellent educational software?
Dr.--KNApp.-Yes, I--believe that.
Mr. GORE. A second bottleneck, I guess, would be teachertraiii::

ing problems; you would add that, would you not?
Dr. KNAPP. Yes; I would add that.
Secretary Bell, I think, indicated that he felt that the computer

was as a tool and that the teacher training was not as important as
the development of quality software. I would say that in certain ap-
plications, particularly in science and mathematics, that teacher
training is extremely important, too:-

Mr. GORE. Yeah.
Third, there should be a Federal role in getting us past this bot-

tleneck, 'particularly where educational software is concerned; do
you agree with that?

Dr. KNAPP. Yes; I think our programs address that.
Mr. GORE. Yes; and do you agree that the opportunity is so great,

and the problems to be solved are so serious, that we really should
be thinking in terms of a large project approach? We've heard
Manhattan prbject as a phrase used several times. Do you think
that we ought to be gearing up for a major effort in this area?
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53\owDr. KNAPP. My own personal opi is thatI have seen for the
last 30-some years the individual grant proposal from universities
being funded on the basis of peer review work in the National Sci-
encethe way the National Science. Foundation does itand Iwould hope that we would have an expanded program. But I would
like to keep the flexibility that that kind of a funding program has
in the system, so that, in fact, new ideas can be responded to, ideas
that don't necessarily come from Washington, ideas that come from
the people doing research in educational areas, in the cognitive sci-
ences, in mathematics and science, that we can have a response to
this problem whicliis,very flexible and which allows both of theagencies who are involved-with this, the NSF, the Department of
Education, and other agencieS; to have the flexibility to do what
appears to be the consensus as the best approach at the time.I would echo Secretary Bell's comments about the problem of re-striction to the agencies by legislation of what we can do with thefunds that we have.

Mr. GORE. So any Manhattan project should be funneled through
the National Science Foundation?

Dr. KNAPP. Not necessarily. I would be very happy to have any
Manhattan Project funneled through the Departrfient of Education.
I think we have a part to play in it.

Mr. GORE. All right, fine.
Well, let me say this. We have a vote on the floor, which is the

rule on the war powers resolution concerning the troops in Leba-
non, and, as a result, we are going to have to adjourn very brieflyfor about 10 minutes. When we return, we will have our panel on
policy issues, and with the indulgence of the witnesses, we will get
that panel underway in about 10 minutes.

Thank you, Dr. Knapp, for your excellent testimony.
Dr. KNAPP. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Whereupon, the subcommittee was-in receSs.]
Mr. VOLKMER [presiding]. The subcommittee will come to order.We will now take up our third panel. We have Dr. Joe Wyatt,

chancellor of Vanderbilt University; Dr. Robert Taylor, Columbia
University- eachers College; and -Dr.- Ludwig Braun, New York In-
stitute of Technology, Academic Computing Laboratory.

Gentlemen, all of your statements will be made a part of therecord 'and you may review your statement or you may summarize,
however you so desire. We will begin and proceed with the wayyou'r name was called. So, Dr. Wyatt, you may begin.

STATEMENTS OF DR. JOE B. WYATT, CHANCELLOR, VANDERBILT
__IINIVERSITY;-DR.- ROBERT-PTAYLOR;ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

OF COMPUTING AND EDUCATION, TEACHERS COLLEGE, CO-
LUMBIA UNIVERSITY; AND DR. LUDWIG BRAUN, PROFESSOR
OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND 'DIRECTOR OF THE ACADEMIC
COMPUTING LABORATORY, NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF TECH-
NOLOGY

Dr. WYATT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will attempt to summa-rize my written statement in a way that I hope will bring more
point to the action items that I have referenced in the statement.
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I think it's not too strong to say that we are at a crossroads in
education today, and that has been brought to our attention in sev-
eral waysthe reports from various panels.

Only 2 weeks ago the National Science Board Commission on
Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science, and Technology pre-
sented their report to the National Science Board. They called it an
urgent message to parents, decisionmakers and other Americans.

"The Nation that dramatically and boldly led the world into the
age of technology is failing to provide its own children with the in-
tellectual tools needed for the 21st century," they said.

Last week, as if to punctuate that finding, the recent issue of
Physics Today announcing a special issue on "The Crisis in High
School Physics Education," stating that barely -3 percent of the
high school seniors in this country now take physics, a 60-year low,
attributable to a shortage, even an absence, of physics teachers in
many secondary school systems.

My statement will focus on teachers and teaching. It will also
focus on the role of computer technology and, more broadly, on in-
formation technology on teaching.

It is clear that we are involved in a revolution that compares to
the industrial revolution and is moving at a pace much more rapid
than the industrial revolution. It is also clear that this year's grad-
uates of high schools will spend half a century in the workforce
and 33 years of that past the 21st century.

All segments of the work force are .affected. Agriculture is not
gone. In fact, technology in plant genetics, which uses computer
systems for its research and development, is still affected; it is still
producing more food than it did a hundred years ago. So what we
are seeing is productivity improvements as a result of technology.

The same basic interplay between mind, muscle, and technology
that produced gains in the industrial economy is likely to be able,
if we treat it properly, to produce equivalent gains in today's soci-
ety. And perhaps most important, and one development that will
affect virtually all technological development, is the computer. The
computer, coupled with basic science, mathematics, and engineer-
ing;--continues--to-produce a watershed-of-de-velopment_thatapplies
to human wants and needs in ways that alter the composition and
make up of the American work force, and will continue to do so.

There are many examples of the rate at which the change has
come and its pace and its implications. Certainly we have seen re-
search and development move very rapidly from the laboratory to
implementation, and biotechnology, where human insulin was pro-.
ducni as a marketable product last fall. The routes of that research
can be traced back 25 years to basic research that was authorized
by the National Science Foundation and the National Institutes of
Health, and it is now a technology that promises to create new
business, create new opportunities in health care, and change the
society in a variety of ways.

We also have other examples. Nuclear magnetic resonance imag-
ing is a product of computers as well as a discovery in 1946 about
the resonance properties of matter, for which Messrs. Purcell and
Bloch won a Nobel Prize. But it would not-have been possible to
produce nuclear magnetic resonance imaging even with the theory
developed without the use of computer technology.
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I would like to propose four action items for consideration. Andlet me say the reason I am proposing these specific action items is
not as an exhaustive set, for there are many items on which the
Congress can and should take actions. Many of these will be ex-plained to you in testimony here and will be articulated in reportsthat have been and will be presented.

My menu for recommendation of action items is based on person-al knowledge of these four areas, after having spent 27 years in the
field of computer science, beginning with computer design, and
through a plethora of applications of computer technology.

I believe that basic computer technology, along with appropEiate
software and expert support, must be provided to educate Ameri-cans of all ages in the use of information technologies and the ap-plication of these technologies to future human endeavor, ranging
from manufacturing robots to complex models of physical science. Ibelieve that the Congress should support a major effort in the de-
velopmentand testing of interactive educational software that uses
the latest developments in computer, video, audio, and communica-tion technology to provide augmented media for imaginative andinnovative teaching.

This may be the most important action that can be taken rela-
tive to education, because if it's implemented correctly, it can im-
prove the quality of teaching to individual students, improve the
productivity of teaching, and perhaps, above all, add a new dimen-
sion of excitement, opportunity, and fulfillment to the profession ofteaching. ,

I have personally developed such material for teaching in com-puter science, and I have personally participated in the develop-
ment of such materials for several other diSciplines ranging from
law to medicine. These efforts and others have encouraged me tobelieve that the time has come for a major effort involving both
public and private participatants with support from the FederalGovernment to prime the pump for what I believe will become a
major business opportunity for the next decade as well.

The scale is too large and the risks are too high for the private
sector to bear alone now. I suggest a support program in the range
of $100 million per year for 5 years,.and I believe that one method
of financing could be a Comsat-type format which would provide a
framework for public-private venture capital through a public cor-
poratiOn to provide cohesion and binding together the standardsissues that we were discussing earlier, to underwrite individual de-velopment ventures. Major uses for the funding that I see would be
to subsidize efforts by proven teachers teamed with technological
experts to develop teaching material, test and refine the material,and train other teachers in its use and development. I believe the
Congress should also intervene directly to provide tax incentives
for donations of state-of-the-art computers and other technologies,
includink software, to schools, colleges and universities to supportthe use of such materials.

Moving to the second recommendation at the other end of the
spectrum in education, I propose large-scale super-computer re-sources be made available to university researchers. You have al-
ready heard about this project. The current state of university com-
puting resources for research is inferior to those in private and
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Government laboratories and several of our scientists are moving
off shore in order to gain access to the kind of facilities they need
for their research.

The problem is described and a recommendation has already
been submitted to the Office of Management and Budget through
the National Science Board, the report and recommendation de-
rived from a panel of working scientists, along with the Director of
the National Science Foundation, and a group of experienced NSF
research program managers, with whom I have met on a continual
basis since May 1083..I suggest that you consider a funding level of
$200 million per year after the startup phases of this work, and for
the foreseeable future. One of the key issues in the provision of this
kind of resource is staying power, so that science and science re-
searchers can depend on the existence and availability of this tech-
nology. These supercomputer resources need to be conveniently lo-
cated geographically to the major research universities of America
that is agreed upon, and they can be linked continuously by elec-
tronic communication networks to hundreds of smaller computer
systems located directly in university research laboratories.

Thirdand I will be brief with the following two recommenda-
tionsCongress should use its powers to eliminate unintended reg-
ulatory barriers and to encourage improvements in incentives for
the development of intellectual property in those numerous areas
where education and information technology are likely to yield
fruit unless impeded or discouraged.

We have heard discussion this morning about standardization in
the development of software, and yet, having observed a number of
cases, software entrepreneurs who are willing to risk their time
and their funds to develop software, they find that their only pro-
tection is trade secret protection, which, in essence, enhanced by
incompatibility and nonstar dardization We simply have to provide
a framework in which we e the best of both worlds, and I don't
propose to know exactly what that framework is, but I thinl we
can have some standardization and also allow for the kind of entre-
preneurial efforts that has clearly produced on an individual basis
the best softwPre.

Finally, I behove Congress snould encourage and support basic
research in the computer and information sciences. There is still a
great deal to understand about human cognition and other funda-
mental ::aspects of human communication and learning. The paths
to understanding these are :tot clear, but having been 1..srolved in a
fledgeling research program in, information science ant technology
at the National Science Foundation over the past several years,
and watched the flow of outstanding proposals from outstanding
scientists in this country come to that group, it has convinced me
that increased support for research in this area, information Eui-
ence, is both warranted and urgently needed.

I would be happy to answer any questions that you might have.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Wyatt follows:)
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It is not too strong to say that America stands at a

crossroads with respect to education. At this crossroads, our

decisions about the direction of education are not just which

curricula we choose, how we pursue the development of new

knowledge through research, how we educate and motivate our

teachers, or how we communicate knowledge to' our students. Our

decisions at this crossroads are also about which cultural values

we will choose for our part of America-in the future.

Forty years ago, Will Rogers made the observation' that,

"Schoolm_are not as good as they used to be...but, then, they

never were." Not just wry humor for us today. This Spring, the

-National-Commissibn on ExcellenCe in Education reported evidence

that the average graduate of both our high schools and our

colleges is not as well educated as the average graduate of 25

years ago.
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Two weeks ago, the National Science Board Commission on

Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science and Technology

presented their report to'the National Science Board. Under the

heading "An Urgent Message to Parents, Decision Makers and Other

Americans," this Commission's report began with a pointed

indictment -- "The Nation that dramatically and boldly led the

world into the age of technology is failing to provide its own

children with the intellectual tools needed for the 21st

Century."

Last week, as if to punctuate the various Commission's

findings, the September 1983 issue of Physics Today announced a

special issue on its cover with the title "The Crisis in High

School Physics Education." Among other perspectives is the

finding that barely 3% of high school seniors now take. physics -

a 60-year low, attributable in large part to a shortage, even an

absence, of physics teachers in many secondary school systems.

These findings are relevant far beyond education itself

since the recent declines in America's preeminence in the

economic marketplaces of the world are'attributed with increasing

frequency to deficiencies in our education system, particularly

to failings in mathematics and science. Whether or not the

attributions are appropriate, the U.S. share of companies with

world sales over S1 million declined from 70 to 40 percent from

1965 to 1980. And there is a growing feeling that the
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information and service based economy of the future will link in

new an important ways to American education at all levels.

The generations just pant, or our parants and grandparents,

participated in the industrial revolution -- a revolution in

which machines powered first by steam and later by electricity

and fossil fuels reduced need and therefore the value of

human muscle power. Today we face the beginning of another

revolution, brought on by the computer, which promises to alter

the need and therefore the value Eor forms of human endeavor that

involve not just muscle power, but also the capabilities of the

mind. Our children.will live their entire working lives during

the computer revolution, an age in which gains are likely to come

from higher quality education in an educational system that must

continually evolve in response to the value of knowledge at all

educational levels.

This year's high school or college graduate will spend half

a century in the work force: thirty-three years' past the

beginning of the 21st century. No one can predict what the work

place will be like then, but there is wide recognition that every

one of our young people requires solid preparation for life in a

high-technology society where the ability to reason and

communicate in a vernacular of mathematics, science and

technology will constitute the basic skills of a service and

information based economy. And this is true of all students --
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poor students and average students al well en those who will

pursue professfonal careers in science,

All segments of the work force are affected. The industrial

revolution did not spell the end of agriculture. Far from it.

The production of food has continued to increase both in the

United States and world-wide as the population has increased.

The increase has been virtually monotonic over more than two

centuries. What has happened over these two centuries is the

improvement of productivity in agriculture through the refinement

and application of various technologies. The resulting gains in

productivity allow orders of magnitude more,food to be produced

by orders of magnitude fewer people. Future technological

refinements in agriculture, perhaps most notably the field of

plant genetics, continue to promise even further improvements.

The same basic interp'ay between mind, muscle, and

technology produced similar productivity gains in the industrial

economy -- orders of magnitude more production from the efforts

of orders of magnitude less workers. In other words, the death

of the industrial economy is not a signal of less industry or

fewer products -- it is a signal of improvement in the

productivity of each worker through education and the ingenious

application of technology, as the most important of several

factors. Perhaps the most important technological development,

the one that has affected and will affect virtually all

technological development, is the computer. The computer,
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coupled with basic science, mathematics And engineering,

continues to produce a watershed of development that applies to

Wotan wants and nuede in ways that alter the composition and

makeup of the American work force at all levels.

Change has been swift. In the 1940's, John Von Neumann,

working at Princeton in a context established by several

predecessors of prior decades, notably Turing and Babbage,

conceived the stored-program digital computer, the concept on

which the design of all contemporary digital computers is based.

Early applications of the Von Neumann concepts using telephone

relays end vacuum tubes to.construct the hardware, together with

programs that would be primitive by today's standards,

demonstrated the feasibility of the concept in several university

andcindustrial laboratories. In the early 1950s, the first

commercial digital computers entered the marketplace from two

manufacturers, IBM (the IBM 701) and Sperry Rand (the Univac I).

The Forester group's invention of magnetic core memory at MIT in

the early 1950s, the Shockley group's invention of the transistor

at about the same time, the Noyce group's conception of the

integrated circuit chip in 1959, the doubling each year of chip

complexity which has enabled the microcomputeron-a-chip; all have

accelerated the development of the computer and its application

well beyond original projections. Today's microcomputer is tiny,

portable and reliable. It can be packaged to withstand virtually

any environmental condition. Its storage capacity and its speed

continue to rise rapidly and its cost continues to decline. Says
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sociologist Daniel Dell of thin phenomenon, "I would annaMe that

if people in the twenty-aria century look back on our time and

auk 'What Wan the most extraordinary teehnolcgical deValorman01

the annWor will simply have to be miniaturization."

The development of enabling software, the contemporary term

for nets of programs for computers, poses occasional delays in

the application of computerrA to specific problems, but the delays

are only temporary. And as software is perfected to perform

particular functions using a particular computer, copies can be

"manufactured" and distribqted at low cost.

The computer has played a dual role in the development of

new science and new technology: first, as a research instrument

through mathematics and engineering; second, as a primary

component of implementation for specific devices. The

microcomputer is accelerating both roles. As the computer has

developed continuously Erom research and experimentation over the

past Eour decades, it has served to join other threads of

research from other disciplines to produce a watershed of

technology. Consider one recent example.

At about the time the Von Neumann concepts were being

formulated in 1946, Edward Purcell at Harvard and Felix Bloch, at

Stanford, working independently, discovered a phenomenon called

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, a technique for probing the

properties of atomic nuclei. In using the technique, hydrogen;`---~
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phospherons, find other elements With in odd number of protons or

neutronn produce n detnetably different electroMnpnetie response

to the Monetary application Or a strong matinotto MILO,

Independent developments -- including the design of magnets with

Stronger and morn uniform magnetic fields, work in mathematics by

John Tukoy at Princeton led to a breakthrough in computer

algorithms for Fourier transforms, and Lauter6ur's experiments

suggested localization of NMR signals by using field gradients,

all separate threads of scientific discovery -- have now led to

the technology of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging. And NMR

imaging devices could not function without their high-speed,

high-capacity microcomputer components.

Some of the potential effects described for NMR imaging

technology include,

1. It promises to render obsolete a prior "breakthrough"

medical diagnostic technology, namely the x-ray CAT

Scanner, that has been deployed for less than a decade

and in which billions of dollars have been invested

worldwide.

2. The production and widespread"application of NMR imaging

may affect the job of a variety cf skilled workers from

physician to techniOi'an. It will at least necessitate

some re-education of radiologists and will cause the
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alteration of modioril Sohool ourrieula, It may also

alter the mix of medical services including surgery,

3. The design, development, and production of NMR imaging

deviceu and related equipment will create a'multibillion

dollar industry with a demand for now job Will's, e,g,,

in tho production of large, "pure" magnets and with new

demands for existing job akillsi and in microcomputer

production. The NMR induatry will produce another

oe0ost between American and foreign manufacturera for

market superiority.

NMR imaging is but ohe example of hundreds of new

developments originating in large part from University scientists

doing basic research that form the basis for America's new

economic development hopes.

Consider another example.0, A set of seemingly unrelated

discoveries in biological research over the past 30 years have

recently been combined to produce perhaps the newest form of

"technological revolution": Biotechnology. Among its early

effects was the release for sale in September, 1982, of human

insulin manufactured in a process that uses recombinant DNA

technology. Dozens of products from biotechnology are now under

clinical or animal tests including interferon, human growth

hormone, and a vaccine for foot and moup disease. The

application of recombinant DNA techniques to plant tissue is
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underway. Microorganisms can,now be used to produce antibiotics

as well as special chemical.pompanents like amino acids. The

field-is-so new that, aside from the dazzling success of some new

business ventures like Genentech and Giogen, the future

employment effects are unclear. It is clear, however, that a

variety of skills in science and technology will be required of

most participants in this new labor market of research,

development and manufacture. It seems clear that the

biotechnology industry will be a significant contributor to

employment,. But it is also: nteresting to note that many of the

prototypical manufacturing processes in biotechnology are already

highly automated through the use of computer technology. Perhaps

more important, the research methodology of biotechnology depends

:heavily on the availability of sophigticated computer hardware

and software technology as well as the criterion that scientist

and technician alike are, in the broadest sense, computer

literate.

Finally, consider a third example that portrays,in

historical terms, the implications of error in judgment by

government, industry and organized labor about the ,application

and use of computer technology - an education problem of major

proportions. In the industrial economy of past decades,

particularly prior to 1965, America was dominant in all phases of

business:

1. Research and Development

'
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2. Manufacturing

3. Marketing

4. Application and Use

During this period, a substantial part of the American work

force was involved in the manufacturing sector. In the decade

around 1960, from 1955 to 1965, prototype technology was

developed that signaled the end of an era in mass production and

many of the jobs associated with the large-scale assembly line

methods of manufacturing. The two major ingredients were the

computer and the machine tool. The prototype system, developed

at MIT in a special project staffed from Aerospace companies and

from MIT, was demonstrated in 1958. It allowed mechanical

engineering designs to be represented in a new computer

programming language called APT. The APT language provided

commands for the mathematical definition of part geometry and for

directing the path of a cutting tool within the context of the

defined geometry.

Over several years' time, the computer programs were

developed that would interpret the APT language definitions and

instructions to produce ordered sequences of incremental motion

commands for a machine tool initially positioned at a precisely

defined point on a block of metal to be machined. The use of

these "computer-controlled machine tools" spread rapidly

throughout the American aerospace industry with the capital cost

largely financed by the U.S. Government. Once the representation
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of geometric form in a computer language from engineering design

was linkable directly to machines that could manufacture the,

parts, the race to the automatic factory had begun.

In the twenty-five year since 1958, the computer-controlled

machine tool methodology has been augmented by a technology

called computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacture

(CAD/CAM) enabled by better computer hardware and software to

become today's acronym for the automated factory, FMS (for

Flexible Manufacturing Systems). In March of 1983, almost

exactly 25 years after the prototype demonstration of APT at MIT,

a new factory employing FMS started production in Japan by the

Yamazaki Company. A brief description from Fortune magazine of

February 21, 1983:

"The new plant's 65 computer-controlled machine tools and

34 robots will be linked via a fiber-optic cable with the

computerized design center back in headquarters. From

there the flexible factory can be directed to manufacture

the required types of parts -- as well as to make the tools

and fixtures to produce the parts -- by entering into the

computer's memory the names of various machine tool models

scheduled to be produced and pressing a few buttons to get

production going. The Yamazaki plant will be the world's

first automated factory to be- run -by telephone from

corporate headquarters.
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The plant will have workmen, to be sure: 215 men helping

produce what would take 2,500 in a conventional factory.

At maximum capacity the plant will be able to turn out

about $230 million of machine tools a year. But production

is so organized that sales can be reduced to $80 million a

year, if need be, without laying off workers."

The Fortune article goes on to state that such factories can

typically produce in three days a number of parts that would

require three months with conventional skilled workers and

conventional machines. Yamazaki estimates that over five years

of operation the plant will produce after-tax profits of $12

million compared with $800,000 for a conventional plant. This

methodology also enables small volume production runs without

retooling -- reprogramming the computer-controlled machines does

the trick. And, of course, the products of this FMS factory are

parts to produce other machines -- including other robots.

To summarize:

Compared with manufacturing technology of only a decade ago,

the automated plant is 15 times more profitable, 30 times more

productive and requires 10 times fewer people to operate.

History is repeating itself. Just as the work force was

displaced from the farm to the factory, now it promises to be

displaced from the factory. And just as technology has continued

to improve farm productivity, it promises to improve factory
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productivity, perhaps even more and certainly at a more rapid

pace.

0

This time, however, most of the productivity gains can be

traced to the computer, the technology that magnifies'the power

of both human and muscle and mind. With manufacturing employment

in decline and with future employment demand in occupations

relating to services, information and technology, what is the

role for education in America? In considering the supply of

college graduates entering the work force over the past seven

years, it is interesting to note trends In the major fields of

study in the perspective of the "technological age." From the

total number of degrees awarded by American universities over the

past seven years, the largest major field in absolute number is

education; but there has been a rapid decline in this category

over the past several years. The next largest category is

business and management, a major field that shows a rapid

increase over the same period. The next five largest fields in

absolute numbers, all declining, are social sciences, letters,

biological sciences, psychology and history.

Those fields with the most rapid increases are led by

Computer Science (a tripling over seven years) Mechanical and

Chemical Engineering (a doubling), and the Electrical Engineering

group (an increase of -50 percent).
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The rapid growth is in the fields where one might expect it

in a "technological age," 1.+t, in abonluto ncbers, the total

'number of computer science Nialnr: I,' the Ivgbest year is less

than the number of history majors, *bout one-third the number of

psychology majors and only about 15 percent of the number of

education majors.

For the foreseeable futures it is estimated that the demand

f.nr computer science graduates will exceed the supply by 50,000

annually. Indeed, two years ago it was estimated that a single

American company had needs in excess of the entire graduating

classes of computer science major at the B.S. and M.S. levels.

Other data also show that in virtually all fields of study, the

computer literate job applicant has the advantage in the,

competition for jobs. This phenomenon is also clear for people

in the job market without college degrees or without high school

diplomas -- a much larger number.

The problem of future employment in a "technological

society" may lie in large part with the capacity of the American

educational system to respond. But one measure of an inherent

weakness in the capacity is the alarming drop in mathematics and

science performance in the secondary schools. In addition,

educational opportunities for adults are often limited, of low

quality and unimaginatively structured. Curriculum reform is

usually slow -- often very slow for lack of resources. The

flight of outstanding teachers to better-paying jobs outside
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teaching is a large problem in the secondary schools.

Universities are beginning to see symptoms of similar danger. In

computer science and related fields, fewer students are entering

graduate school, graduate students are leaving to take jobs

without completing their Ph.D.'s, and more faculty are leaving

academia for industry. It is noteworthy that a recent NSF survey

of faculty mobility concluded that salary was not the most

compelling reason given for leaving academia -- several other

"institutional disincentikies," particularly relative to research

resources, ranked ahead of salary. We need both resources and

imagination for our educational system to respond.

Action Items

The Congress of the United States cannot come into the

classroom and the laboratory. But the Congress can enable and

appropriate, actions that will be necessary if we in education

are to be able to succeed. Today's topic is narrowed to the

benefits of computers in our educational system. Even within

this framework, I cannot provide a complete list of items for

Congressional action. I trust that others here will provide, in

the aggregate, a rather complete menu of recommendations. I

shall concentrate on three mattert that I believe to be of very

special importance.

1. Basic computer technology along with appropriate

software and expert support must be provided to educate

Americans of all ages in the use of information
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technologies and the application of these technologies

to future human endeavor, ranging from manufacturing

robots to complex models of physical science. The

Congress should support a major effort in the

development and testing of interactive educational

software that uses the latest developments in computer, --

video, audio and communication technology to provide

augmented media for imaginative and innovative teaching.

This may be the most important acti.'n that can be taken;

because if implemented correctly, it can improve the

quality of teaching to individual students, improve the

productivity of teaching, and perhaps, above all, add a

new dimension of excitement, opportunity, and

fulfillment to the profession of teaching. I have

personally developed such material for teaching in

computer science, and I have personally participated in

the development of such materials for several other

disciplines ranging from law to medicine. These efforts

and others have encouraged me to believe that the time

has come for a major effort involving both public and

private participants with support from the Federal

government to "prime the pump" for what I believe will

become a major business opportunity for the next decade.

The scale is too large and the risks are too high for

the private sector to bear alone. A support program in

the neighborhood of $100 M per year for five years is my

recommendation. One method of financing could be

76
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"COMSAT-type" legislation which could provide a

framework for public-private venture capital through a

public corporation to underwrite individual development

ventures. Major uses for the funding would be to

subsidize efforts by proven teachers teamed with

technological experts to develop teaching material, test

and refine the material, and train other teachers in its

use and development. The Congress should also intervene

directly to provide tax incentives for donations of

state-of-the-art computers and other technologies to

schools, colleges and universities to support the use of

such materials.

2. 'Large-scale "supercomputer" resources must be made

available to University researchers. The current state

of University computing resources for research is

sufficiently inferior to those in private and government

laboratories to the extent that important research in

chemistry, molecular biology, physics, mathematics and

engineering virtually all fields of science, is being

debilitated by the lack of resources. The problem is

described and a recommendation has been submitted to the

Office of Management and Budget through the National

Science Board. The report and recommendation derived

from a panel of working scientists with whom I met in

May of 1983 along with the Director of the National

Science Foundation and a group of exr. NSF
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research program managers. I suggest a funding level of

$200 million per year for the foreseeable, future in

order to provide for fully configured and fully

supported regional supercomputer resources conveniently

located geographically to the major research

universities of America and, inked continuously by

electronic communication networks to hundreds of smaller

computer systems located directly in University research

laboratories. The Congress should support this effort.

3. Congress should use its powers to eliminate unintended

regulatory barriers and to encourage improvements in

incentives for the development of intellectual property

in those numerous areas where education and information

technology are likely to yield fruit unless impeded or

discouraged.

4. Congress should encourage and support basic research in

the computer and information sciences. There is still

much to understand about human cognition and other

fundamental aspects of human communication and learning.

The paths to understanding are not clear, but the

fledgeling research program in Information Science and

Technology at the National Science Foundation has

convinced me that increased support for research in

information science is both warranted and urgently

needed.

,JBW/bjt
9/27/83
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Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you very much, Dr. Wyatt.
Dr. Taylor, you may proceed with your statement.
Dr. TAYLOR. I am not going to read my statement. I'm going to

summarize it. The people who did not get a copy of this statement
can do so after probably. There's a one-page summary on the front.
In there I tried to raise the issues that I think are, basically, perti-
nent for education, not so much at the university level, as Dr.
Wyatt was addressing us, but at the school level.

If introduced appropriately into schools, computing will trans-
form many aspects of education. In particular, it, will increase the
role of graphics, force us to be more aware of the process nature of
real learning, and make formal learning environments more richly
interactive than books, lectures and traditional classes alone can
ever be.

Computers are used in a variety of ways, but a simple 'classifica-
tion is helpful for appreciating the implications of computing in
schools. The computer can function as a tutor, a tool, a toy and a
tutee. Though these uses differ sometimes markedly from each
other, to profitably be incorporated in the classroom, all presuppose
a teacher appropriately trained in computing. The tutee mode,, in-
volving the students in learning to program, is currentlyand for
some time is likely to remainand I say that regardless of what
people would like to thinkthe most popular mode of classroom
computing. This mode, more than any other, requires a specially
trained teacher, one who can function more as a coach than as a
font of all knowledge, one who can accept and capitalize on the
ways in which youngsters can outperform their teachers in comput-
ing.

Finally, there are major problems with using computers in the
schools: The lack of really educationally appropriate hardware and
softwarewhich has also been touched upon repeatedly this morn -
ing the lack of substantial research about how the computer helps
or does not help learningand I would second what Dr. Wyatt said
about more understanding of cognitive processes, and we need re-
search in that area; certainly that's a part of this problemthe
lack of teacher training programs and opportunities for experience
using computers, the inequity of access to computers and informa-
tion training in our educational system, and the fact that all too
much of our national, funding for computing development, both
direct and indirect, is focused on developing hardware and software
specifically to support warfare and human destruction.

I think it's interesting that one of the examples that was brought
up this morning is another defense research project. I think one
can have a position about the amount of funding that goes into
that kind of development along a whole spectrum, but it is quite
clear that technology that is developed primarily to support that
sort of thing may not be suitable for educational purposes. I think
we need to bear that in mind in terms of thinking about where we
want to fund things, because computers, while in some ways they
are a. spin off from military expenditure, it's not really true that
they're completely tied to that or that they don't have a life of
their own entirely. I think it's dangerous to continue to think that
the spinoff from other purposes, especially those purposes, will be
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sufficient to provide us with the kinds of hardware and software
we need.
' Well, that's a summary of what I want to say. The statement
covers those points I think in some little detail. I think it also pro-
vides several. references which I commend to people who need to
know more about this.

I think that what I would like to focus my few remarks on is the
concept of teacher training. I think that it's quite remarkable that,
though it seemed clear to me and other people 10 years ago that
there would have to be a major effort in teacher training in com-
puting and education, and when I founded the program at Teach-
ers College in computing and education in 1975, I believed, you
know, that in 2 or 3 years lots of schools of education would be
doing something like this.

In fact, few are. If you go around the country, you still don't see
very many schools that have coherent programs in computing and
education. Arthur Luerhrmann has written a recent paperin
fact, it will be published in November in the AEDS Monitorin
which he discusses some of these problems. I commend that to your
attention, too, and I have cited it in there.

As he points out, the person, as I mentioned in my summary,
who is going to be teaching computingand whether we take seri-
ously Commissioner Bell's statement that you don't need to know
anything about computers except how to use them or not--,I think
that the teacher is going to be teaching computing and, as I said,
that is the major use of computing in schools right now. That
person needs to know far more about the computer than he or she
currently does.

If we could draw "yukkie" analogies, t would say a "yukkie"
analogy would be you take somebody who has never seen, heard, or
knows anything about French, you give him a 2-week crash course,
send him to Montreal for a weekend, bring him back and expect
him to train people well enough to go to participate in labor negoti-
ations in French in Southern France.

I think the possibilities are astounding in terms of what people
expect will come from minimal training. Most of the people who
are now teaching computing in schools, most of the thousands of
people, are masquerading as something else. They're a resource co-
ordinator or they're a math teacher, or they're something else. But,
in fact, if you look at what they're doing, they:,re teaching comput-
ing 5 days a week, three, four, five Periods a day. What kind of
teaching they are doing is certainly something we ought to be con-
cerned about.

I think that in terms of action issues with respect to teacher
training, which I think is the major issve, we heard over and over,
again todayand you would hear it again if you had a whole series
of these hearingsthat people are spending the money on hard-
ware. Schools are rushing out and buying hardware, in some cases
disasterous, like they're getting cheap pets because pets are cheap,
without wondering or worrying about what they're going to do with
them. But in all cases, they are getting hardware when they're not
really training the teachers. Most teachers are superficially
trained.

8
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What can be done about this is something that can only be done
on a national level, in a sense, because the problem is too massive,
with thousands and thousands of people out there, and a lack of
coordination between States. When you try, ,as I have, to get two.
States to work together on something, you find that they inevitably
split apart on local rivalries. They say, 'Well, gee, you know, those
people in New Jersey, they don't really understand our problems in
New York." And if you go to Trenton,, they say "well, you know, up
in Albany it's a different climate. The thing that works up there
won't work here." So without some sort of national coordination
and national impetus in terms of training about computing, I don't
think we'll make a-great deal of progress.

I think that the kinds of things that need to be done in addition
to the obvious ones of helping teacher education schools get on the
ball is to help State governments get on the ball with respect to
certification about computing. There are only five States in the
United States that currently certify teachers in computing, and yet
every single State in this country has got people teaching comput-
ing full time. Nobody knows what they're doing. Nobody knows if
these people are competent or if what they're doing amounts to
anything or not.

Moreover, we need to hdve some coordination with that teacher
training, but also some help with States. Those people cannot su-
pervise all that stuff with respect to certification standards and
possible use of computing in schools without some help. I think
that's something the Federal Government could and should think
about.

In addition, I think we need to think about the greater problem
of all teachers using computing. It is true, that in some ways you
can use a computer without knowing anything about it. But I don't
think you can use it very well, at least not in very many purposes.
I think that one of the things we need to think about is that the
computer is not like a car. I'm so tired of that analogy. I mean, I
can drive a car, it's true; but if I get outand I once knew a lot
about cars, as many people probably did when they were young-
stersbut I don't think it ever excited me intellectually to know a
lot about a car. When you know a lot about a computer, though,
you may begin to confront the limitations on your own thinking,
and that's a somewhat different proposition. If that isn't the heart
of education, I don't know what is.

So I'm a little bit reluctant to think that we want to limit people.
I think some people may not want to go as far in learning to pro-
gram in some classical or some far out language, but I think every-
body should have an opportunity to. So one of the things I think we
need to think about is how are teachers going to teach people if
they haven't had this opportunity to try to do some of this stuff,
too.

I don't think it's something we can do on a hit-or-miss basis. I
don't think projects that have supercomputers, much though they
are needed, speak to that, and I'm not sure some of the other
things we've heard mentioned today speak to it, either. We need to
have a comprehensive program that addresses teachers.

I don't think the whole question of software is something that we
can let slide by. Software is very hard to develop; it takes a lot of
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time; it takes a lot of expertise. The average teacher, no matter
how well trained he or she is in computing, is not going to develop
software to be used except the way they would develop their own
instructional aids now in other media. But somebody does have to
develop softWare, and if you've seen good software, whether it's tu-
torial software or tool software, doesn't matter. You can see that it
has great educational implication. But right now,, as Dr. Wyatt sug-
gested, there is not the right kind of reward system, there is not
the right kind of protection systeM, and in terms of specifically
educational software, there is not even the right kind of impetus
system. So the Federal Government needs to be involved in that.

I will stop by saying one of the things that I am alwayg disturbed
by when I hear someone from the National Science Foundation is
not that they haven't done some good work and not that they
haven't supported some very noble projects, but that if you go to
them with a project that has nothing to do with science or math,
they're not interested' in it. Computing is still falling in a strange
crack rigivenow. They're interested but they can't support it be-
cause of their bylaws and guidelines.

I think we need to think about computing as a' science, or as a
special discipline, if you want, but also as something that perme-
ates the whole curriculum and think about supporting it in that
context as well. Those are somewhat different; just as the kind of
teacher training needed to use computing versus to teach comput-
ing as a separate subject are different. But they both need to be
supported: The real contribution of computing to our society
through the intellectual growth of young people will only come if
we support both kinds of that training, and the software and so on
that's related to it.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Taylor follows:]
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Testimony Summary

If introduced appropriately into schools, cnmputing
will transform rainy aspects of education. In particular, it
will increase the role of graphics, force us to be more
aware of the process nature of real learning, and make
formal learning environments more richly interactive than
books, lectures and traditional classes alone can ever be.

Computers are used in a variety of ways, but a simple
classification is helpful for appreciating the implications
of computing in school : the computer can function as (1)
tutor, (2) tool, (3) toy and (4) tutee. Though these uses
differ sometimes markedly from each other, to profitably be
incorporated in the classroom, all presuppose a teacher
appropriately trained in computing. The tutee mode,
involving the students in Ivarrang to program, is currently
(and for some time is likely to remain) the most popular
mode of classroom computing. This mode, more than any other
requires a specially trained teacher, one who can function
more as a coach than as a font of all knowledge, one who can
accept and capitalize on the ways in which youngsters can
outperform their teachers in computing.

Finally, there are major problems with using computers
in the schools the lack of really educationally
appropriate hardware and software, the lack of substantial
research about how the computer helps or does not help
learning, th,, leek of teacher training programs and
,opportunities for experience using computers, the inequity
of access to computers and information training in our
educational system, and the fact that all too much of ouf
national funding for computing development, both direct and
indirect, is focusedon developing hardware and software
specifically to support warfare and human destruction.
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The potential impact of computing on education

In wondering what we should immediately do about
computing in education, it is a good idea to consider the
impact computing will have on our educational system as it

permeates it. Some effects are probably unanticipatable. I

would like to mention a couple we can anticipate.
Appropriately incorporated into our education system,
computing is likely to : (1) rrtrise the graphic
representation of ideas and information to a new level of

importance relative to text, (2) help us rediscover that
education is a process, (3) diminish our misconception of
education as being something we can complete in some fixed

period of time and then be "educated", and (4) stimulate and
increase interactivity in learning.

Computing will raise awareness .cstanding of
graphics to a new level. Our societ vz.vd with

textual communication in education, x ;cal symbol
manipulation as well as reading and wri-.-,. Even our tests
for people going on to.the next level of school test textual
skills and knowledge of textually transmittable information.

At Teachers College, we think this obsession with text will
lessen, thanks to computers, and that graphics will assume a

bigger role. Text is only one way of expressing some of the

Liings we think about and although we have become very adept

at using language, it's not always the best way to express

everything. Sometimes our ideas can be augmented by
expressing them with some sort of still or animated graphic

representation. Vow drawing, coloring, and so forth can be

4one so easily on computers, graphic communication will
surely become more common.

The computer will help us rediscover that education is

a process. Pathough we talk a lot about education being a

process, the way we have organized our educational programs

reellv denies it. We focus learners on the end products
the must produce (the papers they must write, the overnight
homework assignments they must do, and so on) and prevent

them from sensing the unfolding process of learning. In .

using the computer to write or to program, it becomes
routine to create multiple drafts or versions by refinement.
The learner loses a sense that creation is simply the
one-shot translation of a bright idea into a finished essay

or program. He or she beginsito see education and creation

naturally-as a process.

Integrating computers into education may also get rid

of another misconception that blocks some of our thinking --
that education is something you can "get" and be done with

the getting. Learning does not end, education is not
something you have finished when you receive your diploma,
certificate, degree or what have you. It is sowething that
goes on and on for life. Those who have worked much with
computers realize computers.are going to impress the
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endlessness of education upon all who use them. When you
write programs, you realize that you never really finish a
program completely; you sort of stop at some point and
decide that this is as far as you really want to go although
you can see other possible refinements. When you use the
computer as an instrument to write papers, letters, books
and so on, you have the same feeling: you could revise a
little bit more, but finally you run out of energy or time,
you've got the main idea down, and so you just stop there.
As you develop successive drafts, you can't escape sensing
that writing is a process. (Students also discover that
writing is not a magic gift that some people have and some
don't. They find they can write, if they work att.)

At Teachers College, probably because we have put
communication and computing in the same department, we see
computing as a new medium. Though it has been.around for
almost 30 years, it has only been around a decade or so in
terms of vast numbers of people using it. As the Canadian
scholar Marshall McLuhan stressed, the prior medium becomes
the content of the new medium. So novels became the content
of movies, movies became the content of television, and
books and television have become the content of computing.
He also suggested that only the artist saw ahead to where a
medium was going and tended to use it creatively the way it
generally emerged at the end. I think that we have not
reached a point in computing where we see too clearly what
the final content of computing is going to be. If I were to
try to characterize it at this point, I would say that it is
going to be interactivity.

Educational` use of the computer will feature its
interactivity, because that is what makes computing
different from TV, books, and lectures. The ability to let
the user (and that very term implies more than the term
'reader') interact with the material embodied in the
software, y.:,.pecially graphically, makes computers entirely
new. The user can bring her or his own interests and will
to bear in using the computer, and in doing so, becomes a
more active learner. Even the best lecturer can only handle
a few questions in a given period and only then can give
evaluative responses to only a few of the questions. A book
can interact with the reader only at the most general
imaginative level And can not prompL and respond
accordingly. TV tends to be orpnical but can not (without
being computerdriven) allow 0 viewer to navigate backward
or forward a:1i sideways throe,; r_ne idces it embodies at
all.

Interactivity provides direct access to information.
This too seems to make learning with computers highly
interesting. The user of a piece of software can go
directly to a set of information he or she is interested in
and skip the parEs that are not of interest. This is like
skipping around in a book, except that the computer can
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provide clues to where to skip to, based on previous use or
the current user's f questions.

Poi example, this document can not allow you, the
reader, to ask it any questions at all. It can only hope to
anticipate some of your questions by the format and nature
of the information it displays. If it were computerbased,
it might ask you several questions and use the answers to
decide what to display. Even more significantly, it might
allow you to ask questions and use those questions
themselves to determine what to display.

This direct access can even be to a piece of graphical
information such as an animated sequence of a ball (in
physics) rolling down a hill and accelerating, or graphical
and aural information such as the display (in traditional
musical staff notation) of a tune and the sound of two
alternative harmonizations of that tune. By allowing you to
interact with and manipulate the process being displayed or
demonstrated, it can make learning about it more personal
and interesting.

Based on another of McLuhan's ideas, that electronic
communication generally is moving us toward a global
village, I think interactivity in computing will probably
bring back some of the things we recognize anthropologically
as characteristic of primitive societies. We will
communicate via computing across great distances, but
informally, much as our ancestors did facetoface. This
tendency is visible in the way people use electronic mail,
computer talk systems, and electronic conferencing. In

fact, the informality and immediacy evident strongly
suggests that computer communication will significantly
alter the way we read and the way we write generally, though
it is still too early to predict exactly what alterations
will occur. And finally, through interactivity enhanced by
interconnecting computers over cables, phone lines and
electromagnectic communication channels of various kinds,
computers may make our schools places where children
cooperate more and realize their interdependence on others.

flow computing is used in the school

The computer in the school suggests four ways or
mocks in which the computer can be used in school : (1) as

tutor, (2) as tool, (3) as toy, and as (4) tutee. This
framework is a simple and convenient way to summarize the

way computers are being used in schools.

First, the computer can be used as a tutor, to teach
the learner a specific topic or subject. In tutor mode, the
software that the learner uses is designed to guide that
learner through a sequence of material much as a human tutor
Tight, by questioning and reacting to the learner's respnses
to the questions.
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Second, the computer can he used as a tool, to help
the learner perform some specific task. Commonly available
examples are : text-editing software such as that used for
word processing, statistical analysis packages, musical
synthsizer control software, financial spread-sheet and
projection software, energy-use monitoring software, and so
on.

Third, the computer can be used as a toy, to
simulate or represent a physical situation or the behavior
of some people or objects. Using computers in the toy mode,
a learner can gain experience analogous to that which could
be gained from the real situation, without the potential
endangerment, confusing complexity, horendous expense or
inaccessibility associated with that real situation.

Finally, the computer can be used as a tutee, or
student for the human learner to teach. Tutee mode
presupposes that teaching someone else is a good way to
learn and that the learner should therefore act as a
teacher. To do so, the human learner must first learn an
appropriate computer language and then use it to 'teach' the
computer how to do something or to teach the computer how to
teach another human to do something.

Because' there has not till quite recently been much
tutor, tool or toy software available, teachers and
administrators have concentrated on using computers to teach
programming, in BASIC, LOGO, or some other language.
Historically a convenient way to introduce subject matter
into the school curriculum has always been to introduce a
new course and schedule it as part of the school day or week
for some segment of the school population. The result here
has been that the dominant way of introducing computing into
the curriculum has been as a course (or a mini-course) in
programming, at one or more grade levels. The school has
evidence it is keeping up with the times, and can meet the
demand for introducing computing with minimal disrup':,on to
the rest of the curriculum. This has implications for
teacher training - it guarantees there will be a lot of
untrained (in computing) teachers, manning these courses.

The computing-oriented teacher's role

The dominant concept of the teacher's role in the
.assroor in illustrated by the arrangement of the typical

classrc'..m the teacher's desk marks the front of the
room a.0 races a roomful of pupil desks, all respectively
otiwited face the 'eacher and ignore or minimize the

of fellow sLudents. Learning is the private,
indf:vtdnalized acq-:isition of facts dispersed from book and
teacher, 'effect:lyy to each child. The teacher is the
comm,,nd.q, the leader, the giver of information, and, most
sign-ficantly, the most knnwledgeable individual in the
class n'om. Under this model, teachers are supposed to know
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mot their pupils. This is evident in the comments
tr s make when teaching a topic for the first time, when

the about "keeping a day ahead of the kids".

This model does not work in the zomputer-oriented

classroom. There the teacher can't keep a day ahead of even
modestly able pupils unless the teacher keeps them away from

the computer altogether, an increasingly unlikely option as

the number of computers in the home continues to escalate.
Instead, it is not unusual for the able teacher to find the

children rapidly outpace her or him in every aspect of

computer competence, despite heroic efforts to keep up. The

teacher is no longer the primary.dispencer of facts (at
least about computing) and falls to second, third, or even

further down.the line among the classroom's population in

this respect, and pupils begin to cooperate and learn from

each other.

By contrast with the situation in other subjects, in
computing the children have no doubt about their

superiority. Whereas with other subjects the teacher might

claim to have some vaguely unspecified but superior
experience and background in the subject which the children

can't really test, what the teacher knows and doesn't know

about the computer is constantly demonstrated in the

classroom.

There is another, well-knuon and accepted model of

teaching that fits the computer-oriented classroom much

better: the model of the vocal or athletic coach. In that

model, the coach never expects to be able to keep up with,

let alone outperform, the good students. Instead, the

teacher as coach expects.to spur them on, suggesting new

approaches and warning against excesses, fully expecting the

best students to outdo anything he or she could. This is

particularly true of the older coach whose voice or
atheletic powers have long since faded to mediocrity.

This is exactly the model the new computer oriented

teacher should emulate. The major reason for the
superiority of the children in computing is the superiority

of their memories over those of adults. Children:learn vast

amounts quickly by interacting with the computer and

remembering everything, while adults forget vast amounts and

try desperately to locate whit they've forgotten by thumbing

through manual after manual. Here the teacher must be _

realistic. He or she can only nelp the children by being a

coach, not a font of all knowedge.

The implications for teacher training are significant.

The teacher must know enough about computing to be secure

with the knowlege that he or she will not keep pace with his

or her students, in many respects. And the teacher must

know how to funcr,on ip this relativ,-ly new, coach role, and

must know when that role i, appropriate and when t is not.
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Major problems with compute: use in school

There are major problems confronting computer use in
schools in 1983 and the years immediately ahead. First, and
most critical, there is a need, across the country, for
teachers to be provided with training on computers and in
being a good coach. Second, research is desperately needed
either to support or refute some of the claims and
counterclaims now being propounded about the benefits and
dangers of using computing extensively in schools. Third,
hardware and software that are especially appropriate for
children and education are still very scarce. Fourth, there
is a very great need to minimize inequity with respect to
computing in schools. Fifth, too much of our national
funding for computing development is focused on developing
hardware and software specifically to support warfare and
human destruction.

The first major problem in using computers in
education is that most teachers are not computerate
(computer literate). Most were trained before computers
were seen as significant to education, so most never had any
formal training in computing. Those who do know something
either taught themselves or took a single course or workshop
on either (1) computer literacy, (2) BASIC, or (3) LOGO,
typically from someone who herself or himself was only
minimally competent in computing.

Research as yet indicates very little about what
computers should be doing or what they are capable of
encouraging or preventing in the learner. More research is
certainly needed on the longer range effects 'of computing on
the 7.farnir.4 of other skills, both positively and
negatively.. : ' most important of all, research is needed
to see how i- .ing might be structured differently when
prInLiple colAon3sation and .interaction is with a dynamic
modlt:.m ccmputer rather than a static one like a book.

lax -...ace now available is not particularly well
' ,erms the needs of human users, especially

yo.py-, 95. Screons are too small and often too hard to
read, .eyboards are the dominant input means supported even
though other devices are far easier for most people to use,
memory is still so limite4 as to preclude the design of
really supportive software, and so on. Software typically
lacks imagination and often aims at what is easiest to
produce rather than at what is most needed by the learner.

Fourth, there is likely to be an unequal distribution
of Leacher training, of being studied and of profiting from
research in various ways, and of getting hardware and
software, appropriate or not. Nowhere is the pattern
clearer than with what we already see about who gets and
uses computers. Those buying and filling their schools with
computers are those who in our society are already
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relatively wealthy and powerful.

Finally, many of our brightest minds in computer
science are being paid directly or indirectly by the federal

jovernment to develop systems tailored not to discover and

nourish human intellectual development and critical

reasoning power, but to annihilate them. The kinds of

interfaces, peripheral devices and software needed for these

two so opposite purposes are quite different. What is

developed can not, and will not ever be interchangably

useful.

Immediate implications

There is no ideal solution to the problem of getting

computing most usefully into our schools. Any solution

though will involve money, a reordering of national
priorities, and a massive teacher training effort.

Developing coherent training for teacher education faculty

in all ou: olleges ...nd universities, public and private,
certainly would be an excellent place to begin. Supporting

and implementing efforts that develop more approriate

software and hardware for educating all our young people

would be an important correlative. I urge you to press

forward in support of both tasks, as swiftly as you can.
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Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you very much, Dr. Taylor.
Dr. Braun.
Dr. BRAUN. Thank you very much.
I would like to make some remarks that supplement my formal

testimony. In the first place, I would like to underscore the impor-
tance of the Federal role in this field.

There are several reasons that I think the Federal role is an im-
portant one. In the first place, the States individually have not de-
veloped the leadership in this area which is necessary. With the ex-
ception of perhaps Minnesota and Rhode Island, the States have
not provided leadership, the leadership has come, in fact, from
local school districts rather than States.

Another reason I think the Federal role is essential is that pri-
vate industry has so far been unwilling to put up the money that's
required to do the research and development, for software develop-
ment of the sort that's needed in, education. I think that there is aneed for a large amount of venture capital in developing these
kinds of things. I'm thinking about capital which identifies high
rit-Jc bet potentially highly innovative and highly effective pro-
grams. The National Science Foundation science Iducation direc-torate is largely, I think, responsible for the fact that we are all
here today. In the decade of the sixties and the early seventies, the
science education directorate at NSF was the principal vehicle for
providing support for research and development into the applica-
tions of computers in education, and yet that science education di-
rectorate was almost wiped out 2 years ago. It's now being revived,
but it was almost wiped out. I find that incredible that it happened.All of the major developments in science education that onecould point to emanated in one way or another from that kind of
activity, and I think a Federal role in that is a critical one and will
continue to be a critical one until there is enough profit in it for
the private sector to take it over. We're not at that stage yet.

Another critical issue I think is the equity issue. There are dis-
tricts which are sufficiently well to do, that they have lots of com-puters in their schools. There are also in the same communities
lots of computers in the homes of children, so those children get a
great deal of exposure to computers. In poorer districts, there isn't
enough money in, the district to provide computers in the schools,and there isn't enough money in the homes to provide computers
in the homes. So those children are doubly cheated.

We are moving very rapidly into what people are calling the in-
formation age, and if we don't provide. access for children in lesswell to do communities, at a significant level, then we're going to
be robbing these kids of their futures and robbing the Nation of animportant natural resource.

A central issue I think in this whole business is teacher training.I would like to disagree slightly with what Secretary Bell said this
morning. It certainly is possible to train someone in a couple ofhours how to turn a computer on and how to stick a disc in thedrive, but it, is not possible in a couple of hours to teach a teacher
how to take effective pedagogical advantage of the computer within
the learning environments of that teacher's students. That's a criti-cal issue. If within the next 5 years, as many people are predicting,
that there will be millions of computers in schools,nwe will have
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millions of computers in schools Hitting on tables with nobody using
them because teachers won't know how to use them. In my opin-
ion, within that 5-year period, we need to train the 3 million teach-
ers who are out there in the precollege schools how to take effec-
tive advantage pedagogically of those computers.

I think there are two problems here. In the first place, in the
conventional mode of training teachers at the level we're talking
about, it costs about $5,000 per teacher. So we're talking about in-
vesting $15 billion in the conventional mode to train teachers. A
second dimension of that that disturbs me is that there probably
are somewhere on the order of 1,000 to 5,000 people in this country
who are qualified to train teachers to use computers pedagogically.
If you divide 3 million by 5,000, you come up with something like a
60-year period for doing the training in summer institutes.

In my opinion, neither $15 billion expended nor 60 years to do
the training is acceptable to us. We must do the training within 5
years, in my opinion, and we must. do it in a way which is cost ef-
fective.

I thinkI have done a little bit of thinking about thisactually
Bob Talyor and I go back a long way together, and ti,t` two of us
have thought a great deal (about teacher training. M1 feeling is
that for something in the order of $300 million within a period of 5
years we can train 3 million teachers, if we take intelligent advan-
tage of all of the high technology we've got. We have broadcast
television, we have video cassettes and video discs; we have com-
puters; we have print medium; we have telecommunications. If we
effectively integrate all of those technologies, and pull together the
best brains in this country in teacher training, we can, for a
modest sum, train all of the teachers to make effective use of those
computers that they will have available.

I would like to make a few comments about high-quality soft-
ware. There were comments by essentially everyone this morning
about the problems of high-quality software. I would like to make
the discussion a little bit more concrete.

It seems to me that we need in the K through 12 domain of our
educational system, over all of the disciplines we teach in schools,
we need something in the order of tens of thousands of high-quality
software packages. Secretary Bell pointed out this morning that
there were perhaps 2,000 or 3,000 software packages. He mentioned
that not many of them are high quality. I would like to, make that
a little bit more quantitative. The percentage of high-qtA.dity mate-
rials from among all the educational materials that exist has been
estimated to be 3 or 4 percent of all of that which exists. That
means we are orders of magnitude away from the numbers of ma-
terials that we need to have available.

In my opinion, it will take something on the order of an invest-
ment of $50 to $100 million to break the logjam that currently
exists. Private publishers are beginning to look at development of
eductional software, but they go with the flow. They develop mate-
rial that they think will sell. The material that they think will sell,
unfortunatley, is the kind of drill-and-practice material that Secr-
tary Bell denegrated this morning. The kind of high quality, good
learning experience that many of us are looking for does not exist
in a large enough quantity at the moment by a long shot, and we
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need to investI think we don't, need a Manhattan project. Man-hattan projects conjure up billions of dollars in my mind. I think
that we need something on the order of a $50 to $100 million in-
vestment in this area.

I would like to make a comment about a few pieces of legislation
that I'm aware of that are currently being considered. One of them
is H.R. 701 and MR. 2417. One was introduced by Congressman
Stark and the other by Congressman Wright. My feeling is that
those two bills are inappropriate. They essentially propose makingit possible for a manufacturer to put one computer in each school
in the United States. One computer in a school is not an adequate
number. In some schools, one computer just makes it 101 or 201
computers; in other schools it will change the number from zerocomputers to one computer. In neither case is that computer likely
to have an important impact.

I personallyalthough I'm not an expert on legislation and havenot looked in detail at itI think that H.R. 91, which was submit-
ted by Congressman Donnelly, looks much better to me because it
addresses the equity issue. It suggests placing computers according
to the economic status of the school system. That makes much
more sense to me.

There are two bills in the Senate, S. 1194, introduced by SenatorDanforth, and S. 1195, submitted by Senator. Bentsen, and alsothere is H.R. 3098, submitted by Congressman Stark, which addressthe issue of teacher training. Again, I don't know in detail what
they contain, but those are pieces of legislation that I think need to
be looked at very seriously.

There was some conversation earlier today about the concept of
establishing centers in various places in the United States. H.R.1134, which was introduced by Corigressman Downey, addressesthat issue and proposes the establishment of centers for computers
in education in various parts of the United States. Those centers in
the proposed legislation would address teacher training, software
development, research into the applications of computers, thepaying of attention to special audiences, handicapped people, mi-nority people and so on.

It seems to me that in some way a coalescence of H.R. 91, H.R.
1134, and H.R. 3098 and the two Senate equivalents otthat makesa lot of sense for us nationally.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Braun and attachment follow:]
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(10 WITIPP IN BDUCATIA--1, Brawl. BegiaMlitiLJA, I2113

Thank yuu Mr. Chairman Ana members of the Buh,oMmittuu on
Invoettgutions and Overeight for this opportunity to express my

views on the importance et computers to enocatiel end to eddreas
key issues facing our cou,,iKy as computerh ere introduced into

our clesarooma. I should lite to start by introducing myself.

I, My Background

am a Professor of Computer Science and Director of the
Academic Computing Laboratory at the New York'Institute of
Technology on Long Island, For the past twenty years, I have

uevated most of my energy to advising, guiding, and supporting
acnool people in oxploring applications of computers to enhance

the learning environments of their students. Most of my graduate

students during that period have been classroom teachers. In

this efturt, I have come to sense the potential of this tool,

and the needs of teachers and students.

II. Are Computers Useful in Education?

This question has been debated actively for all the time

that I have been involved. Until recent years, the awswer was

based on faith; however, more recently, solid evidence has been

accumulating. That evidence is overwhelmingly positive.

Last Spring, in my capacity as a member, of a Task Group of

the NSB Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics,

Science, and Technology, I was asked to prepare a report on the

potential of technology to improve the education of our
children. I have attached that report as an appendix to this

statement because it is a summary of the opinions of a group of

experts in the field, because it defines educational technology,

and because it identifies the research verifying the impact-of

computers in enhancement of learning. (The findings of Drs.

Gerard Bracey and James Kulik are summarized in that report.)

Finally, the Report describes a vision of the future of this new

field and makes a number of recommendations regardi.t it. Many

ci these recommendations require Federal intervention.

I shall, not restate the findings of the Report here.

Rather, I wish to address three issues whose solutions must be

tumid urgently, if the enormous potential that technology offers

is to be realized for the benefit of our children and,
ultimately, fr. the Nation.

III. Three Issues

I could ,_. ,many examples of exciting projects involving

computers in schools in the United States. In each of these

examples, exciting things happened because a set of important
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factors cam* together, Therm are many finch facture; however,
there are three which are austral to the aucCeea of this tool if
this outcome is to be wide:1111'04d. These factors *rat equality of
4OlIdda to this technology across the *pentium of children;
training of teachers; and availability of large aaounte of
high-quality educational software. I shall addreae each of these
factor. briefly below.

A. equality of Access

We all know that there is a large range of level.
of quality in our orbiting educational system.
Frequently, these variations are relate) to ethnic
background, socio-economic status, or geographic
location of the children involved. Atk of our children
are part of our precious National resource, We cannot
afford.to waste the lives of any of these children.
Yet, we are doing so every year that we permit
inequality of access to technology to exist in our
classrooms.

There are two dimensions of this inequality:

1. Students in economically-deprived
areas do not have easy access to computers

.' in schools, because the schools cannot
afford them, nor do they have access at home,/ because their parents cannot afford them;
while students in well-off areas have many
computers in school, and, frequently, have
computers at home as well.

2. Students in economically-deprived
areas frequently are exposed to computers
only in the drill-and-practice mode, in
which the student is controlled by the
computer; while those in well-off
communities use computers in many ways in
which the student controls the computer
(e.g., in programming, simulations, and the
development of higher-level skills).

Taken together, these circumstances widen the
gulf between the "have" and "have-not" children, which
squanders a valuable National resource, and which
threatens the peace and stability of our Nation as the
disadvantaged are further disadvantaged by lack of
exposure to the most important tool of our National
future and the consequent lack of access to the new
Information Age.
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B, Teacher TkAlning

The moot important ingredient in a successful
educational program la its enthuainotic acceptance by
the teacher* who must implement it, We have
approximateLy three million pre - college teachers in

the United Btates, almost none of whom has any
understanding of the Potential Of computers to &saint

them in providing rich learning experiences for all

their 'student's. To a large extant, these Leachers are
fearful of compUtera.beceoae they don't understand
them, and bacills's they perceive them as a threat to

their jobs. From present trends, it appears to be
clear that, within the next five years, richoola will

helve large numbers of computers available. it also is

clear that, unless there is some laiat-scale
intervention, most teacher's will rp in unprepared to

use computers effectively.

The magnitude of the trainl,' involved

here is staggering. The National ioundation

estimates that it costs about participant

in a conventional Summer training ,ute. At that
rate, the training bill for ou, tca,nris is about $15
Billion, an amount we as a Nation ate unlikely to
commit to this endeavor, elpP'tally i, the present
economic climate. Further, since theta ate, at moat, a

few thousand people nationally who are qualified by

training and experience to r such training
programs, the training effoct in key to take
several decades to .accompliah---.n unacceptably -long

period.

These two simple calculations together suggest
that conventional training methods are totally
inadequate to address this critical problem.

Fortunately, tbere is a solution imbedded in the

very technology which we are considering. Educational
technology (computers, video, print, and telecommun-
ications), properly used, offers us the opportunity to

provide training at a financial level which we can

support as a Nation, and within a time frame which is

acceptably short. I would estimate that a
well-designed program could be mounted for about $300

Million ($100 per participant) which could be

delivered to teachers in every corner of our Nation,

whether urban ur rural, whether in a population center
where there are many colleges or in a remote community
hundreds of- miles from the nearest college.

After years of running and participating in
conventional Summer institutes and in-service

programs, I am convinced that their pace is too slow,
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and their cost is too high to provide a satisfactory
solution to the need identified here. We must employ
technology in the most innovative ways to accomplish
the task within a time frame which is acceptable for
our children and affordable by our adults.

C. [Ugh-Quality Software

Once we have schools equipped with large numbers
of computers, and have trained the teachers to use
them, we still will not have accomplished our goal of
improving the education of our children, if the
development of educational software continues at the
present pace and level of quality. Estimates of the
fraction of commercially-available software which is
of good quality vary from three percent to twenty
percent. This issue aside, the numbers of packages
available to teachers is woefully inadequate. An
elementary-school teacher should be able to choose
from among hundreds of programs during a school year
in order to take account of the range of topics to be
presented and the range of abilities among the
students in a class. There may be ten actually
available--of dubious quality! If this need is
multiplied by the number of years that a child is in
school and by the numbers of disciplines to which s/he
is exposed, the discrepancy between need and
availability looms very large. We need, as a Nation,
to mount a serious attack on this problem.

Conventional publishers are only now beginning to
enter this field, and, in most cases, are producing
products which are of inadequate quality, and which
focus on drill-and-practice, rather than on the
exciting applications described in Appendix A of the
attached Report. It is these newer applications which
offer the real promise of technology for the education
of children.

We must find ways of training software
developers, identifying and rewarding those who do
exist, and of exploring new avenues of application of
the technology as it continues its evolution.

IV. Elemeots of the National Solution

The Congress has begun to respond to the needs Which I have
outlined above, and I wish to take the liberty of commenting on
some pending legislation; however, there is one important point
which I must make first. The Science,Education Directorate of
the National Science Foundation has supported the research and
development of most of the important work which has Lee° done in
this area. Some of the Staff at NSF are among the leaders,
internationally, in educational computing. The NSF programs in
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this area should he revitalized and strengthened. A careful
review of the history of the development of educational
computing would show that the role of NSF was crucial to the
estahlishment of the United States as the worldwide leader;
however, severe cutbacks of funds for these programs in recent
years has caused us to lose the edge which we have had. Other
nations are catching up to us, and, in some cases, are hegi.nning

ED pass us.

The Congress has many bills currently hefore it which deal
with issues related to computers in education. Although I am not
competent to judge the relative merits of all these Bills, I
shall comment hriefly on some of these from the perspective of
the remarks which I have made shove.

H.R. 701 (the socalled Apple Bill) and H.R. 2417 appear to

me to be inappropriate, because, although they addresse the
critical issue of access to computers, they addresse this issue

in a way which does not go to the heart of the equity issue.
When we wish to address the problem of hunger in the United
States, we do not send a steak to every family in the Nation. We
identify those in need and provide food for them. Similarly, it

makes sense to identify tbose schools which cannot afford to
provide computers in the climbers Deeded, and toassist them in

acquiring computers. The welltodo schools will get computers
without Federal assistance. It is the economicallydeprived ones
which need help. H.R. 91, on the other hand, appears to address
this specific issue. It is the only Bill of which I am aware

which does. The concept of corporate contributions go a good
one. We need to enlist the support of industry, but,it must,be
directed to-the heart of the matter, rather than heing
dissipated in an unfocussed application.

S. 1194, H.R. 3098, and S. 1191 all address the critical

issue of teacher training, and, in'additioo, provide some tax
incentives to manufacturers who donate equipment to schools.
These Bills, combioed with a Bill such as H.R. 91, make a
serious attempt to address two of the three issues I have
identified

The only Bill of whith I am aware which addresses the issue
of software development is H.R. 1134 which has been intfrdnced
by Congressman Downey each year since 1980. This Bill alsord

addresses the issues of teacher training, assistance for the
handicapped and minorities, and proposes evaluation of hardware

and software.
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*EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The attachod document reports on a conference held at

the New York Institute of Technology on April 24 and 251

1953, the purpose of which was to clarify the issues relating

to applications of technology to education. These issues and

the recommendations of the conferees are summarized in the

paragraphs below.

EDOCATIONAL TECHNOIOGYDEFINITION AJD DOMAIN

The conf identified six major technologies which

have great potential for education in mathematics, science,

and technology. These are: computers; educational television;

videotex, data bases, and computerbased telecommunicationa;

video discs; intelligent video discs; and robotic.. .In

addition, the conferees suggested exploration of combinations

of these technologies, and vigilant attention to. new

technologies as they emerge, to identify educational

applications.

Computers are the most widelyconsidered technology in

the current educational scene. They are used in three.

separate modes: learning about computers, the mostwidely

used application in education; learning throuzh computers

(i.e., drillandpractice, and tutorial), the most widely

bed area; and learning with computers, the area with

the most exciting potential for computer impact on learning.

Television has a great deal of potential for

contributing to learning as demonstrated in the Nova series,

Sesame Street, and 3-2-1 Contact, as well as the many college
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courses offered on TV by colleges.

The remaining technologies considered (es well as others

which just its em,1.,,ing, but which were not considered in

detail) have great potential for contribution to learning;

however, they all are in exploratory phases of their

development and have not yet had great impact on education.

EVIDENCE OF EFFECTIVENESS

Before we ac a Nation bring technology into learning

environments on a large scale, we must determine that there

is some real value in so doing, The conferees considered that

Janus at some length, and found very strong evidence that

computers, used in the "learning-through" mode, make

significant contributions to the learning experiunces of

child:en in a variety of disciplines, and that, even though

there is much lees evidence in these areas of application.

computer* need in the "learning-about", and "learning-vith"

modes have a greavieal to offer educators and students as

well.

f!..e published evidence on educational impact of

&116, is very strongly favorable, especially when

it. ,

accompanied by well-developed support documentation for

,texchcrol and students.

Unfortunately, the other technologies considered are so

paw, at least ,.education, that there is no published

evidence of effectivener4. Ihert only is anecdotal evidence

in these areas.

Executive Summary page-2
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QUALITY COURSEWARE

The conferees identified several problems related to

courseware, These are;

I, The overall quality of existing courseware is very low, There

are outstanding materiels, but their proportions are small.

2. There is a serious problem of identifying, training, and

rewarding people with talent in this area.

3. The investment cost to develop an adequate base of quality

computer courseware in mathematics, acience, and technology

for the Nation'sC-12 schools is about $60 million, an amount

beyond the levels publishers can justify.

4. There ii a serious problem of obtaining reviews of courseware

(computer programs, films, and video tapes and discs).

MICROCOMPUTERS IN /NPORMAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

Informal learning environments have several adantages

over schools, including access by everyone in the community,

and creation of nonjudgmental climate without the time

constraints of more formal environments.

Informal learning environments include participatory

museums like the Capital Children's Museum in Washington,

communitybased centers like Playing To Win in New York and

Computeriown USA in Menlo Park, California, and people's

homes. The home may be the most powerful influence of all

Executive Summary page-3
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chase, It Will be necessary for educator:: to develop ways of

taking :Advantage of home comp:tore and of developing

cooperative resitionehip0 with parents in Acquisition of

hardware and courseware,

Nome computers raise et:Other important issue for the

Nation - -that of equity. Not every home will have computers.

We must develop ways of ensuring equality of access across

socio-economic boundaries,

PROHIS/Hg FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The conferees identified several application areas for

computers, including: "intelligent" drill-and-practice;

simulations as developers of procedural skills; embedded and

adaptive testing; computer-controlled video discs; and

computers as intellectual tools.

Problem areas identified included: identification of nev

school structures to accomodate the nev technologies;

development of incentives for creative developers; and

recruitment of courseware authors.

'MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

The conferees compiled a list of 28 recommendations for

the Commission. Of these, the following are the most

important:

1. Overall, the conferees see an important role for
technology in enriching the educational experiences
of all children, and urge the Commission to endorse
vigorous pursuit of its application to the
improvement of education at all levels.

2. The most critical need is to train teachers,
administrators, and parents in the uses of technology
in the education of children.

3. The conferees urge the Commision to support the

Executive Summar:, page-4
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Downey Aill 1134) to provide the support
structures oducetorm need,

4, The Nation must find veyc of voviding onality of

4011040 to the advantages of technology Co all

children,

5, The rederel Government has a crucial role in

establishing educational technology, This includes

investing venture capital in development,

coordination among the states, and establiehing
long-term evaluation progreme,

4, Dualities!' end the Military benefit from the products
of our educstional system, but must invest in

overcoming its deficiencies when they exist. Nays

must be found to bring these two groups into the

development program along with the federal and State
Governments, and the educational sylitem,

Executive Summary page-5
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I. INTRODUCTION

At the regnost of the Commiaaion on Precollege

inotrocti n in Hothematica, Cotonou, and Technology, *

conference W44 held at New York, Institute' of Technology on

April 24 and 15, 19R3. The broad purpose of the conference

was to prepare outout Of recommendations for the Commission

that would contribute to the achievement of its goals. The

list of attendees and others who contribueed to the

development of the conference are listed in Appendix A.

The conferees considered six major topics during the

mooting;

1. Definition of educational technology (in the
broadest terms) and its sphere of application in
e ducation in mathematics, science, and
technology.

2. Gathering of evidence of the effectiveness of
e ducational technology.

3. Identification of examples of high-quality
courseware.

4. Promising future directions for the development
of applications of technology in education.

5. Identification of nonschool environments in

which edhcational technology can contribute to

the education of children in mathematics,
science, and technology.

6. Identification of the responsibilities of the
several elements of our society in developing the
potential of educational technology.

Before we conuider specific recommendations, there are

several general observations that should be made:

1. Educational technology is not considered by the
conferees to be a panacea for all the problems of
our educational system, but it can contribute
significantly to its improvements.

Page 1-1
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2. The hook was horn in the fifteenth century, hot
did not iplict the 44444tiOR of the 1444400 until
the ninteenth century. Keen then, 14 penetrated
vary slowly. We li'ad a greet deal of time to

develop 4 structure within which to use the hook,

TechnoIngy, on the other hand, has played a
serious role in education only within the post
three decade., and the computer only for the pact
two. The pane of development has been
breath-taking and has occurred so rapidly that

there has been little tine to assimilate
technology into the system. This pace (en

accelerating one) must be considered in any plans
to take advantage of educatonal technology.
Tattler's future Shock, is nowhere more evident
than in education.

3, Computers are entering our house at a rapid rate.
For good or ill, their existence there will have
en impact on our educational.syetem.

4, There is an increasing gulf between the "haves"
and the "have note" in access to technology.
This gulf must be minimised in any comprehensive
plan for improving our educational system.

S. Many people still think of computers in the same
way now as they did in 1968. New capabilities
require new thinking!

6. The educational establishment (teachers and

administrators }like) resist change with great

vigor. Waterman, for example, developed the

fountain pen in 1880- -yet, in the late 1950s,
there still were schools which used ink wells and
dip pens! Such conservatism must be overcome it

innovative techniques are to survive in the

system.

page 1-2
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II. EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY - DEFINITION AND DOMAIN

A. Definition

Educational technology, as a term, must be defined if we

are to discuss how educational technology can help our

students to improve their understanding of mathematics,

science and technology.

We propose the following definition:

"Educational technology is any technology
that is used to create or improve learning
environments."

There are number of technologies that have been used

vithin this context. They include:

1. Computers which are the currently dominant technology
in education. We include here both microcomputers
and main-frame computers -- although, as the
capabilities of microcomputers increase, the -

distinctions between the two will blur.

2. Television. Sven though it has been charge d as
a "wasteland," it has been used effectively in many
circumstances.

3. Satellite communication systems that permit delivery
of educational materials to large numbers of people
over widely scattered areas. It is especially
important in sparsely settled regions.

. Telecommunications is a relative newcomer to
educational technology, but holds a great deal of
promise, especially in distance-learning situations.

5. The video disc is a relatively new, but potentially
very valuable technology in education. It has
similarities to television, but there also are
important distinctions between the two that must be
made.

6. Intelligent video-disc systems, the term coined by
Dr.41fred Bork, is used to identify systems in which
microcomputer and video-disc systems are combined to
create powerful learning environments.

7. Videotex and, database *system are also important
technologies.

Page 2-1
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B. The Computer

The computer is the most versatile of the technologies

identified in Section A. It'has the distinction compared to

other technologies that it is a highly interactive medium.

We shall describe briefly here the ways in which computers

have been used to create learning environments:

1. Learning About Computers

Probably the widest use of the computer in our

schools is in teaching programming. This
application is important for several reasons:

a. Programming ability is a marketable skill.
Many jobs in the future will require some
level of skill at programming.

b. It encourages students to think algo
rithmically and develops problemsolving
skills.

c. It strengthens intellectual development of

the learner:

d. The process has been likened to teaching.
Many teachers are aware that to really learn
a subject one must teach it. Programming a
computer is similar to 'teaching" the

computer how to solve the problem being
addressed. The process requires that the
student (i.e., the "teacher") understand the
subject and the solution technique.

Learning programming develops procedural
thinking sills--skills that are important in
our society, but that are poorly developed in

most school settings.

Page 2-2
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2. Learning Through Computers

The major focus of research aad development in

educational computing (measured in effort and
dollars spent) has been on drill-and-practice,
diagnostic testing, and question-and-answer
tutorials. This mode of computer use has several
attractions:

a. There is a body of research attesting to the
effective of this mode of learning
compared to conventional instruction.

b. Its familiarity to teachers, administrators,
and the public mike it easy to assimilate
into the system.

c. With authoring languages like PILOT, teachers
are able to develop their own learning
materials with relative ease, permitting them
to tailor the material to the needs of their
students and giving them the feeling of
control and "ownership."

d. The cost of developing materials in this mode
is moderate.

e. Because it involves a one-on-one relation
between the student and the computer and
because there is little need for teacher
intervention during a lesson, this mode is

well-suited to home-based learning.

f. It permits each student to learn at

her/his own pace.

One caution is in order at this point.
Learning through the computer is a computer-
controlled learning mode as compared vith
learning with the computer as described in the
next section. Concerns have been exp d that,
in our pluralistic society, poor children will
learn under the control of the computer, while
those in well-to-do ill learn to control
computers. This does not mean that this mode is
not useful in fostering learning; however, it

must be used carefully as a part of a total
approach in every school system.

Page 2-3
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3. Learning with Computers

The most promieing use of computers in learning
environments, both formal and informal, is the

use of the computer as a tool of instruction and
an environment within which learning can occur.

This mode is the least developed of the

three because it is the most sophisticated and,
hence, the most difficult to implement, but it

appears likely that it will be the most important
area in the fuilre.

Materials venerated for this mode generally
are more expaavive to produce because they
require a wide range of talents and expertise.not
found in a single individual; however, they offer
rich opportunities for learning of concepts and
procedural skills, as well as development of the
student's intellect.

This mode has several components, including:

a. Microvorlds are cybernetic environments
within which elements may be combined
according to given rules. These environments
permit students free rein to experiment with
the environment, building a "microvorld" and
learning about the consequences of the rules,
and developing problemsolving skills.

b. Educational games take advantage of the
interest most of us have in isms to generate
exciting I g environments. Sometimes
games are an environr,m*Jr for a drilland
practice session, whi,s 'Ices that session

more interesting for , sudent, and, thus,

increases student sotswation to 'learn.

Sometimes the game creates learning en
vironments that are difficult or impossible
to create otherwise.

A largely unexplored example of the

latter ease is, the adventure game in which
the student is placed in a situation that
requires exploration of the environment

(frequently, a cave, a castle, or forest),
experimentation, problem., solving, and

decision making. In addition, the student

develops reeding and comprehension skills.
Few currently available. adventure games are
designed with learning as the principal

objective. Once their potential ' is

uncovered, they will provide rich learning

Page 2-4
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experiencevlor students.. Even the ones that
.currentlil are availsble provide such
experiences, even though they were not
designed with that purpose in the mind of the
designer.

Microcomputer-based instrumentation (in which
the computer is connected to the real world
through any one of a variety of transducers
and serves as a data gatherer and processor
and as a display generator) permits students
to explore real-word phenomena without being
overwhelmed by the drudgery often associated
with laboratory experiments. Students in
these situations will be better able to
discover underlying principles. Such an
approach permits students to conduct
experiments at a such earlier age than
usually is the ease.

d. Databases that may be accessed by the student
through a computer and manipulated by the
student with the assistance of the computer
provide a totally new resource to learning.
Already, hundreds of databases exist for
professionsls in many fields. Once students
are given access to these databases, as'well
as to others especially designed with
students in mind, they will be able to carry
out powerful investigations in many
disciplines.

e. The computer is a powerful tool for the
teach', and for the student in the study of a
variety of disciplines. There are software
packages, for example, that plot graphs of
functions specified by the user so that
relationships and properties of these_
functions may be visualised easily. Because
of its computational power and speed, the
computer allows on-line, interactive displays
to be generated Mithout the drudgery usually
involved in such activities. With these
tools, it is possible to ask students to
explore much larger numbers of functions than
is reasonable by hand.

Other exciting tools svailable to
educators and students include;

I. Word processing. which has been found to
generate dramatic improvements in
students' writing skills and attitudes
toward writing, is being used by

28-378 0-83---8
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innovativ's science teachers who require

their students to write laboratory

reports and to produce science

newsletters.

II. Spread-sheet programs, which were

designed originally for accounting and

business-projection purposes, but which

are useful also as g 1- purpose

simulation tools for the study of

population-dynamics, economic systems,

and a aide variety of other dynamic

systems.

III. General-purpose problem-solvers, which

permit students to study phenomena for

which they are ready intellectually, but

for which they do not have adequate

mathematical preparation.

f. Never, special-purpose computer languages are

becoming available that permit students to

develop their 'skill in many ways not

previously available. Among, these are:

LOGO, which is a learning envirocaent as well

as a language; 2V2SIM and Dynamo, which are

simulation languages that make it easy for

the user to create her/his own simulations;

and GraFORTE.

I

We can expect the introduction of many

additional special-purpose languages to

address needs that ve perceive only dimly.

One of the most versatile applications of ae

computer is as a simulator of real -world

phenomena. In this mode, the computerIserves

as a flexible universe within which any

environment the teacher desires can be

created. Systems that are inaccessible to

the student because of dangexl- equipment

cost, complexity, time scale, or experimental

skill requirements become accessible.
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b. Discovery li.arning,in mathematics is a
potent'ially fruitful, but largely unexplored
application of computers. In this mode; the
computer serves as a laboratory environment
vithin which the learner can discover the
concepts in mathematics chit are important.
Concepts like limiting prtl , slope,
maximum and minimum, functiorJ, addition, and
subtraction of positive and negative numbers,
roots of equations (to cite just a few) are
understandable to students over a vide range
of mathematical abilities.

Page 2-7
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C. Educational Television

When most people think of using television for

education, they think In terms of commercial TV and are

appalled by the thought. This is the commonlyheld view that

1717 is a "wasteland". In fact, viewed correctly, TV can make

significant contributions to the education of our children.

Sesame Street, 3-2-1-CONTACT, and the NOVA series on PBS

are just few examples of outstanding TVbased' materials

which are available to educators.

Many colleges and universities in the US are offering

courses via TV (either broadcast or using video tare) to

groups of adults who for one reason or another, do not take

courses in the normal classroom mode. According to a

recentlyquoted toper study, "30 million advice say they

can't find the time for formal studies and are willing to

take college credit courses on television and to pay for

them.",As a reault, PBS has formed an organisation called

Adult Learning Service to address this need.

TV Ontario . has conducted extensive research and

development on educational applications of TV. Among the

applications they have identified are;

1. The development of "lots of good stories to-develop's

vide range of comprehension skills."

,2. Development of problemsolving skills in

threeto-sixyearolds through a series called

Today's Special.

3. Development of vocabulary and reading skills in fourth

Page 2-8
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And fifth _graders through a series called Read All

About It.

4. Teaching of concepts of physics to middle-school

children through a program entitled Eurekal.

5. Teaching of geography in the middle schools using a

series called North America: Growth of a Continent.

6. Captioned TV programs for deaf and hearing - impaired

students.

7. Improving skill in a foreign language.

All of these courses were designed to be used in the

classroom as well as in the broadcast mode at home. In each

case, the TV series was supplemented by teacher and student

booklets.

During the Summer of 1983, PBS will he running a series

callnd "Reading Rainbow" using well-known TV personalities

reading some of the best hooks in literature for children.

The series is aimed at siz-to-nine-year-olds.

Television has been used successfully since 1964 (when

the University of Florida started delivering graduate

electrical-engineering course work to engineers at Cape

Kennedy) to deliver graduate instruction in engineering._

Successful live microwave delivery of instruction is being

carried out at, e.g., Stanford University, Purdue University,

and Illinois Institute of Technology; while video-tape is

being Used at, e.g.,Colorado State University, University of

Arizona, Georgia Institute of Technology, and the University

of Idaho.

Page 2-9
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It is clear that production of a high-quality

educational TV-series is expensive, and requires spreading

the cost, over large groups of students; however there is no

drbt that TV, properly'applied, can rovide rich variety

of learning erperiences which are unavailable to students

through more conventional means (textbooks and lectures).

This is especially true in eletlentaty-school and

middle-school science courses.

Page 2 -10
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E. Videotex. Databases, and Computer-Based Telecommuni ation

Videotex and computer-based telecommunication are

techniques that use the same technology, but in very

different ways. Both consist essentially ofa large central

computer that may be-accessed from any one of a large number

of remotely located microcomputers or computer terminals. In

both cases, the user at her/his terminal interacts with the

central computer--this interaction is a central feature of

the system, in both cases. The two systems differ

significantly in the character of the interaction between

users and the central computer. Both systems have great,

potential for education, and both will be described briefly

in the paragraohs below:

1. Videotex

The essential features of a videotex system are
the availability to the user of a vide variety of
databases and the intimacy of the interaction
between the user and those datahases.

Typical of commercially-available videotex
systems are CompuServe and The Source. In these
systems, the user may access databases containing
information on: financial matters; current news
items in great depth; legislative matters at
state and federal levels; demographic data;
consumer-oriented "catalogs"; and on s great
variety of scientific disciplines. One can
imagine that the videotex system will replace the
encyclopedia as the information source of the
future for students at all levels. It has the
enormous advantage, over printed encyclopedias,
that it can be kept current on a moment-by-moment
basis.

Page 2-11
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. ComputerEased Telecommunication

Computerbased telecommunication, although
similar to videotex in the hardware that it uses,

is very different conceptually from videotex. In

this mode, the computer serves principally as a

communications channel between two people, or

among the members of a group (a class of

students, members of a company, members of

professional oganisations, teachers, administra-

tors, etc.).

The power and storage capacity of the

computer are used to facilitate and enhance the

intercommunice.tion that goes on among the
participants.`' The power of the computer is used
to permit the users to do online editing through
resident word processors and todo filing and
retrieving of information in complex and flexible

ways.

The storage capacity of modern computers
permits intercommunication among the members of a '

group in an asynchronous manner- -i.e., two people
who wish to discuss some matter may do so even if

they are not at the communication system at the

same time. In that sense, telecommunication is
similar to communication by mail, although the
transmission time of a message is measured in

seconds rather than oin days, and access and

retrieval of information is dramatically easier.

Telecommunication systems are potentially

useful in education because they permit

education at a distance. New York Institute of
Technology, for example, offers several courses

in which telecommunication is an important

component to students whose schedules do not

permit them to come to the campus for

conventional classes. The students and

instructor are linked together through the

school's telecommunication system and discuss

points that need clarification, as well as

administrative aspects of the course. In

addition, the instructor is able to transmit new

information to the class as it is generated, .as
well as to share with the entire class the work
of a student who has done s noteworthy paper.

Such a vehicle has clear implications for

educational situations wherever students cannot

attend classes in a central location. There are

at least two cl 'f circumstances where this
is the case: in sparsely populated areas of the
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United States where it is economically difficult
to bring students to the teacher; and in
disciplines where there are few experts. In the
latter application, the expertise that exists can
he ,made available to people over an unlimited
geographical region. The training of teachers in
uses of the various educational technologies and
in modern aspects of their disciplines; is one
important example of remote instruction by
telecommunication at a cost that is within
reason.

An example of this approach to teacher
education" was cited in a recent issue (April 25,
1983) of the Department of Education Weekly. A
university professor in Iowa' is conducting
course for high-school physics teachers who
participate in their own school laboratories. The
professor communicates with the teachers through

telecommunication system. The implementation is
costing the State of Iowa $30,000 this year for
all hardware and materials coats eor 45 schools.
Next year it is expected that every high school
in the State will he connected to the system.

F. video -Disc Systems

A video disc usually is thought of as a new medium for

presenting television programs, and it certainly is that;

however, it is;. such more. single video disc contains

54,000 frames. These frames can consist of half sn hour of

motion-sequences, over 54,000 individual still frames (e.g.,

54,000 slides of biological specimens), or any combination of

motion and still frames., it also is possible to run frames

in slow or fast motion, if that is desirable pedagogically.

In addition, it iso possible to access any frame at random

within a few seconds.

The combination of these properties provides the

instructional designer with the opportunity to create a rich

environment for the learner.

Despite this' potential, the video disc has not yet
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penetrated into the educational system becaule videodisc

players still are relatively expensive and because the

production of videodisc programs still is:quite difficult.

Fortunatel,, these things are changing. As videodisc

players become more popular with the consumer, their price

will drop to the point where they will be affordable by

scbools,,and we can expect that, soon, vriteable video ,discs

and inexpensive disc recorders will become available. In the

interim, several groups in the thiited States are developing

demonstration discs Co explore the medium.

Page 2-14
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C. Intelligent VideoDisc System

Intelligent videodisc systems involve the combination

ofthe strengths of videodisc systems and those of

microcomputers, and, in this combination, they overcome some

of the weaknesses of each.

Videodisc systems permit the display of highresolution

graphic images at vtoderate cost, but have the drawback that

the available images are fixed in the medium (the available

images have been preselected by the producer of the 'disc).

The computer, on the other...hand, can produce images that

respond to the needs and wishes of the user, but those images

have only limited resolution. In addition, video disc images

are. available almost instantaneously, vh computer

generated ones take a significant, and sovietises'

educationallyintolerable,' ti me to generate.

Computers :save very powerful decisionmaking abilities

inherent in their structure, whereas videodisc systems have

no decisionmaking ability. By combining these technologies,

the strengths of each can compensate for the weak of

the other Co provide an eduCational envircnment,for the

student which is very rich.

learning environment that combines the capabilities of

both computers and videodisc systems.bas been called by Dr.

Bork of DC Irvine an intelligent videodisc system. ,,Such

systems can provide students with simulations of enormous

power and flexibility. It is .possible to conceive,of an

environment where a student carries out, for example, a
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simulaton of an ecological study iu which the videodisc

component provides images of the flora and fauna at any

locations in a river whose pollution is being studied. The

student can look at pictures of a species of organism under a

microscope and compare those from one location with those

from another. By transferring to a computer simulation, the

student can investigate the level of pollution as a function

of dumping levels and treatment technique, and, then, with

the help of the computer, can go to the )ection of the video

disc on which images of flora and fauna are shove that exist

under the circumstances the simulation has generated.

Little work has been done yet to exploit the potential

of intelligent videodisc systems, principally because

videodisc systems themselves have not yet become widely

available to schools: however, a few examples of what has

been generated are:

The Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium
(MECC) economics course produced by Dr. Richard

Pollak.

2. The WICAT biology disc produced for McCravHill.

3. The package produced by Quentin Carr at the

Herkimer, Rev York 30CES on weather instruction.

4. The cardiopulmonary resuscitation program

developed by David Hon, which may help to solve

the problem of voefullyin4dequate numbers of CPR

instructors which currently exists.

H. Robotics

Robotics is a field usually associated with industry and

automation. We suggest here that there are circumstances in

which robots may be useful in educational settings.
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One such application of robots which has gained in

popularity along with the increasing popul4L-ity of the LOGO

language is the Milton Bradley Big Trok "toy". In its

conception. Big Trak was indeed a toy; however, imaginative

teachers looking for a way to make the LOGO screen anclits

turtle graphics more concrete. 'and, hence, more

comprehensible to their young 'cadent', saw in Big Trak a

realworld implementation of. the LOGO turtle. Big Trak is a

Plank with a builtin microcomputer ihich can be programmed by

young children to maneuver ovens predefined course--in other

words, it is s simple robot,programmable by children!

Advertisements are beginning to appear offering robots

which cost only about 51,000- -not cheap,- but beginning to

approach the range of affordability of schools. Such robots,

in the hands of imaginative teachers, can provide

stronglymotivating experiences for high school students, and

can prepare them for exciting industrial careers.
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I, Conclusion

The technologies described in the foregoing paragraphs

repreaent only chose which currently are in use. They are

only the leading edge of the technological revolution which

we are about to witness. among the technologies which we now

can predict are:

1. Cellular radio in which local radio stations are

linked together to cover large geographic areas.

2. Fiber optic based communications links which will

cut communication costs dramatically.

3. Enormously increased information scrage and

retrieval capabilities. NASA expects, by June 1984,

to have available an optical disc

storageandretrieval system with a capacity of 10

million million bits (10,000 times that of most

current computer systems!). With this system, it is

expected that users will be able to access all the

information on line.

4. Within two decades, we can expect satellite firms

to provide 22,b0-48,000 channels for video, voice,

and other communications.

5. There have been predictions that within a decade,

most homes will be wired for twoway communications
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in much the way of many homas in Columbus, Obi, with

its Qube System.

6. Low-power TV stations will serve specialised

audiences.

7. It has been estimated that the cost of storage of

information on disc dropped below that of paper

storage in 1980, and that, by 1990, it will be only

one percent of the cost of paper storage. Such cost

figures suggest dramatic changes in our perceptions

of publications, in general. Electronic publishing

surely will follow such cost reductions.

Each of these technologies and others which have not yet

emerged from the h laboratories will contribute to the

improvement of education in ways we cannot yet perceive.

Yet another dimension of this picture of educational

technology which must be considered is the design of systems

which integrate sweetly]. of the individual technologies into

information systems which take advantage of the capabilities

of each to create a whole which is much greater than the sum

of its parts.

One exciting example of this (in addition to the

intelligent video disc described above) is the major series

on the human brain now in development at WHET/Thirteen, in

which the producers are creating a college-level psychology

course to be offered in association with siring , in 1984, of
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eight one hour programe..The programs will be supplemented by

a textbook being written by a group of leading scientists. In

addition, a museum exhibit is-planned for major cities chic

features an interactive video disc that will enable visitors

co explore regions of the brain. Excerpts from the series,

including animated simulations of neural transmission, will

be distributed to high schools along with associated

explanatory materials and microcomputer software.

Clearly. the extent to which technology can contribute

to the education of our children is limited only by our

imagination, and our willingness to commit resources.
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III. EVIDENCE OF EFFECTIVENESS

It is clear to many of the practitioners in the field

that educational technology has exciting potential for

creating learning environments for children. Statements to

that effect, however, are of'no use to educational planners

unless there is supporting evidence that, indeed, there is

improvement in learning when the technologies described in

Section II are applied. In this section, we shall look at

some of the evidence that supports these contentions.

A. Evaluations of Computer Applications

Unfortunately, many of the applications of computers

described in Section II have been developed only recently,

and we do not have adequate data on their effectiveness.

There have, however, been substantial numbers of evaluative

studies of the impact of computers in dr:11-and-practice

applications. Dr. Gerald Bracey of the Virginia Department of

Education recently has issued a report entitled. "Computer

Assisted Instruction: What Lie Research Says and Doesn't Say

and Can't Say About its Effectiveness" which surveys the

literature on evaluation, of CAI. Bracey divides the research

studies into three categories: achievement; affective and

motivational; and social.

This report is summarized in the paragraphs below.

1. Achievement Outcomes

Bracey cites the work of James Kulik* and his

colleagues at the University of Michigan. In 51
soundly conducted studies of students in Grades 6-12,

*.See Appendix C for recent paper on "Effectiveness" by Kulik

3-1
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they found that CAI improved retention as well as

initial results on objective tests. Students using
CAI also learned to the same criteria faster than
non-CAI students (with up to 88 percent time
savings). An interesting observation is that lacer
studies show. a greater .impact of computers than

earlier ones even though research methods didn't

change over the observation period.

Bracey makes the point that, in Kulik's study,
the average stud'ent who received CAI would have

scored at the 63d percentile, while those who did not

would have scored in the SOth.

Kulik's analysis covers the academic waterfront
including composition, counseling, biology,
chemistry, and history.

Kulik found that the impact of CAI wa e greater
on secondary students than on college students.'

ETS conducted a four-year study of the impact of

drill-and-practice on students in'Grades 1-6 in the

Los Angeles Unified School District. In this study,

students with access 10 minutes a day scored
significantly higher than those without access, and
those who spent 20 minutes a day had double the gain.

This study focussed. on mathematics; in reading and
language arti, they found consistent, if smaller,

gains.

In this ETS study, drill snd practice seemed to
be more effective with slov learners than with

average or abo.ve average learners.

2. Affective/HotiVational Outcomes

Students generally report positive attitudes
toward compUter-based learning and enjoy the ability
to move at their own pace, the lack of embarrassment
about mistakes, and the-absence of a teacher-to

at them.

Students find the computer's unending patience
is important. This is especially so for slow learners
and those with learning disabilities.

Bracey identifies teacher attitudes as a

problem. He points out that most teachers do not

participate in development of computer-based material

and that a well-known management principle suggests
that feeling of "ownership" is very important.
Teachers, of course, do not "own" textbooks either,
but this is a problem worth exploring because of the

difficulty of developing courseware compared to

developing,a_book.
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3. Social Outcomes

Bracey points out that there is no "hard"
research here, but that many observers have found a

great deal of cooperative problem solving surrounding
programming activities.

An interesting observation by Bracey is that
some schools with computers have reported higher
attendance and even reduced levels of vandalism since
acquiriog computers.

Terry Rosegrant of Arizona State University is

doing research that tends to confirm the assertion
that children using computers feel more in control. of
things.

Richard Bowman of Moorehead State University has
identified 14 characteristics of video games that
could be incorporated profitably into the classroom.
His work is reported in:
"A 'PacMans Theory of Motivation: Tactical
Implications for Classroom Instruction," Richard F.
Bowman, Jr., Educational Technolvxv. Saptamber
1982

Thomas Malone of Xerox PARC recently has reported on the

effectiveness of games on learning in a report entitled "What

Makes Things Fun to Learn? A Study of Intrisically Motivating.

Computer Games".

4. Cost Effectiveness

Bracey add the issue of coat effectiveness. He

identifies the difficulty of developing good numbers in this

area.

He cites flexibility, interactivity, improvement of

student motivation to learn, delivery of instruction by

computer that cannot be delivered otherwise, and the

developmeot of new knowledge and skills not available without

computers as elements in the cost/effectiveness equation that

are impossihle to evaluate numerically.
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Bracey cites simulation as one of the ways of providing

experiences by computer that are not available otharvise. Me

suggests simulations involving intelligent video-disc-based

systems as an exciting area for development.

Bracey mentions that 81 percent of educators in Montana

say that getting and using computers is 'their number.-one,

priority. He observes that: "You can't find a group of

parents who would stand for their children being left out of

the computer group (in any experiment)."

5. Other Observations by Bracey

Bracey ends his paper with some interesting observations

including:

a. William Cole, in a Wayne State dissertation,
found that use of computers in instruction in
whole numbers, percents, fractions, and decimals
had increased scores in the Stanford Achievement
Test.

b. John Boblick, a curriculum specialist for the
Montgomery County School. in Maryland, found that
students learned more from a simulation of
conservation of momentum that those who learned
in'a traditional laboratory.

c. Thomas Foster, in a dissertation at the
University of Wisconsin, found that students who
learned flowcharting did better in the Problem
Solving Abilities Test than those who did not
learn flowcharting, and that those who learned
programming did still better.

In a paper entitled "Computers in Learning

Environments--An Imperative for the 1980s ", Dr. Ludwig Braun

cites studies which show that attendance increses

significantly in schools which install computers. He

describes other studies which show significant Itarning gains

as well as reductions in time needed to learn mathematics.
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Finally, he cites a large number of studies of the effect of

simulations on learning in which there were savings in

learner time, greater efficiency in terms of achievement par

unit time, improved skills, and provision of instruction not

previously available by conventional means.

One of the findings of the National Assessment of

Educational Progress is that problemsalving skills are

poorly developed among our students. Typically, students find

algebra word problems difficult to solve.

In a recent report funded by the National Science

Foundation, Dr. Elliot Soloway and his colleagues at Yale

University describe a research study on the effect of

computerprogramming experience on students' ability to solve

such,,probIems. The research is preliminary, but it shows that

students who have taken a onesemester course in programming

are able correctly, to solve algebra word problems more

reliably.than are students without that experience. In some

cases, the difference in correct solutions was different by a

factor of two.

These results are supported by similar studies conducted

by Lochhead and Clement and their colleagues at the

University of Connecticut.
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An important, but little-known application of computer,

in education is exemplified by the work of Mrs. Antonia Stons

who has created Playing To non - profit organisation

which focusses on convicts, es-convicts, and juvenile

delinquents.

In her wo k, Mrs. Stone has demonstrated the value of

computers with such populations. To cite just one example,

ahe has found that 942 of internees at the Spofford Juvenile

Detention Center who participate in a' computer-based

education program are active participants; while only 202 of

those enroled in conventional programs are active.

Playing To Win recently has established a community

center in east Merles in Mew Tork City which will have the

principal objective of impacting the young people in that

community through computers in positive ways so that they

will continue their educations in useful ways. It is coo

early to tell shout thi success of this program; however, on

the basis of her past successes, this program hears watching.

Attention must be paid to such unconventional learning

environments, because they address an audience which

frequently exists outside the conventional educational

system. A significant segment of our population is in this

group, and usually is lost to society..in fact it costs

society a great deal in funds which are misdirected (into

prisons, etc.), ratber.than being used to strengthen society.

B. Evaluations of Television Applications

There is a long tradition of application of television
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to the teaching of yoking children by television in the

well-known Sesame Street, 7 ^2 ^l ContaCt, end EliCtriC

Company, Thu tnaolt, of those effort!' have been documented

carefully and will not ha elaborated here. We shall, however,

look at a set of studies on several recently-developed TV

series by TV Ontario (TV0).

TVO staff looked at programs aimed at Midely^VArying

audiences ranging from pre-school through adult levels, and

focussing on language arcs, geography, science, cognitive

development, and an application for handicapped children.

In this section, we shall review briefly the findings of

these studies.

1. READ ALL ABOUT IT aims at fourth-and fifth-grade
,students, and focusses on development of reading and
vocabulary skills. In this study, students in
experimental cl had pre/post-test gains which
were at least double those of students in the control
groups.

Ninety percent of the experimental students
stated that they liked the programs very much, and
two thirds said they vould watch the programs at
home.

'2. EUREKA! is a series aimed at grades 7-11 and focusses
on physics. The average gain in the experimental
group was 3.3, while that in the control group was
1.4. The teachers using the series in their courses
were positive about the effectiveness of the
materials with their students: two thirds felt that
their students learned more with the TV'series; while
the rest felt that their students learned at least as
much.

3. READALONC has as its principal, objective, the
development of a basic vocabulary in primary readers.
The fifst grade students in the experimental group
were found to score significantly higher on each of
three tests than did the control group.

4. SUMNER ACADEMY: BRUSH UP YOUR FRENCH was a series
aimed at improving the skills of adults with French.
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The perticipants reported ;heti the impatience woe

vorIhvhill (97Z)l relevant to their need. (ERE){

informative (671); and exciting (061), The
participation rite anon* enrollees VAS 971.

5. CAPTIONED TV PROORATIA FOR DEAF AND NEARINO.INPAIRED
CHILDREN is a program aimed at exploring the relative
effeciiVe0e44 of captioned and non-captioned TV
programs. The research reported dealt with 10-14 year
old deaf or hearing-impaired children. The
experimental group had a correct response :g
compared to 591 for the control RrovP Further,
of the experimental group reported understanding all
or most of the time, while only 431 of those who did
not use captioning had similar responses.

6, NORTU AHERICA;GROWTH OF A CONTINENT ts intended for

geography Classes. All the teachers using the

materials agreed that the programs would be very
e ffective if used during the teaching of a topic,
when used with other support materials. The large
majority of the participating students wanted to use
the materials.

7. TODAY'S SPECIAL is a series whose purpose is to

e nhance cognitive development in 3-6 year-olds. The
e valuation VAS a formative one, and, hence,
preliminary; however, ninety percent of the test
subjects focussed on the screen during quizzes when
the subjects were interacting with this screen, while
only half were paying attention during passive
puppet-show sequences.

All of these studies show very positive effects of TV

programs when they are well designed and used correctly. The

audiences, in general, found the programs to be useful and

interesting.

These programs were developed by a public agency of a

Canadian Province. It is unlikely that such programs would be

produced by private funds. This ezperieoce has been similar

in the United States.

C. Evaluation of an Interac/ive Video-Disc SY_SIAM

WICAT Systems, Inc. recently reported oo ' the results of

a study of the effectivevess of an interactive video-disc
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system 'which they designed for the U.S. Army. The system used

consisted of a microcomputer controlling a video-disc player.

Its purpose was to train people in the, repair of missile

systems.

The student population was divided into three groups: a

control group receiving instruction in the normal manner; a

group which received its instruction through CAI; and a group

which used CAI plus video-disc-based simulations. The results

were:

1. Only one quarter of the control group finished the
training program before the prescribed time limit was
reached.

2. Every member' of both experimental groups completed the
task within the prescribed time limit.

3. Tht group which received instruction using both CAI
and simulation completed the assigned task in half
the time of the CAI-only group.

The conclusion one reaches from such a study is that CAI

is beneficial in instruction and that the video-disc-based
.t,

simulation provides a dramatic improvement in performance of,

students.

D, Conclusion

The evidence cited in this section is very positive

about applications of technology. in learning environments

over a vide spectrum of ages and subjecyt matter. The reader

must be cautioned, however, that much of the technology

described in Section II has not been scrutinized adequately,;

indeed some forms have not received any evaluations' which

have been reported in the literature. Even with the computer,

which has been explored as an instructional tool for about

ti
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two decades, most of the exciting applications Lave been

conceived only recently, and have not been evaluated in even

a preliminary manner.

This situation suggests an important national priority.

We must evaluate carefully all of the technological

applications suggested here, and to be developed in the

future by innovative educators and technologists to determine

which are effective and which are not. We are very likely, as

a nation, to invest a great deal of money in educational

technology. It is imperative that this investment be made

wisely.
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IV. QUALITY COURSEWARE

A 'trio(' problem faces the educator who wishes to apply

computers in her /his classroom. The quality of available

courseware leaves a great deal to he desired. Dr. Gerald

Bracey of the Virginia. State Education Department cites a

recent study of some 4000 courseware packages in which it vas

found that only 3-4 percent were of acceptable quality. Mr.

Stanley Silverman of the Heypstead School System on Long

Island exp concern because even with a careful

screening process before purchase, they still wind up with

"30-45 percent junk."

Clearly these problems need solution, or they will cause

discouragement, and the predictions of the Luddites that

computers are a fad and will'soon be hidden in closets will

indeed come true, even though the evidence of effectiveness

of this vehicle is overwhelmingly favorable. The Commission

must develop recommendations to address these problems.

One of the principal reasons for the poor quality of

such of the available courseware is the lack of understanding

among educators, publishers, and developers alike of the

elements that go into the creation of a high-quality piect of

courseware. Courseware development is a creative act which

requires a wide range of talents, including:

1. Subject-matter expertise in order that there is

assurance that the content cf the material is

correct.

2. Experience with the grade level and ability
level of the target audience to ensure that the
material is appropriate for the target audience.
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1. Ability to design the graphics in the program
and to design the screen images (e.g., proportion
of the screen occupied by text, the graphic
images displayed, etc.),

4. . Understanding of the pedagogy needed to

convey the intended concept.

5. Programming the computer to take maximum
advantage of the capabilities of the target

computer.

6. The system-engineering ability to integrate
the several parts of the design into a coherent
whole.

0

Barely does this combination of talents reside in a

single individual, so that courseware creation, generally, is

a team endeavor. The required set of individuals plus the

needed support structure is expensive and tends to discourage

publishers, because these still is the perception among

publishers that the education market for software is diffuse,

hard to define, and unprofitable.

simple calculation demonstrates the level of this

funding problem. We shall sake the following asausptions:

1. A single courseware unit costs 415,000 to

develop. This amount sakes no allowance for
profit--only reasonable overhead is included.

2. Each teacher needs a total of 100 separate
packages to provide support for all of her/his
students for one school year. This number alloys
for the varying needs of the 'curriculus and of
the student population with its range of ability

levels.

1. Accounting only for sathesatics, language
arts, and the natural and social sciences over
the E -12 grade range, there are approximately
forty separate subject areas which need support.

Based on these assumptions, the development cost of the

courseware which is needed by an adequate E -12 application of
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computers in our educational program is $60 Killion. This is

a very large investment, but is necessary nationally over the

next several years, if we are to achieve the potential of

e ducational computing. The publishing industry seems to be

unwilling to make this level of investment in as nebulous an

area as educational computing, so supplemental funding must

be obtained from other sources.

Educators face other problems with introduction of

e ducational technology into their programs. In the case of

films, video tapes , and video discs, so many materials exist

that the educator is overwhelmed by the choices. It is

impossible to tell from a title or even a catalog description

(seldom written objectively) whether the product is

appropriate for the students in -.a course. Since little has

been done to provide objective reviews of such materails for

e ducators, it is necessary for the teacher to review each

program to determine its suitability. This is a

timeconsuming task, and suggests a remedy. If there were a

central agency to provide.objective reviews of such material,

including computerbased material, educators could refer to

these reviews when making decisions about educational

Materials.

S 1 efforts have been undertaken to

computerbased material, including the work of MicroSift in

Oregon, Dresden Associates in Maine, and reviews in some of

the computer magazines. These efforts are being' supplemented

in recent months by the EPIE group; however, all the, efforts
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of these groups combined are inadequate to the task at hand.

,Reviews are published at rates of tens- per - month, while

programs are being introduced at rates of hundreds-per-month.

We are falling behind at an alarming rate!

Unfortunately, no organised efforts exist for review of

courseware using other kinds of educational technology. Such

reviews are essential if the overburdened classroom teacher

is to use these technologies.

The conferees felt that it is important to cite some

coursev,,re that they feel are good examples of the kinds of

materials toward vhich authors and publishers should strive.

As a result, a list of high-quality courseware was compiled

and is included as Appendix B.

142
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V. MICROCOMPUTERS IN INFORMAL LEARNING CENTERS

`(Prepared by Ann Levin, Capitol Children's Museum)

Since 1975 we have seen the birth of a phenomenon in the

United States called the participatory museum. It represents

dramatic change from a museum that is organized to collect,

preserve, and exhibit artifacts to a museum in which exhibits

are large-ssale props designed to elicit the same joy and

exploration that children find when they play outside. These

museuns provide a sense of wonder, participation, and

involvement. They are places where children LIA adults

handle abstract ideas in exhibits made to use rather than

look atexhibits that integrate art, humanities, science,

and technology.

During this same period, incredible developments have

taken place in the world of computing. The formidable array

of tubes and wires that 25 years ago could only be approached

by the highly initiated,,is today friendly, even whimsical,

and accessible to young children. But the general public is

not thoroughly aware of these changeS. To many, the mere

word "computer" conjures up images that are frightening and

overwhelming..

In 1976 Capital Children's Museum surveyed the United

States for examples of educational use of computers in public

settings. In defining a public computer center, we included

places where the public that is not acquainted with computers
1.

can walk in without reservation, six or seven days a week,

and for no more than the general admission cost, use several
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computers 'rah programs designed to educate.

The best two examples were the Boston Children's Museum

where on four terminals yoti could play tic-tac-toe or

hang-the-man, existing software culled from other sources

that ran on a DEC PDP/11; and, the Lawrence Hall of Science

with a program to compose simple tunes and Weizenbaum's Eliza

on half a do !'n terminal connected to the University's

mainframe computer. The Hall had developed el , and for

S1 /hour you could reserve time on a teletype connected to the

computer or learn how to program. Then, that was the

state-of-the-art is public computing.

14 1980, vs took another look and found a significant

increase in the amount of access to computers used for

educational purposes in public settings--and a range of

applications. In the five years since our first survey, the

Boston Children's Museum had expanded to a dozen DEC VT05

terminals vith an assortment of popular games - -word games,

number guessing, hunting/coordinate systems. Every effort

had been made to design a supportive environment, out of the

traffic flow'and with warm wood and carpeting around the

computer.

The Lawrence Hall of Sciene had increased its computer

courses and added an Apple van to take to schools. It was

also designing computer programs to enhance its ri:hibits.

The Oregon Museum of Science and Industry in Portland.

Oregon, had three or four computers with a database game

about the city, a machine to make words from phonemes, and a
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database about local industry. they were building an exhibit

with wooden models to explain how different parts of the

computer work.

The Exploratorium in San Francisco had two exhibits that

used microcomputers: the game of life and a simulation about

population growth.

North of San Francisco in Marin County, the Marin County

Computer Center had recently opened in a vacant school. Here

you signed up to use one of about 20 computers; you brought

your own floppy or rented one of the Center's. You could

charge the time--between $3 and $5 an hour--with a credit

card. Computers were also taken into schools. A local

computer club had designed "tomorrow's space ship," an

elaborate simulation for six people to role play captain,

bridge commander, lieutenant, navigator, and try to fend off

attacks by aliens using a sophisticated program and linked

computer system. the design was never implemented.

One of the.nicest uses of computers in a public setting

was in the public library in Menlo Park. Here Bob Albrecht

and Ramon Zamora were running an experiment to teach everyone

in the town to use a computer. Teenagers, age 12 and 13,

were trained to check others out on a few basic points and

then give newcomers a button that said, "I like my computer."

They used whatever hardware they could get ,donated and

selected what they considered the best programs from

available software. As many as 20 kids came in a night: The

one rule--they could not ask the librarian for help. She did

28-378 0-83-10
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One of the most ambitious undertakings to get computers

into a public, setting is Sesame Place. It has made an

enormous commitment to the design of the user interface and

to software development. Sesame Place is an investment of

the Children's Television Workshop, which produces "Sesame

Street," and Busch Gardens, which designs and runs theme

parks and outdoor amusement centers. They plan to have

Sesame Places all over the United States. The second Sesame

Place opened in Dallas in the spring of 1982.

One dollar buys three Big Bird tokens, and each token

buys four minutes on computer. Even parents who complain

about the high price of admission are still buying tokens 30

minutes later to try each of the 20 or so games (designed to

teach something to a child of age four to ten). Programs,

which run on about 50 Apples, are stored centrally on three

Nester bard discs; one Apple controls the system. Two

different cards control, respectively, a coin mechanism and a

touch sensitive soft keyboard. The letters are in

alphabetical order; there is a nice big erase space and s

"go" space that flashes if you need prompting. Software

ranges from educational (a game to learn about the physics of

light refraction) to trivial (matching body parts of muppet

figures).

In the National Museum of Ethnology near Osaka, Japan,

there is an application that uses a hugh robot arm. The

Museum's main thrust is ethnological research, and it makes

extensive use of computers in all aspects Wf its work. The
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public sees a bit of that research in the form of tapes

documenting how different peoples in the world live. There

are sophisticated "space age" carrels where you enter your

own private film viewing area, activate a terminal by

inserting a card, type your selection onto a console, and in

less than 60 seconds see any one of 1600 films. A

computeroperated robot pulls and loads selections in full

view of fascinated visitors.

That represented what was out there three years ago. We

designed the computer activities at the Capital Children's

Museum in Washington, D.C., after assessing what we had seen.

We currently have four areas of computer activity:

1. The integration of computer games into existing
exhibits where each game will enhance the
experience. Zxample: We have an exhibit called
Metricville, where you learn about weight at the
shipping docks and green grocer, .length in the
shoe parlor and lumber yard, liters at the
chemist, and so on. In the gaming parlor, you
play Centimeter Eater, a computer game designed
to help you learn to measure in centimeters.

2. A demonstration of a variety of applications.\ One exhibition in the COMMUNICATION wing is on
the computer. Visitors can try their hand at
'"painting," at using a database, playing
simulation games, exploring CompuServe, playing
music, and trying some sound educational games.

3. FUTURE CENTER. With micros, provided by Atari,
the Museum teaches classes than run the gamut
from 'an overview of today's applications to
programming. Students range from age 3 to age 83
and include school groups, groups of Congressmen,
and busiiss executives.

4. SuperBoots, a lab in which we write software like
PAINT, a graphic utility for the Atari 800 that
uses the machine's full graphic ,potential in
natural English, easily mastered commands.

Today, in the spi.in& of 1983, there has been such
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idespread proliferation of computers in public settings, it

,would !Ill impossible to maintain a current index. Most

Nauseums and science centers have at lent, SIM. computers

available for their audiences. There a', computers in

community cancers, libraries,. store fronts, restaurants,

grocery stores, and shopping malls. The bese centers in

terms of quantity and quality are Sesame I'lace,°the Ontario

Science Cancer, ComputerTovn, USA, and Capital Children's

Museum in Washington, D.C. Arcades abound. Computer shows

attract larger and larger crowds. Attendance at computer

clubs continually increases, and summer computer camps are

common. Courses in basic computer literacy are given in

shopping malls, at museums, and at hotels.

But, what does it all mean? What is the role that

public access computing centers can serve in expanding the

usefulness of computers in society and especially in

education?

The expectations for public.compnter centers are high.

Lo is the risk of disappointment. A public computer center

cannot help people get to know everything about computers.

It may always he vulnerable to charges of superficiality.

Studies show that the average museum exhibit commands

attention for only 20 to 30 seconds. Computer exhibits, even

when they are tree search databases with text and no

graphics, can command attention for much longer than the

average exhibit. But, do they educate? Often the games are

trivial, the equipment outdated. Further, it is difficult to

148
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reduce as complex ,a machine as the computer to pictures and

words in exhibits. And how do you cell the whole story to an

audience standing on one foot.

However, well-designed public computer centers can

provide information., They can give cl bout computers

and programming--they can give people a chance to use

computers.

Public computer centers can present issues. They can be

catalysts for changing impressions. They have the chance to

explode the myth that computers are monstrously large

machines which will only function when attended by priests in

white coats. They can open for consideration some of the .hard

issues that ve face in today's information society: Who has

the access co information? What is the individual's right to

privacy? What are the future modes of employment? Public

computer centers can let people form conclusions as a result

of actually using computers. Public computer centers have

the potential to play a vital role in overcoming the further

disenfranchisement of the poor by putting them in touch with

new skills and new directions. They also have the potential

to demonstrate the difference between worthwhile and trivial

software. Moreover, there are characteristics that the

public computer center has in common with all informal

learning centers which offer possibilities for learning that

are not found in formal systems of education.

One characteristic that. is unique to the informal

learning environment is that time is'not structured; that is,
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you are free to engage in an activity for as long as it

r..

sustains your interest. That may be few seconds. With

computers it is often,many minutes, as long as an hour, or

even more. In contrast, time on computers in classrooms is

often metered out in minutes: ten minutes per student per

week. If you accept the premise that learning is more likely

to occur when you are interested in what you do, then it

follows that arbitrary time limits may cut off interest at

the time you are most stimulated, moat involved, and most

likely to learn something. Thus, an environment that you

control encourages the likelihood that you will learn

something.

Another characteristic is that informal learning

environments are nonjudgmental. Early on, schools become

associated with evaluation in the minds of even the-, youngest

students. Thus, grades, papers bung on walls, being a"red

bird" not a "blue bird," praise from a teacber, a satisfied

look from the principal become rewards for which students

work. The rewards replace the incinsic satisfaction of

leiininf for its own sake. For the student who is a

nontraditional learner, whose patterns of acquiring

information do not fit the 'modalit'ies of the formal

classroom, the judgmental environment becomes synononous with

failure. An informal learning -environment may be a haven

from failure"for this student.

Q.%
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In assessing the uniqueness of informal learning centers-

in the use of computers, there are a number of significant

factors:

1. overcome Fear. "I can't use anything technical"
is a prevalent attitude that can be overcome
through actual use of a computer in an informal
setting.

2. Familiarize vith Today's Computer. Large numbers
of people-have an image of a computer as the
machine existed 25-30 years ago. They have no
notion of mainframe, mini, and micro, of computer
generations, or of the enormous changes in power,
size, reliability, approachability, and cost of
today's computers, nor of the exciting new
capabilities for graphics and sound generation of
the new micros.,

3. Provide "Rands-On".Exposure. Some people learn
only by direct involvement, ,,by manipulating,
turning the buttons, and creating. effects
themselves. These people may see Ads and
articles about computers, but they won't
understand until they actually gji the'computer
themselves.

4. Broaden the Audience. More than half the work
force in the United States is involved in some
facet of the information revolution. Public
computer centers can increase awareness of
computers among the half who are not involved.

5. Broaden Undexstandine of the Real Nature of the
Computer. If you ask most people what a computir
is, they'll name one or two applications: "A
computer sends me my. phone bill!" The public
access center can demonstrate the very vide range
of computer applications.

6. Make the Computer Relevant Personally. By letting
a person new to computers experience some
application that is really important, or exciting
to him or her, the 'public access setting can
demonstrate the place for a computer. in
everyone's life.
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7. Remove Commercialization. The computer center
can provide sidebyside access to a number of

different , machines outside of a sales

environment.

8. Bridge the Cap Between the Laypersnn and Techno

locist. Among many there still exists distrust
of those who use computers--or those who don't.
Familiarity gained in public settings can foster
unierstanding of one another.

9. Diffusion of Computer into Everyday Life. The

public center may be the only place where the

public can have "hands on" access to today's

computers, to a range of computer applicatons,
and to staff trained to answer questions and
facilities.

10. Hook Parents and Teachers. Then they may want a
computer to use at home or a computer in the

classroom.

11. Hook Children. For lots of important reasons,
among them:

a. Preclude their ever forming misconceptions or
fearing computers.

b. Provide effective competition for tel ion.

c. Develop band/eye coordination.

d. Build vocabulary.

e. Replace dull, rote learning with games with
immediate and personal feedback.

f. Stimulate devrelopment of logical thought

processes.

g. Increase their ability to make deductions.

b. Help them learn to program.

i. Develop advocates for computers in school.

12. Increase Awareness of What Software. is Worth
while. Public centers could do a real service by
providing examples of good educational software.
The software crisis is real. Look at the

programs filling the racks in computer stores.
Most is trivial or worse. The,. hest of today's

software is repackaged editions of Namur:till.

Lemonade, and Animal; games originally developed
in university research labs.
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One of the best pieces of educational software is the

algebra lessons called TRIP developed at Xerox PARC. In this

program, highly interactive graphics display word problems,

many an eighth grader's nemesis, and literally coach a user

through the problem like the moat highly skilled teacher,

giving only as many clues and hints as the person needs,

keeping track of blocks, letting the user discOver his/her

own way around 'the blocks. But the program runs on the ALTO,

a developmental machine in Smalltalk, a language not yet

available. It has just become available on a commercial

machine--costing $60,000!

Dusty Ballston, founder and chairman of WICAT, concluded,

after investing over $1 million in educational software for

an 8 bit machine, that he had to build a 16bit machine and

double disk drive. So, the hardware to support good software

may have to become more powerful than the popularly priced

machines of 1983.

Seymour Papert remains the master of the computer aS an

openended tool and the creator of software that survives

through the changing generations of computers. In 1975 he

"wowed" us with the turtle, a computeroperated robot that

was intrinsically fascinating to children and that compelled

their attention. It required the robot itself, a terminal,

control box, a prearranged telephone connection, and a

minicomputer. Today's micros have brought LOCO a very long

way from the total hardware dependence of early turtle

use--but you cannot find LOCO in public centers, and it is
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even hard to find it in classrooms. Moreover, it too

requires at least extra graphic cbips in order to implemeot

some of its more powerful feattires.

We have a little time, I do not know how much, in which

to develop good computer programs, in which to use the best

educators, designers, subject specialists, and programmers to

create software for the micros. But no one is funding it.

The textbook publishers are not convinced there is a market.

The micro manufacturers have found there is more profit in

games. NSF and the Department of Education apparedtly do not

have the funds. My greatest fear is that the computer will

go the way of TV, that it vill drop in cost more than it

already has, and that tomorrow's generation of kids whn

"have" everything vill grow.'up as "space invaders" addicts,

proving, in the words of Judah Schwartz, that the computer is

an "insurmountable opportunity" in its educational op,trons.

Public demonstrations of good software could go a long

ray toward educating parents and teachers about the

difference between sound educational programs and trash,

especially in conjunction with explanatory text, sidebyside

comparisons, and public programs of lectures and workshops.

Valhalla? Not necessarily, especially as more people become

knowledgeable and capable of pointing out the difference, and

as better software is written.
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13. Address Dieverities *moat lath and Poor. It isprojected that computers vill enter our lives
through home and business more readily then
through schools. For this reason, children in
poor families may be the last to have access to
computers. frightening implication is that
computer illiteracy among this segment of the
population will widen the disparity that already
exists between middle and lover economic groups.

The issue of disparity is reel. It is bard to make it

immediate to middle Americans who live outside of urban ghettos or

away from isolated tenant farmhouses. But not so .any blocks away

from your house and mine are kids who may, if they are lucky or

they are tracked right, get to take a computer course sometime in

the 11th grade- -many years after other members of their age group

may have had freq.,ent, intense, and rewarding computer experiences.

In our Museum in Washington, vhich is located at the edge of

slum burned during the 1968 riots and not put back together Yet, ve

have daily proof that there is greater disparity between rich and

poor than is described in the most somber accounts. We have seen

third graders who have never held a paint brush. The middleclass

child is weaned from the bottle to a big fat crayon or marker.

Middleclass parents know the value of such activity and prime

their children from the minute they are born, taking advantage of

every kind of experience that will enhance cognitive development.

We have seen children, third-generation Washingtonians, who do_not.___

know the name of the Washington Monument, who do not recognise the

Lincoln Memorial, who have 'covey been to even one of the

Smithsonian Institution's 13 musemaa. For these children, there is

only Washington, the blocks immediately around their house and

between their house and the n4arby elementary school. Yet, our
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Washington "have note" are lucky by comparison because the gluten in

the nation's capital do not look like slums. They do not close in

on you like the towering apartments of larger cities. They occur

mainly in two-story row houses, most with a patch of dirt or grass

out front. They do not match the bleak horror of et.tions of

Brooklyn or Bedford Stuyvesant.

But the have not children, wherever they live, face a danger

today that is potentially more damaging than anything ,they have

faced in the past. As the computer revolution apreads, and as

information takes on more economic value, these children could

become more and more cut off from mainstream America. And the

'computer, the very tool that could do an much to alleviate

disparity, may 'become a very powerful instrument in increasing

disparity. For, as documented in the study conductvd far he

Department of Realth,.Xducation and Welfare by Larson, Tbnoas and

Walling, the computer will probably find its way into the home and

office before it im widely used in schools. Yet, it is the school,

not the office or home, which preserves and festive commitment to

ediptacional equality.

if public schools cannot afford computers, the parents who,

want them for their cl%ildren 'city seek alternatives to public

education that will once again remove from the public schools the

ve"y parents who are the strongest Proponents of quality education.

Thus, the computer could be the instrument that hastens the

estoblishmenc of what is called in current W.,,hington jargon the

"permanent underclass." A no one gas come up with a viable

se.:'..tion or even a list of partial a,:ternatives. Public computer
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centers, strategically located, could be one part of the answer.

the hone may, after all, be the best informal learning

environment. A century ago the one-room schoolhouse incorporated

many of the best aspects of the home: peer teaching by children of

one another; mixed age groups; siblings learning together. The

home still retains these features. It also offers uninterrupted

blocks of time--longer than the five minutes per student per week

school time. And, it offers parent and child a chance to learn

together.

Two centuries ago, children learned at home how to carry out

adults' work by playing with toys that were miniature tools. In

fact, the word toy is derived from the word tool. As the work

shifted from farm to factory, the home was replaced by schools as

the primary learning center. Parents ceased to be teachers as

mothers and fathers moved into offices and as grandparents were

moved into nursing homes. However, the electronic cottage and

office in the home may again make the home the primary center for

education especially as the better educatiOnal software is written

for cheap computers or as cheap computers become more pol;erful.

There are several advantages to the home as an informal

education center. It provides a new form of evaluation: Atari

heavily promoted ET software based on the popularity of the movie

"ET" and failed. Word spread quickly from child to child that the

game was no-fun. Apparently, there is an evaluation network among

kids who use software at home that can counter the effects of

advertising.

The home allows easiest access - -you can use the computer
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whenever you want, dressed in pajamas, a bowl of popcorn naarbyf,

and continue unti your cycle of interest is exhausted. The usi of

computers at home may not restore the role of the home as the

primary education center, but it adds a dimension to learning that

may be effective competition for the increasing amounts of time

which youth have spent over the past decade watching television and

hanging out in shopping centers.

In summary, there is increasing use of computers in informal

learning situations, both public spaces and the home. Some aspects

of an informal canter enhance the likelihood that learning will

take place. The questions are whether there will be powerful

enough machines and worthwhile software, whether hones at the low

end of the economic scale will get computers, and whether puhlic

centers can meet the challenge of presentie4 uptodate equipmunt,

educationally worthwhile software, and address questions of ethics

and access. IL uomputers proliferate to all homes, there is

good software, and 41 puhlic centers fulfill their potenc,al, then

we indeed have two places outside of school where we could turn to

meet educational challenges such as the need for improved math and

science education. However, those are big "ifs", and the verdict

may not he in until the end of the decade, if then.

:1
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VI. PROMISING:FUTURE DIRECTIONS

(prepared by Joseph Lipson, WICAT Sytems, Inc.)

The purpose of this paper is to identify (1) promising

directions for the development of educational technology, and

(2) who should be called on to carry out the needed research

and development.

Educational technology includes all the techniques for

promoting learning, not simply the hardware and courseware of

computers and other, media. The point of this comment is that,

especially with the new information technologies, there is much

that ve do not knov. Wa do not know, for example, what the

longterm effects of using computers will he on the

psvcholonical development of children. We do not know the hest

combination of human conversation and ritual, computer work,

and laboratory activities to propose. Curriculum dedisions

(what should be taught and when it should he taught--vhat

knowledge is most worth having) are a major determinant of the

quality of results. But ve do not yet know how the curriculum

should he modified to teach new knowledge and skills that can

be- economically taught by using the new technologies.

School orzanization will influence whether equipment such

as computers will fall into dislse or be i'sed (properly or

improperly). But ve do not know how the organizational

structure of the school should he redesigned to help people to

be productive with the new technologies. The social and

psychological characteristics of teachers and students will

determine whether they find the learning situation satisfying
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or alienating. Certification regulations And the

characteristics of education departments will influence the

kind of talent that is recruited to teaching and those who

successfully enter the teaching profession. Pay, promotion,

and working conditions will influence who stays in teaching and

whether they will sustain a commitment to service and

excellence. The design ofachool buildings and the relation of

the school to the community helps to determine whether the

school is looked upon as AL attractive and desirable place or

as a jail. In sum, the school is almost as complex as society.

We should not expect that educational technology will

compensate for all the failings of society and schools. If we

understand society and schools better, ve can use the

technology to further our visions even as the technology

changes us and thereby changes our visions.

Directions (independent versus interrelated). Some steps

can be taken that do not strongly depend on other parts Of the

system. For example, a program for home computers can be used

by a student at home regardless of the conditions in his/her

school. Note, however, that such developments may place

additional strains on the schools by increasing student

variability and by creating "have" and "have noit" cl

students. Other directions for development are so woven into

the system that, unless a restructuring of the entire system is

undertaken, it is unlikely that separate, unrelated

modifications will do much good.

Emotion. There is considerable evidence that emotion

(affect, aesthetic preference) is an essential part of

.
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materials should be developed that are

emotionally and aestheticalaly satisfying without trying to

compete with the emotional "fix" of computer games and TV

games,

Mass Media. The mass media (TV, newspapers, popular ,music)

have been shown to be a powerful influence on people's

priorities. We are all faced with messages that compete for

Our attention, and what we pay attention to partially

determines bow resources are allocated. Therefore,

continuing high priority for development should be mass media

programs such as Cosmos. Further, programs that examine the

crisis in science education should be pursued. I attribute

much of the surge of interest in science education over the

past years to efforts in the mass media by such people as Dr.

Izaak Wirstup, Dr. James Itutherford, Dr. Bill Aldridge, Dr.

Carl Sagan, and many others whom I have seen interviewed on TV

and quoted in-news articles.

Incentives. Our society works well on the basis of

monetary and prestige incentive.. Thought should be given to

economic and status incentives to encourage individuals to

create significant amounts of instructional materials for the

new educational technologies and for commercial firms to market

them. There should be incentives for computer firms to make

donations of equipment and expertise to schools.

Developrent Centers. The Downey Bill(S.11. 1134) has been

introduced in Congress for each of the last four years in an

attempt co support the systematic development of new materials

and to provide the support which educators need in this
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relatively new field. These efforts have railed because of the

lack of leadership in this country and because the public bad

not focussed its concern. It is time to support this concept to

see if we can make further progress in the current climate.

California and Minnesota (and perhaps other states) have

invested in science education development centers. A serious

national effort is needed.

Development Funds, The Information Tax. Education is a

bootstrap operation. kis the world becomes more technologically

advanced we will need to devote a greater and greater fraction

of our resources to excellence in education. We have measure

of the activity and complexity of the new information society.

It can he measured in terms of the number of hits that are

encoded on various media (floppy discs, hard discs, LAN. PROM)

and the number of hits that flow over our communication

systems. I propose chat a tax for the development of

educational technology materials he passed that takes a tiny

fraction of the value of each hit. The money v fund

curriculum development centers such as the ones propot,eu ,y the

Downey Bill and research into how people learn science and

mathematics.

I would now like to discuss specific directions for

develop sent. We have had many years of prototype funding. I

believe that for the wellestablished technology of the home

computer, and even for the notsowell established video disc

we should have development projects that will create coherent

materials for courses that will (a) span the entire public

school years, and (h) have tae property that they can be shaped
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by the individual echonl and the individual teacher. There is

nne warning. Since it will take five years from authorisation

to availability of any course, development should be aimed at

the properties of popular computers of five years from now, not

those of today.

Intelligent Drill and Practice. Hany people speak with a

sneer of "Drill and Practice," I believe this is an error. As

long as we provide drill and practice in skills worth having

(instead of skills being rendered obsolete by the computer),

there is no sin in developing student competence on computers

through drill and practice. nowever, we should use the

enhanced power becoming available to have interesting and

intelligent drill and practice.

As one example, Xerox Research developed an arithmetic

drill program that created a car driving along a path. For

every arithmetic problem there was a rectangular hole in the

path. The size of the hole was exactly in proportion to the

solution to the problem; the answer the student gives fills up

the hole in proportion to the answer given. If the student'

answer is too small, the car falls into the hole. If the

student's answer is too great, the car slams into the barrier

created by the graphic representation of the answer. The

program is intelligent in the sense that the program keeps

track of the percentage of correct answers. As the student

improves, the car begins to go faster and faster so that the

student has less time to compute the answers. Further, the

program can adjust the difficulty and type of problems to kep

the student most actively involved. Intelligent drill and
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practice in reading, meth, and science Concept. can go a long

way to freeing time in the Claesroom for discussion,

exploration, and applied problem solving.

Pro odural 51(41141 SiMILILtions. Computers are ,logical

devices. As a result, they can simulate and monitor' logical

operations (procedures). Until recently, it vas not easy or

economical to teach procedures except in arithmetic and

English. At least these could he attempted because of the low

cost of printed symbols. Any procedures requiring diagrams,

pictures, or complex arrays of data became extremely difficult

for most teachers and studentspartly because of the coat of

visual and laboratory materials. For example, most people di

nothave the chance to fly an airplane'because of the cost of

the equipment. Hovever, computers allow us to simulate

airplane flying so effectively and at such low cost that pilot

training is increasingly dependent on computersimulated

flying. The same thing could he true in many areas of science.

In fact, the Huntington Computer Project (an 'old' project in

these fast moving times) demonstrated the power of the computer

as a simulator of scientific event, and science teachers are

naturally drawn to using computers for this purpose. It is

obligatory to point out that a simulation is not the same as

the real thing. However.' practice with a simulation can free

the student to gain much more fiom "real" field studies and

laboratory experiments.

Materials for Libraries and Science and Technology

Museums- -the generic video disc. Much of science, technology,

and even math learning depends upon photographically realistic

4:
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pictures. Understanding of processes and concept's is greatly

enhanced by pictured examples that define the cbncepts and

provide mental imagei (runnable models) of processes such as

the rainfall cycle. In addition, there is evidence that

learning, is facilitated by the chance to observe models of

skilled performance of scientific activity. In some cases, the

computer alone cannot simulate a process without the kind of.

images that a video disc can provide. Concepts, abstract

constructs, proces,ses, simulations requiring detailed images,

and skilled performance--learning of all of these can be aided

by a rich supply of images under computer control, i.e.. the

intelligent or computercontrolled eiden disc.

-However, at the pitsent time, the equipment for a

computercontrolled video disc station is too expensive for the

classroom. This- suggests a role for libraries and museums,

Their ,large flovthrouga of people allows the community to

share their resources to make knowledge available that no

individual can' afford. Thus, every library and museum should

have at least one wellmaintained computer /video =disc station.

Tle next step would be for libraries asd museums to form a

consortium to commission educational video discs and

computerprograms. If . this organizational feat could' be

sccotplishd, we would have a demand base to get the educational

video difsc market off the ground.

Of particular appeal to science teachers is the generic

video disc. A generic video disc is a collection of valuable

images on a .video disc. For example, watch a biology LeaCher's

eyes light up if you ask if she/he would like ,74 have 100,000
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biology pictures (including motion sequences) from which she/he

could select for each class with the aid of a friendly computer

program. In almost every subject taught, a collection of

imager, under computer conrol would be a great aid to exciting

and effective teaching. Of course, the video discs would be

greatly. enhanced by a variety of computer programs to

facilitate different kinds of activity and discussion (e.g.,

the relation of fertility to a country's demographic profile

and impact on social institutions).

Imbedded andAdautive Testinr. Computers can provide more

effective ongoing monitoring of student performance than

Oeriodic penCil and paper tests. By giving students a map of

their knowledge, the student can become.involved in his/her own

strategy for advancing his/her frontier of knowledge and skill.

The NIB had a fairly impressive conference a few years ago on

testing. Many of their concerns'and recommendations dealt with

the use of computers to improve the quality of tests and 40

make them less onerous to the student and less burdensome to
1

the teacher. I would strongly recommend the development of a

full series of computer adaptive tests for the school

curriculum. Tests can provide a clear standard for all

students to relate to while permitting tolerance of diversity

in both style of learning and what is learned.

Proerams for Tiachets. Many teachers feel inadequate to

deal with the vast amount of scientific knowledge. I believe

that they would welcome excellent computerbased materials (it

is hoped with video discs) for inservice and preservice

enhancement of teacher's knowledge of science and meth. This
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use of the technology may be the most coat effective way to

upgrade the quality of science education in our elementary,

middle, and junior high schools.

Programs for Parents. Many parents have home computers

(the number is likely to be in the millions within a year) and

are eager to give their children assistance in preparing for

the information and knowledgebased society. Although there is

an equity question, the development of home education programs

should be aided in ways that can also provide benefits to the

disadvantaged students. For example, although generally the

wealthy are the ones who buy books, many poor people have been

able to get their start with library books that would not have

been availahle had we as a society not subsidised books in

various ways (e.g., mailing rates). This is a sticky problem,

but if equitable ways of mounting a development program can he

worked out, it would provide large benefits in enhanced

knowledge of science.

Programs in Technology. We should develop computerbased

prOgrams that teach: (a) how things work, (b) how machines and

technologies exquisitely exemplify the truth and accuracy of

scientific laws, and (c) the role of technologies in society.

Who benefitl who pays; wbct are the economics of the

technology; what are the economic effects of the technology;

what are the social and psychological effects of the

technology? Even when we do not know the answers, we should

raise the questions.

Creativity. Everything should not be cut and dried.

Computers can be wonderful intellectual tools for creative
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effort of all kinds. We should develop computer aids for such

activities as: (1) handling reel data from large data bases

used to answer a student's question; (2) handling data

generated by the student; (3) design of laboratory experiments;

(4) analysis and solution of real problems.

Networks. Education is, I believe, improved by

conversation among interested learners and between mentors and

students. We should develop an affordable electronic computer

network that would enable the educational system to reach out

to the isolated and also to permit conversation among dispersed

students who share an unusual interest or commitment.

Summer,. In conclusion, there is a tremendous amount of

work to be done. The relatively small amount of empirical data

suggests: (1) that computer based learning can be cost

effective and satisfying to the learner; (2) that although the

computer can be used to teach old skills more effectively, the

moat important use will be to introduce more procedural

learning into the curriculum; (3) that the computer will not 77
succeed except where there is a commitment to learning. This/

commitment cannot be provided by the new technologies, but,must

come from the parent., teachers, and leaders of our .peiety.

A Mixed Strategy to Recruit Talent. Since/ talent is so

important and so unpredictable, I would recommend a mixed

strategy. On the one hand, we should have programs and

incentives for untried and/or economically minded people to

develop their own programs and materials in the hope of wealth

through royalties. There should be programs of small seed

grants to help such people. In California, Ms. Ann Piestrup
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exemplifies the value of this approach. The Apple Education

Foundation gave Ann a small grant (about $5,000 in equipment).

She used this to develop a small but interesting program for

young children and then used the product to give credibility to

a proposal to the NSF. Because she received an NSF grant, she

was able to expand her program. Eventually her talent and

ambition to the point attracted investment capital, and she now

runs a sizeablle educational software firm. The moral is that

we need small-scale awards and recognition for the beginner,

intermediate awards for people who have shown talent and

commitment, and large-scale development projects to give our

students the full benefit of the new educational technologies.

Education of Authors _for the New Technologies In

previous paper (Lipson and Fisher, in press), Dr. Fisher and.I

argued that we should educate individuals who are knowledgeable

in all the domains of creating materials for educational

technology systems. At the present time the production process

relies upon teams of science experps, teachers, media

-'professionals, programmers, etc. Teams whose members know

litle or nothing of the problems and expertise of the others

are expensive and not very imaginative. Even for large

products that require teams, we believe that team leaders who

are the products of an education program at the doctoral level

would improve the quality of computer-based and

computer - controlled materials.

Centers for Authorint and Development. Many groups and

individuals who have examined the question of development of

instructional materials have recommended establishment of
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tar .bst purpose. I concur in that recommendation.

Et4".tient vort in the use of media end cowputers stems to arise

from A cni.'sivation of aquiliment, leadership, permanent

personnel to provide continuity, and teachers and temporary

personnel to provide new ideas and energy. The British Open

University is one model; scientific research centers are

another. Centers do not guarantee quality; often poor centers

are difficult to phase out. However, the record suggests that

we will do better by having centers as part of our mixed

strategy.

Goe>ination of Develootoeu and Research. Centers and

other development organizations should strive to have basic

research linked to the development process. Each can improve

the vitality and quality of the other. Development generates

new kindr of events and effects for the basic research worker,

and people who are knowledgeable in what we know about the

learning process can avoid certain el a of errors in the

development process.

Pacilistion of Commercialization. Most of what students

use is 'sold to schools or parents by some profit-seeking

business. Yet the government and academic people often act as

if commercialization of materials is against one of the ten

commandments. I would like to propose that teachers and

scientists work closely with both traditional and electronic

publishers to help get good products to market. Government

Contracts and grants should be written to facilitate the

process and to help both individuals and firms gain

financially. There are many ways to waste the taxpayers'
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money, but, in my judgment, one of the worst ways is to ask

taxpayers to pay for development chat never reaches students.

In addition, the potential of making royalties and a profit

will bring more talent and competition. I believe that the

danger of poor products being foisted on the schools can be

better handled by extensive review and criticism in magazines

and journals Lhan by trying to make sure that no one who ever

,gets government funds ever makes a profit.
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VII. GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Because of the variety of needs, backgrounds, and

expectations of students and parents, improvement of our

educational system will require a variety of approaches if we

are to take maximum advantage of the resources available. In

the specific recommendations listed below, the contributions

of governmental agencies, professional associations,

industry, the publishers, the educational support groups

(e.g., PTAs, school boards,etc.), and the military are not

always explicated; however, their contributions in

intelligent integrated ways are assumed, The Federal

Government is assumed to cake the lead in providing this

integration and guidance at the National level and is

expected to provide the leadership, coordination, and

attention to equity required.

Within this broad perspective, the conferees vish to

offer the following set of recommendations to the Commission

for its consideration:

1. Probably the most critical need here is for

trained teachers, administrators, and parents

(each in an approtriate role); hence, the

Commission should recommend the establishment of

training programs for each of them vith the
background they need to assist students in useful
applications of educational technology.

Acceptance of this concept requires the

realization that the magnitude of the. numbers of

people in these groups is so larie that new

approaches to training must be

developed--probably using the same technologies
that will he used by students. The ratio of

potential trainees to available trainers is

staggering (there are about three million
teachers alone and only a few thousand people who

have the background needed to provide training).
This ratio vill require the application of some

1/2
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of the same technologies which we have considered
for children to these populations.

2. In order to provide the support that is needed. by
the academic community (support which is largely
lacking currently) and to provide an environment
within which applications of educational
technology may be explored, the conferees
recommend that the Commission support passage of
H.R. 1134 (the Downey sill), which proposes
establishing a number of centers for educational
technology nationally. These centers can serve
as focal points for r eeeee eh, development, and
dissemination of information, as well as'

gathering places for researchers in the field.

3. The Commission should make a strong recom-
mendation that equal access to the new
technologies is not only a desirable goal in
democracy, but that it is essential as we move
into the, Information Age. Means gust, be found to
*Insure that all students have adequate access to
the best vehicles for learning which we can
irovide without regard to ability of students to
pay. This is especially important as ,the new
information utilities emerge. Ways must he found
to absorb the costs of accessing these utilities
(as we have done with hooks by establishing
libraries-- perhaps libraries are an appropriate
vehicle for access to the never technologies as
they have been for hooks and films in the past)
so that access is not based on ability to pay.

4. Vey technologies will require new school
structures (financing, reporting, organizational,
etc.) if they are to succeed. We cannot expect
that structures designed to optimize the
"chalk-and-talk" mode of instruction Will be
adequate to support the learning environments of
the future. Support. and encouragement must be
provided for the development and strengthening of
these new structures.

5. Host current applications of technology in
education were developed in the immediate
post-Sputnik era. The technology of today is
related to the technology of that period in only
the moat remote sense. An entirely new effort
similar to that of the period from 1960 to 1970

counted: Major Federally-funded projects
a PLATO: TICCIT, zh..1 Huntington Project,
SOLO, and similar efforts made important

contributions to our understanding of the
technology and established the United States as
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the world leader in the field, even though only
the crudest technology was available to them.
With current technology, things are possible that
couldn't even he dreamed of then. national
effort of similar scope and magnitude as that of
the post-Sputnik era is essential and can he

expected to provide similar benefits nationally.

6. The Commission should recommend that longitudinal
studies he conducted on the impacts of educa-

tional technology. Very few such studies ever

have been done. They are essential to the

establishment of educational technology in-its
propoer place in our educational system.

7. Schools of educttion must be encouraged stiingly
to include significant components of educational

technology in their own instructional programs
and in their curricula. There is i great deal of
truth in the seying,,"Teachers teach the way in
which they were taught."

8. The work of the Commission must go on long after

the Commission itself is terminated. Major
curricular reform is essential to meet the ob-

jectives set out for the Commission. Significant
changes must be made in the content of curricula,

courses, and methods if the potential of

educational technology is to be realised. The
Commission will only scratch the surlace of this
facet of the overall problem.

9. The military establishment and industry must he
brought into the process of exploring , training,

and implementation involved in bringing tech-

nology to our student,. Doth of these groups
benefit from a good educational system, and both'

are required to spend large sums to overcome
deficiencies in it. They should he . ncouraged to
invest some fraction of their current training
funds in support of education. One model of such
cooperation is the' recent joint NSF-computer
industry grant program (of Fiscal 1982).

Although we cannot anticipate the

opportunities which will be most significant, the

door must be left open to, e.g., a program of
donations of equipment, funds, and other valuable
resources available to the private sector.

10. The Commission should encourage development of

materials to support informal learning in the

home, libraries, museums, and in other social

institutions.
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11. Federal and state grants for development of
courseware materials should include provision for
financial ds for individuals and
institutions, to encourage creative people to
carry on the activities which we need to take
advantage of educational technology.

12. The Commission must recognize that there is a

fiveyear lag between development of educational
materials and their acceptance in the system.
This lag means that -plans must be developed
carefully and with full realization that efforts
must be long term. It is essential to realize
that this lag is inconsistent with the
traditional tenyear textbook adoption cycle In
school systems.

It has been estimated that the United Staes
will spend $1 billion per year on educational
technology in the future. If we were given that
much money starting tomorrow, we would be
unprepared to spend it wisely!

13. An information tax (similar to the British
entertainment tax to, support the BBC TV programs)
be considered for curriculum development funds.

14. Training programs are needed for the staffs of
publishing houses to prepare them for their new
roles in materials development.

15. Teachers must be convinced of the importance of
their new roles as information managers, rather

1

than the traditional role as dispenser of
( information. Until teachers recognize and accept

this change, there can be no widespread impact of
technology on the learning experiences of
children.

16. Research on games asseducational vehicles appears
to be very important, because of their etr ong
motivational appeal.

17. There is a serious lack of understanding of means
for integrating educational technology into
existing curricula. This lack must be overcome.
Appropriate support structures for this
integration must be developed.

18. Although the Federal role is unclear in detail,
it is evident to the attendees at the Conference
that the Federal Government has a crucial role to
play in the establishment of educational
technology in our schools. At least, the venture
capital needed for shortterm development must
come from the Federal Government, since the
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private sector (with its need to see a return on
investment in the short range) is unwilling to

pro-vide such capital at. the necessary levels.

19 We are building a social time bomb by ignoring
(or excluding) those in the lover half of our

high schools and those who are disadvantaged
socially, economically, or by reason of

handicaps. This time bomb must be defused by

intelligent progrsms.In a democracy, we

mustexoect equity (hence, equal access), both
because it is just, and because it is a waste of
valuable human resourcos if equity does not exist
in our educational system.

20 An early' start on the programs recommended here
is essential because of the hardening of

positions which occurs .inevitably, and because we
are losing children to society every day that

there is inaction.

21 We recommend that Federal subsidies for

publishers be considered as one means of

overcoming reluctance to enter thsi new field.

22.. There is a need to educate the public about the
potential of educational technology so that they
will support its introduction into the schools. A
publicity campaign should be mounted to convince
the public of this need..

23 There is a serious social imperative to bring
handicapped people into the mainstream of our
society. Technology has provided a wide variety
of means for assisting the handicapped to lead

fuller lives- -there is the Kurzweil Reading
Machine, which enables the blind to read, word

processing to enable physicallyhandicapped
people to write, computers which assist the

paralyzed to speak and to type on a keyboard, and
simulations to permit concept development in

those "who cannot work ih a laboratory. We, as a

nation, must address these possibilities, .and
proide the opportunities for the handicapped
individual which technology now makes possible at
reasonable cost.

24 A study should be made of the value of

establishing "MECC"like organizations in each

State in the Union, with coordination at the

Federal level.
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courseware matettals.

In all the developments suggested here, it is
import4nt th4t one ingredient Di rho: design is to
make learn;Pr PottAkigg. as well as m,,re effective.

/./. Our schools mist be prepared to ,..spond to the
proliferatton of computers in the home. Will
these computers be a threat to the existing
eduvattunal system, as some predict, or will the
scho.ils be r-oed to t - .,dv.ntsge of this new
dimensi.o? Will the schools be able to act as
guides for parents in the acquisition of
computers, or will they sit on the sidelines as
salesPeo.ple 4,ietate the equipment and software
tha. parent.. :my! The to these questions,
and Tny ones tepend strongly on the
ex. 'o b 'h. .ls . id educatr, are
trained to cepond 1olic inquiry.

!8. It is essential that we attempt to anticipate the
impact of 'he new technologies, as they become
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APPENDIX IS; EXAMPLES OF QUALITY COURSEVAXE

The conferees felt that they bad the responsibility to

compile at least a brief list of examples df quality

courseware materials to support the discussion in Section IC.

The list below is not, in any sense, an exh,austive one;

rattier, it is illustrative of the kinds of quality coursevare

which currently are available.

Among these are:

1. Commuterbased tools are often overlooked by
educators. Such tools include:

a. lotting of dati, is a simple, but powerful
example .(e.g.. the plmtting program by Cactus
Softy:Arse which labels and colors graphs. in-
/Addition to plotting them).

Word, processing is a very powerful tool for
developing writing skills. Although writing is
not within the purvirs: of the Commission
directly, it is an important tool for learning
shout the sciences. Some science teachers, ,fer
example', require their studeecs, to prepare a
weekly science newsletter, with exciting ,results
in the learn.ng of science as well as in
developing writing skills. ,

c. Specialpurpose simulation languages, like TUTSIM,
and DYNAMO (both of which are 'available on
micros), which permit students to create their
own-models of phenomemna which they are studying.

.

d. Programs for computation and -.for data collection
and retrieval, which simplify the experimental
process by letting the student' focus on the
intermretation of data, rather than its
reflection.

e. Spreadsheets which permit the exploration of
"what if" .questions in systems characterized by
sets of algebraic equations. This tool was
developed originally for application in financial
analysis; however, because it is structured as a
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tool for solution of sets of algebraic

evquations, it is useful also for the simulation

of systems reprresented by sets of dif't,enne

equations. Such systems includr popu' .tion
di-naming, epidemics. and drug a:1,'

The 'hestknown spread shoe. an (and one

of, the hestselling 'programs time) is

VisiCalc by VisiCorp.

2. Simulations which provide important opportunities to

learn shout processes, models, and systems which

CAW"' ^ manipulv.:ed directly hetause of cost,

d: -.aplexity, time scale, or inaccessibility.
used, however, simulations need support

include advice to the teacher,

ar. for the student, and hackground materials

for . The Huntington Computer Project was the

first to provide complete support materials, and some

of r.be23 simulations in biology, physics, and social
scieaces still are models for this mode' of computer

use.

Simulations must have an appropriate balance
between realism and abstraction. Whenever possible,

they should include role playing. 'Debriefing" should

be dome after a simulatioW 'exercise -is complete

uhemeeer, possible.

Three Mile Island from ruse Software and SCRAM

from Atari's Program Zxchange are 'impressive tools

for exploring the design of nuclear reactors and

serve as strong motivators for discussions; bovever,
they are set up tomake system failure likely, even
uni;voidahle, in order to make Ole play of the 'game"

challenging.

3. Microwotlds iete a cross between simulations and

tools; in fact, tbey, .are fanciful "worlds "' with

w
c

builtin tools, within which the learner is given an

environment to explore, and the opportunity to

discover the rules of the microworld which s /he is

exploring.

In a world of sensors, logic gates, commenting

wires, and actuators, a child is ahle, to implement

logic circuits and to discover their implications in

Rocky's Boots; a product of The Learning Company.
Sach program: demonstrate bow science concepts can he

learned at an early age, with aesthetics as well as

power.
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4. Discover, learninc in mathematics is an exciting
approach to the developmentof understanding of
mathematical concepts which is analogous to.
simulation in the sciences. In this mode, a student
"discovers" important mathematical concepts by
experimentation rather than by the traditional
didactic methods. Students using BALANCE (produced by
New York Inatituv of Technology) to discover the
basic properties of an equation, are able to develop
solution techniques rather than merely to apply those
presented in a lecture.

5. Games are strong motivators of young people,,as is
evident from even a short visit to a video arcade or
a store which sells video games.

Perhaps the best example of such games (and one
of the best mathematiic learning materials ever
developed) is GREEN GLOBS by Sharon Dugdale and her
ccolleagues at the University of Illitois. In GREEN
GLOBS, the student must past a beam 1",rough as many
globs AS possiblethe more globs per beJn, the
higher the score. Using this program. students
develop the ability to visualize the shapes of
highorder polynomials and their intercepts on the
independent axis (i.e.. the roots).

6. Data bases that provide students vigil easy access to
large amounts of infGrmation offer s totally norm
resource for students and teachers. A good example is
DEMOGRAPHICS. a program that contains world wide
demographic data, and a set of graphing and
projection tools. With this program, a student can
explore population trends. study the effects of new
policies, and can follow major subgroups (such as
retirees).

There already are many specialpurpose data
bases aimed at Chemists, medical professionals,
political acientists, and others. Such data hases'are
likely to replace the encyclopedia as the students
information support system.

7. Nicrocnn uterbased instrumentation (MBI) turns the
computer into a powerful laboratory, instrument..., In
such systems, the student is able to study realworld
systems, recording, analyzing, displaying, and saving
data from experiments. Welldone MBI systems (e.g.,
the Pendulum program of Bruce Ford) remove most of
the drudgery which is a major part of most laboratory
investigations, and allow the student, to focus on
data interpretation--the principal intellectual
component of experimentation.
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8. Special computer laneusurs provide teacher. and

students with new dimensions in learning. Perhaps the

best example of this is LOGO, developed by Seymour
Papert and his colleagues.. Students using LOGO are

able to develop an understanding of mathematics that

goes far bebyond the graphics for which LOGO is best

known.

9. dveriturawLea like Spinnaker Software's Snooper

Troops.. and Deadline and the Zork Series by Infocom

represent a new approacb to learning which is

especially exciting. In these games, the student

learns reading and comprehension skills, and, in

addition, develops higher-level problem-solving and

decision - staking skills.

Another special-purpose language which has

intereting potential is GraTORTB, which includes the

capabilities of most general-purpose programmini

languages, and, in addition, supports
three - dimensional 'graphics, animation, and sound

generation that are spectacular, and strongly

motivational.

Most of the programs described above have been released

within the past two years.. They rep the creation of

learning environments which Are new and exciting, They

demonstrate what creative Kinds working without the constraint',

of the past are able to accomplish. On the basis of our

experience with these and other courseware materials. we may
e xpect that other new apprc elle' to 1 'lig will. emerge. sad

that student learning will become more incarnating, mare

e xciting, and, most important, more effective.
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effectiveness of Technology in Precollege Mathematics

And Science Teaching

It is easy to recognize, the use of instructional

tecnnology in a classroom, but the term itself is not easy

to define. To some instructional technology is the use of

machines, tools, and equipment in teaching. To others,

instructional technology is the application of certain

specific technological processes, such as automation,,

quality control, and so on. But most of those who have

considered the matter deeply emphasize the conscious

application of scientific principles as the key defining

feature of instructional technology. According to Hawkridge

(197U), for example, educational technology is the

practical art of using scientific or other organized

knowledge about education."

Saettler (1968) has traced the roots of instructional

technology back 2500 years to 5th century Athens when the

'Sophists first provided systematic instruction to groups of

l'earners and when Socrates began teaching his followers

through carefully structured dialogues. More critical to

the development of modern instructional technology, however,

were contributions made during the last century:

Lancaster's manuals of instruction and organization of

classrooms for mass instruction under monitors; Montessori's

self-motivating mateials that young learners could use to

increase their pIT;eptual and motor capacities; Burk and

Washburn's self-instructional bulletins that learners
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mastered individually at their own rates. Such

contributions set the stage for the explosive development of

instructional technology that has occurred in the last three

decades.

The event that marks the start of the modern period in

instructional technology was the publication of B. F.

Skinner's 1954 article The Science of Learning and the Art

of Teaching." The article described a forthcoming

revolution in education:

1e are on the threshold of an exciting and revolutionary
period, in which the scientific study of man will be put
to work in man's best interest. Education must play its
part. It must accept the fact that a sweeping revision
of educational practices is possible and inevitable.

Skinner was.not the first, to call for an "industrial

revolution" in education, but he was the first prophet of

educational revolution to reach a wide .end receptive

audience.

Skinner's argument was that the teaching methods in use

at the time were ineffective and that mechanical devices

could make teaching more effective. The design bf the

devices, Skinner noted, you'd have to be consistent with

es_ablisned laws of learning, namely:

a) the learner must respond actively while learning;

b) appropriate learner responses must be reinforced

immediately and frequently;

c) the learner must follow a coherent, controlled

sequence through material; and
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. d) the learner must be in control of his or her learning

rata.

Skinner pointed out in his 1954 article that programmed

machines already developed by himself and his students at

Harvard inzrporated these learning principles. These

machines could present lessons in a series of small, simple

steps and could provide learners with immediate

reinforcement after each successful step.

Skinner's programmed machines at first seemed destined

to transform education. Articles on teaching machines and

programmed instruction appeared in journals with great

frequency in tLe eurly 1960s, and instructional programs

were soon available in every subject and for every grade

level. :art by the mid-sixties, excitement about programmed

instruction began to die down. One problem was that the

premises of programmed instruction did not always hold up

well in experimental studies. Another uas that results from

field studies were not as dramatic as supporters of

programmed instruction' hoped they would be.

The hopes for an instructional revolution that Skinner

aroused did not die immediately. In the mid-sixties a new

focus was found for the revolution: the technology of

individualized instruction. In individualized teaching

\ systems, students work at their own rates through carefully

designed units of course material with the help of study

guides and diagnostic tests (J. Kulik, 1983). This teaching

technology was originally developed by Burk and Washburn in
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the early years of the century, but the method was almost

forgotten until the 1960s. At that time, individualized

systems of instruction began to be used at all levels of

schools: Keller's Personalized System of instruction and

Postlethwaite's audio-tutnrial approach at the college

level; individually Prescribed Instruction, Project Plan,

individually Guided Education, and Bloom's Learning For

Mastery at the lower levels of instruction. Such systems

continued to attract attention for a decade, but in recent

years a decline in interest in them has also become evident.

More recently, talk about a technological revolution in

education has focused on the computer. To many, the

computer seems the perfect vehicle to deliver instruction.

It can require the student to respond actively; it can

reinforce correct responses immediately; it can work at.the
.

student's rate; and it can follow a systematic plan of

instruction. The computer can also do other things that

good teachers do. It can be an infinitely patient tutor, a

scrupulous examiner, an engaging performer, and a tireless

scheduler of instruction. With the development of the

microcomputer in recent years, talk of a compute.- revolution

in teaching has intensified.

Will:the computer succeed, however, where programmed

instruction and individualized instruction failed? Will it

be used widely in schools throughout the country and change

the nature of teaching dndlearning? Will the computer

bring learners better, more comfortable, and faster
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learning? Will it reduce drudgery and repetition for

teachers? Will the computer give teachers more time for

meaningful contact with learners?

For more than two decades now, educational evaluators

have been trying to assess the effects of instructional

technology. This report draws together results reported in

the various evaluations to show what is known about the

effectiveness of instructional technology. No review can

cover all implementations of instructional technology, and

like others, this report is selective. Its coverage is

restricted to the major technologies developed during the

last three decades: programmed instruction, individualized

systems of instruction, and computer-based instruction.

Another focus of this report is mathematics and science

teaching at the precollege level--areas were educational

needs have been shown to be especially great. College level

and non-science findings are included occasionally, however,

to provide background for the major points.

Programmed Instruction

Reviews of findings on the effeztiveness of programmed'

instruction can be classified into two basic types: box-

score reviews and meta-analyses. Box-score reviews provide

frequency counts of studies favorable and unfavorable to a

certain method. Meta-analyses provide statistical syntheses

of accumulated findings (Glass, McCaw, t Smith, 1981).
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Box-Score Reviews

Typical of the box-score reviews written in the first

wave of excitement about programmed instruction are those by

Silberman (1962) and Schramm (1964). Silberman reported

results from 15 comparisons of programmed and conventional

instruction. Nine of the comparisons reported superior

learning from programmed instruction, and 6 reported no

difference in the results of the two teaching methods.

Schramm's report was based on 36 comparisions of programmed

and conventional instruction. Eighteen of the comparisons

reported no significant difference in achievement of

programmed and conventionally taught classes, but 17 studies

showed a significant superiority for the students that

worked with programs, and only 1 study showed a final

superiority for the classroom students. Eight of the

experimenters reported a time advantage for the students

using' programs, and ono experimenter mentioned a cost

advantage.

Box-score reviews from the fields of mathematics and

science education reported results that were less favorable

to programmed instruction. Briggs and Angell (1966)

reported that only 2 of 14 studies in science and

mathematics classes found significantly higher examination

scores for students taught with programs; the other studies

found no significant cliff:antes in results of the competing

instructional methods. Zoll's review (1969) reported even

less favorable results from the field of mathematics
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education, Of the studies he reviewed in which programmed

instruction was ccmirlard to a traditional method, three

.;e7orted significant learning gains in mathematics in favor

of programmed instruction, three reported significant

learning gains in favor of the traditional course, and seven

found no statistically significant difference.

Box-score reviews of research on programmed instruction

continued to appear during the 1970s, Nash, Muczyk, and

vettori (1971), for example, summarized results from 213

comparisons of programmed and conventional teaching or

training. Of 138 studies using a criterion of immediate

'learning, 49 found a significant difference in favor of

programs, 18 found a significant difference in favor of

conventional instruction, and 71 found no significant

difference between methods. The pattern of findings was

similar in studies using a retention criterion of learning,

In contrast, however, Nash et al. reported that 90% of the

studies using a criterion of training time reported a

significant difference in favor of programmed instruction.

Although these box-score reviews reported a variety of

results from studies of programmed instruction; some

generalizations are still possible. First, about half the

studier, reported no significant difference in student

achievement due to teaching method. No significant

differences were found in S 1%' of the studies reviewed by

Nash et al. (1971); in SO% of the studies reviewed by

Schramm (1964); and in 40% of the studies reviewed by
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Silbertan (1,962). Second, a majority of the studies

reporting significant differences favored 'programmed

instructio.1 73%' of the studies with significant

differences :crated by Nash, Muczyk, and Vettori; 94% of the

studies w: i significant differences located by Schramm; and

all of the studies reporting significance located by

Silberman. A third point on which there was general

reviewer agreement was that programmed teaching reduces the

timespent in learning.

meta-Anal vses

Although box scores yield a general overview of effects

of programmed instruction, they have serious limitations.

Dichotomous classifications of studies as favorable or

unfavorable are not completely reliable. Reviewers do not

always apply the same standards in making such

classifications. Second, although box scores may tell how

often programmed instruction is better or poorer than

conventional teaching, they do not say how much better or

poorer. Third, box-Lzore reviewers, with their dichotomous

classification of study outcomes, are seldom able to explain

why some studies report substantial effects and others

report negligible results. Trying to discern relationships

between study characteristics and outcomes without

parametric statistics is like trying to yrasp the sense of

hundreds of test scores without using statistical methods to

organize the data.
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Hartley (1977) and J. Kulik and his colleagues (C.-

Kulik, Shwalb, L Kulik, 1982; J. Kulik, Cohen, I. Ebeling'

196) have used such statistical methods to integrate

evilua:ion findings on effectiveness of programmed

instruction. likffi cvner meta-analystsv these researchers

located studio. by clearly specified and objective

procedures, then characterized tl,e outcomes and

features o: :tidies in quantitative or quasi-

quantitaciy, Finally, they used multivariate

techniqtes tc .:,scribe the overall findings and to relate

characteristics of ttudies to these outcomes.

Ac :,lent results. Hartley (1977) located a total of

40 sepArl+-., reports written between 1962 and 1974 on the

effects of programmed instruction in elementary and

secondary mathematics class. These 40 reports described

results from a total of 89 comparisons of programmed and

conventional teaching. In the typicil comparison

conventional and programmed classes differed by only .11

standard deviations on examinations. The performance levels

of the programmed and conventional groups were therefore

virtually indistinguishable: at the 50th percentile for the

conventional group and the 54th percentile for the

programmed group.

C.-L. Kulik et al.'s meta-analysis (1982) covered 48

indepen4nt evaluations of programmed instruction in

secondary, schools. About half of the studies examined

applications of programmed instruction in mathematics, and
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more than two-thirds of all studies covered applications in

mathematics or the physical sciences. A few studies

evaluated programmed teaching in the social sciences, and a

few focused on programmed teaching in the humanities. A

total of 47 of the 48 studies contained results.froM

achievement examinations. The average effect of programmed

instruction in these studies was.to raise achievement test

results by .08 standard deviations, or from the 50th

percentile to the 53rd percentile.

Finally, J. Kulik et al. (1980) located S7 studies

comparing effects of programmed and Conventional instruction.

at the college level. This meta-analysis covered many

applications of prOgrammed instruction to mathematics

teaching and also covered applications of programmed

teaching to the physical sciences, life sciences, and social

sciences. 'Relatively few of the studies covered programmed

teaching in the humanities. A total of 56 of the 57 studies

containedrresults from achievement examinations. 14 the

typical study, programmed instruction raised student

examination,scores by approximately .25 standard deviations,

or from the 50th to the 60th percentile.

Study features and examination results. The studies

located for these meta-analyses took place in a variety of

settings and used a variety of methodological designs, Each

of the meta-analyses therefore classified studies according

to their features. Such a classification helps the meta-
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analyst to determine how properties of studies affect the

principal findings.

One factor that appears to affect study results has

already been mentioned. The average effect of programmed

instruction was to increase student achievement by

approximately one-quarter standard deviation at the college

level and by one-tenth standard deviation at the precollege

level. Effects of programmed instruction thus appear to be

stronger at the college level than at lower levels of

instruction. Another factor that has influeAced size of

effect is the time when the study was performed. Hartley '

(1977) reported a correlation of .39 between study year and

size of study effect; J. Kulik et al. (1980) reported a

correlation of .31; and C.-L. Kulik et al. (1982) reported a

correlation of .28. In each of the meta-anal3ses, later

studies reported significantly larger effects than did

earlier studies.

Relationships between size of effect and other study

features were smaller and less consistent from meta-analysis

to meta-analysis. Hartley (1977), for example, found some

evidence that evaluator involvement in the design ot

teaching and testing materials led tostronger effects. C.

L. Kulik et al. (1980) also found some evidence that average

effects were larger in the social sciences than in the

physical sciences and mathematics, although this finding was

based on a relatively small number of studies of programmed

instruction in the social sciences.
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Figure 1 summarizes the most dependable findings on

study features and their effects on the outcomes of

programmed instruction. First, it shows that larger effects

are associated with studies carried out at the college

level. Second, it shows that at each level of instruction,

effects are larger in studies that were carried out in more

recent years.

Other study outcomes. Only a few studies located for

these meta-analyses contained results on nonintellective

outcomes of programmed instruction. The nonintellective

outcomes investigated most often were student satisfaction

and student study time.

C.-L. Kulik et al. (1982) found that only 9 out of 48

studies of programmed instruction at the secondary level

contained findings from attitude measures. In 4 of these 9

studies, the programmed class rated the subject being taught

more positively than did the conventional class; in the

other 5 studies the conventional class gave the higher

ratings. The average size of effect was -.14. This implies

that in the typical study, studentsin the programmed class

gave slightly lower ratings to the subject being taught 'than

did students in the conventional class.

Only 4 of the 57 college-level studies located by

J. Kulik et al. (1980) contained student rating data.

Ratings from programmed classes were higher than

conventional ratings in 2 of the 4 studies that secured

ratings of overall quality, and conventional ratings were
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STUOT al 5TUDY 2 5T-UOT a3
META-fINFILTT IC .STUDIES

ERRLT

71 RECENT

Figure..1. Zffects of programmed instruction, as reported in ezr17

and recent studies. (Note: Study 01 is Hartley's, meta-analysis (1377)

of results from precollege studies;
Study 02 is J. Kulik. Cohen, and

Ebeling's meta-anslysis (1980) of findings from grades 6 through 12;

Study 0,3 is C.-L. Kulik, Shwalb, and
Kulik's meta-analysis (1982) of

college-level findings.
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higher in the remaining 2 cases. On a 5-point scale going

from 1 (lowest rating) to 5 (highest rating), the average

rating of course quality was 3.41 in the typical programmed

class, whereas the average rating was 3.49 in the typical

conventional class.

J. Kulik et al. (1950) also reported that nine

investigators collected weekly reports of study hours from

students taught by programmed and conventional methods. Six

of the investigators found that programmed materials

resulted in a time saving, and three reported a time saving

with conventional teaching. On the average, the

conventional approach required six hours per week of student

time, and the programmed required about five hours. In

general, 'we can conclude that programmed instruction makes

no extra demand on student time and sometimes results in a

significant time saving for students.

Conclusions

Given the expectations once held for programmed

instruction, its record of effectiveness neems

disappointing. Skinner and his followers expected

programmed instruction to bring about a revolution in

education. They expected it to make leaining more effidlient

and joyful. The most thorough reviews of findings on

programmed instruction showed that this method does not

typically produce such results.

The most positive findings on 171 programmed instruction

came from college-level studies. Here, programmed
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instruction produced, at least moderate positive effects on

student learning, and progiammed teaching also tended to

reduce time spent in learning. College results from recent

studies of programmed instruction were especially

impressive. It is possible that the stronger results from

recent studies are attributable to use of different research

designs in recent years. It seems more likely to us,

however, that programmed instruction has been used more

discriminatingly in recent years. No longer viewed as a

panacea, programmed instruction is now used where it can

contribute most. In addition, the art or science of
./

programming may have improved so that recent studies may

involve better.progrims than the older studies did.

The outlook for programmed instruction in elementary

and secondary school mathematics and science teaching looks

far less promising, (however. Learning effects were

especially weak at this level of instruction and in these

content areas. Another negative point is the reactions of
. . t

. .

...,

students to classes taught with prOgrammed instruction.

Programmed instruction does not produce enthusiastic .

acceptance of course content. This limits its application

in the elementary and secondary schools. If ou: search,

therefore, is for an instructional technology that will

contribute to precollege science and math educatidn, we have

to look beyond programmed texts and programmed workbooks to

such contemporary offshoots of programmed teaching as

individualized and computer-based instruction.
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Individualized Systems of Instruction

The earliest reviews of findings on the effectiveness

of individualized systems of instruction were box-score

reviews from the field of mathematics education. More

recent reviews in this area have used meta-analytic'

methodology and have covered education in mathematics,

science, and other areas. Findings from both the earlier

and later reviews are included here.

Early reviews

Individualized systems of teaching usually require.

learners to demonstrate mastery of lower level skills before

they move on to higher order skills. 'Mathematics is

therefore conildered by many to be an ideal subject for

individualization since it is a hierarchically ordered field

in whidh concepts generally build on the foundation provided

by priur concepts. The early reviews of the effectiveness

of individualization in precollege mathematics teaching,

however, did net give a positive picture of the effects of

individuali:mt,ion.

Sri-117mA ,1376) concluded that elementary school results

w^;-re ovwwheimingly against individualized instruction as

measured by mathematics achievement. At the secondary

level, only 1 out of 12 studies reviewed by Schoen reported

improved mathematics achievement in individualized classes,

whereas 3 researchers reported greater achievement in

traditional classes. No study at the secondary leyel showed

improvement in the affective areas r*,,:ributable to
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individualization. Schoen'e conclusions were almost

entirely negative,

Over 50 studies in all grade levels aimed at showing

the effectiveness of this approach demonstrate no

consistent objective evidence that there will be

student improvement of any sort. The most. consistent

result is less mathematics achievement with an

individualizing approach. (p. 356)

Hirsch's (1976) findings were similar. Of the 33

studies that he reviewed in which individualized instruction

was compared to group-based teaching, 5 reported significant

learning in mathematics in favor of individualized.

instruction; 4 reported significant gains in favor of group-

based instruction; and 24 found no statistically significant

differences. Nineteen of the studies reviewed by Hirsch

also included results ,from scales measuring attitude towards

mathematics. Of the 19 comparisons, only 3 reported

significant differences between the treatments. In each

case, individualized instruction was,found to be superior to

conventional instruction.

Miller (1976) located 145 studies dealing with various

aspects of individualized instruction in mathematics.

Approximately 90% of these studies came 'from elementary and

secondary schools; about 10% of the studies came from

college classes. In 48% of the 88 achievement studies

examination performance was about equal in individualized

and control groups; in 36% of the studies achievement was
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better in the individualized group, and in 16% of the

studies it was worse, Approximately 76% of the 33 studies

of student attitudes towards mathematics showed equivalent

attitudes in individualized and control groups; 21% showed

better attitudes in the individualized group and 3% showed

poorer attitudes there.

Given the lack of positive findings at the precollege

level, the college-level findings on individualized

instruction seem almost startling. The individualized

method studied most frequently at the college level is

Keller's Personalized System'of Instruction, or PSI.

Researchers have carried out A large number of outcome

studies comparing results,from.PSI classes with results from

conventional classes, and both narrative and box-score

reviewers have concluded that results,from these studies are-

highly positive (e.g., Block L Burns, 1976; Johnson L

Ruskin, t977; J. Kulik, 1976; Robin, 1976). A typical box-

score review found, for example, that more than 95% of the

studies reported better achievement results in PSI classes,

and more than 80% of the studies reported sianificantiv

better achievement results (J. Kulik, 1976). Box-score and

narrative reviewers also pointed out that student ratings

tend to be favorable in PSI classes, but some reviewers

cautioned that course withdrawal rates may be higher in PSI

classes.
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Quantitative syntheses of evaluation findings on

individualized instruction bring into clearer focus the
f.*

picture presented in the box-score reviews) The major Mete"

analyses on individualized instruction wove carried out by

Bangort, Kulik, and Kulik (in preen), Hartley (1977); and

J. Kulik, Kulik, and Cohen (1979).

Achievement outcomes, Hartley's (1977) meta-analysis

on innovative approaches in mathematics instruction in the

elementary and secondary ichool included 81 studies on

individualized systems. These 51 papers reported results

from a total of 13,9 separate comparisons. Hartley found

that the average'effect reported in these studies was small.

In the typical case, use of an individualized system of

teaching raised examination performance by .16 standard

deviations. This effect was only slightly larger than the

average effect'of programmed instruction in the studies

examined by Hartley.

Bangers et al. (in press) located 51 'separate studies.

on the effects of individualized systems of instruction at

the secondary-school level. A total of 49 studies reported

results from achievement tests, and all but 5 of these

studies were in the areas of math and science. The average

effect of individualization in the 49 studies was to raise

achievement test performance by .10 standard deviations, or

from the 50th perciniile to the 54th percentile.
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4, Kulik at al,'s mota,enalysis (1979) 01 rP44Arqh an

PSI in college classes presented 4 strikingly different

pibpare of the effectiveness of individualised teaching,

Tne date for this mota,analysio CAMA tram 75 QOUr544, taught

both conventionally and by PSI, described in 72 different

papers, A total of 62 of the 75 studies reported final

examination averages in PSI and conventional climes. In

the typical study, the average examination score in the PSI

class was .5 standard deviations higher than was the average

score in the conventional class. This means that in the

typical, college -level study'PS1 relied the final examination

score of'a typical student from the 50th to the 70th

percentile.

Study features and examination results. The results of

the three meta-analyses--when looked at together--suggest

that individualized instruction has different effects at

different instructional levels. To summarize, the average

effect of individualized systems was to raise examination

scores by about one-eighth standard deviation At the

elementary and secondary levels and by about one-half ,

standard deviation at the college level. The elementary and

secondary effects are small; the college effect seems large

enough to be important.

Meta-analysts working in a number of different areas

have reported a significant relationship betWeen study

source and effect sizes. Studies located in dissertations

often contain weaker findings; studies located in journal
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J. Kulik et al.'s meta-analysis (1979) of research on

psi in college classes presiented a strikingly different

piCture of the effectiveness of individualized teaching.

The data for this meta-analysis came from 75 courses, taught

both conventionally and by PSI, described in 72 different

papers. A total of 62 of the 75 studies reported final

examination averages in PSI and conventional classes. In

the typical study, the average examination score in the PSI

class was .5 Standard deviations higher than was the average

score in the Conventional class. This means that,in the

typical college-level study PSI raised the final examination

score of'a typical student from the 50th to the 70th

percentile.

Study features and examination results. The' results of

the three meta - analyses- -when looked at together-Soggest

that individualized inv:ruction has different effects at

different instructional levels. To summarize, the average

effect of individualized systems was to raise examination

scores by about one-eighth standard deviation at the

elementary and secondary levels and by about one-half

standard deviation at the college level. The elementary and

secondary effedis are small; the college effect'seemS large

enough,to be important.

Meta-analysts working in a number of different areas

have reported a significant relationship between study

source and ef,tact sizes. Studies located in dissertations

often contain weaker -findings; studies located in journal.
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articles often contain stronger findings. Smith (1980) has

reported on the consistency of this result in numerous meta-

analyses carried out at the University of Colorado. J.

Kulik (1981) has discussed the consistency of this finding

in University of Michigan meta - analyses, In the typical

meta-analysis, according to Kulik, the average effect

reported in journal articles is .16 standard deviations

higher than the average effect reported in dissertations.

The difference in dissertation and journal results is

particularly striking in studies of indi4idualized
17

instruction. Figure.2 presents the result graphically. In

Hartley's meta-analysis (1977) of individualized instruction

in precollege mathematics education, the average of 6

effects described in journal articles was .59: the average

of 85 dissertation effpcts Zn Bangert et al.'s

meta-analysis 11983) of individualized secondary-school

teaching, the average of 10 effects described in journal

articles was .29; the average of 36 dissertation effects was

.06. In J. Kulik et al.'s meta-analysis (1979) of PSI in

college teaching, the average of 46 effects described in

journal articles was .57f the average of 3 dissertation

effects was .15. If precollege and college studies of

individualized instruction had been found in the same

, sources, conclusions about effectiveness might be more

similar for different instructional levels.

'Other findings on study features are less strong and

less consistent from meta-analysis to meta-analysis.
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olssearaTids

C.4?g JOURNALS

STUDT'al . STUDY 2 , STUDY .3
HETA-ANALYTIC STUDIES

Figure 2. Effects of individualized instruction on achievement
examinations, as reported in studies located in journals and
dissertations. (Noce: Study 01 is Hartley's meta - analysis (1977)
of results from elementary and secondary schools; Study #2 is
Bangers, Kulik, and Kulik's meta-analysis (in press) of findings
from grades 6 through 12; Study #1 is J. Kulik, Kulik, and Cohen's
meta-analysis (1979) on college-level findings.
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Hartley (1977) found that studies using new, evaluator-

designed teaching and testing materials showed stronger

results than did studies using field-tested commercial

materials. Evaluator involvement in instruction thus seemed

to influence evaluation results. J. KL4ik et al. (1979)

reported that PSI effects were stronger when different

teachers were in charge of PSI an control classes and

weaker when the same teacher taught both experimental and

Control sections of a course. Kulik and his colleagues also

found this relationship in other meta-analyses of college-

level findings. A similar effect has not been established

in meta-analyses of precollege findings.

Other outcomes. Bangert et al.'s meta-analysis (in

press) also examined nonintellective outcomes of

individualization in secondary school classes. In general,

these nonintellectiOe 'effects were small. Fourteen studies,

for example, contained results on student attitudes toward

the subject matter being taught. The average o%!fect of

individualization in the 14 studies was to ra. % ,ttitude

ratings by only .14 standard deviations.

As one Light expect, results from individualized

college teaching were strikingly different from these

secondary school results. J. Kulik et al. (1979) reported

that differences in student ratings of PSI and control

classes were pronounced. Students rated PSI classes as more

enjoyable, more demanding, and higher in overall quality and

contribution to student learning. Kulik and his associates
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also reported that PSI and conventional classes apparently

make equal demands on student time. The difference in time

spent in PSI and conventional sections of a course:seldom

amounted to as much as an hour or two for a complete

semester.

Conclusions

Individualized systems of instruction have apparently

made only limited contributions to precollege math and

science teaching in the past. Such teaching systems have

raised examination scores and improved student attitudes by

only a small amount. The prospects for major-contributions

from thi& teaching technology in the future seem remote.

It is possible, of course, that individualized systems

have not been expertly evaluated. The vast majority of

evaluations at the elementary and secondary level have been

carried out as dissertition retetrch. The discrepancy in

results from the dissertation studies and from journal

studies is considerable. If we were to disregard the

dissertation findings and rely. entirely on journal results

for.our.conclusions, we would have to conclude that

individualization shows some promise for improving

instruction at the elementary ,and secondary level.

Some researchers (e.g., Glass et al., 1981) have

suggested, however, that dissertation effects are more

dependable than are journal effects. They attribute the

difference in results from the two sources to selective

publication. Experimenters tend to submit papers with

28-378 0-83-14
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significant'results to journals, they point out, and editors

tend to select for publication those papers with the

strongest effects. Journal results therefore reflect more

than simple experimental effects. They also reflect the

added effects of multiple selection decisions.

It is possible, however, that educational research

carried out by dissertation writers may be different from

the research carried out by journal authors. The producers

of the two types of research are different in experience,

goals, and resources. The two types of researchers are

usually working under different pressures to complete an

evaluation, and they are usually involved to different

degrees in the innovative programs they are evaluating.

Journal research--produced by more experienced workers with

greater resources--may be the more reliable research.

The way we interpret the diffeience between the two is

important because it will determine how we look at the

record of effectiveness of PSI at the college level. This

record has long been regarded, as unusually strong, and it

has also been interpreted.as shoving that-individualization

is appropriate for mature learners working in the

unconstrained environment of a college campus. PSI's unique

record of effectiveness comes from an evaluation literature

that has a unique characteristic: it is almost entirely

lacking in.dissertati'On evaluations. Are the produders of

PSI evaluations/different in other respects? /Would PSI's

record of effectiveness be less impressive if this college
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level teaching innovation had been evaluated in the same way

that other etaching innovations were?

Computer - Based Instruction

Reviews of evaluations of CBI have followed the same

cycle as reviews of evaluations of other instructional

technologies. Early reviews provided box-score tallies of

positive and negative findings; later reviewers have used

sophisticated meta-analytic techniques to determine the size

of effect in different computer applications.

Box-Score Reviews

Major reviews that used box-score methods of

'synthesizing findings concluded that CBI is effective in

raising student achievement, especially in elementary

schools. Vinsonhaler and Bass's review (1972), for example,

reported on results from 10 independent studies, 3 covering

instruction in language arts and 3 covering mathematics.
A

teaching. These reviewers found a substantial advantag/A for

'CBI augmentation of traditional classroom instruction.

Generally, children who received CBI drill and practice plus

conventiOnal instruction showed performance gains oi 1 to 8

months over Lyiildren who received only conventional

teaching.

Edwards, Norton, Taylor, Weiss, and Dusseldorp (1975)

reviewed studies at various educational levels and in

various subjects, and they also reached positive conclusions

about the effectiveness .of CBI.. Findings were especially

clear when CBI was used to supplement Conventional teaching.
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Nine studies showed that normal instruction supplemented by

CBI was more effective than was normal instruction alone.

Findings were less clear whein CBI was substituted, in whole

or in part, for traditional instruction: nine studies

showed that the CBI students achieved more than non-CBI

,students, whereas eight studies found little or no

difference and three studies shcwed mixed results. Final'.y,

all studies of instructional time.showed that it took_less

time for students to learn through CBI than through other

methods.

Meta-Anal,yses

The major meta-analytic syntheses are by Burns and

Bozeman (1981); Hartley 9714; J. Kulik, Bangert, and

Williams (1983); and J. Kulik, Kulik, and Cohen (1980)% The

meta-anaiYsis by Hartley and the one by Burns and Bozeman

examined CBI effeCtsohmathematics
achievement; the meta-.

analyses by Kulik and his Colleagues examined effects in a

wider variety of areas.

Achievement results. Hartley (1977), who vas the first

to appiy meta-analysis to findings on CBI, focused on ----

mathematics education in elementary and secondaryschools.

She reported that the average effect of CBI, was to raise

student achievement by .41 standard deviations; or from the

50th percentile to the 66th percentile. Hartley also

reported that the effects prodUcedby computer-based

teaching were not quite so large as those produced by

programs of peer and cross-age tutoring, but they were far
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larger then effects produced by programmed instruction or

the use of individual learning. packets.

Burns and Bozeman (1981), like Hartley, used meta-

analysis to integrate findings on computer-assisted

mathematics instruction in elementary and secondary, schools.

In all, these reviewers located 40 studies in which CBI

drill arid practice or tutorials supplemented traditional

classroom instruction. They found overall effect sizes of

.45 for computer-based tutorial instruction and .34 for

drill an practiCe.

The meta-analysis by J. Kulik et al. (1983) examined

studies of.CBI in grades 6 through 12. A total of 48 of the

51 studies that they located reported achievement test

results. Mc;re then.50% of these studies examined CBI

effects on mathematics teaching; nearly 25% of the studies

examined CBI effects in other science areas. The studies

covered a variety of uses of the computer: drill and

practice, tutorials, management of instruction, simulation

exercises, and practice in programming as a mcIns of

increasing cognitive skills. The average effei.:r la CBI in

the 48 studies was to raise achievement scores by .32

standard-deviations, or from the 50th to the 63rd

percentile.

,J. Kulik et al.'s,meta-analysis (1980) examined

applicOk ations of CBI in college classes. A total of 54 of

the 59 st.udies located for this meta-analysis looked at

achieVement test results. Nearly two-thirds of these

N, Page C-28
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studies came from courses in mathematics, science, and

engineering; many of the remaining studies came from

psychology and the social sciences. The effect of CBI in a

typical class was to raise student achievement by

approximately .25 standard deviations, or from the 50th to

the 60th percentile.

Study features and achievement results. It is hard to

find any study feature that relates consistently or strongly

to CBI study outcome. On the basis of findings on

mathematics teaching, J. Kulik (1981) has suggested that CBI

results may be a function of instructional level. 'Computer-

based teaching appears to raise examination scores in

mathematics by approximately .4 standard deviations at the

elementary level, by .3 standard deviations at the secondary

level, and by only .1 standard deviation at the college

level. Kulik suggested that at the lower leve'ls of

instruction, learners might benefit more from the

stimulation and guidance provided by a highly reactive

teaching medium. It is not. yet clear, however, that this

relationship between CBI results and instructional level

holds true in all content areas. Until more evidence is

available,,Kulik's suggestion should be treated as

tentative.

Short-term studies of CBI have'sometimes reported

stronger effects than haVe long-term studies, although

results have not been especially strong or consistent from

meta-analysis to meta-analysis. The difference in results
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from long and short studies reached borderline significance

in J. Kulik et al.'s meta-analysis (1983)'of secondary

school results; the superiority of short-term over long-term

results was less pronounced and did not reach statistical

significance in meta-analyses by Hartley (1977) and J. Kulik

et al. (1980).

Meta-analyses have also suggested other relationships

between CBI results and study features, but these

relationships have not yet been firmly established. Hartley

(1977) found. that CBI was relatively ineffective in the few,

studies where it was used as a complete replacement for

conventional teaching. Other meta-analysts have not

calculated effects separately for studies in which CBI

substituted completely for conventional teaching, and so

Hartley's finding still needs to be confirmed. Finally,

J. Kulik et al.'s meta - analysis (1983) on secondary school

applications of CBI found somewhat greater'effectiveness in

-more recent implementations of CBI. Other meta-analysts

have not reported a time trend in study outcomes, but they

also have not included so many recent reports in their

analyses.

Other study features seem unrelated to CBI results.

CBI results from both journal' articles and dissertations are,

basically similar; studies from both sources show moderate

achievement gains for students using computers in

classrooms. Evaluator involvement in.the.computer-based

teaching programs also appears to have little effect on.
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from long and short studies reached borderline significance'

in J. Kulik et al.'s meta-analysis (1983) of secondary

school results; the superiority of short-term over long-term

results was less pronounced and did not reach statistical

significance in meta-analyses by Hartley (1977) and J. Kulik

et al. (1960).

Meta-analyses have also suggested other relationships

between CBI results and study features, but these

relationships have not yet been firmly established. Hartley

(1977) found that CBI was relatively ineffective in the few

studies where it was used as a complete replacement for

conventional teaching. Other meta-analysts have not

calculated effects separately for studies in which CBI'

substituted completely for conventional teaching, and so

Hartley's finding still needs to be confirmed. Finally,

J. Kulik et al.'s meta-analysis (1963 on secondary school

applications of CBI found somewhat greater effectiveness in

more recent implementations of CBI. Other meta-analysts

have not reported a time trend in study outcomes, but they

also have not included so many recent reports in their

analyses.

Other study features seem unrelated to CBI results.

CBI results from both journal articles and dissertations are

basically similar; studies from both so rtes show moderate
c,

achievement gains for students using omputers in

classrooms. Evaluator involvement im the. computer-based

teaching programs also appears to have little effect on
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to a Size of effect of .78 standard deviations.' In the

other study, students ipe-177: 90 minutes on instruction and

study when taught with computers and 745 minutes when taught

conventi-onally. The 88% savings in time is obviodsly great.

and of practical importance for teaching.

J. Kulik et al. (1980) also located college-level

studies that examined CBI effects on attitudes and

instructional time. Results in these areas were consistent

with J. Kulik 'et al.'s results (1983) at the secondary

level. The average effect of CBI ai the college-level was

to impiove attitudes toward instruction by .24 standard

deviations and to improve attitudes towards subject matter

by,.18 standard deviations. J. Kulik et al. (1980) also

reported that in each of eight studies, the computer

produced a substantial savings in instructional time. In

all of the cases in which investigators performed

statistical tests, the difference in instructional time

between CBI and conventional classes was statistically

significant. On'

required 3.5 hour

. .

he average the conventional approach

of instructional'time per week, and the

computer-based approach required about 2.25 hours. This is

a substantial and highly significant difference, between

methods. There appears to be little doubt that students can

be taught with computers in less time than with conventional

methods of college teaching.

*T.
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Conclusions

Evaluative studies show that CBI has real potential as

a tool in improving precollege mathematics and science

teaching. The first criterion on which CBI excelled was

student achievement. The average effect of CBI on

precollege mathematics and science instruction was to raise

student achievement by .4 standard deviations, or from. the

60th to the 66th percentile. This compares favorably to the
.

effects produced by other technologies. Both programmed ,

instruction and individualized instruction raised student
(*.

achievement in precollege mathematics and science by only .1

standard .deviations.

CBI also showed good.risults 'when measured by the

criterion of instructional time. Several studies have shown

that students can learn-more quickly with computer

assistance than withconventioRai teaching ,methods.

Although the claim of quicker learning has been made for

programmed instruction, findings for programmed instruction

are far ,less dramatic than are CBI findings. A third

important effec't. of CBI was to foster positive attitudes

toward the computer. Students who learned with computer

assistance felt more positively about computers than did

studenti who received all their instruction by conventional

means. Use of the computer in instruction may therefore

'help prepare students for the computeriSociety in which they

will live and work.
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One of the remarkable things about CBI studies at the

precollege level is how robust their findings are. CBI

findings were similar for different groups of studies

carried out under different'conditions. The worrisome

complications found in studies of programmed and .

individualized instruction were absent from the CBI

literature. Journal and dissertation' studies of CBI

reported similar results. Evaluator involvement in the

development of teaching material did notoseem to be

necessary for positive results. .CBI effect were acceptably

strong'in both early and recent studies of CBI.

One of the few things that may weaken seriously the

effectiveness of CHI is its use as a complete replacement,

for conventional-teaching.. Not many studies were located in

which CBI was so used, but Hartley (1977) managed to locate

a few such studies, and she found that their results were

.unimpressive. Total reliance on the computer as teacher

therefore seems to be one thing that school systems should

avoid. The effectiveness of'CBI appears ,to be enhanced, on

t) other hand, by the use of up-to-date programs and

computers: J. Kulik at al.'s meta-analysis (1983) covered a

number 'of studies carried'out in the period from 1976 to

,1980, when programs and computers had increased in

sophistication, and results from these studies seemed to be.

especially positive.

CBI resul.-'e also appeared to be somewhat stronger at

the lower level" of instruction than at the higher levels..
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That is perhaps because programs developed so far exploit

capacities of the machine most adapted to lower level

learning: its patience in drilling and tutoring students

and its capacity to respond immediately and appropriately to

student answers. A major evaluation of CBI whose results

were published too recently for inclusion in the meta-

analytic'studies shows what can be accomplished by an

infinitely patient computer in an elementary school

classroom. The study was a 4-year project conducted by the
. -

Educational Testing Service (ETS). Evaluators from ETS

teamed up with the Los Angeles Unified School District in

1976 to install computer-assisted instruction labs using

Computer Curriculum Corporation's hardware and software in

four elementary schools. In each of the schools half of the

first through sixth graders were given access, to 20 minutes

of computer-assisted drill and practice in mathematics,

reading, and language arts; the other half of the students

did not receive this computer assistance. At the end of the

first year, the CBI mathematics students-were at the.64th

percentile compared to the 50th percentile for the non-CBI

students. At the end of the second year the CBI students

were in the 71st percentile; at the end of the third year

they were in the 76th percentile.

Although these findings are impressive, they are

findings of the past, not necessarily of the future. This

is an important point to keep in mind in the rapidly

changing field of CBI. Evaluations seldom reflect the
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newest applications tf the computer in teaching. Meta-

analyses l'ag especially far behind the leading edge in

development. They provide at best a .summary of the major

themes in reported evaluaticin findings. With developments

in computer technology occurring so swiftly, no one can

predict with confidence what the next year, much less the

next decade, will bring in computer-based teaching.

Summary

This evaluative review of the effects of instructional

technology on learners made several major points:

1) The major instructional technologiesdeveloped for

classroom use in the past three decades show different

degrees of promise as'aids in precollege mathematics and

science classrooms.

2). Programmed instruction raised student achievement test

results by only a small amount (.1 standard deviation),

did not have positive attitudinal' effects on students,

and did not produce dramatic effects on student time to

learn. -Recent studies of procirammed'instruction and

studies of its use in college teaching, however,

presented a somewhat more positive picture of its

results.

3) Individualized systems of instruction also raised

student achievement in precollege mathematics and

science classrooms by about .1 standard deviations and

had very small effects on student attitudes. Like

programmed instruction, individualized instruction seems
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to be More effective at the college level, but the

picture of effectiveness is clouded by the difference in

results from journal articles and dissertations and by

the different sources for college and precollege studies

Of individualized instruction.

4) CBI shows far more promise than the other technologies

as an aid in improving precollege mathematics and

science teaching. It raised student achie'vement by

approximately .4 standard deviations in the typical

study. dramatically affected the amount of time needed

for Leaching and learning, and significantly altered

student attitudes toward computers. Recent studies have

reported stronger effects than have older studies. The

few available evaluations in which CBI was used as a

complete replacement for conventional teaching rather

than as a supplement, however, showed small effects.
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Mr, GORE [preHidillg]. Thank you very much.
Congressman Vol kmer.
Mr. VOLKMER. Yes. I would like to ask Dr. Taylor and Dr. Wyatt

if they agree with Dr, Braun's basic premise on the heed for in-
volvement of teacher education in computing.

Dr. WYATT. Let me answer, if I may, in the following way.
As I said in my statement, I have had some experience in devel-

oping materials of this sort. And as I was thinkingI had conclud-
ed about this statementthat it really depends on the individual.
That is, Robert Keaton, one of the best teachers at the Harvard
Law School, developed some interactive computer exercises that
are now used in probably 50 law schools. In fact, other law teachers
are also using the same methodology to develop these materials. I
don't think Professor Keaton ever really learned what a computer
did.

What he did do was to look at the capacity of the computer
system to deal with interactive material, to pose questions- to stu-
dents, to network the different responses, depending on the an-
swers of the student.

On the other hand, there are examplesProf. Richard Sidman at
the Harvard Medical School is now developing some material for
teaching neuroanatomy. Professor Sidman is not a computer
expert, either, but I believe he is going further than Professor
Keaton did in learning about computers. So I think it depends on
the material, I think it depends on the individual. But in both
cases I believe it requires a support cast, very much like a book re-
quires an editor or a television production requires a-producer-di-
rector. The successful efforts that I know have a supporting cast
for the teacher-innovator in order to produce this material.

Mr. VOLKMER. That's the same as I view it.
What about the teacher that's going to be a math teacher, let's

say in a high school;' do they need to have the utilization of the
knowledge of what makes that computer actually work, or do they
need only good software to use with hardware?

Dr. WYATT. My-personal opinion, having mathematics training, is
that it's one of the most exciting things that can happen to them.
That is, I believe it would stimulate them, their interest, their curi-
osity, because of the inherent nature of logic and almost a math-
ematical context that a computer presents. So rather than say it's
necessary, I think it's enormously helpful, and I suspect that it
might even be necessary.

Dr. BRAUN. Excuse me for interrupting, but I think my proposal
is being misinterpreted. I did not mean to suggest that I want to
train teachers about the innards of computers. ,

"Yukkie" analogies seem to be the fashion of the day. It seems to
me that if I were to take an automobile and drop it in the Outback
in Australia in a tribe of Aborigines, they wouldn't know what to
do with it. If I told them what an automobile is used for, they
would figure out what to do with it. They may not know there is
gaioline burning in the chambers or any of that sort of thing, and
they wouldn't have to. But they would need to know that an tauto-
mobile is used to carry people and things from place to place.

In the same way, it seems tome, teachers don't necessarily need
to know how to program a computer, nor do they need to know
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what the insides of n computer are like, But they absolutely must
know how to use n computer to increase the level or understanding
or their students in mathematics, in language arts, in science, In
the social studies, in shop, and in every discipline that' students
study in school.

Dr. WYA71`. May I respond once more to that question?
Mr, VOLKMER. Yes.
Dr. WYATT: For quite a number or years I have taught in execu-

tive programs, that is, teaching people past the age of 30 about
management systems that use computers. For the first 2 years I
did that, I did not teach these people anything about computers.
And there was obviously a very deep insecurity in their own minds
about not knowing about computers. And they insistedlater stu-
dents insistedthat I put in a module that did 1 week's worth of
description of programing a computer and understanding how its
innards worked.

Now, in 1 week one can't do a whole lot, but one of the things I
did accomplish in that was to give a lot of people a lot of peace of
mind so that then they could get on with the business of learning
how a computer is used.

Mr. VOLKMER. Dr. Taylor.
Dr. TAYLOR. I think that I would rather put the issue this way,

that is, I believe people should be given the opportunity tv learn as
much about computers as they can comfortably take. What I grow.
uncomfortable with is a person who says you don't need to know
anything about computers except how to use them. I think that is
true, that to use it you don't need to know anything about it except.
how to use it. But if there is intellectual growth to be achieved by
messing around with it, and by learning to program it to whatever
extent a person is able, then I think that should not be denied to
somebody, particularly a young person.

I think perhaps you raised the issue about algebra. Did you make
the comment about algebra?

Mr. VOLKMER. Yes.
Dr. TAYLOR. Some interesting research has been done at the Uni-

versities of Massachusetts and Yale through Elliott Soloway and
some of the people who have been looking at cognitive structures
and programing. And one of the things they seem to have found
out is that a group of students, a large sample of students, could
,conceptualize a problem better, a simple algebraic problerri, if they
had studied programing than those students who hadn't. I think
that maybe what Dr. Wyatt was talking about bears on that.

One of the things that Seymour Papert, who unfortunately is not
here today, likes to talk about is that mathematics has been robbed
of its tangibility in order to make it pure, and many people lose
interest and lose touch with it. One of the things that the computer
can do is provide a tangibility again to some of the things that oth-
erwise seem to allude people mathematically. But in terms of
teacher training, I think, that I would argue that teachers should
be given as much training as we can afford to. Certainly to use the
computer in something like teaching writing, they do need some
kind of at least minimal idea of what a computer is and how it
works, apart from just using the text editor, so they feel more com-
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lbanble with it, Whether they'll write software IN n totally differ-
eat Issue, I think,

But my main Issue today was that everybody needs some teacher
training, niul those people that are going to tench computing des-
pond ely need a lot more than they're getting now, There are a lot
01' those people out there,

Mr, Votaimmt, Tim that gets me back to Dr, Braun, I believe
you're the only one that has made a proposal as to the cost of doing
this, the cost of actually teaching teachers, right?

DI'. BRAUN. Yea,
Mr, VOLKMER. And you say thatyou're talking about $15 billion

if' you do it one way, and you could possibly come up with $300 or
$400 million?

Dr. BItAUN. I think $300well, I said $300 million. Yes; I think
that using technology intelligently to deliver this educational pro-
gram to teachers would require something on the order of $300 mil-
lion.

MI'. VOLKMER, Could you give usyou don'tThave to do it right
now, but perhaps if you do have some time you could submit it in
writingthe methodology on being able to do that?

Dr. BRAUN.-Sure.
Mr. VOLKMER. I Would be interested in it.
Dr. BRAUN. I would be glad to do that.
Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GORE. Thank you very much.
I have some questions, but first let me say I, too, am sorry that

Dr: Papert couldn't join us today. I felt he could make a contribu-
tion here. I'm real sorry that he couldn't come. A sister subcommit-
tee also sought his testimony some weeks ago and he was unavoida-
bly detained on that occasion.

I also wanted to be here at the beginning of this panel, so I could
make some complimentary remarks about my fellow Tennessean,
Dr. Joe Wyatt; and I apologize to all of you for being out of the room
at the beginning of this panel. Right across the hall we 'ha-ve what is
called a markup on legislation affecting telephone rates, and that is
another lop priority issue for my constituents. I had to join in that
briefly.

Dr. Wyatt, help me to envision what the role of computers in
education can become. You and I have talked about inter-active
computers. I know that you've done a lot of pioneering work on
this. And I also know that we don't really know where it will go.
But do some dreaming with me for a moment, if you would.

What kind of role: can they play? In a practical way, what's a
child going to school going to be able to look forward to if we re-
solve the policy issues and the financial issues and the access issues
and all of the other issues that these hearings are supposed to help
IA get a grip- on? What" are we really talking about in practical
terms?

Dr. WYATT. You don't mind tough questions, do you?
Let me start at the other end of the spectrum at, say, the gradu-

ate school level. In many fields of science, and social science, it is
now really impossible to do graduate research without the use of
models, computer-based models, that simulate a large system for
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Investigation, whether it is im iitirodynionic body, as those repro.
witted In the very earliest days Of computers to study flight, flight
characteristics Of aircraft, to other kinds of models,
models- -

Mr, (1010,1, A national economy,
DV. WYATII, A tuitional economy, Hconomiti models are two(' to

teach economics very, very effectively. II' we can visualize those
models, which took years to develop, being mapped downward Ja
the school system, so that we extract from them the kinds of con-
cepts, the kinds of models that we wish to deliver to high school
students on. various topicslike we allow high school students to
perhaps play some of the games that exist now have been taught at
the college level. After all, we're pushing and have pushed -calculus
from the college level down into high schools, and other subjects as
well I think if we take that as a concept, we begin to see that we
consider the student and the computer and the teacher in possibly
different roles,

AS it was put earlier, perhaps the teacher does not have to
become the sole source of information. The teacher can become an
inspiration, a leader, a solver of problems, a deliverer of informa-
tion in a very provocative way, so that the student's knowledge
against various kinds of models is tested. I think that's probably
one of the most powerful things that we can do with these systems.

The Keaton model was the model of a courtroom, in which a stu-
dent played the role as a judge, and the computer would raise
issues in the case that the student had read.-The person who was
being interacted with by the computer would be asked by the com-
puter system, through the material he had developed, given this
model, one counsel raises an objection, "Do you sustain the objec-
tion---"

Mr. GORE. No, no
Dr. WYATT [continuing]. A network of kind of interactive model

of all sorts of topical areas.
Mr. GORE. If I can interject just brieflyand I apologize for

breaking your train of thoughtthat interaction: would be through
a keyboard?

Dr. WYATT. Well, that is one of the major constraints of comput-
ers. In fact, it is probably the thing, when we got down to it, that
many people disliked the most, the problem of keying information.

We now are close to vocabularies that allow a person to speak to
a computer, very close to workable vocabularies, so perhaps in the
near future one of the major manufacturers will announce a mar-
ketable computer that can be programed with 50 commands or so
that could be spoken to the system.

Touch pads, that is, a way' to break.the kind of routinized keying,
that is good for some kinds of information, word arocessors and
other things, not very convenient at all for certain other kinds of
information.

Mr. GORE. Well, go ahead, or were you --
. Dr. WYATT. Well, I was just going to say that as the technology
has deVeloped, the ability to present models now can take the form
of graphics, through the integration of video discs into these sys-
tems, that can take the form of either moving pictures or still pic-
tures, all blended together in a way that will allow the teacher,
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through the computer 1)111C4) the student In this
lion, this model of an environment, and in which the teacher Cha
provoke the student to be responsive in a Socratic dialog, to test
knowledge of n 111061, Or to exercise the model with the student's
own, more or less, free 'typo, Ilefieti,

Mr, (lotto :, The development of speech recognition circuits sophis-
ticated enough to respond to elementary and high school students
would be n major breakthrough in interactive computer instruc
lion, would it not?

Dr, WYATT, I think it might. I think the range of the vocabulary
is the subject of much debate; that is, how much of a vocabulary
would it take to be useful in that context, There are widely differ-
ing opinions on that,

I personally believe that once that problem is overcome, that is,
the fundamental problem of translationand a mass of technology
can be brought through large-scale integrated circuits to the algo-
rithms that do thatthen the vocabulary can probably be expand-
ed fairly rapidly to the point that it will become useful,

Mr. Gout :. Dr. Taylor, do you have any thoughts on this general,
too general, question of what do students have to look forward to in
the future if we could envision what the role is likely to be for com-
puters in education?

Dr. TAYLOR. Yeah. I think that we would see a change in the
classroom. As I said, I think the teacher hasone of the problems
of teacher training is that the teacher has to see himself or herself
in a new role, more as a coach and coordinator, and less as some-
one who is going to be superior to all the students in terms of the
amount of knowledge he has or she has.

The real underlying idea there is that we, have long since passed
the idea in science that we're going to know everything there is to
know. In your lifetime, much more turns up than people knew for
centuries before that. -%

What people have to learn now is how to navigate through infor-
mation and have to accept that what they learned in school. is
going to. be a sort of subset of what they maybe ought,to know in
any given context and no longer a total set of information. So it
might be this example or it might be that one. 4

What people have to do is formUlate a new way of intellectually .

dealing with reality because they can't know it all any more. Our
educational systems ,really posit the idea that there's a certain set
of things to learn, and once you learn those, you're educated. We
now know that's no longer possible. You can't. learn all the things
you ought to learn, and whether you take any one subject or all
subjects, what you are really trying to do is teach people how to
think and how to behave in a certain way, 'so they can come to
terms with the future which we don't yet perceive.

Mr. GORE. And how to learn. -
Dr. TAYLOR. Yes..That's another reason why I think, and why I

think Seymour PaPert always talks about people learning how to
make the computer do what they want in something like a pro-
graming language, because in a way that gives them practice with
themselves wrestling with the whole process of navigating through
intellectual growth.

.
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I think, as Dr, WW1- Hold ogiiiii, models right down to the Ow
limitary school con he very, useful for learning, too, We con do all
I hot- sort of thing, But I think one of the things we would expect to
find 11-i more cooperation between children, the demise probably of
the old idea of claVotIng, width Is molly hosed On the old Idea of
print technology, whore each person bus his own private knowledge
right here on n piece of paper, and Instead, you learn to work coop-
erotively to produce things,, That's what you see when children get
vound computers often, espuchilly II' they're developing their own
stuff, rather than doing somebody else's drill nod practice, $o the
concept of cheating, which was really bused on,--(Why clo we worry
about cheating? Because we really want to make sure the kid
learned that body of stuff' that we said he had to learn,

If we're really more concerned with.the child developing a sense
of proceSs and a sense of being able to do something, then the idea
of cheating becomes rather hard to pin down, It's not a matter of I
copy your answers; it's can I do it, and can you do it, It's not some-
thing you con just cheat on, whatever we mean by that, So I think
we will see a lot of changes in the classroom.

I think we would also see more independence, that is, we might
have classes, as, indeed, we do at good universities now, where
there is some lecture, there is some computer work in a lab envi-'
ronment, there's a lot of work back in the dormitory or somewhere
else where the person goes and works on whatever he or she is
working on.

In the school you still have the constraint that these are young-
sters, and that you have to supervise them is a basic tenent of
American education, with the- school as a babysitting agency. But
even with those tenets, and with that basic structure, you're still
going to have a chat ge in the way the classroom looks and the way
things take place sere I think we'll have more freedom: When
children are occup ed with something useful, you don't have to
watch them very cl sely, so it is possible for them to work on some-
thing on their own It's when you're forcing them to do something
that they're not tit least bit interested in, that they're going to go
off and cause you t lot of trouble. So I think we'll see a more fluid
classroos:. in some cases, and possibly other structures of younger
children helping, I eing helped by older children, to learn this proc-
ess, because the to icher can't do it all.

Mr. GORE. Dr. B aun.
Dr. BRAUN. Yet h. Let me for starters make it very personal. I

have a granddaughter named Katharine, with a "K," who is 14
months old. If w are at all intelligent in the way we use comput-
ers in education in the next 5 to 10 years, that child is going to be
an intellectual iant. I think all children will, compared to us
adults-- t

Mr. GORE. Well, she's likely to be in any event, isn't she? [Laugh-
ter.] .

Dr. BRAUN. Of course. How could I disagree with that?
My feeling is that all children are going to be intellectual giants

compared to any of us adults, or most of us. I mean, Seymour
Papert aside, there always are a few of those. But the large major-
ity of us don't come anywhere near achieving our intellectual po-
tential.
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I think that in developing_ level comput-
01's Will he Vary important. Dr, Wyatt's comments about simulation
is one dimension or that, We do a ,terrible Job in this country of
teaching chikiron problem-solving skills, Dr. Taylor mentioned the
work at University or Massachusetts, where people are able to doe
vele') better prolbm-solvIng skills tiller they loara prograMialf,
Those are all higher level Skills than just the reading, writing,
arithmetic that, our forefathers thought Was all there was to educa-
tion. All of those things tire enhanced enormously if we use WM-
patOrti in intelligent ways.

There are people till over the United States using,computers in
intelligent ways, but in isolation from one another. We need to
merge all or those separate activities together and build those into
an editOational system that provides my granddaughter and all the
other children in this country with the opportunity they have a
right to expect.

Mr, GottE. Well, now, you, Dr. Braun, and you, Dr, Wyatt, agree
that the shortage or high-quality educational software is the criti-
cal bottleneck at the present time; is that correct? ,

Dr. WYA'rr. I think if you use the term software quite generally,
yesI mean, methodology implemented in software that can cause
collection of technology to function independently and interactive-
ly.

Dr. BRAUN. I think there are two bottlenecks which are equally
critical. One of them is the lack of adequate amounts of education-
al materials, and the other is the absolute lack of teachers trained
to use those materials. If we, tomorrow, were able in some way to
erect an enormous mound of really high quality educational soft-
ware, we wouldn't have anybody in the United States who would
know how to use it. So that's as important a problem, I think.

Mr. GORE. Dr. Taylor, you take the position that that's even
more important than the lack of educational software; is that cor-
rect?

Dr. TAYLOR. I think so, though I would agree with what Dr.
Wyatt said. In working on software, you do have to have a team of
people and the teacherif you're producing educational material
to be used at a kindergarten-to-12 level, functional, adequate, in-
sightful teachers are a critical part of that team.

Mr. GORE. Yeah.
Dr, TAYLOR. But I think they cannot develop the expertise in ac-

tually coding and_impletiienting the ideas on to computers_that ,

allows them to do it fast enough to make it worthwhile. That takes
another kind of expertise. But if they know something about soft -
ware,, they can perform that role.

I think we do need software, definitely, but I would agree with
what Lud said, too. -

Mr. GORE. Dr. Wyatt, what about the compatibility problem that
Secretary Bell focused on so intensely. There are so many software
writers out there working feverishly right now to come up with
high-quality 'programs, if we had fungibility or compatibility be-
tween the different systems, then perhaps we could use that cre-
ative energy to better advantage.

Is there any hope of a technological fix for that compatibility
problem, or is it just tougher, than that?
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Dr. WYATT, Well, it's been a problem that has existed as long as
the technology has itself. A large part of the problem that original-
ly existed has been solved. We have an American standard code for
information interchange in terms of coding, alphabetics, and spe-
cial characters, that all computers usethe so-called ASCII code.
But there is, still a significant problem that exists in standardiza-
tion, and chipping away at that problem without damaging --

Mr. GORE. Is that a pun, Dr. Wyatt?
Dr. WYATT. I hadn't intended it to be, but I'll accept it, I'll accept

it. [Laughter.]
Mr. WYATT [continuing]. Is something that we probably should

worry a good deal_ about, because on the one hand, this business of
uniqueness, individuality, is a form of protection for the software
and hardware that people develop, trade secret protection. If every-
thing is equally compatible, I think it will be very difficultand
somehow forced to be compatible. We will have to devise a new
means to protect the uniqueness of the things that are developed.

But 1 think we really must press for some forms of standardiza-
tion on some key issues of interface and communication. Very
often we find that that happens de facto by virtue of people
making their product compatible with one of the large manufactur-
ers of products just succumbing to whatever it is that manufactur-
er does. But there is still some room for improvement.

Mr. GORE. The way the market pressures are going, there is at
least a chance that all of it is going to be IBM compatible within
the

Dr. WYATT. Well, there is certainly a lot of evidence to suggest
that the thing that has made the IBM personal computer most suc-
cessful is that the software industry, so to speak, has judged it to
be a good investment to risk their software development in IBM's
technology, and that has had a feedback effect on the technology
itself, and so it continues to spread.

Mr. GORE. And all the best programs are appearing in their first
versions for IBM because they perceive_the market moving in that
direction; is that--

Dr. WYATT. Oh, I think if a person is developing a program, and
in order to make any money from it has to multiply by a large
number, one looks for where likely that person is likely to find a
large number, and the IBM PC, of course, is a growing and large
number.

Mr. GORE. Yeah. Dr. Braun.
Dr. BRAUN. I think your comment about the software for IBM is

correct, if you're talking about business software, but it's not at all
correct if you're talking about educational software. Machines like
the IBM machine are much too expensive for schools to afford. So
the people who are developing educational software by and large
are fodusing on the Apples and Ataris and Commodores and ma-
chines like those.

I have only been in the computing business for 20 years, but
during that period I have heard the word standardization men-
tioned enough times that it makes mg nauseous to hear it, frankly.
I think it's a fiction that we keep running after:Because each time
we develop a standard, in the American free enterprise system
every manufacturer wants his or her product to be better than the
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competitor's product, and so everybody meets the standard and ex-
ceeds it in some unique way, so that that product is different from
any other and can be sold on the basis of the uniqueness. So, unless
we're willing to do in the American free enterprise system, I think
we're not likely to have standardization.

I personally am happy with that because with the lack of stand-
ardization we've got an evolution of the hardware capabilities that
we would not have had we decided at any time in the 25 years
I've been in this businesshad we decided at any time to standard-
ize, we would have strangled future development. We now have
computers that can speak, that can hear, that can draw pictures,
that can make music. Each machine does it in a unique way and
each machine has capabilities that are different than any others.
Each generation of machine is evolved from the preceding genera-
tion and would not be as far advanced if we had standardization as
it is with the lack of standardization. So I ddn'tI hope that stand-
ardization doesn't come for another 20 years.

Mr. GORE. Well--
Dr. BRAUN. At which time I won't have to worry about it any-

more.
Mr. GORE. I bet there'll be a lot of people here who disagree with

that. I mean, standardization`'worked well for television signals,
radio waves, long-playing records, FM stereo, cassette tapes. The
next generation of video tape recorders are all going to be stand-
ardized. I mean, surely we reach a point where it becomes good
sound judgment to get everybody playing in the same stadium so
that we can maximize the benefits of what has been developed
through the trial-and-error process.

Dr. BRAUN. What you say is a very powerful argument. I accept
that argument, and it grieves me to say what I said a minute ago.
But computers are different from TV, and stereo and all of the
things you mentioned as benefiting from standardization. The gen-
eration of music and generation of TV images and so on are things
which are relatively simple. The computer is an enormously com-
plex environment which we don't yet really understand. I don't
think that we're in a position yet to standardize, to specify stand-
ards, because we don't understand the educational impact of this
medium to the same extent that we did the movie film and records
and all of the things that have been standardized. When we do,
then I will be in favor of standardization.

Mr. GORE. Does somebody want to speak out in disagreement?
Dr. TAYLOR. I'm not sure how moot the argument is; that is, I

don't know what this committee or Congress could necessarily do
about standardization. But I believe it is necessary. I think it's like
getting married. You lose something and you gain something, and
you can't have it both ways. The creativity that comes from being
able to endlessly extend your horizons in all possible directions
leads to chaos if you don't harness it down some channel sooner or
later.

I find in writing, software myself that it is very frustrating to
have to worry about whethei- I'm going to be able to put it on an-
other computer without messing around with it an awful lot. I
would be,willing to give up some of the flexibility I have in order to
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be able to guarantee that it could be put down some channel. I
think, in general, that's just a necessary compromise.

I don't know whether the committee or whether Congress can
really do much about that. I would sort of be in favor ofmaybe
I'm getting oldof making a compromise so I could have some
standardization. So I think that is an. important issue, although I'm
not sure what you can do about it.

Mr. GORE. Dr. Wyatt.
Dr. WYATT. Let me offer another perspective to support Dr. Tay-

lor's statement, although I respect what Dr. Braun is saying. Many
school systemsIf we had our ways, as we have described it here,
many school systems would invest to some extent in a series of
computers, say a personal computerfor example, supposed they
invested in the IBM PC. And people would develop software for it,
teaching materials and the like, and we have seen that this tech-
nology is very unpredictable, that it cycles on about a 3- to 5-year
basis, and it is very likely that that school system would face in a
relatively short time a very attractive possibility of using, say, an
Apple configuration for one reason or another.

The conversion costs of software have stopped many a" fine veil-
ture from happening, just-the cost of trying to keep the status quo
and move it to something new and innovative. And that's, indeed,,
unfortunate. I do think we need to make some compromises there, .

and I believe they can be made in areas that perhaps are less im-
portant and still allow the kind of innovation and creativity that
we have to have.

Mr. GORE. Well, it may be that our recommendations will include
the recommendation that any Federal role to stimulate the devel-
opment of educational softwareIlude incentives for those who
provide such software to come i in a range ofto come within
parameters of compatibility. But we'll take your views into consid-
eration, Dr. Braun.

I would also look forward to working with you, Dr. Wyatt, on
your very intriguing suggestion that we consider a COMSAT model
for accomplishing this task. I think that's a very innovative idea,
one that you recognize requires some work and thinking through. I
want to work with you to flesh out that idea because I think that
proposal has a lot of promise. .

I could ask a lot more questions, but, we've got another panel and
we need to get to it. Let me thank the three of you very much for
your help here. It's really been a good panel, and I appreciate it
very much.

We will go to the next panel after a 2-minute recess, 2 minutes
only.

[Whereupon, the subcommittee was in short recess.]
Mr. GORE. The subcommittee will come to order.
I would like to invite to the witness table our panel on universi-

ties: Dr. Maurice Glicksman, provost, Brown University; Dr. Ber
nard Sagik, vice president for academic affairs, at Drexel Universi
ty; and Dr. James Johnson, director of the office of information
technology, University of Iowa in Iowa City, Iowa.

Gentlemen, I really appreciate your appearance here today. I ap-
preciate your patience, too. I'm sorry the hearing has gone as long
as it has, but it's an intriguing subject and one which inspires a lot
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of curiosity and questions. It's going to be hard to get a grip on it,
but we look forward to your help in getting a grip on this problem.

Without objection, the entire text of your prepared statements
will be included in the record in full. If you care to summarize any
of your statements, feel free to do so. Dr. Maurice Glicksman, pro-
vost of Drown, we will begin with you.

STATEMENTS OF DR. MAURICE GLICKSMAN, PROVOST ANIS DEAN
OF THE FACULTY, BROWN UNIVERSITY; DR. BERNARD P.
SAGIK, VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, DREXEL
UNIVERSITY; AND DR. JAMES W. JOHNSON, DIRECTOR, OFFICE
OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
Dr. GLICKSMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Gore. Mr. Chairman,

I appreciate the opportunity to come before the subcommittee and
discuss the questions that you've asked us to deal with.

In your letter to me you noted that you were interested in my
discussing the program at Brown University and the philosophy
and reasoning behind that program. Let me just briefly start by
saying something about the background and philosophy and rea-
soning and then say a little bit more about the program. The de-
tails of what we have underway are in the written testimony which
has been submitted to the committee.

Computing is part of the life on the university campus and has
been such for many years. I was involved and used computing in
my own work over 30 years agocomputers, I should sayin my
own work over 30 years ago. But what has happened in the last
decade, and particularly in the last 5 years, are some important
changes in technology which have opened up the use of computers
much more broadly to people generally and for various purposes on
university campuses.

In terms of Brown's own involvement in this- -
Mr. GORE. We're going to get those doors closed, Doctor. The ,tele-

phone hearing just- -
Dr. GLICKSMAN [continuing]. Broke up.

cr Mr. GORE [continuing]. Broke up, and three-quarters of the lobby-
ists in town are coming out into the hallway there.

There we go.
Dr. GLICKSMAN. I would like to say that, in terms of Brown's role

in this, first I think I should like to say something about Brown as
an institution and the way it. in a certain sense may differ from
some other institutions but has much in common with many insti-
tutions.

At Brown we integrate the notion of scholarship and teaching
and undergraduates and graduate students in research get compa-
rable attention. Hence, we try to make sure that our programs are
open to all segments and not restricted to any one particular
group.

Another point is, in fact, that the sciences and the humanities
are of comparable strength and comparable faculty size. Broad use
of computer needs and a concern for the use of computers in work
on the humanities and social sciences is as important to us as its
traditional use in the sciences. I think this has to be understood.
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There is a stateMent of goals and objectives that is in the appen-
dix of material I sent to you which I would like to quote. because I
think it epitomies the approach we have taken:

Augmenting knowledge and the techniques for furthering that knowledge has
been a quest for ecnalrles. We believe that the computer provides an opportunity to
augment man's emotivity and productivity by providing processes and functions
heretofore unavailable. Our long-range goal is to find new ways through which com-
puters and information systems can enhance people's thinking and lea rning, 'and
help them in their daily Work, which we call knowledge work, an remove or at
least ameliorate inefficiencies in the processes which have hampered that use in the
past.

The improvements we seek through interdisciplinary experimen-
tation will 115Q computer work stations and an electronic communi-
cations environment, and include integrated methods for creating,
accessing, filtering, synthesizing and manipulating information. It
will also include more efficient processes and tools for learning,
teaching, research, and the routine daily tasks that often impede or
take\Tluable tithe away from those.

Fin. lly, I think importantly, they will enhance the group inter-
actions with more sharing of work and more joint exploratiOn of
ideas. What computers do is open up our environment, basically
our horizons, to a much more effective 'way of sharing resources
and sharing knolvledge.

Brown has tried to be an experimenter in this field, but with a
flexible and nonaathoritarian approach. We have been involved in
experiments in the curriculum, experiments in computer-aided
courses, as another example of our experimentation, and we were
successful in moving forward with providing a broad band network
for communication among all the buildings on the campus several
years ago, which has been operating quite successfully now for over
2 years, approximately 2 years, has carried out all the functions
that we expected of it and more, and will be challenged in the next
5 years with much greater use. We have over 1,200 users on it at
the present time,

Important to Us in being involved in such .a program is our feel-
ing that as on innovator in this field we have an opportunity to
play a part is\ influencing those forces which are affecting society
and the war people work. In other words, we do not want to be,
and we don t want to feel that we have to be, carried basically on
the wave that is washing over all of society, but rather play a role
in the way that those wave directions will move in the future
years.

By being involved in this experimentation in an early stage, and
presenting our ideas for exploration, it also gives us an opportunity
to carry them out. I make this point because support from institu-
tionsand we have been talking here about the Federal and State
Governments, but here I want to go to the private sectorfounda-
tions and corporations are interested in supporting innovation and
interested in supporting successful ideas which have portability.
They rarely Will be able to help pay for emulation of what other
people have shown to be successful. Those institutions of higher
education which do not essentially put themselves forward and
offer to particilAte in exploring this whole revolution, as it has
been called, are going to find it much more expensive and find sup-

..
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port for it very difficult to come up with in future years. I, there-
fore, do have concern, and I think this committee should be con-
cerned, about .many institutions which will be in that position in
years to come.

We also see an opportunity in this whole business of experiment-
ing with higher education itselfand I remind you of Secretary
Bell's comments that, in fact, education is a process, and higher
education in particular, is a process that has been subject to very
little in the way of experimentation or study, research on educa-
tion itself. This is a place and this is an area where that education
process can be examined, can be looked at, for changes and new di-
rections guided throligh research which can feed back into the
processes of change which are going on in our institutions. And we
have to look, in fact, at the way that we carry on our responsibil-
ities to society to see if we can do them better, and if we can do
them better, in fact, the society will benefit as well as our own in-
stitutions.

Now let me say a little bit about the program which we em-
barked on. We have taken as our goal the notion that all of the
members of our Brown communityand that includeS students,
staff, faculty, individuals in the hospitals who are affiliated with
BrownBrown has a medical school with eight, hospitals affili-
atedshould have available to them what we call work stations,
and hopefully as they develop we will call scholars work stations,
which will be basically responsible for two major sort of general
functions. I have described those two functions as those things that
the individual needs to do himself or herself, and those things an
individual does together with, other people or other sources; that is,
the communications aspect of those work stations is really as im-
portant as the functionality of the station itself in what that sta-
tion can do.

Those devices would be tools which would be connected to things
like large data, bases, which may be storage machines and devices,
the whole gamut of knowledge which can be and will be' available
to Dr. Braun's granddaughter as well as us, I hope, in the future,
high-quality, high-speed printing devices, storage devices for filing
of information. It is very convenient for 'me to be able not only to
file documents, communicate documents, but also to erase them. I
think that, is a helpful process that is much more quickly done on
the computer.

The storage of video and other-
Mr. GORE. Hopefully not accidentally.
Dr. GLICKSMAN. Not accidentally.
The storage of video and other media,. both storage and also live

communications media, and an area which we have not discussed
as yet but I think is important to higher education and education
generally, and that is the large storage of information that is now
contained in our libraries and which it is important to remove basi-
cally from seclusion and make available much more broadly. Li-
braries have faced a major economic problem over the last decade
because of the large growth in printed material and the inability of
any'of the libraries to keep up with that growth, especially in insti-
tutions of higher education and large eminent public libraries such
as the New York Public Library.
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The move among libraries has been to try to share information
cooperatively, which is obviously the answer to the economic con-
cerns, but the sharing of that information is only made feasible be-
cause of the communication and computer technology about which
we're talking. Groups like theaResearch Libraries Group, which is a
private group of approximately 26 institutions, have been pioneer-
ing in investing their funds in order to provide facilities which can
be used by libraries generally, so that a faculty member or student
at Brown, for example, should be able to find out where any one of
some hundred or hundred million or billion items of discrete infor-
mationbooks, pamphlets, and so on, which are stored in various
places around the countrywhere it is, and hopefully at some
future time even easy access to it through the communication
medium.

I noted that the connections of the work stations and the net-
work are very important. These connections raise another aspect,
and that is that connecting is not restricted to the campus. I agree
with the speakers who have noted earlier that education will not
I do not see in the future, let's say, that education will continue
without the teachei. I think the teacher and the person interaction
is an important aspect of the learning process and the communica:
tion of learning and excitement that the student has. But the aids
that can be provided to that I think will make the teacher a much
more effective teacher in the classroom and in the universities.

Now, Rhode Island is a small State, one of the smallest, as every-
one says. It is small in area; it's not one or the smallest in popula-
tion, but it is small. But it also has some unitary character. Our
State has been going through the process, as many States have, of
cabling for cable TV. We are fortunate in that the Public Utilities
Commission in Rhode island has made as a requirement for the
cable companies that come into Rhode Island, that they carry a
second cable accessible to institutions of higher education, public
institutions, nonprofit institutions. Although there has been some
challenge to that, apparently the challenge has been beaten off, the
challenge in the courts. Hopefully that will provide a medium
which will enable us to communicate from the university to other
colleges and universities and also to other schoolshigh schools
and elementary schools throughout the Stateand assist those
schools in making use of what we learned from what we're doing.

An important aspect and a major aspect of investment and time
is the development and utilization of development elsewhere of the
appropriate software, and we have talked about that already this
morning. I don't have to emphasize that again. That software,
which will enable us hopefully to make use of developments of cur-
rent hardware, as well as some of the current hardware, into what
we call scholars work stations which will enable the student and
faculty member to use those devices to assist her or him in their
acquisition of knowlege and their understanding and in the devel-
opment of new knowledge.

An important area which has not been emphasized and discussed
much this morning as yet is that concurrent with all this, what is
happening to, the people and to the social interactions, the psycho-
logical health and behavior of the groups that are making use of
the new computer technology are of importance.



We haveFor example, we have been teaching a course in what
we call and interactive classroom. It's been operatingWe started,
with something like that back in 1976, with the help of private
sources, the Exxon Education Fotindation, and also with the Na-
tional Endowment of the Humanities. The course was a course in
poetry. It involved interaction among all of the students and stu-
dents with the instructor through the medium of a special, fairly-
expensive computer device at that time, using a light pen for inter-
action. What was interesting there was that the basic software un-
derlying this has to do with a system called hypertextit's men-
tioned in my presentationand what that does is it allows you to
make a network of connections, so that you can connect from a
point in a document or a pointit doesn't have to be, a document
a point in the computer, to other pieces of information. We found
that our students, that the shy students took more advantage of
this than the ebullient ones. They spoke up a lot through the
medium of the computer. We also found that in writing, improve-
ment of basic skills in writing as an example, that our students
wrote considerably more, three times as much, in the course given
this way as compared to another version of the same course that
was offered in the traditional way.

In the courses that we have been offering in the last year and a
half in the interactive classroom, which consists of right now a net-
work of 60 very powerful microcomputer work stations, that those
are all hooked together so that the students using one can commu-
nicate with the students using next door or across the classroom,
but also connected with the instructor and with teaching assistants
in groups of about 10 each. There is ah instructor or teaching as-
sistant who supervises groups of 10.

The material being presented by the instructors is presented
right on the face of that machine, and the students are asked to
work through problems at the time their concepts are being ex-
plained, so that it's fresh in their mind. While they work through
the problems, the instructor is basically, in a sense, looking over
their shoulder, but through the medium of the communications
network, and can provide guidance to the student: "Oh, you're"
you know, "how about trying it with a plus sign instead of a minus
sign," et cetera, or use a different kind of character in the pro-
gram.

We found that this approach ended up with completingdoing a
little bit better than the survey that the National, Science Founda-
tion indicated for all courses. We cover about the standard materi-
al of one semester in about half the semester. We also found the
students' work was somewhat better, the programs they worked in
this was better. Very demanding. It's hard to keep the students
away from those machines when they don't have to be there. We
are now running a class with 250 students in that interactive class-
room.

At the same time as we started that class, we had one of our fac-
ulty, an educational psychologist, working with that class and with
the students in it to see if he could determine, by interviews and by
questionnaires to students, what changes were occurring in the,
way the students communicated with each other and the way the
students understood the material, and the way the students per-
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ceived the instruction, and the way the students perceived life gen-
erally as a result of immersion in this very intensive course and
this intensive learning experience. The results of that are still
being worked on, but I give this as an example to point out our
concern that the social sciences and the changes in people and in
group interactions not be neglected in concern about the changes,
about the introduction in the work with introduction of computet
technology.

We have embarked on this with a continued openness to ques-
tions as they arise. Flexibility is very important in this field, and
the use of conclusions from our studies we hope to embrace in
modifying the program as we develop it.

There is a possibility which I mentioned, expanded on in my
written testimony as well, which I would like to point out and then
conclude this part of the testimony, and that is that as we develop
more instructional modes, using computers in the college, in the 4
years undergraduate, that we open up the very real possibility that
universities or places of higher education will basically not be re-
stricted to a 4-yearthink of themselves as a 4-year educational ex-
perience, providing that for their students, but rather, a long term,
lifetime perhaps; commitment to individuals to come which will be
intensive for 4 years, can continue because of the communications,
and the very broad spread of personal computers and work stations
in the future in the homes can continue on an indefinite basis,
with periodic, perhaps, touching of hands or meeting of eyes by
coming.back to campus for some weekends, buerhaps with a pre-
scribed series of continuing courses--

Mr. GORE. They could pay tuition for 50 or 60 years.
Dr. GracKsmAN. It might be less expensive to do so, but obviously

that's a possibility.. We have our alumni do that now. [Laughter.]
They do that for the children and grandchildren as well.
The opportunities provided by the availability of very powerful

microcomputers and efficient ways of providing communication
among large numbers of these work stations, special computers,
and large informational data bases, seem to augur for major
changes in higher education which are being explored at Brown.
We embark on this study with some vision of a possible future, but
with an openness to possible modifications as human ingenuity de-
velops a better understanding of the uses of the new technology.
We are, in a real sense, dealing with an experiment in and with
higher education. We expedt that what we learn will have value
beyond the gates'of the university, and welcome the interest and
support of various segments of our Society in moving foward with
our exploration.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Glicksman follows:]
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ABSTRACT

Rapid changes in the character and usage of computers and comnunications technology
have a major impact on institutions of higher education, and will have .a greater
influence on educational methods and styles in the coming decade. Several years ago,
Brown University embarked on a program to provide support for computing by all of its
students, faculty and staff through a distributed grow of facilities, which would
include sophisticated microcomputers ("scholar's workstations") available to all who
wished to use them. These workstations would have sufficient capability to satisfy the
computer needs of most of the individuals using thern, and would be in a network
comnunicating with other workstations, more powerful or special' purpose computers,
and devices containing large collections of data. The user could thus have available
the information and computing resources to work more effectively. MITI calls this a
system of "Networks of Scholar' s,, Workstations". It will require large capital
ihvestment and increased operational expenses for full inplementation. Brown intends
to participate in the develops nt of the system, through coopeiative activities with
vendors of equipment and software. Brown also believes that the irtplenentation of such
a system has broad applicability in society, and can have a profound influence on the
way in which people work and carmunicate with each other; Brown intends to participate
in an active research program to study these social and psychological phenomena. In
the long run, the possible broad availability of workstations in the hones of alumni
and their utilization in teaching in universities offers a new educatl 1

opportunity. We may see a commitment by the,universities and their students/alum to
a continuing, lifetime agreement for the use of educational, scholarly
informational services provided by and through their university.

Co
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INTRODUCTION

Brown University has provided instruction in computing to its students,
comporting resources for its faculty for their research, and computational support for
its administrative functions as part of itsprogram for many years. In doing so, it has

economical in the use of its scarce resources. Brown rioted that the (Jerrold
f these has outstripped both the projections Of their growth and the
Brown has been able to provide for at least a decade.

1 the mid-1970's, the pattern followed at Brown was one which had a central
ing center to provide basic support for the instructional needs of its students,

the general research needs of many of its faculty. Separate facilities piovided
Ling support for specialized research needs, mainly in the sciences', and some

spec al ized administrative needs. As demands increased (at rates which approached a
.doublin(keach year at the beginning of the 1980's), the facilities were expantied, but
were never\ quite adequate for the demands at any one time. Because of limitations in
resources, isage was kept below needed levels and computing resources were allocated
on a priority basis.

As a result of planning studies begun in the 1977-78 year, it was recognized that a
different approact was required to provide the best possible service for a growing,
large population Of users, fOr two fairly obvious reasons. The first is that
centralized facilitiethat 'ou ld satisfy research needs as well as educational and
administrative needs appear to be cost-ineffectivey nary of the users require a quite
simple type of supporting facility, yet the size has to be large enough to satisfy the
demand, and the sophistic.atin suffiCiently high for the more demanding users. Too
expensive a set of large nochines are being used for the job. It would be better to
provide facilities of high sophistication and appropriate (smaller) size for the fen
demanding users, and greater conputiir`gpower of simple type for the large body of users
having more modest requirenents. This clearly calls for a variety of computers,
tailored: for .the needs of the indivldUal users. The second problem is the
communication complexity of thousands of users connected to a central facility, and
the very heavy load on central facilities involved in handling the demands of such d
large miter of individuals working on one or 'a grew Of paralleled machines at one
time.

We decided that computing resources on the corpus and in affiliated hospitals
should be, distributed geographically. The individual user would have a computer
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suable for moat of his or her requirements, and access through connunications

networks to nearby sophisticate) computational services for the rest of them. All

users should also be able to use the facilities for communication with others with

equipment attached to the networks. Whatever the actual items Of equipment used by
individuals and the system, we concluded that it would Operate throut,^9 a hip rtulliti
basic communications network. Late in 1981 Brown installed a cable network Gavot, e of

handling up to 15,000 input stations and linking all of its carpus buildings (126 in

number, distributed over on area of several -square miles). This network (called
"BRUNET") was designed also to handle video transmission, the signals of our energy
management system, fire era safety signals, etc. It has been operating very reliably;
in 1983 it had some 1200 computer terminals and computers connected to it, carried
viceo signals, and was transmitting energy management and fire and safety signals.

By mid-1982 it becare clear that the kinds of computers for individual use which

were envisaged in our plans were going to become available from manufacturers at an
affordable cost within the coming several years. A great deal of development would be

required to make these devices suitable for the system we envisaged. Discussions with

manufacturers encouraged us in the belief that such developments would have wide

applicability, and hence that the manufacturers could Justify providing some support
for our efforts in this direction, through their own activities as well as activities

on our carpus for which they could provide support .

Although nuch of the use of computers at Brown in the past several decades has been

for research, mostly in the sciences, a Reber of other major uses havedeveloped. One

that has been very rapidly growing in use by students, faculty and staff is the writing

of books, papers art correspondence with the aid of worditexi processors. A second

important example is the integral use of computers in teaching. In the mid-1970's a

team of faculty from the English DepartMent and Computer Science at Brown taughtr,,,

courses in poetry which made use of special computer equipment and a software system

called "hypertext". The courses were educationally successful, but too expensive at

the time to continue to offer. In the past year the Computer Science Department has

been teaching sections (in i983-84 the full course) of one of its programming courses

using networks of sophisticated cortputers (workstations) inif an "interactive
olaSsroom" with great success. A third irtportant new use arises as the result of the

development of large files of information, called databases, useful for scholars. One

such database consists of bibliographic descriptions of printed material available in

libraries or other large collections. Another database of great interest would

O
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include. abbreviated or full text of scholarly works. Both kinds of databases are

stored in such a way as to be quickly accessible to desiring users having communicating

computers. In addition to theie important general uses, musical scholars and
Composers use the computer in analyzing musical works, and artists use computers as

'tools in the creation of their artistic products. These applications, and others

developing, giVe olear signals to us of the importance of roving forward with plans for

mach broader use of cony{ uters by members of the Brown comrunity.

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

Brown University is a small, liberal-arts institution %emitted to undergraduate

and graduate education and research. Its faculty are proudcif their commitment to the
educational as well as research aspects of Brown's mission. The governingbody (the
Brown Corporation) and the alumni strongly support this mission. The governing body

made a decision in'the early 1970's that Brown should remain small in size

(approximately 5200 undergraduates and 1500 graduate and professional students) to

maintain its atmosphere of good cownunication among all of its community members. The

faculty of the University is unitary, i.e., not divided into faculty of different

schools, and the number of faculty engaged iu teaching and research in the humanities

and the social sciences is about the same as the number of faculty in the physical and

life sciences.

We feel that the computer and associated communications technology present
opportunities to members of the educational coon unity tnat Can have profound effects

on their activities in the years to cure. As a matter of principle, we feel an

obligation to einore these with our fellow faculty and students, and to provide

whatever guidance we can both to the development of the technology and its use, and to a

thorough exploration and evaluation of its value and its impact on the community and

individuals. In exploring the use of the new technology, we follow a nurber of guiding

principles:

1. Me intend to have the carpus open to technology. We will be able to provide

support from our resources only for a limited variety of equipment and software that

satisfy what, appear to be the most broadly useful criteria, but such devices and

software will be provided from a meter of different sources. Individuals wishing to .



useutherequipmentcandoso.

2. We intend to make equipment which is necessary for academic functions

available to all who need td use it.. Our finite resources will limit the types of

equipment and the pace of their introduction to the institution.

3. We plan to engage in studies of the use of the technology, including its

optimization, and to make the results of these studies available to society at large...

Tnese investigations should includeanincreased level of research on the fundamental

processes (including the relationship between people and information they acqUire,

the interactions,amongpeoplemaking useofconputer technology, and the interactions

between people and computers) as well as the specificapplications studies related to

thecomputingenvironmeni at Brown and other institutions.

4. In approaching the use by students, .faculty and staff'of computational.

P
resources, one governing principle is related to our educational philosophy. We

require that undergraduates choose a subject or subjects in which to concentrate their

studies, but we do not mandate apartiCular set of subjects or areas for all students.

The students are expected to be able to choose; with the close guidance of faculty

advisors, the most appropriate program of study for them. Studies we have made of the ,

results of this educational philosophy give us confidence that the studentswhocome to

Brown are able to make their choices responsibly. We also feel that, in the area of.

computing, we should provide students with the best advice we can give, and the best

1 possibleprogramsforthemtochooseamong.

PRESENT DIRECTIONS

Brown University has,established an Institute for Research in Information and

Scholarship (IRIS) to carry out research, to encourage research and to have general

responsibility for the development of our plan, in accord with faculty, student and

administratimeneeds.Ourplanisbasicallytoprovide,onthscanpus;computerswhich

we have labelled as "scholar'sqlorkstetions",
for every fecultY and staff member who

has a need to use them. Students wha require devices in their work will have them

available, either through purchase'at low cost or through the use and loan of

UniVersity machines. The scnolaesiorkstations will have certain requirements to

satisfy, among them being: a large memory, a user-friendly interface requiring no

computer language to learn.to use foi3ipst applications, 'a display systemof high
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resolution and amenable to individual modification (a 'bit-map display satsifies
this), easy communication of signals and files to and from other workstations and
computers, a variety of sophisticated conputer languages available for use, and

-excellent database systems. Although the cost of /raking equipment available to all
meters of the Brown community will be large, it is important to define an acceptable
limit. we envisage that the level of requirements will not be the sane for all groups
of users, and tnat there may be as nary as three different types of workstations, from
tha moderately sinple one used by most students and faculty, costing less than $3000,
to the most sophisticated one needed only by a few of the faculty ?renters in the
sciences, costing up to $20,000. At the present tine there is no workstation which
satisfies all of our needs, even at several tines our cost limit, but there are several
available and under development MUM show promise of doing so in the next several
years.

If the major part of the Brown community makes use of workstations, we will have to

support a communication network with as many as 10,000 workstations linked to it. Many

of them will be in smaller-size local networks, attached to BRUNET. There will be
links to computers with large storage capacity, for use by the workstations, as well as
computers with special functions in printing, high speed computation, specialized
databases, etc. A vital part :f the network system involves rapid arxlsatisfactory
access to library information'. availability of books, ordering of material from tre
Library and other libraries linked through external networks with our own, and
eventually transmission Gf text files through the network to the individual
workstation user.

We are in the proms of developing the details of a proposed program of research
on the social and psychological aspects of the use of the new technology. 'A group of
Brown faculty - humanists, social scientists, physical scientists - together with
administrative and professional staff and a nurber of outsice consultants, Ms been
discussing plans for research on the impact of the computing technology on
scholarship, teacning and learning, and the social experiences of members of the Brown

community. The IRIS will develop support for this program of research.

If our projections of these cievelopMents prove realistic, the picture sketched
abcr,e will come to fruition during the 1980's. A description of the system has been
recently published and is attached as Appendix A. Brown is receiving substantial
support for our program from manufacturers such as the IBM Corporation, Apple Carputer
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and Apollo Computer, and from the System Development Foundation. We are continuing to

seek additional support and commitment from inastry and foundation sources, as well
as the appropriate Feaeral agencies.

QUESTIONS FOR STUDY

There are two major aspects of our proPosals snich involve serious questions of
research both basic and applied in character. we believe these should be studied in a
parallel fashion: work on the development of the components of the system should
involve, in intimate fashion, continuing studies of the influence of the technology on
the way it is used and its effect on the people and their work. It is for this reason
that we have established the Institute for Research in Information and ScholarShip
with two parallel and intimately corrected internal sub-units, one dealing with the
technical development, and the other with the analysis and research on social and
psychological aspects.

Research on tre technical aspects of the system will include a study of the kinds

of workstations which suit best the different kinds of work for which they will be used:
writing and editing, calculating, planning, connunicating ideas and text to others,
course work, storing collections of information ( e.g., lists of references),
referring to large collections of information for specific items, working with
collections of data, drawing, musical studies, analyzing art and photographs, etc.
The research effort will also involve the development of tre appropriate technology to
enable easy conrunication among the various workstations, matte transfer of files of
information (text, data, etc.) from computer to =cuter. In the University, tre
access to library information is a vital part of this.effort. It is very important, in
the research program, to have a group of users having diverse interests, who are also
cooperating in the research. Faculty end staff at Brown, as well as students, will be
key contributors to the research effort.

Research on the social 'and psychological aspects of the effect of the new
technology requires a Suitable basis for carparison of the changes. It is obvious that
there have already been substantial changes for many faculty and students, and that the

base for studies is thus a constantly changing one. Nonetheless, the state Of affairs
has to be periodically sampled to show us the changes, and this is an important
prerequisite in a sound research program.
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The program of research in these areas will focus on a nunCer of subjects. The

question whether such a system will improve
tne,products of the work of members of the

University community. and their lives, will depend on the actual applications adopted

and the attitudes of both users and non-users toward the Changes in their work and

life-patterns thicrumaybe involved. Ilenaveidentified three major and inter-related

areas of university activity in which such westions need to be stuaied: education,

screlarshipandcampus life. In additirw, we nave, to try to uncierstanct general uses of

workstationsbylndividualswhicnmayfalloutsidethosegeneralareas.

In education, we deal with teaching andlearning. The process is not restricted to
the classroom, and ranges in cnaracter

from formal structured coursework to very
inforMal eychanges of information. We have experimented with anurter of new ways of
teaching (the "hypertext" poetry

course and the computer science course in the

"interactive classroom" described in the Appendix are examples), and a number of
courses making use of personal computers are scheduled for this academic year.
Experimental protocols for studying the

impact of the course on the students, and the

result of the course are to be used with each
course offered, as was done in our earlier

experiments. As the system develops more fully, the role of electronic f.3mmunication

in the education of the stuaents ennanced individual communication, and
communication between students and instructors, as well as access to information

sources like the library collections -- are to be studied. It is important to repeat

courses and to try to assess the persistence of positive attitudes (which we have
observed in our earlier examples), since the involvement

in experimental programs in
and by itself has positive results (the "Hawthorne" effect)...\

There are many aspects of the program which have potential impact on the work and

resulting scholarship of faculty and students. Information is an essential
ingredient in the work of any scnolar; its generation

and utilization will be affected
by the network of scholar's workstations.

The availability of on-line library

catalogues, library data bases, and personal data bases is one aspect of change.

...Another is the ease of communication of written work
among scholars and an enhanced

capability for close collaboration in joint research. Studies of the way in which

these new tecnniaues and eiinaiwoed tools affect the pace and style of scnolarship will
be important inansweringourbasicquestions.

The way that workstations will affect the daily life of the individuals in the

University, particularly students and staff, is the third important major topic of
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study. For staff it may be a question of replacement of normal jobs, or components of

jobs; for students it involves the question of the types of activities in which the

indivickal is engaged, and tne overall impact on the
social interaction with others on

the campus. Questions of privacy and of fairness to the individual student who Snows no

interest in participating in the program will need to be addressed.

As the use of workstations in the
educational program becomes widespread, the

opportunity to make courses available to individuals not on campus becomes practical.

As can oe seen in the extension of the
"hypertext" poetry course, study of material and

discussion of its meaning need not be restricted
to people in the same place at tne sane

time. Many graduates leave Brown feeling that
they would like to have studied other

subjects and with Other faculty, but for lack of tine. And of course the need for

continuing to !maintain contact with developing knowledge is Keenly felt by graduates,

particularly those in professional fields. This opens up the possibility that future

students coming to Brown will be offered a continuing commitment from the University:

four years of on-campus education, followed by the availability of Courses and

information services to graduates, which can be structured in a number of different

ways. The opportunity could be taken advantage of by tne alumna or alumnus, wherever

that person chose to settle. The change in the traditional view of a higher edication

Can be major, since programs could be
developed which would be partially open-end:xi,

with the educational services offered after 'graduation' meshed with The

undergraduate part of the programs.

CONCLUSIONS

The opportunities provided by the availability of very powerful microcomputers

and efficient ways of providing comnunication among large numbers of these

workstations, special computers and large
infornetional data bases seem to augur for

major changes in higher education which are
being explored at Brown University. We

embark on this study with some vision of a
possible future, but with an openness to

possible modifications as human ingenuity develops a better understanding of the uses

of the new technology. We are, in a real sense, dealing with an experiment in and with

higher education. We expect that what we learn will have value beyond the gates of
the

University, and welcome the interest and support
of various segments of our Society in

roving forward with our exploration.
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Mr. Clout. Thank-you very much. 1 apprecnite your statement.
We'll hold off on questions.

Dr. Sagik,
Dr. SAGM, There is a certain advantage in going this late in the

program. You can edit out all the things that would be totally re-
petitive, but then you would be left with nothing to say so you'll go
ahead with part of it anyway.

Although Drexel has built its reputation aS a cooperative educa-
tion school, with strong engineering, science, and business pro-
grams, we do have other programs of greet strength in areas rang-
ing from the humanities, to fashion, and interior design. However,
all of our students share a common track for their first year. They
have, therefore, an essentially prescribed curricular sequence in
that year. That gives us an advantage or aperspective certainly on
the challenge of computer-enhanced education that may differ from
other colleges and universities that have instituted similar comput-
er requirements,

In Drexel's case, our requirement that All freshmen in all aca-
demic disciplines have their own self-eoritained microcomputers is
consistent with a long-term commitment to computer-enhanced
education. Our proposal for teaching technical writing through in-
teractive computing won the support of FIP8E several years ago. -
We have had NEH support for a Milton concordance done via com-
puter by faculty and students. Over 1,000 freshmen take a course
in p: blcm solving using FORTRAN and interactive computing
each year. In addition, students have access, nod have had for some
time, to a campus network of nearly 300 terminals linked to our
mini- mainframe and to other off-campus computers, all of which
are used for a wide variety of avademi purposes. We think these
computer applications will increase dreinaticailSt, both in number
and variety, when students have their own beraonal computers to
be used Ivhenever and wherever they.v.van'A, More importantwe
feel it ii,ives them, as Dr. Glickstuan pointed out, an opportunity to
spend time that is not a course requirement working at the com-
puter- A very critical issue.

The Drey.:..l program is not intended to produce a generation of
programers or computer scientists. Rather, its academic purpose is
to help students become more creative, more knowledgeable about
their areas of study, more skillful in the handling of i:forznation,
and, above all, more excited about r,:rning what it is they came to
college to learn.

ConsistevA, with these objectives, Drexel has selected a microcom-
puter featuring a high degree, an unparalleled degree, of user ac-
cessibility. With all due respect to the'cornments made by the pru-
vious panel, with this machine the student novice can minimize the
time-consuming procei;s of learning some of the compleg and spe-
cialized command instructions,. and the cocentrati,in now is on
testing concepts and exploring creative approaches to problem solv-
ing.

The wording of the committee which selected this computer indi-
cates as its first task that we were charged with expioring "the
present needs and possible uses of a studentsowned personal Micro-
computer in the underpf,vivate currienlurn." The purpose here was
to enhance the educati:E-1 of the undergraduate students, not to fa-
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cilitate graduate student or faculty research. Our primary goal in
the program is to enable undergraduates to have computer access
whenever they need it, and not require that they tie into the net-
work which exists and is intended to serve the university's re-
search interests and needs.

The selection committee was faced with finding a computer that
would fulfill the teaching needs of all faculty in all undergraduate
programs. That, by the way, turned out to be one more reason why
we didn't want to see everything standardized too fast. We needed
a microcomputer that would be useful whether we were teaching
FORTRAN, whether we were teaching composition, or clothing
design.

The task now underway is to prepare the entire faculty to take
advantage of this powerful teaching tool. Success in that endeavor
is the key to success for the entire program. Before we can educate
what clearly we believe is a computer-competent student body, we
need an enthusiastic, cooperative, computer-competent faculty. We
have been fortunate in obtaining outside money from the Pew Me-
morial Trusts which have provided support for a 3-year effort to
create what we would like to think will be the first 100 percent
computer-competent faculty around.

The major components of this critically important development
program include:

A seminar series for faculty, taught by faculty. That's a hands-on
program that goes on week after week. Its objectives are to ,intro-
duce the microcomputer as a useful tool, to help overcome anxiety
about computers, to introduce applications and educational soft-
ware while stimulating thought about uses of that software in spe-
cific subject areas, and to introduce the rudiments of programing.
. We have a large software review center. It provides a place
where faculty can use several microcomputer systems, other than.
our standard, to review a growing collection of educational soft-
ware in many disciplines.

We have a process for the internal funding of proposals from fac-
ulty for support of such activities as courseware development and
design, implementation, and attendance at seminars or workshops
on advanced topics in educational computing.

We put out a widely read campus newsletter containing informa-
tion about the computer program, articles of general interest in
computing, a glossary, which turns out to be critical for us, and an
occasional controversial opinionI note occasional.

The newly formed instructional support group within academic
services has come into being, consisting of computer professionals
and students who help faculty in software development or in the
use of application packages.

We think our faculty development program is simply one possi-
ble model. We are convinced, however, that a total commitment to
faculty development and renewal is essential to the success of any
large-scale attempt to introduce computers into the curriculum.

The enormous effort required-Ao assist the faculty should cause
any institution considering a program of computer-enhanced educa-
tion to consider carefully its available resources. Another concern
is the paucity of sophisticated educational software, referred to ear-
lier. With the help of the trust moneys that we have been given,
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we tire compiling an enormous storeroom of educational software.
But we find it inadequate. Most of it tends to use computers as
little more than electronic flashcards. The whole area of software
cleveloplment, cited before, for academic purposes is one that needs
to be supported selectively. We urge that be looked at. We have
started to do some of that. We have also started to develop a very
few of the kinds of specific and subtle teaching aids that we envi-
sion are needed. But it is a difficult job, and places great demands
on faculty.

One concern we have is that expectations of students and par-
ents not outrun the pace at which we, as educators, learn to make
truly effective use of the computer.

We rely on faculty and students for something else. Just as we
expect them to identify academic areas where the computer can be
an effective tool, we also look to them to determine what areas are
not appropriate for computer-enhanced education. We don't know
all the answers to that yet, nor do we know all the psychological
and sociological ramifications of our program. Dr. Joan McCord, a
nationally respected sociologist, has begun a longitudinal study,
both of students and of faculty, by age cohort, by discipline and
other variables, which will cover the next decade and we hope give
us some answers:

We believe that Drexel University and other private institutions
are perhaps in the best position to determine the value 'of the mi-
crocomputer to higher education. Whereas the requiied purchase
and vast investment in microcomputers may be unrealistic at pub-
licly supported colleges and universities, it is possible at private in-
stitutions.

I hope that support will be made available so that institutions
that have undertaken such a venture can study all aspects of com-
puter-enhanced education and permit them to make valid, docu-
mented recommendations to the rest of higher education, as well as
to assist in all innovative approaches to the development of educa-
tional software.

As appendices to these remarks, I have attached for inclusion an
abridged report of the Drexel Microcomputer Selection Committee,
and a number of comments made by faculty after they have begun
playing with it.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Sagik follows:]
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MICRUCDHPUTlila AT DREXEL

Rornard P. Sagik

Although no one could be more excited by the educational potential of
microcomputers, I offer soma ~do of caution: the microcomputer may not be
appropriate for every student in every discipline in every college or university
in the country. Sometimes, reading the weeklies and newspapers, one almost
fools political leaders and parents pushing us to conclude that computers must
become a way of life for all Students -- and as quickly as possible. This
probably seems a surprising admonishment from an officer of Drexel University,
which requires every member of the 1903-84 freshman class, regardless of
academic major or career plan, to own a personal computer.

Although Drexel has built its reputation in engineering, science and
business, we have extensive programs in humanities, communications, music,
political science, historY-. psychology, dietetics, early childhood deVelopment,
fashion and interior design. However, our students share a common track for
their first year, with an essentially prescribed curricular sequence. That
gives us a perspective on the challenge of computer-enhanced education that
differs from other colleges and universities that have instituted similar
computer requirements. While we are stimulated by the challenge, we see some
signs that while this program may be right for us now, it may not be right for
everyone.

In Drexel's case, our requirement that all freshmen in all academic
disciplines have their own self-contained microcomputers is consistent with
a long-term commitment to computer enhanced education. Our proposal for
teaching technical writing through interactive computing won the support of
the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education (FIPSE). Over 1000
freshmen have taken a course in problem solving using FORTRAN and interactive
computing for several years. In addition, students have had access to a campus
network of nearly 300 computer terminals linked to our mini-main frame and to
other computers off-campus, which are used for a wide variety of academic
purposes, including structural analysis assignments in engineering; remediation
and drill in foreign languages; textual studies and criticism in literatdre
courses; reviewing records and documents in history courses; developing
management game plans in business courses; and facilitating the development
of language and cognitive skills in early childhood studies. Such computer
applications will increase dramatically -- in number and variety -- when
students have their own personal computers to be used whenever and wherever
they want.

The Drexel program is not intended to,produCe a generation of computer
programmers or computer scientists. Rather, its academic purpose is to help
students become more creative, more knowledgable about their areas of study,
more skillful in the handling of information, and more excited about learning.
For some students, this may mean understanding no more about how a computer
works than they do about how a calculator or typewriter works.
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Cousinteet with theme ohlectiven, Drexel has selected n micrneempoter

that features an eeparolleied degree of user acevatilhIlity, With thin Machine,

A stodeut-sulks can avoid the time-cousuming process of learning complex and

specialixed VOMMA011 instruetionn, aod voneeetrate histead no tenting concepts

And explering vreative approaches tL pr,111,14s solving.

The anthori;ted model -- which we al Drexel call the "Apple DU" -- will

he available In students dering the winter term. Its selection was made by

!ipi.1.101
faculty committee representing all areas of the nolvernity. The

wording of that cimunittee's, I rut task nays a great deal about the emphasis

of Drexel's project. The group as charged with exploring "the present needs

and possible uses of a student-owned personal micrecomputer in the undergraduate

curriculum". Drexel Ihilversity'a purpose in to enhance the educatinn of the

undergraduate student,. mat facilitate graduate student or faculty research.

Our primary goal In this program In to enable undergraduates to have computer

access whenever they aced It and not require that they tie into a network that

Is Intended to servo the university's research interests'and needs.

The selection committee was faced with finding a computer that would

fulfill the teaching needs of all faculty In all undergraduate programs -- a

mierovomputer that could he used to teach freshman composition, clothing design,

or the has La of computer-aided design and manufacturing. The machine we chose

will nerve faculty an well as their students.

The tdnk now underway in to prepare the entire faculty to take advantage

of this powerful teaching tool. Success in that endeavor is the key to success

fur the eelire program, Before we can educate what may he a computer- competent

student body, We need an enthusiastic, cooperative, computer-competent faculty,

The Pew Memorial Trusts have provided $2.8 million to support a three-year

effort to create what we think would be the first.'100 percent computer-competent

faculty in the country,

The major components of this critically important faculty development

program include;

- A 211 -hour seminar for,faculty taught by faculty. Its objectives are

to introduce the microcomputer as a useful tool, to help overcome

anxiety about computers. to introduce applications and educational

software while stimulating thought about uses of that software in

specific subject areas, and to introduce the rudiments of programming.

- A Software Review Center. Established in the university's library,

the Center provides a place where faculty can use nevcral microcomputer

systems to review a growing collection of educational software in molly

disciplines.

A process for the internal funding of proposals from faculty for

support of such activities as courseware design and implementation,

and attendance at seminars or workshops on advanced topics in educa-

tional computing.
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- A widely-road campus newnletter containing information abont the roMptiter
program, articles of general interest, a glossary, and an occasional
controversial opinion.

- A newly formed inntroctional Butqlort Group within Academic SerYleva In

the Dresel Computer Center. This group of computer prufunalufain 400 ;

students helps faculty in software development or the une of applicatinn

packages,

We think Drexel's faculty development program is one possible medal. We

are convinced that a total commitment to facility development is essential to
the success of any large-scale attempt In hirruduce computers into the curriculum,
Our efforts are paying off already. We have one prnfessor whn has taught intro-
ductory aceonntleg more than 15 yearn. This year he will teach it with the 11110

of computers thanks to special software he has helped develop. Another prufuNs01.

Spent notch of the summer pluggiog varlahlett into an ecnnnmic model so that his
students can sue how decisions affecting government spending might affect Knelt
conditions as unemployment and infintion, Neither professor had any previous
experience with computers an teaching tools. Now they're at the forefront of

an exciting change in education.

The enormous effort required to nssist the facultY shnuld cause any
Institution cnnsidering a program of computer-enhanced education to consider
its resources. Another pnssible concern is the paucity of sophisticated
educational software. With the help of the Pew Memorial Trust, we're com-
piling an enormous storeroom of educational software. But it's not adequate,
Most commercially available software tends to use computers as little more
than electronic flashcards. The whole area of software development for
academic purposes is one that needs-to be supported. We have started to do

that at Drexel. We have also started developing a very few of the kinds of
specific, sophisticated and subtle teaching aids that we envision, Hut it's
a difficult ,soh -- and nne that places'even greater demands on our faculty.
We are concerned that expectations of students and their parents not outrun
the pace at which we as educators learn to make effective use of the computer.

We are relying OnOut faculty and on students for something else. Just
as we expect them to identify academic areas where the computer can be an
effective tool, we also look to theM to determine what' areas are not appropriate
for computer - enhanced' education. We don't know the answers to that yet. We
also don't know all the psychological and sociological ramifications of our
program. Drexel's Dr. Joan McCnrd, a nationally-respected sociologist, has
begun a longitudinal study that will provide some of those answers.

We think Drexel University and other private institutions are in the best
position to determine the value of the microcomputer to higher education.
Whereas the required purchase of microcomputers may be,,unrealistic at publicly-
supported colleges and universities, it is possible at private institutions.
We have demonstrated that by enrolling for 1983-84 the largest freshman class
in Drexel's history.
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The role of the computer. as an educational tool
fly Th. Ilemard Sagsk,V11 ti Piesolent hi' Acallemo Affairs

uIris mottos have preterwil, enhatir eil and 'raw,
ell rip knowledge lor centimes. Naming the
t °motile, 'Alan of the War: as lime 111,11101101,
;1014111y oil, 11111,01-1 change iltlise tasks, 11111 II

does sliggest IMO We tri higher elm .1111111 must
ily.00.10416-lonilillOr in oiler to chi the loll hiller,

anise' liniterotc Ibis mandated Mal all 15111 intoning
If eshineo own to hate access to a illiCloCilielne10. and 11
IS likely that malty inlet I alleges will follow flits lead,
lleinermoy and seximilary schools are already 'Molitor:mg
students It illOnicorMiuting, awl irs leastinahle to assume
That by the 001 01 tills ilv,aile climatic all stutlentt will In,
ing stone lumpily, skills Willi diem When entering college.

Perimps because I on and usemit cessIbilily have made
Iheo1 rowdily a5i111:11111.. the fol.10 today seems to be on
0111.1 10 100100nis, 11111 11111 rocomptiling. At Drexel, we feel
dm emphasis on the inaction. is rlisloiletl. The computer Is
poi one of a'st'ral means by which to achieve our

`,wailem0 goals and the comPuter, per xi., is not about to
liesome the tilifliose id' a on;tervity education.

II is .1154 iniportant to Mee that Diesel's intent is nut In
'Holism. a Lannon, 1011 of (tunneler mograliellers: It Is,

Father. lo /1011 duilinils inn mute non' creatne, skillful and
klumfedgeabh. lhoingn Men toe of the most powerful
,nfornemon.handlieg tool 5rit devised. Some have crimes,
NI . intern that student use Of microcomputers will erode
basic skills, On the contrary, key dolls will he enhanced at
Pia student it heed from routine and rote tasks and em
cooraged to concentiate on undeistanding concepts. An
example is the computer's woolproCessing capability.
Students report' that it helps them focus on developing
ideas. not simply typing clean copy.

At Drexel. a conscioes decision was Made 10 Use
microCummileis to enhance the teaching of curricula now
in place, The intent is to make the student's Study of Pall,
lional wined wile, Mole sophisticated by using this
technology. Students in cogniiis e psychology, for example,
C an work v all computer programs that simulate well.
.known experiments and then compare their results with
trnilitig% 'vomited inyhe piolessional Iiieratuie. Student
can transcend the boundaries of textbooks and 'mortals to
corroborate what they have read with their own simulated
experiments. lye behese that the use of nlicrocomputers,
can permit the Stinkai It, f CtPlIad to costing course i

omomar with water rreativitc. '-

A problem universities face as students become more
,.<1151' uses of onicruromputers is the need Id minion a
iniiime faculty development effort so that teachers can full
Iv avtismheir students, We already expect the faculty to

keep iiii.10.11,0e In ilmg 11114111111111. NOW We MU

1110111 110 Ileekeale 41,01111g methods Which
soilid1;111l'1111klY Minch that sliblect mallet While ilduartleg

computer cempetencY 10 students,
hardware and Sollsy,lie ilevelomminIS

liaSe 1000101 ill all to Ibe Mine When. We Can he elkitilVe
users Wllltnul 111,11111 highly trained compote,

speolalttlt. There was a gone when any computer applica
Iron required the dilect and extensive InVolvenient of pm.
itriennOel ie111 neler esteedc ineciallitt. Through a Mo.
wain of In.hbuse courses, Otesel Is now able to develop
ot Meant faculty, not as computer tclentitts, but at
konsiderlsteablo professionals who ore competent computer
users lit their own fields of elperpse,

As too facultyand studentsbecome more
sophisticated In their use of microcomputers, the machines
themselves Most have the proemial to glow along With the
uteri Lapahilities. Expandability Is one of several factors
car have considered during a methodical search fur the
olliillment that best suds out needs,

The decision In requite every freshman to have accost
to Iris of her own microcomputer Was a surprisingly easy
ono, despite our concern over the financial Implications lo
Plusl'octive students. At Drexelas at most other univer
shies the demand for almost unlimited access tu corn.
pilfers fat outstrips the ability to provide It. And the
cost as are all costsis passed on to students through ad.
ditional tuition and fee increases. To allow students 10 gain "

More access time for their money, the decision to require
microcomputers Was a logical one. This is especially true
at Diesel where students spend up to 18 months at
cooperative education jobs. usually at sites away from
campus.

At the end of their ()revel career, our graduates will be
able to take their microcomputersiand enter the working
woad as highly marketable professionals. Parents who are
concerned about adding the cost of a microcomputer to
the cost 01 college must consider the Importance of corn.
puler competency as a c.ireor asset, enhancing the value
of the educillItIn received no matter what the field of study. ,.

II is Dreher, final to educate professionals to be
prepared for the world In which they will spend their
working lives. At an approximate cost equivalent to one
cilia textbook pet course, Drexel will be able to improve
the educational process markettly:tuepare the
student for a career which will be fulfilled largely in the

1st century. and contribute even more than we already
do toward providing the talented individuals who will help
revitali2e this region's economy.
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eimuch time recopying some pails of their papers

that they have little motivation to spend lime al the Imhof- .:
tan, lack of concally planning, reading and then revising
whist they hale mitten. The traditional approach lo writing
teaches students rhetoric which they have been teaming
since grade school; If knowledge of rhetoric were all
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Arms,

The computer can offer students In
writing the kind of tool that they can appreciate.

MOO., ProlessOr of tfumanIlles and Communkallons

AnalyrIng 'real world' data
Some members of the history-politics department ate do.
Inn tetearch which leads to the creation of data sets. For
example, my own work In public opinion research
generates a variety of questionnaire responses which allow
the study of relationships between attitudes on certain
political issues and demographic variables. The data sets
we are establishing will provide an excellent opportunity
for the analysis of 'teal world' data. One example might

- be the use of the computer to examine and reexamine
the effects on electoral outcomes of various possible
changes in voting district boundaries. Both numerical and
g_rwapithiii.calapo,,tensb.enrtia,tions can be used to illustrate the effect.

'rotor. In eolAnal Science
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REPORT OF THE ,MICROCOMPUTER SELECTION COMMITTEE

Dr. Jonathan Burton, Management

Dr. Frank'6armone, Marketing

Dr: Bruce Eisenstein, Electrical and Computer Engineering ,

Dr. Rakhtier Farouk, Mechanical Engineering and Mechanics

Dr. William Gordon, Mathematical Sciences

Professor Al Herr, Mathematical Sciences

Dr. Thomas Hewett, Psychology/Sociology

Dr. Donald'Perkey, Physics and Atmospheric Science

Mr. Robb Russell, Academic Services, Computer Center

Dr. Allan Smith, Chemistry (chairman)

Dr.,Gary Strong, School .of Library and Information Sciehce

The full version of this report was submitted to VicePresident Bernard P.

Sagik on November 22, 1982. In the present version, intended for internal

Drexel circulation, all.references to specific microcomputer vendors and

products have been omitted.
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I. CONSTITUTION AND CHANGE OF THE SELECTION COMMITTEE

The Micocomputer Selection Committee was constituted by Vice President

Bernard P. Segik in a letter dated October 28, 1982. At the same

time Pr. Sagik appointed the Microcomputer User Committee, chaired by Prof.

Hobert Gilmore. Dr. Sagik spoke with both committees on November 2, at which

time he charged the Selection Committee with the following tasks:

(1) Explore, with the help of the User Committee, the present needs

and possible uses of a student-owned 'liersonal microcomputer in the

undergraduate curriculum, with particular reference to the needs of

the Incoming freshman Class of the fall of 1983;

(2) Develop a set Of specifications for the personal microcomputer

based. on these needs and uses;

(3) Identify commercially available microcomputers which meet or

exceed these specifications.

II. GOALS TO ACHIEVE BY STUDENT OWNERSHIP OF A PERSONAL MICROCOMPUTER

From the results of meetings of both the Selection Committee and the User

Committee, a list of goals for student ownership of the microcomputer emerged.

This report attempts to describe the assumptions and rationale underlying the

recommendations that the Microcomputer Selection Committee is making, to

present and justify the specifications, and to identify a list of candidate
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systems and evaluate them against the specifications.

The goals which the committee believes should be achieved are as follows:

I. Provide stand-alone computational power;

2. Provide access to larger computer systems;

3. Enable the introduction of computer-based instruction

into the curriculum;

4. Provide a useful collection of software and

hardware tools to be carried by the student

into co-op and post-graduate employment.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM

Given these goals,: an assessment of needs was independently conducted by both

the Microcomputer Selection Committee and the Microcomputer Users' Committee

in order to identify the functional capabilities which the Drexel

microcomputer should have. This needs assessment identified the following

capabilities:

A. Applications Software.

Three utilities have been identified, as being particularly important: (1) a

word-processing package; (2) a spreadsheet simulator, and (3) a database

management system. The word-processi4 function affects all curricula from the

freshman humanities sequence through upper-level courses and senior projects.

Students are required to prepare written products for evaluation at all

levels. The capability represented by a spreadsheet package is traditionally



thought of as n busineus-oriented application, but it is,, in a more gener41

sense, a useful tool for studying the functional relationships among many

parameters and as such could be used by many disciplines. The capability

represented by database management suystems is the representation and

manipulation of lhrge lists of numeric and non-numeric records.

B. Language Capability.

Obviously some higher level language capability is required to enable the

students to access easily the computational power of the hardware. It is also

necessary to have a variety of languages available to provide for teaching

logical analysis of problem structure and to accomodate the variety of

problem-solving methods employed by different disciplines.

C. Graphics Capability.

This capability provide's the means to present information visually as graphs,

charts, and animated simulations. This is a necessary component of the system

if it is to be used for teaching-concepts best presented visually. It is alS'o

required for computer-aided design in such diverse fields as engineering

and fashion.

D. Communications with Other Computers.

The personal microcomputer must be able to communicate with computationally

more powerful computers having large-scale sources of information, large

software systems, and more sophisticated peripherals.

E. Growth.

The selected microcomputer should be able to grow in capability as the student
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matures. The capability to attheh multiple disk drives in a requirement. In

addition, students may Reed at some label. time to add peripheral devices such

Us printers, plotters, digitizing Ode, tone gegeration hardware, color

graphics capability, and nnalog,to-digital convertors. Furthermore, growth

does not depend upon hobdwabe alone; it in essential that the student be able

to build and/or acquire a librhry of special purpose software tailored to his

needs both as a student end an a professional.

IV. SOFTWARE sPECIpIcATIORS FOR THE MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM

Specifications are grouped into 00 categories:

AVAILABLE NOW ' evadable for installation in the microcomputer when

purchased by freshmen for the fall of 1983

DESIRED CApAEILITY useful capability but of lower priority

than above

A. Software Available llov

I. Word processing. This softwore is required for the development,

refinement, and final formatting of all forms of 'written

materiels to be required of students throughout their

curriculum. Is addition. the students, an professionals, will

always need to Prepare Written material in the most effective

and effielehi manner possible.

2. Spreadsheet siNulotot. In addition to obvious business-oriented

appliestiont, this tool can be used in fields as diverse as
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vhystes., 'paychollgy, ptc, to 041dy and

investigate relionshIps among veris4100

) FO'nk'q. raproments fundaments,': capability bo.'hfor the

kind of programming, required in s;ence and engineering

freshman courses, and for the needs eXpresed by coop and

post-graduate employers.

4 Pascal. Pascal is a language developed to pfOrsate good habits of

problem-solving embodied in structured prograMAinft. In

addition, the constructs of the language facilitate

applications in non-numeric computational environNents.

ilg3IC. BAZIC is en important capability in that the balk of

available solutions to many programming problems For

microcomputers have been expressed in sours dialect of this

language.

6. Graphics software, Both business graphics apPlicstions packages

and graphics routines :accessible through some supported

programming language other then assembler are'reauired. This

software makes it possible for the student and the teacher to

most effectively and efficiently make use Of the full range of

graphics display capabilities.

7. Large base of applications packages. Pre-existing applications

packages can help to reduce the time and costs required to

develop programs for instructional Limes (They also help to

avoid the re-invention of the wheel.)

S. Terminal emulation software . The capability to udif the personal

7.%

microcomputer as a terminal to coMMuniente with some larger

host in the future is a major goal of atsdent ovnership of
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microcomputers.

9. Database management package. A database Onagement package is

important because students as they learn and work are required

to organize and manipulate such information as names,

reference citations, and large data sets.

B. Desired Software Capability

1. Additional High-level languages. Mentioned in this category Were

LISP, LOCO, APL, FORTH, and COBOL.

2. Executable computer-based learning material. If a high-level

authoring language facility could, be installed on a larger

machine used by faculty for courseware development, the

executable results of that facility should be able to be run.

on the personal microcomputer. However, the microcomputer

itself does not need to be able to support the high-level

authoring language itself.

V. HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM

Specifications nre grouped into three categories:

REQUIRED NOW - installed in the microcomputer when delivered

REQUIRED CAPABILITY - must be able to be added

at a later date

DESIRABLE CAPABILITY - useful, but of lower priority than the

required capability
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A. Hardware Required flow.

1. A minimum of 48Kbytes RAM user workspace. This amount of memory is

required if the user is to perform significant tasks. It can

not be preempted bythe operating system or its utilities

since this could preclude the use of an applications package

or language.

2. One disk drive, 160 Kbytes minimum storage. Reasonable word

processing capability necessitates a minimum of one dis'k

drive. Cassette storage and retrieval of files is unacceptably

slow.

3. 1-10 character display with upper and lower case. For word

processing, or of the major uses the microcomputer will

have, the ability to display a full-width page and produce

upper and lower case type is considered to be essential by

the faculty teaching composition courses.

4. High resolution monitor, not a T.V.. A video monitor which has been

designed for computer use provides a high level of clarity

which enhances the ease of readability of both textual and'

graphical images. This reduces fatigue which can build up

during periods of extended usage.

5. Bit-mapped graphics, 192 x 280 pixel minimum. The capability

provided by bit-mapped graphics allows the display of

graphical images with a high degree of clarity and detail.

This opens up a variety of applicntions not available with

character graphics, applications which are often associated

with specialized equipment. With this capability students and

faculty would be free to explore the use of quality graphics
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4n n11 noPects of the teaching and learning process.

6. HS-2:52 interface. Thin interface is the most commonly used standard

for communication with peripheral devices and main-frame

computers. Without the ability to communicate, the machine can

not he used to send end receive information produced on other

machines, or to serve as a terminal.

7. High reliability and durability. Since the machine will be used by

students in all are of their academic environment, the

machine must be characterized by a:high degree of reliability

And durability. This is necessary to enable students to

complete their various assignments in a timely fashion.

Constant or repeated malfunctions will create nothing but

frustration in bo h students and faculty.

8. Ali basic hardware from e vendor. With the possible exception of

the monitor, the Aisle system should be provided by a single

vendor. Given the wide availability of integrated systems,

already in existence it is not necessary to introduce the

complications of procurement and maintenance that would arise

with multiple vendors.

B. Required Ilnrdwrire Capability

1. Additional RAM. The ability to have 128KB or even 256 KB

of memory available at a later date is deemed important,even

though most applications required of students may not use

this much memory,

2. Second disk drive. For the purpose of backing up files a second

drive

,269
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3. CommuniCationa hardware. A modem/acoustic coupler for telephone

communication to larger host computers both' at Drexel and

elsewhere, en well as for access to remotely-based services

(Dow-Jones, EDUNET, etc.) makes this a requirement. '

4. Laboratory equipment interface. The machine should have the

capability to aCquire data and control equipment in

the laboratory.

C. Desired Hardware Capability

1. Color graphics. While the cost of individual student ownership of

this capability may be prohibitive, color capability is quite

important for a number of departments, and could be added to

the microcomputers in departmental laboratories or for

classroom displays.

2. Sound generation. Both the music and electrical engineering

departments are presently using microcomputer-generated

sound, and other uses are anticipated in instruction.

VI. COMMITTEE CONCERNS

Several concerns the Selection Committee discussed at length are posed for

consideration.

A. Simplicity of Operation - the Human Interface.

While harder to quantify than the specifications presented above, this

requirement is no less important. The User Committee ranks this item of equal
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importance to ouch requiremetn as reliability, high. level languages, word

processing software, and wino of service. There in a great need for education

not only of incoming students but of faculty in the used of the personal

microcomputer, and n system requiring a largo amount of "up-front" learning

before basic applications can be used ia undesirable. This is not just an

issue of good documentation, 'although that in important. Students and faculty

must not be detracted by compute,Methodology or esoteric command languages

from the essential aspects of how the microcomputer can help them in

their studies and careers.

B. Reputation of the Manufactured.

The company providing the microlomputer must be fully capable of producing the

necessary, units Drexel will Turchase next fall and also to provide development

units for faculty this winter. The company should provide an acceptable level

of hardware and noftware support and should aid in establishing service .

arrangements. There in also the more intangible but equally important "image

issue." Drexel has already' received national attention with its decision to

require personal microcomputers of all freshmen. A poor choice of company

would be detrimental Co our reputation whereas nn identification with

technological lender and innovator could be of substantial benefit in

enhancing Drexel's reputation.

C. Expnndability.

Next year's freshmen will be making a substantial investment in a piece of

equipment they will be using here at Drexel, on their co-op jobs, and ih the

early stage of their careers. The system must be capable of growing ea the

students needs and capabilities grows. It would be very unfortunate to choose
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a unit baaod on Well-'proven but limited technology which will become obsolete

in a year or two. Even, moat advanced unite being considered will

be nearing obsolescence when the freshman nines. of 1983 graduates.

D. Cost to the Student.

There was unanimous agreement that for Drexel to ypecify the purchase of a

"toy" or "video game" machine could be an utter disaster even if the cost were

favorable. Furthermore, there is the additional concern about purchasing a

machine with too little capability even if it does not fall into the "toy'

category. It is no savings to the student to purchase a machine which must be

`discarded or replaced within a few years. If, after one year's use, the needa

of our students exceed the capabilities of the system then a SERIOUS' MISTAKE

has been made!

In addition to the initial cost of the system, the continuing cost of

software, maintenance, insurance, and system upgrades must be considered. This

committee believes that the total annual cost (both initial aystera cost and

continuing operating costs) should not exceed $400 to $500 per year for the

five-year period in which a student is at Drexel'.

E. Maintenance.

An on-site corvine arrangement with at Most a one-day repair turnaround. time .

and/or provisions for loaner machines is esaential in order for the student to

.
keep current with his academic demands.

F. Cost to the University

Another type of cost not directly considered by the committee is the cost to

10.

V

0
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Drexel. Certain machinen may require that Drexel's investment be larger than

would be required if some other system were °elected:40r example, print

stations compatible with one system may be more expensive than for an

alternate system.

CONCLUSIONS

The findings and recommendations presented in this report represent a mixture

of the committee members' (1) prior experieace with computers; (2) information

gained Irom talks with vendors and from vendor presentations; (3) informatfon

from published microcomputer evaluations: (4) input from colleagues, most

importantly being the Users' Committee, and (5) intangible factors that cannot

be identified or eliminated.

Given the time available to conduct our analysis, we believe that the report

is as complete and as accurate as possible.

APPENDIX: OPERATION OF THE SELECTION COMMITTEE

rl

The Selection Committee began by asking , "What will the personal microcomputer

be used for, both next year in the freshman curriculum and in the following

years by upperclassmen?" The same question was asked st.the first meeting pf

the User COmmittee.'Contributions by departments and by individual faculty

members including those responsible for the large enrollment freshman courses,

,were solicited. A list of courses which are prime candidates for tale of the

1 I
17,

2,7 3,

28478 0--83--18
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'microcomputer in the fall or 1983 wna compiled..

Thy Selection Committee becap its deliberations on Wednesday evening, November

3 Subsequent meetings of the full committee were held on Friday afternoon,

November 5, Monday afternoon November 8, Wednesday afternoon November 10,

Friday afternoon November 12, Wednesday evening, November 17, and Friday

Afternoon, November 19. Throughout this period presentations were given at

Drexel by a number of personal microcomputer vendors, with the first scheduled

November 8 and the Inst November 17.

During this time the User Committee and the Selection Committee worked

closely together, primnrily by means of the Joint members of both committees

and by consultation of the caairmen. For example, a 'global and technical

check list" handed out by Dr, Gilmore at the November 9 User Committee

meeting and discussed more rally at that committee's November 12 morning

meeting was integrated into the Selection Committee's work that afternoon.

The final report of the committee went through many drafts, worked on by many

small subgroups of the committee over a period of a week.
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Air. REII [presiding'. That will be made a part of the record,
Doctor.

Dr. Johnson.
Dr. JOHNSON. It is a pleasure to be here, Mr. Chairman. I wish to

augment my remarks that are in the record. It is also a pleasure to
it here next -to Brown and Drexel because we, being a public insti-

tution, fully intend to not repeat their mistakes and build on what
they find out in the future.

I want to give a little bit of background about how the Universi-
ty of Iowa is attempting to come to grips with or wrestle with what
I like to call information technology. I think it is instructive, when
one thinks about computers, one should not just think of corn-
pouters, but I don't think you an think of computers as divorced
from communications, nor diVorced from ideas such as artificial in-
telligence. Therefore, it's of almost as much interest to me as to
what's happening here as to what's happening across the hall, for
instance, with the telephone rate changes.

A few comments about the University of Iowa. It is a State-sup-
pored university, similar to probably what most of you have in
your States. We are fairly large. We have 30,000 students. Our stu-
dent body, surprisingly, is growing. Our enrollment was up 5.2 per-
cent thiS year, and we suffer with the other problems of having
very high enrollments of computer science, engineering, and the
like, to the extent we have capped enrollments in engineering.

We are fairly research-oriented. Our research budget last year
was about $17. million in grants and contracts, That placed us in
the thirties of colleges and universities throughout the country, ,
both, public and private. Similarly, our library is the 26th largest
library in the United States.

We have a philosophy at the University of Iowa of a low tuition
rate; therefore, our tuition' is near the bottom of the Big 10. It also
is approximately $1,200'a year. That represents a State interest in
access to education that we intend to follow in the future.

The University of Iowa is not an engineering or technical orient-
ed institution. There is another university in the State, which is a
land grant college, and has the engineering school. Our orientation,
despite recent results, is not football, either, but rather our orienta-
tion is toward the arts, medicine. We have some pockets of excel-
let.ce_in areas like speech pathology, theater arts, and so on down
the line,

The I* comment I would make about the university, before we
start, talking specifically about computing and our strategy for the
future, is Itbal our University, like most universities, is highly de-
centraliied. I think it was Hutchins, when he was chancellor at the
University of ChiCago, who said that "the university was a fiefdom
of departments tied together by the central heating system."

What that means, to a lot of people that would seem to represent
chaos. What is means is.we make the important decir.--'ons at a level
where we think they ought'to be made, in the academic depart-
ments and in the colleges, not universitywide.

The reason IN hy that is-iniportallt for our discussions today is it's
'highly unusual that a largo university of the size of Iowa, or even
Stanford, would make a decision universitywide to require all their
students to have coniputers. On the other hand, it is fairly likely
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that those institutions may require all students in business admin-
istration to acquire a computer, or all students in engineering and
the like, because that's where those decisions were made.

Now, a few things about computing. To put computing whep_
really stands, and communications, on our campuses in i,[11pective,
I think we have to talk a little bit about dollars. I « stimate
that the University of Iowa's position is in the top cent in
providing instructional and research computing amol our peer
institutions or other State universities throughout the country._Our
total expenditure in academic computing is about $4 million a
year, with probably another $4 millic a year embedded in depart-
mental budgets. Tr -esents, at best, about 1.5 to 2 percent of

our total institute /et. Our expenditures for computing are
about half our es ts for libraries, so you get same idea of
the balance taking, .:re or what's really involved.

In addition to being the top 25 percent, which I don't think is
just shillingI think that that's really truethat we have been
pioneering in the use of instruction in computing going back to
1973. We started to put instructional computing clusters of the
kind we're talking about today throughout the campus.

I would observe, in doing that, we followed the lead of another
institution that was pioneering in a different day, and that was
Dartmouth College. The one result we found of those clusters early
on was that the use of computers was not diffused at all across the
curriculum but the heavy use occurred in areas like business, engi-
neering, writ' computer science. It was only with the advent of word
processing that suddenlyand microcomputersthat we overcame-
what I thought were significant barriers to use by people in all dis-
ciplines across the university,, including English, art, music, and
the like.

in 1981-82 I was asked by the president to review our situation
with respect to information technology on campus. I did this
through a very large task force and we Came to some significant, I
think, conclusions, only one of which I'll mention here, and then-
I'll talk about our strategy.

We-conClude that, although the appropriate role to be a leading
edge in a universityin other words, we expect our departments to
be a leading edge, but notq the university as a whole to be a leading
edge in any particular areathat the time to expand leading edge
activity to the rest of the university was when a technology or idea
became so pervasive that no discipline, no area of the university
could escape it. I think in about 1982 we made the conclusion that
this technology was so pervasive, so important to the lifeblood of
the university, that we could not escape its consequences.

I would like to point out that universities are in the information
business, and we're talking about an information technology, and
anyone that doesn't think that's important is as foolish as someone
who is Li the horse business and didn't consider the impact of the
automobile. I think that analogy is not a clutzy analogy at all.

We talk about our program where we're at, and talking about
the meager sums of money we're talking about, and what I think
the barriers are.

What essentially we provided was, in addition to the funds we
were now providing Or computing and information technology, es-
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sentially a $1 million Superfund which should expand over 2 years
to be a $2 million Superfund. Essentially, that fund was targeted to
providing an increased terminal base for students-or work station
base or microcomputer base, if you careI use those terms fairly
looselyand providing the underlying resources to make effective
use of computing at the university work. And let me get to what I
mean by effective use and sort of underlying resources.

That we think that over time we will want most of our students
to acquire computers. We do not necessarily want them to acquire
computers because we want to avoid cost to the university. But we
think they are significant enough that they should be used and, on
the other hand, like calculators, we think that students will, in
fact, acquire them whether we recommend them or whether we re-
quire them or not.

I do not think, even at a public university, that student acquisi-
tion of computers is a major problemif the followingconditions
hold: If we can provide adequate financing, in other words, if we
can attract capital to purchase equipment, that we co-1d lease to
students, I think that's barrier No. 1 that we have to overcome, but
I think that's a solvable problem. We think we will do that by
bonding.

The second point is we do not think it's a major problem if we
can receive significant discounts from manufacturers. If we can re-
ceive discounts of the like of Drexel and other early pioneers in the
area, then we think we can handle the situation.

The third major "if' is that we think we could do this if we have
sufficient financial aid from other sources to help those students
that don't have funds t6 acquire their own equipment, and last, we
think we can do it if we can enter into flexible software agree-
ments with vendors so that we don't have to buy one piece of soft-
ware for every piece of equipment. I think that's an important
point.

Our target is roughly a chargeso you get some order of magni-
tudewe think we can do this, when we get equipment that's capa-
ble, where we can charge students essentially $250 to $500 per stu-
dent per year with a buyback capability. Equipment available at
that price t- ay I think is extremely limiting and we're perhaps 1

or 2 year, vay from gaining equipment that is not so limiting. I
speak ab limitations from long experience in software develop-
ment, particularly on commonly available microcomputers and a
love-hate relationship that says we can do all these neat sorts of
things, but on the other hand there are also some things we should
be able to do but can't because of the limitations of the resources.
That's particularly true in the whole ease-of-use area and using ar-
tificial intelligence techniques and so on -down the line. The good
news is I think we're getting there. So that's strategic considera-
tion No. 1.

But we do not think that simply going out and requiring or rec-
ommending that students acquire computers is sufficient.without a
very important underlying structure, and that's, I think, where the
problems really start in terms of cost. If we think we're going to
get into this area and simply pass costs along to students, we're all
in for big surprises or insufficient and insignificant results.
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That is not to say a student couldn't buy a piece of equipment
and put it in their home and use it for word processing, prepara-
tion of papers, access to data bases and the like, but I don't think
it's going to be significant in terms of their total educational proc-
ess, in terms of doing that.

Let me talk about a couple of things in terms of underlying
structure. The first one is curriculum development. We think that
the major use of computer technology and related information
technology is the use of the computer as a tool to solve problems.
Literacy is being able to use the computer to solve problems, to ex-
plore universes; it is not necessarily being able to program.

The other point I will make about curriculum development is
what is taught is very important. It is my contention that the tech-
nology, as used by students, is going to change what is taught in
mathematics, what is taught in writing, and what is taught in nu-
merous other areas. And so what essentially one has to ask is de-
pailments review their entire curriculum in terms of what courses
do you offer and what is the content of those courses.

To put that in more concrete terms, there are some people who
contend, with the age of calculators, we ought not teach long divi-
sion any more. I think that's a bit extreme. But there are some
other things, even at that level, I think we can do instead of long
division. My favorite example is statistics, where I think to be liter-
ate in even reading a newspaper one ought to have a modicum of
understanding of statistics. My kids at fourth and fifth grade are
fully capable of statistics; yet, if they go according to the way
things are now, they might take statistics the last year in college
if they're lucky. So there are significant changes I think in what
we teach, in addition to how we teach, resulting from the technol-
ogy.

When you talk about that type of reivew, the costs are massive.
In institutions alone they're probably in the range of tens of mil-
lions of dollars to do that per year over a 5-year period of time.

Our approach toward that development, or curriculum develop-
ment, is one that was probably fairly controversial, and that's an
attempt to put the technology, if you wish, in the hands of all fac-
ulty members, because we feel in that way they will then start to
understand the technology and can start to think about ways in
which that's going to change what they teach and what's impor-
tant in their disciplines. We think that for the most part sufficient
technology is available today, and sufficient software in the form of
tools is available to start people along that road.

The other underlying development is sufficient communication. I
won't say much more than that. I think a lot of communication is
talked about in the Braun report. We're looking at a few million
dollars a year to provide a sufficient communication base to access
university resources.

I offer one sidelight on that as to why I'm interested in tele-
phones, however. We have a student body of 30,000 students. Only
6,000 of those students reside on campus. The rest live, what we
used to say in the Army, on the economy in town. They live in the
town. Now, when they all walk home with their computers and
want to access university resources, like the library catalog, they're
going to use the telephone system. Now, does our telephone system
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have sufficient capacity to handle that? Probably not. Are there al-
ternatives available? Yeah. For instance, we're looking at using our
local cable system for two-way communication, as WRH ,Aiggested
earlier. There is certainly a hit of regulations in that whole area
that may or may not preclude that capability. But that's an impor-
tant dimension of what we're doing.

The other underlying resource I would mention, and the last one
I would like to mention here, is the whole idea of information re-
sources. I think as critical as computing is how we deal in an infor-
mation-rich society. As more than just a library catalog as a re-
source, it's having our basic information in a form that can be ac-
cessed in an easy way.

Let me give you an example. I subscribe to a service called News-
net. I was looking at the technology Brown uses in terms of provid-
ing communication in our campus, so I went to Newsnet, which has
about 200 publications and bulletins and reports, and I simply gave
the name of the technology I was interested in and the firm I was
interested in, and I got 10 articles describing what this firm was
doing in other parts of the country and what the successes and fail-
ures were. So it isn't just the catalog that's important; it's also
having the information in a form in which it's retrievable and,
beyond that, it's teaching students how to use that sort of capabili-
ty.

I don't have to go too far into the whole area than we start talk-
ing about information resources. There is good news and.bad news.
One result of the information age is we all realize information is
important, and it's a valuable commodity. So we are going to have
and are beginning to have various clashes between private rights
and public rights. There is the first amendment, there is free
access to museums, libraries, free education on the one hand, and
those people that view information as a commodity to be sold on
the other, and that's going to be long, hard tussle and the Feder-
al role is going to be significant in it.

In closing, I would like to make one observation, because I
asked by the _chairman to say something about the haves vers.
have nots, or private versus public institutions.

I don't think the problem is public versus private The only dif-
ference I really see there is the capability of private institutions to
be somewhat more flexible and somewhat more readily engaged in
joint ventures with the commercial sector of the economy. There
are few areas where the flexibility helps. For example, I tried insti-
'iting a program that allowed our faculty and staff to buy equip-
ment for their personal use but professional use through the uni-
versity. That probably took about 2 man-years' worth of attorney
act: on in ter:,s of dealing with State regulations and the capability
of a oublic institution to resell to its staff and so on down he line.
That's owe area where I think there's a big impact.

I think the real issue, though, is the haves or have nots. At Iowa
1 est.ri-:;e we spend about four times per capita on computing

nuna-t'ous other public universities that I would call the have
nots. On the other hand, we probably spend four times less than
the pioneers, such as the Carnegie-Mellons and others. I don't
think that Carnegie-Mellon spends for times more than Iowa is
necessarily bai because I think we need to have pioneers and lead-
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ing edge people, part 'calmly since I think the jury is still out on all

this area, and I think we need to encourage variety and, if you
wish, natural selection. I hope you're not victims of the process.

But I think it is a problem where the University of Iowa, provid-

ing what. 1 know myself is very inadequate level of support, spends
four times more per capita than numerous other State institutions.
So I think what we're looking at here is providing a basic level
across most universities and then letting pioneers and others go off
somewhat differently, perhaps in many cases with private support,
but not necessarily, you know, limited to that.

I would be glad to answer questions about software development
and standardization, but I have more than taken enough time al-
ready, so thank you for your bearing with me.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Johnson follows:]
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Statement to
U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Science and Technology
.

COMPUTEPS AND EDUCATION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

James W. Johnson

The_Dnivvssity_of_Iow;t

The University of Iowa is a single-campus, state-
supported university, located in one of the most literate
states in the Union. State support covers about. one-half of
the educational budget, and her:clone of a large hospital,
about one-third of the total institutional budget. The
University enrolls about 30,000 student

, including over
20,000 undergraduates. It has programs in medicine, liberal
arts, law and engineering, but its major emphases are
medicine and the arts.

The University is a major research institution earning
about $70 million a year in grants and contracts, placing it
about 35th among the nation's colleges and universities. Its
library is the 26th largest in the United States.

Computing has evolved from being largely. research grant
and contract supported i'h the 1960s to become deeply
ingrained in the fabric of the institution. In 1973, the
University formally recognized the importance of
instructional computing by estahlishir.g several groups of
instructional terminals, providing free access for student
computing (for course work), and settir:g up a computer- .

assisted instruction laboratory. Computing has evolved to
be,ame an_institutionally supported activity, only about 10%
of the clearly identified research and teaching computing
budget is supported by grants and contracts. Today annual
expenditures for academic computing of $4 million are about
one-half of the expenditures for libraries.

9111911t,,14A0A_IDformation Tecbp_ojogy_cppID.

In 1981, the President of the Universi.y, noting that
"The new information technology (computers, communications
and information science) may be embraced by education or
examined and cast aside; but it cannot be ignored,"
commissioned a year-'1ong study of the impact of information
technology on the University of Iowa. The resulting report
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argued that information technology wan having a dramatic
impact on education since creating, storing, retrieving,
processing, shaping and disseminating information is the

essence of academic effort. It also laid-out a Jong-term
program for supporting wide scale adoption of information
technology for research, teaching and public service.

The plan for information technology recognized the
decentralized nature of university decision making about
research directions and eurrieulum requirements, It also
recognized that although certain departments must be at the
cutting edge and rapidly embrace new ideas, the University as
it whole should only adopt those ideas that have become so
pervasive that no area of the University can escape their
importance. The majority, but not unanimous, view was that
information technology was such a force. Thus the plan
called for a University approach that was highly supportive
of departmental plans lot using information technology and
that provided bz..sic University-wide resources, particularly
,%structional computing, communications systems and data
bases such as the library catalog.

Specific goals included:

J. Increasing the number of terminals tor
microcomputers) available for students from 1 per
75, to 1 per 3 students.

2. Exploring ways if facilitating student purchases of
computing eeuipment and allowing this equipment to
be tied into the University computer system.

3. Strengthening University programs for curriculum
and course development to encourage faculty to
integrate information technology in their teaching
and research.

4 Providing one computer station for e, cry faculty
member to enhance scholarly productivity.

Developing a high-speed communications network both
on and off campus for computer, telephone and
television communication.

6. Facilitating the move to place major information
resources such as census data, bibliographic
indices in accessible, machine7readehle form.

These goals support an objective of providing a
computerrich, information-rich enviionment for students and
other researchers. They recognize that without large
investments'dn equipment, curricular development and adoution
of new research technieues are meaningless. Coals, however,
require specific programs to back them up.
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IMVit.:MelltiltIOn_oi.Jillotmar.iop_Technojouy

To date the University of Iowa hat implemented several
ptograms to achieve information technology goals. These
ptograms tepresent an initial incrementA University
exPenditute of $1 million a year and they evnlve will
reach $2 million a year. This expenditure is in addition to
funds supporting normal growth in academic computing and
providing for equipment acquisition. The programs are:

Terminals (or microcomputers) for student access.
An increase of I pet 75 students to 1 pcr 25
students in two yearn.

2. Microcomputers for liberal arts. Microcomputers
used mainly for word processing for liberal arts
raeultY who are productive scholars and teachers
hut do not have access to external funds.

3. Broad-based cable network. A cable facility for
data and television communications across the
campus.

4. Microcomputers for students pilot project.
Students are being provided with microcomputers and
their use is being monitored.

5. Library automation. A large scale project for
automating the University library is being planned.

6. Faculty and staff purchase. A program providing
faculty and staff with significant discounts for
purchasing equipment has been implemented.

To date resources_ devoted to computing at the University
of' Iowa have placed it among the top 20% of public colleges
and universities in providing students with computing and
related support. Yet efforts fall far short of what is
required, and those of more pioneering private institutions.

EaSSie_r_S_PDA.PSPI=Oems

Experience in attempting'to provide first-rate computing
and related resources at a public institution leads to
several observations about the problems we face.

1.
o

_j..g.011.igila.tdilion.P.I_SZP9IIWKlisp. Iowa
expenditures for instructional computing are about
$100 per undergraduate student per year. This is
double the amount usually quoted as adequate, yet
is woefully inadequate despite demonstrably low
costs. An amou. . ranging from $500 to $2,000 per
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studvht year is a mote rvasonahle eotithate.
Thole oPtnditureu, for the most part, do not
r,oult in other reduced costs. The economies of

comPtIting in education is less analogous to using
tothnulogy to reduce costs to produce a tine
coMm"OitY such as an automobile than it it;

onolOgotio to using technology to provide improved,

quality 11;urvice such as medical care.

Thu 4tea of computing for specialized research use

is also crucial. Researchers' needs for
deVolueont and access to supercomputers is well

docuilleot°d.
Also needed is a wide range of

c!qUit)ment, from artificial intelligence machines to

data gathering equipment. Faculty members were
reCentlY asked to identify urgent equipment needs

where the lack was seriously harming research and

teacIljog, Over $20 million of equipment needs were
identified, a large portion of whick. was computing
Q0.4.1mon. This deficiency is Likely to grow as
exil-tiOg equipment becomes obsolete.

2

n.1-_rp-k-t 12.1111-Y_ID)C ceP.--11PKah
,inif.)..tot.i.on_leelipplegy. The University of Iowa's
exPonditUres for information technology are four to

five tin1.5 per student that of poorer institutions,
while ToWa's per capita expenditures are four times

less than pioneering institutions. With the large
infusion of private funds into a few select
institutions, the gap is likely to increase. While

pl°fleerltig institutions are necessary risk-takers

in %1 area where numerous questions need to be

air led, a certain minimum level of resources is
Leq4ired by nll colleges and universities.

Froill 0 societal viewpoint, asking students to bear

the entire burden of thcse costs is a debatable

policy Again, the medical care analogy is

instructive: basic care for all citizens, slightly

atiglileotQd care for those capable of providing for
added service, and high-cost experimental care for
thokle With a high level of financial support.

of, infosmay,ips__teglinp.lpgy. Providing

students with microcomputers without guidance is

not soorld educational policy. True computer
literacY it the ability to use the computer as a
tool for solving problems and exploring the

uniVeroe. This requires curriculum change.
1104ted to computer technology is the vast amount
or jpformation that is available for education and
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decftion making. Knowledge is becoming lens what
one knows and mo0 what c: olw findo 0 and 1111W ono
tioeu it. Information reimUicvn munt. be made
available to utodentil and tosearchoir.
Increasingly effective learning Will require a't'oms
and' one of information resources ranging from
bibliographies to research articles. 'Work needs to
be accelerated in puttinq reSourceo such as library
catalogs and current literature on-line. Also
appliAniate protections for intellectual property
tights need to be balanced against rights to free
access to information. In some ways, Increasing
dependence on the private sector and the military
for research support exasperates the problem of
free flow of information.

Computing and information science is in an infant
state. Similarly much needs to be discovered about
human learning. This suggests continued support of
basic science as well as research. Finding funds
to attract and retain people to do this research is
an increasingly difficult problem. The University
of Iowa, for example, has experienced a 4% state
appropriations cut and a 5% loss of federal
contract support over the last year.

The message I wish to'convey is threefold. One,
significant things can be done as the result of local
initiative. Second, serious problems remain that could be
partly overcome by federal assistance for faculty and
information resource development. Third, there are, as of
yet, no clear cut answers, and this variety must be
encouraged. One is reminded of Peters and Waterman's recent
book,In_2111511,11 OS___F,X2,ellgIlg.e, and John Gaidner's earlier
work BY.C21,1-12111gge both suggest in their own way that "Creative
organizations are rarely-tidy. Some tolerance for
inconsistencies, for profusion of purpose and strategies, and
for conflict is the price of freedom and vitality."
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I. Itan. llenllt nu n, duttik you very much,
This morning, Or, Bell, the Seeretor,y of Kluchtion, ;timenred

before us and tetil Med For some lime, HO 511id IllItilher of things,
but as I understood most of his testimony was directed the
1'1(.1110111111'y HMI high school levels. How over, one of the things he
said I would like to have a comment from any of you that feel you
would like to comment on it and that L.4, bnsically said we have
lots of' hardware all over; the problem is the software, and a lot of
young i(eeole could get as much out of reading a good illustrated
hook as 1.hey could Out of programs they have on many of the com-
puters.

I )t', ,looNsoN. OK. First, I think the notion that we have a lot, of
hardware is only relative. To mefor example, I live in what
would laive to be called a relatively wealthy community, and we
would obviously be in one of the top area that the NSF looked at.
The la.m1 elementary school where my kids go to school has two
computers in it, and those were bought by the parent-teacher orga-
nizat iona part of the haves versus the have nots, I guess.

While I agree there's a dearth of software, I don't think that
there's an overabundance of computers, No. 1. No. 2 is, I get very
upset about the analogy between computers and AV equipment.
That analogy is totally inapropriate, because I don't use AV
equipment in my work, I don t use AV equipmenCas an intellectu-
n1 tool, and AV equipment is not interactive. I think all those
things argue quite differently, and I defy anyone to find any com-
puters seen in any school that is gathering dust.

Now, it's true, they may not be being used for computer-aided in-
struction because a lot of it is page turning, but they are used in
gaming situations, some of which are worthwhile, some of which
develop the ability of people to fantasize, and I think that's very
important in terms of dreaming and fantasizing.

In terms of software development itself, I would much rather see
kids have tools like LOGO, with the ability to control the machine,
or even, at the elementary level, once you get the manual dexterity
down, to use the computer for word processing, for writing one s
papers. I think that's much more significant than some drill and
practice program in mathematics.

Dr. GLICKSMAN. Let me make a comment on that from the
higher education perspective. We do not yet see available to us the
kind of hardware and softwareand I wouldn't want to distinguish
those too muchthat we think we will need,, to carry out some of

re things we're looking forward to at the university, in terms of
oviding them a device and a system which would enable the

..chola, the faculty member, the staff member, the student, to
really enhance his ability to deal with information, to enhance his
ability to carry out his work more effectively and, in fact, more
deeply.

The two are relatA in a very real sense because we see the
broad usability of computers as dependent upon a very good level
of software which doesn't require the individual using a computer
to basically learn languages in order to do so. In fact, when the
person uses a different disc or a different tape4or one progqm and
the other, you have to learn a new set of meanings for the same
words, which, is what goes on now.



The advent of what really came as development out of Xerox
PA the Xerox Palo Alin Ih;seareh Compri mid which is starting
to show up in devices being produced by manufacturers, enahle.4---
because the devices can halve a large womory capacity to, low cost,
because of the ill provoments in viectronic deviccstho sophistica-
tion of the softwaro can ha hunt into those devices by using some of
that flalaay so that the user can use it asin a cert!jn sense, the
analogy of the driver ()I' the automobile, without. having to learn,
going through a learning process every time he rents a different
car. In 0 certain sense, that's what we have with much of hard-
wart, we are talking tonna in the schools right now,

The software is the most difficult, very labor intensive. I don't
think there all'(' .eno(igh software engineers, people doing software
right now, to be tibit. to do what we would like to see done in the
next :1 to ;') years.

Mr, limn. Also, one of the complaints that he made about soft-
ware is thatand I'm paraphrasing, of coursethat there wasn't
much of it. that was interchangeable, a lot of problems with one /
company coining up with something that was not usable someplace
else.

Do you have that. same problem?
Dr. Gl.alishiAN. There is some of that problem. Weat Brown,

we do notwe haven't designated one manufacturer's equipment
as standard, and therefore, we have to develop the software that
we are developing to be able to use several different systems to4
get her.

What I feel is going to be the answer to that is basically. thi
result of the market, and manufacturers getting together and using
common operating systems. There are a number of common opera't-
ing systems that have been mentioned, CPM and even more so,:the
UNIX system, which was developed basically out of a research
community but is being implemented on a number of microprocles-
sors as well as minicomputers, and which provides a base that/en-
ables the individual using the machine, in whatever, say, in "CP in
language called "C," to quite simply manipulate the machine and
make use of it for various purposes.

Mr. REID. The example that Dr. Bell gave was the railroad,'!When
we had so many different gage tracks, and it was very expensive,
and before those problems were ,all solved we came up with:a regu-
lar gage railroad track. /

A couple of other questions. Do you believe that private nstitu-
tionsand you, Dr. Johnson, talked about this a little bit÷-do you
believe that private institutions should take the lead in using com-
puters for educational purposes, because of some of the ,problems
you mentioned in the public institution?

Dr. JouNsoN. What I was commenting was they de facto had an
institutional basis. What I was suggesting was in our universities
we certainly should expect and must have I think certainly...lending
edge departments. But I would make that di4inction bet,Ween what
vou do in a department or even a college as opposed to across-the-
hall institution. I think private institutions have a lot of roles to
play in our society, and I think, being a product of a private insti-
tution, I think they're quite important. But I would not want us to
simply sit back and rely on private institutions to provide all our
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pionveritig work, and I cortaitilY %%Odd imA Very collOrni'd about ro"
totally on c011111111111 10115 110010 i 11141i1.111 10110 nod privitto 00.

, 111.1118 10 control the deSttny of this technology,
I 'Me xample of that, istho thing of real coneorn to university

0(110'0041 ritIorti--1111(1 Ihnl. is 010 1)101,101 1) a 1111414 1110101101'0

who have private firms essentially on the 81(10, Nvory 1111(1 tnt to
1401111.' 1)001)10, of ()Very HIM) 11101, H01100110 1.11111. does, that gives
talk, I sort Of wonder whet hot. they're tolling me 1(1 yours op infor-
mation and they're keeping the latest information to themselves to
use in their private enterprise, I could name names oral pieces, hut.
I don't think I have to, One can understand again-----

Mr. )tiro. I understand,
Dr, JouNsotst Icon inning?. That conflict between free accvss to in-

formtion on the one hand and Proprietary information on the
other, and there certainly arty VII foes to our Society to both. It's just
a delicate balance.

Mr, REin, Dr. Sagik, A, me ask You, What do you see as the 1)1)-

41114 benefits of cowl r technology to education at the univer-
sity-evel? What ark ciitfa about? What's the benefit to the

--S1 mien t?
Dr. SACiIK. I thlia st thing we've seen is in writing. It is

something that Pr. Allan mentioned. A 3-pound snowpaque
[phonetic] job can be .1.1.yed until you're ready to go with final
copy, hard copy. and revised and wonderful pieces of phraseology
that you wanted to save can be stored away and used for another
occasion.

We find that in g= rIttirs it's a terrific tool, Our architects use it,
engineers are iqing it. In clothing design and fashion, interior
layout, good coi. ,Liter graphics are a superb tool. Because we're a
co-op institution, our students are away from campus for as much
as 18 months in three 6-month periods. Under those conditions,
they continue both a tie-in to us as well as to continue certain
types of work via computer.

So we see that we extend the boundaries of the campus, in a
sense, which is what Dr. Glicksman referred to. We also extend
students' horizons in terms of how they think about problems.

Let me give you one example that was used by Dr. Johnson on
statistics. Statistics is taught in our university, largely in the busi,
ness college. It is taughtI don't think I'm saying anything which
would offend by the surprising nature of-itit-is taught tradition,
ally, probably abominably. It's largely rote, and there isn't much
thinking that goes into it. The hurdle is not making too many
stupid, bonehead errors. These are calculation errors.

What do you do for an encore if you have some good algorithms,
you've talked about which ones you're going to use, why you use a
particular distribution, why you use a particular statistical mode
rather than any other, what do you do for an encore for the rest of
the quarter if you can do all that on the computer? Suddenly
you've got 9 more weeks to go and you can't depend on grading a
student on errors. Instead, you now need to develop conceptually
how you approach statistics, what they mean philosophically.
There's an awful lot that I see happening to the faculty.

And, by the way, from my viewpOint, in the Northeast, where
you are not having a growing demographic base, one of the most
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important things that this program has done is given us faculty re-
newal, and faculty renewal, inevitably, is reflected in more excite-
ment in the classroom and, therefore, better learning.

Mr. REID. Interesting.
What do you think, other than moneyor maybe that is the

problemis the greatest problem facing universities wishing to
bring computers into their programs?

Dr. SAGIK. We did not,- to our surprise, find money as big an ob-
stacle as we thought it would be. The second thing that I worried
about was faculty resistance, and -that's where thenmoney became.
useful. [Laughter.]

You give them a little time, release time, the/ freedom to not
have to teach as much as they were, the oppori, unity to attend
some seminars which open their eyes to things that they wished
they could have done and someone has already b3egun to do, now
they want to be part of it.

Joan McCord used the termwhich sounded to me almost like a
penal institution, but she doesn't mean it that way; sociologists
have another apparently private jargonshe said, "You create by
sponsoring these programs an atmosphere of forced compliance,
whether you mean to or not." That's where renewal comes from.
So it was the resistance which I feared most on the part of faculty
because those faculty who are uncomfortable with machines are
threatened both by the machine and by students coming in who
are comfortable with the machine, so it became important to, create
teams of students, faculty, programers, so that everyone was learn-
ing something, everyone was teaching something, and I think those
were the obstacles we had to overcome.

Money helps, but it's not the only answer. Attitudinal things
turned out to be bigger than just money.

Mr. REID. Do either of you two other gentlemen have anything.to
add?

Dr. GLICK5MAN. I would not downplay the concern- for cost as,
much, as BernieDr. Sagik has. We estimate that the investment
we would require over the nextthe rest of the decade would run a
minimum of $50 to $70 million. That is not a very small amount of
money. It is more than we invested in the previous half decade in
facilities. It will also increase the costs of education, the operations,
because of the increased cost of maintaining as well as the training
for students and faculty.

So money is of concern to us, particularly because we see our
---,launching, the launching of the program that we have embarked

on,-Ss-an experiment. We recognize that it may not, in fact, .solve
all the problems or,be the panacea that a number of us have' layed
out before you. And if that, in fact, is the case, we don't want to be
in the position that' Dr. Johnson.dzesn't want us to be in, but is
happy that he wouldn't be in, and tharigsof-trying things out and
finding that you've overstepped the situation.

We also do not require and will not require all students to pur-
chase computers, just like we don't require all students to take any
given courses. We have a practice of that at Brown and we feel
that our student body benefits greatly from the advice we give
them, and they seem to end up with an excellent educationat
least the evidence we have of that is pretty strong. But the cost to
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the students then will not be so great compared to the cost of pri-
vate education.

Cost to the institution is one aspect which is important, although
not the overriding one. I think the overriding one, in my view, is
the means of developing understanding of the way the society is
changing and our microcosm of it is changing in the process of
change. Our rate of change is more rapid than probably any previ-
ous generation has seen, in this area in particular, and that gen-
eration probably said the same thing comparing previous genera-
tions. It's been an exponential, almost an exponential process. And
here we are talking about experimenting with something and
trying to understand something while it is going forward and
while, at a time when we do not have a well-drawn picture ofwhat
the world will be like, our world will be like, say, 10 years from
now, in terms of use.

Therefore, that always gives one pause for conservatism, cause
for conservatism, in commitment, yet willingness to take risks if
those can have possibly a strong payoff. We think that, the willing-
ness to take risk is there.

The attitude of the institution is important in leadership, too. I
-would like to see more public institutions take the same stand that
Drexel or Brown or Carnegie-Mellon, MIT, and Stanford have
taken. There are a number that have tried, but the problem right
now for most institutions of higher education is financial, and the
allocation of resources that Dr. Johnson talked about is of real con-
cern to them.

I know the planning study, for example, at the University of
Minnesota, an institution somewhat larger than the University of
Iowa, which has tried to and decided it cannot afford to he at the
leading edge, but be just one step behind it, because it's a massive
institution with a massive investment involved.

The other aspect besides the experimentation is people. The proc-
ess is not an automatic one. You cannot write a prescription which
says "X" is going to be done 2 years. from now and have it done
unless there are the individuals who will make the commitment
you've trained them or induced them to be involved in that proc-
ess. The number of people is a problem. A shortage of individuals
who are competent to write the 3 or 4 percent high-quality pro-
grams that we talked about earlier, there is a shortage of those
people and it will take time for the people involved now to carry
out the functions we're looking for them to do, to carry out, and as
well to train more people to be able to solve the problemS down the
line. So we have a people problem; we have a resource problem;
and we have a continuing concern about are we on the right road;
and we had better keep looking to make sure that the future is as
solid as we can make it in a moving environment, where every-
thing is changing very rapidly from year to year.

Dr. JOHNSON. I want to make one attitudinal point and then two
points where we should make investments.

One thing we have to confront in education, particularly in rela-
tionship to-allocations, is the whole klea of increased capitalization
of the academies. The investment today per instructor or per stu-
dent is very, very low. Our educational institutions are labor inten-
sive. As Dr. Bell said, somethig like 65 percent of our budget at the
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university is for labor, and what happens is the day the budgets
are cut the first thing that goes is equipment, in the first place,
and in the second place there is no concept that the equipment be-
comes obsolete. We treat equipment like it's a building and like it's
going to last from 50 to 100 years, not that it's going to be obsolete
in 5 years. So there is this sort of attitudinal thing that 1 think is
quite important.

I was asked by a friend when the first Commodore PET came out
as to whether they ought to buy one for $795, knowing it was going
to become obsolete. I said. "Well, even if it becomes obsolete in 2
years, you ought to just take it and throw it in the river because
you've learned more than the $795 worth." I'm sure the president
of the university would have probably killed me for saying that;
yet the same person will gladly spend $795 to fly to San Francisco
for a 2-day meetingin fact, far in excess of that. So we have this
attitude of kinds of funds and commingling funds that is a serious
problem in terms of allocation.

In terms of barriers for development, where I would put empha-
sis, I would focus on two: first is faculty development and curricu-
lum development, and I would go a step further. There are some
very interesting areas where we do not have enough people trained
today where we ought to be taking people that are existing on our
campuses and essentially reeducating them. There have been some
pilot projects in this and taking areas where we have declining en-
rollments and declining intellectual interest, and in a sense reedu-
cating these people in many cases as a renaissance in terms of
their interest in new areas.

One that strikes me as very important is that the knowledge
base of this country in artificial intelligence is abysmally small.
Probably in four centers in the country is there any real sound
knowledge of what artificial intelligence is all about. I believe that
the whole idea of working smart and knowledge base systems and
expert systems and artificial intelligence in general is exceedingly
important to our futures, and any university that does not have
some emphasis in this area is going to be in bad trouble.

Well, how do we then develop those sorts of people? Well, I was
very impressed, being out at Research PARC last week, where Re-
search Park in Palo Alto, a part of Xerox, has developed instruc-
tion for people, teaching them how to develop expert systems. I
would like to see more of those institutes be carried on nationwide,
if you wish, in centers, and have us provide opportunities for
people to go there.

The third area I would mention in terms of development is this
whole area of putting information on line and making those re-
sources available. I think that's something again that doesn't have
to be replicated on every campus,ubut can be done in cooperative
ventures like Ireland and hopefully get more Federal support from
that. Most of that support has been from private foundations, and
although we're a part of Ireland, I think it's safe to say these very
often are self-select groups of universities that view themselves as
being elite.

Mr. REID. Gentlemen, we appreciate very much your time here
*ay. I would, on behalf of Chairman Gore, reiterate the fact that

ciday was a bad day for us, even though the schedule had been set
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some time ago. We had the War Powers Resolution that we're
going over to vote on in just a minute; we have,Radio Marti and a
lot of things that have taken some of the members away.

You should each know, of course, that a complete record is taken
of all the hearings. These will be given to our members and to the
staffs, and we'll come up with a report, hopefully giving a real in-
sight during these hearings in the next couple of days, as to some
of the things we can-do to'help the computer crave that's sweeping
the Nation.

Thank you very much for your time.
Dr. GLICKSMAN. Thank you.
Dr. SAGIK. Thank you, sir.
[Whereupon, at 1:45 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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COMPUTERS AND EDUCATION

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHT,
Washington, D.C.'

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:09 a.m., in room
2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Albert Gore, Jr. (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives °Gore, Schneider, Nelson, Skeen,
Volkmer, Reid, McCandless, and Carney.

Mr. GORE. The subcommittee will come to order.
I'd like to welcome all of our witnesses and guests. We appreciate

your attendance. We look forward to today's hearing.
This is the second day of the subcommittee's hearings on comput-

ers and education. Yesterday we heard some fascinating testimony
from a number of eminently qualified witnesses; including Dr. T.
H. Bell, the Secrel.ary of Education, about the promise and prob-
lems of computers and education. There was unanimous agreement
among the witnesses that computers can significantly enhance the
quality of education in this country. There was also agreement,
however, that several obstacles currently prevent realization of the
potential of computer technology.

We heard, for example, that the available educational software is
now inadequate to meet' the instructional needs of schools and uni-
versities. One witness stated, in fact, that only 3 percent of the
available educational software was of good quality. For another
thing, we heard that the vast majority of teachers in this country
are not trained to utilize computer technology in the schools. It

. was estimated that unless our present rate of progress in training
is accelerated, it will take 60 years before all teachers are trained.

We also heard testimony that few courses are really derSigned to
take advantage of this technology. And all the witnesses expressed
concern about a rowing gap in access to computers between the
"haves" and the 'have nots': in our society.

Today the subcommittee will rbonsider the experiences of States
and localities in implementing computer-based educational pro-
grams. We will hear testimony from State and local officials, and
we will discuss with them the extent to which they have encoun-
tered the difficulties cited by yesterday's pa'rticipants. We will,also
hear testimony from several national organizations concerned with
the quality of education in America.

Before we begin, however, I would like to point out for the record
that initially we had considered hearing from the computer compa-.
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flies during these hearings, and we tried to sot that up. They obvi-
ously play an important, role in this matter, ancl many of them
have made laudable efforts in establishing training and curriculum
development programs for schools, as well as in donating money
and equipment. thifortunately, however, scheduling problems in
working out amearances by all of the companies on the some day
prevented us from taking testimony from them on this occasion.
We !IVI, however, invited them to submit written statements for
the hearing record, and, without objection, these statements will
appear in the printed hearing transcript. I know that some of them
have already prepared statements, and we're delighted to include
them in the hearing transcript.

Before going to our witnesses, I'd like to recognize the ranking
minority member, Mr. Skeen.

Mr. SKEEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
And I'll just have my statement entered in the record.
I just want to welcome Governor Brown. We're glad to have you

here this morning.
I think we're making good progress with this hearing. I com-

mend you once again for having them. I'd like to get on with it.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Skeen follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF 110N. JOE SKEEN, SEPTEMBER 29, 1983

Thank you. Mr. Chairman. I want to join with you in welcoming our witnesses to
Washington this morning to discuss the proper and multiple roles of computers and

education in America.
I believe there is an inherent challenge in managing the rapid introduction of

computers Bnd other information technologies. in our Nation's schools. Yesterday.
we learned that computers promise to greatly enhance the quality of education in
this country given their proper use, and with the right direction. We also learned.
howcver, that serious concerns must be addressed if we are to achieve this laudable
goal. Chief among these were the questions of software compatibility, and the ques-
tion of equIV of access among The various socio-economic groups.

I am convinced that State education councils and local school boards are in the
best position to in.:dress a majority of these fundamental questions. It is critically
important that these groups work with local school districts and individual schools
in formulating goals and plans for properly integrating computers and other. infor-
mation technologies in the schools. These groups might also make a special effort to
utilize the expertise of the computer and communications industry, and eppi'opriate
professional societies,

In this manner, I feel computers. and other information technologies can be direct-
ly applied to achieving the educational goals and objectives of the 1980's and
beyond,

Mr. GORE. Thank you very much.
And our first witness, indeed, is Hon. Edmund Brown, Jr., chair-

man of the National Commission on Industrial Innovation and a
well-known leader in this particular field. There could be no more
appropriate witness to lead off this second day, because'ef the ef-
Elrts that took place in California while you were Governor. We're
delighted to welcome you here.

Without objection, we'll put the prepared text of what you have
in your statement in. the record. If you want to present all of it,
that's fine. We'd be delighted to hear it. If you want to summarize
any portion of ityou just use your own discretion.

We're very interested in your views and invite you to proCeed.
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STATIOI ENT OF' HI )1111IN BROWN, JR CII A I RM AN , NATIONAL
COMMISSION ON INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION

Mr, 13RowN, OK. Thank you, Congressman,
This hearing goes right to the heart or one of the most important

developments in American education today, and that is the intro-
duction of computers in an instructional setting, I'm happy to give
you sumo of the initial results of what has occurred in California.

There's no doubt that young people like computers, work with
them, play with them, and can certainly learn IV= them in very
exciting ways, In order to make this a positive educational experi-
ence, there is n great deal that Government can and should do,

Speaking of what has occurred in California, there are three sig-
nificant aspects to any solid program introducing computers in
schools.

The first is to insure the teachers are adequately trained, under-
stand the problems and the potentials of the use of computers. In
order to achieve that goal, in California we set up 15 regional
TECC centers, and that is a teacher education computer center.
The State was divided up into these 15 regions, and in each of
these centers teachers from the various surrounding school dis-
tricts could be instructed on the use of computers for instructional
learning.

The result after a year is that thousailds and thousands of teach-
ers have signed up for these coursee, There are literally waiting
lists, and a tremendous level of excitement and interest in this new
educational development. So that's the first stepdevelop a net-
work of instruction& forurns whereby 'teachers can learn how to
make these computers a positive experience.

Second, as you alluded to in your opening statement, there is a
need for the evaluation of educational .3oftware. So that at 1 of the
15 centers a software clearinghouse has 'teen established to evalu-
ate the educational software that's eva'."...able, ,-,c; that teachers who
are interested in finding out what pngrant ts good for arithmetic'
or English or science iP kAble to tint, out the specific courses and
programs that would he ovailal,tu and appropriate for his or her
particular class. So that's the second pointa statewide clearing-
house for software evaluation,

The third component of this computers in schools program is a
tax credit that gives a very strong incentive to the rnanufi'cturers
to donate computers to the schools. It is a credit given to the manu
facturers of 25 percent of the retail value of the computer, and in
practice' that works out to much greater than 25 percent, given the
markup between manufacturing and actual retail sales.

If you put the three togethera tax credit, teacher education
computer centers, and software evaluationyou get a three-part
program that really does accelerate in an intelligent way the ir,:1,o-
duction of computers into schools.

The centerpiece, which is the tax credit, will be in effect until
July 1984, and I would recommend to this committee that you con-
sider a Federal tax credit of a limited time duration, probably 3
years, wherein manufacturers are given strong incentives to donate
computers to schools, and link with that a program of regional
TECC centers,' teacher education computer centers, so that it isn't
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just hardware, hut it hi in tho context of teacher training, And if
this IH enacted, I would think a it -year program would be quite sta-
ficicmt, I'm confident that all 50 States will pick up from there and
continue on their own funding.

The reason Why I and confident when I say that is because of the
tromendotts grassroots activity. 'In California an organization was
begun in 1977 called CUE Icomputer-using educators]. And without
any help from Government, thousands of teachers joined together
in an informal organization to promote the use of personal comput-
ers in the classroom.

What has really happened to the technology is that individual
teachers can make their own decisions, can have computers intro -
duceci into their classroom, and this can occur without the school
board or without some major appropriation of $1 million or a halt' a
million dollars being debated and finally approved. The earlier
technology, 10 years ago, required a central computer operation, re-
quired a very large sum of money, and therefore was a top-down,
centralized decisionmalcing situation. Now you have a situation
where, for $1,000 or $2,000, a local school, or even a classroom, can
begin the use of computers in a school. And that gave rise to this
organization called computer -using educators.

And it was on that that we built our State. program. This was not
something developed by experts. It didn't come out of a school of
education. It came from classroom teachers who already started
the ball rolling. They had already started their own software
clearinghouse, and the State merely built on that and provided fi-
nancial help.

And I would, note in passing that the program which was started
in 1982 was increased under the present Governor of California,
and actually the funding was expanded by $1 million. So it's a bi-
partisan issue. It's of growing interest, and not only is it schools,
administrators, and the State legislature, but you find a growing
partnership between the industries and the teachers themselves.

We have involved, in a program which I call California comput-
ers in schools, the school administrators, the school teachers, and
the equipment manufacturers. In some material I've handed out
I've mentioned some of the programs that are working under this
effort. Apple Computer is giving several thousand computers in
what they call a "Kids Can't Wait" project. Hewlett-Packard has
been following a slightly different route, but also working with 14
selected high schools in the State. Kaypro, which is a computer
company from southern .California, is working in the San Diego
area, and then IBM has a particular model that they're working
on.

It's very important to point out that this is not just gimmickery,
it's not just another technological toy here. IBM has found out in
one of their projects, which I visited here in Washington, ti at
young children, particularly in inner-urban schools, can actually
learn to read through the use of computers, and they actually
teach them how to write before they read by using a phonetic al-
phabet, using tape recorders, computers, and' typewriters. It's a
very effectiveit's an integrated program. It's very imaginative.

And I think that We have to take the leadership and not leave
computersjust to the games producers and to the war games that
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you see in the arcades, but I( hike a technology that dues have the
excitement, (1008 100.'0 the interest of young people, and apply it in
an educational setting, If we do that, I think that, you're going 1'0

800 0(4 only heightened 10111'11114t, not ,11181. in 010 fiC1011e011, 001,

ilVI'088 010 8000111111 Or 0(it Wait/Mil 0X1101'101100, y0011.0 11180

going to 800 tt renewed ititOrt,Ht on the 0111 of t011011008,

'HOS gr0111 WI 101 I 1111.01T0(1 10 earliercomputor-using
10)11Itas reported that in the face or burnout, in the face of a lot
of problems in the teaching profession, the introduction of comput-
ers has brought a new excitement to the classroom, has proven of-
fective in terms of outright achievement, but also in improving the
quality or the classroom and the level of motivation, and that's why
1 can recommend wholeheartedly this three-point approach of
teacher training centers, or a tax credit, and a Software clearing-
house.

And I'm confident that if you can put in place a Federal tax
credit for 3 years, then all 50 States will have the kind of oduca-
(lona! technology excellence that a nation such as ours has a right
to expect.,

Thank you.
[Material supplied by Mr. Brown follows:]
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Ilah wr!,1 ii .1110 1.11'i ANIU4lti 1611.11IIIINI.1 "0111; t 1-4111

Oolitornio Compulern JnNohool Proivt

MODEL pONATIONd Pww

ntiwo the Computeru in Schools Lox credit [Alcamo low in the Stato of
Colifornio, notional coWputor corporations hove shown a groat 00.31
of creotivily and iMagination in responding to the law's opportunitica,

Amp CoMPUTER 'initiated its "Kids Can't Wait" proloot with
donoilons ko up to 10,000 Apple lie systoms to every public ond

school III California, TO addition, the APPLE EDUCATION
FOIRIDATVON oids in teacher- training and basic research,

HEWLETT-PAC KARD lounchod its "Grants for Instruction in Puturo
Technoiogljs" (PIVT) initiative which placed full personal computer
systems (value, ;,50,000 each), teacher-training sessions and
technical liaison support in 14 selected California high schools.

rpm through the EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE has developed a
TiM3dol Secondary School Project" which targeted a diverse group
of 211 public and private high schools for donations of 15 IBM
PC's, extensive teacher-training and $5,000 worth of software.

KAYPRO donated 100 computers with complete software packages
(value, $1,600 each) to almost every middle and junior high
school in the San Diego area. A follow-up program for Kern
County is under way.

Other companies including ATARI, COMMODORE, NCR and TEXAS INSTRUMENTh
have donation plans in the development stage.

RADIO SHACK is offering free teacher-training classes to every
school in the United States. The training is called "America's
Educational Challenge" and would normally be valued at about
$200 per teacher.

COMPUSERVE INFORMATION SERVICES is providing low-cost, discounted
accounts to California educators and participants in the
Electronic Learning Exchange (TELE). TELE is an electronic net-
work managed by the California Computers in Schools Project which
will provide descriptions of donation programs, new educational
product announcements, legislative updates and a directory of
software evaluations.
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the following groups are regularly represented
on the CCIS Advisory Board:

fe,,,ioi F dec <,-ihorcComputer Centen: Cps)
f cv VArst '_arroratory tor f ooco1;011111tIosourcti and

Ikvent Tedd.er Assoonlign ttrIAI
State f In:or of f :it lc, ificrn

IC1.111)

In, lost,: E,iur.r.vi,-..)nt:ouncni of Ca liforriKi BECC1 ,
A,sor.qiiion of Cciliternol Sc hoot Adrrimhlrators tACSA)
Calton utt A,socklIwir, Of Bilingual Educators /CAW

Pr ric.14.4 SCI-1(..1015 g(.111,70,0115

fk.

I i..,1,.-4 (Cl r)
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.
)r Comccrnstifory Educators

Assiii-Joroti (CIA)
I

COlitOrnia AsIC.,c,ohon Cir the Education of
C.I,,ctren

fvlatt, f nqnootinct, Scionco AOhievr)tnent
(rico Pii)clii(is Information Eschorrge

O

NATIONAL COMMISSION ON INDUSTRIAL
INNOVATION
l!,oCcvforni,J C, rrnouters al Schools Ptoloct 5
clernonstratIon project of the National Commo5.on on
Industrial InnovatiOn a nonprofit taxwernt3t founda
tion the NCI Is clevesopind a national strategy to pro
nnote tricrustnat ,nnovallon based Or) a new parineirrho
of busaless. labor. government and education One ,
corrirronens of this Oateav IS carruntIment to excel-
lence ,n 010 ceducohon at our yOuth

For further information, please contact:
Juath JJhr,s Iiobner I.mector
California COrnputers in Schools project
1125 West 6th Street, Suite 300
Los Argeies. CA 90017
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INVESTMENT IN PEOPLE
A California Agenda for Education and Training in the 80's

In trod 'tenon

We are now ill the midst of a revolution that will
surpass in its magnitude the industrial revolution

of the 19tit century. Drisen by advances in
microclectronies and teleeommunications, our

society is transforming itself and fundamentally
changing the oat. it works ancl organizes itself.

In this nen age of information, wealth will not
derive from a inert: abundance of resources hilt
front peoplefront Intrinut intelligence. Accor-
dingly. me must nurture that intelligence through
education. research and training in both the private
and public sectors and thereby ensure that the peo-
ple of California will remain up among the hest for

,lear, to 1:01111.
During 1982,Gover nor Edmund (3. Brown Jr. in-

itiated a series of priigrams designed to meet the
ettallerigeof the information age as he forged new
relationships between government. industry, ethica-
tMts, labor. colleges and .11111Versities.

California ( ormnission on Industrial
hum ration

, To forge. a new alliance to promote sustainable
economic growth, Governor .Brown created the
California Commission on industrial. 111110Vati011..
Composed Of a broad range of outstanding eitirenv
and chaited by Governor Brown, the Commission
formulated an economic blueprint to strengthen
California for the rest of this century. The Com-
mission's fifty specific proposals chart a clear path
to renewed productivity, educational excellence
and competitiveness in world trade.

Investment in People in Our Elementary
. and High Schools

Governor Brown called for higher standards, iri'
chiding requiring at least three years of math mid
two years of NCiC111Wwith a minimum of one
semester of computer. studyfor all high school
graduates and even more loath and science forcol-

lege hound students.

The. State Board of Education included
Governor Brown's call for a "three year
math, two year science" requirement, with a

semester. of computer studies, in its 1110110

high school curriculum issued on Decenther
11), 1982.

On January 26, 1982, the California State
University Board of Trustees passed a resolu-
tion raising entrance requirenton English

"lf We think clearly and net correctly, we tort make
the tools to lift millions out of poverty and ig-
norance and lee can pioneer the nen. technologies
Mot emphasize quality over quantity."

I HMI 1111 STAR 01 1111; (ATE sit
, (4/11:11ti011t,l/h11.1N1),:.111t0V.N.111

IANt:ARY "/. 19R:

and mathematics. Subsequently, the Board
authorized a study group to consider adding
additional requirements.

At their June, 1982 meeting, the University of
California Regents raised the entrance re-
quirement fat mathematics front two to three
years. In addition, the Regents Titillated a
study at the Governor's urging to considei re-
quiring additional math and,seience for all in-
coming students.

In the 1982-83 Budget. $9.7 million was provided
to upgrade math, science, computer and related
education in our public schools. This money has
been spent to fund:

Schoolsite staff develoOthent in niathentatio,
science, computer education, and other cut.,
riculum area for twenty-five percent of die
state's secondary schools (gradt: 7-12).

Retraining of 270 teachers to become eligible
for an additional credential audthrization in
mathematics to address. the immediate shor-
tage of qualified intuit teachers.

-- Fifteen regional Teacher Education/Computer
Centers to provide training in teaching
methodology and to broker staff development
services with major focus on math, science and
computer studies. The decentralized structure
of these TEC Centers has resulted in a statewide
network of 114 local training facilities.
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In addition. each TLC(' region contains one or
!lane computer demonstration center. Alm;
eleven Mobile computer vans are in operaliOn
pros icing in- service trai,,ing in eoitipuletmided
instruction.it ill.

A sent, Ill statew CorrIltuter //117I/1M, 10
gilide I cachet s administraim s in
establishing and operating the col:miner
Manumit anon centets.

.5 statewide Software Library and Clear-
inghouse located in the San Nlateo County
Office of Ethic:Mom to purchase, evalnate
and disseminate information On eductional
software.

A C111111(11 1M T(01/101110 lithiCatiOn tii
lesiew and Iluut proposals tor teacher training
in math. science and computer studies.

1 he trivtairte Tor (.1ortputer Technotogy, a
new, high-technology magnet school for
tudents from three school districts in Califor-
nia's ''Silicon Valley", r.

Support for exemplary projects such its the
slailietionic. Engineering Science Achieve-
mew 1.41E.S.-1) program geared to motivating
and supporting minurily and women high
school students and lit help these students
complete their college degtees in Math,
engineering and science-based disciplines.

Lathy, v. (aoernot Brown signed legislation to ell:
Courage the integration of computers into schools:

A is credit for companies which cootie coin-
pinerS to elentelitary and set:Mid:try schools
for instriaaion.
An "Educational "Technology to
provide matching grants to school ntricts for
the bulk purchase of computer equipMent.

Investment in People in the California
Conservation Corps

$35 million fluids the maintenance of 25 centers
serving 1,71k1 young Californians, aged 18,23 years.
Corps members lean the Work ethic by 'engaging in
arduous, often dangerous work

28-378 0-83--20
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In v estin en I in People in California
Worksite Education and Training Act
(CWE:l'Al Program

Since Governor Brown signed CWETA into law
on Sepiember 29, 1979, $35 million has been
ttllocaled to pal more than 12,198) people to work
in the skilled jobs that increasingly power our
economy. (lore than 2,500 employers have become
involsed. CWETA is different because h is based
on the real life demands of Specific businesses.
Moreover, training starts only when an entployer
decides to participate and agrees to hire or upgrade
all graduates, The program is recognited as the
most innovative job effort in the nation.

Investment In People in Our Community
Colleges

52.0 million was provided to community colleges
to establish employment-based high technology
training. This was supplemented by at additional
$2.3 million of matching funds from labor, stare
and federal government. Twenty -seven campuses
now have "CWErA model" programs, with
priority given to projects in new and emerging
technologies.

InC'estment in People in Our Universities

$3.3 million was provided lo the California State
University and the University of California to sup-
port engineering and computer science education
through instructional research grants, joint appoint-
ments with industry, retraining opportunities, the
purchase of modern equipment, and programs for .
the recruitment and retention of women and under-
represented minority students. Pot example, "In-
vestment in .People" funds helped establish a ,.

Computer -Aided Productivity Laboratory at Cal
State San Luis Obispo which attracted an additional
$1.5 million in private donations.

In addition to these funds, the University of
California has received $3 million for MICRO
(Microelectronics Innovation and Computer
Research Opportunities). This provides in-
dustry / university matching grants for research in '
basic microelectronics and an engineering and..
computer science scholarship program.

Governor Brown also allocated $2.3 million to
equip Cory Hall at U.C. Berkeley with a state a..
the art microelectronic fabrication facility.
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Investment In People in Emplo,ment
Iles elopment

S9.2 million was pro.idrd for Raining displaced
workers and employment Ser. jCeS to welfare
r.licros. his has funded:

than 29 Displaced Vol ken leettlit1115-
mem Center, around the state.' I hese center,
are set up on a tel ary basis to I emssiohl ht
11,1141elliolIC local needs, T he largest pitilect
selves 111,000 vhsplaied workers ai a toitil COSI
of S8 million including additional hoisting hum
State of Calitornia, General Motors, Unites!
1110 Workers tinvl the federal ttsfoo 0'11111011.

1.spansism of the Umployment l'reparation-
Program by $7.2 million to assist welfare ap-
plicants find jot, rather than going on
rrelfate.

On September 111, 1982, Governor Brown signed
legislation initialing a landmark training program.
Under Me new law, S55 million a year will he
allocated front the Unemployment Insurance Fund
to prepare C'alif'ornians for jobs in growth in-
(Insoles. A seven-member panel will contract
directly' with employer, and schools for necessary

like kWh IA, emphasis is nn employer
commitment to bite after training.

Investment in People in itithistr)

5.9 million funded four ('Cilm-
cilk in Orange County, Los Angels, Ventura and
Alameda Counties. Composed of top loisinst!s,
labor, education and Meal government leaders, the
Councils arc working to see that vocational train
fog programs in educational institutions in fact
Prepare students for job, Mat esist in the
mai k et place.

I \ SI.s1N11 ('11. 19,12-83

1: Maples SO00000t Stook Ssosonse :mot( 'oonoroolls,

l'.11,111,1114 oncr,.mor,

I d11...10orl atld I vainly As HAS I, I NI,.

0111111111,, 101,4, I mpinnivm b. 1s h. I 1.1InMY

1 41041,15 I ivinceit, .0,1( .mipulet sX,nn I dth...11.n

I r..1111114 and Ptop.m.
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Mr. GORE. Thank you very much. We appreciate that.
I have a number of questions.
F)rst, on the tax credit, I'm one of the cosponsors of that. Pete

Stark is the principal sponsor from California, and I have pushed
that idea hard for the last couple of years. And we came close last
year. The Senate has been unwilling to go along so far.

But you have, of course, an income tax in California, and that
isyou've done it at the State level; is that correct?

Mr. BROWN. Yes, it's a tax against the corporate income tax.
Mr. GORE. Yeah.
Mr. BROWN. The corporate income tax in California is over 10

percent, and a number of the computer manufacturers pay a very
significant tax to the State. So it is a very effective incentive for
California. That probably would not apply to all States, and that's
why a credit on the Federal tax would be very effective and prob-
ably the only effectivetool that you could use in States, for exam-
ple, that don't have corporate tax.

Mr. GORE. That' my feeling, and I was pleased that yesterday
Secretary Bell en orsed that idea as well. Secretary Regan at the
Treasury Department hasn't endorsed it yet. And, as a result, the
administration is still, I think, formally opposed to it; but we are
making a little progress. .

One criticism that you often hear is that .a pledge by a computer
company to put one computer in every school, for example,
wouldn't do that much because if you just have one computer in
each school, what do you really have?

Mr. BROWN. You've got a computer in each school, which is more
than you had before.

Mr. GORE. Well, correct, but how do you respond more fully to
that?

Mr. BROWN. Well, in this brochure that I believe we passed out
it's called "California Computers in Schools Project"there's a
graph which indicates the growth in the number of schools in Cali-
fornia that have at least one microcomputer.

In 1981, only 20 percent of the schools had even just one comput-
er. By 1984, principally as a result of the California tax credit, we
expect 100 percent of the schools to have at least one.

Mr. GORE. Yeah.
Mr. BROWN. Now when you get one, you begin to get the interest.

It operates as a magnet. It's exciting. And, as a matter of fact, as
more companies get into it, you're going to get considerably more
than one computer per school:

Mr. GORE. Sure.
Mr. BROWN. The program was initiated by just one or two com-

panies, but we found as more companies learn about this they're
prepared to contribute, also.

In addition, if you would in some way give a credit for software,
that could enable other computer companies to join in the effort.
The way the credit was written, some companies appear to have
more of an advantage than others, and I would like to see a tax
credit that would give an incentive to all computer companies,
whatever their markup is, to contribute to schools. Now if that
happens, you will find many, many computers going to every
school in the United States.
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And if the program is done right and phased in properly, with
the proper teacher training and the software evaluation, this would
haye a very significant impact. In fact, I can't think of any one
single thing we could do for American schools in a 3-year time-
frame that would have more impact than putting this three-point
program into effect throughout the United States. It doesn't mean
that everything's going to be solved at the end of that, but it is a
major, concrete step that you can take, and it will not necessitate a
big bureaucracy. You won't need any more people over at the De-
partment of Education, because the tax credit is something that is
worked out between the IRS and the individual corporation.

The use of the computers is developed and monitored by teach-
ers, by administrators, and the manufacturers in the local school
districts. So this is decentralized, nonbureaucratic, one-time-only
introduction of some hardware with a permanent, ongoing expan-
sion of educational excellence.

So I think from every point of view there really are no objec-
tions; other than the fact that there is going to be some revenue
lossi, far less than you would get if you had to go out and buy the
computers.

Mr. GORE. Right:.
Mr. BROWN. And they're going to buy at least as many comput-

ers as you would t"incentivize" with the tax credit anyway, and
you're going to get a better deal. You're going to get them cheaper.

--___You're going to have almost no bureaucracy in the process, and
you -will create the partnerships between industry, the teachers'
groupg,-and,I would point out that both teachers' unions in Califor-
nia are actiVe-participants in this effort, and then you have the
participation with the ,administrators and other school personnel.

So it's a very interestingit's a creative approach, and it does
not necessitate a permanent government program. Because I be-
lieve that after the use of computers has-beenhas reached a cer-
tain level, then I think the normal budgetary- process is going to
take place, and the tax credit ought to be eliminateif::-

Mr. GORE. Well, I agree with all of that, and I think we ought-to___
have a national program modeled on the California experience.

I'd to ask you a couple of questions about how this software
clearinghouse operates. One of the problems stressed yesterday by
several witnesses, including Secretary Bell, was the problem of soft-
ware compatibility. The picture painted is that it's almost as if you
have little groups of software developers making products for a
small slice of the market, and they're not interchangeable. It would
be like the record industry having not just 33 revolutions per
minute and 78 and 45, but 100 different categories and record man-
ufacturers making records for each, and if you don't have the right
record player, you can't play the records that are on the market.

Similarly, with computers now, you have software for Texas In-
Struments that can't be used on Apple, and Apple's software that
can't be used on Radio Shack, and Commodore, all the rest. And
I'm wondering how your clearinghouse in California has ap-
proached this terrible problem of compatibility.

Mr. BROWN. Well, obviously if something isn't compatible, then it
isn't compatible. The principal problem that the software clearing-

8
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houses deal with is the fact that much of the software is no good,
that it is educationally defective and not worth anything.

So you asked what do the software clearinghouses do. Well,
there's one in San Mateo, Calif., and they literally read, use, and
evaluate each item of educational software and then rate it and
make that information available to teachers. So if the software is
no good, that word is communicated. As a matter of fact, it's com-
municated by computers through a telecommunications network.

The computers are compatible to the extent that you can plug
them into a telephone.

Mr. GORE. Yeah.
Mr. BROWN. But the main function is to identify the good soft,

ware and stigmatize the bad software.
Mr. GORE. Yeah.
Mr. BROWN. And one of thesome of the funding that we did

have available was made available for a 3-day workshop, and the
teachers who were interested came on their own time and actually
used and evaluated the software and came up with a report to say,
"These are the good programs. These are the bad ones." And then
that was disseminated.

So that's the most important pointis to separate the wheat
from the chaff in terms of quality.

As far as incompatibility, that is just a technological fact of life,
and that is being reduced by the fact that standardization is occur-
ring because certain manufacturers are doing better than other
manufacturers. And, as a matter of fact, the software creators are
.Nvorking for those companies that have the largest part of the
market.

So I would think the incompatibility problem is being reduced,
and within a matter of a couple years will not be a significant bar-
rier.

Mr. GORE. I hope that's the case. We heard some testimony yes-
terday that that movement is taking place much more rapidly in
the business computer end of the market, where you have the IBM
PC, which is in a price range that most schools are not getting into.
You get a lot of IBM compatibility, but in theon the lower end of
the market it's still so scattered that it's moving very slowly.

But separating the wheat from the chaff is a necessary first step.
I'm wondering whether or not the clearinghouse ever seeks to

identify needs for the development of new software and communi-
cate that to people who- -

Mr. BROWN. Well, I think there ought to be a parallel effort on
the part of government to create software. That is occurring in
Minnesota. It is occurring in some ways in California, and there's
no reason why this can't also occur along with the private sector,
at least in these initial stages. The teachers can write software,

sand they do.
And to the extent I think that ought to be part of the program

and see how that works. It doesn't have to be a permanent effort,
but sonie,funding in this effort could well go to the creation of soft-
ware by teachers themselves. Probably this will be donenot prob-
ably; certaintyNit will be done principally in the private sector, but
there are.someNpublic sector efforts, and I think they should be
given some initial encouragement to see how they work out.
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Mr. GORE. Now at your 15 TECC centers, when a teacher goes for
training, how long does that teacher stay there?

Mr. BROWN. Sometimes a weekend, sometimes it's in the eve-
ning, and sometimes there's inservice training during the summer.
There's reallythere are stipends that are given to the teachers.

There arefor example, in these TECC centers there will be two
or three employees employed by a county board of education. They
will be in a county building. They will have computers. Teachers
will come on a Saturday or after school, and they will get the train-
ing.

These are verygenerally very brief periods of instruction.
Mr. GORE. I see. Now isare there different kinds of computers

at the TECC centers?
Mr. BROWN. Sure. There are different computers in fact. I mean,

that's the nature of the business.
Mr. GORE. So which computer a teacher was trained on would

depend on which TECC center and --
Mr. BROWN. Well, presumably, people are learning general prin-

cipals and can learn to use a variety of computers. Since that's the
way the world is, certainly teachers have to be given that opportu-
nity and not be limited to one manufacturer. And, in fact, they are
learning on different computers.

Mr. GORE. Let me recognize my colleague, Mr. Skeen.
Mr. SKEEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to commend you, Governor Brown, and also commend

California, for the initiative that they've taken in this particular
program, and I think that a State whose employment base is so de-
pendent on the use of computers and the understanding of comput-
ersit's a very far-reaching and a very advanced outlook and ini-
tiative that was taken by the State.

I wanted to ask you, though, in carrying on with what the chaii--
man started talking about in these teacher training centers
what's the frequency of this? Is there a mandatory type of require-
ment?

Mr. BROWN. No, it's voluntary.
Mr. SKEEN. It's voluntary?
Mr. BROWN. And, in fact, thousands, tens of thousands, of teach-

ers have already taken advantage of this.
Mr. SKEEN. So it's left up to the teacher to decide when they

need to go back and either ----
Mr. BROWN. It is.
Mr. SKEEN [continuing]. Take a refresher or --
Mr. BROWN. It's voluntary, but because of the general level of in-

terest and excitement in computers by the students and by the
teachers who are already using them in the classroom, there has
been no lack of interest. So here you have not only a nonbureau-
cratic, decentralized program, but it's a voluntary effort. It is not
coercive or mandatory in any way.

Mr. SKEEN. With the rapid advancement that we've had in corn-
.puter technology, I was, just curious from that aspect of it, just how
often the teachers themselves felt the need to refresh themselves
or to upgrade their training in that area. But it's left strictly up to
them, which I think is admirable.

Mr. BROWN. It's left up to the,teacher.



Mr. SKEEN. The next question I'd like to askin the news it's
been a topical interest of late about the question of the "haves"
and the "have nots." Does California have any problem in that par-
ticular area, and how have you dealt with it?

Mr. BROWN. The donations, of course, go to schools irrespective
of the wealth of the school, district, and in that sense it's perfectly
equitable. But, in fact, there are certain areasfor example, in the
Santa Clara Valley area where Silicon Valley isthere are many
more computers than there are out in the boondocks. That's just a
fact. Because there are affluent parents where they have comput-
ers at home and are working in the industry, so they're going to be
much more sophisticated and they're going to have more comput-
ers. That's justit's like they have more cars; they're going to
have more computers. I think that's unfortunate, and that's the
reason why there should be some positive Government effort to
make sure that we don't create a second class of citizens, which
could well be the case. I think it's a real risk.

Mr. SKEEN. But you haven't had what you would call an overrid-
ing problem, or one that's been all that apparent, because of the
disparity between the so-called haves and--

Mr. BROWN. Well, there's obviously going to be a difference in a
family where there's very low income people and a high income
family. Every educational study shows that the more wealth in a
neighborhood, the higher the educational scores. So I don't think
there's going to be any different outcome with respect to comput-
ers.

Mr. SKEEN. reS more of a sociological concern than maybe a tech-
nical one?

Mr. BROWN. It's strictly ayes, it's a political-sociological .prob-
lem.

Mr. SKEEN. I want to join the chairman in talking about these
tax credits. I like tax credits. If you leave the money in the local
area, it turns over many more times than it does when it's taken
up in taxes and sent to Washington or to Sacramento or Santa Fe,
N. Mex. And I think 'it's a good approach, and I don't think you
lose one dime when you leave money or give tax credits for this
kind of a purpose, so long as it's well defined and you know where
you're going with it.

So I wanted to endorse that with you, Mr. Chairman.
So thank you very much. I enjoyed the conversation with you,

Goirernor Brown. I'm glad you were here today.
Mr. BROWN. Thank you very much. So have I.
Mr. GORE. Congressman McCandless.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. Thank you.
Welcome to Washington, Governor.
I have some concerns about the computer age and the fact that

we're overlooking one of the basic deficiencies of our educational
system and we're going off in a direction of making everyone a key-
board genius, when we haven't even been able to accomplish, to a
satisfactory level, the teaching of the three "R's."

Now from your experience and your present association, and
within your discussions here, you talk about the teachers and the
programs they're involved in. Are we going to be able to accom-
plish something meaningful in teaching the three "R's" and giving
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these young children, young people, the tools to function in society
by using these computers?

Mr. BROWN. I think you can, if it's done properly. The computer
is different from other educational technologies in the sense that
it's interactive. The student gets a response. There's a feedback.

For example, in one of the computer systems, the words will be
written on.a computer, on a computer screen, and there will be a
little box that will say, "dog," "tree," "jump," and the student
would just touch the corresponding word, and then there would be
an animated picture of a dog jumping over a tree. So you get an
immediate feedback from the sight of the word, its proper spelling,
and an animation of the concepts that are represented by those
words.

So I believe that basic reading, writing, and arithmetic can very
much be enhanced by the computer. The teacher has a. classroom
of 25, 30, sometimes a larger number, of students, and students
learn at different rates. Some students pick it up very fast, and
some are way at the bottom.

If there is a computer, it is moving at the particular rate of
speed of the individual student. And in that sense, it is a real, solid
advance in the educational context. So I don't think we ought to
look at computers as part of science or part of math. It is a tool
that the individual student can use that will relate directly to that
individual student's needs. And eventually every student will have
a computer just like today they have to have a pencil and a text-

, book. But unlike a pencil and a textbook, this computer talks back.
It interacts.

And the program can be drawn and tailored in such a way that
whatever the given student problem, whether it be because the stu-
dent wants to go too fast or too slow in terms of a common average,
the computer can take that into account.

So I don't think we have any fear of that as long as we do test
and maintain the basic standards. There has to be some account-
ability, it's very clear, and it is not enough to learn how to work a
machine. I believe in the teaching of literature, of art, of math and
science, and the capacity to write. And all of that has to be part of
a curriculum. I don't think we ought to view this as a cure-all for
the total program. It is just a very important, exciting tool that can
help, but it isn't the whole show.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. In those areas where computers have become
an integral-. part of the educational process, who determines the
standards necessary for the teacher to actually be the computer in-
structor?

Mr. BROWN. That is really very informal at this point. There's no
licensing ofif I understand the question correctlyof teachers in
their competence to work with computers. That's just part of the
the teacher has a credential. From there on, it really depends en
the person to develop the proper experience and qualification to
work with the computers. There's no formalized testing that I
know of.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. So it-for all intents and purposesit-comes
down to the school board or the administration, as to whether or
not this person has competent background an& training to be able
to utilize this instrument?



Mr. BROWN. And I don't see anything so bad about that. I mean,
there is a limited capacity on the part of the State to insure quality
at the classroom level, and that ultimately depends on the school
board, the principal, and the interest of the parents.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. I'm somewhat reminded of the fact that part of
the educational process for becoming a certified teacher is so many
hours of education in the field of working motion pi&ure, projectors
and slide machines, and that kind of thing, which many teachers
find somewhat ridiculous, but.it is a requirement; at least it used
to be. And I somewhat liken this to it. Only it's certainly a more
sophisticated instrument by which to teach. That's why I asked the
question.

Mr. BROWN. Well, in many ways the students are more advanced
than the teachers. They're growing up with these machines.
They're seeing them in the arcades. They feel comfortable with
them and many times the problem is the teacher is behind the stu-
dents and has to catch up. That really is one of the psychological
barriers herethat you have an instrument that is individualized,
and that really creates a different kind of learning environment.
But don't know if teachers need to have this added into their cur-
riculum in a mandatory way, in the manner that you describe.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Nolk we've talked about all of the good points
of a computer system as a teaching instrument. What do you see as
the possible negative effects of such an 'introduction into the
system?

Mr. BROWN. Well, theI'd say the No. 1 negative potential
would be that the teachers and the school is not prepared to use
the hardware in an intelligent way. So that it's just not used, or
not used properly. So I'd say that teacher training and the teacher
involvement would be the No. 1 problem or risk.
'I'd say No. 2 would be, as you suggest, an emphasiswell, not an

emphasis, but a neglect of the basic skills. For example, writing
you're probably not going to learn how to write an essay on a com-
puter, although you might. You can type it into it, but I would say
that the liberal education, the arts, have to,be kept at the forefront
because, after all, it's not just machinery; it's values and basic criti
cal reasoning powers that are the object of education.

So I believe'the compute' can help in that, and you don't have to
have this dichotomy between technology and the arts or between a
machine and a human being. That all can be integrated, together, if
the hardware is introduced in the context of a rigorous, intelligent
curriculum; and I believe that's the way it can be done.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Is there a parallel between the State board of
education approving certain textbooks for use in the school system
and approving certain types ofs,computers or computer programs?

Mr. BROWN: Well, I think you can find some parallel, but the dif-
ficulty is there are thousands and thousands of computer pro-

. grains. And if you empower a State authority to block, by way of
some approval process, you're going to compact the process in a
way that it will break down.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Don't we have thousands"of different types of
books that say, "Run, Jane, run" with different kinds of pictures
that have to be approved by the State superintendent--

313
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Mr. BROWN. And that's a big controversy,as to how you deal with
that, even now. Seventy years after the State printing plant was
built, people are still arguing exactly who ought to be appoving it.

But in the case of software, the technology is so young and so
rapid in its development that I believe it would be very premature
to empower a.§tate authority to approve or disapprove the individ-
ual software.

The beauty of the microcomputer is the empowerment' of the in-
dividual teacher in the classroom, as opposed to some central au=
thority several hundred miles away dictating the terms of the
teaching.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. I'm not advocating a central authority as
Mr. BROWN. Oh, I know you wouldn't be.
Mr. MCCANDLESS [continuing]. As our historical background

would point out.
Mr. BROWN. It's a real problem. It's not athat's not a trivial

problem, the bad software and the proliferation of different ma-
chines. I would just Say that, given the state of where we are today,
it wouldn't, be very practical to bog the process down with some
complicated approval procedure in the State capital--

Mr.-McCArmi.F.ss. Thank you, Governor.
Mr. BROWN [continuing]. Much less in Washington.

<3 Mr. MCCANDLESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GORE. Congressnian Volkmer.
Mr. VOLKMER. I'd like to continue on with that and maybe take a

little time to point out that yesterday, Governor, we had testimony
by persorT who are very knowledgeable in this field that felt that
we did need some development on software, on specific ,courses, et
cetera; that the present sof6vare available was not really, sufficient
as far as using the computer as a learning aid.

In other words, the difference between a piece of hardware and
learning to use a piece of hardware, than using- it as a learning
tool.

Mr. BROWN. People use the term that 90 percent of the software
is' no good.

Mr. VOLKMER. Well, I'm not saying 90 percent, and I don't
think--

Mr. BROWN. Well, I've heard that term used quite commonly.
Mr. GORE. One witness said 9'7 percent, yesterday.
Mr. BROWN. I was just being conservative.
Mr. VOLKMER. But some of us look., to this asyou know, if the

computer is being used, but only being used to learn how to use the
computer, and not being used to learn with a computer, then I
think we need to look very seriously_at maybe changing that.

Mr. BROWN.'Well, it'syou've put your finger on the problem,
that the software is not so good right\now, and, therefore, there has
to be a careful.evaluation of the programs that are bought for use
by given schools. But as teachers develop the sophistication of use .
of computers, I think that can be done. I have confidence that,
people can learn to make these decisions in local schools. And as
the competition goes forward and as people read the literature and
go to the conferences, they will buy better software than not.

And the important point now is to have the adequate funding to
train the teachers and to make sure we get an adequate amount of
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hardware in the schools. And from there on, it really is up to the
school boards and local schools to insure the excellence that we all
would like.

Mr. VOLKMER. Well, do you disagree that the Federal Govern-
ment has a part in providing good software?

Mr. BROWN. Well, the Federal Government has a research and
deirelopment responsibility, and so in that respect. I believe that the
Department of Education could developplay some role in all that.
But I think most importantly the Federal Government has a -role of
being the catalyst, being the innovator, and here we have an oppor-
tunity to plant some seeds and to stimulate a movement that
would otherwise occur anyway over a longer term, and can be ac-
celerated through tax credits, through some block grants for teach-
er training, and some money for the evaluation, and perhaps even
the creation of some software in the appropriate context.

Mr. VOI:KMER. NSF testified yesterday they are already in a proc-
ess of putting out basic contracts, evaluation contracts, right now
and later on, for development of software. So Iii say right now, as
far as I know, they're the first movement in it.

Mr. BROWN. Well-
Mr. VOLKMER. The Department of Education hasn't moved

yet- -
Mr; BROWN. Well, maybe at the NSF level, but actual teachers

are coming together to use software, put it into the machines, look'
at it, and talk among themselves, and give it some evaluation. So I.
believe people are smart enough to figure out what's good and
what's 'bad, and teachers, as part of their responsibility, will join
together and communicate among themselves what works and
what doesn't.

Mr. VOLKMER. We also had testimony yesterday talking about
teachers, that we've got 'aI wasn't going to use the word "mas-
sive," but I'd say a major effort, yet to have teachers taught in the
use of computers throughout the Nation, and at a great cost.

Mr. BROWN. I don't think the cost is very high at all. I mean, the
amount of money that's going into this program is few million
dollars, and the educational budget of California is $12 billion. So
this is pennies compared to the overall amount of money that
we're spending on kindergarten through '12th grade. This whole
program is $5 million, and then when you add local money, I mean,
I'm sure it isn't any more than $10 'million, out of $12 billion. So
this is very cheap in terms of the payoff that you get from it. -

Mr, VOLKMER. Can I ask you one last question, Mr: Chairman?
In the instruction of the teacho7s in California, does that instruc-

tion include why the computer Goes what it doesin other words,
how it operatesor is it just how you: operate a computer?

Mr. BROWN. They haveit's a short course. They go for, like, a
Saturday. Sometimes they go for longer; but they give thetry, to
leach some basic principles, but they're not learning how to use the
computer any more than most of us know how to work the televi-
sion set.

Mr. VOLKMER. But they're not learning what makes the comput-
er work. It's just like --

Mr. BROWN. No; they learn certain programcertain basic prin-
ciples.

345,
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Mr. VOLKMER. It's just like the automobile, you know. When you
learn, you learn basically you turn the key on and you have to put
gasoline in it, but a lot of people don't know how it actually works.

Mr. BROWN. Well, no, there are basic principles that are taught.
And, also, the computer courses themselves teach the workhow a
computer functions, what the principles are, and how it all oper-
ates. Those arethat's part of the course, depending upon how
much a teacher wants to learn.

You can use a computer just like you can use a phonograph,
without understanding the basic

Mr. VOLKMER. That's correct.
Mr. BROWN [continuing]. Underlying workings.
Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GORE. Congresswoman Schneider.
Mrs. SCHNEIDER. Thank you. I regret I was not here to listen to

the beginning of your testimony, Governor Brown.
I was at a Clearinghouse on the Future meeting where we had

the opportunity to listen to Nobel Prize Winner Bryan Josephson,
who was talking about the link between computers and the para-
normal. And I thought that I might be able to add something to
the hearings here this morning as a result of these discussions.

But I certainly commend California for their leadership in the
United States insofar as pursuing the development of the comput-
er, but let me mention that it looks like what we're going to be
seeing very soon is molecular electronics where we're replacing the
-silicon chip with biological materials. So this is the word for the
future, gentlemen. Tune in to it, and we'll see where we end up.

I also understand that most all of the questions that could possi-
bly be asked of you have already been asked. So, for fear of being
redundant, I have no questions to ask but will read over the mate-
rial you've submitted, and, once again, commend you for your lead-
ership.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you very much.
I'm glad we didn't get into the paranormal. We have enough of

that already in`California. [Laughter.]
Mr. GORE. We have a hard enough time with the normal.
Thank you very much for getting us off to a good start today. We

appreciate it.
Mr. BROWN. Thank you.
Mr. GORE. And congratulations on California's program in this

area.
I'd like to call now our first panel of witnesses: Dr. Sharon Rob-

inson, director for instruction and professional development with
the National Education Association; Dr. Joan Parent, president of
the National School Boards Association; and. Dr. Ronald Anderson,
director of the Minnesota Center for Social Research in Minneapo-
lis.

If you all would join us at the witness table.
You might want to shift over one there, so you can line up with

the microphones a little bit.
Let me welcome you to this hearing. We appreciate your willing-

ness to attend.
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Without objection, the prepared sttAtements you've submitted will
be included in full in the record. If you want to summarize any
portions of your statement, feel free to do s a.

I believe we will start with Dr. Sharon Robinson, director of in-
struction and professional development with the National Educa-
tion Association.

Dr. Robinson, we're glad to have you here, and we invite you to
proceed.

You might bend the microphone down a little so that we can
there you gn.

STATEMENT OF DR. SHARON P. ROBINSON, DIRECTOR, INSTRUC-
TION AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, NATIONAL EDUCA-
TION ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Dr. ROBINSON. It really is exciting to have an.opportunity to dis-

cuss this very important instructional issue, absent the constraints
of pending legislation even, because it does allow us a chance to ex-
plore some aspects of this topic that might not be so apparent in
the context of pending legislation.

Our major concern in terms of this technology and all instruc-
tional technology could be 'characterized as a concern for equity
and the concern for equality. The written testimony takes some
time to explore some of the issues relative to equity and equal
access.

Fortunately, the recent various reports on education have high-
lighted that the question of equal access has to be accompanied
with the equally compelling question of access to what and the
quality of the instructional environment to which we expose all of
our students.

The prospect of introducing the microcomputer, the personal
computer, into the classroom and making that technology available
in an equitable way, so that we afford all of our young people a
chance to be computer literate, whatever that turns out to mean,
but we afford them a chance to be participants in our growing
technological society is exciting.

We have also been concerned with what we would call a glorious
marketing strategy, a strategy which is represented by the prospect
of introducing the technology as perhaps a liftTeless than a pana-
cea but something that compels our interest, and yet knowing that
there are many questions relative to the use of the technology in
the classroom to do that, and keeping a handle on, the process of
its introduction.

I know that you've heard much already in the course of these
hearings about the process of introducing the computer into the
classroom, the involvement of the classroom teacher and why that
is so important, but we also have to recognize that we are dealing
with one aspect of our economic community that has a profit inter-
est that might not be always compatible with our interest of qual-
ity.

I'd like to introduce you to a new program that the NEA is now
supporting. It is a program that we have designed in collaboration
with Core Datum Corp. That is a computer consulting organization
in this area. It is called the NEA Educatimkat'pomputer Service.
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The first objective of this project was to design standards of qual-
ity for computer hardware and computer software. That objective
has been achieved, and we have now published this "Guide to Eval-
uation of Software." The guide looks at three different areas: the
technical areas, the educational considerations, and the manage-
ment considerationsin other words, how the teacher can use the
technology for instruction and how the technology addresses the
management and assessment and student progress considerations.

We are now trying to identify a network of teacher evaluators
and teacher producers of software to apply these standards so that
we can collect that data and put it into a manual or a catalog. The
catalog will be offered for consideration to librarians, school media
specialists, and classroom teachers for their consideration as they
make selection decisions about courseware and hardware for pur-
chase.

Another document, which I will also submit for the committee's
consideration, is a survey of el'ussroom teachers conducted in 1982.
It is a survey depending on scientifically drawn sample of all
teachers, and the results of the survey are rather interesting.

First, we find that teachers are overwhelmingly enthusiastic and
intrigued about the prospects of computers in the classroom. They
are also very keenly aware of the factors that require caution.
They insist on being involved at the front end in the decisionmak-
ing process regarding introduction of the technology into the class-
room. They will insist on adequate training, so that they may use
the technology effectively, and they will insist that there be some
process for the appropriate research questions to be placed into the
appropriate form, so that the technology will continue to serve edu-
cation; and that education will not become a market for a product
that may or may not be as useful as it might.

With that, I will close my remarks and await the interaction
through questions with the panel.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Robinson follows:]
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Mr Chairman and Members of the Committees

My name is Sharon Robinson.
I am on the staff of the

National Education Association
(NEA) here in Washington. The

NEA, as you may know, is made up of 1.7 million classroom teach-

ers. I serve as director cf an NEA headquarters unit called

Instruction and Professional. Development (IPD).

During the past three years our IPD unit has provided staff

support for several ad hoc committees established by the NEA to

consider various educational aspects of the computer and the

broader technology ti-rat has produced this pervasive and phenom-

enal machine:

I am very pleased to have this opportunity to give you

some of the conclusions and recommendations from classroom teach-

ers who made up these committees. I sincerely hope that this

will be useful to you as you
consider the complex matter of fed-

eral policy in relation to new
technology and the public interest.

First, however, I would like to comment on a long-standing

problem in the public
education sector -- the problem of provid-

ing equal access to a
quality education for all of our children.

tl f
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It is a problem, iwidentally, that has been dangerously enlarged

over the past few years by technology. It seems to me, Mr. Chair-

man, that the question of "equity of access" to school computers

is a microcosm -- in some ways, an electronic red herring -- of the

growing need for increased federal support of public education.

This is a fundamental problem since we all know that some

schools are more equal than others; we all know that -- because

all school districts have not'won the demographic sweepstakes --

their schools are far from equal in many measurable and important

ways. Of course school districts with modest resources do not

get microcomputers -- at least they don't get as many high quality

lmicrocomputers with good software and numerous peripherals. But

then, these less affluent schools get less of just about every-

thing that money can buy: science equipment, good libraries, books,

field trips, advanced courses, and on and on.

The responsibility of the federal government was put in per-

spective by one of the many resent,task force studies to reform

American education. I refer to the Twentieth Century Fund's re-

port earlier this year called Making the Grade: Report of the

Twentieth Century Fund Task Force On Federal Elementary and Second-

ary Education Policy where we read (on page four) that the fed-

28-378 0-83----21
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oral government, after all, is charged with providing. for the

security and well-being of our democratic society, which rests

largely on a strong and competent system of public education."

A number of other recent studies of American education reflect

this technological rationale for more federal support.

In a report two months ago on educational programs for

computers (i. e., courseware or software) an NEA committee used

a quote from a high placed government official. I would like

to read the quote first; then give you the facts behind it

LIKE THE DRUG FOR WHICH THERE IS AS YET NO

DISEASE, WE NOW HAVE SOME MACHINES THAT CAN

TALE BUT HAVE NOTHING TO SAY. I WOULD

CAUTION THE BUSINESSMAN NOT TO VENTURE INTO

HARDWARE UNLESS HE IS PREPARED TO GO ALL THE

WAY INTO PRINTED MATERIALS AND PROGRAMMING.

OTHERWISE, HE WILL HAVE CREATED AN EMPTY VES-

SEL OR SIMPLY A GLORIFIED PAGE TURNER.

Although this could easily be taken as something from an

education meeting last week on the problems of computers in school;

it is in fact a 1966 statement by then U. S. Commissioner of Edu-
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cation Harold flown Or, Howe Was spooking to the First

Praeticum on Educational Technology aponaored by the American

Management Association. This, of course, wan during the Olden

days of thu Elementary and Secondary Education Act. As far au

educational technology is concerned, have we been condemned to

repeating the past? In those days, American business and industry

dominated what was passed off on the sohoola as educational tech-

nology In those days, black boxes (teaching machines) were sold

to school administrators with a warranty that they wore teacher.

proof and that somehow this would make possible an electronic

learning bypass -- a bypass that would move the "education"

directly from the salesman to the child.

We have clear evidence from a recent membership survey that

teachers today are neither anti-computer nor anti-technology.

Nearly all teachers in our survey (95.8 percent) stated that in

their opinion computers do have a positive effect on student

learning. Teacher attitudes toward computers in school for

instruction is almost as positive since, 82.6 percent of them

"expressed an interest in taking an instructionally related

computer course." And within this group of teachers, 56.6 percent

wanted to write computer programs for use in their classes.

323
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here aru the NIA committee recommendations which t believe

Will be, or Mont interest to members of this committee;

1. Professional dovolopmunt activition which make it

posniblo for toachuru to loan; what therenod to

know about computers aro seldom available when

they are noeded. All teachors whose professional.,

practice and rosponsibility will be affected by

a now technology must be providod with adequate

continuing education.

2. The NEA encourages properly controlled research

and the empirical development of all aspects of a

new technology of instruction before its wide

spread use in schools. School children and their.

teachers must not serve American industry as

guinea pigs.

3. It is essential that classroom teachers in each

school district be involved directly in the plan-

ning, introduction, and use of such new technology

in their schools. Microcomputers, for example,

should not be introduced as a surprise for teach-

er's when they return to the classroom in September.
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t would likl to clorivitido my uommuntu thlu morning, Mr, Cb4ir-

man, by calling attention once again to the hardware-software

dllemma raised by Harold Howe It 16 yearn ago. Ooftware, in the

jargon of the competer people, means programs that toil computers

what to do. Other interesting words such as courseware and .firm-

ware are sometimes :mod, but for our purposes it is sufficient

to understand that a computer without software is like a motion

picture projector without film, or a book Withblank pages.

Ralph W. Tyler recently observed,that the computer is metaphor-'

ically a printing press, but that the invention of printing has

:not prevented bad books.

Tho 16-year-old remark by Howe was brought up to date earlier

this month by Ernest L. Boyer, president of the Carnegie Foundation

for the Advancement of Teaching. On page 192 of his new book, High

School (Harper & Row), Boyer says:

HARDWARE MANUFACTURERS VIEW SCHOOLS AS A SMALL

PORTION OF THE TOTAL COMPUTER MARKET. ONE

ESTIMATE PLACES THE SHARE AT ONLY 3 PERCENT BY

1985. FIRMS ARE CAUTIOUS ABOUT DEVELOPING

SOFTWARE FOR THE MODEST SCHOOL MARKET, AND YET,

IRONICALLY, THEY ARE PUSHING COMPUTERS ON SCHOOLS

WITH FULL-SCALE ADS AND TAX-WRITEOFF PROPOSALS

TO CONGRESS.

325
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Mr, (Oilman, the National Education Avinciation finely helloVes

that the federal govornmont has a clear and substantial re5ponalbility

in helping schools Mont the needs created by Advancing technology and

limited local and state resources. Indeed, the NEA-supported American

Defense Education Act (H.R..11111 and S. §53) grew out of a recegnition of

this needto roVitalize local curricula, to train and retrain teachers,

and to provide, resources at the local level so that our schools can

Netter meet the challenges of the 1980's and beyond.

At the same time wo understand and support the call for additional,

more targeted initiatives to bring technology -- particularly

microcomputers and educational courseware -- directly and immediately into

the classroom. It appears to us that there are only three basic

approaches to federal support for such an endeavor. These are 1) to

stimulate the donation of such equipment by private industry and

individuals; 2) to provide assistance to states and local school

districts for the direct purchase of this equipment and software; or 3)

to promote cooperative arrangements by which schools utilize equipment

which is (and remains) in the possession of private industry.

Our preference is clear. It is for the provision.of direct federal

grants to local school districts for planning, curriculum development,

teacher training, and acquisition of computer hardware and software.

This approach would allow for a sufficiently comprehensive and

appropriate federal program--a program which would place resources,

purchase options and educational decisionmaking squarely in the hands of

the schools themselves. We are therefore encouraged by legislation such
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ail the Computer Literacy Act of 1981 17b0 and 5, 11160)t Althouoh

We have some additional rucemmendationa And propnied legiSlatiVe

language Which we have been OISCHasing With the Authors of these

measurese we support the concept which underlies these bills and are

prepared to endorse them,

During the last Congress, legislation (then numbered HJ, S573)

utilizing a differing approach passed the House of Representatives, If

enacted, this measure would have encouraged the donation of computers

and other technological equipment to primary and secondary schools by

liberalizing the charitable deduction allowable to a corporation for

making such contributions, As you will recall, the inspiration for this

bill was a proposal by the Apple Computer Company of Cupertino,

California, to provide free of charge, a computer to every elementary,

middle and secondary school in the country in return for more favorable

federal tax treatment of such donations. This legislation has been

reintroduced in the 98th Congress as H.R, 701, the Computer Contribution

Act; and othr legislation utilizing this approach in varying forms is

currently inding in both Houses of Congress (including such bills as

H.R. 91, H. . 2417, S. 1194, and S. 1195).

Sever 1 concerns have been raised in regard to the donation

approach, These are that it would leave the selection of computer

equipment (or software if included) with the donor rather than with the

education 1 institution; that it would be virtually impossible and

perhaps nappropriate to attempt to develop a comprehensive federal

program ithin the confines of the Internal Revenue Code; that it could
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entangle 4 now federal hureaWacy (the Internal BOVPOPO SPrViCP and the

Department of the Treasury) in education mottOrai that it could he

viewed As backdoor financingi 4nd that It could well out precedents for

otherunacceptabletypos of educational tax credits nr deductions such

AI those for tuitinn,

NEA has considered these arguments most carefully and while we have

always and continue to prefer the direct purchase assistance approach,

we recognize the reality of the support such legislation has gained In

the Congress, Moreover, we can see circumstances under which such

donation legislation could ho helpful in a limited way-.hut only If It

Is constructed and implemented in such a manner as to assure a

beneficial and appropriate educational use in the classroom environment,

To gain NEA support, any such tax incentive legislation would have to

meet several tests. First, the primary utilization of the donated

computer would have to be in the direct education of students. Second,

there would have to be proper assurances of geographic and economic

,diversity in the donation pattern of these computers. Third, the

donation must be treated identically to a direct purchase of the same

equipment--that is, all the same guarantees and warranties must apply,

the same manuals and ancillary materials provided, the same service

agreements honored. Fourth, it is essential that the donor proOde.,

sufficient training with each donated computerAt no charge to the

school or operator to assure that classroom users have access to the

knowledge and operating tools necessary to utilize this equipment in the

education of elementary and secondary school children. And fifth, such

a program must alsemandate the provision of sufficient operational and

t;
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educational software so that these computers can function in a

meaningful manner. We believe that H.R. 2417, the Computer Contribution

1110
and Teacher Training Act comes closest to meeting these standards.

In addition to tax incentives and federal grants as means to help

move technological equipment into the classroom, there remains a

final-=albeit less satisfactory--approach: the increased use of

cooperative arrangements. Under this last alternative, private industry

would make its equipment available to educational institutions either at

the worksite or, if possible, at school during non-work hours. The

federal government could stimulate such cooperation through either tax

or non-tax incentives. While such an approach has been gaining more

popular discussion and, in fact, has been beneficial in a few instances

(partcularly at the community college level), it simply does not

provide the kind of comprehensive solution to the problem that is

required. Limited by the availability of equipment, by distances

between school And the workplace, and by time constraints on students,

teachers, and private industry, it simply is not an 'effective means to

increase the use of computers among school children.

Mr. Chairman, we are confident that the Congress can fashion a

meaningful program of assistance to help our schools and communities

meet the challenges and opportunities of the coming decade. We look

forward to working with you in that effort.

Thank you.
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Mr. GORE. Very good. Thank you very much.
We'll hold all our questions until the panel has been completed..
Our next witness is Dr. Joan Parent, president of the National

School Boards Association.
And, Dr. Parent, we're delighted to have you here and look for-

ward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOAN PARENT, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Dr. PARENT. Thank you, Congressman. We are very pleased to
represent the School Boards Association testifying befoie this com-
mittee on computers.

We are, as the other speakers have mentioned, concerned with
the equity issues and with the curricular integration of computers
into our school system.

Stated in a broad context, computer education symbolizes what is
probably the most significant reexamination of American education
that has occurred in this part of the 20th century. The policy deci-
sions which are going to be made over the next few years will not
only significantly influence the education of our people, but will
shape the direction of our economy, our position in international
markets, and the overall American culture.

Our testimony starts with the premise that the computer is here
and will become increasingly significant in America's future. Ac-
cordingly, we will focus on how we plan to deal with the underly-
ing issues, such as teacher training, curriculum development,
equity of access; and cost, rather than whether or not we should
have computers.

The public schools are caught up in the computer rush, and
we're being judged not only by test scores, but also how many com-
puters each school 'building holds. There's an assumed connection
between the two, but that connection is the school curriculum.

Rather than say how many computers are in what schools and
being used by what students, I'd like to turn my attention to cur-
ricular aspects, using computers in our schools. We believe that
this spreads through every other educational concern about the
computer, assuming that the school district has the funds to buy
them in the first place.

Throughout the computer instruction literature inadequate soft-
ware is cited as the single greatest impediment for successful use of
technology in the schools. Most manufacturers are content to pro-
duce software as inexpensively as possible, and anyone who surveys
a representative sample will be struck about how very unimagina-
tive and disappointing most of it is.

We also fault the software for being mainly drill-and-practice
and tutorial, routines. The capacity of the machine is not being
tapped for use of its unique properties such as elaborate simula-
tions and demonstrations, extensive'hypothesis testing and variable
manipulation, text editing of all sorts, and responsive languages
such as LOGO and complex educational games.

We believe that a major component of the curricular issue is the
nature of the instructional tasks that the computer performs in the
nlagsroom. Here' _the_firstequity_issue_which the-National-School-

3



Boards Association is concerned: Increasingly, studies are echoing
last November's 'rime report that teachers in poor rural and inner-
city schools elect to spend their limited funds using computers as
electronic flash cards for simple drill and practice. And, by con-
trast, "specially trained teachers at more sophisticated schools are
introducing ever younger children to the art of programing."

The instructional and curricular issues which structure the use
to which the computer is put in the classroom compounds the
better understood problem of providing student opportunity to ma-
chine access.

We find that the equity issue has at least two multidimensional
problems for which solution needs fashioning. The first problem is
how to provide all students comparable access to the technology.
An NIE study of four Los Angeles schools demonstrates a direct re-
lationship between the time students use the computers in remedi-
al mathematics and their improvement in math skills. Disadvan-
taged students spending 10 minutes a day on the computer for re-
medial math show only half the achievement than those who spend
20 minutes a day on the computer.

And access is not only considered in relation to whether the child
has the opportunity to use the computer, but the amount of time
he has to use it.

-0 Who gets the computer .for how long is obviously a fundamental
equity concern. It may be even more important when computer in-
struction is oriented to the more complex cognitive comprehensive
tasks addressed by reading and language arts. These tasks require
the student to understand the complexity of concepts that can only
be constructed through experience. Well-designed courseware can
provide the student with structured experiences that he would oth-
erwise not have available. For an inner-city child, what is the con-
cept of a house if he's never seen anything but apartment build-
ings?

In addition to being relative to the student, it's important that
the machine is also used so that what is taught when the student is
using the computer will fit into the total curricular plan.

If it does not fit into the teacher's instructional strategy for
achieving the school district curriculum, it becomes a classroom
toy.

For 30 minutes a day at a computer for every elementary and
secondary child, not including research and development activities,
we estimate the startup cost to the schools of America to be in 1980
dollarsto be $1.8 million.

For policymakers, such as school board members, the issue is
how to avoid spending billions of dollars on -computers only to see
them turned into classroom plant stands. The school districts
which can least afford to gamble are our poor school districts, and
it's critical that their scarce dollars be used correctly.

To avoid serious errors, attention must be given to the curricular
aspect of computers. This view is supported by Henry Jay Becker's
analysis, which was hailed by the experts as the most judicious and
comprehensive examination of the educational impact of microcom-
puters.'He recommends that school districts should develop policies
regarding the optimal educational use of computers. Equipment in-
vestments should not be made until educational-strategies- can-be
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implemented properly, and we agree with that philosophy. We be-
lieve preparation includes teacher in-service training; parental in-
volvement, including the option of permitting parents to purchase
or borrow equipment for their child's use at home; policies that
guard the copyrights of producers; provisions for hardware for
teacher class preparation usage and integration of technology into
the total curriculum, rather than just math and science programs.

We would urge Congress to look at the issue comprehensively
and not encourage only the purchase of equipment.

To the extent that the curriculum of a school district is a local
determination, we'll need resources to have our staff do some of
the work ,themselves. Certainly existing coursework can be se-
quenced into a local curriculum program, and that which is availa-
ble now is often unrelated to curricular sequence of the school dis-
trict, and it's often produced to show more the capability of the
computer than to fit our curriculum scheme. There's very little
available that will provide school districts with a place to begin.

The outstanding selling point of the computer for serious educa-
tors is its individualized interactive nature. The textbook author
depends on the teacher to add the interactive element of instruc-
tion to the content. Courseware must be developed not only by per-
sons knowledgeable in subject matter, but they must also have a
fundamental understanding of the learning process.

The courseware must be congruent with the school district's cur-
riculum and with the individual teacher's instructional plan.

Help is needed to make the technology work at the local school
district level. In addition to the initial cost of the hardware, school
districts that do not have funds to integrate their hardware with
their courseware needs in-service their teachers continuously on
the use of courseware with the district curriculum, evaluate the
congruence of computer construction for all students with their
educational goals, and provide computer, practice for all students
outside of school hours, and upgrade their curriculum on a continu-
ous basis, will not be able to provide instructional services to their
students equivalent to that received by students in the most afflu-
ent school districts.

Our recommendations are divided according to the two aspects of
the equity issue addressed in our testimony. The first addresses
access to the computer.

Aid needs to be provided on some determination of financial
need at the school district level. H.R. 3750, titled "The Computer
Literacy Act of 1983," introduced by Mr. Wirth, confronts the
access issue. Such legislation is a valuable beginning. It would help
place a computer for every 30 students in the schools and help
school districts train their staff in computer usage.

Help is needed for economically disadvantaged communities
where families cannot afford home- computers. The computer is
rapidly becoming the homework textbook of our information age.

The equipment becomes obsolete very quickly, and two things
are needed to help address this problem. First, information about
the market is needed by school districts to avoid inefficient use of
public dollars. NSI3A is working on this problem by a formation of
a computer alliance with our school districts. Second; friends are

332
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needed to helpfunds are needed to help replace outdated ma-
chines.

With respect to curriculum, our recommendations are:
First, response to the need for curriculum relative to the new

technology has come in math and science subject areas. We have
developed a far-reaching bill by NSBA which has been introduced
in the Labor and Education Committee by Chairman Perkins and
47 cosponsoring colleagues. Our bill, called the National Education
and Economic Development Act, the NEED bill, would involve a
Federal commitment of $1 billion in the first year and $2 billion in,,
the second year. This would provide the capability for local school
districts to meet their own unique needs.

Currently, there's another bill, H.R. 1310, which has cleared the
House and which was developed under the joint jurisdiction of the
committee. That bill, which represents a great beginning, primarily
addresses the in-service training of teachers and would provide less
than $2 million [sic] for each of 2 years to local :school systems.
Overall, H.R. 1310 cannot be taken as a total solution to the Na-
tion's math, science, and technological needs, and will only tangen-
tially influence computer education.

In conclusion, I would like to state funds and leadership are
needed at the Federal level to insure access for all students to a
high quality instructional product that permits a degree of individ-
ualization for the teacher and for the student.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Parent follows:]

Q
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A. INTRODUCTION

As President of the National School Boards Association, and as a member of,

the National Science Board's Commission on Precollege Education, I appreciate

the opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee on Investigations and

Oversight on the matter of computers and education. The National School Boards

Association is the only major education organization representing school board

members who govern the nation's public school districts. Throughout the

nation, approximately 90,000 of these individuals are Association members.

These people, in turn, are responsible for the education of more than 95

percent of the nation's public school children.

Currently marking its forty-fourth year of service, NSBA is a federation

of state school board associations, with direct local school board affiliates,

constituted to strenghten local lay control of education and to work for the

imprOvement of education. Most of these. school board members are elected

public officials. Accordingly, they are politically accountable to their

constituents for both education policy and fiscal management., As lay

unsalaried individuals, school board members are in the rather unique position

of being able to judge legislative programs purely from the standpoint of

public education, without consideration to their professional interest.

Stated in its broadest context, computer education symbolizes what is

probably the most significant re-examination of American Education that has
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occurred since the early part of the Twentieth Century. The policy decisions

which are made over the next few years will not only significantly influence

the education of our people, but will shape the direction of our economy, our

position in international markets, and the overall American culture, as well.

The NSF study, like the President's Commission on Educational Excellence,

the Carnegie Report, and other similar efforts, are clear that America's

educational needs will require a variety of complex and costly

solutions--including a role for the computer.

By way of introduction, our testimony starts with the premise that the

computer is here and will become increasingly significant in America's

future. Accordingly, our testimony today will focus on how we plah to deal

with a number of underlying issues, such as teacher training, curriculum,

development, equity of access, and costs--rather than whether or not we should

have computers.



I. THE CURRICULUM AND THE COMPUTER: EQUITY ISSUES

Recently the Wall street Journal published a series of articles on the

current status of tht. bevy of computer companies that are stampeding for the

micro-computer market. What caught my eye was a cartoon illustrating the

disillusionment of the public with the home computer which has translated into

some business failures. The computer was pictured in a affluent middle-class

home being used as a plant stand. The articles reported that the early

machines were toys and not large enough to do anything useful around the

house. Consequently, the home market has cooled a bit as consumers become

more knowledgable

The, public schools are now caught up in the computer rush. School

districts are being judged not only by test scores but also by how many

computers each school building holds. There is an assumed connection between

the two. That link is the school curriculum.

Rather than address the statistics of how many computers are in what

schools being used by what students, I want to turn our attention to the

curricular aspects of using computers in our schools. We believe that this

issue threads through every other educational concern about computer assuming

the school district has the funds to buy them in the first place.

Throughout the computer instruction literature, inadequate software is

28-378 0-83-22
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cited as the single greatest impediment for the successful use of computer

technology in the schools. According to the Education Testing Service, "most

manufacturers, are content to produce software as inexpensively as possible.

And anyone wib survey's a representative sample will be struck by how

unimaginative and disappointing most of it is. Critics also fault existing

software for consisting mainly of drill-and-practice and tutorial routines.

The capacity'of the machine is not being tapped for the use of its unique,

properties such as elaborate simulations and demonstrations,,,extensive

hypothesis testing and variable manipulation, text editing of all sorts,

responsive languages (such as LOGO) and complex educational games.

The Southeastern Regional Council for EducatiOnal Improvement in a July

report provides some explanation for'the lack of educationally sound course--

were. The contribution of educators to the development process of,education

software, they assert, is almost entirely at the discretion of commercial

producers. The commonly held opinion, according to the report is that "the

presence of educators is minimal." In August, the Department of Education

unserscored the need for a unique blend of skills if the potential of computer

in eoucation is to be realized. The successful aPol:cation of computers

:c education will require expertise in subject matter, in teaching, in

computer technology, in cognitive science, and in design,' they say.

A major component of the curricular issue is the nature of the

instructional tasks that the computer performs in the classroom. Herein lays

the first equity issue about which the National School Boards Association is

concerned. Increasingly studies are echoing last NoVember's Time report that



teachers in pour rural and inner-city schools elect to spend their limited

funds using computers as electronic flash cards for simple drill and

practice. By contrast, "'specially trained teachers at more sophisticated

schools arc introducing ever younger children to the art of programming."

The instructional and curricular issues which structure the use to whicn

the computer is put in the classroom compounds the better understood problem

of providing student opportunity to machine access. Student access to the

machine is the second equity issue about which NSBA is Concerned. Dr. Ron

Anderson at the iversity of Minnesota's Center for Social Research concludes

that the 12,0 wealthiest schools are four times as likely to have

micro- in ers as are the 12,000 poorest". Anderson's findings are based

pon research carried out at the University of Minnesota in collaboration with

th. National Assessment of Educational Progress, a periodic testing of 18,000

study is across the United States.

THE EQUITY ISSUE: Tli0 PROBLEMS

the equity ,ssue must be seen as at least two multidimensional problems

fa,' which solutions,need fashioning. The,. first. is how to provide all

students comparable access to the tecnnology. A NIE funded study of four Los

Angeles schools demonserates a direct relationship between the time students

use Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) in remedial mathmatics and their

improvement in math skills. .Disadvantaged students spending 10 minutes a day

using the computer for math, tiow only one-half the achievement results of

those who use it 20 minutes adaY.,,
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Accesi, however, e, only must be considered in relation to whether the

'child has the oppv-cunity to use the computer, but thu amount of time he can

use it is al important,

Whe .its. access and for now long is obviously a fundamental equity

concern. It may be even more important when the computer instruction is

oriented to the more COMO;EA :ognitive comprehension tasks addressed by

reading and language ar:z.., -rase tasks require the students to understand the

complexity'of concepts that can only be constructed through experience. Weil

designed courseware can provide the student with structured experiences that

he otherwise would not have available. For a inner-city child, what is Oe

concept of "house" if lie ;las seen only apartment buildings? Comprehension

skills form the capacity_to make the judgements and generalizations that

provide the foundation for advanced learning. Intellectual Achievement in

subjects (history, literature, economics, etc.) language arts as fundamental

skills is more difficult to determine in short term studies of the computer

.

'usefulness. We believe, however, that the computer could be invaluable in

these areas as well as ih,areas of remediation.. It is important that the

machine is used so that, What is taught when'the student is using the computer

will fit into the total curricular plan.
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If it does not fit into the teacher's instructional strategy fcr achieving

the school district curriculum, then it becomes a classroom toy. Karon

Sheingold of the Bank Street College of Education in New York City, concludes

after examining the use of micro-comptIters at several diverse sites that "....

micro-computers on their own will not promote any particular outcomes. Their

impact will depend, not only on hardware and software but to a large extent,

on the educational context within which they are embedded." Access to the

machine is a necessary step toward the acnievement of educational equity, but

it is not in itself sufficient to achieve it,

Providing access is not easy. But the problem can be at least partially

solved Gy a equitable distribution of money. Arthur Melmed, a NIE consultant,

reported in January of 1982 'a breakdown of costs in 1980 dollars of providing

30 minutes a day at a computer for every elementary and secondary child. It

would 'cost, he estimates approximately $30 per year per child. Using'his

figures, the national cost. or 39 million school children would total about

$1,8 billion in 1980 dollars. This figure would -pay for "equipment,

maintenance, courseware and materials other than courseware." This is a lot

of money right now when most school districts are strapped for funds. This

amount does not take into account the additional funds needed at all levels,

federal, state and local, for the research and development activities that I

will address next.

D. ASSURING EQUITABLE INSTRUCIOUAL OUTCOMES:

For policy makers, such as school board members, the issue is how to avoid

spending billions of dollars on computers only to see them turned into

0
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Ciassroom plantstands. The school districts who can least afford to gamble

are our pdbr school districts. It is critical that their scarce dollars be

used correctly.

To avoid serious errors, the second aspect of the equity issue must be

given attention. OverwheiMingly the focUshas been on the first. But

attention must be given to the curricular aspects of the computer. The

problem is fundamentally more complex than is the access problem. Experts are

warning that the microcomputer innovation is being fueled by a great deal of

enthusiasm, with the conviction that the micro-computer is a good thing. Yet

no one knows fOr sure if it is, how it is, or, really, what it's good for, in

terms of educational outcomes. Dr. Sheingold indicated that We need to begin

'acquiring such knowledge very quickly, in order to help guide an innovation

which is bound to grow even in the absence of guidance."

This view is supported by Henry Jay Becker's analysis which is hailed by

the experts as the most judicious and comprehensive examination of the

educational impact of micro-computers.
1
He recommends that schools

districts should carefully develop policies regarding the optimal educational

use of computers. Equipment investments, he advices, should not be made until

such educational strategies can be implemented properly. We agree.

Preparation includeslteacher inservice training, parental involvement

.a
including the option of permitting parents to purchase or loan equipment for

their child's use at home, policies that guard the copyrights of producers,

provision of hardwareCfor teacher, class preparation usa4e,and,1 integration of

1
Micro-computers in the Classroom -- Dreams and Realities: Center for Social

Organization of Schools, John Hopkins University, 1983.

W
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the technology into the total curriculum rather than just the math and science

program. Computer purchases, should not precede policy and should not be

based on an emotional response to the market place. We would urge Congres to

look at the issue comprehensively and not encourage only the purchase of

equipment.

Becker points to one aspect of for which solutions have yet to be

developed: which is the harnessing of this technology to the curricular

objectives and goals of the schoctl district. To the extent that the

curriculum of a school district is a local determination, we will need

resources to have our staff do some of the work themselves. Certainly

existing courseware can be sequenced into a local curricular program.

But the job will have to be done largely at the locel level. Even at the "

local level the job will be not be done entirely bythe guy in the central

office because our best innovative teachers will pe'sonalize the courseware

for their own teaching style and their student's needs. At this point,

however, even the sophisticated courseware now available is written in short,

disconnected modules that are unrelated to each other. Current available

coursware is often unrelated to-the curricular sequence of the school district

and is often produced more-tb show the capability of the computer than to fit

into a larger curriculum scheme. There is very little available that will

provide school districts with z. place to begin. Robert Kershaw, the ETS area,

systems director agrees. The software is just not there " he says."

v;!-.The unique selling point of the computer for serious educators is its
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individualized interactive nature. Courseware creation is a,very different

prr...ess from that of writing a textbook. The textbook author depends upon the

teacher to add the interactive element of instruction to the content.

Courseware. must not only be developed by persons knowledgable in subject

matter but they must also have a fundamental understanding of the learning

process. In addition to that basic requirement, the courseware must be

congruent with the school district's curriculum and with the individual

teacher's instructional plan. The nepd for a national program oriented to

quality courseware is important from another viewpoint as well. In this case,

I
am,concerned about keeping the student interested in the computer as a

learning tool. It is vital that students view their use of the computer as

exciting and directly oriented to their coursework. The only way to assure

this is the direct involvement of our educators who preside over our .

classrooms. Teachers must feel comfortable with the computer as they will see

them at best as a nuisance or at worst a job threat. The response to the

curricular aspect, of the equity issue cannot just be from the state and

federal government. We believe the response must also come with much

involvement from the local school districts.

Help is much needed to make the technology work at the local school

district level. In addition to the initial cost of the hardware, school

districts that do not have the funds to integrate their hardware with their

courseware needs, inservice their teachers continuously on the use of

courseware with the district curriculum, evaluate the congruence of computer

construction for all students with their educational goals, provide computer
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practice for all students outside of school hours and upgrade their curriculum

on a continuous basis will not be able to provide instructional services to

their students to the degree that more affluent school districts will be able

to provide.

While there has been much discussion of the federal governments role in

providing student access to the equipment, there has not been as much

discussion on the second area which is essentially curricular. NSBA supports

the federal effort to help provide equipment. However, we would also urge

serious consideration of the second area as well.

E. RECOMMENDATIONS: ACCESS AND CURRICULAR INTEGRATI64

The following recommendations are divided according to the two aspects of

the equity issue addressed in this testimony. The first set addresses the

access problem.

o Aid needs to be provided on some determination of financial need at

the school district level. The House bill H.R. 3750 titled the

Computer Literacy Act of 1983 introduced by Mr. Wirth (D-00)

confronts the access issue. Such legislation is a valuable

beginning. It would help place a computer for every 30 students in

the schools and help school districts train their staff in computer

usage. H.R. 3750 bill is preferred by NSBA tq some other bill

because-itwould-be-funded-through-the-approprtation-process rather

than through the tax expenditure process.

c.
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o Help is needed for economically disadvantaged communities where

.families cannot afford home computers. The computer is rapidly

Jecoming the homewor4 textbook of the information age. Funds are

neeez:c :J estdolish a loan system or after school use center so

that access to the aouiolent ;lees not inhibit acanemic growth.

The equipment oets-les oosolete very quickly. Two things are needed

to nolp lodress :713 ornolem. 7irst, information about the market

is needed by school districts to avoid inefficient use of public

dollars. USOA.s working on this problem by the formation of a

computer alliance with our school districts. For your information I

have attached our publication: Comouter4itaa. Second, funds are

needed to help replace outdated machines so that sophisticated

courseware can be utilized.

The following recommendations address
the second aspect of the eciuity

issue Which is the curricular development needs.

a The first response to the need for curriculum relative to the new

technology has come.in the math and science subject areas. NW

has developed a far - reaching bill which has been introduced in

the Education and Labor Committee by Chairman PerXins and 47 co-

sponsoring colleques. Our bill, the National Education and
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Economic Development Act (the NEED Bill) would involve a federal

commitment of f 1 billion in the first year and $2 billion in

the second year. This bill would provide the capability for school

districts to use the funds.

flurrently. there is another bill. H.R. 1310, which has cleared the

House and which was developea under the joint iirisdiction of the

Committee. That bill. which represents a great beginning, primarily

addresses the in-service training of teachers, and would provide

less than $200 million ror each of two years to local school

systems. Oyerall, H.R. 1310 cannot be taken as a total solution

to the nation's math, science and technological needs, and will only

tangently influence computer education.

New technological innovations that increase the interactive

aspects of the courseware with the student should be encouraged.

At this point, the laser videodisk provides the optimum capability.

Existing courseware picks up a student at a particular achievement

level and moves them along at a individualized pace. The laser video

disk permits a stuaent at any achievement level to enter chto a

subject area and then move at an individualized pace. The addition,

the technology permits the teacher to enter additional courseware

components that will further individualize the curriculum.

The manufact::ring cost of one video disk is $98,000 with copies

costing $15 each. While high, these costs if distributed will make

individualized instruction accessable. The federal government can

aid in that distribution process.

347
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The real cost, however, is for development of the content and

its sequencing to be placed on the video disk. The technology will do

graphics that can be manipulated, show film and track a students

progress. Initially,development cost will be high. A major federal

contribution is needed here to finance and guide there efforts.

Existing resources already funded by the federal government should be

tapped. We would suggest close coordination of the National Institute

of Education with the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. NIF could

bring together the educational process expertise with content produced

the experts Corporation for Public Braodcasting. There are probably

other public-financed resources also available that could also be

utilized as subject matter in the Department of Defense and Energy

just to name a few obvious examples.

F. SUMMARY

In summary, the use of the most highly interactive processes

snould be encouraged by tne federal gov.:rnment for their classroom

use. Funds nd leadership 1; needed at the federal level to assae

a high quality instructional prviect that permits a degree of

individralization for the teacher and the student not !mt.. availaDle.
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Mr. GORE. Thank you very much.
I'd like to call on the third member of the panel, Dr. Ronald E.

Anderson, who, in addition to being the director of the Minnesota
Center for Social Research, is chairman of the Association for Com-
puting Machinery, Special Interest Group for Computer Uses in
Education; also, an associate professor at the University of Minne-
sota.

We're delighted to have you here, wearing all three hats, and we
look forward to learning from you in each capacity.

Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. RONALD ANDERSON, DIRECTOR, MINNESOTA
CENTER FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Dr. ANDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Gore. Thank you for the opportu-
nity to appear before you to discuss the current problems and chal-
lenges in the field of computers in education.

First, I want to summarize some findings from current studies
and, second, I wish to summarize the outcome and recommenda-
tions of a task group meeting earlier this month which was con-
vened by ACM/SIGCUE to address policy alternatives for educa-
tional computing.

Very few research studies are done to assess how schools and col-
leges are actually using computers for instruction, but even fewer
are done on computer learning outside of the educational system.
Consequently, it is difficult to have a high degree of confidence in
what we currently know. However, I will do the best to summarize
existing trends and use them as guideposts for planning additional
research. I summarize the results of research around particular
issues.

The first issue is the computer literacy curriculum chaos. Com-
puter literacy has become a household word meaning the ability to
communicate with computers, but widely diverse viewpoints exist
on what it means to communicate with computers. The prevail-
ing educational ideology is that every student needs or eventually
will need to be computer literate to_function_productively_ in the ..
computer society. Attempting to address this need, courses and cur-
ricular programs are being developed from preschool through col-
lege as well as in programs for continuing education and employee
training.

What is disturbing about this development is not the rapidity
with which it is developing, but the diversity, the nonuniformity,
and the confusion which has been created. Institutions are seeking
to plan, but they do not know how to plan, and_not
cational system confused on how to plan computer literacy instruc-
tion, but the publishing industry is also at a loss to predict profit-
able directions for publishing books, materials, and software.

The sector of the publishing industry devoted to educational com-
puting isextremely' small. Unfortunately, most of the research
which this industry does to study relevant markets is generally
proprietary and also unavailable for policy analysis.

The second issue is instructor demand for instructional materials
and training. All of the studies which have been done over the past
few years show that the teachers view the lack of training,opportu-
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nities and the lack of resources as the two major areas of greatest
concern, and they're most often cited as barriers to instructional
computing.

The third issue is minimal utilization of facilities. A recent study
by Dr. Becker found that the average elementary school computer
is used slightly over 2 hours per day, and the average microcom-
puter in high school is used about 21/2 hours per day. It should be
noted that some schools use their computers constantly, while
others use them very minimally. But about one-fourth of the ele-
mentary schools and one-fifth of the secondary schools use their
computers less than 1 hour per day.

Effective utilization of computers and instruction requires experi-
ence, it would seem from the existing research, because those
schools where the teachers have been involved with computers for
a long period of time are using them in general more comprehen-
sively throughout their teaching and throughout the curriculum.

The fourth issue is minimal penetration of instructional comput-
ing into the schools. There are lots and lots of schools, lots and lots
of school districts throughout the United States that have pur-
chased microcomputers and are using them, but it is still the case
that, as of this school year, probably less than 15-50 percent of all
the school children in the United States have had a chance to ever
use a computer in school.

In the national assessment of the science study, which was re-
leased earlier this year, we found that of the schools with five or
more computers only 61 percent of age 13 students had ever used a
computer in school. So even in the schools that are getting comput-
ers,- and in some cases many of them, still only a small segment of
the student body is getting to use them.

Becker's study also found that most teachers do not use their
school computers. He reports that in about half the schools with
micros only one or two teachers, at most, are regular users, regular
users meaning teachers using instructional software packages or
teaching computer classes.

Next I wish to switch to the equity-inequity issues. Findings on
the inequity with respect to socioeconomic groups have been men-
tioned several times already in the hearing. I will not repeat the
evidence, but to point out that we did find in the recent report,
which I was principal author of and was released by the National
Science Foundation on the national assessment of science data,
that a growing gap between the students who are in poor schools
versus those who are in rich schools is continuing, and in the area
particularly of computer programing course enrollments.

rns -out-that-theactual_number_oLaccessesis_beginning_toile_
fairly similar between the richer and the poorer schools, in that
poorer schools are tending to begin to buy more computers, but the
infusion of the computer into the curriculum is much slower in the
poorer schools, and the likelihood of students in the poorer schools
getting the opportunity to take computer classes is still very low
and, in fact, the gap is increasing, at least has been increasing over
the past 5 years.

Next I wish to mention the issue of inequity and size of commu-
nity. In Minnesota we did a study several years ago and found that
schools in the rural areas are about as likely to be using computers
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as in the central urban areas, but that probably is because of the
fact that Minnesota for about 7 or 8 years has had a free telecom-
munication system for use by students across the State. Now that
has actually been discontinued within the last year. So the inequity
may increase with respect to size of community.

Because when we look at the national data, the rural students,
students in small towns, are much less likely to get access to com-
puters and also much less likely to be enrolling in computer pro-
graming classes than are the students in the urban areas, and it
stands to reason because there is much more emphasis on comput-
erretail computer outlets in the cities. It's much easier to get in-
formation on repair and maintenance, and so forth, in these areas
than it is in remote areas.

Furthermore, it appears from the data from the national assess-
ment that the gap between the city and the rural areas appears to
be widening.

Next I wish to mention geographic region. From the national as-
sessment of science data, we found that age 13 students in the
South .had only 12 percent with school computer experience. How-
ever, twice that number of the students in the West had received
such experience. Now this was 1 year ago in the assessment of that
year. The Central and Northeast areas are roughly comparable to
the West in terms of access.

Over and over again the inequities that have been found by
region show that the southern schools are the lowest with respect
to computer access and computer opportunities.

Finally, I wish to mention the gender inequity. Studies report
that young women in secondary schools are less likely than young
men to spend time with computers and to enroll in computer
classes. Now this, in part, is a result of their own choice, but it is
also probably, in part, a result of structural factors in the school
that inhibit females from taking advantage of computer opportuni-
ties. For example, counselors may not recommend computer
courses for the girls, and very often the computer programing
course is an advanced math-elective that requires prior mathemat
ics courses.

One thing that would help to reduce the gender gap is to have
more broad base courses in computers and computer literacy in the
schools at all levels.

While it is true that the issues raised by this summary list of re-
search findings do not constitute a very large proportion of the list
of actual problems in the educational computing, they point, and
very concretely, to a substantial set of issues that cannot be ig-
nored. If nothing else, they identify an agenda for ongoing assess-
ments of what is taking place in the educational system.

These results also reveal many unanswered questions concerning
the direction and impact of existing educational computer policies.

Next I wish to switch to some specific recommendations for com-
puter uses in education, and I will point out that in stating these
priorities and recommendations I speak for myself and not the As-
sociation of Computing Machinery, nor the University of Minneso-
ta. However, these recommendations do benefit greatly from ,the
work we have done within ACM in trying to develop a consensus
on what the needs and recommendations are with respect to educa-
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tinal coi»ptiling, and They also reflect the discussions we had 3
weeks ago at a task group meeting on educational computing
policy, where approximately 20 specialists in this area were
brought together, representing a number of organizations, includ-
ing the Americam Fede ration of Information Processing Societies,
the International Clotticil on Computers in Education, and the Na-
tional Council for Teachers of Mathematics, as well as a number of
other institutions at various levels of the educational system.

Coming otkof this group was a general consensus about what
value pr lises or goals were that were key to keep in mind in

analyzing these problems, and I wish to read at least a part of the
list that is in my prepared statement.

First of all, within the area of general education, it is felt that
the education, training, and retraining will continue to be more
and more necessary for individuals as well as the society as a
whole.

Access to information resources and skill in retrieval from large
data bases are increasingly a major requirement for individuals as
well as organizations. Education must shift priorities to insure that
students are taught the necessary information-related skills.

Today's educational curriculums must be reassessed and restruc-
tured to take into account the skills and knowledge needed in an
information-base society. These skills include formulating problems
and problem-solving algorithms, using data and analytic tools to
solve these problems, and communicating and collaborating with
others in solving problems.

With respect to the use of computers in education, while all
major modes of educational computing have value in certain situa-
tions, research is needed to determine relative and conditional ef-
fectiveness of each mode. While it is true that much research has
been done on the effectiveness of drill and practice and tutorials in
the learning process, relatively little research has told us about the
effectiveness of other modes of using computers in the classroom
process.

The computer as a tool for word processing, data analysis, plan-
ning, modeling, et cetera, is an educational approach that should
be infused throughout the entire educational system, including
every discipline.

Much more attention should be given to techniques for using
computers to teach higher order thinking skills and to extend cog-
nitive functidning.

The role of computer science and information science must be
given more attention in the curriculum, and more emphasis should ,

be given to the potential_role of computing to motivate and hold
learner attention.

I've organized action items that I wish to recommend in five dif-
ferent areas, with the approximate following order of priority.

One, research.
Two, policy analyis and leadership,
Three, public education.
Four, educator education.
And, five, curriculum analysis and development.
First of all, research, which I've already mentioned, holds the

highest priority for action to initiate and continue several different
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kinds of research. Current. difficulties in planning and decisionmak-
ing result from a void of knowledge which could be supplied by re-
search.

I've listed a number of areas where research needs to be done,
and I will not repeat this, but. I would like to point out that the
actual amount of research going into the computing area is rela-
tively minimal. It's almost nonexistent at the present time.

It is true, however, as we heard from the speakers yesterday,
that both the National Science Foundation and the Department of
Educat ion do have plans for spending more money next year, but it
would appear that still the plans that they have for doing research
in this area still would constitute less than $3 or $4 million, and it
would appear to me that, on the basis of the kinds of things that
need to be addressed and need tp be studied, that we need an order
of magnitude of about 100 times more than that; that is, we need
in the area of 250 to 400 million dollars' worth of research to begin
the kinds of short-term as well as long-term projects to assess what
is happening in the schools and to assess what we will be doing
with respect to experimenting and trying out new policies.

This research agenda cannot be treated as a luxury, but it is. true
the cost will be substantial. Projects in all the areas should be initi-
ated as soon as possible, and some can be completed in the short
run, but others require long-term focus and emphasis.

The second category is policy analysis and leadership. Many edu-
cational computer policies have been written and implemented
without careful evaluation of the consequences, and that should
not continue. We need to invest in think tanks and study groups to
continuously, assess goals and needs and effects, as well as alterna-
tive policies and possible scenarios for impact.

Broad gOals should be addressed as well as very specific prob-
lems, such as how to support. thin educational markets that the
publishers will not address. Investigation should be made into such
probleins as existing Federal and State regulations which inhibit
computer purchase and use.

The third area, public education, exists because of the need for
dissemination of accurate information in a number of areas. For
example, there are a number of myths that seem to be prevalent
that should be dispelled, myths about computers in education.

For example, the belief that' computers are a panacea for all
social, economic, and educational problems. Another myth is that
everybody should be a programmer. Another is that all computing
costs are dropping. Another is that teachers are the best

--courSeware-developers.-Another-is-that-if-you-can-leave-a-child----
alone with a computer, she or he will become computer literate.

These kinds of misconceptions need to be identified and the nec-
essary programs implemented to remove some, of the misconcep-
tions about what is currently going on and what will be going on in
the future.

Fourth, educator education, which colleges call faculty develop-
ment and precolleges call teacher education or teacher training.
Such computer education requires that schools and colleges have
computers for teacher education, but computers should not be pur-
chased without software and training programs to complement
them. Special consideration should be given to producing and pro-

28-a78 0-83---23
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yid*. courseware packages liar teacher training with the purchnse
or any now computer.

Training programs for teachers should be designed to address in-
equity problems. Special support should be given for training and
associated equipment for schools and colleges in low income and
remote locations.

Next is computer analysis and development curriculum. analy-
sis and development, which is proposed in two arenas. First of all,
the general curriculum and, second, the. computer curriculum, Be-
cause new thinking and information tasks will become necessary in
the information-based society, content should be reexamined in all
subjects. A wide selection of specialists in various disciplines must
be involved in assessing where shifts may be useful and where com-
puter-assisted activity may enhance the learning process.

In addition to initiating this implicit revolution, the curriculum
in computer literacy and computer science should be reexamined.
One sign of the need for activity in this area is the frenzied growth
of short basic courses under the banner of "computer literacy."
Such courses address only a small portion of the actual knowledge
and skills that students need to function effectively as computer
citizens in the next few decades.

By now you may have noticed that no recommendations have
been offered to install large numbers of computers in the educa-
tional system. It is true that research and demonstration projects
require hardware and teacher education requires computer access,
but it is too early to create a wired educational system with com-
puter stations at every desk. First, we must conduct the research?.
the policy analysis, the planning, and in other ways prepareC'the
educational system for the transition.

We should seriously consider such proposals as we have heard
throughout the hearings and also such proposals as Tucker'slpro-
posal to spend $13 billion to give every four students an intelligent
workstation linked to an interstate data system, but first we should
conduct the research and planning and install the mechanisms to
conduct this research and planning on an ongoing basis that would
enable us to use such systems wisely.

We have serious problems of inequity, computer misuse, mis-
learning, but these, cannot be solved by unrestricted donations of
computer equipment. Unless the infusion of computers is accompa-
nied or preceded by software tools and the training of teachers in

_these_tools,_w_ewill_fmd_itdifficult_ta_achieve_a_symbiosis between
computer technology and our educational system.

[The prepared. statement of Dr. Anderson follows:]
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Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the
current problans and challenges in the field of Canputers and Education.

First, I want to summarize the findings from current studies Which assess
the state of computers and education. After which I will, suinmarize the
outcome and recommendations of a Task Group meeting earlier this month,
convened by ACM/SIGCUE to address "Educational Computing Policy
Al ternat ives."

Punalmair FINDliUS FACIA SIIDIIM OF CCMPUPERS AND ERiCATICN

Very few research studies are done to assess hoW schools and colleges are
using computers for instruction, but even ferr are done on computer
learning outside of the educational system. Con equently it is very diffi-
cult to have a high degree of confidence in the stability of the
conclusions that are drawn from these studies. The findings should be
viewed primarily as suggestive of existing trends and as guideposts for
planning further research. The results are summarized by the problem or
issue identified; in each cage the issue is worthy of careful policy
analysis.

1. The Computer Literacy Curriculan Chaos

CoMputer literacy has become a household word meaning the ability to
cannunicate with computers....,Widely_diverse,..v.iewpoints exist on what it
means to "communicate" with computers, but the' prevailing educational
ideology is that every student needs or eventually will need to be computer
literate to function productively in the computer age. Attempting to
address this need, courses and curricular programs are being developed
from preschool \ through college as well as in programs for continuing
education and arployee training.
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A 10011 not ionwido nUrvey by Instructional Mottling, Inow(1) found that
ovor holf of the proonliogo nohools with inntruolional omputern oloinital to
havo H "00111.40 that enn ho onnstrned to no a oomputor literacy oourno,"
Howovor, thono ooupsos variod from a ono-wook unit In RASIO programming to
a ,seal' -long aaaraa noVorin n brutal rango of otanputor toplea. Thu
diyorlity of softwaro utilized Is niogALrovealing, Eldon though about 200
difforont stalwart) paokagos wopo roportod In UHO by,the 000 nohooln
supvoyod, only ono package was reported by as many us RA,of tho sabots,

Anothor inntruotional Computing, ino,(2) survey, where 10U enndondy
solonted eolleges worn aontnotod; found nimiltir OhlorsIty and nonUnl-
funnily. NInoty percont of the idontified nampator Monkey" courses used

textbook not wad by any of the other courses In other Institutions.

Thu FlUX10 Computor: Litorney Project (EDUCUM, Pr luau ton, NJ) from its
college survey hns.idontifiod hundreds of institutions soaking diroction in
planning computer literacy programs.

Not only is the oducational system confused on how to plan computer
literncy Instruction, but the publishing industry is also at a loss to
predict profitable directions for publishing books, materials and
software, The sector of limo publishing industry devoted to educational
computing is extremely small. Unfortunately most of the research with
regard to this industry and relevant markets is generally proprietary and
unavailable for policy analysis.

2. Unfulfilled Instructor Da and for Instructional Materials and Training

The Instructional Computing survey (1) of elementary and secondary
computer-using schools foUnd that teether training and instructional
courseware were the two needs most often cited by microcomputer
coordinators and computer teachers.

Apparently a similar need exists in higher education, A CONEUIT survey of
college instructors (3) asked for reasons for lack of computer utilization.
Lack of training and luck of resources were the first and second most often
cited barriers to instructional computing,

3. Minimal Utilization of Facilities

A very recent national survey of school caputing by Dr, Henry Jay Becker
(4) found that schools vary a great deal in the amount of computer use. The
average elementary school computer is used slightly over 2 hours per day;
and the average microcomputer in high school is used about 2 and a half
hours per day. It should be noted that some schools use their computer
continuously while others very minimally. About one fourth of the
elementary schools and one-fifth of the secondary schools use Weir
eanputer(s) less than one hour per day.

Effective and extensive instructional computer utilization requires not
only skill but experience, This is one-conclusion of a Minnesota study of
high school tcachers(5). The number of years of experience with instruc-
tional computing was found to significantly predict stable involvement in
computerwork. It may be that the many schools under-using their computer

3-56
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equipment are relatively new to educational computing.'

4. Minimal Penetration of Instructional Computing into the Schools

Statistics showing rapid penetration of computers into the schools are
of ten quoted, c.g., tab, of the school districts are expected to have micro-

computers by the end" of this school year. However, relatively few
students, get any computer experience to say nothing of an extensive,
productive experience. National Assessment results from the 1981-82 school
yt:mr show that only 33% of all 17-year-olds and 23% of 13-year-olds had
ever used'a Computer in school. If we examine only.those. schools which
have 5 or more computers, then only 3996 of the 13-year-old students have
had any,computer use. More significantly, 6196 of the age 13 students in
schools,wi th 5 or more computers have never used a computer in school:
Obviously computer ,. installation does not guarantee, access.

Docker's study (4) shows that it is also true that most teachers do not use
their sehool'computer(s). He reports that "in about half, of the schools
with micros, only 1 or 2 teachers, at most, are reguiar. Users." And in
some schools with microcomputers, none of teachers are regular users, i.e,

teachers using instructional software packages or teaching computer
'classes.

.Inequity in Socio- economic Groups

According to a survey of all schools in 1983, Quality Education Data, Inc.,
reports that the 12,000 wealthiest schools are four times as likely to have
microcomputers as are the 12,000 poorest schools. Recently, reported
findings from the 1982 assessment(7,8) show that the number of students

,enrolling in computer programming is much lower in schools that qualify for
Title 1 assistance than those that don't. (Schools qualify for Title I
assistance by having a large percent of the parents with income below the
poverty line.) Age 17 students were asked if they had studied computer
programming, 1196 said they had done so for a semester or more, which is up
slightly from 197q when only 796 said they had. Figure 1 gives the
enrollment trend line from 1978 to 1982 showing that while the number of
students taking computer programming classes is on the rise, in 1982 only
7% of students in Title 1 schools had taken programming while 14% of
students in other schools had taken such classes. The graph depicts a
widening in the trend lines indicating a growing gap between the schools in
wealthier as opposed to poorer communities. This increased disparity
results from the fact that during the past four years the poorer schools
have had only a negligible rise in enrollment in computer programming
classes.

As already mentioned, students were asked in they had ever used computers
or computer terminals in school' If we look only at rural and
disadvantagedrurban communities, the number of students getting to use
computers is much lower than those from other types of communities. "Rural"
is defined as farms or towns with under 10,000 population. 'Disadvantaged -

urban" consists of high- unemployment areas within cities of at least
200,000 population. As shown in.Figure 2, among students at age 13 less
than 17% of the students from rural and ghetto areas report use of school.
computer equipment. In contrast 3296 of the 13- year -olds living in

"urban/rich" areas, those areas in' large cities of at least 200,000 which
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have an unusually high proportion of residents who are employed in profes
sional or managerial jobs, report use of computers in schools.

Figure 1
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6. Inequity by Size of*Connunity

A large, statewide computer literacy assessment in Minnesota failed to find

any large, substantial differences in %chool computer utilization when
comparing students living in different size cities and towns(9). Minnesota

may he unique however, since at that time the State provided free telecom-
munications for all schools that wanted to use the central, time-sharing

computer system. Such support for instructional canputing makes student

access to computers for learning much more'feasible.

The 1981-82 national science assessment data reveal that nationwide the

smaller communities do not provide as many:OpportunitieS for computer

education as the larger ones. For example, only 18% of junior high school

students in small towns report school computer use, but 2696 of the junior

high students in large cities have such access:

Inequity in rural areas in much more noteworthy in the area, of programming

enrollment and these data are given'in Figure 3. This graph shows that the

growing computer inequity in computer instruction affects mostly the big,

inner cities and the rural areas. The trend lines for these two parts of

the country are mostly flat, but the trends for the suburbs and small

cities rise sharply. As of 1982 17% of th% suburban high school students

had enrolled in computer progranuning'for at least=one term, but only 6%

(less than .1/2) of the rural students had done so. The-gap between the

city and the rural areas appears-to be widening, although the evidence for

this is not very large.
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7. Inequity by Geographic Region

Student computer experiences were examined separately for each of four
major regional divisions of the United States. These regions were defined
as follows: the West included all states west of Montana, Colorado,
Oklahoma and Texas; the Central region included those states bounded by
North Dakota, Kanasas, and Ohio; The South contained all states southeast
of Arkansas, Kentucky, and West Virginia; the North included all states

northeast of Pennsylvania.

The students living in the South are much less likely to have used compu-
teri in school than the students living in other parts of the country.
This is especially true for junior high school students but also true for
age 17 high school students. The magnitude of the regional differences is
shown in Figure 4. Age 13 students in the South had only 12% with school
computer experience, however twice that number (24%) of the students in the

West had received such experience. For 13-year-olds the Central and North
are roughly comparable to the Central region with respect to opportunities
to use computers in the schools.
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8. Inequity and bender

Gender differences in computer education have received considerable aten-
tion but little systematic research. Two exceptions to this are an
experiment by Lockheed, Nielsen, and Stone (10) and a statewide assessment
(9), t,nd these studies report that young women in secondary schools are
less likely than young men to spend time with computers and to enroll in
con outer classes.

The 1981-82 national assessment in science provides additional data on
gender differences. While no significant differences are found in the
number of males and females reporting any use of computers in school, a
substantial gap remains in signing up for computer programming classes. As

shown in Figure 5 females are less likely to take these courses than are
males; 8% of the females and 1,196 of the males have enrolled in a program-
ming course for at least one semester. This difference has remained
constant since,1978 as depicited in the trend lines (Figure 5).

Undoubtedly some portion of this difference between the two genders results
from cultural socialization, however there may be structural factors in the
schools that inhibit females from taking advantage' from computer
opportunities. For example, counselors may not recommend computer courses
for the girls, and very often the computer programming course is an
advanced math elective that requires prior mathematics courses.

Figure 5
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``9. Summary

While it is true that the i,,sues raked by this summary list of research
findings do not constitute a very large portion of the lib of actual
problems in educational computing, tney point very concretely to a

substantial set of issues that can not be ignored. If nothing else, they
identify an agenda for ongoing assessments of what is taking place in the
educational system. These results also reveal many unanswered questions
concerning the direction and impact of existing educational computing
policies,

RIMAMENUATICIJS Fat °MUFTI?. USES IN ainkflal

I wouldToint out that in stating priorities and recommendations I speak for

myselfand not the Association of Computing Machinery nor the University of
Minnesota.

The Association of Computing Machinery with over 60,000 members is

dedicated to three basic purposes: 1) to advance the sciences and arts of
information processing, 2) to promote the free interchange of relevant
information, and 3) to develop and maintain the integrity and competence of
individuals engaged in the practice of information processing.

The ALIM Special interest Group on Computer Uses in Education, of which.! am
Chairman, has a membership of over 1,700 and is organized to facilitate the
goals and needs of those specializing in computers and education. One
of our activities during this past year has been to encourage discussion of
policy issues and identification of the problem areas of instructional
computing. On June 7, 1983 we held an informal working group meeting at
the National Educational Computer Conference in Baltimore. Fran this we
established a small network of concerned persons' willing to work on
clarifying the issues. On September 7 and 8 we held a Task Group meeting
in Washington D.C. to explore ideas and consensus on specifying the issues
and priorities of computers in education. At this meeting were
representatives not only from AGM but from most of the large organizations
dealing with educational computing. Representation included the AFIPS
(American Federation of Information Processing Societies), the ICCE (Inter-

national Council on Computers in Education, and the NOTM (National Council
on Teachers of Mathematics) as well as a variety of institutions at all
levels of the educational system.

The conclusions and recommendations which follow are my own personal
beliefs and claims, however they are primarily a summary of the collective
judgments and opinions stated at the September 7-8, 1983 task group meet -

ing on educational canputing policy alternatives.

Before stating policy recanmendations.the underlying values or goals have
been specified. Theyalue premises for education generally, and for the
role of computers in particular, are listed below and provide the rationale
for the action items which follow.
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VALUE PRHAISES: MENTION

1. Education, training, and retraining will continue to be more and more
necessary for individuals as well as the society as a whole.

2. The productivity of our future society is critical and students must
be taught creative skills to insure adequate productivity.

3. Access to information resources and skill in retrieval from large
databases dieiFereasingly a major requirement for individuals as well
as organizations. Education must shift priorities to insure that
students are taught the necessary information- related skills.

4. Toddy's educational curricula must be reassessed and restructured to
take into acocunt the skills and knowledge needed in an information-
based society. These skills include formulating problems and problem-
solving algorithms, using data and analytic tools to solve problons,
and communicating and collaborating with others in solving problems.

5. Educational systems and programs must become more responsive to
change. But more attention must be given to defining the new goals
education, so that change is not without direction.

6. Affective as well as cognitive learning goals must be pursued.
Leariling environments should be created which have autotelic
(intrinsically motivating) properties.

7. Maehanisms must be established to insure equity in educational oppor-
tunities for all social groups as well as special populations such as
the handicapped.

VALUE PREMISES: CUM/MUSES IN EIDUCETION

1. While all the major modes of educational computing have value in
certain situations, research is needed to determine the relative and
conditional effectivereach mode.

2. The "canputer as tool" for word processing, data analysis, planning,

modeling, etc., is an educational approach that should Ile infused
throughout the entire educational systan including every discipline.

3. The computer, should be used for individualized instruction,
particularly for special populations.

4. Much more attention should be given to techniques for using computers
to teach high-order thinking skills and to extend cognitive
functioning.

5. The role of canputer science and information science should be given
more attention in the curriculum.

6. More emphasis should be given to the potential role of computing to,
nativate and hold learner attention.
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7. The computer can be an agent of a:ogress in thd educational system.
It can also be an agent of control and repres'ssion. Decisions must be
made to insure that eanputers only became agents of progress.

BECOMMENDATFONS/ACT1ON 111MS

Actions are recommended is five areas with the following order of priority:
1) research, 2) policy analysis, 3) public education, 4) educator
education, and 5) curriculum analysis and development.

1. Research

By far the highest priority for action is to initiate and continue several
different kinds of research. Current difficulties in planning and
decision-making result fran a void of knowledge which could be supplied by
research. All of the following types of research have high priority:

a. tracking (monitoring) the impact of computers on schools, society, and
progress in learning;

b. needs and changes in the labor force;

e. new matches between new technology and learning activities (symbiosis
between canputer and learner);

d. delivery systems, markets, publisher- consumer interaction;

e. curriculum reorganization and redesign;

f. high-risk, long -term basic research on possible uses of computers and
related technology in education;

Artificial intelligence (knowledge-based systems and coaching) applied
to learning and education;

h. different modes (e.g. DOW) of computer access/work/use and their
impact on different types of learning;

i. how to effectively teach canputer literacy and programming;

g.

research on how to use existing tools to improve inquiry, IQ, and

logical reasoning process;

k. demonstration projects which experiment with procedures for providing
low incase students (and parents) with access to computers, software,

and training.

This research agenda can not be treated as a luxury, and the cost to
initiate it will be substantial. Projects in all of the areas identified

should be initiated immediately. Some can be completed in the short run,
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while other types of projects require both a short run conmitment as well

as long-term support.

2. Policy Analysis and Leadership

Many education computer policies have been written (and implemented)

without systematic analysis and careful evaluation of the possible

consequences. What we need instead is new carrnitment to policy analysis

such as the work of Pogrow (12) and Tucker(13). "Think tanks" and study

groups should be funded to continuously assess goals, needs, effects, as

well as alternative policies and possible scenarios of impact. Research

findings are a critical source of guidance to this process and essential to

its success.

Policy analysis should address many different levels from individual class-

rooms up through national levels of activity. Broad goals should be

addressed as well as very specific problems such as how to support "thin"

educational markets. Investigation should be made into such problems as

existing federal and state regulations which inhibit computer purchase and

use.

The results of concerted attention to these issues could lead to a new

consensus among the specialists in educational computing. Such a consensus

would provide the leadership which this field needs so badly. This type of

effort is needed right now, but must be implemented on an ongoing basis as

well.

3. Public Education.

A major need exists to improve the dissemination of information in several ,

areas. 'These areas include

a. resources (e.g. software, materials, etc.)

b. advances in technology
c. results of research.

Projects which centralize, condense, and organize such information into

databases are needed. Less expgnsive, easier teleconnunications accesses

through a system of interstate °data highways" are needed also.

Public information programs are needed to dispel myths about Computer uses

in education. Such mytns'include beliefs that

A. Computers are a panacea for oe economic, and educa-

tional problems.
b. Everyone should be a vogea ."%t

c. All computing costs era dropping.

d. Teachers are the best courseware devElopers.

c. Leave any child alone with a computer and s/he will become

computer literate.
Other misconceptions should be identified and the clarifications channeled

into mydia and developer information networks.

3 v. 365
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4. Educator Education

New opportunities for the training of teachers (kindergarten up through the
university) should be provided. A most critical need is for instructors to
learn how to use computers as tools in their respective disciplines. Such
training and retraining is urgently needed now and will be required on an
ongoing basis.

Special attention should be given to educating computer teachers in current
developnents in canputer science and information science.

Such computer education requires that schools and colleges have computers
for teacher education, but computers, should rkot be purchased without
software and training programs. Special consideration should be given to
producing and providing courseware packages for teacher training with the
purchase of any new canputer.

Training programs for teachers should be designed to address inequity
problems. Special support should be given for training and associated
equipnent for schools and colleges in low incase and remote locations.

5. Curriculum Analysis and Development

CUrriculum.projects are proposed in two arenas: the general curriculum and
the computer curriculum. Because new thinking and information tasks will
become necessary in the information-based society, content should be re-
examined in all subjects. A wide selection of specialists in various
disciplines must be involved in assessing where shifts may be useful 'and
where computer-assisted activity may enhance the learning process.

0

In addition to initiating this implicit revolution, the curriculum in
canputer literacy and computer science should be re-examined. Curriculum
development projects are needed to identify and implement the best
approaches to teaching in these areas at all grade levels. One sign of
the need for activity is the frenzied growth of short BASIC courses under
the banner of "computer literacy." Such courses address only a, small
portion of the knowledge and skills that students need to function
effectively as canputer literate citizens.

mays ON

By now you may have noticed that no recommendations have been offered to
install large nwnbers of computers in the educational system. It is true
that research and demonstration projects require hardware and teacher
education requires computer access, but it is too early to create a wired
educational system with computer stations at every desk. First we must
conduct the research, the policy analysis, the planning, and, in other
ways, prepare the educational system for the transition. We should ser-
iously consider proposals such as Tucker's (13) to spend $13 billion to
give every four students an intelligent workstation linked into an inter-
state data system. But first we should conduct the research and planning'
that would enable us to use such systems wisely. We have serious problems
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of inequity, computer misuse, and mislearning, but these can not be solved
by unrestricted donations of computer equipment. Unless the infusion of
computers is accompanied or preceded by'software tools and the training of
teachers in these tools, we will find it difficult to achieve a symbiosis
between caiputer technology and our educational syStem.
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Mr. GORE. Thank you very much, Dr. Anderson.
Congressman Volkmer.
Mr. VoucmER. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate all the testimony we received.
It appears we possibly will have a question of equity in the distri-

bution of not only computers, but information systems, the soft-
ware, and teachers' training, unless something is done. Do you
agree with that?

Dr. ANDERSON. Yes.
Mr. VOLKMER. Everybody agree with that? If there's no unified

effort on anybody's part and we, just let things develop as it has
been developing, then there will end up 5 or 10 years down the line
a gross inequitypoor districts, rich _districts, et cetera. Agree with
that?.

Dr. PARENT. Yes, very much.
Dr. ROBINSON. And, in fact, that's the very prospect that suggests

some appropriate governmental involvement at both the Federal
and the State level. It is, indeed, in all our interests to see that we
have a uniformly educated populace, at least to a certain level.

Mr. VOLKMER. At least the opportunities for that education.
Dr. ROBINSON. At least the opportunity for that education, yes.
Mr. VOLKMER. All right. Then the next thing, do we have any

agreement among the panel that the Federal Government should
be involved at least into this effort to make sure there's some
equity?

Dr. PARENT. Yes, we believe there is a Federal role.
Mr. VOLKMER. Dr. Anderson.
Dr. ANDERSON. Very definitely, especially in the research and_,

planning area.
Dr. ROBINSON. In the testimony we did comment on a number of

specific bills being considered at various stages now in the. Con-
grass, but there is definitely a Federal role, and we urge you to
consider several possibilities for that' role.

Mr. VOLKMER. Some of that legislation leads me to ask the next
question. One computer in a school district or in a high school,
maybe one in a junior high and one in the elementary schools, does
that satisfy a requirement?

Dr. PARENT. That's not very useful, not very useful.
Mr. VOLKMER. That, in itself, is not a way to achieve equity, is it?
Dr. PARENT. No. One of the reasons that the National School

Boards' Association is supporting the bill that we call the NEED
bill is the fact that this would put approximatelythe cost of the
bill is $1 billion, and that is approximately $25 for every student in
the whole United States between the ages of 4 and 17. This money
largely would go to the local school district.

Now some school districts are already somewhat geared up in
hardware. They may need it for some other facet of improvement
of math, science, or technology or foreign languages in their dis-
trict, but we feel that the local district, indeed, knows best what its
unique needs are and that our NEED bill addresses that. It's not
just a computer per school or per so many children, but, as we
pointed out earlier, that if we are to have sufficient computers in
the school for each child to have 30 minutes, a day on a computer,
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it would cost in the nature of $1.8 billion to gear up to that possi-
bility.

Mr. VOLKMER. That would be over a period of time, of course?
Dr. PARENT. No. That is the cost of putting the hardware and

gearing up to that. Now to continue and keep the equipment up to
date, and to keep current with software, would cost far more than
that.

Mr. VOLKMER. On teacher education in the use of computers, do
you all have an opinion as to whether or not that should go into
just how to use the computer, but also into how that computer, in
other words, works, so that a teacher knows more than just how to
use it?

In other words, the same thingin an automobile, you know
people know that you put gasoline in it and you change the oil and
you turn the key, but many people don't know the intricacies of it.
Any little thing goes wrong, they have to have somebody, you
know, fix it.

But I'm talking about actually how to program it and develop
their own material for it. Do you think they should be taught that,
too?

Dr. PaReN T.,_ I would think not all teachers necessarily would
lea. that. I think those that were specifically interested in that
aspect of use of the computer. However, it's very definitely neces-
sary that every school district and every teacher have inservice
training in the use of a computer, because obviously if it comes into
the classroom, if the teacher is nothas not,had inservice learning
to use it and working with it, it will, in fact, become a dustcollector
in the corner of the classroom, because if,you give anyone a kind of
a tool and do not teach them how to use it, then thatthey're
going to put that tool aside. They're not going to use it. They're
going to go back to their familiar hammer and nails and screw-
driver that they've always used, and it will be money not well
spent.

Mr. VOLKMER.. Dr. Robinson.
Dr. ROBINSON. We have a concern, also, for those entering the

profession, that the teacher preparation programs at the university
level become sensitive to the needs for teachers to be skilled con-
sumers and users of various types of technology, computers certain-
ly being one of them.

Those programs are very slow to change, unfortunately, and they
will encounter the same kind of financial constraints in bringing
the computer and that kind of knowledge into their programs as
the elementary and secondary schools will experience in utilizing
the computer in the instructional environment that they control.

We are concerned that we do not place an unrealistic require-
ment or expectation on everybody, that everybody will be required
to do exactly the same thing. We feel that experience to date sug-
gests that there are a number of teachers who are, indeed, interest-
ed becoming programmers and producers of courseware. It presents
a number of very interesting and challenging copyright and owner-
ship issues. These issues are beginning to emerge.

And we know there's a lot of activity in the area of teacher-de-
veloped courseware.

< '1/4? C
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The projeCt that. I mentioned is one which now requires that we
identify a network of those teachers throughout the country, so
that we can help inform the-courseware development-industry hi a
more influential and significant way, so that they can understand
that we're going to be very well educated and sensitive consumers
of the product, whether it s teacher developed of commercially de-
veloped.

As to whether we need to'all know how to operate or fix our
cars, I suspect that a number of automobile mechanics would get
real nervous if we said we were all going to learn how to do that. I
know that the corps of repairmen who work for IBM and Xerox
take great pains to cloak all of that in some mystique, so that we
don't bother to open up their machines and tamper with them.

I don't know that we need to go quite that far. But certainly, as
we learn to operate the film projector, we had to know how to
change the bulb. SomvAirnes that wasn't real easy to do and some-
times you had to do it, very often, but to avoid the frustration of
having the equipment sitting there useless, you did take the pains
to know how to at least maintain the equipment in a responsible
way and. to effect minimal repairs, superficial repairs.

Mr. VOLKMER. Then one last question, Mr. Chairman, with your
indulgence.

Talking; again aboutand, Dr. Robinson, you talked about it very
briefly. I'd like to 'get more in detail. Oneventually should we
have a requirement for teacher certification, that they be familiar
with the computer?

\-,,Dr. ROBINSON. We have developed some specifications'for teacher
education.. It's a document we call "Profiles of Excellence:
Teacher Education.'

Being very competent users of all the technology of instruction is
cited in that document, and computerworking with the computer
is specifically mentioned. -

We don't want the document to be doomedto be archaic before
it's even out and within the realm of discussion, so we haven't said
just what all that means; because the technology is in the process
of being developed all the time.

. But the teacher certainly shOiild be a competent lifelong learner,
and that means the teacher should have the capacity to learn how
to use emerging technologies as they become available.

Mr. VOLKMER. Dr. Parent; do you have any comment to make on
the question' of certification for teachers, familiarization at least'
with computers?

Dr.. PARENT. -I. would hope that it would becoine part of teacher
certification in the :future. However, because of declining enroll-
ment in many of our school districts, that is not a primary issue at
this time. What is of more concern to us in school boards is having'
training for. the teachers that we now have in our school districts,
so that they will be very comfortable in using what has become a
marvelous tool for teaching, we believe, in the past few years. And
many of our teacher's haveliot had that kind of training or have no
opportunity to tfet it, unleSs we do it inset vice in our districts.

Mr. VOLKMER. Dr. Parent, have you run your all's proposal, the
School Boards' proposal, by Dr. Bell; the Department of Education?

Dr PARENT. I believe that Mr. Bell is very aware of our bill.



Mr. VOLKMER. I las he made a comment un it, to your knowledge?
Dr. PARENT. Oh, I'm sure that he has. [Laughter.]
Mr. VOLKMER. Has it been favorable or unfavorable?
Dr. PARENT. Well, I believe that he is in favor of anything that

would be good for education ia the Nation. However, he does have
a distinct preference for everything being done by the State and
the local districts.

Mr. VOLKMER. That-- -
Dr. PARENT. When it comes to money- in favor of." education,

but when it comes to money-
Mr. VOLKMER. This goes back to 0 -my yesterday
Dr. PARENT [continuing]. He want, it 'urselves.
Mr. VOLKMER. Right, and I didn't . your proposal yester-

day. Maybe I'd had a better shot at him yesterday on it.
But I'm one of those who I think realizes, as one who comes from

a State legislature, and one time I believed firmly, as he did, that it
would be better if we'd do everything on a local level and on a.
State level for education, and keep the Federal Government out of
it. For a while, on the State level, in the State legislature, that you
do it on the local level anti not even on the State level, until you
start to find out that there are school districts that just do not have
any econ:1:anic base at all. And if you relegate them totally to that
local level; you're going to have a group of children brought up in
this society without a' qualified education, unless we dowell, if
you want to say itredistribute the wealth so that they can par-
ticipate.

Dr. PARENT. Perhaps if we lived in a climate or a world in which
they- were fences around every community and you didn't ever go
from that community into the works at large, this would be a more
significant argument. But, however, if we fail to educate children
in Foley, Minn.. they will not stay there. They may become a
charge on the State of New Mexico, or California, or anywhere else
they may happen to migrate to in the future.

Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GORE. Thank you.
Congressman Skeen.
Mr. SKEEN. We thank you, Dr. Parent, for sending us any help

that we might need in New Mexico.
Dr. PARENT. Snow refugees, you know.
Mr. SKEEN. Snow refugees. We get a lot of you folks down there.

We're also exporting a lot ..6f our youngsters out of our State be-
cause we don't have an employment base, and I think it's a very
cogent comment that you make. You don't educate children for just
a local situation.

And I'm not trying to get in an argument with Dr. Bell about
financing. Our State commits over 75 percent of its total resource

. to one area, education, because we've got no local base from which
to raise the necessary funds to support a statewide educational
system, so we do it from State funds; 75 percent are committed to
education. I think it's one of tLe highest in the United States, but
it takes a mix of Federal commitment, and we recognize that.

I wanted to talk to you about equity. It's been the thread that's
gone through this whole conversation from this panel. And I notice

\ St
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that even amongst the three of you there's a slight bias in deter-
mining what we're talking about in euuity toward each one of
your particular interest. and I think that's what happens when
we talk about education in general.

I set that the researcher over there, he was very much interested
in. if' we're going to have equity, let's be sure that we take care of
the equity first in the research area, and then the school boards,
and the administration, and the teaching profession. And that's
just natural, but it is puzzling for us.

If we're going to talk about a new technology in education today,
and one that's going to have such a profound impact on education
as the computer sciences and so forth, it's how do we really define
when we're going to reach an optimum equity, who is going to
define it, who is going to assure that we have it, who is going to
enforce this so-called idealistic goal of reaching some kind of
equity?

And l'd like to start withI was amazed, Dr. Anderson, from
your reports, the citations that you made from studies, of the low
usage that we have today, when we're considering the equipment
that we have available throughout the school systems in the
United States, it's that low. That was somewhat startling to me, be
cause even at this point, you think we're trying to reach-some kind
of equity.

For instance, 61 percent, I think you said, nationwideof the
students that have computers available to them, only 61 percent of
the students us,; them. And I would have thought it would have
been son-v-what higher than Lhat.

What would you consider an optimum computer-student ratio for
a school, if you were just setting out parameters of what we're
going to do when we reach this equity?

Dr. ANDERSON. Well, an optimum student:computer ratio would
be one computer per desk, and I think probably 25 years from now
that will be a given. But, in the meantime, you need at least a com-
puter lab in a school. In an elementary school you need at least.a
computer in a classroom.

Mr. SKEEN. Per class?
Dr. ANDERSON. Per class. And I guess a good optimum or interim

structure would be to have one computer for every three or four
students.

Mr. SKEEN. What about you, Dr. Parent?
Dr. PARENT. Well, we are attempting to gear up in my local

school district. It's not easy They are expensive.
We spentbefore we didput in our computer room, we had in-

service training for our teachers in the use of the computer, any
who wished to take it. Right now we have a ratio of 35 students per
computer, but we are hoping to have that within the next yearor--

Mr. SKEEN. You wouldn't consider that an optimum level, would
you?

Dr. PARENT. No. That's veryit's sparse. We have 35 students
per computer, and we just do not have a good ratio. But my State
isand I believe Rhode Island, Minnesota, and Rhode Island are
the two States that have a greater ratiobut the ratio is smaller of
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computers. We have fewer students per computer than any other
I'm not saying this right.

Mr. SKEEN. I know where yo.:' re going.
Dr. PARENT. Yes. I'm just not getting there very easily.
Mr. SKEEN. We share that kind of a problem :,round here.
But that's interesting. What did you think of the low usage that

the studies indicated, such as in many schools, elementary schools,
2 hours a day, 21/2 hours for high school? I thought it was kind of
shocking.

Dr. PARENT. I was not surprised.
Mr. SKEEN. You were not surprised?
Dr. PARENT. No, I was not surprised, no.
Mr. SKEEN. I was.
Dr. PARENT. I've seen some figures before in conjunction with the

National science Foundation Commission, and it really is very sad.
A lot of the computers that have gone into schools are in one area.
They're very, very necessary in the handicapped classrooms' be-
cause it's the most amazing thing if you see a childthe computer
does wonderful things. You see a child that cannot use their hands
or their legs, and only can work with a headband, and work with
that computer. And just to see that child sparkle because they're
learning-

Mr. SKEEN. It's an enlargement of their ability.
Dr. PARENT. Pardon?
Mr. SKEEN. It's an enlargement of their ability.
Dr. PARENT. Oh, yes.
Mr. SKEEN. Almost instantaneous.
Dr. PARENT. Yes. It gives them what they couldn't do any other

way, and I think this is what's happened throughout the United
States. If you have been able to buy a computer or so, it has been
in your handicapped classroom and available only to those people,
beciause they need it the most.

Mr. SKEEN. Dr. Robinson, could you comment?
Dr. ROBINSON. The survey presented that same kind of startling

finding, in that there's enormous enthusiasm. There are very few
computers in the classroom, and where the computers are there,
they're available to a very small percentage of the student popula-
tion. And it has to do with a number of things.

Some of it is inadequate planning because there has not been
time made available or resources made available for the teacher to
use the technology in a number of important ways. So it becomes a
reward for the students who finish their work to get time on the
computer. Sometimes it is used to perform certain classroom man-
agement functions, and that's a great benefit to the teacher and to
the student as well, but it is not direct in3truction through the
computer and the student interacting.

So I did not find that so startling this time. We were surprised
when we saw it in the survey, because there's a lot ofthere's a lot
of enthusiasm for learning more about how to use it, and a great
deal of receptivity to have a computer come into the classroom, but
not without the attending support, so that it can be used properly.

Mr. Stc7,7,1,1. That's what's both ring me in the equity. There are
so many .:iements to consider and so many parameters to decide on
in approaching this question of how do you do an equitable job of
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presenting this kind of technology to students, and do you get the
most effectiveand how do you get the most effective use from it?
It's certainly been helpful listening to you, the three phases of this
problem aired today. You did an exceptionally good job, and I ap-
preciate it very much. And I have learned a lot by it, and I thank
you.

Mr. GORE. Thank you very much.
Dr. Anderson, how is it that. the South has such low figures?

Your study indicated that students 'living in the Southern United
States are much less likely to have used computers in school than
students living in other parts of the country. Why is that?

Dr. ANDERSON. Well, it's because there's fewer computers there,
which is probably mostly related to the expenditures per student,
the lack of resources to purchase computers and to pay for teacher
training programs, and so forth.

Mr. GORE. Yeah.. All right.
What about the problem of software compatibility? Dr. Robinson,

do you have any thoughts on how we might begin to solve that
problem?

Dr. ROBINSON. Well, I think that the market is going to help us
solve that problem, just some of those dimensions, though I don't
like saying things like that. I don't want to be taken for a rabid
free enterpriser.

Hut certainly if we establish certain elements, certain standards
of quality that will drive the marketplace, those standards will
become more important than compatibility. And I suspect that
unless we do something to generate a more attractive market
within educational software, we're not going to get the attention
that we really need from the industry, because the ..e.Aucation soft-
ware market is a very small part of the total market that the com-
puter industry will have to consider.

I believe that we have to make it less profitable to maintain the
unique features of program and machine compatibility, and we'll
only make that happen through use of the technology and estab-
lishing standards that are really operative standards, that drive
;he rn:urk place.

Gou.E, Do caber of the other witnesses have any thoughts on
ty,estion?

F.hitENT. I tve,ald agree with Dr. Robinson that eventually the
marketplace even out by itself, so that software will become
coa.p.Lit;bility, because there wir he the -hardware companies that

'd,ancl then the ones that are remaining, the software companies
will 7.; rovide stuff that tits their computers, and that's the way it
will to. just work in tine rnarketp.ace.

Mr. GORE. Well, 1 hoe right.
On ..he tax credit idea that :gas discussed with our first witness

today, lielp me uncterstaAd NEA's position on that, Dr. Robinson.
Are you for it or' against it?

Dr. ROBINSON. Well, we're for with qualifications.
Mr. GOnE. OK.
Dr. ROBINSON. We have some standards that we use as a guide

for evaluating Proposals that relate to tax incentives or tax credits,
whatever.
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in this instance, the first standard or requirement would be that
the utilization of the computer, or whatever is going to be the cost
of the equipment to be written off, must be used directly to instruct
students. There is a concern that we not encourage or support atiy
further just the administrative functions with the technology. I
think that the administrative budgets will take care of that, but we
are concerned about- -

Mr. Gout:. So your first point. is you want to make sure that it
gets to the students?.

Dr. RomNsoN. To the students, yes.
Second, we want there to be sonic assurance that there will be

proper geographic and economic diversity in distributing the equip-
ment within the local district, and that the third element would be
that the donation or the equipment would be treated identically as
if it were a direct purchase. In other words, you wain-st-i1--get the
attendant maintenance support from the. industry, as if you were
purchasing the equipment.

And the fourth element would be a responsibility on the part of
the donor to provide some training support to the new users of the
equipment,- in much the same way that the private sector provides
right now.

And, finally, that the program would also provide a veryan
adequate, sufficient operational program. The equipment has to
conic equipped with or ,accompanied by adequate software. So we
don't want obsolete equipment, and we don't want inadequate soft-
ware accompanying the donation.

Mr. GoR . Well, those all sound like very sensible points to me.
Dr. Parent, has the National School Boards Association taken a

position on this legislation?
1)r. PARENT. Yes. We supported the legislation, Congressman

Gore. The only thingone thing we wish to make sure, however, is
that the gifts of computers to the schools were given through the
school district, not just an individual school, and that all districts
be treated alike, just going by the number of' children, not the
wealthy districts would get more because there would be a possibil-
ity of further purchase the wealthy parents of those children,
but. we would want to mak': sure that it was very equal, that the
poor districts and poor schools would get as many.

Mr. GoR. Very good.
In your opinion, should school districts require that students be

computer literate as a condition of graduation?
Dr. PARE.4T. Well, I have a problem, first, with computer literacy

because I'm 1.,'t entirely certain what it means.
Mr. Gum' :. Yeah.
Dr. PARENT. But I would think that every child should know how

to use a computer to be able to put' information in and get it out,
use it For his purposes.

Mr. GORE. Yeah.
Dr. PARENT. Because I believe that everyone will have to deal

with them through their lifetime. And the same as we teach them
use of other tools in our schools, I think we s d teach them com-
puter technology.

Mr. GORE. Dr. Robinson.
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Dr, lit na NIHON. I would agree. The term "computer literate" does
not have precision in definition right now.

Mr. Gm:. Yeah.
Dr. RoamsoN. And I fear that we'll use our standard technology,

and some testing company will define it for us, and that definition
will he far too narrow to be really useful.

Mr. GoRE. A few years ago I undertook to organize a computer
literacy course for Members of Congress, and we had i0 Members
of the House and Senate come. We installed 20 microcomputers
under the Capitol dome, and a special course was designed, about 2
hours in duration. And we called ourselves computer literate after
we'd gone through that, but 2 hours didn't give us a lot of literacy.
So I can certainly identify with your difficulty in defining the term
"computer literate."

Wellyes, Dr. Anderson.
Dr. ANDERSON. I would just like to point out that just this week

is being completed a study funded by the National Institute of Edu-
cation to define operationally computer literacy utilizing a national
panel of experts, and an amazing amount of consensus has been
reached on that project.

The statement or the definition of computer literacy that
emerges from that is very broad and comprehensive, and I think
should be taken very seriously by the educational community, but
it is certainly not something that you can mandate for every ele-
mentary' school, because it involves a set of knowledge and skills
that are onyoing and learned throughout the elementary and sec-
onda-v school s'ildent period.

Mr. kiOILE. '.. thank you very much. I appreciate your testimo-
ny 1.) ''ay and :iot' responses to the questions. We really are grate-
ful for v,'/Ur :n und:.rstanding this important problem.

!OP.; cry much.
'Ot out last panel to testify on State and local
m pat.iculnely pleased to call, as the first member of

this pc..ael, Dr. David Moore, director of computer education with
the Memphis City Schools in Memphis, Tenn.; Ms. Patricia Sturdi-
vant, associate superintenci,int for technology in the Houston inde-
pendent School District in Housten, Tex.; Ms. Floretta McKenzie
well, hold on just one second, here. We were informed yesterday,
late yesterday, that. Ms. McKenzie is unable to appear, but she has
sen' Dr. Kyo Jhin, the assistant superintendent for educational
tech.iology in her place. So, Dr. Jhin, if you would join us as well.

Mr. Jack Gordon, chairman of the Senate Education Committee
in the Florida General Assembly; and Mr. Curman Gaines, Assist-
ant Commissioner of Education With the State of Minnesota.

We're delighted to have all of you. We really appreciate your
willingness to appear here today and assist us in wrestling with
this difficult and critical issue.

And, as I said, I'm particularly pleased to have as our leadoff
witness a fellow Tennesseean, Dr. David Moore, who's director of
computer education with the Memphis City school system.

without, objection, we will include your preps ed statement
in ,he record, Dr. Moore. I want to compliment you on the thor-
oughness of your presentation and on the work that you have been
doing.
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Without further ado, I'd like to invite you to proceed with your
testimony.

STATENIENT DR. DAVID 111001tE. DIRECTOR, compuTER
EDUCATION. MEMPIIIS CITY SCHOOLS, MEMPHIS. TENN.

Dr. MOORE. Thank you, Congressman Gore. I appreciate the op-
portunity to appear before the committee.

One of the factors that I would like to raise to the committee's
consciousness as we begin our testimony as a panelwe as educa-
tors are dealing with an issue, that is, computer education, comput-
er literacy for high school seniors. We have to keep in mind that
our higit school students enrolled in grade school before microcom-
puters were even developed. So we're looking at a technology that
we are criticizing ourselves for not incorporating in the curriculum,
when th., technology itself did not exist at the time these students
began t11.4-:r public schooling.

Mr. GORE. We Americans are impatient by nature, I think.
Dr, MOORE. The "Now Generation" is here, very definitely.
And as we look to the future, I think one of the things that we

need to keep in mind is the technology that we are now seeing de-
veloped and its impact in the future of education is something that
ti or S years from now we may be coming back and criticizing edu
cation for not incorporating something that iz emerging from a lab -
oratory, you know, this very morning. So I think that's something
that we need to keep in mind to keep our perspective on the issue.

Memphis City schools began computer education, as many other
school districts have, with initial efforts at a few selected locations,
as staff members became competent and interested in the area of
computers.

Two years ago we had a commitment by our superintendent and
our elected board to provide computer education throughout the
entire Memphis City school district. We addressed, the issue of
quity of education, as it has now become labeled, as an issue that

we had a concern for.
We saw the developing trend of the more affluent communities

providing the equipment for their students, and we felt that this
wa:; something that should be available to all schools, all students,
all teachers.

Again, there are several chicken-and-the-egg question that we
most be mindful of as we look at implementing a program as mas-
sive as we're talking about. Some school districts don't have the
size of the sy...tem that Memphis has to cope with. Other committee
members this t.noning or panel members can identify with me in
dealing with large school districts.

When you'r talking in terms of teacher training and teacher in-
service,\Memphis City schools has in excess of 5,500 teachers. And
to go back. and train just 5,500 teachers, to provide stipends for all
of those teachers, is a tremendous budgetary item in itself.

We have attempted to utilize the technology to teach the technol-
ogy. We have developed several teleconferences, broadcasts throtigh
our local cable network, in which presentations are made live via
the cable network, and provide a telephone callback for tc
principals, and, for that matter, individuals in the communitj
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had access to t he cable network, to raise questions of the commit-
tee of experts, the panel of witnesses, shall we say, that were
trying to provide the training and the inservice preparation to the
teachers.

We've also developed a library of video cassette tapes which the
schools can utilize either in faculty inservice or individual inservice
act ivit ies.

So I guess what we're "-ving is that there is more technology in-
volved in t he schoolhouse today than just computers.

I've talked to some educators whose concept of modern technol-
ogy was the development of colored chalk, and I think we've gone a
little hit past that at this point in time. [Laughter.]

One of the concerns that we hove also looked at and has been
addressed by the State of Tennessee'is the place of computer educa-
tion in the general, curriculum. Our State department of education
init:;ated several years ago a statewide curriculum project entitled,
"Rash_ Skills First." What more natural sequence could you have
to that than, "Computer Skills Next," which is our current
statewide program for computer literacy at the junior high school
level,

OF course, we find ourselves in a slightly different position in
Memphis City schools. We are attempting to begin comptiter educa-
tion or computer literacy at the elementary level, beginning with
first grade and carrying a continuum of skills on up through the
senior high school level.

One of the myths that we have. had to try and do battle with is
that. computer education is intended to .teach every student how to
become a programer. That is not our intent, and I think that's one
of the issues that must be addressed in computer education, as we
look at what is appropriate for students. The elusive definition of
computer literacy is one that continues to plague us. And my re-
sponse frequently has been, as soon as you can define literacy, I'll
define computer literacy for you. So I think that's an ongoing issue
that we will have to deal with.

We've had the question raised concerning teacher training, and I
think this is a crucial issue. We are seeing colleges and universi-
ties, at least in our State, beginning to.incorporate computer train-
ing or computer education, to a certain extent, in the teacher prep-

, oration programs. We are looking to State certification require-
ments for teachers which would include some computer science
education. The primary issue at point currently is the extent of
computer education a teacher must have. I don't feel that it's ap-
propriate that. a teacher in first grade be able to program in FOR-
TRAN, COBOL, and Pascal, but some others disagree withme.

We've looked at the issues of hardware and software, and this is
another one of these chicken-and-the-egg situations. Obviously, you
can't have computer education, in my judgment, effectively without
computers. There has been discussion about programs to provide
one computtir to a school, and certainly if you have one computer
in a school with 500 or 1,000 students, you are definitely going to
have a question of access, equitable, or inequitable. You're not
going to be able to have students on that computer at all if you
only have one computer in the building.
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Software availability is it crucial issue. We have criticiZed soft-
ware. Figures of to P7 percent lousy, or crumby, or pour soft-
ware, have rung through the room this morning. I think one of the
things that we all should be mindful of is that it takes a while to
devolop

Once a computer is developed and marketed, there is a lag in the
production of software. One of the things that I have been encour-
aged about for the past 3 or years that I've been involved in com-
pute education has been the increasing sophistication both in
hardware and in software. Much of the early software, true, was
nothing much more than electronic flashcards, but. I think we're
seeing much more sophisticated software being developed. And I
think that's something that's encouraging and something that I

think is a situation that is turning around. And if, again, we will
he a little hit patient with that, then we will see some impro,.-,9-
meat in the quality of the software.

I have a major concern, however, about the cost of software. We
talked in terms of the support to manufacturers f hardware to
provide hardware to the school districts. I think you'. find it won't.
he lung before the software will cost more than the hardware. Jok-
ingly, we talked in terms of our elementary computer education
program, which is using a very simple computer system. It would
have been to the benefit of the computer manufacturer to have do-
nated all the computers because we're going to have to turn
around and buy software for those computers, and that same com-
pany is the primary supplie of that software.

A decent software package, whatever decent means, frequently
costs $100, $200, $300. If you have 10, 15, 25 computers in a build-
ing and you have to buy 10 of those packages, very quickly your
software costs are going to go through the ceiling.

I'm mindful of the developer's time and expenses to develop good
software, but at. the same time a floppy disk to go in that micro-
computer can be had for anywhere from $1.50 to $1.75 wholesale.
And to pay $150 for a $1.50 disk, I think is slightly more than com-
pensating the developer for the research and development cost.

Concerning the issue of evaluation of software, I think within the
next year we will possibly see the development of evaluations of
evaluators. Many school districts, many publishing companies,
many State agencies, many organizations are beginnillg to evaluate
software, and it's not going to be long before we're going to have to
have nut only a guide to software, but a guide to software evalua-
tors.

One final concern on the software issue: I am becoming increas-
ingly concerned that the software development question may
become a roadblock to future developments in the technology. One
of the big concerns that we hear frequently at education confer-
ences is that you need to go with whatever equipment you have the
most software to support.

As equipment manufacturers come out with new models, as they
refine the technology, as they develop additional equipment,
they're going to be mindful of that. If there is not software for the
equipment, then the equipment is not going to be viable in the edu-
cational market. And it becomes a self-defeating cycle: software de-
velopers develop for the largest base of equipment. That's simply
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our free enterprise system, New equipment will not have software
developed for it. It will not sell. Therefore, no one will develop soft-
ware for it. And you find yourself' in a cycle 25 years from now
using the same educational equipment because you don't have any
additional educational software.

The questik + of curriculum development has been one that we
have struggled with, not only in computer education, but in the
general education area. Frequently, we find that all sorts of entre-
preneurs come Forward with the latest answer to the curriculum
issue, and we frequently find ourselves in a posture with computer
materials, as we do with general education materials, of having our
curriculum defined by either the textbook or the software, depend-
ing on which technology you're utilizing. We have a concern about
that.

We feel that we need to provide our curriculum for our students
in the most effective method at the grade levels that we feel are
effective. Frequently, however, we find ourselves tied to the text-
book publishers, as they define curriculum through those media,
and now we're finding ourselves beginning to be tied to software
developers dictating curriculum to us because of the software that
they provide.

Unfortunately, we in Memphis City schools currently do not
have the resources to start developing our own software, but that is
something that we're beginning to look at in.some of our manage-
ment applications, and, hopefully, will be forthcoming in instruc-
tional applications.

One area of concern that I have is that there are many school
districts across the country that have developed teacher training
models, software evaluation models, hardware evaluation models,
means of providing support services to schools, to teachers, to stu-
dents. I would like to see more efforts on a network of educators
throughout the United States who can exchange ideas, who can ex-
change failures and successes. There's no sense in each school dis-
trict being left out on its own to reinvent the wheel. Local initia-
tive is fine, but I think that we can benefit from each other's mis-
takes and each other's successes. I think that's something that we
need to look to as far as some sort 'of national avenue of exchang-
ing of ideas, of exchange of materials, of exchange of programs, et
cetera.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Moore follows:]
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COMPUTE RS IN F.DUCAT ION

The magnitude of advances in computer technology during the last decade has
impacted our society with a force never before experienced by mankind.' The
pervasiveness of computer technology in our lives within such a short period of
time has loft us overwhelmed. The attraction to and fascination with computers
know no societal barriers such as sex, ago, race, educational background,
occupation, etc.

Educators are confronted with simultaneously dealing with computer technology
as a content area and as an implement of Instruction. The dilemma is how to
provide "computer literacy" to students when few teachers possess the
prerequisite skills and knowledge to provide the instruction. Frequently
students, oven on the elementary and junior high school levels, are more
knowledgeable than many of the teachers. A concurrent dilemma is whether to
incorporate computers In the delivery of instruction before, as part of, or
subsequent to computer literacy - or if at all. There Is a growing concern
that computers will at least alter the role of teachers.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTERS IN MEMPHIS CITY SCHOOLS

The Memphis City Schools System has initially placed emphasis on teaching
about computers - providing computer education. for our staff and students.
A three-level model has emerged which generally parallels the grade level
organization of the schools in the school system. Computer awareness is
the goal of the computer education program in the elementary schools, grades
kindergarten through grade six. Computer literacy is the goal of the
seventh and eighth grade program In our junior high schools, while
proficiency in computer programming is the goal of the senior high school
courses.

Initially a high school course was developed in BASIC programming four years
ago at one high school. The course began to be offered at other high schools
as additional teachers acquired the background to teach the course and schools
were able to provide the necessary equipment. Subsequent high school courses
were developed in FORTRAN and Pascal and offered at a limited number of high
schools during the 1982-83 school year. A vocational education program had
also developed in data processing with a focus on key punch/data entry, COBOL
programming, and computer operations.

A commitment was made during the 1982-83 school year by Dr. W. W. Herenton,
Superintendent, to provide computer education to all students in the Memphis
City Schools System beginning with the kindergarten level and extending
through the twelfth grade. The Tennessee Department of Education established
a state-wide microcomputer advisory committee during the summer of 1982 to
develop a computer education plan beginning at the seventh grade level for
all students in the State of Tennessee. Dr. David Moore, then Director,
Division of Elementary and Secondary Education, represented the Memphis City
Schools System on the state-wide committee. As curriculum goals and objectives
were developed by the state-wide committee, Memphis City Schools System
personnel decided that the local curriculum should parallel the state
curriculum as closely as feasible.
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In March, 1943, under the leadership of Mr. Ray IBM, Deputy.

Superintendent, Office of Business Services, a Computer Education Steering

Committee was established utiliting a business model of involving
administrators from many divisions with a variety of expertise. Dr. William

Payne was appointed as the chairman of the Steering Cnime mttea. *The

timismItoo consisted of Mr. Cliff Burdick, Director, Division of Plant

Maintenance, Mrs. Barbara Williams Jones. Director. Division of Curriculum

Development, Dr. David Mourn. Mr. Stan Pruett. Do ector, Division of

Instructional Materials, Mr. Franklin Schroer, Director, Division of

Vocational Education, and Mr,. Bobby Voting, Du...Ave, l i,islon of Employee

Services. Mr. Holt was an es officio member. lfe Steering Committee was
assisted by Mrs, Norma Jones, Administrative A, int to Mr. Holt.

The Computer Education Steering Commii.,. ,.;,-tect a cninprOwnsivo

tomputer Education linplemontation Plan with equently approved by

the Memphis Hoard of Education on April The plan contained

chapters dealing, with computer awareness fo tary students, computer

assisted instruction via a inainfranie or Chapter I students,

computer-managed instruction as an a+unet t . ..ie basic skills instruction

program for elementary students, computer hien., for junior high school

students, high school computer programming cnursns, vocational office

education' programs in word processing and filkrocomputer based accounting
applications, vocational programming , utilizing terminals, and staff

development for school system employe-s. section contained a Program

Evaluation Review Techniques (PERI f i iwrt to delineate activities,

responsibilities, and completion dates . copy of the Computer Education

Implementation Plan is contained in App, A.

With approval by the Board of Education the Plan was set in motion and a number

of subcommittees were established to implement the various components.

Software and hardware committees consisting of elementary and secondary

teachers, principals, subject-area supervisors, and others began. a series of

hearings for vendors to present their products for consideration by the

committees. A number of software developers and distributors were contacted

regarding types of software, cost of software, instructional design, and

hardware compatibility. A. number of corporations provided examination copies

of materials, both computer materials and other instructional materials, for

examination by the committee. Subsequently the Software Committee reported its

findings to the Steering Committee and to the Hardware Committee. In the
meantime the Hardware Committee was conducting similar hearings.

While the hearings were being conducted, a series of meetings were held with

building principals to outline the various computer education programs and

provide. them with information in order that they might decide whether they and

their faculty wished to participate in the computer education program,
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Program proposal forms were distributed which called for each principal to
apply for participation in the specific components of the program. The
proposal forms called for the principal o identify faculty resource persons to
assist in program operation at the local school as well as to identify plant
facilities to be utilized and plant modifications necessary to implement the
program. System-wide participation in the Computer Education Implementation
Plan had begun in earnest.

STAFF DEVELOPMENT FOR COMPUTER EDUCATION

Not unlike other school systems, the Memphis City Schools System had a small
number of personnel with expertise in computer education, but the vast
majority of personnel had little, if any, background in computer technolcgy.
The Staff Development Subcommittee began to plan for employee staff develop-
ment for approximately six thousand employees. Mindful of cost constraints
and in an effort to establish a network of school contact persons to
facilitate future components of the computer education program, a series of
workshops were developed to provide training for representatives from the
various schools.

A series of two-day workshops for representatives from elementary schools were
conducted with a follow-up day in August after the hardware, software, and
curriculum activities were completed. The elementary school resource persons
are now providing additional staff development for their fellow faculty
members.

Elementary principals and elementary instructional supervisors also were given
the opportunity to attend four-day training sessions during the summer in order
that they might better incorporate computer education into their over-all
educational program as well as provide additional support to local faculties in
conducting staff development for teachers.

Training for junior high school resource persons consisted of three thys of
training in September to introduce them to the hardware and the Tennessee
Department of Education's Computer Skills Next Teachers' Guide which is being
used this fall for computer literacy instruction at tha, eighth grade level.
Some schools are also involving seventh grade students`. Junior high school
principals and instructional supervisors were given the opportunity to attend
tha same four-day training sessions mentioned above. The junior high resource
persons will be conducting a minimum of twelve hours of staff development for
their faculties during the fall semester.

No fOrmal staff development workshops were provided for the senior high
resource teachers. Most senior high resource persons already had some
background with computers, though there have subsequently been several
requests for additional formal staff development. The senior high resource
persons will also be conducting additional staff development for their
fellow faculty members. Senior high school principals also were included
in the four-day principals' workshops.
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A series of two-week staff development workshops were conducted for vocational
office education teachers during July and August on a voluntary bask in
conjunction with the College of Business Administration, Memphis State
University. The workshops were designed to familiarize the teachers with the
specific hardware and software which had. been purchased for use this fall in
the vocational office education courses. Then:, WAS one hundred percent
participation by the office education teachers with many teachers coming early,
staying late, and coming at night and on weekends.

A number of sessions during the annual principals' and school secretaries'
workshop the first week in August also focused on computer education.
Hardware, software, support services, and applications such as computer-
managed instruction and word processing were presented in a number of
sessions.

During the system-wide staff development activities during the week preceding
the opening of classes this fall there were a number of sessions at all levels
and in many subject areas. While a number of the sessions focused on the
computer as the topic of instruction, a number of the sessions dealt with
the computer as an adjunct to the instructional process.

A number of other staff development activities have also been developed
utilizing other forms of technology. Several teleconferences have been
conducted utilizing the facilities of WQOX -TV, the school system's L'elevision
station which is a component of the Division of Vocational Education and is
broadcast on Memphis Cablevision, Channel 30. On several occasions citizens
have called in and participated in the teleconferences. Several other programs
have also been developed by WQOX-TV focusing on staff development and also
providing some community computer literacy as citizens in the community tune in
to the telecasts. The programs have also been provided to the schools on video
tape and many schools have taped the programs for utilization by faculty and
students at their convenience. WKNO-TV, the public broadcasting station for
the Memphis area, has also broadcast several programs including the
"Adventures of the Mind" series and "The Computer Programme" series.
Memphis City Schools System personnel assigned to WKNO-TV for instructional
television services are currently producing a computer literacy series for
students in grades four through eight for broadcast this fall. Many teachers
at this point can also learn from the series.

The Division of Instructional Materials which operates a film library for the
school system has identified 'a variety of 16mm films that are available for
booking ,by'the schools for faculty meetings as well as classes. Over-head
transparencies and other materials are also being produced for teacher and
student training.

A new feature in the monthly "Memphis City Schools Bulletin" is a full page on
computer education. The "Bulletin" is distributed to all school system
personnel and will feature items of an informational nature as well as news
stories. A copy of the September issue is contained in Appendix B.
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Institutions of higher education In the area have instituted a number of
courses from avariety of perspectives. Ranging from general computer literacy
to indepth programming the courses have been beneficial to many and confusing
and threatening to others. Many teachers are enrolling in the courses Without
completely knowing the objective or the course and frequently enrolling in
courses that are not consistent with what they need. There has also been a
slight degree of confusion as teachers take a course utilizing a computer that
is different from the computer that the teacher is using in the classroom.
Some teachers have quickly made the adjustment while others have really
struggled..

While a number of staff development services have been provided, the familiar
saying, "The more people learn the more they find out there is to learn," has
certainly been given new meaning. A growing number of requests are being
received for additional staff development sessions dealing with word
processing, hardware trouble shooting, BASIC programming, software
evaluation, LOGO applications, applications in almost every subject area,
etc. The Computer Education Steering Committee is currently exploring
means to provide some of the training,and instruction requested.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

The initial efforts at curriculum development were simply to develop brief
outlines of the high school courses in order to apply for approval by the
Tennessee Department of Education to offer the courses for credit toward
graduation from high school. Initially the courses were offered in conjunction
with the mathematics department, but not as true mathematics courses. As the
mathematics textbooks came due for adoption, a committee of teachers further
outlined the courses and looked more closely at the articulation of skills and
knowledge from the first programming courses to the subsequent courses in
order that appropriate textbooks might be adopted for the courses. No
general courses in computer literacy were developed at this time, however.
As a summer curriculum. workshop was conducted in 1982 to revise the
mathematics curriculum from kindergarten through the twelfth grade the high
school "computer mathematics" courses were further reviewed and refined by
the Division of Curriculum Development.

During the 1982-83 school year the Tennessee Department of Education was
requested by the Tennessee Board of Education to develop consistent gliidelines
for special courses in computer science for school districts across the state.
Mrs. Ann Erickson represented the Mi:mphis City Schools System on that
committee. The guidelines that were developed generally followed the
sequence of courses already 'developed by the Memphis City Schools System.
One additional course in computer literacy was identified by the state
committee and was implemented in Memphis this fall.
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The following courses are currently available:

COURSE DURATION CREDIT

Introduction to Computers One Semester 1/2 Unit
BASIC Programming One Semester 1/2 Unit
Advanced BASIC Programming One Semester 1/2 Unit
FORTRAN Programming One Semester, 1/2 Unit
Pascal Programming One Semester 1/2 Unit
Advanced Placement Computer Science Two Semesters 1 Unit
Computer Literacy (not a formal class) Time Available None

The Computer Skills Next computer literacy curriculum developed by the
Tennessee Department of Education constituted the curriculum for the Memphis
City Schools junior high school program. Dr. David Moore participated in the
development of the Tennessee curriculum and Mrs. Elizabeth Keenan represented
the Memphis City Schools System on the writing committee that developed the
Teachers' Guide. The curriculum consists of strands dialing with the
history of computing, computer operations, computer applications, logic and
problem solving, and social impact of computers in society.

The Division of Curriculum Development and the Curriculum Subcommittee of the
Computer Education Steering Committee did develop a teachers' guide for the
computer awareness program for the elementary 'schools of the school system
since the i ennessee program started at the seventh grade level. Utilizing the
same strands a variety of activities were developed for elementary teachers to
assist students in the development of computer awareness. A copy of the
Computer Awareness Teachers' Guide is attached as Appendix C. Since this is
the first year of instruction for all elementary students there is no _grade
level specification of skills. Grade-level specific skills and concepts are
beiag identified this school year and the guide will be revised prior to the
1983-84 school year based on teacher feedback.

As the revisions are made this year, greater efforts will be made to
incorporate computer education into the general elementary curricula. Just as
computers have become an integral part of our lives, computer education is
becoming an integral part of the elementary curriculum and classroom.

FINANCING OF COMPUTER EDUCATION

A variety of sources were utilized in financing the computer edtication program.
Both Chapter I and Chapter II funds have been utilized for pcirtions of the
program. The projected funding by the State of Tennessee for the Computer
Skills Next Program was not approved by the state legislature and the equipment
level of the junior high school program is less than had been recommended za a
result of that reduction. State and Federal Vocational monies have been
utilized to purchase portions of the equipment for the vocational components
of the computer 'education program. Additional monies in the school system's
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operating budget for fiscal year 1903 and fiscal year 1984 have been set
aside for computer education.

The district-wide program was developed to mako computer education available
throughout the city without regard to the financial status of the different
school communities. Prior to the development of the district-wide program
computer education was appearing primarily in the more affluent communities.
To a certain degree those communities are continuing to supplement the
equipment and materials provided in the district-wide program.

SCHOOL PLANT AND MAINTENANCE SUPPORT

A significant problem which was identified in the early stage% of the computer
education program was the need for additional wiring for the additional
equipment. While many of the schools are utilizing a computer laboratory
setting, the electrical service in most of the school buildings has not been
adequate. As the equipment level continues to increase, additional wiring will
also be neded.

The problem of equipment theft has also already surfaced. The school system
utilizes an auditory detection system to monitor break-ins and vandalism.
Several procedures are being considered to make the "portable" computers less
portable.

Equipment repair has been undertaken to provide support to the schools.
Technicians in the district's Audio Visual Repair Shop have been trained in the
repair and servicing of the equipment and may be called by any school
experiencing equipment problems.

EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATIONS

Three different computers have been selected for use in the computer nducation
program. The equipment selected for utilization in the elementary program
utilizes cartridge-type software for ease and speed of operation. As students
become more familiar with simple programming, cassette recorders may lae
utilized to enable students to save short programs that the students have
written. Each participating elementary school has received three to five
microcomputers with color monitors. The number of microcomputers is b t..dcl on
the school's enrollment.

The junior high schools and the senior high schools are utilizing the same
brand of computer primarily because almost one half of the senior high schools
also include a junior high school. Each participating junior high school was
issued five microcomputers with monochrome monitors. Four of the
microcomputers have a single disk drive while one system has two disk drives.
Each junior high school also received a printer. The senior high -chools
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received ton microcomputers with monochrome monitors. Nino of the systems
have a single disk drive while ono sytem has two disk drives. Tho senior
high schools also received one printer.

Tho vocational office education laboratories received two to five business-type
microcomputers each of which Included two disk drives. Ono printer was also
provided to each vocational office education laboratory. Current plans provide
for the equipment level to bo increased to five microcomputers for all
vocational office education laboratories in the near futuro.

Tho computer-managed instruction program for the elementary and Junior high
schools consists of the same powerful, business-type microcomputer In
participating school offices equipped with a high speed printer and an optical
scanner. Memphis City Schools System personnel have developed the
software for the system and will bo adding enhancements to the system in
the future.

SOFTWARE SUPPORT

The provision of software support is as crucial to the effectiveness of the
computer education program as the provision of hardware support. While
businesses and homes may operate satisfactorily with a small number of software
packages, a typical school will need a library of software for different grade
levels and subject .areas. A significant concern is the cost of commercial
software, especially for schools with computer laboratories with a large number
of ricrocomputers. If only one microcomputer were utilized in a school, then
one software package might be satisfactory for a given lesson. However, when
ten microcomputers are in the same room and a computer disk costing twenty-five
dollars or more is needed for each computer for class instruction, it does not
take long for the cost of software to exceed the cost of the computer. While
software development is a costly process, commercial software will soon be cost
prohibitive unless some provisions can be made for multiple copies or licensing
of the school district to reproduce the software on a fee basis.

The Memphis City Schools System has initiated a software .center with some
commercial software for teachers to come and examine bafore purchasing.
The software center can reproduce the software produced through the
Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium which has been obtained by the
Tennessee Department of Education on a license basis. The Memphis City
Schools System also has a licensing agreement with two companies to
reproduce their disks for Individual schools on a royalty basis.

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

The future is always more exciting than the past, and that is certainly the
case for computer education. Future agenda items include the increase in

390
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Memphis City Schools
September 29, 1983
Page 9

equipment support for the schools. A largo number of staff development
activities is a certainty covering a wide variety of topics, Increasing
sophistication or both students and staff will provide opportunities (or
curriculum revisions, prqbably on an annual basis for some area of the computer
education curriculum. Further Incorportation o( computer education In the
general curriculum as wall as Incorporation of the equipment In all areas of
instruction will be emerging. Further sophistication of the hardware and
software as well a better utilization o( the media by teachers will make the
computer an increasingly effective tool. Further developments in computer
technology will prevent educators from being content with current hardware for
any considerable period or time. Computer education or computer education for
adults is another great opportunity to be addressed if adults are to keep pace
with our youth. Rarely has a content area emerged of such significance with
which the, majority of the population is in need of education.

3 9 1
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INT10111Htl'inN

Al Or 1,0111 fliid 111,1111M' his plan providing for
I ho expansion ni rottiptiler m111(.401011 in 1111) AlontollIN City
tichaillt) la allured, "-rho pin InCltides distinctive guidelines for
olomon tory schools, itildar high or middle schools, high tiollOolfi
and vocational centers, The proposed program provides learning
oxperhuives which vary in IlInt 111011011ill dllaenity 1111
in I Clad y ballad 1111011 1110 11111111N ,,uncli partiv.war

Tin! (*Mann ii mItication programs' presently operational In the
system will he complimented , and in now cats b expanded, in a

CO011111,11 in Callrart. with the now programs to he

Implemented. The basic mission of tho plan Is to provide practical
to give systemwide direction while

allowing enough flexibility to meet the diverse needs found at the
local school level. Staff Development Is a vital area which is

addressed In the plan ; but the areas covered In previous plans,
such as rationale and definition of terms, will not be repeated.
The areas to be addressed will include: Computer Awareness,
Computer Assisted ,Instruction, Basic Skills First, Computer Skills
Next , High School Subjects, Vocational Office Education, Vocational
Centers, and Staff Development,

To facilitate implementation and to aid In achievfng
systemwide participation, procedural guidelines that are not
presently covered in Board Policy number 6123.1 will he utilized.'
A program proposal form (See Appendix A-1) has been devised as a
guide for principals to indicate pertinent information such as

program design, facilities, and trained staff members. The

procedure of centralized planning and purchasing will be utilized
for the purposes of this specific plan of implementation. This
procedure will not require the principal to fill out the additional
form entitled, "Use of Computer Request " The Computer Studies
Articulation Committee will continue to be heavily involved in the

purchase and use of' computers.

ii
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nol program, n simple computer system,
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currently, there are only a few elementary schools that.

ere providing any corium ter awareness activities for their
students, Under the computer education program, computer aware-
ness activities would he made available to every elementary school
wanting to participate Each elementary school deNirlog to

participate would ,be equipped with a mini-lab with three to five

small microcomputer systems based on enrollment. The systems will
be relatively simple with no printer and possibly no disk or tape
drive. Programmed read-only memory modules for very limited

applications are available for several of the very simple

microcomputers.

Ill. PROCEDURES

Following an orientation, each principal who wishes to

participate, will submit a proposal which will detail the program
design and the location of the lab. One faculty member will be

identified as a building resource person with the responsibility
of assisting the remainder of the faculty and being the building

1
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contact person to assist in local implementation of district-wide
programs. While it is being suggested that the lab be placed in
the library and the librarian serve as the building contact, there
may be other arrangements that the principal may deem more,

appropria:.e.

iV. CURRICULUM

The Memphis City Schools' Staff has developed a scope and
sequence of instructional objectives for Computer Awareness.
Activities and resources to implement that curriculum are currently
being identified. All schools will utilize the Memphis City
Schools curriculum for Computer Awareness. As the software and
hardware are identified for the implementation of this program,
specifications will be developed for materials which have a high
correlation to the curriculum and would supplement the curriculum.

V. TRAINING

The ,,Puilding resource person from each participating
elementary school will participate in

-to familarize them with the computer
materials and equipment. Training sessions
principals as needed, Arrangements are being finalized for a

cable-broadcast teleconference on WQOX-TV for teachers
at participating schools. The teleconference has tentatively
been scheduled for Wednesday, August 29, 1983.

a two-day workshop
awareness curriculum,

will be scheduled for

VI. TIMETAELE

Software and hardware identification are the primary initial
tasks .yet to be completed. Hardware and software should be
identified prior to July 1, 1983, and delivery to participating
schools will occur by August 15, with instruction commencing at
the opening of school.'

2
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VII. HARDWARE COST

Participating schools will receive three to five small

microcomputer systems based on enrollment. Specific software and

hardware have not been identified, but there are several computer

systems available for approximately $500 including monitors and

software. Software availability, cost, and simplicity of the

computer system operation will be key factors in the hardware

selection.

3
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PROGRAM EVALUATION REVIEW TECHNIQUES (PERT)

PROGRAM TITLE: COMPUTER AWARENESS

PERT NO. WHO WHAT WHEN

1.0 Computer Education Principals' Orientation April '83

1.1 Computer Education Send Out Program April '83

Proposal Guidelines

1.2 Principal Schools Submit Plan May '83

1.3 Committee Software Selection April/May '83

1.4 Committee Hardware Selection April/May '83,

1.5 Computer Education Determine Programs May '83

1.6 Purchasing Purchase of Hardware May '83

1.7 Staff Development Training of School May/June '83

Resource Person

1.3 Curriculum Standard Curriculum May/June '83

Development Developed

1.9 Purchasing Purchase of Software July '83

1.10 Staff Development Training of Principals August '83

1.11 Elem/Sec Education Curriculum Distributed August '83

1.12 Purchasing Delivery of Hardware August '83

4
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PROGRAM EVALUATION REVIEW TECHNIQUES (PERT)

PROGRAM TITLE: COMPUTER AWARENESS

PERT NO. WHO WHAT WHEN

1.13 Ins tructiona 101a terials Distribution of Software August '83

1.14 Staff Development rnmputer Teleconference August ' 83

1.15 Computer Education Follow-Up Training As Requested

.21 0 0
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CHAPTER TWO

COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

I. GOALS

The goal of the Computer Assisted Instruction program is to
provide subject oriented learning experiences for students while
improving their computer literacy skills. This program can be
effectively used for remediation and for enrichment, in addition
to supplementing the regular instructional program.

II. SCOPE

The program is currently operating in twenty-six elementary
schools and in sixteen secondary schools. Approximately, a total
of two thousand five hundred fifty students have access to the
elementary program and eleven hundred students have access to the
secondary program. The hardware utilized in the program consists
of fou0 r minicomputers, which drive thirty-two CRT terminals each
for a terminal total of one hundred twenty-eight. There are no
present plans for expansion of this program but the equipment could'
be used after school hours to supplement the adult education

instructional program, and could be considered for'summer school
use.

PROCEDURES

This progr'am is admini`S'tered by the Division of Compensatory
Education and is located in schools that qualify according to

Chapter I guidelines. The terminals are located in the actual
classroom which provides an opportunity for the classroom teacher
to better structure the learning environment within a self-

contained setting.

6
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IV. CURRICULUM

The math curriculum utilized is furnished by Time-Share and is
compatible with existing math instructional objectives.

V. HARDWARE COST

This program is financed by $235,000 from Chapter I funds and
will continue to operate at this level during 1983-84.

7
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PROGRAM EVALUATION REVIEW TECHNIQUES (PUT)

PROGRAM TITLE: COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

PERT NO. WHO WHAT WHEN

2.0 Division of Review Location of April '83

Compensatory Education Computers

2.1 Elem/Sec Education Needs Assessment of April '83

Summer School

2.2 Vocational Education Needs Assessment of April '83

Adult Education

2.3 Computer Education Recommendations to Staff May '83

8
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CHAPTER THREE

BASIC SKILLS FIRST

GOALS

The goal of the Basic Skills First program is to improve
student achievement in the areas of reading and mathematics. The

use of microcomputers by teachers to manage each student's
individual instructional program will make this goal more

attainable.

II. SCOPE

The Basic Skills First program (Computer Managed Instruction)
presently has the potential to be operational in ''forty schools.
For the 1983-81 school year, fifty' five additional elementary

principals have indicated an interest in adding the program. Each

additional school added to the program will require an appropriate
microcomputer with dual disk drives, a scanner and a printer.

III. PROCEDURES

Following an orientation, each elementary principal who wishes
to participate in the program will submit a proposal listing such
information as program organization, equipment location, and the
identification of qualified staff participants.

IV. CURRICULUM

The curriculum is composed of thirteen hundred "skills

(objectives within strand) which were developed by the State
Department of Education. These objectives are being correlated to

404
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both the California Achievement Test and the school system's
instructional- objectives. By the fall of 1983, local mbdifica-
tions to this curriculum will be added to finalize the list of
objectives.

V. TRAINING

All teachers involved in the computer managed basic skills
first program will need training. The resource persons identified
by the principals will receive five days of intensive training and
will be available to work with other faculty members during
in-service days at their respective schools. Training ,,sessions
will be scheduled for principals as needed.

VI. TII'_TABLE

Hardware identification and procurement should be scheduled
prior to July 1, 1983, and delivered to the participating schools
during the months of January and February, 1984. The training of
additional teachers or staff members who will be added to the
program should be completed during the fall, 1983.

VII. HARDWARE COST

The hardware required for each additional school will cost
approximately $4500 and will require a total expenditure of
$247,500. Each participating elementary school would be equipped
with one system consisting of a microcomputer with dual disk
drives, a scanner, and a printer. Software development and com-
patibility will be key factors in the hardware selection.

10
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.JGRAM EVALUATION REVIEW TECHNIQUES CIDERT)

PROGRAM TITLE: BASIC SKILLS FIRST

') PERT NC). WHO WHAT WHEN

3.0 Computer Education Principals' Orientation April '83

3.1 Computer Education Send Out Program April '83

Proposal Guidelines .

3.2 Computer Division Software Development April-Aug. '83

3.3 Committee Hardware Selection April/May '83

3.4 Principal Schools Submit Plan May '83.

3.5 Computer Education Determine. Programs May '83

3.6 Purchasing Purchase of Hardware May '83

3.7 Staff Development Training of Principals Sept-Nov '83

3.8 Staff Development Training of School Sept-Nov '83

Resource Person

3.9 Computer Division Software Sept-Nov '83

Pilot- Tested

3.10 Purchasing Delivery of Hardware Jan/Feb '84

3.11 Computer Education Follow-Up Training, As Requested

11
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CHAPTER FOUR

COMPUTER SKILLS NEXT

I. GOALS

The program goal of the Computer Skills ext program is to
provide computer literacy for all students in rades seven and
eight. The Computer Skills Next program was initially developed by
the Tennessee Department of Education. Students will learn about
the applications and implications of computers in our society, how
a computer operates, the components of a computer system, and the
limitations of computers. Students will also learn problem -
solving, flow- charting, algorithms, and a brief introduction to

operating commands and programming statements.

II. SCOPE

Only a' few junior high schools are currently providing
computer literacy for seventh and eighth grade students. This
computer education plan provides for implementation next year in
the eighth grade of all schools identified for participation.
Implementation in the seventh grade will occur 'the following year.
With partial funding from the State, microcomputer labs will be
placed in all participating schools, and each lab will consist of
five microcomputers, monitors, and single disk drives.

III. PROCEDURES

Following an orientation ; each principal who wishes to

participate will submit a proposal which will detail the exact
location of the computer lab including such factors as access and
security. The proposal will also describe the requested approach
to implement computer literacy, plus the identification of staff

12
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members who are trained to lead computer instruction. The pro7

po'Sal will define the procedute for scheduling eighth grade

students for fifteen hours of instruction, and will include infol--
mation concerning facility needs.

IV. CURRICULUM

Software and other ancillary materials needed for the program
are presently being Identified. The school system, has developed a

scope and sequence of instructional objectives for the program'
incorporating the objectives of the Computer Skills Next program.
Activities and re$9urces to implement that curriculum are currently
being identified, and the Memphis City Schools computer literacy
curriculum will be utilized by all participating schools.

V. TRAINING

The Tennessee Department of Education will provide one week

of training for one person from a portion of the participating

schools. The school system will provide training for the school
contact person at the remaining schools. While the State will also
provide two additional days of training for the entire faculties at

a portion of the participating schools, it will be the system's
responsibility to provide similar training to the remaining

personnel.

VI. TIMETABLE -

The training of participants is scheduled for the fall of 1983
with the program implementation occurring January 1, 1984. Hard-

ware will be delivered during the fall with set-up in the schools
during December. Instruction would begin in January of all eighth
grade students on a pull-out basis from other classes.

13
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PROGRAM EVALUATION REVIEW TECHNIQUES (PERT)

PROGRAM TITLE: COMPUTER SKILLS NEXT

PERT NO. WHO WHAT WHEN

4.0 Computer Education Principals' Orientation April '83

4.1 Computer Education Send Out Program April '83

Proposal Guidelines

4.2 Committee Hardware Selection April /Hay '83

4.3 Principal Schools Submit Plan Hay '83

4.4 Computer Education Determine Programs May '83

4.5 Purchasing Purchase of Hardware Kay-July '83

4.6 State Department Software Hay -July '83

Identification

447 Purchasing Delivery of Hardware Aug-Dec '83

4.8 Instructional Materials Distribution of Aug-Dec '83

Software

4.9 Staff Development Training of Principals Aug-Dec '83

4.10 Staff Development Training of School Aug-Dec '83

Resource Persoq

4.11 State Department Training of Teachers Sept-Dec '83

4.12 Computer Education Follow-Up Training As Requested

15
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VII. HARDWARE COST

Thl cost of the five microcomputer systems for each lab will

be approximately $1836 per system. The total estimated hardware

cost for the 1983-84 school year is $367,000 and the contribution

from the state is estimated at $245,000,

41 0
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CHAPTER FIVE

HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS

I. GOALS

Computer Education in grades 10-12 his two initial goals.
There is a general goal of computer literacy for students in the
upper grades who will not be able to partictiate in the Computer
Skills Next program in grades seven and eight The second goal is
to more specifically provide computer relied subjects to the
segement of the 'student poPUlation which willmeed more specialized
instruction.

II. SCOPE

Currently there is little being done in Ilk area of computer
literacy for high school students. Computer mathematics courses
are currently being offered at approximately six high schools
involving approximately five hundred student. Every participat-
ing high school will be equipped with a compiler lab thui making
the courses available to all students if space is available. Each
lab would consist of microcomputers for ninestudent stations and
one printer.This lab will afford the opportumity for principals to
initiate credit subjects in computer math and literacy, plus
computer literacy on a non-credit basis.

III. PROCEDURES

Following an orientation, each prinotel who wishes to
participate will submit a proposal which wilf, specify the location
of the lab, the courses to 'be offered, au the teachers to be
utilized. T'eachers at the high school level abould have had formal
training in computer science to qualify theme teach the courses.

16
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The proposal will also include the opportunity to express any

additional training needs at the school level.

IV. CURRICULUM

The instructional program at each school will follow the

Memphis City Schools curriculum for the computer literacy and the

computer mathematics courses. Regular adopted textbooks are to be

utilized for instruction, and as additional software and activities

are developed, they will be made available to the schools.

V. TRAINING

The principal of each participating school will identify the
teacher(s) who presently have or will secure formal training, thus

qualifying them to instruct the courses. The proposal developed by

the principal will also include the procedure for that school to

provide computer literacy experiences for other staff members.

VI. TIMETABLE

Teachers wishing to teach the courses will have the summer to

take formal course work in computer science if they have not
already completed such training. Hardware will be purchased and

delivered to the participating schools by August 15, 1983.

Facility changes such as wiring will be made during the

summer of 1983,

VII. HARDWARE

. Microcomputers compatible with available, pertinent software

materials will be selected. Each participating school would

recieve nine student stations and one printer at a total

cost of approkimately $16,000 per lab. This hardware configuration

will be necessary to meet state guidelines on the ratio of

students to computers of 3:1 in the computer mathematics courses.

17
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LtOGRANI EVALUATION REVIEW TECHNIQUES (PERT,

PROGRAM TITLE: HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS

PERT NO.. WHO WHAT WHEN

5.0 Computer Education Principals' Orientation April '83

5.1 Computer Education Send Out Program April '83

Proposal Guidelines

5.2 Principal Schools Submit Plan April '83

5.3 Committee Hardware SeleCtion Aptil/May '83

5.4 Computer Education Determine Programs May '83

5.5 Curriculum Development Curriculum Developed Hay 'B3

Computer Literacy (Non-Credit)

5.6 Curriculum Development Curriculum Developed May '83

Computer Literacy (Credit)

5.7 Committee Software Selection May/June '83

5.8 Purchasing Purchase of Hardware May '83

5.9 Purchasing Purchase of Software July '83

5.10 Elem/Sec Education Curriculum for High August. '83

School Subjects Distributed

0
5.11 Elem/Sec Education State Approval Computer August '83

Literacy (Credit)

18
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PROGRAM EVALUATION REVIEW TECHNIQUES (PERT)

PROGRAM TITLE: HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS

PERT NO. WHO WHAT WHEN

5.12 Purchasing Delivery of Hardware August '83

5.13 Computer Education Follow-Up Training As Requested

19
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CHAPTER SIX

VOCATIONAL OFFICE EDUCATION

I. GOALS

The program goal for computer education in vocational office
education is to prepare students for Job entry level positions in
one or more office related areas. Word Processing, Data Entry, and
Accounting will enable graduates to enter the job market with a
higher level of skills and a better knowledge of office technology.
A student should be able to secure an entry-level office position
and transfer their knowledge of word processing functions to any
brand of word processing equipment. The goal of computer training
in accounting procedures is to supplement training in accounting
basic concepts, principles, and data manipulation. The data entry
component will provide skills for entering information into the
computer which replaces the keypunch course.

II. SCOPE

Presently,° fifty-five vocational office education programs are
in thirty high schools and in six vocational-technical centers.
For the 1983-89 school year eleven of the fifty-five programs will
be equipped with five microcomputers and one printer -while the--
remaining forty-four programs will be equipped with two
microcomputers and one printer.

III. PROCEDURES

This plan provides for the location of microcomputers in all
vocational office education labs. Computer technology, concepts
and application will be integrated into the present curriculum.

20
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IV, CURRICULUM

The present vocational office education curriculum includes

training on the following equipment: electric typewriter,

electronic memory typewriter, 10-key adding machine, calculating

machine, machine transcription equipment (dictaphones), and

keypunch machine. The keypunch instruction will be deleted to
conform with proposed curriculum revisions. The State Department

of Education is in the process of developing/upciating the

curriculum to include microcomputer training In word and data
processing.

V. TRAINING

This summer, thirty vocational office education teachers will
be offered training on microcomputers using accounting, data entry,

and word processing software. This course will be offered for

college credit, which will require the teacher to pay the normal
MemphiS State tuition, or for non-credit at no cost Staff members

from Memphis State will conduct a one week workshop with assistance

from the school system's data processing instructors. Approximately
twenty-five teachers have already completed the courses required

for word and data processing endorsement. A short orientation
course, using the equipment purchased, will be provided for these

teachers.

VI. TIMETABLE

Forty hours of training will be scheduled for the thirty

vocational office education teachers during the summer months at a

vocational-technical center. The participating teachers will

pre-register, and the training dates will be finalized by April 15.

The selection of the hardware and software, utilizing available

information, will be finalized, delivered, and installed at each

school by August 15, 1983.,

21
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VII. HARDWARE COST

fifty -five printers and one hundred forty-three microcomputers
will be purchased for the fifty-five vocational office education

labs. The state will provide $269,000 of the estimated total cost

of $358,000.

22
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PROGRAM EVALUATION REVIEW TECHNIQUES (PERT)

PROGRAM TITLE: VOCATIONAL OFFICE EDUCATION

PERT NO. WHO WHAT WHEN

6.0 Computer Education Principals' Orientation April '83

6.1 Committee Hardware Selection April/Hay '83

6.2 Vocational Education Training Dates April '83

Finalized

6.3 Committee Software Selection Hay /June '83

6.4 Purchasing. Purchase of Hardware Hay '83

6.5 Vocational Education Procurement of Curriculum June '83

from State Department

6.6 Purchasing Purchase of Software July '83

6.7 Vocational Education Teacher Training June-Aug '83

6.8 Purchasing Delivery of Hardware August '83

6.9 Vocational Education Follow-Up Training As Requested

23
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CIIAPTLR SEVEN

VOCATIONAL CENTERS

I. GOALS

The program goal of Vocational Data Processing is to produce
students with job entry level programmer trainee skills and to

prepare students for entry into higher education courses leading
to data processing/accounting careers,

II. SCOPE

Presently, data processing is offered in the three following
school": Craigmont High School, Trezevant Vocational-Technical
Center and Southwest Vocational-Technical Center.

III. PROCEDURES

This plan adds Data Processing programs to the East Vocational-
Technical Center and the Sheffield Vocational-Technical Center
during the 1983-89 school year.

IV. CURRICULUM

The State and MeMphis City Schools data processing curriculum
will be restructured to include new programmatic changesr'including
more emphasis on in-depth training in COBOL and business
applications. The future plan is to expand data processing
offerings to all vocational-technical centers, and to update
equipment in the three present programs.

29
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V, TRAINING

,Prio to the I983-84 school year two data processing

teachers will he trained for forty hours by Computer Division
personnel to use the new equipment.

VI. TIMETABLE

The purchase, deliv(fry, and installation of the required

hardware will be completed by August 15, 1983. The software to be
considered for selection will include BASIC., COBOL, and RPG, and
it should be available in the labs by August 15th. The training of
two instructors for the program will take place during the summer
of 1983.

Vii. HARDWARE COST

A computer lab will be equipped in each center. The lab will
consist of computer equipment to provide eight work stations and
one free standing microcomputer. The eight work stations will be
connected to the Administration Building Computer Center by means
of telephone lines. The total equipment and software cost is

estimated to be $100,000.

25
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PIWOli AM INALUATION

l'ItOOR AM

NO. WII0

TECIINIQ111:1-1 (PIACI')

VC)CATIONAL

wilAT WHEN

7.0 Computer Education Principals' Orientation April '83

7.1 Committee Hardware Selection April '83

7.2 Computer Division Technical Software April '83

Selection

7.3 Committe Application Software Hay/June '83

Selection

7.4 Purchasing Purchase of Hardware Hay '83

7.5 Purchasing Purchase of Technical June '83

and Application Software

7.6 Employment and Employ 2 DP Teachers July '83

Placement

7.7 Computer Division Training of Teachers July/Aug '83

7.8 Purchasing Delivery of Hardware , August '83

7.9 Vocational Division Follow-Up Training -As Requested

26
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;WAIT I)EVELOPMENT

I. GOALS

The goal of the staff development component of this plan Is to
adequately prepare the principals, consultants, teachers, librar-
ians, and resource persons to assume their respective roles In

providing meaningful confituter education to theft students.

U. SCOPE

The specific persons to be involved In the future computer
education staff development workshops will be determined after the
program proposals have been received and processed by the Office
of Computer Education. The Division of Employee Services, the
Computer Division, the Division of Elementary and Secondary

Education, the Vocational Division, and the State Department of
Education will all be heavily involv.ed in a most ambitious staff

development undertaking.

III. PROCEDURES

Principal orientation workshops for the elementary, junior

high and senior high levels are already underway. The principals

attending these sessions will be informed of the overall program
philosophy, the potential course offerings, the available hardware,
and the guidelines for submitting a program proposal. High

priority will be given for staff dev-elopment experiences to staff
members who are implementing a new program in 1983-84. The staff

members who will be scheduled prior to the next school year
include: principals, instructional consultants, school resource

persons, and teachers of specific course offerings.

27
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1'lit1111(ANI INA1,11ATION REVIEW TECIINI(01111t; (RUT)

TITI,I;; tiTAIT DEVI:1.01%11;NT

PI AO' N(), WIR) WHAT WI IEN

8.0 Computer Education Principals' Orientation April '83

8,1 Computer 1.Aucation Anale Training Needs

from School Proposal

May '83

8.2 Computer Education Develop Training April/May '83

Modules for each Area

8.1 Staff 6evelopment Schedule Training Sessions May '83

p.4 Staff Development -Conduct Training May-Dec '83

Sessions

8.5 Computer Education Follow-Up Training As Requested

28
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Thki nnplonionlailon plan for Iho 1911:1-111

rt,prvtionh a 101(1 livoinniou Prn(graln designed
rMVI(10 COMpIllOr MilICM-1011 oxporionrim for all students of tin)

Momphi:1 City During the Elvin. operational year, an

i'xPamiloil Plan will he torninlaind Which will tin Natal upon both
the (mak desired and Om prilclhA experience pitted. Presently,

other important factors remain to he addressed prior to the

beginning of I till upcoming school year.
A standard curriculum for each component of computer

education 01 fered It the school system except vocational education
will ho developed by the Division of Currie dm Development. l'or

the K-Ii Computer Awareness component, a fit at-year Instructional

module, featuring, a sequence of objectives by grade, will be

developed. A fifteen hour' Instructional module for the eighth

tirade Computer l,iteracy program will be designed, and the program
will be expanded to include the seventh grade the following year.
In the high school area, a one semester Computer Literacy curri-
culum will be developed in keeping with the proposed State

curriculum frame-work, (credit and non-credit) and the curriculum
for Computer Mathematics, Basic Programming, and Multi-Language

Programming is being completed as a part of the mathematics

curriculum revision.
The selection of appropriate hardware and software must be

accomplished to make the plan fully operational. Technical

seminars which will feature impartial experts in the field, and

presentations by vendors are presently being scheduled to appear
before the selection committee. ['actors to consider in the

selection of software include content, cast, adaptability to

present hardware, and the direction to be taken in the future.
Hardware needs are being studied using similar criteria, and the

29
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committee will make recommendations to the Superintendent through
the Deputy Superintendent.

The Division of nstructional Materials will continue to

catalog, store and distribute software materials to the schools.
The Division of Maintenance will expand the existing audio-visual
repair shop to include microcomputers. The computer bid

specifications will require the successful bidder to sell parts and
furnish training for the appropriate maintenance rployees. The

cost of the hardware to be purchased the firit year for all

components of the plan will total approximately,' $1,984000. An

equipment cost summary and a breakdown depicting the source of
funding appears later in Appendix A-2 and A-3.

To help ensure the success of this program, the following
recommendations are offered for consideration.

1. The Memphis Board of Education and the Superin-
tendent and Staff will continue to support the
commitment to offer commuter education experi-
ences for all students.

2. A blue ribbon steering committee composed of
business leaders associated with computer science
will be organized to help give the total computer
education program direction and support.

3. A Director of Computer Education will be ap-
pointed to give the program systemwide direction,
to work with Area Superintendents and principals
in the implementation of the program and to

serve as the contact person and clearinghouse
for the support services in cooperating depart-
ments. The present involvement in computer
education by the Division of Elementary and
Secondary Education, the Division of Curriculum
Development, the Division of Instructional
Materials, the Division of Computer Services,

30
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the Division of Vocational Education, and the
Division of Employee Services will continue but
coordination of the services will be 'performed
by the Office of Computer Education. This

position will report to the Superintendent
through the Deputy Superintendent.

4. An effort will be made to solicit grants and
gifts from business and industry to supplement
the hardware and software purchased for the
program.

5. A close association will be maintained with the
State Department of Education, especially during
the planning, training and implementation phases
of Computer Skills Next.

6. The program proposals and the request for

additional services will be forwarded from the
schools through the Area Offices to the Office
of Computer Education for disposition.

7. The Office of Computer Education will work with
the Department of Pupil Services to plan for a
computerized career information system for each
seconde ty guidance center in the school system.

In conclusion, this plan provides for the immediate expansion
of computer education in the Memphis City Schools. Conceivably,

all elementary students (K-6), all eighth grade students, and the
high school students who elect to sign up for a high school subject
will be served. The specific instructional areas of expansion will
include: Computer Awareness, Computer Assisted Instruction, Basic
Skills First, Computer Skills Next, Computer Literacy, Computer

Mathematics, Vocational Office Education, and Data Processing. The

creation of the Office of Computer Education will facilitate the

coordination and implementation of this comprehensive plan.
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APPENDIX

PROGRAM PROPOSAL PLAN

I. School Name:
II. Principal:

III. Program Title (limited to programs included in principals orientation):

IV. Plan:
A. Program Description/Organization (number of students, mechanics

of program, instructor)

Eacilities(program location with special needs such as outlets)

C. Personnel (responsible for teaching subjects(s) and qualifications)

V. Training:
A. Name and assignment of Resource Person (comprehensive training,.

will be provided for one resource person from each school)

B. Additional Training Needs (Indicate your training' needs for both
systemwide and school level staff development)

A-1
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EQUIPMENT COST SUMMARY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

NUMBER OF COST TOTAL

COMPUTERS PER UNIT COST

COMPUTER AWARENESS 358 $ 500 $ 179,000

COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION 235,000*

BASIC SKILLS FIRST 55 4,500 247,000

COMPUTER SKILLS NEXT 200 1,836 367,000

HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS 270 1,836 496,000

VOCATIONAL orricr: 143 2,500 358,000

VOCATIONAL CENTERS 2 2,500 100,000

TOTALS 1,028 $1,982,000-

*Continuation of Present program

**Remainder of this amount is for CRT's, printers, and software to be

connected to the central office computer.

A-2
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SOURCE OF FUNDING

CHAPTER I (CAI) $ 215,000

COMPUTER SKILL:; NEXT 245,000

1982-83 CHAPTER II 100,000

1983-84 CHAPTER 11 650,000

VOCATIONAL - STATE 269,000

VOCATIONAL - FEDERAL 89,000

BUDGET - FY 83 294,000

BUDGET - FY 84 100,000

TOTAL $41,982,000

A-3
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Memphis. Tennessee

Positive Attitudes
Welcome to

another school
year,

Wilt it be an ex
citing end chat.
lengng year or
lust the same
old routine'

depends

On You
Take a good close look at your at.

ewes Perhaps changes we in order
lake Desotovu steps to pdsiat new ac
!suitors end mtereals Involve yourself
more with others Debde to make
sognirmanf progress in your deafroga wan
students Attach a high value to your
services

Approang a new school year with
great erpectations can be the Ire', factor
to success

II we make up Our minds to move lily
our 0010 with positive attitudes for a
prod year chances ere It WILL be a
good year

MISED REACTIONS HEARD ON MERIT
PAY Pubes demands to upgrade
teaching have lent such momentum to merit
pay proposal, that even the staunchest OP-
Ponent, leacher organuabohs are other.

erg only muted criticism At cnngreSSoOnal

hearings recently. the question was not
whether merit pay Should be altered. but
how it should be Implemented
It will be very dollocult for any slate to have

8 5000bOr Bchaol system witnout changing
the Barbi system:. said Tennessee Gov
Lamar Alekander whose merit pay plan
wits defeated in the state leq.slalure after
intense union lobbying But he plans to Irk
agar iris Intl .1!0 greater parlitipatun
Iron the Tennessee Erliirabon Assoc in
11011 'MU 11 111111 governors all o..er Inc

W1111,4 10 5,1. tne, '1,1, Out Over
ebony:Mr° Orly plans fie sad

11 A I

APPENDIX B

mor

September. 1983

L 4. .
NATIVE COSTUMES Them, young lades at OPheven High School were the eadolionat dress 01
Men nosye cameral, dunng Internalionar Wane From let Mar Ham Nknong (1.4o Wesel. Chan Mee
em Soda Ly and em Tou Len. M Cambodian. and Chandy Yang Mewing MontigMs 01Me even)
were tranalat.en1 of messages a' I names of Amerman students No lour Southeast Alan languages
.Laotian, Khmer. H menu Vrotnarneac Spanish, Latin and French

5 Principals Selected
For Danforth Program

The Memphis Cty School System has
been selected as one of five systems in the
naloon to participate in The Danforth School
Ad...lutist/atom Fellowship Program during
the 1983,84 school year The Purpose of
The banforth Program is to provide °poor..
tunoties for continued PrOlesvonal growth
and development of urban Secondary
school administrators The Danforth Fours.
nation Pays for all expenses connected
with the program

Secondary principals selected to par
tomato in The Danforth Program are Mr
LaVaughn Bridges. Principal, Melrose Hint:
Schgol. Mr Don Colley, Procipal, White
Sialoon Kph School. Dr Don Jones. Prin.
Cocal, Ridgeway High School. Or Ada Jane
Waiters, Principal Craogrnont High School.
and Mr Dan Warn, Principal. Fridley High
School

430

Make-Up Sessions
Faculty/In-Service
These makeup sessions. which , are

equivalent to one-half Phi day of rnsenroce
each. wdl be provided for those who hg've
been absent for an approved reason on a
Scheduled facuttyrosservice day The dales
for make .ups for the fest semester are

Mon., Sept 19 4.7 P rh
Airways Jr High

Thum , Oct 13 4.7 P m
Board.of Education Auditorium

Thum , Oct 27 4.7 p m
Board of Education Auditorium

Tufts, Nov 15 4.7 p m
Board of Education Auditorium

It war be the leacher s responsibaoty to ar
range 10 attend the sessions by ContaLlibg
the Division of Employee Services
1454.54411 Teachers me also expected
to make up days missed Mr approved
absences as soon as Possible

Computers! Computers! Everywhere! - Page 5
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'EDUCATION RANKS HIGH IN POLL Educeilon ranks second to unemployment es the mostImPortant Ware In the 1981 presidential cern.

pagn, according to a Gallup Poe
Lass than melted of the 780 *duns surveyed said they approve of the way President Reagan is hendkng education About 15 percent

deaPproved. whM 23 percent had no Opinion, the poll shcnvad.
01 the education Issues Reopen Is promoting, merit pay rated highest wIth 60 percent of those polled approving lt The sarne percentege

mid More money thould go to public education and teacher awning. sithoughOnlY Slightly morethan halt would be wiling to pay higher taxes

for such improvements
A constitutional amendment to permit Prayer In Public schools itieo was highly favored. and rell00mientspal on tuition tea credits

(Educalon. U S A )

a

Anuirinm
MRS EFIlik.41%IdOcINSZN, JAMES

Chicago Park
June 1, 1983

MRS ROSE D MILLER
Retired Teacher

East High
June 6 1983

MRS NATALEE DEAN
Teacher

South Side
June 'O. 1963

MRS FLORINE BELL MILLER
Retired Teacher

Snowden Jr High
June 22.1383

MR5 ANNE TTE B McFIELD
'Retired Teacher
Lee', Eiementary
June 30.1983

MISS MAXINE SMITH
Retired Teecner
Messick KO
Ju'y I I 1983

MRS ELIZABETH P WHARTON
Retired Teacher

Brookrneade
July 12, 1983

ryv

c

FAMILIAR MOUSE He can he seen at many
Mempa,is Cm Schools tonctons slaying Ins
peril) Or ,n a band or puuJiCe, anything to CIO
fel, mu, His name is Merle Gruel! He is
Imam, narr 141' VP- And J,n Appe,JAle NM.

September Calendar
t Memphis Council PTA School of

Information. 9 a m Bd Aud
2Time Reports Due by 4 p
5LABOR DAY HOLIDAY
8.9Rosh Heshaneh
9PAY DAY, ALL EMPLOYEES

t3MEA Faculty Rep Assembly
15Memphis Council PTA Ex 13d .

ID em
16Time Reports Due by 4 p.m
t7 Yom Kippur
1922Cektormaachievement Tests.

Pall Testing
21Jornt Meeting, Principels Ex Bd

Supts Ex Coun
23PAY DAY ALL EMPLOYEES

MIDSOUTH FAIR STUDENT HOLIDAY

STAFF DEVELOPMENT DAY FOR
TEACHERS

26Supervising Building Engineers Ming
p m . Bd Aild

26Adoplees of Adopt.ASchool Program
Sharing and Learning Session
8.10 a m Bd Aud

29.30Time Reports Due by 4 p m

Everywhere end al all times it is til your
power to behewe wally to those who are
about you

Marcus Antoninus

Reflections
The man who lives for himself
is e failure. the man who
lives for otheis has achieved
true JUCC ess

Norman Vincent Pelee

2

BROOKS ART GALLERY TOURS
Education tours are available at the Brooks
Museum 01 Art Tuesdays through Fridays
from 10 a m to 5 P m Admission is tree
To set up tours. call 7265266
Outreach In the Classroom eCtivilies ere
conducted on the first and third
Wednesdays of the month Museum Mut,
pets A for grades K.2 end Art Appreciation
for grades 3.6

MEMPHIS BOARD OF EDUCATION
Mrs Bert Prostermen. President. Carl
Johnson. Vice President. James
Blackburn. George Brown, Jr Dr Ma
Meuney. Mrs Maxine Smith. Dr Tom

Stern. Mrs Juanita Watkins, Dr J C
Commissioners

STAFF
Dr W W Herenton. Superintendent
Rey Holt, Deputy Superintendent
Business Services. Area Superinten
dents Cellie L Stevens. District I. 0,n
roe McCormick. District II. Dr Elie Sweet.
District III. Billy Evans. District IV, Or
Gene Olds. Asst Superintendent. Per.
sonnet Services. Sere L Lewis Asst
Superintendent. Curriculum end Instruc-
non. Lee Thompson, Asst Superinten
dent, Plant Maneqement, Dick Worker.
Asst Superintendent, Business Altars
end Johnnie Watson. Asst SuPennlen
dent, Pupil Services

Published monthly during the
regular school session by the
Board of Education, Memphis
City Schools, 2597 Avery
Avenue. Memphis, Tennessee
38112, Division 01 Public Infor
matio,, Community Involvement.
and Race Relations Robert
Simonton, Editor.
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K12 Social Studies
CD Program Begins

With a reduced budget 111 goals of the
socral studies curroculuni develOpment
woe. shop were revised to include tie
development of the course clescriploon.
course goals strands units and otauctiveS
for each grade 600MCI area In swell
Studio% K I la

Operating on a reduced budget this past
&Immo, lateen teachers elementary and
SeCOntlats worked fur live hoots pet day
Iron, Joh / 8 August 4 at the Curriculum
Lab at Fairview Junior High School The
dar s worked ianed Item eight days for two
teachers to fourteen dots for others
depertAa; on the assignment of subrects
to the teachers EactsteaChet was Selected
for his her certaical on versatility mowing
/sash le,wher to won. across macerate..
rn the sm sludiec

These teacheta awe utitstanaing In their
Snowleclge Ot content methodology and
art Ilq abil 1. They worked beyond Me
non, the, were paid tor and worked
cooptaativel, to redt:n Ihe 01;1.5 set to, the
....shut, The workshOP goals were
foie cunt taicitit,e 01 the dedicaton hard
011. amt ginattstoonal e.perlise 01 the
leaimer whit are lo be commended

Area ourisuitants wpm e3 with the 10811
crarrorituet consultant Dr Calnenne

Mts Ann Trinasen trn,l Mrs Vivian
Darivra ant !Ant dire, tt,, with Vie ,re m er
lair 1ea_ "era surrey/it limn
Mrs Ads Pot eman when her scheduie per
rained

At the sin onaary level Mr Tommie Conn
worked ssatr the secondary teachers each
dr. Curriculum development activities
nor esuaare the involvement or cOntent
SUOCAtats leachers were taught how to
organize content and det.elOn obiectues
using the webbing techniurre

Mrs Dorothy Esens research consul
tad presented an overview 01 the studs 01
Me socol studies caricolurn which enabled
the teachers to know where areas Of
roirahnesses lay In Inc present curriculum
and how ID remedy (nose weaknesses

Mrs Barbara Jones. Curricula,' Division
Director welcomed teachers to In° cur
eculurr ..tina arena and Mrs Sara Lea,
Assistant Supenriltinpent or the *Depart
.eel or C ,,,mpou, and Instruction s Wt1

the readies and 0,10,01 her sa0000 and
apprecythun

There is nn bemad.re or [ornate .nri or

form ut ttenanitur late the yowl to Spatter
pry any nut pen a end us

Bruhn Wald, Emerson
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THEY'RE THE GREATEST! Adminisltalwa Clerics/ Personnel Employees of Me %par for r P112 63
being congr McAfee, by Sept Hammon ere. Pomba Mrs Patsy Sara, secretary Ores,on of Emt'lo,

and and ntat,orrieni Honorable Mention, Mrs Opal Lanssy, secretary to the Board or Educarair,
Fewer, ,n Junet EntotOyee of me Year and Mrs CMuaene White easel printer 0 me Division or Co,
ponsarory Lead/iron Honorable Montan These mlyasnaing employees were aisctee Sr
In an eye, whip,. A Slated to be an annual easy

Preventive Maintenance
Program Is Established
Tne ()Amgen 01 Plant-Operations has in.
dialed a preveptre maintenance Program
which is designed to provide a systematic
way of helping to prevent maid
breakdowns within the mechanical systems
in each school, as well as other component
parts of the bulldog The preventive
maintenance system is designed to provide
a method whereby the Supervising °Octant
Engineers must rasped specific Items on a
scheduled NS and then ind,cate the time
tin which the dem was rnspected
The SupervIsIng Building Engineer will con
rest the claidenCies bound pro4tded the
deficiencies ere not max, in nature II the
Euttentselg Budding Engineer Ponds that
repairs ere needed then such repairs will
be requested by requisition !tom the Divi,
sion of Plant Maintenance
The prove/lirve maintenance program .11
be monitored at the Sarno titre that some of
our inspections are conducted M each of
the buildings This System Should Serve 10
Improve the operations of the schools and
sale considerable monies which Can then
be used for other items

Congress hits adopted a NM budget
resolutiOn that would Odense funding for
EdiAationte Devetopmenl WOW.", by
about st baori over liscre 1983 fOr a total
or S I ts I trio"

4 4p

Clerical Committee Selected
The Administrative Clerical Committee

has been named for 1983.1984 lollowssa
en election by aamaustrative clerical per
Bennet

The committee includes Ann How,:
Adnenistralive Inlarrnahon System Brenda
King Qrvision of /Research Services Or v
Lyles. Pubic Information. Commonly In
volyernent end Race Relations. Sands Rice
Division of Security, end Linda Ward. Dn.
sloe of Employee Services

English Teachers Set
Peabody Meet Oct. 1

"Basica and Beyond . from Pie Della to
the Smokes" Is the theme of the Ten
nessee Councrl of Teachers of English

meeting scheduled Or the 310101Peat00y
on Oct t The event is cosponsored by
the Snelby.Mernplus Council of Teachers
of English

Registration is now being accepted for
the meeting' contact Jule Nichols at Cr,:
monl High School Aduan McClaten North
Ari,a Consultant. Is prevent director anI
Cisordinalors are Or Juno Rose Riche,.
MernphIs Stale. and Frances Mayne,.
Shelby County

The English teachers .1/ convene at
8 30 a m end the meeting will construe
throughout the day

Eighteen writing achievement as arils
be presented to students of Engrisii nu,-
around the state



WHITE STATION HIGH SCHOOL'S Warn
placed first in the Tennessee Mock Trial
Competition Foals at Nashville This is the
second year they have placed fast in the
stare Central High placed Mord All ex
posses for the teams were paid by the Ten.
(lessee Bar Association and the Memphis
Young Lawyers Association

Memphis City Schools had three top
fern in the Congressional Art Show Fast
Place L0,111110 Spikes of Overton LINDA
GIBSON leacher. Second Place . Bill Kim
brier of Tretevant SANDRA SHORT.
teacner. and Third Place Lonnie Robinson
or Overton LINDAGIBSDN. leacher The
Iasi place winners were in the National
Congressional Show in Washington se
Pond end third place winners will be ex
hinited in Congressman Harold Ford's
Washington olive

LORRAINE WILLIS. fast grade teacher at
Idiewild Elementary has received
Recognition of Service Award for 1983
from the rSsfiCiation Ire Childhood Educe
son InternationarlACEIi In bestowing this
award ACEi recognizes Ms Willis 101 her
Server, to children arid for actively pro.
meting the girl or INS aSSOCuitiOn

DICK WALKER. Assistant Superintendent
of Business Alleirs has been elected as a
Week,' lo the Board of the National
ASsocotion of Accountants He is a Past
president ul the Memphis Chapter of the
National Association of Accountants, the
1982 Pail Chairman el me Tennessee
Valley Courcil of tne Association and last
year received Me coveted Harry Cannon
Distinguished Service Award Irom the
Memphis Chapter He is also the immediate
Past President of the Tennessee ASS0Cla
ties of Schooi Business 011iciais

ROLLIN K00515 Id instructor at Corry
Junior 1-hr has had several eticieS publish.
ed recently in art iournals Four articles
were pub shed by Sono°, A rls and one by
Arts Ached,. He had an article in the July
issue of Art and CrI I published in War-
wiCkShae. England

LORE H. HISKEY American History and
Humanities teacher at Central High. was
awarded a 53.000 fellowship by the Coen.
cif for Basic Education The award was
made poss.bie through a grant from the Na-
tional Endowment for the Humanities for
outstanding high schooi teachers Mrs
Hick ex eiso received the William Coe
Fellowship to study American History et
Stanford UnixerPty (California, during the
SOTTO/

JULIE ERVIN of Snowden School and
DIANE JONES of Wooddale Hon. are to be
commended for having students win first

28-378 0-83--28
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We're Proud of You!
places or the Tennessee History Day corn
petition at Middle Tennessee Stale Unrver
Ply Anent Shah, twelfth grader at Wood
dole, won the senior division media presets.
(alien category with a Wale/tape presente
lion Ethan Beer, eighth grader at
Snowden. won the junior division historical
paper award These two students had
previously been winners it the district con,
petition al Memphis Stele and represented
Tennessee at National History Day it
Washington

BETTY KRONE, resource leacher for hear
wig impaired students at While Sieben
Elementary. received both the Memphis
and Tennessee Councils for the Hewing
Impaired Distinguished Service Awards this
year

CARL JOHNSON. s member of the Board
of Education. has been reappointed
regional coordinator of the Tennessee
Legislation Network (TLNI for Movies-
Della Developmental district The Ten-
nessee Legislative Network is a function of
the Tennessee School Boards Association,
an organization of school boards
throughout the slate The TLN develops
legislative priorities within the scope of
resolutions and positions adopted by the
TSBA Assembly and coordinates
legislative activities to accomplish the

WILLIAM D. READ. Librarian at the Carn
pus School. and MRS. VERNISTEEN
5IMON Librarian at Harniltop Elereeetely,
were recently selected as committee
members of the Tennessee Library
Association Tennessee Children'a Choice
Book Award for the 1963.1964 year The
committee is composed of t5 members
representing school librarrens, public
librarians and library educators from Ten.
(lessee

111E11
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Foe the past sal yews, MRS. OLA MILLER
teacher of Cosmetology. 81Northside High
School, and MRS. EVA D. WESTBROOK
teecher of T M R tat al Klondike Etemen,
tang Scheel, have been cooperating with
each other Mrs. Miller's students shampoo
and style the hair of Mrs Westbrook s
students, once every other week Both
classes of students benefit from th s
cooperation. MIS Miller's students gas, en
penance in the held of Cosmetology, while
Mrs Westbrook's students grow in Social
Relations at the same time they are learning
to be well groomed

Zoe Murray. SNOWDEN SCHOOL. Rhonda
Rowland, COLONIAL JUNIOR HIGH and
Pam Faudree, WHITE STATION HIGH
have been chosen winners in LibertYlend s
"Whal America Means To Me- contest The
embers and thee teachers were guests of
Ladertyland to hear the essays read on the
public address system

TOM SCRUGGS. computer leacher al Eds.
High. has received a certificate of hart
Iron "Electronic Learning" rnagqzine for
outstanding classroom accomplishments in
educational technology

WHITNEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL Ste
and 6th graders ParliMpaled in e sior,
writing contest It required collaboraton
between en eulhor and illustrator Lou,
Nelson, e Whitney parent and creator of the
Uncle Louie series, initiated the protect tr.,
rewarded We winners with copies or fvs
book

The winners were Ricky Ballard
Sanders. Fonda Paschall. Marion McClure
'fanlike Coleman. Daphne Hall. Mattliew
Hegey and Timothy Belt
MRS. RUBY PAYNE 6th grade leacher and
MARGARET DIXON. Chapter I counseior
coordinated the activity

gr

E.

VISIT ORS FROM AFRICA Several educators framer@ Republic or South' thcti were recentvictors
.n the Weiner, Cily Scnools Here they chat with Sal Heron,on about amerences in educator
snuomres in /Mice end the U 5 They visited several schools end administrative Olives during oar
our in Merlin a

4

43?,

Inhole by Don Hupomm
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BYTE LINE - COMPUTERS IN THE NEWS

Computers! Computers! Everywhere!
It may lust seem that way, but many Memphis City Schools' amOlOyerls are being sue

rounded by computers In lect over nine hundred and sixty computers have been delivered
since June 15 and there are more to come! Perhaps a count by instruCtiOnel Program will
help everyone understand lust whet is to be used where. by whom, for what???

The eleMentery computer awareness Program is using the TI (Tessa Instruments)
99,'4A microcomputer with a Commodore color monitor Each participating alimentary
school has received (Mee. four. or live computer systems depending on the schOors enroll.
merit Appropriate software and other instructional materials are also being provided to the
schools to suPPOrt the cOmOuter awareness onstructaan

The junior high Wvel program generally
follows the Tennessee Department of
Education's Computer Skills Neat program
A part of Governor Alexander's Better
Schools Program, Computer Skills Next is,
initially a lateen hour instructional Program
In computer literacy A second lateen hour
program is Currently being planned as a se
quel to the initial program Participating
SCh001S have received live Franklin Ace
1000 microcomputer systems with NEC
monitors Four of the Franklin systems
have One disk drive while one System has
dual disk drives and an Epson MO 100 clot
matox impayl oriole/

EaLti high School has also installed a
miCrOCOmPliter labOratOt y for use in

teaching COmPuter literacy and or Courses
in COmpuler Programming Each laboratory
hey Ian Franklin Are 1000 systems and
NEC /nonage, Nne sySlems have Single
disk drive while Ole tenth System has dual
disk driveS and pane. an Epson MX 1000
printer or an Okiitala 92 Minter

Vocational °nice itcluyation classy, will
be using it PCs I Tevas Instruments Pre
I eSkionill ComPttlers I to teach word MO
Cessoil and general ledge, accOunting
ClaSses twig vocational tectincat centerS
me fey nun, g terminals to COnneCt 10 the
IBM nointrilem at I, Administration
Building

Etas. Shills First Computers utiliTed last
year are being up-graded tnis year with the
taster Okith Pa 92 Poole, this tail and

replacement of the Apple II microcOm
Miters at the end of the fall semester with
the TI PC mentioned atiOve ine Okida la
92 has a sixty percent taster pm? Speed
and the It PC has lour times Me memory
and more than twice the disk capacity Of
the Apple cuttentiv being used

Tr, seinnioi has been inneed busy as
the tour tendon, nave moved around the C.,
N lolhenn.1 hl or in lima Of Ine electri.
aims 0,1.0 nil the witing to bower the
eiluiPmeln line only people whO possittl:
mill n'ivl' been snow' act,' hairs been Min
yip", and lea; her v wth hiliat been eying
lo learn new IL. use Iris ego timent

MCS Byte's Into
Computer Education

On April 11. 1983. the Memphis Board
of Education approved the Computer
Education ImplantentatiOn Plan for Mem-
phis City Schoo's thus setting in motion
numerous activities The goaliof computer
education for all students grades K. 12 has
been set a year earlier by Dr Herenton and
the Board of Education

A Computer Education Steering Commit.
fee has been established to coordinate the
various areas DI the Program Dr David
Monte Director Of Computer Education, is
the chairman of the committee and has
responSibility for hardware coordination
Mr Calf Burdick Director of Plant
Maintenance, has responsibility for facilities
Support and equipment maintenance Mr
Bob Henmix Director of Elemen
lary Secondary Education represents 100
BSF program Mrs Barbara Jones. Director
of Curriculum Development. has respon-
sibilily for curvailurn implementation Mr
Stan Pruett Director of Instructional
Material; has responsibility for s011ware
and related instructional materials Mr

Franklin Schroer. Director of Vocational
Education, coordinates the vocational corn
outing operations and Mr Bobby Young
Director et Employee Services facititales
the computer start development activities
Mr Rai Holl is an eaolficm member 01 the
committee Mrs Norma Jones is also
assisting the committee in the coordination
Of Me overall program

Too Computer Education Program inC0r-
porates seven smaller programs Spanning
all grades and potentially Involving all

schools The Computer Awareness Pro
gram is the initial instructional program lor
Students in Made, kindergarten Intough
grade si Computer Skills Neal is the junior
high program whiCh !Monty involves mostly
eighth graders Int/M.1.w to Computers
arid a tautly Of programming Courses are
aviiiiaNii to high school students Voca
tioniil 011iCe OduCaliOn Students will be in
treducert to Lc:tenuity, lOr word Process
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Press The "H" Key For Help
As the school year begins many

teachers, principals, and other personnel
will be working with computer equipment
which may be untemiliar to them There are
several suggestions that might be useful 101
parole to remember when problems are
encountered

1 Read the user's manual and loitow
&eche.. As simple as that may
sound answers to problems and
questions are not unique with you and
frequently have been answered by
Me manulacturer

2 Experenent of you encounter a soh
ware problem the program does not
operate the way it should/ The Apple
user's manual states that you can not
hurt the coinputCf by toeing anything
on the keyboard unless you are using
a hammer The Division of InStClional
Materials 1454.52441 may be able to
assist you if they are familiar wan oi
have a cope Pt the particular program
you are using

3 Hardware or equipment problems
may be resolved by calling the Audo
Visual Shop of the Maintenance Di,
Sion 145435561 A technician vare
discuss the problem with you hr
telephone and make suggestions if

all else fails. a MCS technician will to,
dispatched to your school to make
the repair or take the equTment to
the shop for repair

REMEMBER the best way M solve a Pro
blem is to prevent the problem by reading
the manual, lotiowing instructions ann
taking care of your equipment aria
especially taking care of your soltwaie
The software r5 far more delicate than thy
hardware It you have further question:,
please Call the Division of Computer Educa
lion al 454.5409

no and general ledger accounting pro
grams while students at East and Sheffield
Vocational Technical Centers yell utili,e
minalS of the Memphis City Schools main,
frame computer to learn programming in a
voCalional selling

A variety 01 Staff developmen1 in Seta,
have been conducted for htat fie,
secretaries, principals consultants snit
other administrators Man., more stile
development Opportunities are being plann
ed 10 increost, the Compute,
awatenesS litero.y ot Metticnis Ca,
Schools empio,ieeS
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GALLERY GRAND OPENING The recant °wend of The Lloyd C McDougal Gaeery of Ad al Central Mph featured oulstanOng wake by student art srs
and trew alit,gecrowa of rnterested e'er., and patrons Mr Lloyd C McDougal assralant cencipal atCentral p.c. ea at alt Arm nrs was Carolyn her,
Area P) ons,atara A: rot are HAI KO, Central art Instructor and Bettye Prnman art consonant

Employee Assistance
Enters Second Year

the Memphis Cl, Schools Enspiovee
Assistance Prourare It API was asbalea lost
Iii' to, pronc:O:os leachers. ad
ma,strato,::::1 1.1e1,1, Malt IS 10:0,0e
0,e ot.:losaO., and CONFIDENTIAL
as,,tan,: 'to 10:::1111-eS and MP, an
,el.., 1,11111he, ine,e 50,1e,

:n :Om: of :nIonnal:on Om:MP:mg
V10.1ort b, r.,...(uoat:Onal and Fam,,,

lop at..0 at 440(1 ...s

, vata vora, sonLOontsO and
nol ano:.1 an ernplo,e, s or

t:: on, a 00 Of the personnel 1 or

OeS1. r g:t se 13,00,:eS .1, be
daobutd this meal)' tor ilia 19113 04

STAFF DEVELOPMENT CALENDAR
1983-84

FRIDAY
September 23 Stall Development Day (School) 8am 3pm

FRIDAY
October 7 Stall Development Day (WTEA) Sam .3pm

MONDAY
October 31 Stall Development Day (School . CAT) Barn 3pm

FRIDAY
January 20 Stall Development Day (Consultant) Barn .3,r.

MONDAY
January 23 Stall Development Day (School) Sam 3

MONDAY
March 5' Stall Development Day (School) Sam 3pm

(0PliOnal Day)
'yew In ad 1,or: toonSels, ale ava:1.11,1t.
10.1SY:1:n01s for 550,! pteyr.ntal OnS on It.,.
OrOdIa, and to snow a la, ent,vd
SOn.e.snvrt lO 1..o, posed 'Pr, as:00,11o,

ban SCnuOI Sr slurs E AO

worn Contact EAr counselor, sPreoti, at
33.' E0(.1

For more loormat:on reoard:nd the 0:0

\DO YOU WRITE POETRY? Maybe you
ha,' son, old poems stack back 'n a
.CIesser drawer Or naPlen up in the attic
Now .5 sow chance: To win contest money
and ha.e your poems pubIrShel
The M'0

SS(oth '.1'1"'F
Fell Al will be ,n

1:A Sponsore.a by the
Petra', So:.ra , or Tennelsee
Toe conte,100,,ane is Sept I'. Thera are
27 Op:It:40,0s avail pride mono, or more
than .Vnn.ng :sri he put ash

n the 00.100 arinoioyr

Ont' I.1. COO.11.(10,

A : Ins 14-I doll 1.1:7:nd

Tuesday January 24, and Tuesday. June 5 have been designated as Records Dips Na
won development activities are reported on these days and those absent on Records Da, s
cannot mime them tie
The !acuity day on October 31 is scheduled 17,...,4 'or the purpose 01 rev:ev,:no
anall,::n1 student lest scores oh the CAT and 101 planning Iulute InstruCtOn 10 meet Ps
needs ind.caled Olner activities wad have 10 be developed I or secondary leachers not rn
volved with CAT
Monday March 5 has been designated as an optional day Teachers who nave r,
liciPaled outside ol regular School hours, in certain selected activates may be e.cused Iron
attendance On that day Those act/Ales are

A CornOlelron Cl a 3.duader hour or a 3.501110S101 hoot college credit course In
1 content areas directly related 10 one s area of certilicabon Or tea:!.

assignment
2 course which specrliCallY relates 10 a SySlem.vede or school oniect

tPror approval 01 the course must be obtamed Iron the Prim 01'
B A mrnmurn ol seven ICI hours of parIrcipatron

Local school studres lot SACS evaluation
2 'APproyed are, wrde SySlerh.Wiele COeundlees le g IboOl. d(10(.1.,1

curriculum development. etc I
3 Tramno that rs required fora system area approved Program leg Cc,"

Puler l am try Raw Skals First IIPEL etc I
5e, er,r1 nrav In, approved absences on the service days veil be OrCnoded
ctarno the school year The dates for these sessions will be announced later and 1.00 be

,heath), .111he SuPerrnlendent s
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Bus Safety Films To Alr
VVHNO Channel 10 will air two SCHOOL

BUS SAFE(y programs aired at Ornery
and eppet level grades

The oranany leOISCHOOL BUS SAFETY
wooer is 15 minutes in length and in
FLAWS a nine route . leo Of °Wel- Bus
N", The crogrant dew' with bass school
bus ors and behauier, and presents
message Iron, Veined Grose 5,,0.'50101
the Onts on ot Transportation MerOcInts
City Schools Ines specual program should
be unwed and 0,5CusSea with all primary
5/wenk. 001,. Cacti semester as part,a1
4.11,,,,,nnt at the iaw reguatng 9000, buS
ntfet watt uCIOn September air dates ire
Viteattesdays 21 and 28 at 12 15 pm
Thersd.8s 2: and DR al 2 48 P

SCHOOL BUS Bar F Ts ,mod at grades
4 12 , ,10 moat,. prewar 00.15

,des an 18 1,5111e oder, INO4ra, The

Patna Fa, lot

The Pan, Factor we deal wan numan
re, yons in emergency stlualionS A
01010141' Ve,n0 (.1,05V SuPt,V,SOf of
tr DiuiSion cr 1 ranscortation Memphs
C t, r, nos 0., 1+0 .,11.111,1 111,5 Ord

Vra, ,visCral SCHOOL BUS SAF ET*
Prugram na. fir re'CO' deg re, con,enience
oriwng it 5500+11 be' ewed and dtscgsseil
wan all Studer', e each semester as
Pad a rut, timent reguiang school
hum see', In., semester the program All

r Slot 00 a n, and Set,' 23 at
i t 4!)

Bon) SCHOOL BUS sal-ET y programs
as pail or the Wnr,10 ITV scnedule

HAVE YOU EVER WISHED Mat you could
wet, low at d a cotege degree or !ace a FM
legs Course but were creyented by your
won. sched,r,e nr 1,11115 responsbtlates
IrOm arteodtng classes^ The college Fred.t
cOurses wntch. Sher, State and Med,Dn.5.
State w a otter el, Taurus rug te,,,,,ee and
inoependent study may be a way tor youito
meet your personal aims Or Career goals
TerylSiOn Oroirams are broadcast on

WKr40-ts, Channel IC and repealed on
Cabievson Cnannun 33
Shetby State Community College wdi offer
cred-t courses in American 0151of

psychology soctology. management
health issues personal InanCe and COn,
Puler Meru y For inICIrr,atOn Call

528-654
Memphis State Heaver s.t, ,val otter Creod
courses .n soco' psychology introduction
to the humanittes writing and Systems Der,
tOnnarsuo For untorration call 454 2716

'Exactness in Hee duces Is a wonderful
50ur(n or vinnitioness F Faber
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COMMUNITY PROJECT "Tins Medal s For You.- a Play about the file of Tom Lee 110r whom TO,
Lee Pa. downtown is named, was a smash ha when presented el Sherwood Etementaty Scr.o,
Seurat furore male Ins toss and Suet HelentOn commended rem tor Mew communty ere
Cometong talents were from din Carolyn roman Shene000 pcnc,pai Carole S0.01 a prent ant
author or the play CsItcoo Mtddieton Rica, poet penowner who directed Cathy Bennett ot re Foci:.
intormaton 0,,ce wno Resented the certtcales on berme or Di Me,eniOn and Lan.. Moves Oh:.
100e0113,11,0 tar the ray Below are scenes Iron, the pia,. Sherwood students dm, an; Tom Lee
as a So, and as an adult

EraOWNICarkwa-wwwwwww.

/--
Free Resource Available

Charles Norvell, RangerNaturaltst at
Meeman Shelby State Park, Will be
available to visit classrooms (1612) to pre
sent programs Iron, Noy 1 through April 30
on the tolloenng SubteCts

Forest Ecology
Wiidfire
West Tennessee History
Btology
Science
Environmental Ecology
Urban Ecology
Wildlife School of Home
Geology
Archaeology

AtHectures, films and demonsitafiona are

September 5
Labor Day Holiday

a tree service of the Tennessee Depart
Men! of Conservation 11 you are IntereSte0
in using Mr Norvell as resource 104 your
classiest call 8765201 (office) Of

878.5529 ChomOI or write Meeman Snelby
State Park PLuASE BOON YOUR PRO
GRAM REOUESTS AS EARLY AS
POSSIBLE

Programs are designed to lit the current
curriculum or as' special e,ent type pro
gram aChviI.e9
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CHAPTER I AWARDS M pnoto let Miss Patricia Woods right student at Leant Elementary receives Ito Chapter I Student Beard tor academic, .
cemence kiwi Mrs inet Wright DAc Cnairpeison In tom at right Board or Education Commissioners receiving awards et the District Al. 10, Con,
meras &moue, from Intl Mrs Bert 0 ,eff,ar, president Deo Johnson vice President. and Mrs MaoneSmith The' Cranterl Education is A Comm.
Altair . Avails Banquet ...ended try students parents prncioais edminishators support osmsonnei and community leaders

Administrative Personnel Changes Announced
Mr Ricks W Mason Jr from Division

of Employment and Placement. Department
01 Personnel Services Coordinator to DOH
son or Employment and Placement,
Department or Personnel Services Direc
tor Mr Robert Dennis Rabyfrom ()Noon
ot School Security Department 01

Business Affairs Supervisor to Diersion of
Scnool Security. Department of Business

Director. Mr Ronni'e Beard
Bynumfrom Snowden Junior High, Prim
coal to East Hip Principal, Mn WJliam C
Kobecafrom Wooddale Jr High. Principal
to Sheffield High Principal Mr Reynolds
Mike McDonaldtrorn Kingsbury High
Assistant Principal to Kingsbury. Jr. High.
PrinC.pal

Mrs Debra J Owenfrom Craigmont
High Teacher to Division of PerSonnel Ser-
vices Employment and Placement Assis-
tant. Or Glynda Ferrell CryerIron Nor-
Inside High. Guidance Counseior to Depart
ment or Pupil Services Attendance and
Guidance Services Supervisor. Secondary
Guidance Mr James Leck BiacmIron
Georgian Hills Jr High. Principal to
freadoen High Pr nipat Mrs Patricia
OisCuMtram North Area Elementary In
structonai Consultant to Shady Grove
Eleent.mr Principal. Mr Bobby Hen
dn.m from Department of Pupil Services

Attendance and GuolanCe Services. Super.
visor, Secondary Guidance to Department
of Curriculum and Instruction. Division of
Elementary Secondary Education. Direr
for Mrs Fay Davis Lee from Georgia
Avenue Elementary.. Assistant Principal to
Georgia Avenue Elementary. Principal,
Mrs Ophelia W Flowers Iron Souln
Area Coordinator of Instruction to South
Area. District IV, District Director

Dr Joyce B Waddingtonfrom
Department 01 Pupil Services, Division of
Research Services. Coordinator to Depart
ment 01 Curriculum and Instruction, Division
o t Compensatory Education. Director. Mrs
Carole B HansonMorn E T Washington
High. Home Economics to DivisiOn ol
Scnool Food end Nutrition Services.
Department of Business Affairs, Supervisor
of School Food Services. Mrs Juna G
Pickering Iron South Area, District IV.
Elementary Instructional Consultant to
South Park Elementary, Principal. Dr Kathy
E PruettMorn Division of Research Ser.
vices Department of Pupil Services.
Testing and Measurement Coordinator to
D ivision at Research Services. Department
01 Pup I Assistant Director.
Research Services Miss Vivian A

Loma. from Easl Elementary. Teacher to
Division or Research Services Department

of Pupil Services Compensatory Educate:'
Evaluator. Dr Joyce Ann Jensenfit
Cummings Elementary. Teacher to Sta.
Area. District IV. Elementary InstruCtoot
Consultant. Mr Roy Lee Hop/inkIry
Hanley Elementary. Assistant Principals
Wells Station Elementary. Principal

Mrs Netlye Mae Jacksonfrom Ale
Elementary. Teacher to Nortn Area Distir
I Elementary Instructional Consultant, Mi
Joy J °awnfrom Colonial Jr 14n,

Teacher to Hillcrest High. Assistant Psi
coal. Mrs Lora G Sandridgefrom 0.
eman Elementary, Assistant Principaltn
Lauderdale Elementary. Principal. Mr J.
Wayne Fonfrom Wells Station Elenry
1.y. Principal to Georgian Hills Jr kayi

Principal. Mrs Vivian C '
Westwood Elementary. Teacher to Scm:
Area. District IV. Elementary Consult.'
Mrs Emily B Jecksonfrom EgIn
Elementary. Assistant Principal to Nor
Area District It, Elementary Consultanthr
James E Hugueleyfrom Division or V.
tonal and Adult Education. Assistant Dm
for to Sheffield Vocational Techati
Center. Principal. Mt John Rots,
Ralston Jr from Division of Vocal..
and Adult Education. Fairview Ortice;im
duStrtal Education Consultant to DivisiOn.

(Continued on Page 101

(0
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Welcome Backl

Personnel Changes
(Continued Item Page 8)

Vocational and Adult Education. Assistant
Director, Mrs Minnie F GloverIran
Gardenview Elementary. Teacher to
Oakhayen Elementary, Assistant Principe)

Mrs Becky Chappellfrom Central
High Teacher to Drvurciri of Curriculum
Daveloement. Department of Curriculum
and Instruction. Bilingual Supervisor. Mrs
Joyce Kellyfrom Northmde !Mph. Teacher
to Georgia Avenue Elementary. Assistant
Principal Ms Shelia Cohenfrom Ford
Road Elementary Teacher to Mental
Health Center Division Psychometrist. EN
John Lee MaroneIrom Westwood High.
Teacher to Whteriaven High Assistant
Ponorpar Mr Michael E Murphyfrom
Central High Teacher to Ceder Jr High.
Assistant Principal Dr Barbara U
Prescott Ilorn Mental Health Center Din
Sinn Oa. vita. Center Alcohol and Drug
Worker to Drosron of Optional Schools.
Department 01 Pupil Services ford ProteOl
Optional School Coordinator Internal Mr
James Edward Floonsonirorn Hurries Jr
High Teacher to Humes Jr High Assistant
Prrnoipill Mrs Rohs V Paynefrom
Whitney Elementary leacher to Egypt
Elementary Assistant Precrpar Mrs Mama
IS °beck nom Division of Curriculum
Development, Department 01 Curriculum
and instructron Bilingual Supervisor to Drn
Son of Curriculum Development Depart
Tent of Curriculum and Instruction, Foreign
Languages Consultant

Elections
Mr Larry Wayne Hill Sr Drvison of

School Security. Department of Business
Altar's Securely Supervisor. Mr Carron E
JonnsonDrvisron of School Food and
Nutrrtn Services Department or Business
Affairs Food Services Supervisor. Mi55
Catherine C McClureMental Health
Center Division. Berclarr Center, School
Social Worker, Mrs Caryn T

SabrstrnaMental Health Center Division
OakyrIre Center Psychometrist Ms Cyn
Ma FrederickMental Health Center Diva
sron Berclao Center Psychometrist Mr
Dino Edgar BryantMental Health Center
Division Burorao Center Psychometrist
Ms Faye Twirl). RayMental Health
Center poison Borer., Center
Psychometrist Ms Crane IS Snal
ter Mentor Hearrh Center Division_ Detour,
Center Psycnareetr, Mrs Von Wools
HalordMiel.ii Health Center Divrsron
Ber,rarr Center Schoor Social Worker
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SEARS ROEBUCK & COMPANTRETAtl We Proud e0oolors of Kingsbury High School Principal 811
TPer. congratulates Larry Euankensfsp senor in Re Marketed end Distributive Education class for
Piecing m Me top t S winners of tne Stale Competition for Decca Leadership in Nashville Lana was
presented a check tor SIO0 from Raleigh Store Manager, Frank COM. par ogre) to sponsor es tip to
Name. Mrs Lorne Tingle, leacher and coordinator for Me SOONS adopton. participated in me
Presentation der left' To date. Sears has hued 32 students from Kingsbury es a part of Men moire
cent in Ine Adopt A Senora Program

Adoptors Really 'Care' About Our Schools
The AdoptrASchoot Program was designed to help create a more po,,pve Image cif

Public educator in Memphis, and to enrich the educational programs for students in the
Memphis City Schools by lapping the wealth of business expertse.,talent. Melva, and
other human resources available within the adopting groups

At Inc beginning cads filth year. the program continues to meet thoie objecIrves wn re
building community interest and support lot our Schools Memphis adaptors can take peat,
in !he large number of students end teacher s whO are benefiting from their groups OatTorag
lion and in the imPact this will have on the future of our City

Although school has been out for the summer. Barbara Russet Adopt A SchOol
Specialist and Arthur SeaSsel, retired businessman, have been busy contacting potent al
adopters They report that they intend to reach thee goal of finding an adopter for all our
Schools during the 1983.84 school year

Adopters and principals of some adopted schools contributed a portion of their summer
to talking with people from other cites, telling about what IS happening in thew woolens
Plans ate being made for Memphis City Schools to host another national seminar on Adopt
Ar School this spring because of the nationwide interest in our program

We proudly announce the latest additions to our AdoptrASchool "family'.

First American Bank Ridgeway Elementary
Harland Bartholomew 8 Associates Denver Elementary
Service Merchandise Catalog Showrooms Hawkins Mill Elementary
Shelby State,Community College Alton Elementary

Other Companies have agreed to adopt a schools), but have not as yet formally signeg
the adoption papers

Tne National Council of Jewish Women is pining hands with the Junior League of Mem
ph, and the Volunteer Center 01 Memphis 10 assist tn the prOgram by providing volunteers
and a part-time paid worker to help Monaco the adoptions Thrs Is being done to help ensiee
Mai everyone 5 happy with their involvement in the program and Mal meaningful activrIres
are taking place We welcome this coalition. We also welcome Mrs Rose Bauer to our staff
as Adoot A School aide

School coordinators will participate in a Sharing and Learning Session on Wednesday
September 28 le be held in the Board AudrIonum from 8 00 10 10 00 a FT1 Adopters win
nave their first Sharing and Learning Session on Wednesday October 12 in the same place
and at the same noun

I
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!Making Memphis A Better Place,To Live'

IA

r

V'?

COOPERATIVE EFFORT we, ',maw tap< at ckm uman [soma ;I...Community E suasion Conners. at Ramada Inn Conventon Center At err ar menu
sun sasses, ww tuke Ott Col...or Curial of Community Edocation Center. Tennessee Stale Unuarrt, Mrs Frances Can resat, or stens.,
re. S. n; .S Comma, re Pa, PH at g , Datum, Gent,. ScnoBi Based Devemprnere Enter, prise and 0.04 Andersen ramernsnd Menotti, tan nee, e
Awn un Al r.ont toe recren:A. DI ...dueler bre r lun[OeDn ebb, snrea between nom Dr Carol %amen Doe:-.10, Cann.'
Eau, teneassre State DePreente ot Taw re an Cnattes Patterson I:stoats, Dtesmn of Pular InIrmalon 'Commun.', mnthemeni a w
kelottle, I .rteee ,rst Ceeitede,, Education Center unt.erstty pl Missouri SI louts rd Mrs Ben P, marmot, Pres nr
Mr11.r, biro or a...asan

Memphis Wins Top 4
Community Ed Awards

Retirement Planning Look, But Don't Eat . .

LeCture Series Set Jack Batten eechti.. erre a the
Sheraton Convention Gimlet Hall, writ

Crtmtnenit Ea,- tS me nttne tri Tne Klemanis Board at Education is an-
laded Elemental, students w an a

the Meint.tes Ca, SI IIONS and In Taste it n.uu1ia-it, new taCtu" 5anct5 °in sub lunchtime treat This treat nowete e
Iota tit the lo; dA.1, rarsenIt0 It, 1,1 al RETIREMENT PLANMNG Tne nine most coked not be eaten Wee ainit, And

f ri"i"n Else evening "n" begin tin of tune Mime Veal 15 yOu can
e'"" a".- tut 'aaav "D". a 198a tt" asked one student His doesticte was shvn
votive, ° at the Brat° °t Education to be answeted as Batten sawed der

ApolohemMt, 1 hes ,=o. t,. ,a Onnr rnerntret cut and catved away on a 350 paired tee,
p.1,1 Palm 0' lee Meobt, 1 hese sessions re oven In employees be ice You see the neat was lce sceic

Si mails Gummtehe w an Me Gtticenseth rto are 6.) ap. or Esther 30 and the totsAeCt Products Acre a Ion antd
Les, way?, sw,. was nap, tpr ww years 01 service /Grecs to he covered ate ducF

105, P.Zntng I our Retternent Fitness Hoes,. period
Vt1111NP'S Jahn; mu 'n4 CnU'es Mai"' Roles use of 'me" pis and rnarverd as Linen a 31 yea, oil

Legal Readiness Fmanciat Security. and cher ubtc leapw weahng nth,' golD5ns
; 0,3..1 E 51.11r PlannrnO Earn topic wit be Or5C1.155c

th the '. ne. it,nrtodtae-- was e° trial It" Ut"'nenta°aat rot" using an assortment at scothture, lob,,
s" 1000111 s.." is an aianDia' on the assi°nU° labored ardently on the bloc. o.

tr rr Or .r'r,artr, inn .4:ertel
e... or Carer/tun t. EsKin.attce
Mo''I ,hid toe stale a' Ten, sset

tee- 0..tstileit et; Gommun a,i alse
1.5 or! or, Ml. Rose Pis., Co'.

I-11W,, {-11.1.1, (S S41.,,i1,51%. III the lit?,
Ate Sew has dembestetteu creieTte arid
tnr.a.s.. OrOb,S4o..1 rn

Zbr le., 1 Le r, edavitt mere

;1' 11,1,1,1,111, on, l'Oe. O'
4110

STUDENTS SUPPORT STANDARDS. NO7-

1 ' Ie e be, hT ;et^ n us HOMEWORK School standards should
r.t. pct 5, rOQ'bOn'nO the

Patin:414,s will receue a comprehenstve
Retirement Punntng Handbook and a ono
sear unernherstitv in AIM .4 Action for In
desittedenr Matueh Punning starter attar
ctses tor individual use and a setechon of
mate:us:eel pubicaltons will also be
dtslrthuted

More tntounalton and registrAtn torrns
caw tie °blamed in tne Divtston of Employee
Set, es Roam 156 or call 454 5454

r4.1, 0. Sttlavre

Meek,. Pitts Gateleria Manager A..,
delighted by the Comments ant tem:ans.,
al the students Tner 0 s More ID 1000 Irni
lust, eating 11 she sdid as sne tried, to
noVak above 114 Mar Or Pre Cnrn suo.
want )0 enhch the chitoren and broaa
then horizons she conlinued Ann' IA
Show them that there can be ped.iie le 10, a
and Its preparation It 5 important as It...-

eating babas they deverD oDA will
Over into Ine rest It tee, 1,e

more homework was 014r:sea &mast it,
I The students said rrae, lit Them har
abs an take part .n ettIracuteCut.r. liv i
sYNCh would have to be cutta*0 a Ivey not
More homework Attoar the sam. petcen
lage °Sweated to Speneeo limy
school P,ihahlin URA
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Craigmont Planetarium Star Shows For 1983.84
5 CriChely PROCitird5 FOR PFIrmARI AND INTERMEDIATE GRADE LEVELS Instrue
lima' ;smear, based $',,O Ire s rice cult.Culonn of the Menton. City SChtIpl% ate

. In ea, rig ane The cave'"? n,q11 , and SPebaa MIDnOmmat events of

Ma. mon, a e .11; 1 .3,1 in ea ,,n ieta.0n 1,,e lecture dernonstrelions We custom.
ans,um.3 e, ; Irnaturea Mrs Ruth Lea, I:, tonere...ter Ins lest you use and
Warr VOINC, Inseurtam,e prodems such as The Science Corner aria Vantage
Pdrni A, mustangs are ae.ratrre rntrocInclor, cenednyrd and rev16.,10117111111

Some tre Sn 1w s lor the elrmentar, otade5 bleal.an a Single Concept and ale premnled as

taped at condvnd the taped brLajtalms
THE 5K t TONIGHT lets 35 minute ph-toren is geared Ire children Id mesrnool enough
S.111:1.:11.1i7.,11. and ear .1's aS an .tt,,Ja.-.1,a^1,, h0111 pmnrtahum tabillbet and Inc 'KIM sky

0011bn t I Malt I Du, arna, a 3C. minute 510. tor onadren undo eignt Introduces
II'., ;sinnrs aho 4. oil. ebt Mat win are ,..rd nl Mt. Saw 5r stem

Sr ACE 0;tt wmu n15 d'eam5 and lilies runt on hunts of fantasy

the na'aII Sla,s and COrsteVaitauts alustrale a story Of ...NA and queens

prime, s N.', and a tempo. rntnsle Ins mrson of 5PACEDRE AM Astrobad

return, a, Me Si 1'r',. tor anlaht., Int stets rl the current night ass larelAtnt

TIME AND 111,6 AGAIN A c saT,,n bel.en Jell and Father Time Inane,. Many
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INTRODUCTION'

COMPUTER AWARENESS, K-6

Computers are tools which are becoming an increasingly important

part of every day life in American society. One's ability to communi-

cate and use the computer, a tool, of an information-based society will

be a crucial element of literacy for our students, the adults of

tomorrow. Dur task then must be to provide learning opportunities and

experiences which enable our students to become computer literate.

Computer Awareness is the first level of the Memphis City Schools

Computer Education Program. The primary goal of this program is to

provide beginning computer learning experiences for elementary students,

grades K-6. The range of, instruction includes the historical develop-

ment of computers their present. and future impact on society. The

curriculum is designed to provide each student with instructional time

in the classroom and hands-on computer experiences in the computer room,

thus developing a core of computer skills. All students are expected to

develop the ability to operate, but not program, a simple computer

system.

Much of this computer instruction can and should be correlated into the

regular academic areas such as social studies, mathematics, and science.

A skills checklist has been provided to assist the teacher in monitoring

students attainment of basic computer operation skills.

Each teacher is encouraged to participate in future program planning by

using the Computer Awareness Recommendation forM.

1
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COMPUTER EDUCATION
MATRIX

COURSES GRADE
LEVEL

PREREQUISITE
COURSE(S)

CO- REQUIRITEI

COURSE(S)
COURSE LENGTH INTERACTIVE

TIME
UNIT OF CREDIT GRADING

Computer Awareness X-6 5 hour. none

Computer Skills Next 1-8 15 hours 6 hour. none -

Computer Literacy 12 Variable none -

Introduction to 12* 1 semester 30 hours Ii r

Computers

Basic Programming 9-12 Algebra I 1 semester 45 hours IS +

Advanced Basic 9-12 Basic Prog. 1 semester 45 hours 1a +
Programming

Fortran Programming 10-12 Advanced Beale Algebra II
or

1 semester 45 hour. 1.

Unified Geo.

Pascal Programming 10-12 Advanced Basic Algebra II
or

1 semester 45 hours IS +

Unified Geo.

AP Computer Science 11-12
(Advanced Pascal)

Adv. Basic Prog. Algebra II
or

2 memeSter 90 hour. 1 +

1 Unified Geo.

Introduction to Data 10-11

Processing INDR
none Typewriting

recommended
2 Semesters 90 hours 1 +

Data Processing I DPR 1 10-12 none 2 semesters 180 hours 2/3 +

0 a Processing II DPR 2 11-12 Data Processing 2 semesters 180 hours 2/3 1.

I

*May admit 10 through the 11 graders if space is available.

2
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COMPUTER AWARENESS

Strands And Goals

STRANDS GOALS

I. History

II. Computer Operations

III. Applications

IV. Social Impact

V. Logic and Problem Solving

To be able to understand the
historical development of the
computer

To be able to operate a
microcomputer system

To be able to demonstrate an
understanding of the

applications of computers as
machines, as tools, and as
creative instruments

To be able to discuss the
widespread use of computers in
today's society and possible
future uses

To be able to utilize systematic
processes in problem solving



STRANDS AND OBJECTIVES

STRAND I: HISTORY

1. The student will be able to discuss technology
before 1800 and the role of work.

2. The student will be able to discuss the

industrial revolution and the role of work.

3, The studeut will be able to discuss the
computer age and be able to identify a

computer.

4. The student will be able to discuss early
counting devices.

5. The student will be able to identify various
calculating devices.

6. The student will be able to identify and
discuss the inventors who contributed to the
development of the computer.

7. The student will be able to identify and
discuss the daily use of computers.

STRAND II: COMPUTER OPERATIONS

1. The student will be able to identify input
devices.

2. The student will be able to identify output
devices such 'as an audio-cassette recorder,
disk drive, modem and printer.

3. The student will be able to use the keyboard-
to perform simple functions.

4. The student will be able to explain how to use
and proper care of computer equipment.

STRAND III: APPLICATIONS

1. The ,student will be able to use the basic
fut4tions of the computer to run a program
(how to use a computer).

5
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Strands and Objectives
Page 2

2. The student will be able to select, load,

and interact with (follow the program) a

program or game designed for learning.

3. The student will be able to recognize that a
computer needs instructions to operate and
that those instructions come from a program
written by a person using a. programming
language such as BASIC, Pascal, or COBOL.

STRAND IV: SOCIAL IMPACT

1. The student will be able to discuss some

ways computers are used in several areas.

STRAND V: LOGIC AND PROBLEM SOLVING

1. The student will be able to order specific
given steps in a solution of a problem.

2. The student will be able to choose and order
the proper steps to the solution of a

problem or algorithm.

3. The student will be able to develop a

flowchart for a daily activity.

4. The student will be able to develop the

concept of a variable as a location in the
computer's memory.

4
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STRAND I - HISTORY

SITE1 CLASSROOM

1 OBJECTIVE 1: The student will be able to discuss technology before 1

1
1800 and the role of work. 1

1

SUPPORTIVE VOCABULARY: tools, technology, work

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION (TEACHER-DIRECTED DISCUSSION)

Discuss with students the meaning of work. Have them name

people they know who work and the type of work they do. Make

a list of jobs (example: teacher, builder of houses and

roads, telephone operator).

JOBS

Teacher

Builder

TOOLS

Books, chalk

Hammer, saw

Discuss with students which tools are used for each job

(example: teacher: blackboard, hooks; builder: hammer, nails;

telephone operator: telephone, elctrical system). Make a

chart that lists the tools named by the students. Tell

students that often the word technology is used to refer to

the tools used to do a job.

Next, ask the students to tell what they think is the real

purpose of each job listed (example: teacher - helps children

7
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to learn; ronutrOction worker ^ Wilda structlives needed to

shelter people; telephone operator - helps people (0 need or

receive mvonagea over long dititintrett), Now auk utodeots how

they think these John would have been done 200 mire; ago. Add

the information to the chart (Example; A telephone operator

might have hoer 4 ,town crier or rider like Punt Revere 200

years ago, or a messenger who had to run or ride from kingdom

to kingdom 2,000 years ago).

T-

1 Today

Telephone
Operator

1
WORK

200 earn ago 2,000 year ago

Town crier or by
horseback

Runner

INDEPENDENT ACTIVITY

Have each child choose a job from the first list and draw or

write how he/she would do that task with technology and without

the technology available today, estimating the time each might

take. This could be done in small groups if the teacher

prefers, instead of individually.

The following activity sheet is provided for duplication.

8
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STRAND I: HISTORY
OBJECTIVE I

JCB

WITH TECHNOLOGY ESTIMATED TINE WITHOUT TECHNOLOGY ESTIMATED TINE

9
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Have each child/group share with the class the results of this

activity. Point out the contrasts in the amount of time a

task. would take with and without technology, and if the

students are actually "inventingu,-technology in their

solutions (example: a branch of leailes to sweep the floor).

Also point out any unrealistic answers such five minutes to

wash the family's clothes by hand. Work with the group to

modify and direct the presentations.

10
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STRAND I - HISTORY

SITE: CLASSROOM

I OBJECTIVE 2: The student will be able to discuss the industrial 1

I revolution and the role of work.
1

SUPPORTATIVE VOCABULARY: machines, factories, product, industry,

industrial, industrial revolution, preindustrial

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION

TO THE TEACHER:

Review the concepts of technology and work as presented in

objective 1 (History). Use this to contrast with the current

lesson.

Adapt the following as appropriate for your class.

The development of new technology (or tools) has become faster

and faster in the last 2,000 years. Machines were designed

that did more and more of the work for all kinds of jobs:

hunters and soldiers (guns), makers of clothing (looms, sewing

machines), vehicles for travel (steamboats, trains, airplanes),

Sad nany more. More work was done outside the home in large

buildings called factories where many workers could work with

the machines at the same time. Eventually, in many of these

factories, each worker would only do one small task in making

a single product. Instead of one worker making all parts of a

doll, for instance, one worker might make the head, another

draw the eyes, nose, and mouth, and another put the head on

11
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the body. When things are made this way, with a lot of people

working on small tasks they do over and over with the help of

machines, this is called an industry. Since most things are

made this way today, we say we live in an industrial age.

The industrial revolution is the name for the time when things

"turned around" or changed very quickly from workers making

things at home to making them in factories. This has only

happened in the last 200 years in Western Europe (England,

France, Germany) and America, and more recently in other parts

of the world. Some places are still preindustrial (pre =

before) people do most of their work at home and not in

factories, and most of the things they use are not made in

factories.

GUIDED ACTIVITY

What are the advantages of the industrial age?

(Possible answers)

-more products, made more quickly
-cheaper, more people have more things
-machines make work easier (physically)

Disadvantages?

-workers away from families
-less personal satisfaction in product
-less personal control of working conditions

Direct student attention to the chart first made in lesson 1

on the role of work before 1800. Point out that the term

industrial would fit above the column marked today, and

preindustrial would fit above the other 2 columns.

12
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WORK

Industrial
Today

(Workers)

(Tools)

math
teacher
computer

WORK
Preindustrial

200 years ago 1 2000 years ago

1

1

1

(Jobs)

math teacher

(Tools)

math teacher

chalkboard,
paper and
quill

sand, clay

(If the chart
is not avail-
ble, make
another,
using a
2-column for-
mat headed
industrial
and prein-
dustrial).

INDEPENDENT ACTIVITY (Individual or small group activity)

Have the students find stories in their basal readers that

show people living in industrial or preindustrial times.

Have each student tell or write a story from each time period

and tell why that story belongs there. (Example: how do they

know it is industrial or preindustrial?) Allow students to

respond to each other's selections. The teacher will correct

and direct the discussion.

13
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CTRAND I: HISTORY

SITE: CLASSROOM

1

1 OBJECTIVE 3: The. student will be able to discuss the computer age and 1

I
be able'to identify a computer. 1

1
i

SUPPORTIVE VOCABULARY: computer, mainframe, minicomputer, microcomputer

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION

The word COMPUTER comes from a 'Latin word meaning to count. A

computer is a machine with a memory which accepts information,

works on the information to solve a problem, and puts out the

answer. The computer is like a powerful calculator. To do a

problem on a calculator, you put your problem in by pressing

the keys on the machine. The machine then works on the

information and you see the answer displayed on the calculator.

Computers come in many sizes and shapes. They range from very

large computer systems called mainframe computers to small

minicomputers to even smaller micro-computers. (Resource

pictures on page 1 in Spotlight On Computer Literacy).

Mainframe computers are very large, often taking up as much

space as a classroom. They can store enormous amounts of

information. They cost hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Many large businesses, government agencies, and universities

use mainframe computers to help them operate smoothly and

efficiently (example: telephone company, U.S. Navy). These

kinds of computers can do a lot of different jobs at one

14
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time. (Resource picture on page 2, Spotlight On Computer

Literacy).

Minicomputers are much smaller than mainframes. They take up

very little floor space. These computers range in cost from

about 10 to 100 thousand dollars. Large amounts of

information can be stored in these computers, though not as

much as mainframe computers. They, too, can handle more than

one job at a time. They are used by medium and small-sized

companies and some school systems. (Resource pictures (top)

page 3, Spotlight On Computer Literacy.

Microcomputers are even smaller than minicomputers. They are

small and light enough to move around. They may range in cost

from $70.00 upward to $6,000. Microcomputers cannot store

as much information as mainframes or minicomputers. They are

designed to do only one job at a time. Large businesses, often

use microcomputers to solve smaller, more individual problems.

Many small businesses use microcomputers. Many students use

microcomputers daily in their classrooms. Some people have

them in their homes.

GUIDED ACTIVITY

Develop a Computer Systems chart with the students. Ask

students to use the computer system descriptions to identify

businesses which could be listed in each category.

15
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Mainframe 1 Minicomputer I Microcomputet

1

First Tennessee Bank 1 Memphis Board of 1 School

I Education 1

RESOURCES

Text Spotlight On Computer Literacy, Chapter 1

Sound What Computers Do A 516-1 9 minutes

Filmstrips Now Computers Work A 516-2 12 minutes

Show SVE (Sound filmstrips) to indicate ways

computers are used in business, at school, at

home, and for entertainment

Poster Computer Systems - Continental Press

16
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'STRAND I: HISTORY

SITE: CLASSROOM

1

1,
1 OBJECTIVE 4: The student will be able to discuss early counting j
I devices.

SUPPORTIVE VOCABULARY: abacus

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION - Ancient Times

Explain to students that since earliest times people used

their fingers to show "how many." Fingers were used to show

the number of animals killed on a hunt as well as the number of

people living in a dwelling. Early man also used knots in a

rope and beads on a string to keep a counting record.

Shepherds put rocks in their pockets or in a pile to keep

track of how many sheep they had. They would put nine rocks

in their pockets to remember they had nine sheep. Each stood

for one animal. You can count your toys like this. You can

put a rock in your pocket for each toy that is yours. Then

you count the rocks. If you have 5 rocks in your pocket, you

have 5 toys.

GUIDED ACTIVITY

Pass out ditto master H in the Teacher's Guide and Activity

Book to acrnmany Computers Are Fun. Have each child cut out

his ,r )ne and bcing it up to the front. Each child

then marks X oz the board after he has put the stone on the

17
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teacher's desk. Count the X's. Count the stones. Are they

the same number?

INDEPENDENT ACTIVITY

Pass out Ditto Master I in Teacher's Guide and Activity Book

to accompany Computers Are Fun.

II

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION Abacus

Ask students whether or not they have seen an abacus. If one

is available, show it to the class. If not, use the picture

on page 21 of Computers Are Fun. Explain to students that

long ago ancient man made a counting machine called an abacus.

It had beads on a wire in the wooden frame. The beads were

used for counting. This was one of the first tools used to

express numbers. The Chinese abacus was invented in 2,600 B.C.

Beads were moved on wires to add and subtract. It could be

held and carried around easily. The abacus was so successful

that its use spread from China to many other countries. The

abacus is still in use in'some countries today. People who

are good at using an abacus can often do calculations as

quickly as a person using a calculator.

GUIDED ACTIVITY

Bring an abacus to class and let students who know how to

operate it demonstrate an addition problem to the class.

18
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III

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION - Adding machine

In 1642 a 19-year old French mathematician by the name of

Blaise (blez) Pascal invented the first mechanical calculating

machine. A mechanical machine has moving parts. This machine

could add and subtract and use gears and moving parts. Later

inventors improved the Machine so it would multiply and divide.

GUIDED ACTIVITY

Show the picture on page 27 in My Friend - The Computer.

Demonstrate an adding machine to the students. Explain that an

adding machine is made up of many parts.

IV

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION - Loom

In 1805, a Frenchman by the name of Joseph Jacquard invented a

special loom for weaving cloth. Cards with holes punched

through, were used to design the patterns in the cloth. This

machine was a real advancement in weaving. Yet workers using

hand looms did not understand nor appreciate this improvement.

Their lack of understanding resulted in anger and the burning

of Jacquard's home and loom.

INDEPENDENT ACTIVITY

Write a story which might explain why weavers were so unhappy

about the invention. Ask students if they know of present day

inventions which have not been quickly accepted.
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V

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION - Calculator

In 1850, Charles Babbage, an Englishman, drew up plans for two

giant calculators that would work much like a modern computer.

Money was furnished by the British government. Government

money ran out for the project and Babbage never finished either

machine. The parts and ideas for these machines were used in

the creation of modern day computers. (Resource picture on

page 29 in My Friend - The Computer.)

VI

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION - Census

Herman Hollerith was hired by the United States Government to

count all the people in the country. Hollerith invented a way

to record the information in punched cards. Punched cards

recorded details about individual people. The holes in the

cards were then read and counted electrically. His machine,

using punched cards, counted people in six weeks and saved the

government two years in counting people. The company

Hollerith started Later became the IBM Company. (Resource -

Punched Cards)

INDEPENDENT ACTIVITY

UsO the practice activity on page 29 in My Friend - The Computer

and'or the activity on page 12-13 of Computer Tutor.
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VII

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION - ENIAC

The ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer) was

the first all electronic computer. It was built by John Mauchy

and J. Presper Eckert at the University of Pennsylvania in 1946.

The ENIAC weighed over 30 tons and filled a large room. It

conducted electricity through vacuum tubes. It used over 18,000

vacuum tubes. Because vacuum tubes get hot, it was necessary

to have air conditioning to keep it cool. It could do a

problem in 2 hours that would have taken 100 engineers a year

to do. (Resource picture on page 31 in My Friend - The

Computer.)

VIII

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION - UNIVAC

UNIVAC (Universal Automatic Computer), developed by Eckert and

Mauchy in 1951, was the first machine to combine electronic

calculation with internal programming. It also used vacuum

tubes and needed air conditioning. UNIVAC is often called the

first true computer. UNIVAC was smaller than ENIAC, but much

faster and more powerful.

Computers built between 1951 and about 1960 are typically

characterized as first generation computers.

21
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IX

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION - Four Generations of Modern Computers

1951-1960 1950's-1964 1965-1970 1970's

1st Generation
Vacuum tubes

2nd Generation
Transistors

1,000
calculations
per second

10,000
calculations
per second

3rd Generation
Integrated
circuits
1,000,000
calculations
per second

4th Generation
Integrated
circuit chips
10,000,000
calculations
per second

As you can see, each generation of computers used a new

invention to conduct the electricity through the computer. As

the new electrical devices got smaller, the computers got

smaller. They became more powerful than the earlier, large

computers and less expensive, which enabled small companies,

schools, and individuals to buy personal computers.

INDEPENDENT ACTIVITY

Use Ditto Master 36 in the teacher's guide activity book to

My Friend - The Computer.

RESOURCES

t

Computers Are Fun, pp. 20-21

Teacher's Guide and Activity Book to accompany Computer Are
Fun, p. 23, ditto'masters H, I - pp. 73, 74

My Friend - The Computer, pp. 27-31

Teaching Guide and Activity Book, pp. 19-21

Computer Tutor, pp. 11-14

Spotlight On Computer Literacy, p. 45-46, 49

466.
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STRAND I: HISTORY

SITE: CLASSROOM

1

OBJECTIVE 5: The student will be able to identify various calculating
devices

SUPPORTIVE VOCABULARY none

*RESENTING NEW INFORMATION

This lesson' is an extension of Objective 4. The posters

"Computers - Past and Present", published by Radio Shack may

Ur used to review calculating devices.

If. time permits students may work in small groups to create

new ways of counting.. Each group would then explain its new

method to the class. Ideas generated by the groups may be

used to compare and contrast the development of earlier

courting systems.

PES6URCE

Pos'er Computers-Past and Present - Radio Shack (Free)

23
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STRAND I: HISTORY

aASSROOM

I OBJECTIVE 6: The student will be able to ide.:, : .ind discuss!the 1

I
inventors who contributed to the development of the

I
computer. I

I
I

SUPPORT .ARY: none

GUIDED ACYl.i,_

Guide students in making a TIME LINE of computing-.devices

(individual or class) dating back to ancient times. Use

picture; or titles. and dates with; a short description.

Suggest that. they add other computers they discover in any

other reading or discussions.

RESOURCES

Radio Shack poster - Computers -Past and Present (Free)

Discussion from Objective 4

My Friend - The Computer, pp. 26-34

Spotlight On Computer Literacy, pp. 37-43

INDEPENDENT-', ACTIVITY

Provide students with a list of computer inventors. Suggest

that students research encyclopedias or other computer books

in the library for information and make written reports on

them. These reports can be displayed on the bulletin board or

made into booklets. Stude;:t.'4 may select from a list such as

the one below.

24
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Blaise Pascal
Charles Bahbage
Herman Hollerith
Joseph Jacquard
J. P. Eckert
John Hauchly

RESOURCES

Hy Friend - The Computer, pp. 26-34

Spotlight On Computer Literacy, pp. 37-43

Encyclopedias

25
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STRAND I: HISTORY

SITE: CLASSROOM

1

1 OBJECTIVE 7: The student will be able to identify and discuss the 1

1
daily use of computers. 1

SUPPORTIVE ACTIVITY: None

GUIDED ACTIVITY

Ask students how many of them have crossed the street at a

traffic light. Ask them what they think causes the light to

change. Discuss the fact that in most traffic lights a

computer makes the light change.

Elicit from students things that run by computers that they

see every day on television or in the home: refrigerators,

washing machines, microwaves, digital clocks and watches,

central heat and air conditioning units, grocery checkout

countcrs, video games, arcade and home games, automatic

banking tellers (Annie, Sunny, First Banking), football and

basketball scoreboards.

Organize the students to prepare a bulletin board of pictures

cut from catalogs, newspapers, and magazines of items which

are operated by computers. Be sure students understand the

characteristics cf a mechanism with a computer.

26
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STRAND II: COMPUTER OPERATIONS

31E: COMPUTEP aoon

1 1

1 OBJECTIVE 1: The student will be able to identify input devices 1

1

SUPPORTIVE VOCABULARY: computer, microcomputer, input, processing,
output, keyboard, video monitor, cartridge,
printout, central processing unit

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION

Let's take a look at a small computer you can easily take

with you. These are called microcomputers. The prefix micro-

means small. Microcomputers are often referred to as micros.

Micros are run by electricity. Information goes in as in al.

This information is processed inside. The processed

information is called OUTPUT when it is seen on the screen or

printed on paper it is called a printout.

We might compare a computer to a washing machine. A computer

and a washing machine ca,e three things in common: INPUT,

PROCESSING, and OUTPUT. The dirty clothing and soap

into the washing machine are called input. The procel,

takes place inside the washing machine. T.ie output is the

clean clothing you take out of the washer.

27
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I MUT I ----) I MUSSING I I OITTPUT I

____L

(rlothrs, ?hop) (machine washes, rinses, (clean clothes)
and spins clothes)

KEYBOARD

The micro usually has a keyboard like a typewriter and is

about the same size as a typewriter. You input your

information to the micro by typing it in on the keyboard. A

small computer is inside this ke'yboard box called the Central

Processing Unit or CPU.

Use ditto master P, Computers Are Fun, Teacher's Guide and

Activity Book, page 81.

VIDEO MONITOR

A microcomputer may be connected to equipment such as a

television screen or a video monitor. The information you

to-pe in at the keyboard is seen on the TV screen or video

monitor.

28
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CARTRIDGE

One way to store information outside the microcomputer is on

cartridges. The cartridge slips into a slot in the

microL-,mputer. The programs and data are permanently on the

cartridge. They cannot he changed or erased.

(Resource picture on page 76 in My Friend - The Computer or
actual equipment.)

NOTE: MAKE CERTAIN EACH CHILD RECOGNIZES THE KEYBOARD, VIDEO
MONITOR AND CARTRIDGE. THESE WORDS SHOULD BECOME A PART OF
EACH CHILD'S SPEAKING VOCABULARY.

RESOURCES

My Friend - The Computer, pp. 73-76

Comoters Are Fun, Teacher's Guide and Activity Book, ditto
master P, p. 81
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STRAND 11: COMPUTER OPERATIONS

SITE: CLASSROOM

1
1

1 OBJECTIVE 2: The student will be able to identify output devices such 1

as an audio-cassette recorder, disk drive, models and 1

printer.
1

SUPPORTIVE VOCABULARY: audio-cassette recorder, disk drive, modem,
peripheral device, printer

PRESENTING in+ INFORMATION

In order for computers to serve many uses attachments are

needed. These added attachments extend the services of the

CPU (Central Processing Unit) and are called peripheral

devices. The word "periphery" means "the outermost part or

region" so these attachments are outside the computer keyboard

and monitor.

MODEM

The four most peripheral devices are an audio-cassette

recorder, a dilt drive a printer and a telephone modem.

Special cables usually connect these components to the

computer.

For computers to phone each other,

a peripheral device must be ai,ailable

for a telephone. This component is

a coupler box or modem. The letters

in the word "modem" are short for

modulator/demodulator. Modems let

computers "talk" to each other.

30
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(Resource picture DM-34 in Teacher's Guide and Activity Book

to accompany "My Frieni - The Computer, and p. 85 in "My Friend

Computer.")

PRINTER

Printers will type any of the information you program on the

video monitor screen. The print-out on paper is called "hard

copy" in computer jargon. Printers are available as a

peripheral device for microcomputers. They are usually more

expensive than the micro.

AUDIO-CASSETTE RECORDER

The audio-cassette recorder serves as both an input and an

output device for a microcomputer such as the TI-99/4A. The

tape recorder will load and store computer programs. It is

the least expensive peripheral device but it is often time

consuming to use.

DISK DRIVE

Data can be entered and stored on a magnetic disk about the

size of a small phonograph record. The disk is inserted in a

disk drive box which is electrically connected to the CPU.

The disks are thinner and more flexible than "45" RPM records

and are called floppy disks or diskettes. These five and

onefourth inch diameter floppy disks operate with great

speed. Disk drives are also made for 8" floppy disIrs and for

large hard disks.

31
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NOTE: IF liSF (basic Skills First.) is implemented in your school,

you may arrange for your students to nee the APPLE or Texas

Instruments Personal Computer which have diskettes and disk

drives.

RESOURCES

My Friend The Computer, pp. 14, 50-53, 75-77

Computers Are Fun, pp. 33-37

Teacher's Guide and Activity142211 to accompany My Friend - Th
Computer, p. DM-34

Teacher's Guide and Book to accompany Computers Are
Fun, pp. 45-48, 79

32
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STRAND II; COMPUTER OPERATIONS

SITE COMPUTER ROOM

1
1

1 OBJECTIVE ]: Students will be able to use the keyboard to perform
1

1
simple functions.

1

SUPPORTIVE VOCABULARY; SHIFT Key, ALPHA LOCK, ENTER, FCTN (function),
SPACE bar, QUIT

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION

1 3 NH 2 ii ; ME

qA :-DzwsOMI

lO.IK 5PAC31.11110
Step I

--Qum

Show students the locations of the SHIFT keys (make sure the

ALPHA LOCK - lower left corner - is mp.). Demonstrate that

pressing any alphabetical key will display its "lower case" -

actually a small capital - form on the screen.

Step II

Next, hold down the SHIFT key and show how the large capital

letters appear on the screen. (In your demonstration, try to

show use of both hands, holding down the shift key with the

hand that is not typing the letter).

33
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Step III

Next, press the ALPHA lock to show how this will cause all the

alphabetical keys to display as large capitalF, without using

the SHIFT key. Press it i.gain (to up position) and show how

the alphdbeLic.Il keys come on the screen as small capitals but

the numerical and punctuation keys stay the same.

Step IV

Now, show how the SHIFT key is used to display the upper

symbols on the key face. For example, 8x8 would be typed by

pressing the 191 then holding the (left) SHIFT key down and

pressing8 again, then releasing the SHIFT and typing the g
a third time. 8x8 is typed as 8*8 in computer language.

Step V

Point out that some punctuation and uther symbols are found in

front of certain keys. To make these symbols press the FCTN

key (right front corner) with your right hand and hold it

while you press the key with the symbol on the front. For

example, to display the ?; bold the FCTN key down while you

press the

Step VI

Type your full name showing how you use the space bar to

separate words.
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Step VII

Now type 1PRINT "I putting your

name where the blanks are and whatever Le iu the quotes will

appear;on the screen after you press. the ENTER key.

INDEPENDENT ACTIVITY

Prai:tlre (SHIFT, ALPHA LOCK, FCTN, ENTER, SPACE). Let the

studeut l. practice by using capitals (using the PRINT command)

to:

1. Print their names in large capitals (using the
ALPHA LOCK).

Print their names in small capitals.

End the session by holding down the .FCTN key and pressing

QUIT, or typing RYE.

NOTES TO THE TEACHER

1. To PRINT, you must have quotation m ks at both ends of

the statement (" "), and press ENTER at the end of the

statement.

2. These are the symbols for mathematical operations.:

addition I = I with SHIFT

subtraction I / I with SHIFT

35
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divininh / Without siiit"r
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STRAND II: COMPUTER OPERATIONS

SITE: COMPUTER ROOM

I 1

1 OBJECTIVE 4: Students will be able to explain the use and proper care 1

1
of computer equipment. 1

1 1

SUPPORTIVE VOCABULARY: none

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION

A

Location: Place CPU on a hard-topped, non-metallic surface,

such as a table not on top of a TV set or the video monitor.

The video monitor should be placed to avoid direct sunlight or

bright light on the screen surface.

Ventilation: Is necessary for continued good operation but

air conditioning is not required. Air needs to flow freely

through the slots on the bottom, back, and top of the keyboard

and monitor.

Cleanin DO NOT USE SOLVENTS OR OTHER CLEANSERS.

Demonstrate with a damp, (not wet) lent-free cloth how to

gently wipe the surfaces of the keyboard, video monitor, etc.

Emphasize that the CPU must be turned OFF.

Static Electricity: Point out that care must be taken in

carpeted rooms because permanent damage can be done to the

computer if you touch the computer after building up a charge

of static electricity. To prevent this, touch a metal object

(doorknob, lamp, etc.) before working with any electronic

37
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devices in a carpeted room, or use an anti-static spray on the

NEVER eat or, especially, drink near the computer. Spills

could damage it permanently.

B

Demonstrate how to first turn on the monitor, then the CPU,

and how to load a cartridge. The cartridge is correctly

inserted vhen the words of the title are right-side-up and

facing the student.

Emphasize that students SHOULD NOT TOUCH THE SLOT FOR THE

CARTRIDGE, THE BACK OF THE CARTRIDGE (where it goes into the

slot), OR ANY OTHER CONNECTIONS ON THE COMPUTER. Lack of

proper care could damage the software and /or result in

electrical shock to the student.

38
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STRAND III: APPLICATIONS

SITE COMPUTER ROOM

I OBJECTIVE 1: Students will be able to use the basic functions of the 1

1
computer to run a program (how to use a computer).

1

SUPPORTIVE VOCABULARY: prompt, cursor, space bar, shift key, keyboard,
video monitor, cartridge

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION

KEYBOARD

Look at the keyboard. The microcomputer keyboard is mucb like

a typewriter keyboard. There are 4 rows of keys. All letters

are written as capital (uppercase) letters. There are no

lower case letters shown on the keyboard. The numbers are all

on the .top row of the keyboard. The number 1 is at the far

left. The zero and the letter 0 are not the same. You must

use zero for numbers and the letter 0 for words. The Fero 0

has a slash through it on the keyboard. This belts you tell the

difference between the number zero 0 and the letter O.

GUIDED ACTIVITY

VIDEO MONITOR - ON/OFF

Find the POWER button on the front, bottom right of the video

monitor. Push the gray button in. The green POWER light

should come on and the screen will light up.

POWER ON

Filid the ON/OFF switch on the front right of the computer's

keyboard. Use your thumb to slide the switch to the right.

39
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The red POWER light nest to the 'witch shoold come an.

(Attached disarms may he used.)

VI DUD
MONITOR

KEYBOARD

iq

POWER UGH

811

40
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

HOME COMPUTER

READY - PRESS ANY KEY TO BEGIN

VIDEO MONITOR SCREEN

Do as the screen says.

show:

Press any key. The video.screen will

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

HOME COMPUTER

PRESS

1 for T1 BASIC'

Then the screen shows: I TI BASIC I

I >
I

The > is called a prompt. It means the: computer is waiting

for you to give it directions. The flashing square is called

the cursor. Cursor means "runner." 'The cursor "runs" across

the screen. The cursor shows where the next character will

appear on the screen as you type.

prompt

cursor

USING THE KEYBOARD

Step I

Type your name on the screen. Press the SPACE BAR to put a

space be een your first name and last name. The bar at the

bottom is the space bar. Watch the cursor move as you type.

41
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Step

Now erase your name. Press and hold the FCTN (FUNCTIOK) key.

Find the left-facing (*) arrow on the front of the S key.

Press the cursor 'ackward until it covers the first letter of

your name. Release the function key. Press and hold the

space bar until all letters are erased.

Step III

You will now correct a misspelled wurd. Type DOB. Press and

hold the FCTN (FUNCTION) key. Press the left-facing arrow key

(S) to move the cursor over B. Release FCTN. Now type G

where the cursor is. The corrected word is DOG.

Step IV

Notice the symbols above the numbers on the top row of keys.

To get a symbol above the numbers, you press the SHIFT KEY and

the key itself. For example, if you want to print the $ sign,

you press the SHIFT KEY, then you press the Ei key. You get

the symbols above the letters on other parts of the keyboard

"1-

in the same way.

POWER OFF

Push the ON/OFF switch to the left. The red POWER light will

go out.

Push the video POWER button in. The video monitor screen will

become dark.
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TO THE TEACHER:

From this point on, you should begin with Volume 1 of Creative

Programming for Young_Oinds which is a manual for beginning

programing, Lesson #1 begins on page 1,

CC) 43
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STRAND flit APPLICATIONN

HITE; COMPUTER ROOM

1

1

I OBJECTIVE 21 The student will he able to select, load, and interect. I

1

with (follow the program) a program or game designed

1

for learning. .

1

1

SUPPORTIVE VOCARULARYt hardware, software

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION

Tell students all machines used in the computer system are

called hardware. Point to the keyboard and video monitor as

hardware. To remember this easily, state that machines are

made of hard material such as plastic, metal or glass.

The programs that go into the computer are called software.

Program; are written on "softer" material. Software tells the

computer what to do. Point to the programs inside' the

cartridges as a kind of software. (The cartridges themselves

are hardware).

GUIDED ACTIVITY

Show students how to place selected cartridges into the

keyboard. Turn the video monitor on and then the keyboard.

Insert the cartridge and noticA the students' interaction with

the program.

RESOURCES

Educational programs

Educational games
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BTRAND APPLICATIONB

BITE; CLASSROON/COMVU14H ROOM

OBJECTIVE 31 The utudent will be able to recognize that, a computer
neodo instructions to operate and that those
instructions come from a program written by a person
using n programming language such no BASIC, Pascal, or
COWL.

SUITORTIVE_VOCILAY: Languages - BASIC (Beginning All-Purpose
Symbolic Instruction Code)

COBOL (Common Business Oriented
Language)

FORTRAN (Formula Translation)

Pascal

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION

A computer can't do anything unless it is given a set of

instructions or programs. To tell a computer what to do, you

must use a programming language it understands. The computer

understands numbers and certain English words, Special

languages have been made up to give orders to computers.

BASIC is used mainly in schools and offices. COBOL is used

primarily in business. FORTRAN is used mainly in math and

science. Pascal is designed for use in computer science

instruction. All of these programming languages are taught in

the Memphis City Schools curriculum.

The simple commands we will use are from a language called

BASIC because it is easier for beginners.
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OHLIWU UTIVITY

TO TUC TEACUER;

To explore thiu further, the lellewihA aro ehtmelite4;

K-3 Computers aro Fun, Chapter 6, pp. 49.'59

4-6 tly Frion0 - The Computer, Part 7, pp. ñ- /?

ItEtIOURCKS

Y.P9J.4114.M11:29111!Yr 4A1,2nEY;

CoppuCer Tittur .1!intor, p. 10

Soots' Filmstrip: How Computers Work., A 51G-2, Frames 411-65

Poster - CuTputer 1.angitaklep, - Continental Press

"At the Computer," PP. 77-79

46
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011JECTIVE1

STHAND IVi SOCIAL IMPACT

:11 CLASSROOM

614ints will he ahle to diiicutix home ways computers ore
11000 in several of the following 411144I

Demon and recreation
Puniness and industry
Medicine
Law and law enforcement
Transportation
Military
Weather prediction
Research
Education
Libraries and information Center
Creative Arts
Personal uses

Suprcrtiyeyocabolaiy: None

Presenting New Information

Show filmstrip EVERYDAY COMPUTERS, A 516-3, SVE.

GUIDED ACTIVITY

Have students recall uses of computers in the categories listed

above.

INDEPENDENT ACTIVITY

Ask students to be computer detectives. Suggest that 'they

look for more examples of computer use in their neighborhoods,

ask their parents, or watch for computers on TV.

RESOURCES

Sound Filmstrip: SVE, EVERYDAY COMPUTERS, A 516-3

Posters: Uses of Computers - Continental Press

Computers in Education

Personal Computers
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STRAND V: LOGIC AND PROBLEM SOLVING

SITE: CLASSROOM

1 . 1

1 OBJECTIVE 1: The student will be able to order specific given steps 1

1
in the solution of a problem. 1

1 1

SUPPORTIVE VOCABULARY: program, programmer

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION

A computer will not work without a set of instructions. A set

of instructions tells the computer what to do. The set of

instructions the computer uses is called a program. The

person who writes a program is called a programmer. Before a

program is written, the programmer must think of all steps

that will be used in the program. All steps must be put in

order (first, second, third, etc.).

GUIDED ACTIVITY

When you get up in the morning, you follow certain steps.

What is wrong with the order of steps in the following list?

1. Get up

2. Put on shOes

3. Put on socks

4. Go to school

5. Eat breakfast

49

1 Teaching Suggestions 1

Put each step on a strip of
paper,
Have the students rearrange
the, strips vertically in the
correct order.
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STRAND V: LOGIC AND PROBLEM SOLVING

SITE: CLASSROOM

1 OBJECTIVE 2: The student will be able to choose and order the proper 1

steps to the solution of a problem or algorithm

SUPPORTIVE VOCABULARY: Algorithm - a step-by-step plan for solving a

problem

PRESENTING NEW'

In solving a problem think of all the steps needed to solve

the problem or pet the job done.

GUIDED ACTIVITY

Have the students discuss the steps to watching a favorite TV

program. Write the steps on the board vertically. Discuss

the proper order of the steps.

Guide the discussion with questions such as:

What do you do first to watch TV?
What is the nett thing you do?
What do you do`When you have finished watching TV?

INDEPENDENT ACTIVITY

Ask students to think of something they like to do. List

these on the board. Have each child select one and write the

steps, numbering them in a column. Allow sharing with class.

This may also be done in groups of three or four.

50
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STRAND V: LOGIC AND PROBLEM SOLVING

SITE: CLASSROOM

1

1

1
OBJECTIVE 3: The student will be able to develop a flowchart for a 1

1
daily activity. 1

1
---1

SUPPORTIVE VOCABULARY: flowchart, decision symbol, oval, rectangle

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION

Explain that a flowchart is a map or drawing of all the steps

used by the computer to solve a problem or do some task. It

shows the order of steps. It also shows how each step is

connected to the other steps. Certain symbols are used when

making a flowchart. Drill students on flowchart symbols. The'

oval CD is used to begin and end a flowchart.

Occasionally a circle is used for the start and stop symbol in

place of the oval. The rectangle 1 1 is called a "do

something" or processing box. 1 Do Something I

We connect each symbol with arrows that tell us where to go

next.
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SIMPLE FLOWCHARTING

THE TEACHER:.

Go back to the activity in Objective I and place the following on

the board.

I Get up

I Put on socks I

I Put on shoes I,

I Eat breakfast I

4

I Go to school 1

GUIDED ACTIVITY

Refer back to Objective 2 for the activity on watching TV. Have

students volunteer putting steps in the flowchart form'on the

board using symbols.

INDEPENDENT ACTIVITY

have students draw a flowchart for a day in school.

PRESENTING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - Level 2

DECISION SYHBOL

When solving a problem or doing a task one reaches a point

where questions must be asked requiring an answer of either

yes or no. A symbol used when asking a question in a

flowchart is a decision symbol. It is diamond-shaped.
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NO

YES

There are always at least 2 arrows coming out of a decision

box. If the answer to the question is no, an arrow will lead

you in one direction to another step. If the answer to the

question is yes, an arrow will lead you in a different

direction.

Place on the board the flowchart on page 63 in My Friend - The

Computer to demonstrate the use of the decision symbol. Use

the questions on p. 63 to guide discussion.

INDEPENDENT ACTIVITY

Use the flowchart made by students for a day in school with

decisions of recess or library. Your chart may look something

0
like this:

See the example on the next page
c,7
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Reading1

1 Language 1

1 Spelling 1

1 Health 1

1 Lunch 1

1 Recess I

1 1

1 Library 1

1 1

4

1 Math 1

Sound Filmstrip: INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING, SVE A 516-4,

Frames 1-13

My Friend - The Computer, pp. 59-64

Computers Are Fun, pp. 44-48, Guide, pp. 36-37, 83-87

Posters - Components of a Flowchart System, Continental Press

Introductory Flowchart, Continental Press

t.
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FLOWCHARTING

As problems become more complicated, some programmers find it

useful to construct a flowchart before writing the actual program.

Flowcharts are not used *by all programmers. However, they are very

helpful ',ecause they provide a graphical, two-dimensional representation

of the many steps'involved in analyzing a problem. Consistent use of

flowcharts can help programmers develop a more efficient, structured

style of programming. They can help a programmer become a better

problem solver in general because flowcharting can be applied to all

types of problems.

Flowcharting consists of using a set of standardized symbols and

arrows to represent the steps necesuary for problem solving. Ovals are

used to indicate the starting and stopping points of a problem

solution. Rectangular boxes' are used to indicate the manipulation of

information in the memory of the computer. A diamond is used to

represent a necessary decision or question. Finally, a parallelogram is

used to represent a necessary decision or question. Finally, a

parallelogram is used to show what information is fed into the computer

or the results of a computation. Arrows are used as connectors between

the different symbols to show the direction of the information flow.
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SYMBOLS

START
or

Indicates the
beginning or end

STOP of a flowchart

DO Indicates action
SOMETHING to be performed

INPUT Shows what information
or is read into the corn

OUTPUT puter or what is printed

Tells where a
DECISION choice is made

E6
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STRAND V: LOGIC AND PROBLEM SOLVING

SITE: COMPUTER ROOM

I OBJECTIVE 4: Students will be able to develop the concept of a I

variable as a location in the computer's memory. I

SUPPORTIVE VOCABULARY: variable, memory

PRESENTING NEW INFORMATION

CONCEPT OFVARIABLE

Explain that .a variable is something with one name that

changes (varies)" in make-up. Example: DOG If you are asked

to ta!:e a picture of a DOG, you have to take a picture of a

particular dog; it will have a certain color, size, shape, and

so forth. But if 100 people are asked to take a picture of a

dog, there may be 100 different-looking animals and still all

be pictures of a DOG. So the word is a kind of VARIABLE.

LOCATION OF VARIABLE IN MEMORY OF THE COMPUTER

Write the letter "D" on the board and say that it will stand

for DOG. eut a box around the letter and say that the box

stands for a location in the computer's memory. I D

Compare this to human memory: we could say that we, have a

certain "place" in our memory that we call DOG and fill in the

details of whatever kind of dog we want to at a certain time.

We are going to tell the computer to hold a place in its

memory for DOG and call this place D. We haven't decided what.

kind of dogit,is, so we will give it a value of O.
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Type I D = 0 (Don't forget to press the ENTER key at the

end of each line).

CHALK BOARD Example

D (DOG) KindS)of dogs Number

location D = ex. Collie 1

ELL_I in memory German Shepard 2

Greyhound 3

READING THE- COMPUTER'S MEMORY

To find out what is at location D in the computer's memory, we

type 1 PRINT D 1. This tells the computer to go to location D

and display 0 because we told the computer that D = O.

CHANGING THE VALUE OF THE VARIABLE

We can change the information in this location (D) by changing

the value of the variable. We said before that there are

different kinds of dogs. (Make a list on the board: example,

collie, greyhound, German shepherd). Let's give a number or

value to each kind of dog. (Add these to the chart, and

SA'

explain that words can be used for variables, but since

numbers are simpler, we will use numbers for this example).

We will now chafige the information in the computer's memory by

giving D a new name. (Type in I D = , 1
filling in a

1 1
-

number for the type of dog desired). To see if the computer

received the new information, type 1 PRINT D I and the current

value of D will be displayed.
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INDEPENDENT ACTIVITY

Give students examples for variables. Tell them they can use

any letters (doesn't have to be D).

Example: J = jobs
PRINT J

or numbers without names

N = 5*6
PRINT N

1 - carpenter
2 - computer
3 - teacher
4 - policeman

(
prograntaes,1

RESOURCES

Grades 476 Computer Tutor, p. 38

(p. 39, String Variables - using words instead of just numbers)
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

abacus - a countingidevice with beads strung on wires.

algorithm - a step-by-step procedure for solving a problem.

BASIC - Beginning All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code; the computer

language used for most microcomputers, including the TI99/4A;

(Different microcomputers use slightly different "dialects" of

BASIC, however).

cartridge - a software package inserted ihto the computer that will

extend its use and capabilities. The TI 99/4A manuals use

the term Command Module.

central processing unit (CPU) - the large chip that.is the "brain" of

the computer where the processing of
information and computation takes
place.

character - 3 letter, number, punctuation or other symbol on the

keyboard.

Command Module - a pre-programmed ROM module or cartridge which is

inserted into the computer to extend its use and

COBOL - Common Business Oriented Language; the computer language often

used in business.

computer - originally, a machine that counts; now capable of many

complicated problem-solving processes.

cursor a symbol (u) which shows where the next character will appear

on the screen when you press a key.

flowchart - a diagram of the steps used by a computer to solve a

problem.

FORTRAN - Formula Translation; the computer
language often used in

science and research.

hardware - the devices which make up a computer system, such as video

screen, keyboard.

input - (noun) information to be put in computer memory

(cerb) the proceSs of putting information into the memory.

keyboard - the hardware that looks like a typewriter and has the

character and function keys.

mainframe -.the largest computers, and the most expensive (room-sized).
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o microcomputers - small, desk-top computers, usually $2,000 or less.
41

minicomputers - medium-sized computers of medium price.

output - (noun) information supplied by the computer.
(verb) transferring information from the computer's memory onto
a device,such as a screen or printer.

pascal - A programming language, developed for computer science
0 instruction.

printout - a "hard" copy; output from the computer by means of a
printer.

processing - the operations of the computer on the input.

program - a set of statements which tell the computer how to perform a
complete task.

programmer - one who writes computer programs.

prompt - a symbol (>) which marks the beginning of each line or asks for
input from user.

RAM - Random Access Memory; the main memory where programs and_ _
information are stored while the user is operating the computer.
Everything in RAM is erased when the power is turned off.

ROM - Read-Only Memory; permanent instructions for the computer which
can be used ("read") but not changed or erased.

shift key - the key used to change between upper and lower case letters,
and between upper and, lower characters oh the keys.

software - programs used by the computers including those built into the
ROM.

space bar - the long bar at the bottom of the keyboard used to insert
spaces between words or characters.

technology.- the tools used to perform a task,,

variable 1- a name given to a value which may vary during the program; a
memory location.

video monitor - the screen used to view the output of the computer.
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ANNOTATED RESOURCES
K-6

COMPUTER AWARENESS - SVE - (Sound Filmstrips)

This sound filmstrip kit covers what computers do, how theywork,

and some of the ways computers are used in business, at school, at home,

and for entertainment. It also includes an introduction to computer

languages and simple programming methods.

A teacher's guide and 24 reproducible skills sheet provide

background and review material.

MMTERLITERACYANDUNDERSTANDING - ED. ACT. -. (Sound Filmstrips)

Computer history and development of modern Computers-are both

developed in this sound filmstrip kit. Today's computers are discussed

including: (1) what they' are; (2) how they work; and (3) different

kinds of computers. Flowcharting and an introductiOn to programming are

also covered.

A teacher's guide and duplicating masters are provided. .(This set

will be available September 1).

HISTORY OF COMPUTERS - (Poster Set) - Continental Press

Posters included in the set of 23" X 35" posters are:

(1) Introductory Flowchart

(2) Components of a Flowchart System
0 -

(3) Uses of computers

(4) Computer Systems

(5) History of Computers

(6) Computer Languages

62
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(7) Computers in Education

(8) Personal Computers

MY FRIEND THE COMPUTER BY JEAN RICE - (Grades 4-6)

My Fiend The Computer- is an introduction .to computers and their

uses. Part one discusses what a computer is and the idea of time-

sharing. In part two common uses of computers in medicine, industry,

etc,., are discussed. Part three presents a brief history of computers, '

while part four outlines the various parts of a computer. Input, output

and memory deyices are covered in,part five, with flowcharting presented

in park six. Programming in BASIC and microcomputers are discussed in

parts seven and eight.- A glossary of computer terms concludes the

text.

The accompanying teacher's guide and activity book contains both

pre-tests and post-tests with answer keys and duplicating masters.

COMPUTERS ARE FUN BY JEAN4IICE - (Grades K-3)

Computers Are Fun introduces beginning computer concepts. It tells'

how computers help us, what,early 'computers were like, how the computer

has many parts, what microcomputers are, how flowcharts are like

computer maps, and how programs tell the what tocdo.

A comprehensive Teacher's Guide and Activity Book accompanies, this

bOok.

COMPUTER TUTOR (Paperback book) - (Grades 4-6)

Computer Tutor is an introductory book on computers. Activities

include history and development, terms, uses, how computers work, how to

develop programs, and computer careers.
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COMPUTER TUTOR JR. - (Paperback book) - (Grades K-3)

Computer Tutor Jr. is a simple introduction to the computer written

especially-for primary grades. It includes information and activities

on hardware, software, uses of computers, how computers work, input,

output, and memory.

SPOTLIGHT ON COMPUTER LITERACY BY ELLEN RICHMAN

(Book and teacher's guide)

Spotlight On Computer Literacy is an introductory text written at a

6-7 grade reading level which may also be used as a teacher=resource book.

The , first two units describe how computers work and relate the

technology to everyday experience. The programming sections include

"hands-off" and "hands-on" activities.

CREATIVE PROGRAMMING MANUALS FOR YOUNG MINDS

(manuals) 1

This series of eleven manuals introduCes the student to programming

activities for the TI-994A. The student may progress independently from

beginning to more advanced programming in BASIC language.
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CLASS RECORD GRADES 4 - 6

Use CREATIVE PROGRAMMING FOR
YOUNG MINDS, Vol. I for the

following:
ENTER. P. 3
PRINT, p. 4
RUN, p. 5
LIST. p. 5
CALL CLEAR,
COED, p. 18
CALL SCREEN

p.

NAMES

p. 7

(for color).
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* In keyboarding column write
alphabet le ter to which they typed. eg.': For student

wq completes alphabet without
looking at keys. write "z".

** SPOTLIGHT ON COMPUTER LITERACY, pp. 83-84
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COMPUTEREDUCATION
AWARENESS EVALUATION TOOL

Grades R-3

I. Circle the abacus.

el Cl Ell'51 Gil El GO CC 02 Ul

CI El CI CI CI ua [a al

El El El 02 El M El El El El

tia GO M [a al ua [a El 17 CI El

..II

2. Circle the transistor.

iIfII! I
II_IIII
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3. Circle the universal product code.

f7VpriT;

CASOUTHWEST / W STATE BANK
400 CD.A. M.M. 513..1

i 59.i0i

Circle the hardware item.

40100 72159

O Ei CI CI 0 El 0 CI 13 El CI

CI CI [11 CI CI al 0 12 IR 0 El El
El 0 CI gl CI III 0 0 CI CI al

W37,77,7,77/77777,777/777
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5. Circle the software item.

6. Circle the item used on a modem.

66

28-318 0-83-93
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.
Draw a flow chart symbol that means "DO SOMETHING."

8. Circle the name of a computer language.

. STATEMENT BASIC

OUTPUT BINARY

9. The amount of memory in a-Computer is measured in (circle the correct

answer)

ANALOGS DIGITALS

BYTES WATTS

10. Telling a computer what to do is called (circle the correct answer)

ASSEMBLING PROCESSING

COMMANDING PROGRAMMING
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COMPUTER EDUCATION
AWARENESS EVALUATION TOOL

Grades K-3

I. Circle the abacus.

oa OR 11 va 51 53 CO 51 RI 03 C3 5i

50 El El C3 03 CB (10 fill ER C3

C.1 ER 51 Ea Clal El El II El El El

51 DO C3 CQ 51 C3 Gi al C3

,/,',/d I/ /A ////

( UM
a II II

II R

2. Circle the transistor.

ANSINLQS
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1. CIrclo the onlveraol product node.

11.41,1e1,1t5

SOUTIMESTYSTATE BANK
Non No.o.d as, ,,Am. 111.4

6:09i0i., POO:

Imm+. =.

4. Circle the hardware item.

07[11 CZ 0 a] Et la IM la 0 5IN
Ei 0 0 IV 0 0 El fil Gi El

El 0 la 0 0 DJ 0 0 El S
;,01:1001:111108015100"I

/://ofial/ /

O

s11ems

72
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5. Circle the noftware Item.

6. Circle the item used on a modem.
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7. Drat a flow than 115Inhol 111,11 Meaue "PO BOHLTHINO.1,1

0. Circle the Immo of a computer language.

STATEMENT C1ASIC

BINARY

9.

°VINT

The amount of memory in n computer la meanured In (circle the correct
answer)

ANALOGS DISITALS

BYTES) WATTS

10. Telling a computer what to do le called (circle the correct answer)

ASSEMBLING

COMMANDING

518

PROCESSING
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COMPUTER EDUCATION

AwAommo EVALUATION TOOL

()vadat', 4 - 6

elrolo 4 14t1IFO M41101'41141 OPM01F4r1,

2. Circle objects computers use'

BIB

a CI al al (33 al 03 t1 al GM I

0 B CI III CI Cil M fig
0 0 al al 0 al El M 0 0 CI M
al al ED al ci an a o ra 0 al

I I

519
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MOLTIPLE en01011; t2tro1e the letter of tho hoqt Auwer,

3, Thu Wm "tiortwilto" refer, to

4.

A, A million on an offloo vhatr
h, oompntor proqrome
o. equipment
d. miltoon (Allyn

'l'hu blinking toluoro thus show, me whavo

n.
b.
0.

O.

shift
cassetto
cursor
command

typo in willed A

5. The TV bOt tlttaehu,l to a OOMNLMr la A140'00110d

A. a monitor
h. A control processing unit
0, an optical oharacter recognition
d. a printer

b. First generation computers used lurcje, hot ycleetun tubeu. These

wore replaced by small semi-conduetero called

a. scanners
b. universal product codes
c. cathode ray tubes
d. transistors

7. The math symbol for division in ba4IC is

a.
b. /
c. yk
d. fox-

SHORT ANSWER:

8. Explain how a computer can be your teacher.

9. What brand of computer would you consider having at home? Why?

10. List three activities you would most like to do on a microcomputer.
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J1. List three major ways
large computers help a business operation.

t.

12. List three ways computers may help us more in the future.

MAtCHING: Draw" lines to connect
each picture to its name.

77
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cartridge

floppy disc

transistor

microprocessor

coupler box
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AIKYO/L4),..5'
COMPUTES EDUCATION

AWARENESS EVALUATION TOOL

Cgredea 4 - 6

1. Circle a future generation computer:

2. Circle objects computers use:

DEM
e

522

OflibOr
78

ED 0 CO Eg ELI aa ca II@ OD lig CI IR
CI 0 Eg 60 CI 63 GI 0 CI

CI CI EPEE' CI NI (33 CO 61 CI CI El

Eg CI Eg Eg CI GO CI ER CI ID CI LE)
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MULTIPLE CHOICE: Circle the letter of the best answer.

3. The term "software" refers to

a. a cushion on an office chair
(Tr.)computer programs

equipment
d. silicon chips

4. The blinking square that shows ma where to type is called a

a. shift
b. cassette

(Pcursor
command

5. The TV set attached to a computer is also called

(Pa monitor
a central processing unit

c. an optical character recognition,
d. a printer

6. First generation computers used large, hot vaccum tubes. These
were replaced by small semi-conductors called

a. scanners
b. universal product codes

(bcathode ray tubes
transistors 0

7. The math symbol for division in BASIC is

d.'

SHORT ANSWER: (The following answers are suggested samples.)

8. Explain_how a computer can be your teacher.

Its lessons help me practice skills. It can test my comprehension and score
my answers. It can recognize my misspelled words. It has a memory and can
respond to me.

53. What hrand_of computer would you consider having at home? Why?

(The purpose of the question is to encourage the use of computers at home.) Reasons
may vary from - by price. will help me practice programming, will help me learn to
type, will help an older person in my home to perform a job or learn career skills.

O. List three activities you would must like to do on a microcomputer.
Learn to program
Learn to type
Practice reading and math skills
Play games
Connect to a big computer by telephone
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II. List three major ways large computers help a business operation.

Compute payroll; Inventory control; Store data; Process data; Retrieve
data; Calculate; Billing; Ordering; Word Processing; Financial transactions

12. List three ways computers may help us more in the future. .

They may type words we speak into them. They may be so small that we can
carry them easily and power them with a small battery. They may receive

and transmit radio signals. They may identify anything we place on a

camera inside them.

MATCHING: Draw lines to connect each picture to its name.

cartridge

floppy disc

transistor

microprocessor

coupler box
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GRADE:

521

COMPUTER AWARENESS RECOMMENDATION FORM

DIVISION OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, ROOM 254

(optional)

CURRICULUM RECOMMENDATIONS:

MATERIALS RECOMMENDATIONS:

STAFF DEVELOPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS:

OTHER:

.16
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PROFESSIONAL GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES

The resource teacher at your school will be providing activities to help

you become more familiar with the computer and curriculum for this

program. '

Additional professional growth opportunities will be made available

throughout the school year in Computer Awareness and Literacy by the

Division of Employee Services.

Mr. GORE. Thank you very much for an excellent statement. We
appreciate it.

We'll hold off on questions until the other members of the panel
have completed their statements.

Our next witness is Ms. Patricia Sturdivant, associate superin-
tendent for technology at the Houston Independent School District
in Houston.

And Houston has already acquired w)national reputation for
leadership in this area, and we feel it's very important to hear
your testimony. We're looking forward to it.

Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF PATRICIA STURDIVANT, ASSOCIATE SUPERIN-
TENDENT FOR TECHNOLOGY, HOUSTON INDEPENDENT
SCHOOL DISTRICT, HOUSTON, TEX.
MS. STURDIVANT. Thank you.
Many experts have testified about the problems that educators

are having in using technology. My paper does address these, but
I'm going to specifically focus on some of the ways that our school
district has tried to address the proliferation of technology.

A year and a half ago the school board set up a Department of
Technology to provide for districtwide coordination and charged
that department specifically with the responsibility for staff train-
ing, going beyond just teachers, including administrators and cur-
riculum specialists.

Also, set up a division for needs assessment and planning to take
a longer look at the changing technology and what would be
needed in order to plan for new technologies like video, cable, satel-
lite communication.

A Division of Procurement was established, so that a central
entity would be responsible for making purchases of computer
hardware and software.

A systems design and development group was established to de-
velop software that was needed for the growing number of micro-
computers the district was purchasing.

A Maintenance Division was set up, and another group was
brought on board to provide technical support to teachers and ad-
ministrators who were trying to use this new technology.

Many who have spoken here today have talked about the prob-
lems we are having with software, and I'd like to begin there by
making you even more aware of how difficult it is not only to get
the quantity that you need, but the quality, and there are certain
areas that are not being addressed at all.
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For examplo, one of those is English as a second language. Our
district will be primarily Hispanic by 1985 if the current projec-
tions hold up. We have 97 different languages that are spoken
within our district, and yet no producer publishes a courseware
package for teaching English as a second language.

Consequently, it became obvious to us about a year ago that if we
were going to meet this need, since we do not have enough bilin-
gual teachers to address these 97 different languages, that we were
going to have to develop a program of cur own.

We initially went out to bid. Several major publishers bid on the
package. The lowest estimate we received for developing a K
through 12 ESL package was $1 million.

We finally began to organize such a development team ourselves,
hiring the programer's, the curriculum specialists, and the ESL spe-
cialists that we needed. Had we been forced to use the vendor's
own brand of computers and the software that would have been
produced, we would have also sacrificed certain ownership rights
and the ability to reproduce it, and we were very anxious to be able
to replicate the software that was being developed.

We are now almost 1 year into this development project. We are
creating software for teaching English as a second language using
the voice synthesizer.

But still, even though we've undertaken a very ambitious effort,
so much more needs to be done, and there are so many other areas.

I-don't think the situation is going to work itself out. One indus-
try expert estimated that only 10 percent of the software that is
being produced in education by the year 4985 will really be dedi-
cated to instructional content delivery. Since more and more par-
ents are buying computers, the commercial publishers are focusing
more on game development.

We really'do need an educational software consortium. The solu-
tion to this problem on a national scale is for tin-3 public schools to
form a software consortium to develop the quality programs that
are needed.

The Houston district alone has about 200,000 students. Now to
provide each student in our district with just one-half hour of com-
puter time per day would require 20,000 microcomputers. And even
with that number, we would have only a 10-to-1 computer-student
ratio. A good microcomputer costs approximately $1,000. A set of
software costs another thousand dollars. The necessary training,
another thousand dollars. That totals $60 million for just the Hous-
ton Independent School District for a single year.

I think one of the primary points that needs to be emphasized in
our discussion is the fact that the expenditure for the hardware is
minuscule compared to all the other costs, many of which are reoc-
curring. One estimate has set the one-time cost of developing a K
through 12 software curriculum which would cover 40 subjects at
$60 million. Well, with today's economic woes, it may seem like the
height of foolishness to propose such figures. Yet, we have a $4 tril-
lion economy that rests on the quality of the $200 billion education-
al system which desperately needs overhauling.

Judging from SAT scores, the quality of students majoring in
education in college is declining. The greatest proportion of school

527
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budget goes to teacher salaries. In fact, the national average is 87
percent.

Technology can attack both of these problems if the educational
delivery system is restructured. By using computers to teach that
part of the curriculum which they can do so well, a district could.
hire fewer more competent teachers who would be more produc-
tive. Merely adding the, technology onto the existing educational
system will not work. It can help if teachers and administrators
use technology properly and fully and if the schools are reorga-
nized to stay open all year to take advantage of the capital and
personnel resources that have been invested.

We have established odi- own software resource centers. Few
teachers have the time to keep up with commercial software devel-
opment. Houston educators depend on our department's software
resource center to help them make intelligent decisions about these
matters. At the center they can preview software, hand-held learn-
ing devices, new computers, journals, and periodicals. All software
is systematically reviewed using a standard evaluation instrument.
Before vendors are allowed to present their programs to staff eval-
uators, they have to submit a proposal detailing the objectives of
the program, documentation, discounts, warranties, training, and
information about its validity.

I'd like to make some remarks about educating the handicapped.
Technology's potential to educate the handicapped is probably the
most promising element which really needs more exploration.

On September 13, 1983, CBS Evening News broadcast a story of
how an Apple microcomputer expanded the horizons of a young
boy that was paralyzed from the neck down in an auto accident. He
can activate his computer by speaking into a microphone attached
to a headset. The computer talks back using a speech synthesizer.
It can control the television dials, even turning the satellite receiv-
er in the backyard for the best reception; adjust his bed; provide
reading material; play games; and dial friends on the telephone.

In Houston we have not accomplished that feat yet, but blind
students are using optical character recognition devices to convert
printed matter into Braille. Micros are used to teach home-bound
students, and we have computers in all of the hospitals in the
Medical Center, which are used to help these students keep up
with their work that their classmates are doing back at school.

In fact, at one campus, Rogers Elementary, gifted students tutor
deaf students in how to use microcomputers to improve their learn-
ing.

Of course, the biggest challenge of all of this is the trainers. Who
will train the trainers? Everyone wants to give students a head-
start learning how to use these dazzling new technologies. Reacting
to parent pressures, school districts across the country are all rush-
ing out to buy computers. The result is that teachers are being
forced to used a technology they know no more about than their
students.

Logically, teacher colleges and universities should be providing
computer training for education majors, but, unfortunately, most
are not. Very few 'colleges require their education students to take
even a single computer course. School districts are going to have to
do their own training.
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In January 1982, HISD established a full-scale training effort
with seven full-time teacher trainers. It set up policies requiring
mandated training. And while we've talked a lot about these hear-
ings, about the importance of teacher training, I don't think we
should emphasize the leadership. It begins with the school board
and the school administration and the principals.

All of our school beard members, top cabinet members, and
building principals have gone through a 20-hour training program,
which is required before any computers can be installed in their
buildings.

Depending upon the application, teachers who work with corn-
puters attend between 24 and 296 hours of training sessions. Ap-
proximately 75 percent of this training provides for hands-on expe-
rience.

Teachers who complete 296 hours of training do receive an
annual salary bonus as part of our second-mile compensation pack-
age. Several hundred persons a month attend workshops at the
center. In fact, in this past year we've trained approximately
10,000 people in the school district, and a sizable number of those
are parents.

Although these statistics are promising, there's still so much
more training that needs to be done. It's not a one-time proposi-
tion, because the technology is changing so rapidly.

There are only a few thousand people who are qualified to train
teachers about computers, and there are 3 million teachers in this
country. The obvious answer is to start using technology more to
teach others about it.

Another big problem facing many school districts is planning.
Computers are in§talled in the Houston school buildings only after
a written implementation plan is completed. On the actual imple-
mentation plan administrators are asked to provide information
about the objectives of their program, target population, the train-
ing that will be needed. They must identify the software. And only
after all of these categories of information are provided do we pro-
ceed with the teacher training and the support that's necessary to
assure that those computers, are not installed in buildings where
they will sit on shelves.

Centralized procurement is another issue of great importance,
whether it is addressed at the State level or the local school district
level, and certainly in it district as large as ours we are able to
wield quite a lot of buying power by purchasing computers on a bid
basis. But the kind of systematic planning does make campus tech-
nology users think about their programs and insure hardware com-
patibility, which is a very important issue, I think.

Many districts have allowed campuses to purchase various
brands of equipment, a decision which virtually guarantees certain
difficulties when it comes to training. For that reason, we have lim-
ited the number of options available to the schools. They cannot
purchase any equipment that they would like to use. They must
choose from a list.

In Houston all hardware and software is purchased centrally, not
only for compatibility reasons, but to obtain .lower prices. Vendors
present their wares to a hardware selection committee, and in the
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last year we've saved almost $1 million on purchases of both hard-
ware and software.

Maintenance is an issue that I have not heard addressed, but one
that I think is extremely important, and it will become even more
critical as school districts accumulate more and more of this hard-
ware.

Buying large amounts of hardware, no matter what discount,
guarantees one type of headache, and that's maintenance. Al-
though modern microcomputers are relatively reliable, they do
break down, especially under rough student use.

At first our school district subcontracted out for maintenance
service, until a study showed that by 1985 we would be paying
$900,000 a year to keep all of our equipment running. We created
our own maintenance division. Its objective is 'to provide faster,
better service at a reduced cost.

If repairs can be made quickly onsite, then that is done. If not, a
loaner unit is provided to keep students on line.

To maintain its reputation for quick service, the maintenance di-
vision warehouses parts for the district's computers and peripher-
als. Maintenance personnel also prepare electrical specifications for
school campuses receiving five or more computers, but the costs for
maintenance do keep escalating. And as certain equipment be-
comes obsolete, it becomes a greater and greater challenge to find
parts that are in very rare supply.

Computer literacythere's been a lot of discussion about it.
What should we teach? Well, in January 1983, the Houston School
Board made computer literacy a high school graduation require-
ment for students finishing school in 1986 and thereafter. One is
computer, literate who has the knowledge, skills, and attitudes nec-
essary for functioning in a computer-oriented society.

A delineation of the computer literacy elements in our curricu-
lum is being presented in my written testimony, so I won't address
those, but I do want to emphasize that there is a lack of suitable
commercial curricula on many of these computer topics, which has
again forced the school district, because of the large numbers of
students we are required to serve, to develop our own literacy cur-
riculum and our own computer software.

It stresses the ability to use computing systems to solve problems
in everyday life. The curriculum's objective is not to make all stu-
dents computer programmers, but rather to make them aware of
and capable of using a myriad of computer applications sure to per-
vade their lives in the 21st century.

We have talked an awful lot about delivery systems and the need
for educational reform, and my paper does emphasize some of the
reforms that I think are broader in context, which I won't discuss
here, but they do involve upgrading high school graduation stand-
ards, provisions for making the year-round school aNreality. In fact,
we are piloting a year-round school now,,and to make extended day
program .,ne rule, not the exception.

The coming information technologies will make vast amounts of
information available to students. They will not have to waste
their time searching for information in remote libraries in obscure
books. Technology is going to save students time, but in doing so
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makes more knowledge available to be learned in the already
crowded school day.

We keep hearing a lot about the information explosion, and yet
\ the length of the school day has really not expanded in 200 years.

\ We have to look at that basic delivery system and look for ways
that we can promote the concept of lifelong learning, and I think
the ways to maximize that can be effective through the use of com-
puter technology.

One of the most significant implications from all of this discus-
sion is the role change that will take place on the part of many
educatbrs and, most prominently, the teachers' role. Technology
will change the role of teachers, in that traditionally the teacher
has been the disseminator of information: In the future the teacher
will have ta \become the facilitator.

If computers are going to become the primary conveyors of infor-
mation, then we're going to have to put more and more emphasis
on higher-level \thinking skills.

Children will \need to compete in the world economy, and in
order to do so, tly're going to have to have the problem-solving
skills, the abilities to analyze, synthesize, and we have to look for
ways in which we can promote those higher-level thinking skills.
And I think that technology offers many potentials in this area.

We've talked a lot ablput the kinds of reward structures that are
going to be necessary in order to promote the development of these
skills on the part of teachers. As a result of. "A Nation at Risk"
and other national critiqueOecently published, I think that all the
State departments of education are working on plans.

I began working with computers 10 years ago. In those early
days I watched a handful of teachers who immediately saw the po-
tential benefits of technology tali the initiative, teach themselves
what they needed to know. They took computer classes on their
own. They bought personal computers to use at home and in class.
They sparked the enthusiasm of their students with their own ex-
citement.

Are these devoted, dedicated teacherS to remain'forever doomed
to a salary schedule based on seniority and degrees? Do they not
deserve more pay?

Approximately 11,000 Texas teachers quit their jobs each year.
The number of teachers graduating from Texas colleges has de-
clined from 16,000 in 1973 to 9,000 in 1983. The entire Nation only
produced 798 math teachers and 597 science teachers in 1981.

We get what we pay for. I'm convinced that people are willing to
pay for excellence, but only if they are persuaded, that they'll get
it. This is one of the most critical issues that we, must confront
when we start emphasizing science and technology.\We must find
the reward structures to benefit the teachers.

In HISD we are paying teachers who teach science, and math
classes $1,500 more than regular teachers. Those that successfully
compete our technology training program receive an additional
$2,000 stipend.

We must also look at business and industry for help. The'educa-
tional community must continue to build a collaboration witli,busi-
ness and industry. Seventy-five percent of all the taxes for public
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education in Houston are aid for by business and industry. The
same companies are the recipients of HISD graduates.

We have initiated ,41iat we're calling "School Business Partner-
ships." We now ha.v,e 100 of them. Several companies, including
Shell Oil and IBM, are lendingifull-time instructors to the district
to teach comrl.tor science. The vice president of a major national
oil company aid us just a few weeks ago that we should scrap our
entire vocr /Iona' education program. He said, "We don't need weld-
ers and e, aftsmen anymore." Keeping vocational education up to
date with the changing technologies of industry has always been a
problem for the schools. Even if the district can scrape up the
many thousands of dollars needed to buy an expensive computer-
base machine, it becomes obsolete within a few years.

It may be necessary to allow students, with the assistance of
their teachers, to leave school at an earlier age to enter business
training programs.

The equity issue is one of the most important, I think, that we
have to address. Unfortunately, computer hardware and software
are still relatively expensive, and the wealthier schools and parents
can afford to buy the equipment and the poor cannot.

I'm submitting some information in my, testimony which shows
how urban school districts have been hurt tremendously by the cut-
backs in Federal funds.

Mr. GORE. We'll include all of your prepared text in your entire
statement. If you wish to summarize the rest of your statement, we
would appreciate it.

Ms. STURDIVANT. We have begun a significant effort in order to
address the equity issue.' We have begun training parents and
teachers after school.QWe provide them with 12 hours of training in
the use of the computer and then allow the parents ,to check out
the equipment and take it home.

As a matter of fact, we now have 900 computers that are availa-
ble in the checkout program, which. involves 45 different schools.
As a result, we have had a tremendous upsurge of interest and
commitment to the school district, and we are now beginning a
patron purchase program that will allow the middle-class parents
to also benefit and participate in some of the same ways.

The education system I think is being seriously threatened at
this point. Many of the national reports point to that.

Our great Nation has always responded with vigor and energy to
challenges. Our national survival depends on revitalizing and redir-
ecting our public education system, and I think that an emphasis
on technology can be an important catalyst. We can turn it around
with an American invention, electronic technology.

The Orwellian prophecy of an authoritarian, technological night-
mare in 1984 is now only three months away. If we have the reso-
lution and foresight to do what must be done, I believe that .1984
will find the American people using technology to rejuvenate the
schools to expand our freedom, our children's horizons, our preemi-
nence in the international community, but it is going to take a
planned and concerted effort. It won't just happen.

Thank you.
[The prepared* statement of Patricia Sturdivant follows:]
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TESTIMONY

On Computer technology Issues Facing the Public Schools

by Patricia Sturdivant
Associate Superintendent for Technology
Houston Independent School District

September 29, 19B3

Presented to

The Committee on S'Fience and Technology,
0+ the U. S. House of Representatives

WE MUST RESTRUCTURE OUR EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY SYSTEM

(here are now JO national studies underway which analyze the
failures of American public education. As a people, we seem to
need provocative. alarmist cries for reform like those expressed
in A 1tkon at Risk, icic example. The sober warnings, that leading
educators have made for' fears are inadequate.

the problem with many of these steadies is that they l(.11,1 lo lay
the major blame at the feet of the most obvious targetkhe poor

overworked schoolteacher. We know in our hearts that the
problems are not that simple. .

The crumbling family structure and
consequent explosion of single parent, homes and latchkey child-
ren, the loSs of religious authority and institutional trust,
the astonishing rate of social and \technological change. the
dramatic influx of non-English Speaking immigrants. the receding.
tag bases, the agirtg American population less. emotionally commit-
ted to the neighborhood school, the enormous proportion of work-
ing mothers who have no time and less energy.to devote to volun-
tary school activities--all these are powerful factors in the

,decline of educational performance.
Tnere is no .doubt that reform is neceSsary. One of five Ameri-

can adults is functionally illiterate.\ Some 850.000 teenagers
drop out of high school every year. Taxpayers spend $12..o bil-
lion per year for. welfare payments and prison inmates, the vast
majority of whom are functionally illiterate. Adults used to be
functionally literate if they had completed the 4th grade. Today

they need an 9th grade education. With .the technological impera-
tive being wtvat-tt-CST--theV-Wi-l-r-Soon-need-to-cbmplete-the-10th--.---7
grade. If the American standard of living is to be maintained in
the tAce of/increasingly brutal international competition. the
country's workers must perform at a high level of excellence. I

believe that technology can help 6s ameliorate these dismal
statistics e,nd improve our education system.
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IHE MEW LEHRNINO TECHNOLOGIES LHN HELP THE SL.HUULc

Marshall cLuhan nnce don't. Know who discovered

water, but I'm sure it wasn,* a fish." His point vies that our

:mmediate surroundings are inYis101e to as. rHerr' we are In the

middle of the greatest hreaF-throndh ever in human intelligence,

on a mass scale. but we cannot see It. We do not know what to do

with all these new technologies 0,:Cept to Ilse them as electronic

flashcards.
Wo hae long since passed the POInt Ot Information overload.

(dread:- more than 5,00o artit lee are written each clay. and the

number doubles every two years. the tecdholOdy 0+ printing has
dominated education for lt,00 veers. that dt)MillahCe is ending as

America enters the informatioh age witri a host o+ new tecnnol-
alescompters linked together by interactive databases, random-

access videodiscs, synthesized speech genel-atOrs. anti computer-

lenerated animation. c.

os scientists devise better wove et postti0oing More and more

electronic circuits onto microchips, the tort of technological
rn3rdware is, dropping precipttousiV. Several trend% are emerging
for the near future:

o High resolution, flat, color displays that c.onsume little

electric:Iry
o r'owerful, user-triend1/ Lomputers that require little

proOrammino Inowleage
o ..;omputers with enor.MOOs memories--enough to hold entire

Iinrari collections
o tlieaper, faster tra0Sm1eSion rates tor communication

among machines at distant locAtiOnS using fiber optics and laser

dtodes
o two -way tinteractivei caele telkaviSion
o Direct satellite-to-haMe hOOkupS
o li,:tensive networking Of remote Computer stations
o Notebook -sizad computers fOr students_

some fit these technologies Arc, se./eral years awa, but there is

no gouht that computers have already prmeatea American society

to An astounding degree. Ihe buelneSs. defense.

anti uanti energy indstriefs na\',e rapidly adopted the computer

reasons: rt chei,oer and it is more productive,

.: omrader s microchims are tho. SCOds of the secono industrial

omerir.:m Must mo-teArs, tnoe tt
, ct,ro-ocA'llcE.: 000e that has aid% It brOWOr.

computer teChnr:,10c, ran t.,?Crsi in tnreo vu-r5.

can fqmenrry ort.

i'.onpter thee ran learn trIoUgh ,700,rwtrs
u r,,.;r: !Ur9ri?j!. and th0 can 10srd wIto comburers. I he

1:,ttK !s the most rrooung and tOr the 100U
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EDULATIONHL SOF1WARE'

uasuming that 60% or the school ctrrriculum can be taught ov
7omprer h the year 1r9u. where will the school's find the soft-
:,re to do it Een more to the point- how will they be ,male to
,word duality programs it tne are availarde' Inrgworld, a

coq.4-inn industry publication. pi:plained the problem in its
darcn issue:'

"Competition among hardware manufacturers will force
prices down. Lin.lile hardware's technology-intensive
developme6t, software is labor-intensive, resulting
in ju=t tne opposite pcice trend. Not only are a lot
of man-nours required to write a software program:
tCt'sottware is also entirely dependent upon program-
mrS, an increasingly scarce and e!,pensive pool of
talent."

It current trends continue: the-schools will not have access to
ne programs then need.. Educational publishers. the traditional
anpnliers .curriculum material. have been,reluctant to invest

resources in wide-scale software developmpnt: as a result.
'cottage industries" have sprung up to produce, piecemeal widen
oame=,. and computer assisted instruction, programs. According to

Fiestrup. ,an industry e::pert, the funds spent on educational
rcarrware are only 10% of the funds spent on ,game software.
.crarding re fen Komosl i. director of tne Educational Products
!nrnrmation E:chanqe.,-the quality of most educational softt,a,re is

. I ,-oely 0,aplorAble.
Naturally, the educational publishers are targeting their edu-

cational software to the largest markets. <We now have several
elem4ritary mathematics programs. tor el:ample. We do not
more elomentary mathematics programs. What we need is what

the' pub] :therm are not producing. In the Houston Independent
-.,chOol District 0-11SD) alone. we have students' who speak 97
dtiLarent,lanquartes. by 1985. our district will have a Hispanic
ma,nrit,.. followed by Blacks. then Whites. the commercial soft-
waro bet no produced is designed for White. miadt.e-class students.

d uWE.fUN 15 WP1TING ItS OWN SOFTWARE

l appears more and mote oK.dous that the SCh001,.. WI!! have to
,r!'? 'heir own software. Houston's Department of fechnnleqv has

,0 lo so by developind an English-as-a-econg-Lanquage
rw,re pacane. we are developing programs to t.eacn concepts

,ergs by using animated oraphics,to illustrate move-
r: speech. synthesizer pronounce=- the words to be learned.

.-:omma,clal 7ortware ciampanv 'set its price for oevelopino =,,m-h.

-orrir7v11,m at f1 million. HIED mould have meed j-orced to
rtal -ardor's cam brand OT computers: and the -ompanv would
, rne sortware copvripmr. ' Houston's eftnr-t loots

this point. hilt It is a massive.
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und,rtaling that calls for talented, ded;-rated educational pro-

oramms,rs. How else are we to teach in languages,'

ih.a uistrict's programming staff is also investigating networP-

irm Toa a WI nr minimizing the costs of technology. fa networi

computers together; they can communicate with each other.

art-re peripherals soon as printers, and use the same software

nr,,oram,. Urdinarlly. a separate' sottware program must he pur-

chasd Tor eacn micro. a prohibitively e, pensive option for a

Larne distriCt.

Ihhulflt: TM EDUCAlIONAL SOFTWialft LUtltitIFJ1UN

the solution to this proolem on a national. Scale is for the

putilir schools to form a sottware consortium to de,elon the

gualitv programs needed. the Houston district alone has roughly

.2.,e, fm students. To provide each with a halt hour of computer

t11719 per dm' would require 2u.i.feu microcomputers or a le:1

ritin. goon microcomputer costs appro,:imatelv mi.HHH. 'a set

f-,4 software costs another ml.uu. (he necessary training costs

,,nother lhat totals fati.ee0.ett.t fuSt +or ono school

district.
Ine estimate has set the one-time cast ot developing a 1 -12

software curriculum. covering some 4u sutniects. at f,u,u",,.uuff.

with toda s economic woes. it may seem like the height of tool-

Isonece to propose such +-inures_ Set we have a +our trillion

dollar c=an=tina that rests on the qualitv ot a two hundred Oillinn

tOol 1 ar educational system which desperately needs oernautino.
.mdgi;fg trnm S.A.t..scores. the quality gt students maturing in

.adurattan in colleae is declining. (he greatest proportion of

scncoi ougoets goes to teacher sarfa-ies. fechnolgov can attacV

o,ntO of these pronlems :+ the educational delivery s-ctem is

restructured. ff, _'!nil computers to teach that part of the

curriclun which the- can do so ,et l, a district coutd hire

tower more conpeteht *.eachers. "who would he more oroduct!Ye.

erelv adding the -achnclog: onto the e.'isr:no educational s,stem

oil! not wort. It ran help it reacners acid administrators I.

t.ahnnolonv proper!, and full,. and If tr.) sChoOls are renroani7ed

to at a.' open all tr, 7-4 their cepltal and

nnnel resources.

CEHlfih

tew teachers nave the time in Ioenn ur, with nnmatPr,-',,,I

Houston eclutalcr depend on toe Oepartment
'iottoare .-source Center r.r3 netp them m'el-e lutelli-

coo, iior-!cfons about tnese matters. ,vt.the _enter the- ran

program=_. nand-held learning devicoe. new comnu-

tor-,, ,ournils amp eerlodlcals.
s...sfemetfcair: reiewed using th-hyll.

f l?!r,Ament. E:etore ,epoors can present theirproorams to

o.+!atnrs. mus* suhmit a proposal detiltng the

.f!iare onlecties. documentatien. discounts. warrant train-.

zdt,.
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I I to, I HI- 1.1HI'iL. I L I 111t

Ip-iforsors potent] ii ri ecluc.ate the n,nlicapned is most pro-
mis:no. en ,,ieptember 14E17. the PS Evening Mews broadcast
tav-, Pr how ,n ripple microcomputer eapandeo the noridons Q1 ti

n:,r,I zed trom the necl Opon in an auto accident. He
s 1 arti,ate rils computer Or speallnll into a micronnene attarnwri
to a h,-.-3,71=,-,t. the cmont ter bile. hacl using a sneecn s.rithesr-

control the television dials ,sran tureino the
recel -tar in the bar] yard tnr trip Pest reception..

,Irust his bed, pro,qcle reading material, hl a, ripintft, and di al
rt:enit on the telephone.

In Houston. Ii Ino students use optical character recognition
devicss to convert printed matter into braille. Microcomputers

,r rn left r o terra the homebound and students in hosnitals..rm
them to leen up with their clal"ismates. Ht one school.

1-tners t lementar. nittPd students tutor cleat students in how to
-ss micros tor learning.

,1 LL IHE 1 RH !TIERS'

t.er,one wants to give students a head start in learninq how tous, f ino new technologies. keacti ho to parental hres-
,dne. 115i-riots across the country are rusnino to low'
sempoters. Ih. result is that teachers are being torced to 'ASP a
terhnnl do: they I now no more about than their stuoents. _not cal
1 ,. teacher colleges and universities should be providing micro-
ampet-r training to education maiors. Most are not. ter" tew

nil ecie9 reqpire their education students to tate even one compu-
tsc coorne. School districts are doing to ha,s, to do their own

!r .ranttar established a liehartment of lecnnoloov to
nrc-] de tor Di stci ct-wi de roordi nati on. One o4 ite. e.mr maior
teostrnns was to train teacrhers, administrrorq. oril pmt-ehts.

t.-=ne+ unnerile H1SD's approach:

Trining: HI l principals in the hi strict' must
icr crate in at. least 2.. hours of tr Oependinq on

?F t. C:ri teochiro who wor t wi th computers tc-no bet-
wr-p .r.nn hourri or tr.,r.lnInn.

, Pr actice: Phorcr inlet alJ or r h,a tor,ininu
c.ro ,tee tor nands-on e::per ence.

o ,rinend Lomneneton: recners who ,zucce.F.t,..! I
tnliriincc are cer t: t S.C1 or te,7.chPr ft'-.!'hnol .

rere3 ,e en annual s.al.ary nert 7..r the
Mile 1-I 'p1- r15 the,, leen their srille

cc -ii
v:aLrtsci.

hur,ylr-1 per -room per month F.ti-ehd orientrIon
et the eporimont on TE,ChnnIDCV. vdrInd rhe

tata:or aporo,rmatelv ,tt,4etr p=.rent.l.
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were trained.
,aithough these statistics are rather impressive tor one

AI,F.trlf:7. the national picture is not bright. lnere are only d

t+-w thousand trainers in the country wno are gualitied to teach

thou, comPutnr, there are three million teachers. trip obvious.

is Is, use the technoloov to teach atinut the tecnnolonv.

i n Houston. we plan In the coming veal- to begin using a new

iwt,rarti%e teleyisimn s.stem to do lust thst.

td.rti ItLF01-+E INI-LEMEMIlH6

r. Ahnuters are installed in Houston scncol buildings only atter

,ritl.PD implementation plan is completed. On the actual !thorn:-

,;imputer Implementation Plan itsell. the tlrst malor question

tnr description of trip proposed program. For example.

CAO,p10 piAnners must choose specific applications depending on

wnetner the goal is to teach computer prooramming or ward proces-

siml: wnether It is tutorial or for enrichment: now the subject

arwa IF Addr5=.ed: which basic el.11s are includen: wnetner or

not it Is tor a special program: And the setting '.laboratory or

unoiter question Asts for the program's objectives. lhe objec-

es mut be stated as educational outcomes and must he measur-

ttmpw, technolonv users must. then give a or-eatdown- ot the

population expected to Use the computers. Ihev are to

?ntliste the specific grade level to ne served. the number of

tuoests At that grade level. And the Sublect to he Addresseo.

ors-drier item addresses the personnel who will implement commie

07:Atr70. 'At least two teachers who will ultimately use the

solpiiters must be selected for trainino,
uhe question concorns training per se. Etfective use of cnatou--_

In education requires extensive inseryibe. Hie stair must

tr,it,ed before computers can be ordered.
planners must indicate the sottware tnev plan to u9r.

t:or 77,017 various applications.

f.).-.N1!-,,,) )2E1. PROCI11tEMENT SW:E5 MONEY

tire ot systemititic planning rt.quir,-,d 17.

MI .,-,f.:.npotrtr Imp' erpeot A t on Pl an nt.

t"onr,oioo'. ,JScArE +hint tnrcuan their program=_. it

r.r1,4t,r" r:ompz,tiMility thro...lhout rho Oistrict. ridn.

tsris's NA .. allowed campuses to purTihREE, various brands et

u uuihount. A decision which /irtually ouarantees. serious

when it comes to trainind.
Housten. ail hardware And sottware Are rowcem

rr,mn:,.milit', and lowest price. uenderti- nrt.ent their

4 H,r.lv,,r, 0-jmm1ltee and a elsittditt

udttee tor ei:,ivation. Tn +-avinos ot this enproacr ars

. on h.a.y. '7,3 .1,9d "
rtts,t1 cost vt, mi,trt too

I,. t,.,Ing In 0101 1 077,07 70
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3 s4v1nds of 1,21.1tro.

MHO NelMIHIMS IHE EOLIIEMENT'

large amounts of nardware, no matter at what discount.
guarantees one tvde of heaciactie: maintenance. eltnnuqn modern
microcomputers are relatively reliable, 'they do oreal' down,
especiAll, under rough student use. At first the District
pubcontractyd cell maintenance wort. but wnen A study snowed that
h. l'irit; this cost would he $9oo,00i.. annually. the ltepartment of
lechnology created its own maintenance division. Its oolectiYe
is to provide raster, better service at reduced cost. It repairs
c-nnot be made quicl'ly on site. a loaner unit IS provided to leep
student=_ "on-line."

la maintain its reputation for quid: service. the maintenance
'AL.:is:Inn warehouses parts for the District's microcomputers and
peripherals,. Maintenance personnel also prepare electrical
specitications tor school campuses receiving -five or more.
computers since special miring is frequently necessary tor
computer labs, especially at older buildings.

wHer -40)1A. WE TEHCH'

In Januar, 198.% the H1SD School Board made "computer literacy"
a hign school graduation requirement for students tinisning
school in ledo and thereafter. One is computer literate who has
the Inowledge, slills, and attitudes necessary for tunctioning in
a computer-oriented society. The topics are being taught by
tne DiPtrict:

g easic 51,11.15

.Algorithmic
teyboarding
Debugging
Terminolodv
Hardware tunctions

computers as Tools

lntroduction to programming
Introduction to word processind

I:x,rIPUrT7S Society

Computers in the worlplace
C,reers in computing
Ethical and legal considerations

117,Try71

Icience.

L7,t,-->communir:nr.tonS
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Arause of the lacl of suitable commercial curricula on compu-

ter topics. Houston has developed its ratan literac prior:II-am for

students. "Computers Demvstitied" covers the history. lisp, and

impact tit computers on society. It stresses the ability to liar

computing systems to solve problems in evervdav lite. The curri-

rulum'a. obiecti,,e is not to mate all chilnren pronrammers. but

rather to male them aware tit and capable of osino this mvriad

computer applications sure to perYado their lives in the .:1st

rent or -..

CHILUbbll MUST SPEND MOF,E TIME SFUDYMIU

We must relinquish our aciriculthral heritage tit rnreP-month

summer vacations. Not many Youngsters still spend the summPr

pilling crops on their parents' farms. Our superintendent. Or.

Dilly heagan, has been driving home this "time on Iasi" ITFUP inr

,ears. wondering it Americans have the courage to meal with it.

We have all seen the international comparisons: Japanese students

,u.tend on more days of school per year than their Hmericin coun-

terparts. Tile Houston district just this fall opened a "year-

round School" as a tirstsitep toward more time on tisl. Ina

le ac Senate now has a Select Committee on Public Education

analv7ing our state's system. That Committee 'las scnnded the

call b., recommending that more credits be required tor rosin

sennui graduation. Our District upgraded tts high school

grauslation requirments last year.
In addition to a Inncier school day. Houston is attariinn the

problem of social promotions. Our "Houston Non tor Educational
E:-cellonce" sets promotional gates at oracles 1--H and nrado level

standards for each tirade. Our school day is alrearl e minutes

longer than,it used to be. attendance' reguiremonts. Dolstered by

snms attractive ciducements for students, have cut no-shews to.

than '5%. We regal re parent conferences.
fhe coming intormation tecnnologLes will male vast eTrtcunts cf

information available to stuierts. ThOy not navp to waste

tone searching tor iniormatin in remote libraries and obscure

ntwic. There is an irony herb. The technolonv a/es
t!me, but in so doing ;nabes more lnowledge available to op Ioarn-

ed in the alreadv-crowded sct.ciol clay. 1+ schools are going to

male al- maul:. capital .nvestmunts in c,:mputer *toshnalun,. It

mai os sense lo studery access tn the eguipmen t :hr auho a

school da. or semester.

1.'Inol.71Q, will cnanqe the role rt ;teachers.

;"nor'- he';etieen disieminwtors tit troormatior. In me

W111 secome tscilitetors. It comrucers _on=

tr wnat we i i I i need then is e-chers wno tr. -;;;c stvdents

hi,vo C, thlr aboor the content as it -its into comnie inot

r. =1 =,t!nncntpt tit c,thFrr disci pl r es. Tne last 'arcs .7,0 Cauca-

tine t,r- Et:anomie Arowtn recently decried tn'- stuoent

rcieten-e in higher level thinTino anti]. !hese are 'le abili-
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ties pmericon rhildren will need to compete in the world econnmy
of the to/ore. One wAy HISO is addressing these slilla is with
k.rin, A computer language designed to teach procedural thinling.
11,in past .ar. 15 elementary srhonis piloted a Logn program. Dy

OlInd /lu -omphter direr:linos to move a "tortle' around nn the
t, r een. itAdHnt,; learn the linos of thought. patterns opcdPd for
Anal.oiral prnblem solving. this Year, :21 additional arhools
will intrndoce Logo to their students. This implies a change in
the curriculum content as well. Why teach math the traditional
t4,-. It 1.gon's prnhlem sol:ing Approach worts better' WP e.'pr,Ct

,t.nme :wiswers to this nett year when our research is
comple ted.

edministrators must also learn to use computers nr they will
nor hp Able to etfectivel manage the impending changes in Ameri
cAn edocation. Like their counterparts in business. educational
managers need taa lnow how to communicate with programmers; how to
!.r=1e interpret the powertnl statistical analyses, computers can
proidp; how to access remote data bases; and how to send and
receiye data transmissions automatically 'after office hours.

HISD principal has received training in the use of simple
Aat hasp programs and word processing.

ME1,1I0P1wOS lEACHERS DESERVE MERIT PAY'

'result 0+ a Nation et. Riat. and the other national cri
tiques recently published. all 5o state departments of education
are writ-lino an ways to incorporate the recommended cnanges. Ode
I would tile to reinforce is the concept of merit pay for super
ior teachers. I began working with computers ten nears ago. In
those ear k., days. I watched a handful of teachers who immediatety

the potential benefits of technology tale the initiative to ,

tnemselyes what they needed to know. Thee took computer
elassps on their awn, they bought personal computers to use at
name and in they sparked the enthusiasm of tneir students
through their In excitement.
ifwe these deoted, dedicated teachers to remain forever doomed

tp a f3alAr; arhedule based on seniority and degrees" Ito they not
det,ervo more pay' Approximately ley as teachers quit their
,oh; vq,rh The number of teachers graduating tram texas

hay declined from lo.000 in l9777, to e.otfe in tee:. the
entire nation produced only /9t3 math teachers. and 5e7

teacners. in leUl.
PP der t.ori;%r 9 0=t; tor. I. ,7101 convinced that people are willing

to pay r,-11- e-cellence. once the,: are persuaded rnat the will net
. Norit will not lust attract bright young races to the

Profession, it will also stimulate initiative on the
quio who mi ght otherwise he sensinering leaYino

c!,-,a=r.fam frfr more lucrative employment. In Humtnn, wo are
teacher=-; .bv pro,iino fimarcial

fhroneh "Second Mile" salary onnuses.

5 4
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fill li -tkF. ANO 111DM110 MHEil HELP,

tho education community must continue to build a collaboratien

with huninest and industry, Some 7tr.,% of all the taves for public

:=urn afiou in Houston are patd h, business and industry. The same

companies are the recipients of bit -`i % of HIED graduates. With

wconomin clImate being what tt is, schools cannot survive

without business support. much less afford large capital outlays

tor high technology. the Houston district alread-: has lull

s:hool'hustness programs and is seeking more. h quarter of these

ft cod-ims arc' retired to computer applications. ireveral companies.

it:li'iinil hell 011 and IHM, are lending tull-time Instructors to

roficri computer science.
Ole :ice- president of a ma'for national oil company told us lust

a fe.-j wepls ago that we should scrap our entire vocational educe-

yon program. "We don't need welders and draftsmen an" more," he

eatd. trapping vocational education up-to-date with the changing

techonlogieSI of industry has always been a problem for the

,chools. Even if a district can scrape, up the marry thousands of

dollars need, to buy an eigaensive computer-based machine, it

fir's Crnrt'= obsolete within a few years. It may be necessary to

,Ilow students. with the assistance of their teachers. to leave

,choral at an earlier age to enter business training programs.

dirt HL.1_ HoYE EoHAL RECESS TI] TECHNOLOOY7'

Untortunatelv. computer hardware and software are still rela-

i,e1: ei:penstve. the weal ther schools and parents can atford to

ouv the technology: the poor cannot. -Hs the ability to use a

--iemouter becomes steadily more important in terms of access to

higher education and better lobs, the danger is that the poor

will be even further disenfranchised 1+ then fail to become

aciolauter literate.
Han, schools have used Chapter II of the Education Consolida-

tion and Improvement Act to purchase computers. Federal cuthacls

ole slstaied the program's funding to the malor cities from ÷it0

million in (YE:: to 3:16 million in lqB:. Further. the oct itself

h-,s undergone a police change to Oive a greater proportion of

fahomnd to schools that already have computer.s. dart. Oata

Inc.. reported in October 19E1.2 that Hor.
weartniest and largest high schools now microcompu-

: CT .-, n m p to 40% of poor high_ schools.
nrfaper dimension to the equity issue is that ederal funds.-

arfic.ol at I h.hauter 1 of the Elementary and Se(7,71ndary Education

,11-",= targeted to basic skills remediatton
fht7. is laudable, but in top meantime. more acivntaled

.?rts. 1rnii-11 MOW to seine computers to solve problems.

rh- actor - :et drill and practice wrote the more :rittuent :earn

,cnorammiod. fhe computer tellrs the poor child what Icn; the

told what to do bv the advantaged Coito,
'Ue -,PIO adnntion of the micro is a tribute to tne aggressive-

-'rd insight of r-imerican teachers and parents. Cut if the

5 4 2.
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technoldik. is not to ecacerhate the disparity hetweon prior and
rich, we intuit ensure that all students have equal access to the
cumufor's power.

HOOsION'b RUHOS
Ono step Honston has talen toward equity is a project called

"Computers Lan," part of a larger parent involvement program
Innwn as "Operation Fail Sate." "Computers Can" was begun in
1"EL at eight Chapter 1 (disadvantaged) schools. Low-Income
parents And students are trained for 12 hours, side-bv-side, in
now to use a microcomputer. They can then check out the hardware
aunt sottware to practice at home. Not only have the students in
this program made learning gains, but the parental support it has
engendered has been most gratifying since their involvement In-
variably helps their children's academic performance.

Ihe bistrict's teacher technologists are providing the lab
instruction for "Computers Lan," which usually tares place in
mid-atternogns and early evenings when parents are most avail-
,hl. The program has been expanded to 45 campuses +or the 1483-
6.1 school year, making an additional 94,0 computers available for
nomF, checl-nut.

tine wa Houston uses its computer technology to gain parental
cooperation in Operation Fail-Sate is by generating computer
haseo prescriptions and individualized reading lists for every
student. In this way, parents are given concrete activities they
can use at home to help their children's study skills to improve
academic achievement. Shortly. HISD will begin offering parents,
proficiency certification. They will be certified atter they
watch a series of television programs about helping children
learn at home.
Ho unusual program called the "School after School Consortium"

has lieo a foundation grant to place microcomputers at tour
churches in low-income neighborhoods. Students ono want efitra
help after regular school hours are tutored by volunteers using
the same tpe of microcomputer hardware and software used in the
"Computers Lan" program. the Houston district trained the
pfiairam coordinators in how to use the equipment.

wnother tpe of equity concerns seitendinn ernool benefits to
nen-parents. In Houston, we are now planning a program to allow
all patrons to purchase microcomputers at discounted prices.
the Patron Computer Purchase Program will allow anv ta,oavor to

:lo,antacie of the District's volume purchasing power And
cnkain tree training AS well. Since the birth rate is dropping
to he United States, we feel it will become increasinalv impor-
fnt to ,in support for the-schools from oidn-pareots. Market
,reui-tift:ns indicate that there 0111 soon be tar more home combo-
ktr-urshases than school purchases. We think that allwino all
patrons to take advantaoe of the district's abilfty to educate is
an . .7'eItent idea with long-ranoe bonefrits +or childron.
H recent study round that most home. microcomputer users are

white. middle-class. mioole-aged males. when we hold our tfrst
chnnir,ov Fair in aoril 19E1.7- we noticed. that of the

.inn wanted to compete in a touan proorammind fcontegti

543
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only 1.14c1 Were temolei ring was blacl. tie are orldresind thlfs

:0=eerlf- nt the egt.n t lti51.11-J in several ways. For anti. II Is clear

now that the sill! at
feyboarding--typing--is NoInn to he LlItt

1.11 r imnpu pr tnr Jyrui years to come. tIe :ire now teaching

tno slill in thm elementarm. grades tau all students will bane it,

not lust those who tale a fliing course in high scnocil. Perhaps

tfii s, early tamillarization with the computer reyboard will die-

,finlye the unease many girls seem to have about computers.

HmtlEVOITti IELHNOLOhi MAGNET SCHOOLS

Huai -,ton has a Lang history at innovative approaches to encnur-

aglog racial integrationt The best mown, and most =successful,

been itsmagnet'schnols which offer educational nrograms of

Clint high gualiti that students willingly volunteer, to attend.

To help address the equity issue relating to computer access,

H1SD now has live magnet schools with strong computer orientat.

f inns.
Oue, the Lamar School of business Professions, 13 designed to

he rigorous college preparatory curriculum for students who

want to do into business and management. The pranram ties stu-

, dents' regular classworl to computer business applications lire

ward processing, programming. data management, financial fore-

casting, protect planning, and business graphics. At the same

time .:1(1
students are taing accounting in their business classes,

ior eiiamplo, they study accounting software in the computer

(Another pair at magnet schools are called the High Schools tar

the iea,ching Professions. the first protessionally-related

ceurss that. Staitlents at Austin and Purr High Schaal will take

one about computers. this "hands-on," semester -long course

will address the many ways computers can facilitate learning.

rte- High School for the Engineering Professions at H. T. Wash-

ington High School is a nationally-recoonic.d program of the

ninhest caliber. These talented students use computers daily in

their wort, )1,(St they will when they enter the engineering

,arotesstons.
other magnet programs - -at Locthart Elementary and Reagan

What Schnol--are now being planned as technoloov moonets which

begin in 19134-H5.

lEcHrioruc,f c(41,1 ENSURE OUR FUTURE

fin nne seriously believes that mtcrocgmputers and related

turnnologies will solve all the problems fact nn ftmericen rmblin

a 'nnc)I=.. Put it is increasingly dItticult to see wn fosy ,annot

!as used to fantastic advantage., the industrial ra ga.e o.5

r11 :htr -c that m;onlrld our physical strength; th intarmatioh

age, 111.," us computers that, magnet our minds. Eeyelobing the

Curd tq the province nt education. Denlotanle nature(

,ssor,:e.--wood. coal, petroleum--tueted the industrial ape;

nAuration I-cc!! fuel the intnrmation age. The blessinn 1., that
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Mr. GORE. Thank you for an excellent statement and for the
work that you've been doing.

I am sorry we're running short on time because all of these state-
ments are really very interesting.

I'm going to hold off on questions until we've completed the
panel, the next member of which is Dr. Kyo Jhin.

Have :I pronounced your name correctly?
Mr. JHIN. "A-F."
Mr. GORE. "A-F"OK. All right.
We look forward to hearing your statement. You are with the

District of Columbia Public School System.
And, without objection, your prepared statement will be included

in the record. And because we are running late today, I want to
apologize to members of this last panel, but if you care to summa-
rize any portion of your statement, please feel free to do so.

STATEMENT OF DR. KYO R. JHIN, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT,
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY, WASHINGTON, D.C., PUBLIC
SCHOOLS
Dr. JHIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It was my pleasure to

receive my 5 years of undergraduate education in the great State
of Tennessee, and I'm familiar with big oranges.

Mr. GORE. Well, that explains your expertise that has brought
you here this morning. [Laughter.]

Dr. JHIN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, and my dis-
tinguished colleagues.

My name is Kyo Jhin, assistant superintendent of educational
technology, representing Ms. Floretta McKenzie, Superintendent of
D.C. Public Schools.

I am pleased to join you here today to discuss the integration of
computer technology with the educational programs of the District
of Columbia Public Schools.

It is the mission of the D.C. Public Schools to promote excellence
by providing a viable and comprehensive instructional program
leading to the attainment of knowledge, competencies, and skills
which, upon completion, will enable each student to function as a
useful citizen.
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Computer literacy has become a skill every student, needs in
order to function in this society. An article which appeared in last
Sunday's Washington Poet indicated that by 191)0 there will be a
50-percent growth in jobs that will require computer skills, Por
individuals with a combination of academic knowledge and practi-
cal experience, the door will be open to the future as hardware do-
signers, software programmers, researchers, industrial engineers,
and sales representatives, Therefore, school systems, particularly
those with less affluent students, must require and provide all stu-
dents with the ways and means to become computer literate citi-
zens. With this in mind, the D.C. Public Schools is totally commit-
ted to implementing computer technology in our educational
system.

On March 16,1983, the D.C. Board of Education approved the fol-
lowing policies:

One, that student computer laboratories be established in all
schools, with attention to security needs, by the end of school year
11)83 -84.

Two, that computer literacy and software selection skills be re-
quired for all instructional personnel as part of the 5-year recertifi-
cation requirement.

Three, that all teachers, beginning with school year 1983-84, be
required to demonstrate computer literacy before being granted
permanent tenure.

Four, that every student, as a graduation requirement, demon-
strate a command of the skills that constitute computer literacy be-
ginning no later than school year 1987-88.

In order to implement the board policy and in response to the
changing environment in which our students will live and work,
the D.C. Public Schools has begun implementation of a systemwide
computer literacy program. This program, proposed to be imple-
mented over the next 5 years, will require major. investments of
staff, time, and resources. ,

The objectives of the computer literacy program are:
To develop computer awareness among students, teachers, super-

visors, and administrators.
To develop and implement a computer literacy curriculum.
To design and implement a computer training laboratory.
To apply computer technology in the local school implementation

of the competency-based curriculum through drill and practice, tu-
torials, problem solving, simulations, and other appropriate tech-
niques.

To apply computer technology in classroom management, includ-
ing recordkeeping and the tracking and reporting of student prog-
ress.

Computer-assisted instruction has been initiated on a systemwide
basis with the establishment of student computer laboratories in 50
chapter I elementary schools with a fund from the Federal Govern-
ment. What about other schools? Our board is committed. There-
fore, they established 50 additional computer laboratories at junior
high school levels with local funds.

In addition, as a result of the public-private partnership pro-
grams, computer laboratories will be installed in five senior high
schools through the use of private funds. Currently, we have ap-
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prOXilllat lily 1,.11111 inierocon) pot or and miniC0111pIlt erti Installed In
our schools to support our computer init

A variety of computer clearinghouse aul.ivities and services are
tieing i n it ilit (1 and expanded this year, including the establishment.
()I' software selection criteria, the acquisition mid review or Hortworo
cototogs nod Hortworo, the Hoioction Or software for' existing curricu-
lum in grades K through 12, and the development ()I' au approved
software list, Subject. content areas in need 01' software develop-
meet are tieing identified, and we are in the process or developing
some of our Own software,

The work in applying technology both to school management and
instruction is already underway. During the 1982-83 school year
alone the D.C. Public Schools spent approximately $3,7 million, 01'
this amount, approximately :15 percent came From Pedertil funds,
13 percent from the regular local school budget, and 22 percent
came From the privtite sector. Everyone, whether kindergartener or
school administrator, are involved in our attempt to integrate com-
puter technology into the educational programs of the D.C. Public
Schools through the following programs. I will just cite some of
them.

Automated Instructional Management System [AIMS] is being
developed to complement our competency-based curriculum in
reading and mathematics by automating some assessment and all
recordkeeping tasks which are currently performed by the class-
room teachers under the student progress_ plan, which we call SPP.

The writing to read program is one example of kindergarten and
first graders. The writing to read program is a computer-based in-
structional system funded by IBM which' nvolves 1,500 kindergar-
ten and first grade students who use computers, tape recorders,
work journals, and. typewriters in a special learning laboratory to
compose and read their own stories.

The career development program; a senior high school computer-
assisted instruction program; computeronics, which reaches 23
schools providing instruction in computer program problem solving
and computers in society; the beltway microcomputer and videodisc
project; the Fairbreak computer project, sponsored by Control Data.
This program provides a computer laboratory for 400 students in
secondary levels in reading, mathematics, science, social studies,
career planning, and writing skills.

Then we use the computers for the guidance program in our
senior high schools.

In order to provide all these prograMs, we have to have teacher
training programs. So we established a computer literacy teacher
training laboratory with four full-time teacher trainers. To date,
approximately 1,600 teachers have been trained under this comput-
er literacy training program.

In addition to this laboratory,the National Science Foundation,
in cooperation with American University, provide approximately
50 junior high school teachers with training, equipment, and soft-
ware for using computers for science activities.

Our future programs include utilization of cable television in co-
ordination with computers; a satellite teacher training program in
mathematics, special education, and gifted students, which will
begin this coming Monday; an instructional television mathematics
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ond science peoginnt 14 seventh geode 1i11100111h; 1111(1 n high 10011-
'agony Inforinotion end demmettrotion center for the 010(1111s Its
well 110 1 110 01)111111111111,,Y,

An in 11V1(101100(1 1'011) tity testimony, the DS], Piddle Schools Ims
wholeltenetedly embritced now 0(1110111 10001 technology, It 10 Illy 0111,

(411'0 1)01101' that 1,11'111111 0011001 (11111,1'10111, W110111 1.100 majority of minor-
ity titudemH ere enrolled, must as 11 (110411111 (11' equity provide op,
porittnil ies 0)1' their H111(101110 (0 11(100111(1 C01111)11101' 111411'11(0,

AN 11010(1 In the Washington Post, oaten.) I cited earlier, the
future job morket. will require people who ore computer literate,
Currently, minorities continuo to be shut out of technical 01111 sci-
entific fields in Inrge numbers, Of the approxinuttely 274 million

i v 111. is I s In this Nation In 1978, 1,5 percent wore block, according
to the National Science leottadttlion, This low portielpotion rote of
blacks can be traced, in pint, to differences among the groups of
gradtattes, collegiate and procolleginte training, At the collegiate
level, only 9,3 percent of the total higher education enrollment is
black.

Koch of the problem begins in elementary and secondary
schools, With the present 20 percent unemployment rate for adult
blacks, this gap in employment opportunities for blacks will in-
crease in the future il' urban school districts do not provide all
their students with opportunities to become computer literate,

Middle class families will insure that their children have access
to personal computers. Those of us concerned with insuring the
United States of remaining competitive in technology, and that
blacks and other minorities have the opportunity to participate.
meaningfully in the future jobs will require computer skills. We
must insure that urban school districts have the resources necessary
to provide the best possible education, which will require new
technology.

Mr. Chairman, wish to leave the 5-year computer literacy plan
as part of my testimony.

In conclusion, the Soviet Union, Japan, and West Germany have
made tremendous gains in technology because they have a strong
national commitment for technology advance through education.
They have national goals and commitments, and we need similar
national commitment to upgrade computer utilization in our
schools.

To say that since 8 percent of education budget is coming from
the Federal Government, it is a State and, local responsibility, we
are not serving the Nation's best interest. our Federal Government
has the responsibility to set a national goal and support the imple-
mentation of computers in education to insure equity, economic se-
curity, and, in fact, national security.

Often our national' policy has been like a farmerfixing the
barn after losing horses. Our national policy should be to fix the
barn before losing the horses, and get on with the maximum utili-
zation of technology in education through a strong national support
for education.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Floretta Dukes McKenzie and

résumé of Dr. Kyo Jhin follow:]
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STATEMENT OF

FLORETTA DUKES MCKENZIE
SUPERINTEMDENT OF SCHOOLS
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER

DISTRIC OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

before

House Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight

September 29, 1983

Mr, Chairman, Members of the Committee. and my distinguished

colleagues, 13m pleased to join, you here today to discuss the

integration of computer technology with the edcational programs

of the District of Columbia Public Schools.

It is the mission of the District of Columbia Public'n;liocds

to promote excellence by providing, a viable and comprehensive

instructional program (prekindergprten thrd'ugh:tWelEth grade)

leading to the attainment of knowledge, competencies, and skills

which upon completion will enable each student to Function as a

useful

Computer literacy has become:a skill every student needs in

order to function in this society. An article appearing in last

'Sunday's Washington Post (September 25, 1983) indicated that1:y

1990 there will be a 50% growth in jobs that require computer

skills. For individuals with a combination of academic knowledge

and practical experience,-the door will be open to the future as

hardware designers, software programmers, researchers, industrial
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engineers and sales representatives. Therefore school systems,

pa5ticularly those with less affluent students, must require and

provide all students with the ways and means to become computer

literate citizens. With this in mind, the District of Columbia

`Public Schools is totally committed to implementing computer

technology in Our educational system.

On March 16, 1983, the District of Columbia Board of

Education approved the tollowIng policies:

That student computer laboratories be established in all

schools, with attention to security needs, by the end of

School Year 1983-84.

O That computer literacy and software selection skills be

required for all instructional-personnel (teachers,

supervisors, and administr4Lors) as part of the five year

recertification requirement.

That all new teachers, beginning with School Year 1983-84,

be required to demonstrate computer literacy before being

granted permanent tenure.

That every student, as a graduation requirement,

demonstrate a command of the skills that constitute

computer literacy beginning no later than School Year

1987-88.

In order to implement the board policy and in response to

the changing environment in which our students will live and work,

the District of Columbia Public Schools has begun implementation

of a systemwide Computer Literacy Program. This program, proprrted

to be implemented over the next five years, will require major
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Investments of staft, time and resources.

The objectives of the Computer Literacy Program are:

To develop computer awareness among students,

teachers, supervisors, :rand administrators.

To develop and implement a computer literacy curriculum.

To design and implement a Computer Training Laboratory.

To apply computer technology in the local schodl

implementation of the Competency-Based Curriculum through

drill and practice, tutorials, problem solving,

simulations, and other appropriate techniques.

To apply computer technology in classroom management,

including record keeping and the tracking and reporting of

student progress.

To apply computer technology to all local schools.

Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) has been initiated on a

systemwide basis with the establishment of student computer

labOratories in fifty Chaper'I elementary schools. Computer

training laboratories are also being installed in all schools with

junior high school students, five of our special education

schools, and in two adult education centers. In addition, as a

result of public/private partnerships Computer laboratories will

be installed in five senior high schools through the use of

private runds. Currently, we have approximately 1450

microcomputers and minicomputers installed in our schools to

support our computer initiative.

A variety of computer clearinghouse activities and services

are being initiated and expanded this year, including the
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establishment of software selection criteria, the acquisition and

rqview of software catalogues and software, the selection of

software fcr existing curriculum in grades K-12, and the

development of an approved software list. Subject/content areas

in need of software development are being identified. Additional

hardware needs are being identified, specific equipment

requirements developed and vendors selected. The work in

applying technology both to school management and instruction is

already well underway. During the 1982-83 school year the

District of Columbia Public Schools spent approximately 3.7

million dollars for computer-related activities. Of this amount,

_approximately 35% came from federal funds, 43% from the regular

school budget and 22% came from private sector. Everyone, whether

kindergarteners or school administrators, are involved in our

attempt to integrate computer technology into the educational

programs of the District of Columbia Public Schools through the

Following programs.

AUTOMATED INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

rhe Automated Instructional Management System (AIMS) is being

developed to complement our Competency-Based Curriculum (CBC)

in reading and mathamatics by automating some assessment and

all record keeping tasks which are currently performed by the

classroom teachers under the Student Progress Plan (SPP).

Each elementary school will receive core equipment consisting

of a Digital Professional 350 Computer with both a Winchester

Hard Disk Drive and twin diskette drives, a printer, an NCS

Sentry 3000 Test Scanner, and a telephone modem to
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communicate with a control computer.

The AIMS program uses the same reading and mathematics

objectives found in the manual checklists and the reading and

mathematics curriculum guides, and follows the current

Competency-Based Curriculum procedures. By using a

standardized multiple-choice AIMS test booklet, a machine

scorable answer sheet, and the core equipment, the classroom

teacher can take advantage of the instruction support

capabilities of the AIMS program to score the test and

automatically update each student's record. These reports

are available to teachers on demand:_

A current -checklist Eor each child in the class

A class summary which can be used to organize instruction

An in-depth diagnostic report Eor each child which

provi6-s information regarding the child's specific

strengths and weaknesses.

In the classroom we are using educational technology with

students of all ages. The response from students and

teachers to our attempts to integrate computers into our

curriculum has been very positive. Examples of our use of

computers in instruction include the following.,

WRITING TO READ PROGRAM

Writing to Read is a computer based instructional system

funded by IBM which involves 1500 kindergarten and

first-grade students who use computers, tape recorders, work

journals and typewriters in a special learning laboratory, to

compose and read their own stories.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Students are offerad computer ter.:n training leading to

apprenticeships in electronic data processing, systems

analysis and design, applications and systems programming,

data collection and conversion, customer engineering,

computer programming and systems engineering.

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

This program enables students to acquire basic computer

Literacy skills, access career guidance data files, develop

independent study habits and skills essential to success in

higher education.

COMPUTERONICS

This program reaches 23 schools providing instruction in

computer problem solving and computers in society.

THE BELTWAY MICROCOMPUTER/VIDEODISC PROJECT

This project sponsored'by the U.S. Department of Education

involves elementary schools and provides the Education

Department and the District of Columbia School System with

the opportunity to study how advanced technology can be

introduced into the school setting.

FAIRBREAK COMPUTER PROJECT

Sponsored by Control Data, this program provides a comput &r

laboratory providing four hundred studentsinstruction'in

reading, mathematics, science, social studies, career

planning and writing skills.

In addition a COMPUTERIZED GUIDANCE INFORMATION PROGRAM has

made guidance information available to all junior and senior
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high school students.

TEACHER TRAINING

For the successful integration of computer technology in

education it goes without saying that teachers must be made

computer literate. To accomplish this the District of

Columbia Public Schools has established a COMPUTER LITERACY

TRAINING LABORATORY for teachers and administrators. The

laboratory:. provides computer related training through courses

and workshops. The laboratory operates year round, having

offered this summer courses in four two-week cycles at four

regional training sites.

The computer workshops are designed to meet the specific

needs of specialized groups of participants and are conducted

during the normal school day. Workshops may range from one

to eighteen hours depending on the group request and workshop

objectives. In addition to this laboratory, the National

Science Foundation in cooperation with American University

provides approximately fifty junior high school teachers with

training, equipment and software for using computers for

science activities.

As is evidenced from my testimony the District of Columbia

Public Schools has wholeheartely embraced the new educational

technology. It is my sincere belief that urban school districts

where the majority of minority students are enrolled must as a

question of equity provide opportunities for their students to

become computer literate. As was noted in the Washington Post

article I cited earlier, the future job market will require people
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who are computer literate. Currently, minorities continue to be

shut out of technical and scientific fields in inordinate numbers.

Of the approximately 2.74 million scientists in the nation in

1978, only 1.5% were Black according to the National Science

'Foundation.

This lower participation rate of Blacks can be traced in part

to differences among the groups in graduate, collegiate and

precollegiate training. At the collegiate level only 9.3% of the

total higher education enrollment is Black. Much of the problem

begins in elementary and secondary schools. With the present 20%

unemployment rate for adult Blacks, this gap in employment

opportunities for Blacks will increase in the future if urban

school districts do not provide all of their students with

opportunities to become computer literate. Middle class families

will insure that their children have access to personal computers.

Those of'us concerned with insuring that United States remains

competitive in the new technology and that Blacks and other

minorities have the opportunities to participate meaningfully in

the future jobs that will require computer skills must insure that

urban school districts have the resources including additional

funding, teachers and appropriate software, to teach their

students to use the new technology.
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INTRODUCTION OF DR. KYO R. JHIN

Dr. Kyo R. Jhin, the Assistant Superintendent For

Educational Technology, District of Columbia Public Schools,

received his Associate of Arts Degree From Freed-Hardeman

College, Bachelor of Arts Degree in Mathematics from David

Lipscomb College, Master of Arts Degree in International

Relations From New York University, his second Master of Arts

Degree in Mathematics from Boston College, and his Doctorate

in Mathematics From Auburn University.

Dr. Jhin has a thorough knowledge of educational

technology. His experiences include conceiving, directing

and evaluating an experimental project for Computer-Assisted

Instruction in Algebra at Auburn High School; initiating a

Computer-Assisted Instruction in Mathematics Program for

three high schools in Huntsville, Alabama, in cooperation

with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

computer facility where he directed the project, trained

teachers, established classes and coordinated all activities

related to the project; and initiating and establishing the

North Alabama' Applied Technology Satellite (ATS) Utilization

Committee which developed a master plan for technology

utilization for area schools and universities. Dr. Jhin has

also served as Supervisor of the Mathemer'-- -'epsrtment For

the Huntsville, Alabama school system.
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Dr. Jhin has presented seminars, workshops and

conferences on Computer-Assisted Instruction to educators and

business leaders. He is extremely proficient in BASIC,

FORTRAN and CALC computer languages.

Dr. Jhin has produced ten television lessons entitled

"Mathematics for Teachers," two 30-minute television programs

entitled "Your Child and Mathematics," two 3D- minute

television programs entitled "The Meaning of American

Freedom," and four half-hour programs entitled "The

Introduction to Your Future is Now." He also serves as a

consulting editor for the Science Research Associate (SRA)

Mathematics Series.

Dr. Jhin has traveled from coast to coast and to twenty

other countries, making over 1200 addresses at youth rallies,

graduation exercises, civic clubs, church groups, schools,

universities and various conventions.,'

He is listd in the 1960 edition of Who's Who Among

Students In American Colleges and Universities, and the 1969

edition of Outstanding Young Men of America.

Dr. Jhin was named "Alabama's Outstanding Young Educator

of the Year, 1969" by the Alabama Jaycees; and "One of the

Four Outstanding Young Educators of America, 1969" by the

United States Jaycees. He was selected, for this honor on the

basis of'his training, creativity, leadership, and

contribution to Jthe profession, community, state and nation.
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He was also named "Uutstanding Adult Educator of the

Year, 1977" by the Alabama Adult Education Association.

In 1975, President Gerald Ford appointed Dr. Jhin to

serve as a member of the National Advisory Council on Adult

Education for a four-year term. During 1977-78, he was

elected as the Vice Chairman of the Presidential Council.

His most recent position was senior associate of the

Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI), United

States Department of Education, where he produced an

effective management system and collected and analyzed

educational technology papers for the National Commission on

Excellence in Education (NCEE).

Dr. Jhin has served as District Superintendent of the

Alabama Regional Education Services Agency (TARESA) where he

provided leadership to a staff of over fifty professional and

support personnel, developed a Management by Objectives (MBO)

System for the agency and supervised the development and

implementation of twenty-five competitively funded projects

in the amount of $10,000,000.

As Assistant Superintendent for Educational Technology,

Dr. Jhin is currently developing, planning and implementing

educational technology programs for the.District of Columbia,

Public Schools.
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Mr. Gem. Thank you I appreciate your statement, and I think
it's a subject that people ought to feel strongly about, as you do.
I'm glad you haven't lost your Tennessee accent.

Dr. 'MIN. Sure enough. [Laughter.]
Mr. GORE. I'm pleased to welcome our next witness, and to intro-

duce him to the committee, I'd like to recognize my colleague, Con-
gressman Nelson.

Mr. NELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It's my pleasure .to introduce Senator Jack Gordon. Jack has

been Mr. Everything in education. He started out as a member of
the school board in Dade County before coming to the Florida
Senate, and in that role of senator he has held most every position
of importance in that, body, having been Ways and Means chair-
man, having been Appropriations chairman, having been Finance
and Tax chairman, and 'now the chairman of the Education Com-
mittee, while at the same time holding the role of the second rank-
ing officer, that of president pro tempore of the Florida Senate.

Jack is an iconoclast. Jack is visionary. Jack is a good friend.
And so it's my pleasure to welcome to this committee Senator.

Jack Gordon of Miami.
Mr. GORE. Well, we look forward to your statement, Senator.
And, without objection, your prepared text will be included in

the record. If you care to summarize any portions of it, you're wel-
come to do so.

We're delighted to have you here, and please proceed.

STATEMENT OF JACK GORDON, CHAIRMAN, SENATE EDUCATION
COMMITTEE, FLORIDA GENERAL ASSEMBLY, TALLAHASSEE,
FLA.
Mr. GORDON. I think after that introduction it's probably better

not to say anything. [Laughter.]
What Bill neglected to add to that roster of responsibilities, that

he had a specific interest in, is that I chaired the Congressional
Reapportionment Committee in the senate. Bill's very happy with
his ability to sit here, as are actually two new members of the Flor-
ida delegation who sit on this committee Congressman Lewis and
Buddy MacKay.

As a matter of fact, we have a major representation from Flor-
ida, the chairman and these other three. ',So that indicates a very
considerable interest in technology in the State.

I'd just like to summarize a few things and make a point.
We have a big school system in Florida. We have 11/2 million

students in K to 12. There are about 6,000 people a week that
migrate to Florida, which puts a significant growth burden on the
schools throughout the State.

We've been using computers not only for 4dmiiiistrative support,
but in some classrooms over time. It wasn't until 1980 that the leg-
islature made a policy statement concerning and requiring some
emphasis on instructional use of computers.

It's interesting that that was the first--we were the first State to
do that, as recently as 1980.

We have developed a statewide purchasing arrangement through
the State department of education, which, while the statement
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shows a savings of about $750,000 on $4.5 million, later figures
would about double those. I mean, that program seems to have
been working.

We've increased the number of microcomputers in the schools
from about 350 in 1979 to over 6,300 in the fall of 1982. We now
think there are probably over 12,000 in the schools, and they are in
all 67 districts.

I think I should digress to say that we have one of the two States
that has countywide school systems. And back in 1973 we adopted
a school finance program, which Congressman Nelson is very fa-
miliar with, and that provides for interdistrict equity probably as
well as any State in the Union. It was in response to the Serrano
decision and Rodriquez case in Texas that we decided ahead of
time to try to get an equivalent number of dollars behind each stu-
dent in the State regardless of the property tax base in that
county. By and large, with a lot of pushing and hauling at every
session, essentially that's Worked.

So we happen to be verywe respond to the equity question in a
different way, and we feel that federal dollars coming through the
State would provide an equitable distribution and, generally speak-
ing, find it not an equity increase to have direct funding from the
Federal Government to the individual school district. We try to
pull as much of the Federal funds as we can into the State budget,
because essentially, regardless of how equitable it would appear
from the Federal level to make a distribution, it may not fit- into
our pattern, and, generally speaking, those are disequalizing.

I tell you this having served on a school board in the sixties
when all the refugee aid came to Miami, the first rush of Cuban
refugees, and I'm familiar with the values in that. kind of a very
special situation of direct assistance to school systems. By and
large, I think that equity is better served in using the State as the
instrument of whatever the Federal policy is. That's buttressed by
some 5 years that I spent on the advisory committee to the title V
program, which, you will recall, was to strengthen State depart-
ments of education, which was part of the original Elementary and
Secondary Education Act. I've had some view of State departments
across the country and the strengths that they acquired from the
extensive Federal funding.

I know that the school boards association came in and said some-
thing different as I walked in this morning, but I just wanted to
make that point.

I'd like to make another, that we enacted verya considerable
number of change, 4 in education in Florida at this last session of
the legislature. We had a commission on secondary education
which came to the same conclusion, really, as the National Com-
mittee on Excellence in EduCation somewhat prior. It was very
helpful. I came to the floor with the bill to implement our study on
the day after the President's Commission report, and that made
life very simple since we were saying the same thing.

One of the aspects of that is that we are not lookingone of the
things you could learn from that is, as States go around and create
statewide graduation requirement and you look at the argument of
the school boards that "We know the needs of our community
best," they may very well know the needs of their community best,
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but they have 'some great difficulty sometimes in implementing
those needs against local lack of understanding, really, of the in-
tensity of educational experience that's necessary for students
today. A broader view of that I think would makereally makes a
lot more sense.

One of the things that we did along with other improvements
over the last couple of years is to enact into law the standards of
the National Council of Teachers of English for high school Eng-
lish. They said 25 years ago that students needed to write a paper a
week to be able to learn anything about writing, but that teachers
couldn't do it if they had more than 100 pupils. So we said to our
school districts that if they would assign a paper a week, we would
give them the money to reduce, the teacher load to 100 pupils and a
class size under 25.

That happens to be very relevant to computers, because there's
no way that you can use a computer if you don't have .a very coher-
ent way of using your own language. One of the things that the
computer discipline does is make you be very sequential and very
precise, and one of the ways you learn that skill is not necessarily
only on the computer, but that you ought to be able to doto be
able to write and summarize and understand and project from
reading, and we have that as, in a sense, a parallel program.

The record shows a significant number and variety of-programs
that require State aid, but what I think really is more important is
to tell you that our people feel very strongly that Federal restric-
tion placed on the use of computer funds, which say you can only
use the vocational in vocational and compensatory in compensatory
and handicapped and migrants, and so forth, probably works
against the proper utilization ofand adequate utilization ofthe
money.

I know the fear, and I certainly agree that protection of the mi-
grant, for example, the minorities, for example, requires consider-
able vigilance. But, at the same time, it seems to me that we ought
to give some credit to school people, public officials at other levels,
for having at least as strong a commitment to a democratic society.

The otherthe way I guess I'd like to summarize this, Mr. Chair-
man, is that in Florida we're operating in a context of equity. And
while there are a lot of equity questions of education that have not
been addressedfor example, the equity between schools in the
same district or, even more, the equity involved in tracking. Do
youall this emphasis on vocational education, which is essentially
directed at poor kids and minorities, on the, assumption that they
don't have to know more than just get a job, or the idea that educa-
tion is just vocational I think works very strongly against equity.

And I would like to offer to you my operational definition of
"education," which you could reflect on, and that is "Are you satis-
fied that an 18-year-old in your district who has a right to vote is
educated enough to decide whether you or I ought to be reelected
or elected?" That's essentially, in a democracy, what you're saying,
and it has nothing to do much with his getting a job, but it has a
lot to do with the kind of judgment that he's going to offer as a
citizen. And so it seems to me that it's important to recognize that
educational reform has to go far beyond the question of distribu-
tion of computers. Computers cannot do everything. They are an
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:tssistance function. They are a way of getting some place. They are
not an "it" itself, and it's important to bear that in mind.

You can't put all the emphasis on technology becaw.e technology
itself has a lot of dangers, If we.don'tfor example, we are prob-
ably t'ar ahead of the world in the technology of nuclear power.
Yet. it is totally impossible for anybody to even hypothetically tell
us how !,ve're going to get rid of the waste any safe way. The tech-
nology reallroutran our concern for our own human survival in
that particular case. So the humanities have a very real role.

And the notion of the kind of person that comes out of an educa-
tional system And the values are essentially much more crucial
than. the ability to punch a machine, which he no longer has to
.read because the,l,''Ve got some with. symbols now, and you only
have to knew what things look like. I supposewell, they do have
them that talk, like that camera now ,that tells you when you're

..supposed to shoot. So it's not going to require any large order of
intelligence to simply operate the machines.

And the other pointI'd like lo reinforce the point that the--one
of the best places for 'Fcderal intervention in this matter, it seems
to me_would be funding the software development. The National
Science Foundation was very successful in the sixties, and they
spent an enormous amount of money in our last attempt to reform
the sciences, in putting BSCS biology and the.chemistry and the
Physics And all those programs.

Interestingly, textbook publishers tell us, now that they're not
;old very much because the school people say that the students
can't do. the work, which I translate to mean that we don't have
Teachers trained to use the books, and that's a place that the Fed-
eral Government could very well make a major investment and
mal,e sure that ,there is the good software there.

Just. from ,the 'Florida experience, before we ever really appropri-
ated any money, the school districts started buying the -cOmputers,
and I think they will. A's they get cheaper, it becomes less of a
Koblem. So the real question is to have something that they can
use well, and that seems to tie to be.the'§oftware.

And tht other point,'which I certainly I guess I've:made rather,
stronglyis that I think the States are natural conduits of the Fed-
eral- dollars. They ought to go through the State budgets, and they
Kill probably achieve More equity when you give somebody Closer
to the scene the problem of seeing that equity is carried out.

Legislators are going. to be concerned.. bout what's happening in
their district. If they represent poor people,l iliaY'll see that some of
this w,inds up in their schools, like pea le in other districts. It's, I
think, an appropriate partnership that wOuld w,Q1k.

Thank.you very much.
The prepared statement of Mr. Gordon follows:]
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r youi record,. I am State Sunatu r Jack D. Gordon frum Miain Beach.

I _.,erve President Ito Tempore :of the Florida Senate and am also

Cairin,.H u: that body's Education Committee.

I think it's a good indication of our state's interest in the

development of technology that four members of your larger Committee

on Science and Technology, including Chairman Don Fuqua, are from

Florida, where traditionally we've been known as a place with good

climate, sandy beaches and orange groves. The recent decades have

added to that image with the space program. And more recently,

Florida has built an economic development program around recruitment

of clean, high-tech industries.

During its last session, the Florida Legislature redirected the

educational efforts of the state so that our public school graduates

would have solid founda-ions in conrrinications skills, mathematics,

science, and some hands-on familiarity with computers. There were a

number of reasons why the Legislature enacted these reforms, not the

least was to prepare our students for the Informational Age into

which they will graduate.

Before I go into program specifics, qay be useful to briefly

describe our educational structure. At the top is the State Board

of Education, which is comprised of the Governor and six, statewide

elected Cabinet officers, including the Commissioner of Education.
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the late liepartment eh Education, which is headed Ii' the Commis,sioner,

provide, aiMunistrative support to the Sta e Board, oversees statewide

pi r,s and provide-, technical support to the 67 count,: school districts.

Hp nt:f this, past ho;',Isiative session, each of these districts

established its own graduation requirements, a fact that will gain

importance later in this presentation. In all, Florida's 2,25(1 public

schools serve more than 1.5 million students just in the K-12 programs.

And as a state that gains roughly 6,000 persons a week in population,

education policTokers cannot help but plan for growth and more

reliance on informational technology.

Com;luters have been used for a number of years for administrative

support and randomly in some classrooms of our school districts.

It was not until 1980 that the Florida Legislature made a policy

statement concerning the instructional use of computers. Even at this

seemingly late date, it is significant to note that Florida was the

first state to enact a specific statute addressing the need for

instructional use of computers and related technology in education.

Among other things, this legislative mandate irected the State

Department of Education to assist public secondary schools in making

instructional use of computers through consulting services, purchasing

agreements, annual surveys of usage, project funding, and information

dissemination. The tangible success of that legislation began to

show itself in 1982, -when a statewide microcomputer purchasing contract
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urumptel v.Ac10um4'11R,r

....in the Dep:Artment 01 Ldacation, wilit.h in the last two yerirs has

prc.iled in-service training to more than SOO educators from all parts

of the state. in 1951, Florida held its first Instructional. amputing

Conference, which was attended by 900 educators. This year, that

conference drew 2,500, many of whom were from out-of-state.

Durant the 1_IS2-83 school year, the Legislature funded' a pilot project

at ;J1 urban middle school of predominately minority students and at a

university development school to assess whether the funds being spent

on computers were helping students to learn basic skills.

In Florida, the number of microcomputers in our schools has risen

dramatically since 199, from about 350 to over 6,300 in the Fall of

19 nearly 200,000 students.used them for instructional purposes

;
that 1.,,;.2-53 academic year. At the beginning of this school year,

there Ap;roxima'Ay 8,000 microcomputers in use and 321 67 districts

b-4 it one class )m computer.

As rc:;111i of a gubernatcwial Comlission on Secondary Schools- -which

reacher., simi2ar and earl for conciusiors than the National Commission on
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eace Fducation- the Ilefida Legilatufe in lbS-; enaLted

,seepin:f chanves of the state's approach to educotioo. Along the

; o1:1, pi!.ed h, the Leg 1 t ]afore was a required curriLuIluff for

all ,Lhool graduates that Ific.ludeil four years of

of :lath, thou of social studies, and three of science. Ninth graders

slit ore attending school this Fall will also have to complete a

semester's credit of computer literacy, which for Florida's future

high school graduates will he considered a basic skill.

And if I mat digress for a moment, in the Appropriations Act, we

doubled to i20 million the incentive funds available to districts

to enhance writing skills, so that high.school English instructors

carry a daily class load of less than 100 students, each of whom is

required to write a paper a week. Almost all of our districts participate

in this basic skills program, whicit was modeled after recommendations

of the National Council of Teachers of English, and which teaches students

tee concise and logical presentation of the written word, a value that

is inherent in both the function and the use of the computer.

In the past, districts have relied on corporate donations as well as a

variety of generally available federal, state and local funds to-acquire

computer hardware and software. raring this past Legislature, $10

million was appropriated specifically to purchase additional computer

equipment. Another $1 million was appropriated for armor camps in math,

science and cor'lliters, and $200,000 was appropriated to two sta-te

universities to e:dblish Re ^ional Centc.s of Excellen.:c for instructional
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tr,linique,. in m.itli, !.t.leihe and computer technology. Aid another

rdllion uas set aside for sumer in-service training for teachers of

mith and scienct with future plans to include teachers of computer

education.

I could go on here, Mr. Chaimni, with specific appropriations that

affect. the administrative use of computers or those programs funded

in our postsecondary institutions, but 1 believe the point has been made

that Florida has a commitment, philosophically and financially, to

a greater u.4'of computers in our instructional programs. But that

,:nonlitment, needless to say, is not without its problems.

With a student population now of over 1.5 million, only one in eight

of our students has had any kind of. hands-on experience with computers.

And too often, it is only the bright studentswho have had this exposure.

Althougl u s vial p,-cessarily change becauSe of the newly enacted

ch:c, I can foresee funding problems with the

purcha!, (.. 2nJuKL Lqu..pment t: give those students an adequate amount

of z 4 Inc.. of instances now where donated equipmet sits

disti>L A..JUSC of the prehihitive expenses of software or retrofitting

of facilities.

ANJ lastly on this subject, I would like to mention that very often

federal restrictions placed on the use of computer funds for education

programs run counter to the whole notion of the computer; that is,
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infinite application. The pm.4,,nims that come to mind are those

11:,Ivin vocational education, compensatory educat ion, those for

handicapped students, and migrants. By restricting the Iva; of

equipment purchased through those programs, you are Ilioiting access,

for other 1)otential student users. The amount of flow-through

federal dollars going directly to those programs--or anything for that

Totteris unknol.n to state policyma)ers.

It is my understanding there are several bills now pending in Congress

which would ctinue this same pattern. One of those measures pertains

to Computer Literacy Aid (HR 3750), which would provide $320 million

over a ten-year period to local educational institutions. TWo other

hills pertain to the Vocational Education and High Technology funds

(lll 3280. and HR 3281), which allow certain dollars to ;..irchase certain

equipment to train certain people who only work in certain areas. To

one degree or another, these bills--and others like them -- channel

desperately ric..ded funds into restrictive-use programs and do so

directly with individual institutions.

Senate's Education aairmon and as its former Appropriations

rirman, I can tell you that for a state, such as Florida, that has

de-elope:1.a long-range policy, it is a much more prudent and manageable

use of funds'ior them to go directly to the states lead agency. Our

separate efforts to fund these technology programs need more state and

federal coordinati ir. The speed of this ever-increasing computerized

world is so dynamic thvl this nation can ill-afford to reach for the
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:aid end up with a handful of spayhetti.

tho in the throus, of a trumendoun trans.ition, onu that is;

rapidly; nwciiw us from an industrial tu an informational society. Daily,

we read atout the cost of this trm,kition in terms of unemplmnent.

We have not had the luxury of time, as when the United States slowly

changed from an agricultural to an industrial society. In the broadest

sense of the term, education is the key to successful competition in

that society, whether that test is at the shop level or in the world

Florida has charted its course for competition in its economic

development initiatives and in its education programs. We want and

expect our.graduates to be able to compete in a world that is vastly

diffent from what we new 10 or 20 years ago. I also believe that

if our competition is going to extend beyond the borders of our states

and beyond our national boundaries, then the states need the support

of Washington to educate our citizens for the 21st century.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Gum Thank you very touch. 1 appreciate that.
Our final witness is Mr. Curmn Gaines, assistant commissioner

of education for the State of Minnesota.
Mr. Gaines, if you care to summarize any 'portion of your state-

ment, we would appreciate it.
We have a vote that has just begun on the floor, and actually we

have two votes in a row. And we will have to interrupt your state-
ment 5 minutes into it., and then we'll have to adjourn and come
back.

So we'll go ahead and get as much of it into the record at this
point as we possibly can.

So please proceed.

STATEMENT CIIRNIAN GAINES, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF
EDUCATION, STATE OF' MINNESOTA

Mr. GAINES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee.

First of all, 1 would like to thank you for inviting me to partici-
pate in this hearing on computer education. I'm represt c.i.ing Dr.
Ruth Randall, who's commissioner of education in the :'itate of
Minnesota.

In the matterto expedite time and try to get as much of my
report in or in a summary, I am going to highlight much of what is
in my written testimony.

As has been said by several members who preceded me, Minneso-
ta is a leader in the educational use of computer-education. This is
evidenced by a writeup in Time magazine, Newsweek, Electronic
Learning, coverage on ABC's "Nightline" television. All of these
attest to the fact that we have in the past been a leader in comput-
er education.

Also, leadership is shown on the State level. Many school dis-,
tricts on their own have proceeded to invest heavily in computer
education programs. In addition to that, the State has appropriated
funds, through the Council on Quality Education, to the school dis-
tricts to experiment with computer education programs. In addi-
tion, the Minnesota Education Computer Consortium also has pro-
vided leadership through block grants in the computer education
program.

As of April 1983, Minnesota has ;the .best ratio of computers to
the students of any State in the Nation. With over 10,000 micro-
computers in the schools, the ratio was 1 to 73. While that ratio is
insufficient to allow personal access for every student, there is at
least 1 computer in each of the 435 school districts in the State of
Minnesota.

Also, Minnesota excels in courseware development. A recent
survey listed 3 of IMECC's products in the top 10 best sellers nation-
wide. Another survey has stated that 60 percent of the courseware
developed by MECC is being used in schools throughout the
Nation.

Again, to maintain its preeminence and the commitment to com-
puter education, the 1983 Minnesota Legislature appropriated over
$5 million for the implementation of a computer education pro-
gram. That program and, Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit
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for the record a copy of the "Planning for Educational Technology
for t he State ()I' Nlinnesota"--

Mr. Goiat. Very good.
Mr. GAINES [continuing[. Which details the points in the bill. I3ut

just to highlight that hill, it includes a comprehensive) planning
program for each school district, and that plan, if approved by the
State Department of Minnesota, must state how the computer tech-
_nology will he used :n each district, specifically addressing concerns
of needs of the special population, including females, minorities,
and the disabled.

That plan must also state the goals for implementing that. plan
and instruction and management use of the computer education
plan.

It must also state goalsI'm sorry. It must also state how these
goals will be achieved, which includes in-service training features.

It must also include the procedures for integrating the use of
technology into the district's community education program, and
we believe this is important, simply because the businesswe tried
to stress the importance of the public-private sector. We believe
this program should include a component that will address the
needs of business as they look. for additional training for their
people. This would be a double way of using the computer program
for instructional use, for the K through 12 program, as well as for
adults in the community.

But we have found that one of the drawbacksearlier we found
of' the computer education programmany of the parents really
did not understand what the computer was all about. We embarked
on a program to get what we called "computer literacy" for, hope-
fully, all of our citizens.

To enhance that, we say in passing this bill we want to make
sure that the community ,is involved in the computer education
program.

Third-1 mean, finally=we then want to say that at the end of
each year we're requiring that school districts evaluate the prog-
ress of their plans and report this to the State Department of Edu-
cation.

Now much has been said about the courseware development in
the use of the computer education program. We in Minnesota be-
lieve very strongly that courseware development is important, it
must accompany the development of a computer education pro-
gram. Evidence of that has been shown by our MECC program. We
have been very, I guess you'd say, hastily and cautiously develop-
ing high quality computer software program.

The bill also stipulates that school districts cannot go out and
buy any software program, what have you. You musttime to
stop?

Mr. GORE. Finish the sentence, if you want.
Mr. GAINES. Oh. It must bethe software must be purchased

through an approved list by the State Department of Minnesota.
Mr. GORE. OK. Let me ask your ,indulgence for just a few min-

utes. We have two votes back-to-baCle on the floor, and we will ad-
journ for approximately 10 or 12 minutes, and then we'll finish up.

Thank you.
[ Recess. I
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Mr. GoRK, The subcommit tett will come back to order.
We were hearing from Mr. CUI1111111 GIthlet-11 ilssistllat. C0111111k-

510110r of VCILIC116011 with the State of Minnesota,
Please proceed, Mr. anineN, and, as I mentioned to you, if you

can summarize the remaining portions of your statement we
would appreciate it, because we've run overtime due to the votes
on the [louse floor and the length of the proceedinrs this morning.

Mr. GAINEs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In closing, I would like to .ttidtess the issues of what we in Min-

nesota are doing with the Mionesota Educational Computer Con-
sortium.

Briefly, the consortium got started in 1973 with the understand-
ing and need that school districts could best serve themselves if
they combined their resourc,:1 in the interest of purchasing com-
puter time and later on as they went into the purchase of comput-
er hardware and software. So that was the impetus for organizing'
M ECC.

MECC provides three basic types of services to citizens of the
State of Minnesota.

One, in the purchase of' hardware. Initially, all school districts,
via telecommunication, hooked up to the MECC computer, which
had a disk which maintained a reservoir of' information that school
districts could tap into.

Later, with the advent of microcomputers, we're now leaving the
large computer and have gone into the business of purchasing the
Apple computer and the Atari. What this has done for us, it saved
us a substantial number of dollars, this mass purchasing of micro-
computers, and we do this via MECC.

The second major function of MECC is the development of com-
puter software, which I've addressed earlier, which is also included
in detail in my testimony.

The third area is teacher training. We believe in Minnesota that
it's imperative that teacher training. accompany any computer edu-
cation program, and MECC has been given the responsibility of' co-
ordinating many of the teacher training programs for the State of
Minnesota.

I would like to close by saying that it is evidenced from the
amount of money and planning that has gone into the high tech-
nology bill which was passed by the 1983 legislature, Governor Per-
pich, Commis, Randall, and the Minnesota Legislature, as
well as many w ders in the public and private sector in the
State of Minne:. - now combining their efforts in a collabora-
tive way.to really improve the computer education program in the
State of Minnesota,

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Gaines f'ollows:]
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U.S. House of Representatives
!ihcommittoo on Investigations and Oversight'

Hororahle Albert. Gore, Jr. Chairman

TESTIMONY
by

Cur an L. Gaines, Assistant Conmissioner
Minnesota Department of Education

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, thank you for inviting me to
participate in the subconmittee's hearing to discuss the various approaches
taken by states to the use of computer technology in ucation. Specifically,
I have been asked to discuss the efforts of the state of Minnesota to
facilitate the integration of computers into its educational system and the
programs now underway in the state.

Background

Minnesota is a leader in the educational use of computers. Write-ups in Time,
Newsweek, and Electronic Learning; coverage on national television news
programs such as ABC's "Nightline"; adoption of state-developed instructional
software nationwide; all attest to the state's pre-eminence in this new,
fast-changing field.

Leadership is shown on several fronts, from many individual school districts
with heavy investments in computer education, to statewide encouragement
of technological innovation by the Council on Quality Education (CQE), the
Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium (MECC) or specially targeted block
grants. Also crucial are regional efforts as provided through the Educational
Cooperative Services Units (ECSUs), MECC regions, and TIES (Minnesota School
Districts Data Processing Joint Board).

As of April, 1983, Minnesota had the best ratio of computers to students of
any state. With 10,000 microcomputers in the schools, the ratio is 1:73.
While that ratio is insufficient to allow personal access to every student,
there is at least one computer in each of the 435 school districts.

Minnesota excels in courseware development. A recent survey listed three of
MECC's products in the top 10 best materials nationwide; according to another
surrey, 60 percent of the courseware used in United States schools is MECC-
developed.

Technology in Education

To maintain its pre-eminence and commitment to computer education, the 1983
Minnesota Legislature passed a high technology bill and appropriated over
$5 million for its implementation. The bill specifically addresses the issues
of comprehensive planning, courseware development and evaluation, selection
of demonstration sites, and teacher training.
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lach school district Is ...Incu it to develop and adopt as Port of Its;

odwational policy a written .dinol gy utilization Plan, The plan shall

describe:

(A) How technolee will he used to provide educational opportunities

for people of all ages residing In the district, affirmatively

addressing the needs of special populations, Including females,

minorities, and the disabled;

(b) Goals For implementing the use or technology in the district,

including Instruction and management uses;

(c) Means to achieve these goals, including proposed InservIce

training;

(d) Procedures for i)Itegrating the use of tochnolog.,

district's comunity education program;

(e) Procedures to evaluate and report progress 3rd the goals,

et(

In the area of courseware development and evaluat' Iesota Department

of Education will compile, publish, and distribute Astricts a

list of high quality courseware packages for use
lementary and

secondary schools. Every six months thereafter th ,ment will supplement

the list with recently evaluated materials.

School districts may purchase or lease course'4n PCIk,A, that qualify as

high quality according to the Department of Education's 40,,o4cd courseware

Package list. in addition, the DepartMent of Edu,atinn may provide for

evaluation of courseware packages that have r '
submitted for consideration,

if districts express strong interest in using the packages.

Another source for courseware packages is ti :ifiesota Educational Computer

Consortium (MECC) in consultation with the rartment of Education, who

develop and design courseware packages which will meet the needs of school

districts and which otherwise are unavailable or too expensive for individual

districts or the state to purchase.

During the 1983-84 and 1984-85 school years, the Minnesota Board of Education

is to designate from eight to ten districts as technology demonstration

sites. To ensure equity of access to the technology, the selection sites

shall be geographically well-distributed
with representation from urban,

suburban, and rural areas.

Staff training is essential to effective computer use. It is imperative

that teachers receive adequate training on how to integrate the computer

into instruction. The high technology bill has made provisions for each

school district with an approved
technology utilization plan, to receive

state aid to provide inservice training
for elementary and secondary public

school staff on the use of technology in education. As a service to

school districts, the Minnesota Department of Education documents a minimum

of 200 formal training sessions offered annually to teachers.
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Curriculum Development

Computers are helping to revamp Minnesota school curriculums. One beneficial
side-effect of the introduction of computers into the schools has been
to foster systematic curriculum planning; a return to instructional princi-
ples. Bloomington, Hopkins, and Columbia Heights are three examples.

Blolington schools who have been using computers have used MECC's Timeshare
arra gements for 12 years. In response to growing student and teacher interest,
it has purchased a variety of hardware and software in recent years. The
computer program expanded at a much faster rate than anticipated. In order
to get a formal handle on it, instruction had to be done in an organized,
structured way, with a minimum of redundancy.

The Bloomington computer education curriculum, written three years ago,
has two parts. At the elementary level, students are taught to be computer
literate. They receive seven and one-half hours of instruction per grade
level, K-6, in the history, uses, and basic operation of the computer. At
the secondary level, emphasis is students learn whatever is required to
use the computer as a learning tool. Teachers in all subject areas are
encouraged to use computerized instruction wherever possible.

Instructional management is another way computers are used to enhance the
curriculum. This is the route taken by Hopkins, with its nationally recog-
nized and widely used Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring (CAM) program.

CAM is a computerized record-keeping system that allows teachers to put
course objectives and related test questions into the computers, which can
then produce tests, keep track of student performance, and generate special
reports that compare sets of data and analyze performance by objective.

Columbia Heights has an ambitious curriculum plan for computer education,
but putting it into effect is a slow process, requiring moving adventurously
on many fronts at once, instead of step by step. Columbia Heights' approach
is to work simultaneously on curriculum planning, teacher training, and
software purchase.

Three years a5o, the school board adopted a statement of philosophy calling
for students to be able to use computers by the second grade, to start
programming in the third grade, and to shift from the simple programming
language of LOGO to learning BASIC in the sixth grade, in preparation for
more advanced programming in high school.

To further illustrate the advancement of computer education in Minnesota,
currently the Minnesota Department of Education and Professor Franz Melberg
of the University of Minnesota are collaborating to design computer education
projects in chronobiology and health care. The projects involve the
collection and analysis of automatic and self-measurements of variables
essential to health care, with the computer as its major tool. In several

projects that started in Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Mankato, Minnesota, over
ten years ago, chronobiology projects wedded the computer to the use of
the student's body as a cost-free, always available and very pertinent
laboratory.
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While these projects in computer science and health already constitute

feasibility checks and experimental validation of the mErits in education of

the teaching of chronobiology with computer science, the longterm goal

3f such endeavors is to bring such instruction into every citizen's education.

Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium (MECC)

One of the reasons Viinnesota :las been
cited repeatedly as a leader in

the crlucatinal use of computers is MECC, the Minnesota Educational Computing

Consortium. Over the past decade, MECC has assisted school districts in

the acquisition and effective classroom use of computing resources.

MECC was established in 1973 in the belief that centralized leadership was

the best way to promote cooperation and efficient LIE,e of public funds.

It is a consortium designed to serve the state's four public education

systems: University of Minnesota, state universities, community colleges,

and the Department cf Education ( representing school districts) which

historically have provided the funding for the organization.

MECC provides three main types of instructional computing service --:

1. Hardware: For the past nine years, the MECC Timeshare System

has orfered statewide service via a telecommunications network

to users of large computer applications. Due to the rising

popularity of microcomputers, this system will be phased out

in the near future.

MECC has established purchase contracts
for the APPLE II and ATARI

microcomputers, allowing Minnesota school districts to purchase

these products at a reduced cost. To date, about 7,000 computers

have been purchased, generating a savings over list price cf

about S2 million.

2. Software: MECC produces and distributes a collection of over

/00 programs for the Apple and Atari computers. The Minnesota

districts receive these programs for the simple cost of materials.

This translates into a cost of less than $10 per product compared

to commercial courseware priced at several times that amount.

MECC courseware is also sold to other states and countries at

full price, generating revenue used to produce more products for

Minnesota. At present, over 100 educational institutions around

the world, representing 3,000 school districts, have courseware

acquisition agreements with MECC.

3. Trainin : With an inservice training staff of seven, MECC helps

schoolhool districts train educators to use computers effectively.

It offers callin consulting, site visits, workshops, classes,

conferences, local informational meetings, and newsletter publication.

Except for special classes and conferences,
these services are

offered at no charge to educators as a result of legis'ative

appropriations to the Minnesota Department of Education.

'
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In any given year, MECC staff will make 600 visitations, produce
over 100 workshops, and hold 50 classes and conferences. MECC also

publishes its training materials to assist other educators in
carrying out training of local staff.

In summary, Governor Perpich, the Minnesota Legislature, and Commissioner Randall,
Department of Education, have made high technology a top priority in the.

state. The public and private sectors are beginning to develop partnerships
to continue improvement of computer education programs in schools.
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Mr. Gm:. Thank you very much. I appreciate it.
I think this has been an excellent panel.
Let me ask a couple of questions, and then, with your coopera-

tion, we would like to submit a few more questions in writing for
you all to respond later on. There won't be many of them.

First of all, Dr. Moore, what kind of participation did you get
among the Memphis teachers when you used the cable system for
training purposes?

Dr. Moons. We conducted the teleconference during the teacher
in-service period before schools opened. Of our 160 school sites,
probably three-fourths of those are currently connected to the
cable. The remaining schools do not have cable drops installed at
this point.

As best as our survey of schools indicates, approximately half of
the schools that did have cable connections did view the program
on a live basis and did participate in the teleconference portion.
Approximately another one-fourth of the elementary schools had
members of their staff that taped off the cable network the telecast
for a delayed broadcast to that faculty, using videotape equipment
in the school.

Mr. GORE. Well, that'sthat's excellent.
Now you and others have identified support for software as a key

part of this problem.
Senator Gordon, you pinpointed the software development as the

place where the Federal Government 'could most usefully put its
emphasis.

And, Dr. Jhin, you have made similar statements.
And, Ms. Sturdivant, you mentioned the possibility of a software

consortium to pool the efforts of school districts around the country
for the development of software.

And, Mr. Gaines, you pinpointed the same sort of problem as one
of the keys to realizing this enormous potential.

One of our witnesses yesterday proposed that we consider at the
Federal level formation of a COMSAT-type public-private corpora-
tion to stimulate the development of excellent educational soft-

ware, and that's one recommendation that we're going to consider.
I wonder, Senator Gordon, if you have any thoughts on that idea.
Mr. GORDON. Well, I think the better modelthe problem is to

get the best people in the academic discipline into the building of

the software.
Mr. GORE. Yeah.
Mr. GORDON. I don't think it's an economic question. That's why

I don't think the COMSAT model makes much sense.
If the Federal Government puts the money there, the software

will appear. Then the question is, who's going to make it appear?
And if one were to use, certainly in the science areas, the National
Science Foundation as a conduit for the development, so that we'd
havethat's why I would have some problem with the consortium
of school people. While they're certainly aware of how a classroom
operates and what you might do in a school, I'm much more con-
cerned to get the academic content into theinto the work.

And the Federal Government might very well ha;.re to, in addi-
dab: to providing the software development dollars, go back to some
of the better feacnvOs of the old NDEA and get some school dis-
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tricts to cooperate in teacher training, which is the other side of
the coin.

I think if youyou know, one of the things that happensthis is
one of 'the few educational situations where a significant amount of
it, that time is on our side. As the computer gets cheaper and more
pervasive, a lot of the training becomes unnecessary because people
are going to do it themselves, and so on. That's not generally true
of innovation, but it happens to behappens to be here.

Mr. GORE. Well, I appreciate your response.
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching

called for the creation of a National Commission on Computer In-
struction appointed by the Secretary of Education to evaluate the
software. We've had so many national commissions lately that
maybe the proposal for a new one has a heavy burden to bear, but
perhaps if we called it a national clearinghouse on educational soft-
ware to evaluate software for schools, that might be a gooda good
proposal.

Anybody disagree?
Mr. GORDON. Well, II really think the emphasis ought to be on

getting people involved, instead of just evaluating what happens to
happen out there.

Mr. GORE. Yeah.
Mr. GORDON. You really need to put the money so that the right

people will take time off- -
Mr. GORE. Stimulate the development of it.
Mr. GORDON. From doing what they're doing to getting involved

in this, because we see this as a priority. I think that's where the
incentives fall.

Mr. GORE. Yes.
Ms. Sturdivant, I want to look particularly closely at the details

you provided in your testimony on the checkout program that
you've put in place in Houston. That sounds very intriguing, and
other school systems around the country might benefit from the ex-
perience that you've had on that.

As I said, we'd like to submit some additional questions for the
record, if you all have no objection to that procedure.

I'm sorry we've run short on time for this hearing, but over the
last- 2 days we have learned a great deal. We're going to deliberate
on the recommendations that the witnesses have made and explore
this area further, and then publish some recommendations of our
own and coordinate our work with Secretary Bell's; so that perhaps
we can begin to move in a more sensible direction to realize this
enormous potential.

I'd like to thank the witnesses on this last panel. You've been
enormously helpful. I'd like to thank all the witnesses during the 2
days of hearings, and the staff who've worked so hard to make this
hearing successful, particularly Steve Owens.

And, with that, let me declare the hearing adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:43 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-

vene at the call of the Chair.]
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD

US HOUSEDFREPHFSENIAIIVES

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
511111 2321114100811 1.0050 011 ICI 110110180

WAS.10CVION DC 211515
12021275-0371

October 18, 1983

Ms. Patricia Sturdivant
Associate Superintendent for Technology
Neusten Independent School District
5300 San Felipe
Houston, TX 77056

Dear Ms. Sturdivant:

I want to thank you for your participation last month In

our hearing on Computers and Education. Your testimony was
extremely interesting,"pnd your thoughts will be useful to the
Subcommittee as we coesider ways to address the problems
identified at the hearing.

As I mentioned at the hearing, the Subcommittee has
several questions that time did not permit us to ask you
orally. Consequently, I have attached written questions to
this latter to which we ask you to respond. We would be
appreciative If you could answer these questions In writing
within 30 days. Your written responses will be printed as part
of the hearing record.

Additionally, the star of the Subcommittee has sent to
you under snparate cover a copy of your testimony at the
hearing. Please review your testimony and correct any errors
or inaccuracies In grammer ,n it Please do not make any
substantive changes In your lestimony, however; the Rules of
the Committee on Science ano Technology require the printing of
essentially verbatim transcripts of hearings.

Thank you again for your participation.

Sincerely,

AG:Otk

Albert Gore, Jr
Chairman
Subcommittee on Investigations
and Oversight
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I. One problem that has been cited Is [.shout Curricula that tiro

not designed le lake udvontnun 0 the benefits of computers.

How significant 15 this problem?

o What should Ins done lo help develop appropriate

rempulor-based (nurses?

Concern has been n4pressod ihot many leochors aro not trained

to utlil/o computers.

o What types ol tracker troletng progroms are in

In your system?

What role should the federal government play In this

orua?

Should ti:ochurs be required 10 be "computer iltoro1e" for

certification?

4. Should Students be required to be "computor Iltorote" to

graduate?

5. !he Nollonol Science
Foundation recently released a study

which found that a gap In access to
computers In schools Is

heglualng to appear between
economically advantaged and

disadvantaged students. Do you bellove that 1hIs is a

serious problem?

o What should be done 'o combat this problem?

o What Is your 4,.5tV', °log to address this question?

G. Now do you react 1u the
or-Moron made by the Carnegie

Foundoll .1. for the Adv,tucczent of
Teaching that currant

effort, glace computes In schools
typify a "by new, plan

lotrr" eter.nach?

7. Is your opinion of the ado.nuacy of avallab4e 'educational

roftworel

What fhould be dote fo encourage the development of good

sort Wire?

o the Carnegie Foe-c..MIon .,.o / proposed the creation of

a Na'..-Ional Corm* as on Computer
Instruction to evaluate

*.oftr-e, or.z. 0" our other witnesses suggested a

,r1va!,, joint ,Aiort, modeled on the COMSAT

le Itf,latIon, to generate
quelity software and serve

es a ,leartnchoos, .
What do you think of those proposals?

B. What pfoblems, if any, do you foresee for schools in
financing computer technology, as well as 1 a training and

support programs It requires?

o Should the federal government assist states and local

school districts In financing equipment and programs?

9. What role have computer manufacturing companies played In

training teachers, designing curricula, or donating equipment

c, in your system?

10. What is your opinion of the so-called "Apple b:, " approach

-- I.e., legislation to give tax breaks to compan.es that
donate computer equipment to schools?

,11% What Is an optimum student/computer ratio?

12. What lessons should other school systems learn from the

experiences of your system?
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If one problem that 11,16 h0011 V11011 IN school currieula aro not de-

sigoed to lake advanInge of llu. heneffts et romputers. How siguiffeaul Is

this probion0 What should he done In help develop appropriate eompulor-

hailed voursent

Nearly ail edeeatienol iii (ware developed it tar ban h000 die tithed to supple"

mots or foplave small, diserete mills in the exInling enrrir919M, 11"w9Y0rf

the styllyjfe of the eovrionium lee remained esnenlinllY onrhauged, This

Means OW the real edocationat 011160'11111ml of tho vompotor are math, hoing

ignored.

It Bakes 0 great deal ol limo ned moo, to develop good sollWare. liehool

systemn and odooational publisher'', noting noporntoly, probahlY ennuot Alford

the time and Anil, involved in developing hilly Into/11110d ruMPuter-ballod

ourrivela. A larger vooporntivo effort will he required.

ohm fowl. el tort In outlined In the euoloned paper, "An Educational Consort:low

ErogrammIng Amerion lor the Informal ten Ago."

Emiverit him been expresned that many tenchern fire not trained to utilize

c.spotelt. What types ol Ioarher fronting programs are In place in your

nyelem? What role should the federal government piny to this area?

There ary soverol types of tencher training being tined within Hounton Indepen-

dent ;:'haul Distrivt. The major toaeher training program in operation now is

the 'reacher Teehoologist training program. In this prngrnm, it teacher from

earl. school (simpleton 296 hours of training at the Department of Technology.

Thirty hours of renewal training are also required each year upon completinn of

the 296 hours. The Teacher Technologists fire renpnnsible for coordinating all

computer-Feinted cournee and aetivitien at the campus level. They will also

provide the liaison between the campus and the Department of Technology.

In addition to the Technologist training program, the Department of Technology

offers training sessions to meet haute teacher training requirements. A school

Is not eligible for hardware or software without first meeting Department guide-

linen. This includes required administrative and tencher hands-on training as

well as four to eight hour training modules on all software packages requested.

The training most he completed before the school can receive the hardware or

software.

Elective training sessions are also offered to other personnel in the District.

These sessions are four to eight hours in length, and topics range from micro-

computer awareness to high resolution graphics in the secondary school.

The federal government should provide financial support for regional training

centers for districts undertaking comprehensive training programs for teachers.
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"l: dlunl lII 1:lnitil tIi 1'.um 11111 uni'l ih IIll I }d111'at 11111" liii 111 Ills prillntllnl IIIII'nVl

1 IIii 11111111c1 In Ininr.ttlun, II II,n1 hwnnn' Inrla,niIIIiv 1111111 till IIII ,lil
11'111'11 "IH 111 Ild'n 1'1 1115 1111 III !IIIIIli1, ill IIIIlr1 1111 IIII' 1'141111111 IIt 111 Ihl''1111111 II11 ii1-'
(1'111 ll lilt 111 Ili' 1'I II'I'i r nittii ii li In1HIlni 1,11 111111 ill Inn1'llntII tl'Ive 1111114'

1 1111y1i ilr 111 i iii I IIIi1 i 11111 111 1'1111111l1{ nl'N 'hill I I41t r dill l l l v 111 Ililli l i Illlllthti lull,

1, !iio ill lil HIILiuIII It (p1 tVI1111 (nil IU h1, °1'1 g41U11J'1' ill!'Irll e'" III li 1',1111N11 R'

Inmpni rl II 11,1,4 "hnnlli 1'nrl II liv h,1 r ''5111 rod In1' +ii rtlndnnlIt, Cnm-

111111,r II IV 1111111 iii 11 Illlltl h1, 111Ir1'ed 111 vltelntl it III nl'dul` 111 lltulldl'n 11111111

1111 all 1111'I'e,Ullllli Iv l ul`IllnllutII III '111111,1 v, A till ill vii I'epnl'I rni'iat lv I'1i1i111

by IIii' 111111 l utI liiiI Mll ii' 'I l 'I'Iirlulullllty A'I,tntl4nrnl nnyn "I,IiiInstil relr,ll iii nli
I'I 1'1111 11'II In il1'1'111II1' 11111 1111110 In1' nlitlly t11'tlllln, 'Pilot' 1,1 1'1111,1 Ilttlrilllll' Ilvl'h'Iiii'
Ih1u ,'Iilidrta 1111W hsing 1'Iill II l in Ih1' fine of 1114gltlutn IInn Ipnrtn'niIV l.hu
rhllilt ill Iho whllr mlli,iiu rllnul." II' unl,y the nlnnl nhln nl.ullnntn nru pt'n..
vi III WI Ii rnIntlut'r trinn, Ihn 11111 will Ilnl'i,IY Wlduil Iiitwnmt the 1111Vi, and'
h:lv1, iii n, Inv 1 unlpui 1I' Ill rrnly ulltntinrl' 11111111 nddrlutn l hln 111i1,l;Imtllt +li 1111111 Y

1'111111 u1d 1111' I lil111 'II lnni It hen Iii' i lia 1,t lnrlh lnn ui rnmpn'l ,'r rrnl11lii I hiiI.

The nhvlurint nrd In II'' fully I'wllllelrd In Impltoloitlrlµ n rempulet' Iltrracv
rtqulreni'nt. I'rnvininnit i,nu hl' nucd1' tar llyatrt4tt11r tenrhor Irtilnt lit nod tondo
11111,11 ht Iil,ntt ii l ii iii' hnnlware and nat'twnru. ilhvtaerlly, 111111/1,11 lutvu to h,'
111,11111 nhoul IIn' Itv,'I'i it willch Itchnntn will oxpnul ntadrnta to enngnitarll.
'flu'n1 duii'ii till pooh he viii' In vi ow of ,lvnllnhlc rennurti'1t. 'fnrtietlull certain
1tt.ldr levrlrl Ii t tulitl {I ''ilod hat lil pruhitmnl:le, tar niter titadrntt uno ennlputurn,
they IF,' nil. lit lrll'IIII with a rarrtculum Ilint Burn not provt'In tltie exporlincn.

`I. The Nit but i 5cltnc11 Fnandal.ton recently rettatad n tttely which inlnld that
n gap In ntPPlla to enognttart In tchouln lit hogl tint ng to :tppenr hrtween econunr

Icons ndvrnunitod and dt'uldvnntagud 11t,1111!lItu, Do you htllivo tllnt thl.v ttl a

nerlouu prnhlvm? Whitt should ho 1111111 to comh;lt thlA ptrihll!nt? What la your sys-
tem dutng ii, od'Iroat th111 gocvtlnn7

'Flit Iluuvinn titeluprndent `Icleual hlstriet vi1!wv the "equity of accisv" Itrod
In cnmpntorii at nerloav, nalutring Immndlattt nttl'nttaut nail tpaclftc acttant.
lioc'',it tlll'lt'y vhnw schools in middle ,and upper cLtnt netgllburhnodu ore p11r-
c11;1111hg comp11tI' t' tgnIpmnnt it n much fatter rite than thane In law- Ineninu nrnnv.

Intl it Impertnnt It tha fact that when children In law income nrenc do receive

computer Inttrtct10nl It Is 11vuatl.y hated on rommerclrtl drill :11111 practice

tof two nt, where the compn[er cunt role the 4tuilent. Ntddle and upper C'Itet
vtedi'nt1+ typicithV receive invtracttnn it praitrmnmlttg: they learn to control

tha lumpetar.

The Ilauttun Independent ticheol Utvtrtct is implementing the following pralectt
to illnIts these Istues:.

Ctllll'UTEtg CAN - how Inenme parents In nay one of 45 Chapter 1
fundad tiementnry tchraln may canto to school for t1 free computer
workshop with their chltclren. When they flnith the training
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00111101W0t
1104p1001.0 410 010404 ont to (Ili paronto for noo

In thoir Immo. EllgthIlltY for lho program 14 0410111141100 With

InComo and OttoloOt achlovomont Bali,

C110401 HOIWT FlflY compOtoro wovo purrhosod tor runt' Chnrch

ht,troIng Nonlor olton With 4 prod trim tho NollOn FOundalion.

VoloOlooro 41,111 tho 1014t, conducting oopotor 1,1

hotrod tutoring Itoottlono 01101' t-golar ochool hours,

14$140 WOOING PIWENT Thirty compnloro havo Nunn ploctid in

Igo p111111c 110114111g locall000 to provido cumpolor doolotod

Inotrocl Ion,

Tho "oqully crap" lu A problem with Otirlono ImplIcallono for lho InInro of

ont while coon! , no r 1 non hall it Till lot nal hotel oil oil Iii lotto (lie Ann

lu w0 itool od, Figural 1,1'1 orts nllnnld oopport I Ito 'low' I outwit!. .ttid Illnnumino Ion

of prolocto 111,o NONVOTERS CAN and tho Pohlic Hulloing Prolool on 0 nntionnl

boolo. In addittoo, todorAl nupport in noodod to !moire Hint high-111111111Y.

I0/171eYOI ooltwaro in magi avallahlo n1 low or no cost to low-inonma nohnoln,

n, now do volt twill. In tho or11141014 mAdo by the 1:Antonio Fontidittloo for Chi

Advnncemont ol Teaching the corront offortn to plane vompulorn in ochoolo typ1fY

1
"hot now, plan lilt 'r" approach?

Thu orlticlum Is too ofton valid, howovo It In not oncounarY, Inch nchuol

district could Idontlfy on Ethicottonal CompotIng Coordinator whom) function

would ho lo anoint the. Individual nchooln' Adminintratorn in dent-going II 4018101

implomontotion plan. The plan would ootlino the obloctivos of the oehool

comp. 'er program, idootIfy tho ntodonta to ho norved and tho toatquiro to ho

tralnd It would identify the uoftwnro appropriate to mot the objeetivos

nod them select the hardwire tluut best moots the newts identifled. Thin method

Inns worked wiry well In the Houston Independont School District. Each ochnol

buns purchased computers or has howl funded by the District for computer herdworti

and software. This has only liven allowed after the Deportment of Technology

has approved the school's implementittlon plan. Thos, the school must "pion

first" and "buy Inter," or they are not permitted to hoy at nil.

7. What 1s your opinlon of the ndequacy of avniinble educntionni software?

What should he done to encourage the development of good softwnre? The Carnegie

Foundation report proposed the creation of it National Commission on Computer

Instruction to evaluate software, and ono of our other witnesses suggested a

public-private joint effort', modeled on the COMSAT legislation, to generate

quality software and serve as a clearinghouse. Whnt do you think of these

proposals?

Some excellent software is avallnble, but most of the educational programs

now being marketed to schools and parents do not measure up to nny reasonable

standard of educational quality. The good software which is available consists

mostly of isolated units. This makes it difficult or impossible, In almost

all subjects, to assemble software for a full curriculum which makes effective

use of the computer.
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It IH already cloor that vompotern will omplify our ability to,procenti

list mono I ion in much t ho Immo way that Li Loom HMO Heft and r ft, motor!, MIT I I

l'hd nor ability to a. .phyidvAt hilmr. The Impact of this now technology on
nudity will he tremoinhnim, ot leant oompaable to the first induntriol revolu-
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timv proeldln4 ednontion with powerful new truly.

An a rounds, edorotion, which has always been on imperially hibor-totennive
industry, is nowforing very heavy pronnure to invent capital In technology
In ardor to avhlevo grunter productivity. The question' in whether and how'

thim round of capital inewitawnr can he financed on a national Reale.
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SuprisIngly, the greatest long-term problem is not hardware but software.
Hardware costs continue to decline as capabilities increese. By the end of

the decade, we expect to he paying approximately four hundred dollars for a
noienok-size computer with rechsigyahle batteries, a megabyte or more of
low-Lower RAM, and a full-sized screen and keyboard, hinged to fold together.
thy color version will he more powerful and lens portable, and will cost about

Slum m::e. Both will he designed to tie Into 4 building-wide network and
its associated printers, data hoses and other peripherals. This hardware

wall he soffirient for almost all projected educational uses, and most schools

will be able to afford at least the essential core of such a system, especially
is most families will choose to buy students their own 'portable units.

Currently, a software developer (whether public or private) spends time and
mom, developing an educational program and then must spend even more time and

money marketing and distributing the product in an effort to recover the

Initial investment. A substantial markup must he added as a risk premium for

the producer. :n the process, the buyers are forced to pay the additional

costs or do without. In addition, producers feel they must use elaborate copy-
protection schemes to protect their investment, which results in balky, unreli-
able diskettes and prevents schools from putting the programs on hard disk
sestems and/or networks, thus raising costs still further.

In short, a lot of money, is wasted on both sides of the transaction, and the
schools end up with no inferior product. Yet, in many cases, a software de-

veloper would have been happy to have sold all rights to the product early
In the marketing cycle for a fraction of the sum which would eventually be

expended by the schools in buying individual copies of it. Even this does

not fully represent the net public benefit, however, since a program which

has been carefully selected, purchased for a flat slim, and placed into the

public domain, will he a hotter product (networkable, more reliable, more
convenient) and will he used far more widely in far more schools than it other-

wise would have been. Furthermore, the greatest benefit would go to precisely
those very small and/or very poor institutions which are in greatest danger

of falling behind.

Educational software is an almost perfect example of a "public good." The

cost to produce the first copy of a program may be as much as a hundred

thousand dollars or more. But the cost to produce each additional copy is
effectively zero, since users can copy and distribute the product 0^,.selves,
through users groups, electronic hulletin hoards, and educational clearing-

houses.

This is essentially identical to the "lighthouse" example no often used in

economics texIhooks: the cost is unitary and the benefit nearly indivisible.
Right now, of necessity, publishers are attempting to limit the "light" to

only the paying customers. it would he much better and more efficient to
find some other way to finance the lighthouse and let all benefit who happen

to he passing by.
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There are several ways to implement such a solution:

' Encourage foundations to purchase outstanding programs and
place them in the puhlic domain.

Provide 50% matching funds to educational consortia which
purchase unlimited distrihution rights to programs.

Estahlish a national policy that, beginning in 1985, no
federal monies can he spent on software which cannot he

networked.

Provide tax credits for companies which purchase distri
bution rights to software and then make it freely available

to all schools.

Support a national educational software evaluation program,
such as ENE, and provide fundg for buying outstanding
educational programs and making them available to schools.

Ati an incentive to students and independent programmers,
estahlish a series of substantial cash awards for the
hest educational programs placed in the public domain

each year.

All of these approaches would make major contributions to the serious capital

investment problem facing our schools nationwide. .

9. What role have computer manufacturing companies played in training teachers,

designing curricula, or donating equipment in your system?

Computer manufacturers have played.a very small role in training teachers

in the Houston Independent School District because most of the computer manu

facturers teach programming, Few companies have qualified staff who can teach

teachers how to integrate the computer into the classroom.

Few computer companies design quality software. Such developments require

the interaction of programmers, instructional designers and content experts.

Equipment has not heed donated to the Houston Independent School Distr"..ct.

Equipment is worthless unless accompanied by quality software. This soft

ware would have to be compatible with the objectives, goals and philosophy

of the District.

10. What is your opinion of the socalled "Apple bill" approaCh -- i.e.,

legislation to give, tax breaks to companies that donate computer equipment to

schools?

On the one hand, the Apple hill provides for an indirect transfer of funds

from the federal treasury to the schools for hardware purchases, and the

schools can certainly use the help. On the other hand, the mechanism for

590
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the transfer is not particularly efficient and schools may end up with equip-

ment which is not much use to them.

Tho b111 would look a lot hotter if it were modified to encourage companies

to "adopt" individual schools, instead of spreading their efforts nmong so

many schools. Ono possibility is to set minimums. The hill might require

that a donation to a school include at least ten computers, a local area net-

work, some network-compatible software, and twelve hours of training. This

is just about the minimum which will enable a school to get real value out

of the donation.

In a small district, this might mean that one school would receive all of the

donated computers but based on our experience, there is no douht at all that

the total value to the students is higher if it is done this way instead of

giving each school a solitary computer.

There are other ways to improve the bill. One of the simplest has already

been suggested: require that a comparahle donation he made to a low-income

school for every donation made to a medium or high-income school.

II. What is an optimum student/computer ratio?

In the long run, the optimum will be one "notebook" computer for every student,

one desktop computer for each teacher and administrator, and some specialized

equipment for music, art, science and other laboratory subjects. (The 1:1

ratio will become essential as computers hecome integrated into the curriculum

to the point whore there is no practical way to do homework without them.)

In the nearer future, our target ratio is 1:6, which would provide each student

with one hour of computer time each day.

12. What lessons should other school systems learn from the experiences of your

system?

The most important lesson is that money cannot be spent on hardware alone.

The school district which spends $300,000 on computers and nothing on software

or training will not get anything like $300,000 worth of educational value

for its money. The district which spends $l01),000 each on hardware, software

and training is far more likely to get results which would cost several times

$300,000 to achieve in other ways.

Prepared by CLAWA-.. 1.

Patricia Sturdivant
Associate Superintendent for
Technology
Houston Independent School District
November 1983

118321.AM3.0K.I891
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PRELUDE

The public schools face some remarkable opportunities and challenges in

developing a high technology environment. According to Chris Argyris,

author of Leadership in the 80's, people feel that institutions are not

performing as they should. School administrators are not going beyond

"single loop learning," which he defined as the detection and correction
of routines of operation. In other words, administrators tend to make

incremental decisions -- paring a budget item hare, reorganizing a little
there. Argyris. contends that incrementation inhibits the invention of

'solutions needed to fully exploit the new information technology. New

policies, routines and values are needed -- not just "patch jobs."

Leaders with vision will form new constructs and take the risks neces

sary to carry them out. Bold action will be required and the propensity

for risk taking will separate the new wave thinkers from the oldline
bureaucrats.

The economic and military security of the United States depends upon the

vitality of the country's educational system. Educational leaders have

never had a more compelling calling. This paper examines the emerging

role of technology and the need for an educational software consortium,
the vital link that will support tomorrow's public schools.
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THE TECHNOLOGICAL IMPERATIVE

As the U. S. moves from an industrial to an information society, brain-

power will become more important than physical power. Technology has

the potential to extend and enhance mental ability. The challenge facing

America will be to train:people to work in an information society.

Jobs will be available for those with the high tech skills to fill

them.

The Third World countries are caking over many industrial tasks. Ne

U. S., in order to avoid massive unemployment, will need to venture for-

ward as a provider of information, knowledge and expertiee. Current

weaknesses in science and technology education will contribute to the

country's economic and military weakness. It will take energy, resources,

el:fort and money to provide the right information at the right time.

Education is the key.

Last year, the U. S. House Committee on Science and Technology (May 7,

1982) heard testimony on the economic implications of our technology

lag.

Without technological leadership, cho U. S. economic
position will decline along with the standard of

living.

Major and minor technology decisions will be poorly

made.

People will be pushed to their technological level

of incompetence because talent is in such short

supply.

Leaders and managers will not be able to plan
adequately because they do not underetand tech-
nical opportunities and limitations and because

they cannot .depend upon knowledgeable employees.

The quality of life for those who are not part
of the technological elite will decline as people

struggle to get their share of a shrinking economic

pie.

COMPUTERS AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS

There's, a computer revolution in progress and the public schools are at

the heart of it. According to Dataquest, a'California based research

company, the number of microcomputers in the public schools will con-

tinue to triple each year. Despite declining revenues, administrators
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are buying computers in record numbers. By 1990, experts predict there

will be two million computers in the public schools. According to a re
cent estimate in Time Magazioe:(January 1563), the average student/computer
ratio is now 1:400. Despite a recent emphasis on the importance of com
puters in education, there are too few computers in most schools to
make computer literacy for all students an achievable goal.

USA Today (April 21, 1983) reported that 91% of the U. S. population now
thinks that students should learn to use computers in school in order to
better prepare them for the future. Many states are moving swiftly
toward computer literacy mandates (e.g., Florida, Tennessee, Minnesota)
and some are initiating new computer training requirements for teachers
(e.g., Texas, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts). Obviously schools must mak
substantial changes in order to prepare students for a computer oriented
society. It's clear that the computer is becoming an increasingly impor
tant delivery system for education. But, even more significantly, the
software that runs on the computer will have a major impact upon the de
velopment of both academic competence and computer literacy. Thia,
'Taper establishes the:peed and rationale for a major software develop
meat effort by the public schools.

With such universal agreement about the importance of computer literacy,
it's surprising that. computers have not made more of an impact. The
pressures to integrate computer skills are coming from outside (rather
than within) the educational establishment as evidenced by these trends:

:TA's are buying computers for the schools through
fund raising drives (Hinson, Laura. "Erwin Open
School Computer Program," Educational Computing,
May 1982).

Computer stores and colleges are offering courses for
interested community members.

The success of coinoperated versions of Pac Man prompted
$1 billion in sales of home cartridges.

There is no doubt that students are fascinated by computers. Educators

are intrigued by arcade games and wonder why they are so compelling to

children., Students who are bored in school can spend hours riveted to--
video games. As computers proliferate in the schools, the challenge
is to make software that is as exciting as the most compelling video
game and as educational as the best crafted school lesson. Kids are
interested in computers but changes come slowly. Electronic Learning,
a computing journal:, for educators, recently reported on some of the

deterrents that are slowing down the computers in education movement.
Specifically the journal said that teachers and educators need computer
training in order to adequately. prepare their students.
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ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Five years ago moat'administrators and teachers were apprehensive about

computers. According to an Instructor Magazine survey, that situa

tion has turned around. By May 1982, 85Z of the nation's teachers were

eager to upgrade their skills but lacked an opportunity to learn about

computers. It appears that the current educational system has some of

the right ingredients for change -- technology oriented students,

supportive parents and receptive staff -- but the dollars for . teacher

training, hardware and software are not available.
a

Professor J. Licklider of MIT reported that one billion dollars a

year would need to be spent by schools in order to capitalize on new

information technologies (EDUCOM Bulletin, Winter 1981). With today's

economic woes, it seems foolish to propose such a figure. Yet, we have

a four trillion dollar economy that rests on the quality of our

educational system. Education is a $200 billion a year industry that

desperately needs overhauling. Curriculum development is like a

critical bearing that supports a massive machine. The bearing is crum
bling. If it crumbles, our entire society is in danger. The com
mitment to educational technology and software development is not an

excessive investment -- the entire future of our country depends upon

it.

Realistic budgetary planning musc cake current technology into account.
Obviously, staff salaries will continue to rise. The public schools

have no alternitive but to use computer technology to improve producti
vity and contain costs. With the computer's increasing capabilities,

more and more of the curriculum can be conveyed through the use of tech7

nology. The teacher's' role will change from disseminator to manager.

Classroom organization models will become more workstation oriented.
The traditional groupings of students by grade level will become in
creasingly lees relevant since the computer will be able to accommodate

a wide range of student interests and abilities. Learning will become

a lifelong enterprise, not an exercise that takes place during the

traditional six hour day.

One of the most critical factors facing public schools in this organiza

tional and role transition is software -- its availability, quality

and cost. The software market is lagging far behind the current state

of hardware development, therefore there are a limited number of

programs now available. Much of the educational software currently on

the market is inferior in quality. The good programs are expen

sive. While the cost of hardware is plummeting, the cost of the pro

grans that run on it is increasing at staggering rates. One com
puting industry publication explains the trend: "Cot:petition among

hardware manufacturers will force prices down. Unlike hardware's,

technologyintensive development, software is laborintensive, resulting

in just the opposite price trend. Not only are a lot of man
hours required to write a software program, but, software is also en

tirely dependent upon progralt2ers, an incresingly scarce and expensive

pool of talent." (Infoworld, March 29, 1982.)
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The escalating costst,of educational software have already become obvi

ous. Milliken, one of'the nation's leading publishers of- computer

programs, has increased the coat of its math and reading programs 381

over the last two years. The consumer market has been impacted as

well. David Hagman, chairman of the world's largest personal computer

software distributor, reports that the retail price of software

has been increasing by about 201 each year.

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REDIRECTION

The National Science Foundation published a report four years ago

(Technology in Science Educations The Next Ten Years, July 1979) which

'pointed, out a fundmental problem with technology udtion in the schools.

Since 'eduCation is so lab*intensive (districts spend an average of

871 of their annual budgets on salaries), there is little revenue left'

for hardware and software. The only possibility for rectifying this

situation is a redirection of resources. If funding is made available,

the future of educational technology will open up many new horizons

for teaching children. According to Joseph Lipson's report to the

PreCollege Commission on Math, Science and Technology (April 1983)

there will be some significant hardware and software developments:

Computer memory will continue to grow, providing
for the development of more userfriendly programs.

Large, flat, high resolution screens will be avail
able for group instruction as well as powerful hand
held computing devices.

Optical character readers will allow computer input of

text documents.

By 1995, speech recognition devices will be able to

understand unfamiliar voices..

Videodisc access will provide the teackervith
additional means of organizing and presenting

information.

Networks will allow students to communicate with each
other and share computer programs.

LOCUS OF CONTROL

Most status reports on public education em:asize the same problem.

These concerns include eroding taxpayer support, diminished teacher

competence, and declining SAT scores. But the basic problem is

more important than any of these -- a disturbing shift in the locus of

control.
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The schools, and ultimately the teachers, are losing control of the

curriculum. Parents, with their access to the computer as a pedagogical

tool, are assuming an important role in the,,academic instruction of

their children. The potential for using the computer as a tutor is

hardly tapped with computer games like Adventure, PacMan and Lemonade. .

PUBLISHING: TEXTBOOKS VS. SOFTWARE

For the last 200 years, publishers have controlled the curriculum.

Committees of teachers and board members have selected books that re

flect community values and skill requirements. Publishers have used

"content experts" to write textbooks that have beenadopted in cycles

which usually last 5-10 years. Most publishers, fearing 'rejection of

their textbooks in statewide adoptions, have made only superficial

efforts to add a computer management system to their textbook series.

None* of the publishers have revamped their products.to the extent that

they are concentrating an electronic publiahing; They are unwilling to

surrender their current $2.2 billion a year.textboolCbusinees.

As Dr. Robert Baker, President of Ginn and Company, a Xerox subsidiary

explained, the school market would need to be $60 million to be viable.

In 1982 school systems spent only $28 million:for educational software.

Conttnuing uncertainty about the availability of funds for instructional

materials, will probably continue co work against the publishers' will

ingness to develop compUter doftware. In other. words, publishers will

continue to produce more of the same.

While the computer will not eliminate the need for textbooks, it will

certainly diminish their importance. States will have to reexamine

their textbook adoption procedures in view of these facts:

In today's era of information explosion, textbooks

become outdated quickly, particularly ji.n science and

social studies.

Textbooks are organized for sequential presentation.
The computer provides for randoM access, thereby

increasing the opportunitieq for individualized

instruction.

The textbook publishers do not have the expertise

within their companies that is required to develop

computer software. Creative educational software has

the potential to teach in an entertaining manner.

Computer software has greater potential than text

books for introducing challenges, providing liarner

feedback, offering flexibility, stimulating aesthetic

consciousness, and motivating students.
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Probably not. Software publishers are being advised to develop their wares

for the home market rather than for the schools. TALMIS, an information

and marketing company that keeps publishers up to dare on technology, noted

that the number .of home computers will grow much mope rapidly than the number

of computers in the schools. TALMIS advised its subscribers to market mate

rials that could be sold to parents. In view of this recommendation, it is

not surprising that the supply of systematic coureware for school use is

limited. Publishers find it easier to sell $39 games through retail computer

stores. If the games are challenging, provide instant feedback and require

problem solving skills, they will benefit students. However, there is a great

need for computer programs that teach earth science, organic chemistry and

advanced physics.

SOFTWARE PRODUCTION DILEMMA

Assuming that 80% of the school curriculum can be taught by computer by the

year 1990, where will the schools find the software to do it? Even more im
portantly, how will they be able to afford quality programs if they are avail

able?

If current trends continue, the schools will not have access to the programs

they need. Educational publishers, the traditional suppliers of curriculum

material, have been reluctant to invest their dOilars in widescale software

development. Hundreds of "cottage industries" have sprung up over the past

five years. Many are producing video games and CAI programs that are piece-7

meal. According to Ann Piestrup, an industry expert.", the funds spent on

computer software for school use in only 10% of whkE is spent on development

of home computer games (Theory Into Practice, Fall 1982). The quality of

most educational software is largely "deplorable"- according to Ken Komoski,.

Director of Educational Products Information Exchange, a national software

clearinghouse for the Consumers Union. According to him, the key is quality,

not quantity.

SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM NEEDED

Educational software development requires a big investment. To create quality

programs, a developer must assemble a team of courseware, design specialists,

content advisors and expert programmers. Computer assisted design and develop

ment is an expensive undertaking. According to Dr. Dustin Heuston, Director

of WICAT (a major software development firm), the average cost of a R-8 CAI

package is $1 million. On the surface, this seems high, yet most large dis

tricts will probably spend that much on software by 1985. For example, the .

Houston Independent School District spent $55,000 on computer software in 1980.

By 1983, the cost was $225,000. In another two years, the number of micros is

expected triple from 1,500 to 4,500 units. The District's $1 million soft

ware expense in 1985 will increase proportionately as the number of computers

increases.
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Districts all across the country are facing these problems with little

resolution in sight. Specific problems include:
41

Stiff pricing structures that require schools to -

purchase one copy of a program for each user with

no free "back up" copies.

0

. Reluctance on the part of software vendors to lease

their programs on a quantitysale basis.

Few computer programs
reading/language arts and advanced mathematics.

available in areas other than

Refusal of publishers to make programs available
on a computer network which would allow schools to
reduce their software costs.

Refusal of publishers to provide sample copies
to schools for rurposes of review and evaluation.
Publishers fear having commercial software elec
tronically copied.

The obvious solution to this software dilemma is to form a consortium

to develop quality software programs. Few districts have attempted this

development project because they do not have computer scientists, system

analysts,-courseware design specialists and microcomputer programmers on

staff. This kind of talent is expensive but this necessary investment

in human resources would pay off in terms of product development.

There is no doubt that the formation of an educational software con

sortium would be expensive. But in light of the competitive world

economy our children will face, the question becomes not, Can the

nation afford to do this?" but rather, "Can it afford not to?"
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U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
SUITE 2321 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING

. WASHINGTON. DC 20515
12021225-6371

October 18; 1983

Dr. Kyo R. Jhln
Assistant Superintendent

for Education Technology
District of Columbia Public Schools
415 12th Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20004

Dear Dr. Jhin:

11.5I.., 111 10

:17:1114 Ott I.

Sttitdn
1.41,1.
WI... et

c.

I want to thank you for your participation last month in
our hearing on Computers and Education. .Your testimony was
extremely interesting, and your thoughts will, be useful to the
Subcommittee as we consider ways to address the problems
Identified at the heaning.

As I mentlohed at the hearing,dthe Subcommittee has sever-
al questions that time did not permit us to, ask you orally.
Consequently, 1 have attached written questions to this letter
to which we ask you to respond. ,We would be appreciative if
you could answer these questions In writing within 30 days.
Your written responses will be printed as part Of the hearing
recorq.

Additionally, the staff of the Subcommittee has sent to
you under separate cover a copy of your testimony at the
hearing. Please ziview,your testimony and'correct any errors
or Inaccuracies irgrammer in it. Please do not make any
substantive changes In your testimony, however; the Rules of
the Committee on Science and Technology require the printing of
essentially verbatim transcripts of hearings.

Thank you again for your partitipatIon.

Sincerely,

two

AG:Otk

Albert Gore, Jr.
Chairman
Subcommittee on investigations

and Oversight
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One problem that has been cited Is school curricula that are

not designed to take advantage of the benefits of computers.
How significant Is this problem?

o What should be done to help develop appropriate

computer-based courses?

2. Concern has been expressed that many teachers are not trained

to utilize computers.

o What typos of teacher training programs are In place

In your system?

0. What role should the federal government play in this

area?

3. Should teachers be required to be "computer literate" for

certification?

4. Should students be -required to be "computer ilte-rate" to

greduate?

5. The National Science Foundation recently-released a study
which found that a gap In access to computers In schools Is

beginning to appear between economically advantaged and

disadvantaged students. Do you believe that this is a

serious problem?

o Whet should be done to combat this problem?

o What Is your system dorndto address this question?

6. How do you react to the crltioism made by the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of. Teaqhlng that current

efforts to piece computers In schools typif1,- a "by now, plan,.

later" approach? -

7. What Is your opinion o,f the adequacy of. _available educational

software?

o -What should be done to encourage the development of good

software?

o The Carnegie Foundation report proposed the creation of

a Na-rfonal Commission on Computer instruction to evaluate

software, and one of our oth -,r witnesses suggested a

public - private Joint effort, modeled on the COMSAT
legislation, to generate quality software and serve,

as a clearlmghouse. Wbat do you think of these proposals?

fPr-4chool-s in
financing computer technology, as, well as the training and

support programs It requires?

o Should the federal 'government assist states'ind local
school districts In financing equlpmenf and programs?

What role have computer manufacturing companies played In

training teacher,, designing curricula, or donating equipment

in your system?

ID. What is your opinion of the so-called "Apple bill" approach

-- I.e., legislation to give tax breaks to companies that
donate computer equipment to schools?

Ai, What Is an optimum student/computer ratio?'

12. What lessons should other school systems learn:from the

experlbnces of your system?
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_Office of Educational Services * *

415 12th Street. N.W Washington. 1).0

Mr. Albert Gore, Jr.
Chairman
Subcommittee on Investigations
and Oversight

U.S. House of Representatives
Suite 2321 Rayburn House
Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Gore:

20(..x.T4j/,'itrairi Development

November 10, 1963
Gr

Please accept my sincere appreciation for. yot4r letter
dated October 18, 1983 regarding the Committee on Science and
Technology's hearing on Computers in Education.

As requested, enclosed is a corrected copy ot MY
testimony as well as responses to the additional questions
that time did not permit you to ask Me orally.

If you need further information, please contact me at
724-4148.

KRJ:gmw

Enclosures

Sincerply,

11/4

_40
Assistant Supe rite ri din t

Educational TachollogY
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Additional Ouestions

Question 1.a. One problem that has been cited is school
curricula that are not designed to take advantage

of the benefits of computers. How significant is

this problem?

Response Teachers are not familiar enough with computers
to know their full potential. In addition, the
computer community is not as sensitive to the

edbmAtional needs as they should be.

Whal should be done to help develop appropriate
computer-based courses?

Response In order to develop computer - based courses,
teachers must become familiar with existing

computer software. This software should be
matched with the school curriculum. However,

in the long run, teachers should be trained to

develop computer-based courseware for their
respective areas.

Question 2.a. Concern has been expressed that many teachers are

not trained to utilize computers. What types of
teacher training programs are in place in your

system?

Response

Response

In order to prepare our teachers to become
computer literate, the District of Columbia
Public Schools (DCPS) established a Computer
Literacy Teacher Training Laboratory. We have
employed three full-time instructors to train our

teachers and administrators. As of October 1983,
approximately 1600 DCPS teachers and
administrators have been trained through the

laboratory._ In addition, our teachers and
administrators are encouraged to take computer

courses at area colleges and universities.

2.b. What role should the federal government play in

this area?

The federal government should provide adequate
funds to states for the purpose of employing
teacher trainers and purchasing microcomputers

-and software. In addition, the federal
government should provide funds to the
universities and colleges to provide computer
training for teachers, in local school districts.
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Question 3.a. Should teachers be required to be "computer
literate" for certification?

Response

Question 4.

Response

Yes, teachers should be required to be "computer
literate" for certification. The District of
Columbia Public Schools approved computer
literacy Policy including the following two
items:

That computer literacy and software selection
skills be required for all instructional
personnel (teachers, supervisors and
administrators) as part 'of the five year
recertification requirement;

That beginning with SY 1983-84, all new
teachers would have to demonstrate computer
literacy before being granted permanent
tenure,

Should students be required to be "computer
literate" to graduate?

Yes, students should be required to be "computer
literate" to graduate. The District of Columbia
Public Schools has the following board policy
which states:

That every student be required to demonstrate
a command of the skills that constitute
computer literacy before the completion of
grade nine, beginning no later than SY
1987-88.

Question 5.a. The National Science Foundation recently
released 4 study which found that a gap in access
to computers in schools is beginning to appear
between economically advantaged and disadvantaged
students. Do you believe that this is a serious
Problem?

Response

5.b. What Should be done to combat this problem?

Yes, this is a serious problem. In order to
eliminate the gap in access to computers in
schools which is beginning to appear between
economically advantaged and disadvantaged
students, the federal government should provide
Chapter 1 type funds to purchase computers,
softWdre and provide teacher training to serve
this segment of the population.
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5.c. What Is your system doing to address this

question?

The District of Columbia Public School Board of
Education adopted the following policy statement
to address this need:

That by the end of SY 1983-84, student
computer laboratories be established in all
schools, with attention to security needs.

In order to implement this policy, federal funds
have been utilized to establish student computer
laboratories in fifty Chapter 1 elementary
schools; regular local funds have been utilized

for establishing computer laboratories in all

schools with junior high school students, five

special education schools, and two adult
education centers; as a result of public/private
partnership programs, computer laboratories will
be installed in five senior high schools through

the use of private funds. In addition, Writing
To Read, a computer-based instructional
laboratory funded by IBM has been established in

fifteen elementary schools.

Question 6.a. How do you react to the criticism made by the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of

Teaching that current efforts to place computers
in schools typify a "buy now, plan later"
approach?

Response The "buy now, plan latei" approach is not
necessarily true for all school systems. For
example, the District of Columbia Public Schools
developed a Computer Literacy Five Year Plan
before the purchase of computers for our schools.

This Five Year Plan has been submitted as part of

the testimony'. (Please see attachment A,
District of Columbia Public Schools Computer

Literacy Five Year Plan)

Question 7.a. What is your opinion of the adequacy of available

educational software?

Response Educational software that meets the needs of a
Competency-Based Curriculum is not adequate.
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7.b. What should be done to encourage the development .

of good software?

Experienced master teachers in various subject
areas should be given grants to develop software
for classroom use.

7.c. The Carnegie Foundation report proposed the
creation of a National Commission on Computer
Instruction to evaluate software, and one of our
other witnesses suggested a public-private joint
effort, modeled on the COMSAT legislation, to
generate quality software and serve as a
clearinghouse. What do you think of these
proposals?

We need all three services mentioned through
.these proposals:

evaluation of quality software,
generation of quality software and
clearinghouse services.

Question 8.a. What problems, if any, do you foresee for schools
in financing computer technology, as well'as the
training and support programs it requires?

Response The lack of trained professionals who are willing
to Work for the school system because of the low
pay salary scales for teachers as compared to the
private sector has become a very serious problem.
The private sector attracts beginning teachers
that have a technical background as well as
teachers school systems train in the technical
field because the private sector has greater
incentives for promotion as well as a $5,000 to
$10,000 increase in the salary school systems can
pay.

Response

8.b. Should the federal government assist states and
local school districts in financing equipment and
programs?

In order to insure that economically advantaged
and disadvantaged students have equal access to
computer technology, the federal government
should assist states and local school
districts earmarked for this target economically
disadvantaged student population in financing
equipment and programs.
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What role have computer manufacturing companies
played in training teachers, designing curricula,
or donating equipment in your system?

Response A number of computer manufacturers are an
integral part of assisting us in designing our
curriculum and our computer literacy program
including training teachers and donating
equipment to our school system.

Question 10.

Response

What is your opinion of the so-called "Apple
bill" approach legislation to give tax
breaks to companies that donate computer
equipment to schools?

We are in favor of such tax breaks to the

computer companies provided that they meet the

following criteria:

equipment is up-to-date
availability of quality software
availability of teacher training materials. .

Question 11. What is an optimum student/computer ratio?

Response

Question 12.

Response

In the classroom situation it should be two
students to one computer and in the school
setting it should be twelve students to one
computer.

What lessons should other school systems learn
from the experiences of your system?

The Board of Education must be committed to
support computer-related activities.

School administrators must become familiar
with the capabilities of computers in education

and support computer-related activities.

A formal computer literacy planning committee
should be- 'established.

Software selection and development committee

should be established.
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US HOUSEOFREPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
111111t 2321 RAYBURN H13115f rICI 11U1113ING

October 18, 19e3

Dr. David Mooro
Director, Computer Education
Memphis City ,Schools
2597 Avery Avenue
Memphis, TN 3B112

Dear Dr. Mooro:

1.0.1 ,
t..!:g:1.!1: ;.'"

I want to thank you for your participation last month In
our hearing on Computers and Education. Your testimony was
extremely Interesting, and your thoughts will be useful to the
Subcommittee as we consider ways to address the problems
identified at the hearing.

I
was especially impressed by the efforts of the Memphis

City Schools to integrate computers into your educational
programs. I

would be interested In talking with you and Dr.
Warrenton In more detail about your efforts.

As I
mentioned at the hearing, the Subcommittee has

several questions that time did not permit us to ask you
orally. Consequently, I have attached written questiops to
this letter to which we ask you to respond. We would be
appreciative If you could answer these questions In writing
within 30 days. Your written responses will be printed as pert
of the hearing record.

Additionally, the staff of the Subcommittee has sent to
you under separate cover a copy of your testimony at the

hearing. Please review your testimony and correct any errors
or Inaccuracies In grammar In it. Please do not make any
substantive changes in your testimony, however; the Rules of
the Committee on Science and Technology require the printing of

essentially verbatim transcripts of hearings.

Thank you again for your participation. I hope to see you

sometime In Memphis.

Sincerely,

Albert Gore, Jr
Chairman
Subcommittee on investigations

and Oversight
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1. Ono problom that hos boon clind Is school curricula thoi are

not dosignod io inko advantage of tho bunofits of compuiors.

How significant 15 this problem?

Whai should bo dono to holp dnvolop approprinto
compufor-based coursos?

2. Concorn.has boon oxprossod that many tonchors aro not irolnod

to utlilzo computers.

a What typos of teacher training programs ire In place

In your system?

o What rota should the federal govornmont play In this

urea?

3. Should toachurs be roquirod to bo "computor iltorate" for

cortification?

4. Should studonts be roquirod to bo "computer literate" to

graduate?

5. The National Science Foundation rocontiy roieasod a study

which found that a gap In access to computers In schools Is
begioning to appear botweon economically advantaged and
disadvantaged students. Do you believe that this Is a
serious problem?

o What should be done to combat this problom?

o What Is your systom doing to address this question?

6. How do you react to the criticism made by tho Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching that current
efforts to place computers In schools typify a "by now, plan

a later" approach?

7. What is your opinion of the adequacy of available educational
software?

o What should be done to encourage the development of good

software?

9 The Carnegie Foundation report pioposed the creation of

a National Commission on Computer Instruction to evaluate
software, and one of our other witnesses suggested a
public-private Joint effort, modeled on the COMSAT
legislation, to generate quality software and serve
as a clearinghouse. What do you think of these proposals?

8. What problems, If any, do you foresee for schools In
financing computer technology, as well as the training and
support programs it requires?

o Should the federal government assist states and local
school districts In financing equipment and programs?

9. What role have computer manufacturing companies played In
training teachers, designing curricula, or donating equipment
In your system?

10. What Is your opinion of the so-called "Apple bill" approach
-- i.e., legislation to give tax breakotocompanies that
donate computer equipment to schools?

11. What Is an optimum student/computer ratio?

12. What lessons should other school systems learn from the
experiences of your system?
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Memphis City Schools . 2597 Avery Avenue Memphis, Tennessee 30112 . Phone (901) 454-5200

November 14, 1983

The Honorable Albert. Gore, Jr.
11. S. House of Representatives
Committee on Science and Technology
Suite 2721 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Gore:

Reply To Tha Office Cl:

David M. Moore, Director
Division of Computer Education

The opportunity to testify before Lhe Subcommittee was a most interesting
' experience. Hopefully the testimony was as beneficial Co those receiving
it as the opportunity to render it was to those testifying.

Enclosed are responses to the additional questions which were received
from your office. While the responses are not lengthy, we have
endeavored to. make them adequately succinct.

If you or your committee have further questions or need any clarification
of the materials submitted, we welcome the opportunity to be of further
assistance. ,The next time you are in Memphis, please give me a call in
order that filmy take you to some of our classrooms to see first -hand
our computer education program in action.

Sincerely,

David M. Moore, Ed. D.
Director
Computer Education

Drei/ol

Enclosure
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Ill HI'tINSI;fI I'll SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS

M11 A11'IIIH
a).

CITY HON tout

I. The recent areillitance at the concept, or mom/ learning has reshaped
curriculum formats The concept that there ere discrete,
identillahle learning ohlectives Which each child can and should master
Iodinates the development. of computer delivery of InntructIon, The
primary problem has to this point been the inflexibility of the scope end

sequence of learning objectives in inetructional systems developed by
commercial concerns. The addition, deletion, or adjustment of grade
level of objectives is not currently provided in the current commercial

systems, Local autonomy in controlling the curriculum is negated, Local
school systems either lutist accept. the scope and sequence of objectives
net by the commercial developers or attempt to develop their own system.
The situation Is similar to the control publishers have previously exerted
through publication of textbooks. The mastery learning approach and
the power of computer instructional delivery systems presents the
possibility of local option and con trot.

2 1.1Mtled activities In the area of teacher training have been Initiated by
Memphis City Schools. Three days of in-service training have been
provided to a representative from each elementary or junior high school.
building principals have also been provided four days of training. Each

local school faculty is expected to utilize the representative and the
principal in providing further training to the remainder of the faculty.
Films and video cassette materials have also been made available to local
schools. While providing minimal training, the limited efforts have been

far from adequate. A brief after school training program is also being
made available this fall, but more extensive training is needed, in, order
to give teachers depth of knowledge and confidence in their skills and
knowledge.

Federal stipends or other financial incentives to return to institutions of
higher education for further training would be one approach. Federally
sponsored summer training institutes might be .another beneficial
program.

3-4. Both teachers and students need to be "computer literate" if a definition
of that term can be established. A caution needs to be kept in mind in
defining computer literacy relative to the amount of programming ability
expected. An expectation of extensive programming ability would be
analogous to expecting driver education students to be able to rebuild a
transmission and over-haul an engine. While limiting a definition of
"computer literacy" might be prudent on the one hand, expansion of the
concept to "technology literacy" should be thoroughly explored. A

number of technological advances in communications and related fields
hold significant implications for education and society at large.

There has been mention In some quarters of a grandfather clause to
exempt teachers from being computer literate. Such an exemption would
be a dis-service to our students. A more practical approach would be to
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eel a deadline ill Ihtnu lo I lye years for leachers In runlet)) I lieir
training In computer literacy.

The mini I y DI acres)) Imitio In (ino (if sdlicit othica tors need ice Its mind( ill,
I here Will alWilys hit snnm Inetinsllly of access, dieetrIciti can

the access ejap by providing egnlimienl, matortaln And trained
leallters In allisinale nionhern 11111inglostt the school Nlimildthiilly ticloothi has btken Significant alelei In OW direction by nett
1'1)1111111M' Incnl nchoul C))111111telill lea to finance) the (1)111111310c education
program. It Is dentin I ill that an ef lee live) method extols for preventing
local srlititil rotioliii11111011 from stipplement log educe)! hmal pre)(jrnion If they
have 66+,661 and 1110 desire,

6, II Imo been said that, "A goad plan today Irt butter than a perfect plan
tomorrow." planning should he a key ingredient in any large-scale
undertaking, The development and Infusion of computer technology in
our society and in our educational system is not a single static event,
computer education is not an activity that can he planned upon the
completion of a given event, While there certainly has boon some "buy
now" activity, It. would ho (Dolls( to forge Implementing a computer
education program while awaiting the conclusion of technological
development,

7 . While .1 portion el current software is marginal at best, there hare been a
general improvement in the quality of educational software, Software
development has generally been slower than hardware development and
the continuing rapid pace of hardware development has tended to make
hardware obsolete before the software has totally been developed. The
standardization of disk formats, operating systems and other facets of
the computer system to make software independent of hardware would
greatly encourage software development because of the universality of
usage.

As mentioned In earlier testimony a viscious circle is developing.
Software developers prepare their software for the computer with the
greatest number of units. The greater base of software helps further
scales of that computer which prompt even more software development for
that computer and even more subsequent sales. There is a distinct
possibility that twenty years from now education will be using the
current technology because newer computers will not have the
sales /software support to be a viable option for schools. An illustration
would be the development a superior 20mm motion picture projector.
Few, if any, film companies would produce films for the 20mm projector
because of the small market compared to the significant current market
for 16mm films. Without a significant number of films becoming available
for the new projector, sales would be minimal and eventually the
projector would be removed from the market.

Joint public-private effort at software development may well help, but
not to the extent of encouraging private development. While the role
and functions of the clearinghouse were not specified, software
evaluations are proliferating faster than they can be utilized.
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); X11 .) im 1:i ),\olit(1 11110111 1111111 ri,1101',11 1111,1110.11

1,, h. lilt 01111111111011 ,11111 .W01101111 lyllllld Ito

modviploh.. 110.1) oil 01)0'0001 %WWII 10,11/ 111;11111 In slrhunls with
ran iteurn I wi I held :oil wal e 10111 inllnm1 11,111.1iOni 4010

.41110, I Iy 1.1 111011111,6,1 and 1101 11,1V1( 111111euIll ifl

nl It 'l WO !roc/04 ;, yet y i l a, Iii O pay, I rdei al ragwort Idel11141 hu

1111" 11111 Vtili W1,11 10i 1111.1RVIIii, an,l 101101 y inventive/I I or

lea( her. In ntay in too. hint) alter having received computer training

1. To I his point cannel I er maind act tiretri have played a rola; ively minor Mile
III Me Ntemphie !Hy Schmitt+ computer education program, While

man tit art tirers hove provided mem, I !Align,' through the orhiml dint rir I ,

most I raining hen been provided by our mall personnel. A Itiliiiher ul
leachers have folio' advantage ol one companyin ot ler id Iron

ogronentig Ironing tor teachers mid thus con; riblit oil indirectly to but

compote!' educallnll program.

Tiainim,me 1)eportinent ul hitii al Ion has played a more slllnlllr,ull
ole i n I he development ( ) I curricula t h e ll I he private sector, The

seventh aml v1(1111 grade Computer Skills NV:it ilrolir,uu (101,001)1t by I lie

Tennessee 1)eport men I of hclueal ion Ilan ;tot t he direct ion for the

curriculum and identified the curriculum r yowls or topics of the

curriculum.

111. The approach of grinding tax breaks to companies for the donation of
equipment has several 01TO:I for concern. The amount of equipment, may
not :Mind icon I ly contribute to a school distr'ict's needs and could well be
mom' beneficial to the corporet Ion Ihap to the school district. There also

a UOM'Orlt to the appropriateness of the *type or brand of
equipment being donated.

It a school district has ,elected to utilize one computer and has software
and repair parts and service for that computer, the donation of it

different computer whiciih would require different software which may be
more curtly to the s :hoot district than the value of the equipment
donated.

The donation of a very limited computer system which would have to be
upgraded by the di. rict In order to be appropriately utilized would
create another burde

The stipulation that equipment will be donated only if teachers receive
training from the ma ad-actor-or may be a way of Introducing teachers to
the equipment and i fluencing them to buy that computer for themselves.

. for computer literr 17 classes one computer for every three or four

children is sufficie t. Beginning programming classes should have one
computer for every three students, while advanced classes need one
computer for each t o students.

12. As has been the e. perience in many other districts there can nevi., be

enough planning. The planning must include curriculum people,

instructional materials people, staff development people, maintenance

people, and other elated professionals.

-------Strtilf---de-velopmcmi,--traid to riority. In-depth,

comprehensivl training is essential and not something that can be done

quickly.

Software and repair support are also essential factors to be given top

consideration.
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Oc. tiDni I II, 1 lid

lionornhlo Jock our inn
Chairman, Nonoln Lducolion CommIlton
Ilorldo Donofal Ashombly
Room 40, hoonlo 01111'0 hulldInd
follohossoo, FL 3W301

Roar Nonntor Gordon)

0,11ti
ttt,

1
want, to thank you for your participation inal month In

our honriog on Computors and Fducntion. Your InstImony wou
o.tromoly Inform:flog, and your thoughts will be useful lo 110

Subcommittou as wo consIdor ways to address the problems
IdontIllod at the hearing.

An I
mentioned at the hearing, the Subcommittee has

several questions that time did not permit his to ask you
orally, Consequently, 1

havo attachod written questions to
this letter' to which we ask you to respond. Wa would bo
appreciative If you could answer these questions In writing
within 30 days. Your written responses will be printed as part
of the hearing record.

Additionally, the staff of the Subcommittee has sont to
you under separate cover a copy of your testimony at the
hearing. Please review your testimony and correct any ,errors
or inaccuraclos ingrammor In It. Pieaso do not make any
substantive changes In your testimony, however: the Rules of
the Committee on Science and Technology require the printing of
essentially vorbatim transcripts of hearings.

Thank you again for your participation.

Sincerely.

AG,Otk

11-

Albert Gore, Jr,
Chairman
Subcommittee on investigations

and Oversight
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I. One problem, that has been cited is school curricula that are
not designed to take advantage of the benefits of com1a4ers.
How significant Is this problem?

o What should be done to help develop appropriate
computer-based courses?

2. Concern has been expressed that many teachers are not trained
to utilize computers.

o What types'of teacher training programs are In place
1..11 your system?

o What role should the federal government play in this
o area?

S. Should teachers be required to be "computer literate" for
Certification?

4. Should students be required to be "computer literate" to
graduate?

5. The Ational Science Foundation recently released a study'
which found that a gap In 'access to computers in schools Is
beginning to appear between economically advantaged and
disadvantaged students. Do you believe that this Is a
serious problem?

o Whet should be done to combat this problem?

o What is your system doing to address this question?

6. How do you react to the criticism made by the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching that current
efforts to place computers In schools typify a "by now, plan
later" approach?

7. What Is your opinion of the adequacy of available educational
software? ;

o What should be done to encourage the development of good
ware?

o The arnegle Foundation report proposed the creation of
Nat/bnal Commission on Computer Instruction to evaluate

softwara> and one of our other witnesses suggested a
public-prIvaste joint effort, modeled on the COMSAT
legislation, to generate quality software and serve
as a clearinghouse. What do you think of these proposals?

8. What problems, If any, do you foresee for schools in
financing computer technology, as well as the training and
support programs it requires?

o Should the federal government assist states and local
school districts In financing equipment and programs?

9. What role have computer manufacturing companies played In
training teachers, designing curricula, or donating equipment
In your system?

-10. What Is your opinion of the so-called "Apple bill" approach
-- I.e., legislation to give tax breaks to companies that
donate computer equipment to schools?

11. What is an optimum student/computer ratio?

12. What Yessons should other school systems learn from the
experiences of your system?
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OFFICE OF TlIE PRESIDENT PRO TEmPORE

November 30, 1983

Mr. Steve Owens
Subcommittee on Investigations

and Oversight
Committee on Science and Technology
Suite 2321 Rayburn Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C., 20515

Dear Mr. Owens:

Please find the attached ansWers to th e additional
questions from the September hearii-4 on Computers
and Education.

I regret the belated response to tpe guestionaire;
however, travel and, committee meetings have pre-
cluded a more prompt response.

Sincerel

ck D. Gordon
esident Pro Tempore

Enclosure

JDG/ja
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Answers to Additional Questions

1. This is a significant problem where computer use in a

given discipline is a major goal. Development of appropriate

Computer -based could be accomplished by providing grant money
for that purpose to scholars in the respective disciplines.

I suspect a conduit for those funds might exist through the
national secondary school organizations, such as the National
Council of Teachers of English or the Mathematics Association.

2, As mentioned in my written testimony, Florida has a modest
ttaining program at the state level and several local in-service
institutes. The federal role in this area should be limited to

fiscal support, which, as I also mentioned in my testimony,

Should go to the state education agency.

3. 6 A. Looking toward the 21st century, my answer would be

that "Yes," both our teachers and graduates should be computer

literate. The problem I foresee with that is whether we can
atrive at a common definition of "computer literacy."

5. The computer access gap reported by the NSF has not, in

my opinion, reached a level of "serious," as yet, but it is a

Problem. The commonality of home computers will put economically

advantaged students
further ahead because they will have had more

Hands-on time with terminals. We are essentially in a Genesis

stage with computer education and educators tend to treat programs

involving computers as "advanced" work. This, in turn, usually

limits access to computers to economically advantaged students,

who are invariably perceived as the most advanced students.

This situation could possibly be remedied by funding through

Title I or a similar program. Florida is currently doing nothing

to address this problem.

6 I..believe the Carnegie Foundation's criticism is a correct

obsefilation, the result of which will be a surplus of obsolete

hardware.

7. Other than the facts that current educational software is

limited and expensive, I have no opinion about its adequacy,

As I suggested in my answer to Question 1, we should encourage

development of software through recognized academic organizations.

)3. For the average citizen, I think the word "computer" conjures
'110 an image of a technology so complex that few can understand or

tse. Convincing the public, who is the financier vis-a-vis

taxes, that computer technology is a vital and universal of

daily life will be a major problem.

The federal government should assist in financing equipment and

programs through the respective states' educational agencies.
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9. Private enterprise's participation in computer programs
has been limited to a local basis, irA because of that, I
have no real way of determining a level of assistance. I am
aware of some cases Where donated computer equipment is sitting
idle because of the expenses involved in retrofitting facilities
or the cost of software.

10. I am very cautious about legislation such as the "Apple

Bill," because 1 am leery about the potential in creating an
advertent or inadvertent monopoly. I would not want our schools
to receive computer equipment from one specific manufacturer
whose product dictated exclusive use of its software. This can
be avoided through legislation that stipulates that equipment
donated for tax purposes must have the capability for inter-
changeable software.

11. The emphasis on learning computer technology is going to
determine an optimum student/computer ratio. In most Florida
high schools in their programs for writing, the teacher/pupil
ratio is 1:20. This has only come about because of incentive
funding from state sources. Current state resources would
preclude us from doing anything near that ratio without substantial

federal funding.

12. The single most important lesson to be learned from Florida's
experience is that centralization of Your purchasing power at
the state level can save local districts significant amounts
of money.

Submitted

11/30/83

Jack D. Cordon
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